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122-11-11/4111-0l 
Classification 
Titre Pays : 
_, . FRANCE 
Etude du comportement du puits de cuve des reacteurs PWR 
900 MWe en cas de rupture de cuve Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
'l'itre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
Date 
Etat 
•, 
Primary shield wall behaviour of PWR's in case of CEA - DEMT 
pressure vessel rupture 
Reaponsable . • ~ AVET FLAN CARD 
(DSN-SETSSR) 
ROCHE (DEMT) 
. Scientifiques . • 
de demarrage : Ol/Ol/75 Date prevue d 1achevement Sl/12/80 
actuel • en cours Derniere mise a jour : 03/0l/77 • 
Objectif general : 
L1 etude concerne le comportement de structures en beton soumises a 
1 1eclatement de circuit d'eau pressurisee - (Probleme des structures 
soumises a des impulsions de pression). 
Objectifs particuliers 
L 1etude vise essentiellement a determiner le comportement du puits de 
cuve (ecran biologique) des reacteurs P~vR 900 MWe dans le cas d 'une 
rupture de la cuve du circuit primaire principal. 
Du-'point de vue de la sOrete il est necessaire de verifier les 
points suivants : 
- Le puits de cuve doit continuer a assurer le supportage de la cuve 
- Le puits de cuve ne doit pas engendrer de projectiles pouvant 
mettre en cause l 1 integrite de l'enceinte de confinement. 
Cette etude est susceptible d'influer l 1elabotation des regles et 
des guides pour la conception du puits de cuve. 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
L'etude et la mise au point de !'installation experimentale ont ete 
confies au DEMT. 
Le programme experimental c'6mprend les etapes suivantes : 
- Essais preliminaires a petite echel1e (1/75) pour determiner 1es 
I 
ordres de grandeur correspondant a une rupture brutale de cuve 
(rupture 1ongitudinale qui correspond au chargement maximum sur les 
puits de cuve). 
- Essais plus representatifs a une echelle plus importante (1/20) 
et en prenant en compte des ruptures limitees sur la cuve • 
. . . I . .. 
Etat de 1 1etude : 
l) Avancement a ce jour : 
- Environ quarante essais a petite echelle ont ete realises. 
- Parallelement a ces essais, lancement d'une etude d'avant-projet 
a l'echelle 1/20 compte tenu des orientations definies par la 
sfirete. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
La rupture des maquettes est atteinte pour des pressions non 
uniformes et tres localisees au tout debut de la detente du 
circuit d 1 eau pressurisee. 
- Les premiers essais permettant de degager les points suivants : 
- Les pies de pression en debut de detente constituent le char-
gement le plus severe pour le puits de cuve. 
- A l 1 echelle des essais, les exutoires n'ont aucune influence 
sur le niveau des pies. 
- Le ferraillage des maquettes en beton arme est insuffisant pour 
eviter la creation de projectiles secondaires. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Nouvelles series d 1essais a petite echelle avec maquettes comportant 
davantage d'aciers passifs, et maquettes precontraintes. 
Etude d'avant projet au l/20. 
132-11-11/4111-6-11 
·ntr• Pays : 
PIEGEAGE DE L 1 IODE DANS LES BE TONS FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur ~ 
IODINE - TRAPPING IN CONCRETE CEA/DTECH.f:.SECS/ ~TA 
-STA-SACLAY 
Responsable . . 
R.AVET FLANCARD (DSN-
. SEISSR) 
' 
CONTRE (DTEGR-STA) 
~~ 
Scientifiques : 
Date de demarrage : 1/0l/75 Date prevue d 1 achevement pl/12/78 
Etat actuel : en cours Derniere mise a jour :03/0l/77 
,~ Objectif general : 
Cette etude a pour but de determiner l'effet de filtre du beton des 
enceintes de confinement afin de mieux evaluer les consequences 
radiologiques en cas d'accidents de perte de refrigerant primaire 
des r~acteurs a eau PWR. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Determiner les lois de retention des produits de fission, en 
particulier des iodes dans les cas suivants : 
conditions normales du fonctionnement 
conditions accidentelles (140° C et 4 bars relatifs) 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
On utilise le banc d 1essai mis au point par la STA pour la mesure 
des coefficients de permeabilite des betons dans differentes 
conditions de pression et de temperature. 
Le programme comprend les etapes suivantes 
- etude quantitative de retention de 1 1 iode stable (iode 
penetrant et moleculaire) en fonction des differents 
parametres a prendre en compte (type et epaisseur du beton 
pression et temp~rature, points singuliers) 
- etude quantitative de la retention de l'iode acti£ 
... I . .. 
Etat de 1 1 etude : 
\ I) Avancement a ce jour : 
- L1adaptation du banc de mesure a necessite l'etude et la 
realisation : 
- d'un ensemble chromatographique pour mesurer en continu 
les quantites d 1 iode qui auront diffuse a travers 1 1eprou-
vette de beton 
- d 1un dispositif d1 injection des iodes 
- Des essais preliminaires ont ete egalement effectues pour 
verifier que les joints d1etancheite prevus sur le banc d 1essai 
ne fausseront pas les resultats (Problemes du piegeage prefe-
rential des composes iodin et de diffusion a travers le joint). 
2) Resultats essentials 
- Pas de resultats a ce jour sur la diffusion de 1 1iode dans le 
be ton. 
- A ce stade on peut noter neammoins les points suivants 
- les joints d'etancheite sont satisfaisants 
- le chromatographe et le dispositif d1analyse sequentielle 
automatique sont operationnels 
Prochaines etapes : 
la construction du dispositif d1 injection d'iode est en 
cours. 
- Montage des dispositifs de mesure et d'injection d'iode a SACLAY 
- Premiers essais avec de l 1 iode stable (ICH3) 
- Etude des problemes poses par l'analyse de 1 1 iode moleculaire 
stable 
Documents de reference : 
- Note DSN/SETS 75-08 du 6-0I-75 
0'q(t 
1
L;lAs§lIl.CaLr(.'i.æ
G'eneral aln'r
:
.,Exg»er!.meotal LnveatJ.gat,Lon aLnèd at charaatariztlrg' the dynanlo :
behavlour of materLaXE ueed fon energy abeorLer desJ.gn 
' 
,
under' rêptêssnt,atLve geometr!.eg and loadtng conôitlons. The
naJor pârt of the programme was relateô to ataLlllesE eteel,
rod.q aoting Ln tensLon, and comuerclel oellulàr ooncretà,
aatlng Ln oompreeslon. In' adôltl,on, seyeral üesüs.were perforneê,,,
ôn copl»er buupere anô epeolal rLxÈuree ,.of ltghË w€tghü concreüe.
,t'
Part'loularol»'l Ectf,ves t
-{--
- Devàloprnànt and üeetJ.ng of a forgeô head deslgn for anshôrage i
.;
' of e'talnleee stesl barg ' .t
'
- Coml»ari.Eon of, dynanio verguE statLc strength of teated naterLalr
and ôetern!.naüLon of ühe'scatter tn êynehto ottreas.
:'Eff,esü of g»hystoal' 5rarameters guch a6 huniôlty anô.tenperature.,i
p.'"Extr»e'ringn'ta'1:-f'a'o.t'1'tïl'e'E 
.anê. progranne | .
. 
I DynanLa tesülng lnoludX.ng an aLf r€setvolar 8üDtüte dtske and
. a s1Lûlng plsüon.(:dtrlÿlnE forca r 40 kNI
t.
i."'Daop relght
::
T'
nachln r{ttr a I torr hanmer.
' dLtIE 1" r Etrénânts ab'sorbeurE
Ia eonoeptLon dês brLdag.ee de
drénergie pour
tuyauüerlEs.
Country
BELGIUM
trltl..ê ? r Energy absorber .elements for plpe
-
whlB testraLnt.a
. t' : :
OrganlzatLon
TRACTIONEII
: InltLatad
conpLoüeô
§tatuB
Lasü upôatLng
t972
1 97s
conple,teô
ProJêct Leader
P. EERNALSiIEEN
4. Project status : 
The results have been published in the paper : " The use 
of energy absorbers to protect structures against impact loading 4, 
P. Hernalsteen and c.Leblois • Nuclear Engineering and Design 37 
(1976) 373.406. 
5,6,7 -
8. Degree of availability Contact TRACTIONEL - BRUSSELS. 
0 
Classificat.J.on 7.1 
Title 1: Programme VAPON. Country 
Evaluation des sollicitations des tuyauteries BELGIUM 
de vapeur en cas de breche 
Title 2 : Programme VAPON. 
Evaluation of the pipe forces resulting from 
a steamline break 
Initiated : January 1977 
Operational :June 1977· 
1. General ·aim : 
Organization 
TRACTIONEL 
Project leader 
E.STUBBE 
Scientist 
DUPLAT 
Pipe restraints are usually installed around steamlines 
in order to prevent severe pipe movement and pipe whip 
in case of a severe break. The general aim is to evaluate 
the hydraulic forces acting on the pipe at different break 
locations in o~der to choose the proper locations and 
\ 
dimensioMof the pipe restraints. 
2. Particular objectives. 
Evolution of the pipe force coefficient and mass flow rates 
during the short time interval following a break of a steam 
line. 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date : The calculations are based on the 
method of characteristics in order to treat the wave pro-
pagation phenomena during the short period following 
the accident. Step by step calculation of the wave 
force and the blowdown force gives the evolution of 
the force coefficient ~t several location$~ 
The program can handle pipes equipped by venturis, sudden 
contractions or expansions, elbows. 
The flow regimes extend to the supersonic flow with the 
possible development of standing shocks in the pipe. 
The vapour is treated as an ideal gas and specified by its 
proper isentropic index. As such, the program can handle 
any ideal gas. 
2. Essential results : 
The results obtained are in close agreement with the results 
from similar codes and published data for similar problems. 
5. Next step. 
In order to treat the break of high energy lines filled with 
subcooled water or staturated water and steam, a programme is 
under development using the same basic method of characteristics 
in order to evaluate the pipe force coefficient and break mass 
flow rate. 
7. Reference documents. 
1. A.H. SHAPIRO 11 Dinamics and thermodynamics of compressible 
.fluid flow 11 Ronald 1953 
2. F.J.MOODY Time-dependent pipe forces caused by blow down 
and flow stoppage. 
Transactions of the ASME-September 1973 
3. P.PANA, J. ROHDE Stationary and transient Mass flow rates 
and jet thrust forces following pipe breaks 
IAEA Meeting COLOGNE 1976 
8. Degree of availability 
Contact ~RACTIONEL-BRUSSELS 
0 
Classification = 7.1 
Title 1 & Programme LOCA-2 : Evolution des 
pressions a court terme dans les logettes 
de l'enceinte d'un reacteur PWR en cas 
d'un accident LOCA 
Title 2 : Programme LOCA-2 : A computer code 
to estimate the short term pressurization 
in the subcompartiments surrounding the 
primary system, in case of a loss of 
coolant accident 
Initiated 
Completed 
Last update 
: June 72 
: April 73 
: December 76 (version 3,4,5) 
1. General aim 
Country 
BELGIUM 
Organization 
TRACTIONEL 
Project Leader 
E.J. STUBBE 
The programme LOCA 2 evaluates conservatively the short term 
pressure evolution in the subcompartments of a containment 
following a LOCA or a HELB, in order to ensure the integrity 
of the concrete structures surrounding the break location. 
2. Particular objectives 
Three versions of the programme exist in order to treat dif-
ferent break locations and a wide variety of interconnected 
volumes. 
LOCA 2 V 3 
LOCA 2 V 4 
10 nodes, and 20 interconnection~ 
Mainly used for simple geometries. This prc;rams 
contains a bubble rise option to treat the 
depressurization of a steam generator. 
20 nodes,and 60 interconnections. 
Mainly used for calculations of overpressurization 
in the multiple compartments surrounding the primary 
and the secondary lines. 
LOCA 2 V 5 50 nodes and 120 interconnections. 
Mainly used for estimating the overpressures in the 
pressure vessel cavity following a LOCA at the inlet 
or outlet nozzles of the reactor. 
4. Program Status 
1. Progress to date. 
The program contains an inertia option for problems where 
inertia and frictional effects are important,and an orifice 
option for which q.uasi steady state compressible flow can be 
assumed. 
The program rigosously treats the thermodynamics of two-phase 
two-component mixtures of water and an inert. gas and contains 
three flow model options for estimating the critical mass 
flow rates. 
1. Henri-Fauske model (water,vapour+air) 
2. Moody model (for water-vapour only) 
3. The homogeneous equilibrium model (water,vapour+air) 
The effect of water entrainment can be simulated by specifying 
a water entrainment factor for each interconnection. 
A code option is available to simulate fly-out panels and 
movable plugs between volumes. 
2. Essential results 
Extensive validation of the program models was performed 
by comparison of the results on benchmark problems and real 
configurations obtained from equivalent codes such as 
TMD, RELAP, COMPRESS, DDIFF. 
The results indicate generally good agreement. 
\ j 
s. Next steps : 
The code LOCA 2 is presently subjected to an objective 
validation exercise by participation in the USNRC standard 
subcompartment problem program~ The 13 standard problems are 
treated and the results are being submitted to the NRC 
for evaluation. 
7. Reference Documents : 
D. BROSCHE : ZOCO V, a computer program for the calculation 
of time and space dependent pressure distribution in 
reactor containments. 
K.V. 
Nuclear Engineering and Design. Vol. 23 (1972) 
MOORE ET AL 
Relap-IV 
analysis. 
Computer program for transient thermohydraulic 
ID0-83401 (1973) 
F.J. MOODY : Maximum Flow rate of a single Component, two-
phase Mixture. 
Transactions of the ASME - February 1965. 
R.E. HENRY, H. FAUSKE : The two-phase Critical flow of a 
one-component Mixtures in Nozzles, orifices and short 
tubes. 
Journal of heat transfer - May 1971. 
DDIFF-1 Code : A description of the DDIFF-1 digital computer 
code for reactor plant subcompartment Analysis. 
Combustion Engineering Power Systems CENPD-141 February 1976. 
8. Degree of availability Contact TRACTIONEL-BRUSSELS. 
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Classif£cation 
·' •' 
. ; 
.:~ . 
·'l'itle' 1 : PROGRAMME LOCA-3c,Evolution de la pression 
l long terme darts l'enceinte d'une centrale nucld~ 
aire suite l une rupt~re du:circuit pr~maire. 
7.1 
Country a 
BELGIUM 
i : 
I-_;..._ -------------------------···--- •••. ;~-_______ , --4 
'! 
'l'itle 2 : ~RC~RAMME LOCA-3:Lting term pressu~e ~vo-
lut_.ton ir.. ":he containment of nuclear power plaz:ts, 
·following a loss of coolant ~ccident. 
·xnitiated ; July 1974 1 
·Completed ~ July 1975 
... 
. 
Organization 
'l'RAC'l'IONEL 
Project 
Leader a 
'I 
I 
I 
. !. 
I E • S'l'U·BB~ 
• j . . · ·,ast .update .a January 197'6 
·-·~--------------------------------------------------------------· 
1. General aim : 'l'o calculate the pressui:e history in the con-
. ;';....,) 
tainment foilowinq a loss of coolant .accident. 'l'he compute%-
cod$ LOCA-l-~~ unables one ~o:a 
a~ estimate the maximu~ pre~sure for which the c~ntainment 
integrity must be assured 1 ' 
b·~ estimate a conservatively low .containment back pressure. to 
'evaluate the-.efficiency ·o~ .the· BCCS r 
c. evaluate the ~fficienc~ of di~ferent·•afe;~~r~ systems 
(spray, ~entila~iortt ·' 
• 
# - • . d. ·evatu~to the temper~ture ~~ad~ents in ~he containment · 
.... , .. .. . ' ' 
structure in: order . to -.estimate the st.ress levels i·n·· the 
concrete. . .. 
. . . 
.·. 
,f•' :·~ 
' .. 
.... · 
. .! 
: .. ; .. 
(·;·, .·· ... 
.... 
. . 
. . 
. . 
· ;.: ~-. · Particvlar objectives : The code was develop~ed .for· calculating 
'.' 
(:Ontainment loadinq for actual power p~ari:ts. ':'his re·quires 
thP. · 'I"~• :~ r1 eion of t'he various ·components that influence the 
pressure h'~story such as : .. ... ·.• 
- Detailed description ot all pasaive·b~at sinks available. 
The code is dimensionned for a maximum of 10.str~cture~, 
each of'which can contain up to tSO nodes ~ith a variable 
·spacirtg. 
Pour diffe~ent ~ption~ are built in to ~alculate the internal: 
heat transfer coefficie~t in case of L<:>CA, two of which are ·-.. 
the widely used Tagami-Ushida correlation for in~eqrity and 
ECCS calculations. · 
- Simulation of the operational safeguard syatema,,such as 
·spray and cooling coils~ 
• • 
• lt" 
.;~ .. · .• 
Evaluation of the sump watel.' temperature resulting. fzom . • r..,_·~· 
such sources as the spray, the spill-over .j.low .rates, conden• · 
• 0 •• 
·sin~ flux, and the. flashing fraction th~t 9oes to the sump.~ 
.• . .., 
This temperature is important to determine the stress 'in the -
·sump conc·rete structure and to evaluate the depressuri..;. 
aation ~ate iti the r~circulation ~base. 
- Du~inq the reoirculation phase, a proper evaluation of tha 
temperature. of the component cooling water is necessary in 
order to estimate the heat absorption capacity.of the cooling 
coils and the cooling capacity of the residual heat removal 
heat exchangers. 
·.· . ., 
.4 • .- p~·o·j ect Status : 
1
.1. ~!~i!:!!!-!:2.~!!:! : The fourth version· .(LOCA-3-v4·) is ~uily S 
.f,... o_~eratiC?na~ .. a.n~ prov~df!s ·.graphical. ou-tput- .for -the· moat .,.. 
important par~meters C~ressure, temperat~res}~ 
··.··. . ' . . . . 
., 
'1 . 
i 
. ·I' 
·t· 
0 
0 
f?5q 
2. Essential results : Extensive validation of the code was 
performed and the results show good agreement with results 
from other codes such as CONTEMPT, COMPATE, COCO and ZOCO v. 
5. Next steps : The code LOCA-3-V4 is continu~~:y ~eing updated 
to follow the evolution in the models used ~~ ?c~~ervatively 
estimate the pressure evolution (e.g. FLASH C?~~~-.~, including 
"press~r~ f:ash" or "temperature flash"). 
Work ~~ proceeding to include the treatment of the post-
reflood phenomena with FROTH. As the input data are usuall~ 
given for a fixed downstream pressure, the post reflood mass 
- ' 
and energy release rates must be adjusted to actual downstream 
opressure ~r the containment. 
Reference documents : 
D. BROSCHE : ZOCO V, a computer code for the calculation of 
time-and-space dependent pressure distributions in rea~tor 
containments. 
Nuclear Engineering and Design 23 (1972) 
L. RICHARDSON ET AL. 
"CONTEMPT", A computer programme for predicting the 
containment pressure-temperature response to a Loss-of-
coolant accident. ID0-17220 (196 7) 
•. : ' ~ ) I ' • 
F. ~ORDELON ET AL. 
• ,, ; : l ••• 
Contai~ment Pressure Analysis Code (COCO) 
WCAP 8326 
9. Degree of availability CONTACT TRACTIONEL - BRUSSELS 
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Classification: 7. 1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untersuchung der Vorgange in einem mehrfach unter- SPONSOR: BMFT teilten Containment beim Bruch einer Klihlmittellei-
tung wassergeklihlter Reaktoren 
(RS 50 I.1.4 Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
-
' Battelle-Insti-
... tut e.V F:fm 
'I • ~ ' ·: ~: '. ' ~ ~ ' ' ....~ ~ . . "' . 
'ritle 2 (English) : '' : Project Leader: 
Investigation of the Phenomena Occurring within a 
Multi-Compartment Containment after Rupture of the Dr. T.F. Kanz-
Primary Cooling Circuit in Water-Cooled Reactors leiter 
Initiated (Date): Com.12le.ted (Date) : 
May 4/14, 1971 June )0, 1978 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing December 31, 1976 
1. General Aim 
The objective of the present research project is to simulate in large-
scale experiments rupture of the primary cooling circuit within the 
containment of a water-cooled reactor and to investigate the pheno-
mena occurring within the containment. The experimental results are 
to be compared with the results of model calculations and will finally 
serve to improve the computer codes. 
/~ 2. Particular Objectives 
·'-"' Problems to be investigated experimentally: 
Flow rate and jet forces at the site of rupture, 
differential pressure between compartments, 
- pressurization in the containment during the LOCA, 
" depressurization after the LOCA, 
- loads on containment structures. 
). Research Program 
3'.1. Integral LOCA experiments in a scale-model PWR containment with 
nine compartments. The volumetric model scale is about 1 : 64 
relative to the 1200 MW reactor plant Biblis A. 
3.2. Basic LOCA experiments with steam line breaks and a simpli£ied 
containment geometry. 
I 3.3. Jet £orce experiments leading to an extremely high load on 
special concrete structures. 
3.4. Further LOCA experiments. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The experimental £acilities consist essentially o£ 
a special model containment (approx. 600m3, 6 bar), 
a model coolant circuit (approx. 6m3, 140 bar, 300 °C), 
measuring instruments (approximately 200 channels £or pressure, 
di££erential pressure, temperature, density, mass £low, £orce, 
strain and water level), 
data collecting and processing systems with 120 and 256 channels, 
respectively. 
For comparison with the experimental data, several computer codes are 
used by external institutions. Some o£ these codes are being used £or 
licensing procedures, others have been newly developped in connection 
vith this research program. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ad 3.1: The £irst series o£ LOCA experiments (Nos. Cl to C16) with 
single- and double-end water line ruptures in di££erent 
compartments o£ the PWR model containment was £inished in 
spring 1976. 
Ad 3.2: A new series o£ basic experiments (D series) has been speci-
£ied and prepared £or starting in January 1977. These ex-
periments may be characterized as £ollows: 
-pressure vessel 5-3m3 , inside diameter o •. 78 m, height 
11.2 m, initial water level 5.0 m (286 °C). 
Depressurization via a steam line (140 mm in diameter) 
connected to the pressure vessel at its top end. 
1 
., 
''"""' ,j 
) 
' ' 
Initial conditions: 70 bar.,. 286 °C 
Expected outflow: for approx. 1.5 s saturated steam, 
subsequently a steam-water mixture. 
- Directing the saturated steam or the steam-water mixture 
into fi- .40.-,m~-. compartmen.t .al}d ... ;C~om ,tb.er.e., ... _ v:ia a series of 
'I. ' \ : ' ,. c J • t I ' ' , ' • - • ' ' ~ .. :, -". 
adj o.~~i,~-t(, e·B~~*rtm~rits, to ;the dome' -s);)a:c~. The .. total con-
tainm·~~t voluni~ is about 630 m 3• 
- Overflow cross sections between the containment compartments 
of uniform diameter (750 mm), mainly designed as sharpedged 
orifices. 
Series D will include an experiment which has been suggested 
by the Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit for international 
comparison with theoretical results (Containment Analysis . 
Standard Problem). 
6. Results 
Ad 3.1: Comparisons between the results of the C experiments and model 
calculations have been and are still being made by several 
research institutions in the Federal Republic of Germany and 
in the USA on the basis of dif:ferent computer codes. 
Comparisons of the experimental results with the results ob-
tained by the computer codes used in the licencing procedure 
always showed a calculatory oyerestimate of the actual 
situation, with respect to both the absolute pressures and the 
differential pressures between compartments situated close to 
the site of rupture. At high differential pressures between 
the compartment where rupture took place and the adjoining 
compartment, deviations even exceeding a :factor of 2 were 
observed in some cases. The calculations of the differential 
pressures for compartments located far from the site of rupture 
are highly erroneous. These di:fferential pressures are, how-
ever, always so small that they do not affect the design o:f 
the plant. It was not possible to improve the computational 
results substantially even by appropriate variation of the 
somewhat uncertain input parameter··· 
Based on the above findings various institutions investigated 
the weak points of existing computer codes and improved them. 
G. Mnnafeld (1) presented the computational results of the 
-:1w multi-node code CO:F'LOW, which show a much better agree-
ment with the experimental results than conventional calcu-
lation methods. The COFLOW code differs from the conventional 
multi-node codes, e.g. ZOCO VI of LRA, by 
subdividing long compartments into several control volumes 1 
considering the flow velocities within the control volumes. 
7. Next Steps 
Ad 3.1: Evaluation of the results will be continued and reports will 
be prepared. 
Ad 3.2: The experiments of the D series will be carried out. 
Ad 3.3 and 3.4: Specification and preparation of further experiments. 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
9. References 
(1) G. Mansfeld, Simulation of Dynamic Pressure Differences in Full-
Pressure Containments after a Loss-of-Coolant Accident, Com-
parison between Theoretical and Experimental Results. Labora-
torium fur Reaktorregelung und Anlagensicherung Garching. Paper 
presented at the IAEA Specialist Meeting on Thermo-Hydraulic 
Consequences of Loss-of-Coolant Accidents Inside and Outside the 
Containment. Cologne, FRG, 7-8 December 1976. 
(2-5) Quarterly Reports in the Series "IRS-Forschungsberichte" 
(in German) 
IRS-F-30 
IRS-F-31 
IRS-F-33 
IRS-F-34 
January to March 1976 
April to June 1976 
July to September 1976 
October to December 1976 
C~ 
(6) IRS-F-29 "Research Reports (Annual Reports)" (in English) 
(7) BF-RS50-21-3 11 Fehleranaly.se f'Ur das MeBwerterfassungs- und 
-verarbeitungssystem der Containmentversuchsanlage" 
April 1976 
(8) BF-RS50-31-4 "Auf'bereitung der auf' Magnetband dargestellten 
rohen MeBdaten zu physikalischen GroBen" 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
{14) 
(15) 
(16) 
April 1976 
BF-RS50-32-C9 
BF-RS50-J2-C10 
BF-RS50-J2-C11 
BF-RS50-J2-C12 
BF-RS50-32-C1J 
BF-RS50-J2-C15 
BF-RS50-J2-C16 
BF-RS50-62-4 
"VorUiufiger Versuchsbericht C9", March 1976 
"VorHiuf'iger Versuchsbericht C10 11 , April 1976 
"VorUiufiger Versuchsbericht C11", Sept. 1976 
"VorHiufiger Versuchsbericht C12", Sept. 1976 
"VorUiufiger Versuchsbericht ClJ", July 1976 
''Vorlaufiger Versuchsbericht C15", July 1976 
"Vorlauf'iger Versuchsbericht C16", Nov. 1976 
"Experimentelle Bestimmung der instationaren 
WarmeUbergangszahl in einem Containment wahrend 
eines KUhlmittelverlustunfalls", June 1976 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Reports are available through 
Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit 
- Forschungsbetreuung -
Glockengasse 2, D-5000 Koln 1 
Documents (7) to (15) can be made available only by special agreement. 
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Title 1 (Original Language).: COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untersuchungen Uber die Auswirkungen des Ausstromens SPONSOR: von:Damp.f- und Dampf-Wasser-Gemiachcn a us Roh.r- Bl\11-'T leitungslecks ORGANIZATION: (RS 93 
-
I.1.4, Jahresbericht A 75) KWU, Erlangen 
Ti.tle 2 (enslish): Project Leader: 
Reaction and ImpJngement Forces on Components and Dr. Riedle Structur·es Caused by a T\'ro Phase Jet Discharged 
at Primary Pipe Breaks 
Initiated (Date) : ~OmEleted (Date): 
anuary 1973 October 1975 
,-·-. 
atus: Last Updating (Date): 
-
-Completed December 1975 
I 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
In the safety analysis of a loss of coolant accident it is 
necessary to calculate the mechanical loading caused by the 
pressurized water discharging through the break. The discharging 
two-phase jet applies th'rust on the supporting structures of the 
primary·loop components and pipe restraints. The neighbouring 
walls and structures have to withstand the impact pressure caused 
)y the impingement of the jet. 
0 
ExEerimental Facilities and Research Program 
This program deals with quasi-steady state experiments which were 
carried out to investigate on a reduced scale a guillotine break 
and a slot break. During the guillotine break tests the discharging 
jet is directed on to a baffle plate, during the slot break tests 
two jets are directed against each other and are diverted by the 
simulated bottom of the ruptured pipe. The discharged fluid is 
., '~··saturated water; in several cases experiments with one-phase fluid 
1.1 
I 
were carried out. 
" 
-
c 
The ~est.paramcter were varied in the following way: 
discharr~e diamet-er D, guillotine break: 
discharge diamet1er D, slot break: 
distance pipe outlet-baffle plate A 
5, 10, 25, 50, 65 mm 
5, 10 mm 
guillotine break: 0 25 to 10 D . , 
distance between the pipe outlets A 
slot break: 0,20 to 14 D 
10 to 100 bars stagnation pressure: 
The instrumentation supplies following informations: 
.. 
critical discharge rate, 
thermohydTaulic state at the pipe outlet, 
pressure distribution on the baffle plate, 
the contour of discharging two-phase jets as well as thrust forces. 
Project Status L Progress to Date / Essential Results 
The investigations concerning the critical flow of saturated 
pressurized water have'shown the following results: 
1 • The critical flow rate measured agrees well with theoretical 
calculations of diverse models from literature. The hydraulic 
resistance of the pipe, the diameter of the circular outlet 
cross section and, connected with it, the flow regime are 
of particular importance. For small outlet dimensions the 
calculation with the l'vloody model (flow regime: annular flow) 
seems to be successful, while for large outlet a model with 
homogeneous flow conditions should be preferred (e. g. that 
by Linzer). These facts were confirmed by the measured results. 
2. The thermohydraulic state at the outlet cannot be deter-
' .mined exactly by the measurement of the outlet pressure 
and temperature and by mathematical estimation of the 
steam content. These data do not allow exact conclusions 
·about flow regimes actually occuring, boiling delay and 
thermodynamic non-equilibr~um. In particular the measure-
ment ot the pressure a few millimetres upstream of the 
outlet plane is subject to considerable errors. 
3. The pressure distributions resulting from the impact of the 
two-phase jens on the baffle plates are similar to normal 
distribution curves. For all diameters tested it was 
possible to show the radial pressure distribution as 
a two-pa1•ameter-function f ( ~' ~ ) if the local pressure on 
the plate was related to the maximal value in the jet centre • 
. They are similar to corresponding normal distribution curves 
at the impact of one-phase jets - only the parameter distance 
between outlet and the baffle plate differs by !actor of 
() 6 to 10. The radial expansion of two-phase jets, disturbed by 
the baffle plates, and that of undisturbed two-phase jets are 
almost the same - they differ by factor of 5 from the 
corresponding one-phase jets. Finally, it must be mentioned, that 
the two-phase jet has no conical jet core and that it loses 
its effectiveness after a distance of about 5 D. In the case 
of a one-phase jet the core has a length of 5 D and a total 
range of 30 to 40. D. 
4. As to the jet load·and thus to the design of the structures 
subject to the impact of two-phase jets it is necessary to 
mention the differences between the individual break shapes. 
In the case of the guillotine break a thrust force acts on the 
outlet pipe and an equal and opposite force acts on the baffle 
plate. For a slot break the jet causes both thrust forces and 
forces on the remaining metal joint. The thrust forces are the 
same for both break types. For the outlet of saturated 
pressurized water with large outlet diameters they can be 
sufficiently described by an impulse balance at the outlet, 
assuming homogeneous flow distribution. 
... 
' 
•, 
... ,. ~ 
The cnnditions for annular flow must be taken into account for 
small outlet diameters. The method of considering the force effect 
by means of the thrust factor, already introduced in literature 
is especially suitable to show the influence of parameters on the 
forces. Beside the value of the pipe resistance coefficient, these 
are the stagnation pressure, the outlet diameter and therefore the 
flow regime. The radial forces appearing in slot break geometries 
reach their maximum value when the inlet cross sections are equal 
to the break outlet cross section. The radial forces comuared with 
. ~ 
the axial thrust forces show different results for the geometries 
investigated. For tests on geometry I the radial force is always 
C"': smaller than twice the axial thrust force. i\"hen diverting two 
jets by 90 ° without loss it is possible to reach maximal 
-R1 I (2 RQ) =1 for the ratio of radial force to the sum of the axial 
thrust forces. For·tests on geometry II, however, the radial forces 
assume values that can be higher than twice the axial thrust force, 
RL I ( 2 RQ) > 1 •. 
This is due to the fact that - in case of outlet cross section and 
inlet c:::·oss sections being equal - at geometry I only low pressure 
due to the expansion in all directions perpendicular to the pipe bottom 
becomes effective. In the case of geometry II a considerable 
additional force (due to the pressure which at A/D = 0,61 is larger 
r·, than the critical pressure) exists on a surface, which for this kinc 
v 
of break simulation can become larger than the remaining metal joint. 
Next Steps 
Work has been completed on this project. 
R~lation with Other Projects 
RS 16 
RS 50 
'I 
Investigation of the Phenomena Involved in the Depressuri-
sation of Water-Cooled Reactors 
.Investigation of the Phenomena Occurring within a Multi-
compartment Containment after Rupture of the Primary 
Cooling Circuit in Water-Cooled Reactors 
,< 
c 
0 
Refcr~nce Documents/Degree of Availability 
W. Kastner, R. Eichler, K. Riedle 
Experimentelle Untersuchungen zu Kraften kritischer Zweiphasen-
strahlen bei Quer- und Langsrissen von Rohrleitungen 
AbschluBb~richt zUm Forderungsvorhaben BMFT RS 93, 
, .. 
KWU-Erlangen, (Oktober 1975) 
Company Confidential 
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Classification: 7.1 
;'Title 1 (Ori_9inal Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD Sicherheitsexpcrimentc 1m Kernkraftwerk Marviken, 
Schweden SPONSOR: ( .. ,, n_, 33 - I.1.4., Jahresbericht A 7 5) Blv!FT 
ORGANIZATION: 
i GKSS, Geesthacht 
Title 2 (en~li.sh): Project Leader: 
Joint Reactor Safety Experiments 1n the Power Station I<'ranke 
of Marviken, Sweden 
Initiated (Date) : Com.12leted (Date): 
"'lee ember 197 1 March 1975 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
finished '. December 1975 
1 • General Aim 
The Narviken experiments are carried out to investigate the behaviour 
of BWR containment with presstlre-suppression system after a loss of 
. 
l coolant accident. The results are used to check analytical models for! 
:the design of containments and pressure-suppression systems. 
The following institutions and organisations are participating 
program: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
in the! 
I 
-~ - Aktiebolaget Atomenergi, Sweden C' 
- Atomcnergikommissionen, Denmark 
- Ministry of Trade and Industry, Finnland 
Institut for Atomenergi, Norway 
- Gesellschaft fUr Kernenergieverwertung in Schiffbau und Schiffahrt 
mbH, Federal Republic of Germany. 
In March 1973 the United States Atomic Energy Commission (US AEC), in 
May 1974 the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) and in 
June 1974 the Comissarat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA) joint the project: 
2 • Particular Objectives 
There were 20 blowdown experiments scheduled, 16 of which have been 
,. 
preliminarily defined in regard to the initial parameters • 
... 
•. 
~ ' 
The experiments were carried out under operational conditions, for 
which the reactor originally had been laid out (50 bar, 264 0 K) .Steam 
and feed water pipe ruptures with fracture areas up to 710 or 280 2 cm 
respectively, were scheduled. For the investigation of the pool beha-
vi our its initial temperature was varied between 25 and 60 oc. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
See ~eport IRS-F 24 (1974) p. 136 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress up to Date 
The prepar~tion of the containmentfor the tests and the conduction of 
preliminary experiments to test the facility, incl~ding the instrumen-
tation and the data recording system, were carried out in the phase 
I .12.1971 - 31.9.1972. In the range I. 10.1972 - 14.5.1973 16 blow-downs 
were performed. After termination of the experimental phase the evalu-
ation and reporting of the results were started. Till to the end of 
March 1975 all reports were completed and the project terminated. 
4. 2 Essential Results 
4.2.1. Containment reponse to loss of coolant accident 
4.2.1.1. Basis for the computer code testing 
It may first be stated that the experiments have provided information 
which can be used for the verification of computer co.des for calcula-
ting the pressure build-up and temperature rise in a pressure-suppres-
si~n containment, which was actually the main objective fo the series 
of blowdown experiments. 
Dry containment analytical models may be tested against the short-term 
pressure transients in the drywell compartment, before the onset of 
venting to the wetwell compartment. 
4.2.1.2. The project computations 
The limited testing of computer codes for containment response analy-
sis whithin the project has shown that these can reproduce the contain-
" 
ment pressure and temperature conditions fairly well. The current opi-
'': 
uion that computer codes give a conservative prediction of the contain-
ment pressure response was further strettgthened, n.lthough it is appa-
rent that nonconservative featur~s exist in the analytical models. 
Consequently, there are some. points in the reodels which can be im-
proved so as to yield more realistic calculations and thereby more re-
liable determination& of the safety margins. 
4. 2. 1 . 3. The Tests as demonstrations 
The sixteen simulated blowdown tests, carried out under different con-
ditio~s, h&ve repeatedly de~onstrat~~ in full scale the ability of a 
water pool based pressure-suppres~ion containment to recei~e large 
·~quantities of mass and energy at varying rates, condense the steam and 
~ control thP containment pressurization, as intended. The tests have, 
in that sense, confirmed the applicability of pressur~-suppression 
systems,as previ~usly stated on the basis of e.g. the small-scale Hum-
boldt Bay and Bodega Bay tests. 
\ ___ . 
..... 
The occurrence of m1nor damage, which in a real accident situation 
could have been a potential risk, indicated the importance of careful-
ly ensuring the integrity of the containment and vital safety systems; 
in this context it is necessary to point out that the assessment and 
licensing of the Marviken containment systems had never been completed. 
I 
4.2.1.4. The presence of pressure oscillations 
)A specific phenomenon demonstrated in these tests was the presence of 
pressure oscillations of significant amplitudes, not only in the wet-
well water pool but also in the vent pipe system and in the drywell 
compartment. 
Since the oscillations impose additional loadings on structures in the 
containment, it seems· necessary to gain some insight into their nature 
or cause. This does not seem possible, however, on the basis of the 
limited information from this series of tests; the data acquisition 
system was not designed for the recording of pressure oscillations. 
4 . 2 . 2 . Jodine and Xenon experiments 
4.2.2.1. Leak testing of the containment structures 
The absolute. method and a radioactive tracer isotope method using 
13 3x 1 · d · 1 , · · · e were app le ln two eakage rate tests under atatlc condltlons . 
. From the investigation it may be concluded that: 
• 
133 . . The leakage of Xe was somewha~ higher than that of dry a1r, the d1f-
ference being 30 - 50 %. 
The absolute method is to be preferred for a proof leakage rate test. 
,. : 
Th(s test is carried out infrequently, so that the long time require~ 
for the test 1s not a serious drawback. The isotope method however, is· 
very promising, and might well be ap,plied for intermittent controLs 
of containment tightness as an alternative to the absolute method. 
The ~pplication of the isotppe method {s limited to cases where a ves-
sel can be.completely surrounded by a limited volume. It must be pos-
sible to take representative samples of this volume, preferably by 
ventilation and subsequent sampling of the contained air. 
4 • 2 • 2 • 2 • Containment leakage during accident conditions 
The leakage rate in runs with elemental iodine is apparently c. 500 
times smaller than in runs with methyl iodide. The reason for this is 
that iodine is removed from the air, probably by deposition on the -
containment walls and washout. Another contributing reason may be that 
leakage paths for elemental iodine are blocked after blowdown. A small 
fraction of the iodine ip converted into organic iodine compounds and 
this fraction may be responsible for the leakage. 
The leakage rate ·bf methyl iodide is 2 - 3 times lower than that of 
xenon if the activities are injected before or during the blowdown. 
This difference ist, in part, accounted for by removal of ·the iodine 
from the air space as a result of retentions in the wetwell pool. Spray 
cooling also removes some methyl iodide. 
The leakage rate of xenon determined under static conditions was about 
five times higher after all the blowdown runs than before the runs. The 
reason for this may be an increased leakage through the structure and/ 
or the conduits through the walls. New conduits were introduced during 
the experimental period. No tendency was found towards an increasing 
leakage rate ',is the number of experiments. performed incre.ased. _ . 
The leakage rate under blowdown conditions was higher than that deter-
mined under static conditions both before and after all blowdown runs, 
, 
the leakage rate of xenon incre3scd with time in parallel with a de-
• cr~~se in the total pressure in 'the containment. The reason for the 
in~rease in the l~akage rate is not clear. It may be connected with 
the effects of condensation and evaporation of a water film in the 
leakage paths as §team and heat penetrate into the containment walls, 
and/or a decreasea tightness of the containment structure. A timede-
pendent distribution of xenon in the drywell atmosphere might also 
contrjbute to an increasing leakage. 
4.2.3. Component Tests 
~The component tests were carried,out 1n order to find out how the dif-
ferent components stood up to the atmosphere under bl~wdown conditions 
Most of th~ components were left in;ide the PS containment between the 
blowdowns, and for some days before and several days after each blow-
down they were exposed to an atmosphere ~ith a high humidity and·an 
increased temperature. 
In addition to certain components which were selected and installed 
for testing, some of the components originally installed were also in-
cluded in these c~mponent tests. These tests involved the registration 
of signals from measuring devices and the operation of valve actuators 
during the blowdowns. 
~The following groups of components were tested: 
Electrical equipment( Me~suring devices, Switches, Installation mate-
\ 
rial, Electric motos, Electric valve actuators) 
Mechanical equipment ( Pneumatic valve actuators, Hydraulic valve ac-
tuators, Heat insulation) 
Building materials (Surfacers and paints for concrete). 
The aim of the tests was not to obtain quantitative results. The tests 
were principally of the go/no-go type, an~ the investigations and data 
collecting we~e carried out accordingly. In some cases it was possible 
to obtain quantitative information from the reported results; however, 
the intention was not to evaluate in the sense ·that the cause of a 
malfunction would be discussed in detail. For more information about 
the resul'ts, reference should be made to the complete test reports. 
' 
s:. Next Steps 
In order to get more detailed information about the pre·ssure oscillati· 
ons 1 a new project with specially instrumentated expe~iments is foun-
-, de d ( R S 3 3 a) . 
6. Relation with other Projects 
RS 50: Investigation of the phenomena occuring with a multicompartment 
containment after rupture of the primary cooling circuit in wa-
ter-cooled reactors. 
Batelle Institute, Frankfurt, 1971 till 1976. 
RS 33a:Jo~nt Reactor Safety Experiments in the Power Station of Marvi-
ken, Sweden Part 2 - Osctllationexperiments! 
7. 
Gesellschaft fUr Kernenergieverwertung in Schiffbau und Schiff-
.fahrt mbH, Geesthacht, 1975 till 1977. 
Reference Documents 
1. Reactor Safety Experiments in the PS-Containment of the Marviken Po-
wer Station, H.G. Thoren et al., AB Atomenergi, Studswik/Sweden 
July 1971. (written in english) 
2. Annual Report A 72 
Annual Report A 73 
Annual Report A 74 
3. Intermediate Report December I 9 7 I 
June 1973 
till 
IRS-F-12 written in english 
IRS-F-18 w.ri t ten in engl ish 
IRS-F-24·written in english 
IRS-F-16 written in german 
4. Full-Scale Containment Experiment~ performed in th~ Marvi~en Power. 
Station, H.G. Thoren et al., AB Atomenergi, Studsvik/Sweden 1973. 
(written in english) 
5. About 15 MXA-Reports from the project, table 1, list of MXA-reports, 
in IRS-F-24 p. 140-141. (written in english) 
8. Degree of Availability 
References l - 4 are free available. Reference 5 ist available only to 
the contracting parties and free available in about I year. 
( 
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1975 L 
l. General Aim 
In February 1975 a second agreement for full scale containment experi-. 
ments in the Marviken power plant was signed between Denmark, Norway, 
Germany, Finland, Sweden, France, Japan and USA. The containment res~ 
ponse tests are mainly. carried out to investigate the pressure oscilla-
tion behaviour of the containment with pressure-suppression system 
after a loss of coolant accident and to make measurements of parame-
ters thought to be important for the understanding of these phenomena • 
After the preparation phase (1.2.75- 30. 1.76) the Blowdowns shall be : 
carried out during the experimental phase (1.2.76 -· 30.9.76). The eva-
luation and reporting stage ~hall be started on I. 10.1976. 
2. Particular Objectives 
There were 8 Blowdown experiments (Nr. 17 till 24) scheduled, all of 
them have been preliminarily defined in regard to the initial parame-
ters. 
The experiments were carried out under operational conditions, for 
' . 0 
which the rea~tor originally had been laid out (50 bar, 264 K). 
' 2 Pipe ruptures with fracture areas up to 900 cm and Flowrates up to 
2000 kg/sec were scheduled. For the investigation of the pool beha-
viour the submergence depth (0,5 - 2,8 m) and ventarea (4 - 2 m2) is 
varied. 
3. I Experimental Facilities 
The experimental facility is the decommissioned reactor of Marviken, 
Sweden. This fac'ility has been,designed and constructed as a 140 MWe 
direct circuit boiling heavy water reactor. Soon after completion it 
had been decommissioned and offers the opportunity to conduct full 
scale safety experiments. 
3.2 Research Program 
The experimental program i.e. the choice df testparameters,is done due 
to the following reasons: . 
Blowdown 17,This is a close simulation of Blowdown 10 in the earlier 
series which had indicated significant pressure oscill~tions. The 
test shocld reproduce those conditions and thereby provide a data base 
for insttumentation check-out. 
Blowdown 18. This is similar to Blowdown 17 but with a reduced vent 
flow area. The purpose is to get an increased vent mass flux. The 
blocking of the vent pipes should be arranged so as to provide a simp-
le symmetrical and compact pattern. The· arrangements will be j:ompa-
tible with the new pool geometry in Blowdown 21. 
Blowdot-m 19. This test will utilize prepurging of the drywell air in 
order to investigate ~he influence on oscillations of noncondensibles 
in the vent flow. 
Blowdown 20. This test will be run with a reduced submergence depth 
associated with a reduced pool water mass. A significant change of 
submergence depth is wanted and for geometrical reasons can only be 
obtained by reducing the pool water volume. The lower temperature in-
dicated at the start of the prepurging is 'meant to compensate for the 
decreased pool mass. 
Blowdown 21. This test will be carried out with the pool volume re-
duced to about three quarter of the normal volume. The reduction will 
be achieved_ by introducing an internal st;u~ture forming a new pool 
around the unblocked vent pipes and thus reducing the pool cross sec-
tion. The smaller pool mass will result in an increased temperature 
rise. The reduced pool mass may also have an effect on the pressure 
oscillations . 
. Blowdown 22. This test should show the effect of air on pressure os-
.cillations as compared to Blowdown 21. The dynamic loads on thestruc-
tures above the pool can be cornpar~ to the results from Blowdowns 17 
and 18. , 
T'."l ·~;.;down s 2 3 an d 2 4 . T h e s c t e s t s i n t end e d to s h o w e f f e c t s o n t h e p r c s -
~ ---- ' 
sure oscillations due to changes in vent system geometry. The speci-
fic changes should be determined on the basis of further theoretical 
studies.. 
Project Status 
4. I. Pro_gress up to Date 
The prepiration of the containment for the tests and the conduction 
of prcli~inary experiments to test the facility, including the in-
strumentation ·and the data 'recording system, were carried out in the 
phas~ 1.2.1975- 31.12.1975. 
4 . 2 • Essential Results 
As to the end of the reported period no experiments were carried out 
at this place the instrumentation installed (during the year 1975) 
shall be described. 
The main part of·measurements consists of the pressure, differential 
pressure and temperature measurements. The semistatic measurements of 
these quantities will be recorded by a VARIAN 620/L process computer 
on digital tape while the so-called dynamic measurements will be re-
corded by a Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)-system. In addition, the pres-
sure in the pressure vessel, drywell and wetwell and the differential 
pressure in the pressure vessel - one channel for each - are recorded 
~by pen-recorders. These latter measurements are primarily for control-
\. ... _.... / 
ling purposes in the control room. 
The water levels in the wetwell pool and vent pipes are measured with 
level probes of spark plug type. The signals from these measurements 
are recorded by PCM-system. In measuring ~he water level in the pres-
sure vessel a special type of level probes are used and the recording 
is made on a light beam recorder. 
The impact load in the wetwell will be investigated by using nine ac-
celerometers and three strain gauges all of which are recorded on 
PCM-system. 
, In the wetwell the behaviour of the water is observed via two TV-ca-
meras. At the same time the sound in the wetwell is recorded by ami-
crophone. Another microphone is placed near the room 122 (break room) 
i n t h e d r y we' 1 1 . 
,·, 
' 
The flow rolatcd measurements in the break pipe and the downcomers 
will be performed using the radio tiaccr method and the infrared-ab-
sorption-tech~iquc. 
:s. , Next Steps 
·It is expected to start the experimental phase in February 1976 and 
carry out all 8 experiments till end of September 1976. 
6. R~lation with other Projects 
RS 50: Investigation of the phenomena occuring with a multicompart-
ment containment after rupture of the primary cooling circuit 
in water-cooled reactors. 
Battelle Institute, Frankfurt, 1971 till 1977 .• 
7. Reference Documents 
Commentary on the proposal for The Marviken II containment response 
tests, AB-Atomenergi Studsvik 1974. 
8. Degree of Availability 
The above mentioned reference is available only to the contracting 
parties. 
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Fig. 1: Comparison between the theoretical and experimental pressure transie::-. '::.s 
in the wetwell during Harviken-13 blowdown. 
Classification: 7. 1 
Title 1 <_?_E iCJ inal Language) : COUNTRY: 
Sicherheitsexperimente im Kernkraftwerk Marviken, Schweden BRD 
Tei 1 2 - Schwingungsuntersuchungen SPONSOR: (Rs 33 A- I. 1.4 Jahresbericht A 76) BMFT 
. 
ORGANIZATION: 
, .. 
GKSS 
TitlE:! 2 {E~<J~ish) : Project Leader: 
Joint Reactor Safety Experiments in the Power Station Franke 
Marviken, Sweden. 
Part 2 - Oscillation-experiments 
Initiated (Date) : Com,eleted (Date): 
February 1975 March 1977 ., 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Ex per i menta 1 phase finished December 1976 
1 • General Aim 
---
In February 1975 a second agreement for full scale containment experi-
I 
ments in the Marviken pow~r plant was signed between Denmark, Norway, 
Germany, Finland, Sweden, France, Japan, USA and the Netherlands. The 
containment response tests are mainly carried out to investigate the 
.! pressure osci 1 lation behaviour of the containment with pressure-suppres-
! 
sion system after a loss of coolant accident and to make measurements 
of parameters thought to be important for the understanding of these 
' phenomena. 
2. Particular Objectives 
There were 8 Blowdown experiments (Nr. 17 till 24) scheduled, all of 
them have been preliminarily defined in regard to the initial parameters. 
One Blowdown (Nr. 25) with one ventpipe in a single-cell has been added. 
The experiments were carried out under.operational conditions, for 
which the reactor originally had been laid out (50 bar, 264 °K). 
Pipe ruptures with fracture areas up. to 900 cm 2 and Flowrates up to 
2 100 kg/cm s were scheduled. For the investigation of the pool behaviour 
the submergence depth (0,5- 2,3 m) and Ventarea (4-2m 2 ) were varied. 
ing stage has started. 
6. Results 
----------·-------~l<2':::'Q<2':::'~LlZ:. This test showed a similar oscillation behaviour as Blow-
down 1o of the earlier series and gave an instrumentation check. 
§lQ':::'QQ':::'~_l§~ Due to reducing the vent flow area a higher vent Massflux 
is achieved (100 kg/cm 2 sec.) and also a higher Watersurge. The oscilla-
tions were similar to Blowdown 17. The test gave additional dates for 
impact loads of the internal structures. 
§lQ':::'QQ':::'~-1~~ Due to the prepurging the results of this testshow the be-
haviour of condensation without air:There was no Watersurge. The harmonic 
oscillation was superposed by high frequency peaks, due to collapsing 
steambubbles. These peaks were observed only local; i.e. the vent pipes 
are not coupled. 
~lQ':::'QQ':::'Q_~Q~ The test was again without Watersurge. The reduced submer-
gence depth gav~ smaller peaks compared with Bl•owdown 19, due to a smaller 
water depth. Due to the smaller watermass at the end of this test the 
I Was 80 oc. poo temperature 
~l2':::'2Q':::'~_fl~ Due to the reducing of the pool volume at the end of this 
test the pool temperature was 104 ° C. The oscillation amp! itudes were 
smaller than those at Blowdown 18. An essential result was that also in 
the corner volumes of the Qrywell were blown free of air during Blow-
down totally. 
~l2':::'QQ:::!!L~6.:. At this Blowdown the same oscillation behaviour as in 
Blowdown 19 was achieved. When reducing the Massflux from 100 to 4o kg/ 
2 
cm sec. the amp! i tudes of the pressure oscillation decreased from 1 
to o.1 bar. 
~lQ::tQQ:::!D_~~~ This test gave a verification of Blowdown 22. Due to the 
slower Massflux variation from 4o kg'/cm 2 sec. to 0 the oscillation 
amp I i tudes were lower. 
~lQ::tQQ:::!Q_f~~ Due to the changes in the vent system geometry the observed 
frequences of the pressure oscillation changed from 4 to 3.6 Hi and from 
30 to 27Hz. 
§l2~QQ~Q_f~~ The observed harmonic pres~ure oscillations in the pool and 
in the single cell were about 4, 8, 10 and 26Hz with 1,5 to 2 times 
larger amp! itudes in the single cell. The peak amplitudes in the single 
() 
0 
.cell were also double as high as in the pool. The slopes of the pressure 
peaks were the same as observed in other single cell experiments. 
7 . Next Steps 
The evaluation and reporting stage shall be terminated at the end of the 
first quarter 1977. 
~8_. ___________ R_e_l_ation with other Projects 
9. 
1. 
Reference Documents 
D. Slaughterbeck, L. Ericson, H. G. Thoren: 
Nuclear Safety Experiments in the Marviken Power Station. 
Nuclear Safety Magazine (under printing)(Language English). 
2. Marviken Interim Reports: 9.2.1 9.2.8 Blowdown 17 bis 24, 
9.2.9 Measurement Systems, 9.2.10 Data Accuracy. (All reports 
written in English.) 
10. Degree of Availability 
The above under pos. 8.2 mentioned· references are available only to the 
contracting parties. 

Classification: 7. 1 
•r1 tle 1 (Origj.nal Language) : COUNTR¥: 
Entwicklung und Verifizierung von Rechenprogrammen BRD 
zur Beschrciblmg von Containment-Problemen ~~CfNSOR: (ATT 085 A - 1:.1.4., Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION; 
LRA, Garching 
Title 2 ( L ~~s.!_~ s h > : Project Leader: 
Development and Verification of Codes Simulating 
or. H. Karwat Containment Problems 
Initiated (Dat~ Completed (Date): 
:· t-.a tus: Last uedatin2 (Date): 
continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
General aim of this work is the application of existing codes to verify 
results of relevant experiments and to improve existing codes which 
simulate effec·ts associated with the pressurization of containment sys-
tems and its long time behaviour with respect to pressure, temperature 
and hydrogen distribution o~ the loss-of-coolant accident. 
\ . 
,.-.., 
·' . 
Particular Objectives 
During the reporting period the work concentrated on pre- and recalcu-
lations of containment experiments carried out at the Battelle-Institute 
in Frankfurt, the improvement of codes simulating pressure suppression 
system effects and on a code simulating hydrogen distribution within 
containment sy~tems resulting fron radiolytic decomposition of water 
during the emergency core cooling process. 
3. Experlwental Facilities and Program 
Experiment~l work carried out in connection with the pre- and recalcu-
:o;> ~....,.~ ~ . ........,.._.,..,__ __ _..,._.... __ 
. ----·---~.---: ....... ,~---_,...----.---:--; "l". ----· .... -.,.,p;-; 4 ~ 
lation mentioned above is reported unt0r the headline ''Investigation of 
the phenomena occurring within a multi-compartment containment after a 
rupture of the primary cooling circuit in water-cooled reactors'' (RS 50) 
by the Battelle-Institute, Frankfurt. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
A new lumped-parameter model for the simulation of full pressure con-
tainment systems has been developed. The new H1odel COFLOW takes into 
. 
account kinetic energy within the momentum and the energy equation anC 
has been successfully used to recalculate tl1e results of blowdown ex-
periments carried out at the Battelle-Institute, Frankfurt. Discrepancies 
observed between experiment and analysis using the code ZOCO-VI have 
been considerably reduced with the code COFLOW. 
During the reporting period work has been started to simulate the be-
haviour of a pressure suppression system under different loading condi-
tions. A new model DRASYS is in development which is supposed to simulate 
integral as well as differential effects of pressure suppression systems. 
The basic concept consists of a lumped parameter model in which two types 
of typical nodes describing the drywell and the wetwell, can be used in 
any arbitrary connection. The two phases vapour and water are considered 
to be in thermodynamic equilibrium within the drywell. Within the wet 
well nonequilibrium processes are assumed to exist if interphases are 
formed between water and steam or steam/air mixtures during condensa-
tion. Significant effects like vent clearing, pool swelling, condensa-
tion oscillations and chugging should be taken into accoun~. The code 
DRASYS will be of modular structure and will incorporate subprograms 
like KSWING for the simulation of separate effects expected during the 
fluiddynamic transient. 
Work on the code RALOC simulating hydrogen distribution within a con-
tainment system has been continued and resulted in a working version 
which was used to perform parametric studies describing different im-
portant parameters for hydrogen distribution. 
y<-r { 
A proposal has been filed for an experimental program to study the basic 
phenomena of hydrogen distribution within a subdivided model contain-
ment. It is proposed to use the Battelle model containment for studies 
,I 
to the above mentioned problem, The parametric studies have shown a 
certain necessity for such experimental activities to limit the range of 
parameters influencing the calculated results. 
4. 2 Essen~ Results 
The analytical verification of containment experiments carried out in 
the Battelle !acilities in Frankfurt has been continued. Both codes, 
ZOCO-VI as well as COFLOW have been used. COFLOW showed much better 
r·greement bet\rleen experimental and analytical results in specific in 
those arPns where deviations have been observed due to kinetic energy 
effects. ln connection with the next tests planned to be performed at 
the Battelle-:Cnstitut in Frankfurt (RS 50) precalculations have been 
performed for a series of tests (D-series) which is characterized by a 
release of pu~e steam during the initial phase of the blowdown. The 
purpose of thc~se tests is to eliminate in certain experimental periods 
water/steam phase separation effects. 
5. Next S tepl~ 
Development work with the aim to simulate fluiddynamic transients in full 
( 
~~ressure contc1inment systems is considered to be terminated. Main efforts 
will be directed towards the verification of experimental results by use 
of existing codes like ZOCO-VI or COFLOW. Work in connection with a com-
prehensive description of pressure suppression systems will continue 
within the next year. Work in connection with simulation of hydrogen dis-
tribution will continue with respect to numerical· improvements of the 
code and analytical work in connection with planning and verification of 
relevant experimental activities. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
Strong relatit~ns exist between code verification work and the experimcn-
-· .... ··------.... --'"""""" .......... ~- ... -~ .. ,.....----------~- .. -. _,.., ... -----. ·- ·------·----~.-.,,..,"' ~~-
til ~ork carried out by the Battelle-Institute, Frankfurt (RS 50), and 
the HDR program. 
7. Reference Documents 
8. Degree of Availabili~ 
( 
Classification: 7.1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD Auslegung, Vorausberechnung und Auswertung der HDR-Blowdown Ex-
perimente, sowie Weiterentwicklung und Verifizierung fluid-struk- SPONSOR: 
turdynamischer Codes zur Beanspruchung van RDB-Einbauten beim ORGANIZATION: 
Blowdown. (PNS 4221/4223-1.1.4, Jahresbericht A 76) GfK/PNS 
Title 2 ( E 1!_9_~ i s h ) : Design and Pre-c.alculation of the HDR- Project Leader: 
Blowdown-Experiments as well as Development and Verification of 
Codes in Coupled Fluid-Structural Dynamics for Stress Analysis of Dr. Krieg 
Reactor Vessel Internals Under Blowdom1 Loading. Dr. Schlechtendq.hl 
Initiated (Date): Com12leted (Date) : 
Oct. 74 1980 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing Dec. 1976 
1 • General Aim 
Development and ve~ification of computer codes for analysis of the dynamic response 
of reactor vessel internals. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Simulation of the fluid- and structural dynamics inside the pressure vessel under 
a postulated failure of the primary coolant circuit close to the inlet nozzle. Ex-
perimental investigati~n by using the facility of the former HDR-reactor. () 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Conception of the experimental program, design of the test facility, computational 
simulation prior to and after the tests. 
3.2 Development of analytical methods and computer codes for fluid-structural dynamics. 
3.3 Performance of small scale tests in addition and relation to the HDR-blowdown 
experiments. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Ad 3.1 Test apparatus for HDR natural convection 
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Ad .3.2 Codes currently applied: YAQUIR (fluid), STRUDL/Dynal (structu;t:e) : 
Codes· under development: FLUST, SOLA-DF (fluid), CYLDY2.. (structure)· 
STRUYA(YAQUIR + CYLDY2), FLUX (coupled fluid.+ struc-
ture)· 
Ad 3.3 Facility for· fast pressure relief of a vessel. Shallow water table for analogy 
·· ... 
·j ·.Ad 3.1 Detail design drawings have been provided for the complete· test core barrel in-
j . · · ciuding :t.he upper and lowe;r core barrel flange. A detailed (nori.linear) ·stress 
, ·. ·. ·.. . analysis for the upper flange was carried through and a. riging. diagram has been 
·j ··. . e~tablished. Peak stresses added by the blowdown load are below 100 kp/cm2 • . 
' j
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·Furthermore the stability of th$ HDR pressure vessel and 'its support under blow-
.down loading could be shown. The heating and cooling system for establishing 
the temperature field in the vessel was analysed with respect to stability and 
···heat dissipation. For experimental ·verification natural convectiort tests were 
.defined for the HDR facility and a smaller scale test rig was designed • 
Predictive calculations were performed and documented for the reference test 
No 3. 
Ad 3;2 ·Tfie fluid code YAQUIR has become a production program. Test·calculations were 
·carried out for various cases including a comparison witp results of the.REXCO 
as well as the PWINCAD code and. with potential flow theo1;y. Difference equatior 
fdr the drift flux inodel have been established. All administrative and. sy~t;em 
ro'utines for the systenis code FLUST have been programmed and tested·. 
After the code CYLDYI for the structural dynamics of the core barrel had failed 
to provide satisfying results, major changes of the solution method led to an 
improved code version CYLDY2. Test calculations with·CYLDY2 which follows a 
semi-analytical concept (superposition of eigenfunctions) indicate considerable 
advantages in spatial resolution and computer time in comparison to the finite 
efement code STRUDL/DYNAL. The applied. loadings were non-axisymmetric, transient 
pressure peaks. Fluid structure cot.tpling·methods have been -derived.- A modified 
. . 
YAQUIR 'ver·sion (STRUYA) has been sucessfully coupled with s.imple struc.tural 
models . (vessel, beam). Coupling with CYLDY2 . is undet'Way. Eigenfrequencies of the. 
complete system .(including the.fluid inside.the·core barrel) .have been obtained 
· t·:~~' with Ft.ux· under the assump,tion of an inco.mpressible fluid. · 
·. ,,:.::;.~~-' .· . 
. ) 
Ad 3.3 Manufactoring drawings have been prepared for a fast pressure relief facility to 
be used for small scale experiments in coupled fluid-structural dynamics. Test 
conceptions are dev~loped. Shallow water analogy experiments were performed in 
var~ous geometries indicating the usefulness of this technique for code verifi-
cation. 
7. Next Steps 
Ad 3.1 Predictive calculations will be performed with YAQUIR (fluid) and with STRUDL/ 
DYNAL and CYLDY2 (structure) for the significant test runs at the HDR-facility. 
The pressure field for the structural computation will be taken from YAQUIR and 
WAMMOD. In addition, calculations usin~ the STRUYA-CYLDY2 coupling will be per-
formed. Special structural v.ibration tests will be performed for the HDR. 
Ad 3.2 Code development will proceed for FLUST, SOLA-DF and FLUX. In particular the in-
fluence of different grid schemes upon the results will be investigated. CYLDY2 
and STRUDL/DYNAL will be compared. Extension of CYLDY to include nonlinear mate-
rial properties will be considered. 
Ad 3.3 The apparatus for fast pressure relief will be fabricated and first small scale 
tests will be performed. A test program for investigation of two phase flow with 
pronounced acceleration are going to be prepared. Shallow water experiments will 
be performed in HDR like geometry. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
The project ~s closely related to P~S 4.22.2. It is coordinated with all other pro-
jects of the HDR blowdown program. 
9. References 
R. Krieg, B. Laursen: Auslegung des Kernmantels und der Kernmantelseinspannung fur 
die DWR-Blowdown-Versuche an HDR-Reaktor. Transiente Analyse: Jan. 76 
R. Krieg: Obere Abschatzung fur die horizontale Verschiebung des HDR-Reaktordruck-
behalters, hervorgerufen durch innere Krafte bei den geplanten Blowdown-Versuchen, 
Mai 76 
G. Hailfinger, R. Krieg: Elastisch-Plastische Spannungs- und Verformungsanalyse fur 
die Kernmanteleinspannung bei den DWR-Blowdown-Versuchen.am HDR-Reaktor, Okt. 76 
U. Schumann: Zur Kopplung unterschiedlich diskretisierter Fluid- und Strukturdynamik 
(June 76) 
G. Enderle: Entwurf e1nes zweidimensionalen Modells flir den Fluiddynarnikcode FLUSTI 
(July 76) 
E.G. Schlechtendahl: Dberlegungen zur Datenstruktur dreidimensionaler Modelle 1m 
Code FLUST unter topologischen und geornetrischen Gesichtspunkten (Sept. 76) 
K. Stolting:, Vorausberechnung der HDR-Blowdown-Untersuchungen (Fall 3) mit dem Rechen-
code YAQUIR (Nov. 76) 
K. Stolting: Vergleich rnehrerer Blowdown-Berechnungen mittels normierter Druckent-
lastungs- und Ausstrornungsverlaufe (Dez. 76) 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
The reports listed under item 9 are unpublished. 
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Classification: 7. 1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : MeBtechnische Erfassung COUNTRY: 
und Auswertung des dynamischen Verhaltens der Ver- BRD 
suchseinbauten im Reaktordruckbehalter (RDB) des HDR SPONSOR: : 
im Rahmen der HDR-Blowdown-Versuche ORGANIZATION; 
(PNS 4222 - I.1.4, Jahresbericht A 76) GFK/PNS 
Title 2 (Enslish) : Experimental Data Aquisition and Project Leader: 
Processing of the Dynamic Behavior of the Pressure K.D.Appelt Vessel Test Internals in the HDR-Blowdown-Experiments . 
Initiated (Date) : Comeleted (Date) : 
1. 1. 1 97 5 1978 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
Methods and codes are presently available which allow LWR reactor design 
in such a way that a blowdown accident due to failure of one of the pri-
mary coolant circuits can be safely contained. However, in the case of 
such a blowdown the degree is not yet known up to which the load carrying 
potential of the plant will actually be utilized. To investigate the 
safety margins in detail, the conservative models must be replaced by 
more realistic methods and codes which will have to be verified by 
appropriate experiments. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The dynamic stresses and deformations of the vessel internals must be in-
vestigated in particular. To get realistic results, the phenomenon of 
fluid-structure interaction has to be included, i.e. the feedback of 
stiuctural flexibility upon the pressure field imposed. 
Consequently, in appropriate experiments the variables of state in the 
fluid as well as the dynamic reactions of the loaded structures must be 
recorded simultaneously by measurement technology. It is the objective 
of this task to measure the structure response (strains, accelerations, 
displacements) in the planned blowdown tests to be performed in the 
HDR facility and to evaluate the experimental data. Experience gathered 
in other similar projects have shown that the instrumentation used must 
satisfy very stringent quality requirements if an excessive number of 
failures and a negativ~ influence on the experimental results, respecti-
vely, is to be avoided. 
3. Research Program 
The experimental program includes developing an appropriate instrumenta-
tion for large-scale experiments, testing this instrumentation and making 
it available for the scheduled experiments. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Experiments allowing to provide an adequate instrumentation without crea-
ting scaling problems are most important for the investigations described 
above. Therefore, the (out-of-service-) HDR-reactor, which had been con-
verted into an almost full-scale model of a PWR-reactor, is used as an 
appropriate experimental facility. Details can be found in the annual 
report of the PNS 4221 project. In the laboratory an autoclave and shaker 
system is used for the development and testing of the 'instrumentation. 
5. Progress to Date 
The autoclave was completed and accepted by the Technical Inspectorate 
(TUV). The associated electromagnetic shaker has been delivered. Mounting 
has started on a vibration insulated concrete block built for this purpose. 
The test program for the examination of the prototype measurement trans-
ducers has been specified in detail and the necessary auxiliary test 
equipments were designed and are being fabricated. A first series of 
laboratory basic tests with three prototype displacement transducers 
were carried out. Determinations included the dependency of zero, sensi-
tivity and linearity on the temperature in a furnace at atmospheric 
pressure. In HDR the interferences were investigated using different 
types of measurement cable. 
A concept of instrumentation was elaborated for the measurements planned 
in addition on the thermal stratification in the HDR pressure vessel and 
the specifications were defined which are required for the invitation of 
tenders and placing the order for this measurement equipment. 
Computer code "DYMECO" 
was developed to correct the dynamic measurement errors occurring during. 
blowdown tests. Testing of this program was started. 
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6·. Results 
'l'Jls labor·atory basic tests so fiu:· performed on three prototype displace-
ment transducers exhibited an er~or behavior which was largely within the 
toleraric~ range of the specification. However, these results do not yet 
permit a conclusion. to b'e draWn. about the service life and the quality 
.. of measurement transducers since the ·decisive tests are. still.' to be made ..... 
The. feasibility in principle of the measurement chains wasdetermined 
which allow to perform the measurements with the reqtiired t~e behavior 
. (lltPh ·~ 500 l.lS) • 
Measurements·· of the electromagnetical ·background noise in HDR and the · 
shielded capability of· different t)'pes of measurement cable, produced· 
not.suggest major.difficulties to be expected. t'fesults which do 
l.,i.:.-
7. Next Ste;es ,j· 
After the operation will have started of the autoclave test system, the 
·continuing tests with the prototype transducers will be carried on under 
·the· test program. This· includes ·tests under transient temperature and 
-. 
. :i 1 · · ·'pressure conditions without mechanical loads as well as dynamic tests 
j: performed both in air and in water at elevated pressure and temperature.· 
·1 To .the extent available, the. whole original measurem~nt chain will be 
:j used in· these tests so as to· obtain reliable information about the real 
,. 
) dynamic. behavior. At the ·end of the test series, the prototype transducers 
; . 1 
. l . will"be subjected to high accel~ration loads allowing experimental deter .. 
· .j· .mination ·of the mechanical ultimate. loadability. The test results will be 
.. :l e;:)the mos't important aspect to ·be t~ken into account in the selection of 
J .. the definite HDR core shell instrumentation. 
'1 
. ; 
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a.· Relation with Other Projects ·, 
The data on the structure response under blowdown conditions,· which were 
found in the experiment and subsequently processed, will be made available 
to the PNS 4223 project for future use. 
·g. References 
. PNS-Arbei tsberi.cht Nr. 4 7/7 5 (August. 197 5 +) 
18·t s~iannular .Progress-Report PNS 1/1976 ++) 
2nd .semiannular Progress-Report. PNS l/1976. '++) 
, 
i 
8. Degree of Availability 
+)Restricted distribution 
++) free 
Project Nuclear Safety, Gesellschaft fur Kernforschung Karlsruhe. 
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... ·:classificat:Lon:. -·7~1 ~.~ 0 :~ : .. 1 ... . . , ~ . ,.:·, --v· ... . .~ ... ....... · :: : . •, · ..... 
Title , (05:i~inal Lan9:uag:e) : COUNTRY: 
• BRD Weiterentwi.cklunq U:nd Verifizierung gekoppelter fluid-: 
und~. strukturdynam;scher .. Codes .zur Analyse der dynami~.: SPONSOR: 
schen Spannunqenund Verformunqen von RDB-Einbauten .. ·· BMFT 
l;)ei; KUhlmittelverlustunfallen in LWR ORGANI~ATION: 
(PNS 4223 - I.1.4, Jahresbericht A 75) GfK, Rarlsruhe 
I 
.·. 
Title 2 (enszlish) : Project Leader: 
Development and.Verif~cation of Coupled.Fluid-:- Dr. Krieg, Structural-Dynamic Codes for Stress and Deformation 
Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals under Blowdown Dr • Schlechten-
Loadinq . dahl 
Initiated Date) : . Completed {Date): 
. , 
-~-. }• . 1974 1979 
.. 
Status: ~Last 
.. 
Updating (Date>;. 
~ 
continuing Dec.· 197S 
1. General aim 
·up to date methods and codes are available to design LWR-reactors in 
such a way, that.a blowdown-accident due to failure of one of the 
primary ·coolant circuits can be safely contained. However, in the 
case of such a blowdown it is not known so far, up to which degree 
the load carrying potential of the plant will actually be utilized. 
·Hence, on present knowl.edge a furthel' development to probabilistic 
safety .~nalysis is not yet possible. To investigate the safety margins 
in detail more realistic methods and codes verified by appropriate 
. ·experiments rather than the well known conservative models must be 
, .; developed. 
0. Particular objective~ 
In particular t~ assess the proper function of both the shutdown-
system and the emergency-cooling-system after blowdown, the dynamic-
·stresses and deformations of the vessel internals must be investi-
gated. To get realistic results· the phenomenon or flu:i.d-structure 
interaction, i.e. the feedback of structural flexibilit·y upon the 
imposed pressure field has to be included. That· means, fn e.xperimen-
:tal investigations.the thickness of .relevant structural members· 
should be relatively' small as to allow tor appropriate flexibilities, 
· while with respect to theoretical investigations the development or. . 
computer codes for coupled fluid and structur~l dynamics is mandatory. 
·3.1 Experimental facilities 
. '•, I . l t" 
Most importa.rlt r'or investigations described before· are experiments 
Wbioh allow for an adequate. instrumentation Without creating 'scaling' 
. problems. Therefore the (out-of-service- )HDP.-reactor, which has been 
· t.~l'lariged to an almost full-scale model of a ·PWR-reactor, is used as 
.'<~~:>t1r1: appropriate experimental facility. Details can' be found in the 
... ,·:annual report for project PNS 114221. · . · 
Furthermore a series of small..;scale experiments for investigation of 
: speci.al blowdown. phenomena· are goi?g to 'be p·lanned. .·.· ~~ 
_l_ : '\' 
.·•· 
.. 
.. 
.3.2 -Research program 
The ex.perimental results will be compared with computer results for 
-.: · ·Stress. and deformation analysis of· reactor vessel internals under . 
,blow ck>wn lo.ading, Appropriat·e ··computer codes which take account ·for 
'the' .effect' of coupled fluid and structural dynamics are under develop-
ment. For analysis of the fluid dynamics within the·annular space 
between reactor vessel and core barrel the finite difference tech-
.niq~• will be used. Basically these codes will be two-dimensionalj 
but having special features to allow for dynamic variations or the 
thickness within the third dimensi~n. The so-called singularity 
method is under discussion·a~ an alternative method especially fo~ 
! 
., 
. . the. fluid region within the ·core .barrel. For analysis of dynamic 
stresses and deformations of the core barrel care must be taken to .,..,_, 
C obtain reasonable computer times which allow several t.ime steps with · ~! 
it~rations in the case of fluid st~uctural coupling. Thereforej a 
.. 
method will be used which is based on analytical solutions of a shell 
with dynamic loading. 
- 4. Project status - Progress to date - Essential re~ults 
The YAQUI program developed in Los Alamos'CLASL) for calculation· of 
two-dimensional transient flows was used as .a basis for the fluid 
. part. It was adapted to PL/1 and made available as a REGENT subsys-
:·tem. Trial computations had been successfull. Also special features 
·for non-rectangular boundaries and variaple.thickness of the flow 
chann~ls.are built in. In additionj top down design was started for 
·.another. fluid dynamic -code ·FLUST01 which is more flexible than 
· YAQUI £or complex geomefri-es. Also progress was made on the method 
· of singularity whioh is in discussion for analysis of the. fluid re-
gion within the core barrel. A shell model (static,.linear-elastic, 
I 
., 
>- ·without bending resistance) was formulated and verified. It was fQund ' 
· (/IJ that bending resistance must be taken into account. Therefore, an- , 
other shell model was formulated which included bending resistance and··:-
. inertia effects. Comparisions between this model and STRUDL/DYNAL 
computations yielded agreement with respect to natural frequencies 
and modes of vibrations. The development of a·computer program on 
this basis is under way. · 
5 .. N~xt steps. 
· .·.The. most difficult problem 'is the coupling of the models for fluid 
·and. structural dynamics. Depending on the effects of coupling upon 
. :stability significant modifi.cations of the. particular codes may be 
. necessary. · 
. : 6. · Relations with other projects 
l' ·;! ,• 
·,.·'i'!lis .r~sea:r;:-ch program is based on. ~he .RS16 programt where·· b.lowqowns . 
·' 1 
of a· vessel with a relatively small diameter are inves·t1gated. Further-·· 
mor-e,, as mentioned. before .. ·parallel. to. ~his theoretical program, full 
sca±,e- b.lowdown experiments will run on the HDR-reactor under project 
.PNS.::)<I221. · 
~. ·:-:. ·. :. 
j.' ."' 
•.: .. ~ ' 
7. Refere~ce documents 
R. Krieg: Ein halbanalytisdhes Verfahren zur Spannungs- und 
Verformun~sanalyse fur eine linear elastische Kreiszylinder-
Schale unter nicht-rotationssymmetrischer (spiegelsymmetri-
scher) dy1famischer Belastung normal zur SchalenfUi.che. 
8: Degree of availability 
Restricted distribution. 
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Classification: 7.1 
'l'i.tle 1 (_Original Lan2ua2e>: COUN';t'RY: 
BRD 
Erstellung eines Auswerteprogramms f'iir instationKre SPONSOR: BMFT Warmeubergangsmessungen im RS 50-Containment 
. ORGANIZATION: (R$ 233'- r. 1 .1~., Jahresbericht A 76) Battelle-Insti-
tut e. V •• Ft"m. 
. ·ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
~evelopm~nt o£ Computer Code £or the Evaluation B. BCSbaa o£ Measurements of' Unsteady Heat Transt"er in the 
RS-50 Containment 
.. lni tiatcd. (Date): Complet.ed (Date): 
- -· 
Oct. 1, 1976 March . :u, 1977 
~•-:.tatus: Last Updating (Date): 
J., ' . 
Cont. i nu i n 1• December 31, 1976 
1. General Aim 
For the evalu~tion of' the heat-transf'er investigations carried out 
:within the project RS 50, a co~put•r code is to be developed which 
. uses the tempt~tratu:res measured at dif'£erent depths of' the containment 
walls to calculate the heat tr~nsf'.er co•f'f"icient as a f'unct.ion of' 
time. 'l'he evaluation is based on the, storage of' heat, i.e. the complete 
temperature p~of'ile (including the deep~r regions with unchanged tem-
. perature). 'is used. The compute¥" code is aimed at accelerating the 
.· .evaluation and preventing the increase -'n the error bQdridth which ~cc\u-s when the graphic method :La appl:L•d~ 
'i . . . 
J 
J 
l 
•! 
.t .. 
i 
., j . 
·I 
,. 
:2~ Particular Objectives 
I 
·3. Research Program 
The investigations cover the following steps: 
·3.1. Development o~ the computer codel data trans£er, data smooth~ns 
and extrapolation, 'heat trans£~r relations, graphic represen-
tation. 
,3.·2.- Error investigation: the ef':fecta o'£ measuring inaccuracy (noi••• 
.superposition of'·noi&!lle on the measured signals) and inaccuracy 
o£ calculation (smoothing., extrapol,.at:l.on) are inveat:l.cated. 
· .... i;tP... i 
~.,.-.::t. .. · . 
., 
• 
""Z PSJJ;_iweQ iQii .. ) !. a e c ·:'··~'·~~i' ' • ~ •.,t~ 1 $ •. 0 ° ;, ... . .4 • li£ & QU 
J.J. Test computations and comparison of the results with those of 
other evaluations. 
J.4. Final report with detailed description of the computer code. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The computer code to be used for the automatic evaluation of the 
measured temperature values is divided into two main parts. The first 
part deals with the smoothing or correction of the input data by means 
of the following mathematical procedures: 
addition of constants, 
piecewise simple linear regression, 
interpolation by means of cubic splines. 
The smoothed curves can subsequently be evaluated with the aid of line 
printer plots and stored on disk or tape. In the second part of the 
computer code the heat transfer coefficient is determined as a function 
of time. This calls for differentiation of the temperature values, 
which is effected again by means of cubic splines. Square and linear 
extrapolations finally supply the necessary estimates of the surface 
temperatures and heat flow densities; the intermediate results can also 
be shown in graphic form. The final result is the graphic and tabular 
presentation of the he~t transfer coefficients for the two extrapolation 
methods as a function of time. 
The computer code is written in FORTRAN; it is being tested on the 
digital computer B6700 of Battelle-Institut. 
5. Progress to Date 
Establishment of a data connection between the RS-50 process 
computer and the B6700 of the Battelle computer center. 
Development of the complete computer code and 'performance of the 
first tests with given tes~ data. 
6. Results 
/ 
The \;ork to QC performed in the next report period vill concentrate 
on 
tests of the computer code developed, 
evaluation of some selected experimental results and thoir com-
parison with graphically evaluated results, 
improvement of the computer code, and 
preparntion of the final report. 
B. R~lntion with Other Projects 
The computer code developed for evaluating the RS-50 experiments is 
vO be Used likewise for the Containment experiments under project 
RS 12). 
9. References 
The evaluation method has been described already in the report on 
research project RS 50 (Battelle report No. BF-RS 50-62-4). 
10. Degre0 of Availability of the Reports 
The above-cited report is available upon request from 
l : ,,., 
Gesellschaft flir Reaktorsicherhoit 
- Forschungsbetreuung -
Glockengasse 2, D-5000 Koln 
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Classification:7.1 
Title 1· (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
.. BRD 
Auswirkungen des Ausstromens von Dampf-Wasser- SPONSOR: Gem'ischen.aus Rohrleitungslecks BMFT 
(RS 93 A 
-
I.1.4, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
•ritle 2 (Eng:lish) : Project Leader: 
Influence of water-vapour mixtures st:reaming .from 
pipe leaks E. Weber 
Initiated (Date): ~ Com~leted (Date): 
·, .. ,4. 2. 76 "31 • ?. ?? . . Status: :Last Uedatin~ (Date) : 
--
Cqntinuing 
·31. 12. ?6 
1 ., · General 'Aim 
The theoretical models for the calculation of the critical flow 
rates have to be checked. for the influence-of subcooling and 
.· instationa.ry start-up procedures after streaming from pipe leaks 
. (pipe diameter 800 mm). 
· 2 .• ·.Particular Ob,jectives 
. ·.{eo 
When the calculation models have been confirmed, the repulsion 
and bound forces of two-phase flows can· be determined • 
·j . 
·J· 3~ Research Program ... 
.. · J .. ;.1· Experimental investigations on the influence of subcooling on ·the 
·· .j quasistationa.ry flow 
t 
·,j 
'l 
J. 
.4<: 
., 
·.,I 
J 
. 1. 
·.· t 
1 
-1 
. I 
3.2 Theoretical study· on the difference between dynamic start-up 
phase and quasistationaey flow with respect to flow rates and forces 
;.;·Theoretical study on the transfer of results from smal.l test-· 
stands on reactor qimensions • 
'\ 
••• "7"',·1> • ~·. ~ ... • • 
..... ·;·:·-
I . 
'· i· 
,. 
l . 
i 
i. I . 
I ... 
4. Experimental F·acilities 
· · · The ·experimental tests will be carried out with an existing 
test stand of 10 mm pipes. Some accompanying tests will be run · 
on·abig· stand, in order to get informations on the influence· 
of layer streaming cross 'sections. 
5. ·. Progress to Date 
· A: literature. study was· started for the two theoretical studies. 
i : .·; .· 
I i . 
(.' 
I • • ' 
.• 
: ... ·. For. comparison some calculations have been carried out·with 
· respect to the difference between dynamic start-up phase and 
.. ·quasistationary streaming from· a leak. The results were ·compared 
with· data from the literature. 
. The. study on the transfer of ·test results on reactor dimensions 
. was completed. 
The.teststand (10 mm diameter) was prepared for the experimental 
investigations. The quick-closing valv.e t the pressurizer and the 
.instrumentation have been checked• 
. . . 
.6. Results 
~e stream rates depend on the geometrical details of the opening 
·and the size of the pressurizer. 
The·tre.nsfer of the results on reactor dimensions is only possible, 
:when thermodynamic. equilibrium is reached in the two-phase flow • 
· -When· the pressurizers are similar and the flow conditions on the 
end are·comparable, test l;'esults for·diameters >50 mm are trans~ 
.:f'erable. The calculation method of Moody is successfUl. 
· : · · ~e th0 t~retical methods,. which as~ume thermodynamic equilibrium 
.. at. ·~omogeneous phase distributio:Jl, have shown good agreement 
with experimental results from the literature. 
1'ests w;i.th .a pipe'shoX'ter than·300.mm arenot suited for this 
· · xo.odel, 'because thermod;ynamic nonequilibrium occurs. 
-~-;.... ;. ............ ····"- ...... ~-··· ... ·- ' ·-~-·---:-·--,.---,..-••Po -----·- 0-0 
,--.,., 
In the primary circuits of a PWR the thermodynamic equilibrium exists 
in most cases. As this model is independent from the pipe diameter, 
the results are transferable on reactor dimensions. 
7. Next Steps 
Completing of the two theoretical studies 
Commissioning of the teststand. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Classification: 7.1 
.Titl~ 1 (Oric;iJ\al Lan2ua2e) : .. COUNTRY: 
BRD 
.MeBsystem zur Analyse des Dampf-Wasser-Lu£t- SPONSOR: BMFT Gemisches in Containment-Uberstromoffnungen 
(RS 195 
-
I~t.4., Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: Battelle-Insti-
tut e.V., Ffm. 
·ritle 2 (Engli;;h) : Project Leade~: 
. 
Measurement System to Analyze the Steam-Water-Air w. Zirnig 
Mixture· in. Containment OVerflow Openings 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date): 
February 15, 1976 May 31, 1977 
"'"":a tus: 
·-
·Last Updating (Date) : 
,. . t • • ~on ·1nu1np; December 31. 1976 
1. General Aim 
.~evelopment ot a measurement system to determine the composition of 
the steam-water-air stream in containment overflow openings in LOCA 
expQriments. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The measurement system is to be used directly in the steam atmosphere 
of ·the.pressurized·containment compartments. It consists of commercial 
components 'Cor density, pressure·, . and_ temperature measurements which 
C"ve·to be adapted to. the specif'ic conditions of' application. The 
sy·stem is to be employed f'irst £or experiments in the Battelle model 
. . 
... containment under project ·RS SO • 
3. Resoarch ·Program 
l i )• 1·~ Dev(• Lopment o£ a housins to protect and cool the electronic 
;. components o'£ the beta.ray absorption densitometer. 
j · · · 3·~2 •. Sel·ection and calibration of the densitometer ·and error analysis 
. J·· 
-j 
•·. 
J r . 
I 
f. 
;' :· ·,. 
.. for the whole measurement system • 
Selocti.or.• of' suitable presaur~ and 
prelimin~ry investisations. 
temperature transducers by. 
3•16. Construction of an experiQlental f'aoility to simulate a contain-
. . 
menticompartment and evaluation o£ the measurement system under 
the intended conditions of application. 
•• •I ',· - ' ~ . .. .... 
.·· 
I 
, .. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The experimental facility extended under this project consists of an 
autoclave with a filling volume of 0.17 m3 which is connected via a 
pipe to a low-pressure vessel. In this low-pressure vessel - a former 
reactor air lock of 10 m3 - the test instrumentation can be mounted 
so as to be easily accessible. In order to simulate the conditions 
existing in the containment compartments during a loss-of-coolant 
accident, a pipe rupture is initiated by breaking a rupture disk. 
LOCA conditions can be simulated for both a rupture compartment and 
the adjoining compartments. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ad 3.1: Two housing variants were designed and evaluated which are t~ 
reduce the ambient temperature of beta detector and preampli-
fier by water and air cooling to 40 °C. Appropriate measuring 
windows are provided at the front side so that the beta 
radiation to be measured is attenuated only insignificantly. 
Ad ).2: A beta ray densitometer was selected and supplied. The deli-
very of the instrument was substantially delayed. 
Ad 3.3: For the measurement of pressure, a piezoresistive transducer 
was selected and evaluated under laboratory conditions. The 
measurement of temperature ~ill be carried out by means of 
fast-response sheathed thermocouples. 
Ad ).4: The experimental facility described in Section 4 was con-
structed, put into operation, and utilized for the first ex-
periments to evaluate the protective housings and measuring 
instrument~. 
6. Results 
Ad 3.1: The two housing variants differ essentially in the design of 
the measuring window. One variant is an open housing in which 
the beta detector is protected from exposure to steam by air 
flowing in the opposite direction, in the other variant the 
front side is covered by a thin steel foil. According to the 
results of the first experiments, both housings can be designed 
such that they fulfill their cooling function. The covered 
window is to be preferred because it does not exert any 
infl~ence on the steam-water-air stream to be measured. 
Ad .'}.2: -
Ad .'3 • .'3: The laboratory investigations confirm the manufacturer's 
statement that the piezoresistive pressure transducer enables 
very accurate static and dynamic pressure measurements to be 
0 
made at temperatures of: up to 175 C. High measuring accuracy 
is maintained under both thermal shock and thermal long-time 
loading. 
Ad ).4: In the f:irst experiments 150 °C and 5 bars were achieved ip 
tlt~ l.ow-prosaure vossol of tho oxporimental facility. 
7. Next Ste!?s· 
' 
(_ 
Ad ).1: Furth,er experiments relating to the design of the housing. 
Ad .'}.2: Upon delivery of the complete measuring chain, approximately 
early in February 1977, otart-up and calibration. 
Ad J.J: The preliminary investigations into the selection of pressure 
and temperature transducers will be completed by tests in the 
experimental facility. 
Ad .'}.4: Evaluation of the whole measurement system is now scheduled 
for the end of March 1977. 
B. Relation with Other Projects 
The compl (•te measurement syste~ is planned to be used in LOCA 
experiments under project RS 50. 
9. References 
10. Degree ot,Availability of the Reports 
-
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Classification: 7.1 
'fitle 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
Untersuchung 'IJnd Entwicklung von Systemen zur Begren- BRD 
zung der Wasserstoffkonzentration im. Sicherheitsbehll- SPONSOR: ter von Siedewasserreaktoren. BMFT (RS 223 I~1.-h~ Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU~ Frankfurt 
. 
'title 2 (English): Project Leader: 
Investigation and development of systems 
· H~ •-:r.in'!.r::".~:-~t~on in the BWR containment. 
limitating the H. Queiser 
Initiated (Dale): Comeleted (Date): 
1. 7 .• 1976 30. 4.1977 
(~tatus:· .. Last UEdatini (Date): 
JContinuinr; 30. 6.1976 
1.~·· . Gene.ral Aim 
The pu~pose of the R+D-program is to improve our knowledge of 
·hydrogen generation and distribution in the BWR containment 
d.uring reactor operation and af.ter LOCA, and especially to deve• 
. . 
lop and test concepts and methods for measurement and li~ita-
.tion of ~2 concentrations in the containment atmosphere. 
i 2 j . • . :pa~iicular Objectives 
f. 
-, 
l. . 
!'· 0 
' . 
. . ·i 
.. 
. ~ 
l 
. , 
·' ~ 
. : 
j. 
The 3pf-~cific aim will be verificat1on of the applicability of 
appar•atus, devices and catalysts for H2-removal after LOCA. 
Cataly.tic reoombiners in which hydrogen will oxidize with atmos.:. 
pheric oxygen to form water, will have .to be tested under re-
ference operating and LOCA conditions • 
Tests will have to verify that decontamination procedures (e.g. 
for: fission-product Iodine), which are to be expected in the 
· post.-TJOCA atmosphere of the· cotltainmeht • will not impair the 
mode of operatio~ of the catalyst~. 
,; 
3. Re.search ·Program 
H2-production: 
. :Survey of 'li teratur·e and possibly measurement 'data to ~mprove 
· knowledge of: 
. 'metal--water reaction 
~ production rate by radioly~is (G(H2)-value) 
-· garnrna""'absorption· within the·· :reactor· core 
~.dep~ndency on coolant quality 
.H2-distribution: 
. Theoretical investigation and in case evalution of measurement 
.resultS.about the H2-distribution in the atmosphere and its · . 
· influence by c6nvection, diffussion effects and steam condensation. 
H.2-measurement: 
· In .. connection wit·h· paragraph··3.'2, suitable sampling and measure-
ment methods will be selected, with special attention to post-
. LOCA condi t:lons. 
Tests are ·planned in a sui table semi-technical lab-facili.ty 
which. is similar to the KWU. off-gas system recoinbiner. 
The major component·s of .. this. facility are: preheater, recombi-
·ner, cooler and the required measuring devices. The fo~lowing 
··:investigations will be carried .out: 
. ' ~ ·' .... 
e''\";.t> 
........ : ," .. 
':i .. 
Thermal capacity of the total system: 
Evaluation of catalyst and.recombiner material properties, both 
under normal.and extreme temperature conditions of 50"to 600°C. 
consistent with possible failure inodes • 
. ·--.~ 
. ·-
) . 
. i 
. , 
.. , 
·!-
. } . 
1' 
·:f . 
. :·! 
c~~mi~al performance: 
Verification· of functioning and regenration-ability of the cata-
.l~~ts by specified additions of contamination products (e~g. 
IoflinH)_using different recombiner temperatures, H2-conoentrations 
and nt.mospheric conditions • 
Optimizatiort of catalyst quantiti~s: 
Ev:; 1urttion of thermal capability and chemical properties under 
dit't'•.'t'P.nt ratios of· ~at.nly~t·to·air-H2-volume • 
. . 
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Ba:;r-~d c_,n theoretical and experimental test results, concepts 
and ~jstems for measui'Pment.and control of H~-concentration 
' present. in the containment atmosphere will be developed. 
Experimcntai FacilitiPR 
Tho t.e~j t facility represents in principal "the recombination 
uni~ or the off-~as system at a reduced scale (1 : 30). The 
·model laws indi'cate that the same' hydrodynamic and geometric 
conditions are present in the model. 
The a·r·rangement consists of a proportioning apparatus for 
varying the hydrogen enrichment of the atmosphere. The air-H2 
mixture will be sat~rhted with steam at 80°C in a moistehini 
chambol' and then heated in a heater. Then a heate~ temperature-
. ~ontl'hlled reaction container Will be introduced, in whi~h by 
· mea~n or a catalyst the recombination will be initiated. The 
hydro~en-r~ee gas wili then be rele~sed into the atmosphe~~ • 
· Add it i c1n of various· contai·nmerits is made prior to entering the 
.reac"Lion container by.\means or·a·heated tube and/o:r injection 
device·. 
F••• .•. aw; 
.. ''. 
·R~~idu~l quanti~iea of the cat~lyst poinsoning Iodine will ~e 
determined by volumetric analysis. Hydrogen analysis wili be 
petformed by·a continuously· operating thermal conductivity 
. - . 
measuring device. 
Progres~ to Date 
·Tests have been done in order to investigate the suitable ofthe 
catalyst under·PWR conditions ·(the catalyst contaminated with 
.~oric acid). In addition, the effect of methyl iodine on 
.the activity of the catalyst was evaluated. 
Both t·ests series have· been completed. 
Based on the currently available experimental test results, a 
specification:and a flow diagram for the hydrogen concentration 
.coritr~l system have been conceived·: 
' .. 
·. . . 6 .•. Results .. 
: . . 
I 
.. ·:•xperience~ gained from·pre~t~sts have been utilized in the selec-
. tion of process· · temperat·ures, catalyst evading and catalyst 
· d.eactivation characteristics that are relevant to opera~ional 
techniques. No significant reduction of the recombinat~on effect· 
was· observed despite· of partial. contaminant deposits on the 
·.catalyst. 
., 
Further _the tests conducted at a lower tempe_rature level show 
·a distinct dependency of the ·recombination rate on the proces.;,. 
sing temperature·. 
7. · ~ext Steps ., 
· .. Test· series currently under preparation are expected to ver-ify 
·t the effects caused.by oil miats on the catalyst activity. Sub-
·~equently it. is planned to ~p~ly all possible aorit~minants to 
·• . th·e . catalyst in order to otit.iil! reference exper.~,encea·· on res is· 
.· . t~nce to aging (catalyst operating life) and the :p~ssibi;Lities of 
· :_.);fp:atalyst.· regeration. 
~. ·:-,:. . 
. \ 
~--
--' 
,. .. \ 
1... I 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
•' 
9. References 
-
10. Degree of Availabilitx 
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Classifi.ca.tion 
. Title 1 
T,i:t le 2 · .·· MACON • 
A Containment Multiroom Transient Analysifo Code. 
I::-:.1 ~!a tee: 19?5 ComPleted: 
Status·: Pro g. ressing ! . . . Lust urdiltiJ:lct: I 
·,1. · Ge:1eral aim 
i 
COV~~T ?.Y Denmark . 
' . . [ SPO~S0R R:!.s0· 
i ORGJ\NIZl·.TIO~ I . . Ris0 
I 
I 
·I P!"~j ect leaCt:!!": I Vagn S. Pejtersen 
Scier.::ists: 
Margit B. Andersen 
Development of a multiroom containment computer code for 
. press·ure and temperature transients during a loss-of-coolant 
·.·accident. 
2 •. Particular objectives 
·. The code, MACON, written in FORTRAN IV for the Burroughs I B6700 comp'uter, is developed to predict the behaviour of water-cooied 
r+uclear reactor containments subjected to loss-of-coolant accidents. 
It can also be used to describe·responses in experimental containments • 
It calculates the time variation of room pressures, ·temperatures, 
mass and· energy inventories of .. air; steam and water, mass and· energy 
exchange between phases and .. adjacent rooms,: too·. He~ t ·exchange between 
room constituents and inte-rnal as well as external (\\fall) structures. 
The model is onr-dimensional, having separate continuity equations 
for· air/s:tea!P/water,-· common momentum e·quation, but separate energy 
equatio~s for air/steam and water. Air and steam ~re compietely mixed 
and in thermal equilibrium, wh~le ther·mal nonequilibrium may be 
· experienced by steam ~nd water. A drift flux model is used, together 
wi.th suitable constitut·ive equation ··ror interfacial mass· and energy 
transfer.· and heat transfer· to and from. structures. 
':'he blowdown mass flow rate and enthalpy may be calculated by the 
program or· given as input. 
.. 
. : 
The program can model.· from.· one to five· rooms. 
;,; Exnerimental facilli ti'es and programme· 
I 
The code i's in t:he near future tested against. ·availab1e · exper~men-. · · 
tal . d·ata from the Marviken MX! and MXII exper'imerits. 
4. Project status 
.. ( 
A one..;room version has been tested. A sparse technique for 
. . . . 
solution.of.the equation 
( 
system has·been used with a speeding up 
~~ff~ct on the calculation time; The multiroom code is how been tested. 
~· · Next .steps 
He.at ·conduction in structures is to be coded in. W'etwe11· pool 
cond·erisa tion ·and water level are to .be mode;tled and built in. 
~ · .. Calculations with available data (see point 3). 
6; Relation with other p~ojects 
·The code is in some respects based on the experience gained 
during· the l-1arviken experiments as well as experience with t:q.e 
CONTAC.code. 
·7. Reference documents 
.No reports available :ret • 
S. Degree· of availability 
. .. ._":-.;.:. .. 
:;.,!. 
i 
_,/, 
!• 
< \. ~/ 
Title 1 
I 
Title 2 
CONTAC-II. A containment 
Ini :ciated: January 1969 
. Status. I In use 
,. 
Classification 7.1, 7.2 
transient analysis code 
Completed: Feb. 
. Last updatlng, 
March 1971 
70 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 I ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader: 
Aksel Olsen 
I 
Scientists: 
' N. Kjrer-Pedersen 
V.S. Pejtersen 
c· C) r 
- ·- / .• ?-~ 
; 
I i 1 • General aim 
Development of a computer code for the calculation of 
pressure- and temperature transients in a PS-containment during 
a loss-of-coolant accident. 
2. Particular obiectives 
The present code, CONTAC II, is written in FORTRAN IV for 
the Burroughs 6700 computer, and it is a revised version of the 
CONTAC-code written for the IBM-7094 computer 
It calculates the transient pressures and temperatures in the 
two compartments of a PS-containment following a rupture of the 
primary system. The blow down mass flow rate and corresponding en-
thalpy may either be supplied to the code as input functions of time 
or be calculated internally in a one-node vessel representation using 
Moody's model for critical two-phase flow. 
The code uses one-node representation of drywell and wetwell. 
Core spray, drywell spray, wetwell spray and wetwell pool cooling 
as well as heat transfer from and to walls and structures are 
incorporated. 
• .. ' ..• Ill 
3. Experimen~~l fRcilities nnd pro~ramme 
The C~NTAC II code \Vas used during the planning and experimental 
.phase of the Marviken containment experiments, and a comparison 
between experimental data and calculation has been undertaken. 
4. Project status 
A comparison between a number of calculations and corresponding 
data from the Bodega Bay, !fumboldt Bay and Marviken experiments 
show an overprediction of the maximum drywell pressure ranging from 
5 to 25 per cent. 
5· N~xt steps 
A new updated version, CONTAC II~, including ~n improved vent 
flow model, is expected to be ready in early 1975. 
6. Relation with other projects 
A multiroom containment code, CONTAC-M, is now under devel-
opment. 
7. Reference documents 
N. Kjrer-Pedersen: 
CONTAC II, A Containment Transient Analysis Code 
Ris0, RD-Memo nr. 47 (1972) 
N. Kjrer-Pedcrsen 
SIMPLI II, A Simulation Program Using Implicit Intergration 
Ris0, RD-Memo nr. 46 (1972) 
8. Degree of availability 
Available 
i . ·. ):: 
.t •. 
0'1 ! . 
J .· 
··(:· .... 
1 
t 
'l 
' . 
···j:· .. 
. · . 
. . j .. 
'1 
f 
.. 
,,.,., 
. ·: ' 
'j . .- : ... : . ; . . . 
I Titie l Denmark 
. ·.I SPO:\S0R • Riso 
! ORGl'~NIZJ~TIC:: 
.I. 
I { Rise1.1 
I Pr-:; .... ·ec~ :!.(.:~ .. .::er:. 
l~;...;;....,._;;;....;;._:_..;,;....;;.._,;_..;;..;,;. 
CONTAC~III. A containment transient analys~s code v.s. Pejtersen 
I~!t!ated: Co::rnl0. tc.d: Mar. 75 
St<ltus: . Testing phase LaHt tJpdnting: 
March 1975 
1~. General aim 
t 
s c i e :-. ":. i ~: -: s : J ~...;......;...;.._....;.._ 
! V .s.. Pejtersen 
F •. cortzen 
K. Ladekarl Thomsen 
Development of a computer code for the calculation of 
pressure- and temperature transients in a PS-containment during 
. a loss-of-coolant accident. 
· 2~ Particular objectives 
The. present code, CONTAC III, is written in FORTRAN IV for 
the Burroughs 67oo computer,·:. and it is ~ revised version of the 
CONTAC.;.II code. 
It calculates the transient pressures and temperatures in the 
two compartments of a P~·.c6ntainment· following a rupture of the 
primary system. The blow down mass flow rate and corresponding en-
·thalpy may either 'be supplied to the code as input functions of time 
or be· calctilat~d internally in a one-node vessel representation using 
Moody's model ·for critical two-phase flow. 
The code uses one-node representation of drywell and wetwell. 
Core spray, dryweli spray, wetwell.spray and wetwell pool cooling 
as well as heat transfer frorn and to walls are incorporated(as 
on~-dimensional heatconducting dibcretized structures, t~o for each 
node).A retised versi~n of the vent~flo~ correl~tion is incorporated. 
3. Ex~erimental f3cilities and proBrRmme 
The CONTAC III code is being tested against the Marviken 
containment experiments, and a comparison between experimental 
data and calculation has been made. 
4. Pro4ect status 
5. :;rext steus . 
Problems concerning the water-carry-over in vent flow is 
being considered. 
6. Relation with other projets 
7. Reference documents 
~. Kjrer-Pedersen: 
CONTAC II, A Containment Transient Analysis Code 
Ris0, RD-Memo nr. 47 (1972) 
.~. Kjrer-Pedersen: 
S!~PLI II, A Simulation Program Using Implicit Intergration 
Ris0, RD-Memo nr. 46 (1972) 
8. Degree of availabilitv 
Available. 
\ 
... . . '1 .') c~ . (_ "j . 
I 
Classification 7.1, 7.2 
Title 1 
Title 2 
CONTAC-M: A Containment Multiroom Transient 
Analysis Code 
Initila ted: 1974 Completed: 
Status: Progressing Last updating: 
I 
1. General aim 
I 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader: 
Aksel Olsen 
Scientists: 
I\. L. Thomsen 
P. Hansen 
Development of a multinode containment computer code for 
pressure and temperature transients during a loss-of-coolant 
acG:ident. 
2. Particular objectives 
The pode, CONTAC-M, is under development in FORTRAN IV 
for the Burroughs 6700 computer. · 
It is ~o calculate transient pressures and temperatures in a 
multiroom full pressure or pressure suppression containment 
following a loss-of-coolant accident. The blow down mass flow 
rate and enthalpy may be calculated by the code or be supplied 
as input. Heat transfer to or from structures and walls is to be 
included as well as the effect from core spray, drywell spray, 
wetwell spray and wetw~ll pool cooling. Some effects from non-
thermal equilibrium is to be included. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
The code is to be tested against available experimental data, 
as for instance the Marviken data. 
. 
. 
•; 
4. Project status 
The formulation of some physical equations has not yet been 
decided, while various possible mathematical solution methods are 
still being considered. 
5. Next steps 
Further work along the lines indicated. 
6. Relation with other projects 
The code is in some respects based on the experience gained 
during the Marviken experiments as well as experience with the 
CONTAC code. 
7. Reference documents 
No reports available yet. 
8. Dcaree of availability 
\. -
Title 1 
BE~IDYN - Program til linerer 3-dimensionel 
statisk og dynamisk analyse af bjrelkestrukturer. 
Title 2 
BEAMDYN - Program for the linear 3-dimensional 
stati~ and dynamic analysis of beam type structures. 
Initiated (date) 
November 1975 
Status: progressing 
1. General aim 
Completed: (date) 
1976 
Last UJ?dating 
(date) 
February 1976 
) 
J 
Classification 
7.1/10.4/11.2/11.4 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Ris~ 
Project leader 
Per Lundsager 
Scientists: 
Per Lundsager 
To develope a computer program for linear 3-dimensional static and dynamic 
analysis of beam type structures. 
2. P~rticular objectives 
~~~~ To make simplified an~lysis of Nuclear Structures, especially for 
aircraft impact and earthquake loadings. 
~~~~ To investigate the properties of various FEM techniques e.g. time 
integration methods, eigenvalue extraction methods etc. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
None 
4. Project status 
4.1. A program layout has been made which allows for easy change or exten-
sion of essential program features. This is done by extensive use of· sub-
programs. 
4.2. The static and direct time integration parts have been programmed 
and are being tested. The modal analysis part is being programmed. 
4.3. At this stage standard IBM/SSP routines are used where possible. 
Newroark S time integration is used with S = 0.25 in order to obtain 
unconditional stability. 
~~~~ The program is coded for an IBM 370/165 computer. 
5. Next steps 
Completion and test of the program in its initial configuration. Further 
steps have not been decided yet. 
6. Relations with other projects 
No specific relations for the time being, but the project is of general 
relevance to Ris~'s activities in structural analysis. 
7. Reference documents 
None until now. 
8. Degree of availability 
Project information will be freely available. 
--
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140-22-41/4151-11 Classification :. 7-1 't ~] 
l'itre Pays • • 
Consequences d'un LOCA sur 1'enceinte FRANCE . . 
Etude de 1'ecoulement du brouillard entre les casemates Organisme directeur 
d'une enceinte de confinement : programme REBECA. 
CEA 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur i 
Date 
Etat 
' 
Mist flow between subcompartments of a containment . . CEA/DRE 
REBECA project. 
Responsable . • 
M.GINIER 
Scientifiques 
de demarrage . 01/01/7 5 Date prevue d'achevement : 31/12/8 . 
actuel . En cours Derniere mise a.jour . 21/0l/7 . . 
Objectif general 
Etudier les ecoulements d'un melange eau air vapeur afin. de 
determiner la mise en pression des casemates de l'enceinte 
d'un reacteur pressurise apres l'accident de perte du refri-
gerant primaire. 
Objectifs particuliers 
Developpement de modeles physiques pour 1'interpretation de 
l'experience (modele d'ecoulement axial). 
Installations experimentales et programme 
Installation REBECA : le melange realise dans un melangeur est 
envoye dans une section d'essai qui peut ~tre un divergent ou 
un diaphragme. 
Parametres importants pressions amont et ava1, titres vapeur 
et air, tailles des gouttes. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour 
Etude des composants de 1'insta1lation 
moyen de l'experience TUYERE. 
Prochaines etanes : 
Construction de l'installation 
etude du melangeur au 
. 
. 

,---------
r 
Classification :. 7-1-
140-26-42/4160-05 ~ )_~-
Titre l' G)'S : 
Consequences d'un LOCA sur 1 1 enceinte de confinement. FRANCE 
Etude de la condensation sur un nrur d'un ~elange 
air-vapeur dans des conditions transitoires. Organisme di:recteur 
Programme ECOTRA. 
CEA-EdF/SEPTE~ 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur • 
Date 
Etat 
Study on the condensation on a wall of an air steam CEA/DTCE-STT (GRENOBLE 
mixture in transient conditions in a LOCA accident. 
ECOTRA p;roj ect Responsable . . 
M. COURTAUD (STT) 
Scientifiques 
de demarrage . 01/0l/76 Date prevue d 1 achevement :31/12/78 . 
Derniere mise a jour : 21/0l/77 actuel . en cours . 
Objectif general : 
Etude des transferts de chaleur dans le cas de condensation de 
vapeur sur un mur en presence d'air dans des conditions transi-
toires afin de pouvoir determiner l'evolution de la pression 
clans l'enceinte d 1 un reacteur au cours de l'accident de perte 
de refrigerant primaire. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Developpement de modeles physiques pour l'interpretation des 
experiences. 
Installations eXPerimentales et programme : 
Installation ECOTRA : Une section d'essai d'un diametre 
de 25 cm est brutalement mise en contact avec un melange 
air vapeur. La mesure des temperatures internes et externes 
de la section d'essai permettra de determiner le coefficient 
d I echange, 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Construction de l'installation. 
. 
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· Code_s op6ra.tionnels Las; upaating : 
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'. l - GENt::RAJ. Ant 
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Dimensionnement de 1 1e\\ceinte de confineme~t des rcacteurs Pl·IR. • 
.· 
II ~ PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
--
L~analyse des solli~itations mfcaniq~es et ~hcrmiq~cs des 
enceinte$ de confinement des tranches nuclc.'~aircs P\''1. en cas· 
de rupttire de tuyauterie prima ire ou secondaire est effcctut1e a l' aide 
des codes dcvelopp~s a E.D.F. : 
PAREO 5 : Calcul des evolution& de pression ~t 'le tuyauteric; dans 
1 • enceinte a court terme et a lone te!'me· en ~ha se{ de recirc\llatiot 
cATElf 6 : Calcul des' ~vol.utions'<de temperature et prcssf.on a i 'intcrieur 
. des divers t:ompartinlcn.t'S, de 1 r-enceintc pendant les premiers 
inst~nts suivant ~a rupture. 
rOl~HON 
--
Calcul d£>s forces appliqu~as :lux paroi.s extcrieures de la ~uvo 
en cc\Q de rupture <le tuyautcrie dans le puits de cuve. 
·. 
···~' \ 
111 .. EX1~lmtt1ENTAt. P'ACILITIT~S .A}10 PROG'!.N.Df.E . · 
--
Ncant. 
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IV - PROJECT STA~US 
... -. 
•·.· 
" 
· 4. f - Erogress· t.9 dil t.e~· ... 
·.: i 
,'i:.: '.,. 
' .. ,,. 
Codes elaborcs. 
4.2- Essential Results 
I''- ol 
·- .. 
.. 
' . 
Calcul des enceintes des tranches PWR fran~aises. 
V • NEXT STEPS 
Ameliorations ·eventuelles des correlations utiiisees dans les 
codes l l'aicle de risultats'cxperimentaux, 
VI - RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
VII REFERENCE DOCID!ENTS 
- note E,D.F,/SEPTEN TC 74,46 "Equations de base et utilisation du code 
CATEH 6" " 
.. note E.D.F./SEPTEN TC 74.48 "PAREO 5 : mod(He mJ.thematique.pour l'etudc 
de l'evolution des pressions et temperatures clans unn enceinte de reactcurs 
P\.'R apres PDR". 
VIII - DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
- rapports § 7 , disponibles, 
La communication des codes ou leur utilisation pour les etudes 
appliquees doivent faire l'objct de contrats cas par cas. 
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I Classification : 7.1 L .. 
-1 
.. ' ' I Title 1 (original language) ;' Country : FRANCE 
! 
. EDF 
' Sponsor 
I 
: FAAMATOHE 
Thermal shock experimental program 
.. 
,, 
.. I ... · Organization .. 
'· ' 
• i I I 
I FRAJ.'.ATOME ' 
1 
r. 
I Title 2 (english) Project leader: 
-
., 
' Thermal shock experimental progrrun 
Mr. DOYEN 
I 
.. , __________________________________________________________ ___ 
-Scientists 
... I 
Initiated . (date) Completed (date) 
1975 1977 
Status Last updating (date) I 
\ 
.L. ____ j ______ P-ROG __ RE __ ·s_s_r_N_G------------------------------------~--------------------------~ 
' l 
I.. ,. 
1 • GENERAL OBJECTIVE 
The main objective of this program is to gain a validation of LEFM 
(Linear Elastic: Fracture Nechaniely) applied to a reactor vessel core 
shell submitted to thennal stress similar to those occuring after a 
LOCA. At the end of the reactor life. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
2. 1· Validation of LEF~1 
2.2 Test a SA 508 cl 3 shell with suberitical cracks and critical 
. . 
cracks with liquid nitrogen in order to verify the crack ini-
-tiation and the crack arrest conditions • 
.. 
3. PRO.JECT STATUS 
Some preliminary tests have been carried out for determining the heat 
transfer coefficient bet\oleen a steel and liquid nitrogen. 
' . 
Based on expQrimental data, finite eleme~ts calculations have been 
~ 
performed for determining the crack size which is susceptible to 
propagate ~nder thermal stress induced by the cool down of the 
internal surface of the test piece by liquid nitrogen. The test piece 
is ordered. 
4 • NEAR TER.."-1 PL.\NNING 
A detailed fracture toughness characterization of the material will 
b':il d . e one pr~or to perform theL~al shock test in order to determine 
the crack sizes. 
5. RELATION WITH OTHEfl. PROJECTS 
Complementary of HSST program (thermal shock tests) carried out 
by ERDA (USA) • 
6. AVAILAB!LI'l'Y OF ''RESULTS" 
Property of FRAMATOME. 
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CEA 
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Scope of the work is the development of the TILT code for the analysis 
of the transient following a LOCA in a pressure tube heavy water reactor. 
· The work is performed in the framework of thecontract awarded from 
CNEN to NIRA for the design of the C~RENE prototype Nuclear Island. 
· Reference.·documents 
NIRA Report: 
"Il Programma di calcolo TILT NIRA'' 01300- RT 19 
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'ENERGIEONDERZOEK CENTRUM NEDERLAND 
TITLE: 
CHARME-IM 
Berekening van de impulsbelasting door 
uitstroming bij pijpbreuken 
TITLE: ( ENGLISH LANGUAGE ) : 
CHARME-IM Blowdown jet impingement process 
INITIATED: 1976 LAST UPDATING: April 1977 
STATUS: progressing COMPLETED: 1980 
General .11m 
CLASSIFICATION: 7-1 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR: ECN 
ORGANIZATION: ECN 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Speelman, J.E. 
SCIENTISTS: 
Putten, A.P.W.M. van der 
Bogaard, J.P.A. van den 
Koning, H. 
A special subroutine as part of the CHARME code is developed, to calculate the 
fluid parameters in a jet beyond the system opening in view of the determination 
of the impact forces of this jet striking a wall. 
Particular objectives 
The jet subroutine of CHARME was n1odified in order to incorporate the geometrical 
aspects of the wall and the deviating impingement jet. 
Experimental Facilities and program : In discussion 
Project status 
The development of a two-dimensional jet model has been started. 
Next steps: Introduction of special geometries 
Relation with other projects: See CHARME-code (ECN) 
Reference documents: -
Degree of availability: Upon mutual agreement at ECN-Petten 
Budget: -
Personnel: -
' ,.

ENERGIEONDERZOEK CENTRUM NEDERLAND 
TITLE: 
CHA&'1E-DIS 
Berekening van het thermohydraulische proces in 
de uitstroomleiding van veiligheidskleppen. 
TITLE: ( ENGLISH LANGUAGE l: 
CHARME-D IS 
Determination of thermohydraulic process in safety 
relief discharges pipes 
tt--------------,.-------------------l 
INITIATED: June 1976 LAST UPDATING: April 1977 
STATUS: progressing COMPLETED: 1980 
General <nm 
CLASSIFICATION: 7. 1 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR: ECN 
ORGANIZATION: ECN 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Speelman, J.E. 
SCIENTISTS: 
Putten, A.P.W.M. van der 
Bogaard, J.P.A. van den 
Koning, H. 
The development of a calculation model to predict the thermohydraulic process 1n 
a discharge pipe of a safety relief valve. 
Particular objectives 
The opening of safety relief valves may lead to pressure waves in the discharge 
lines and back flow from the containment pressure suppression tank. This back 
flow may lead to underpressure in the containment suppression tank. Special sub-
routines for the CHARME-code will be developed to study this phenomenon. 
Experimental facilities and program: Not foreseen 
Project status: 
A preliminary calculational method has been developed. 
Next steps 
Development of special subroutines to calculate shockwaves. 
Relation with other projects: See CHARME-code (ECN) 
Reference documents: -
Degree of availability: Not yet applicable 
Budget: -
Personnel: -
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Title 2 
EXPERIJviEN'l'AL WORK TO EXA11UIE 'I~IE EFFECT OF 
MISSILE INPACT ON REACTOR CONTAINNt;NT STRUC'IDRES 
COUN'l'HY 
UNITED KINGDJM 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
OHGAN IZATION 
FOUL.tf.8SS 
ProJect Leader 
T P O'BRIEN 
~-----------------------~---~~--------------~ ln1tiaLed 1976 Completed : Scicntintu: 1978 
StatuG : LaGt updating 
-
Descriution: 
1. General Aim 
Experimental work is required to su·;:mlement the inforrna tion available at 
present to determine the effect of mis;;ile impact on containment structures. 
The missiles of interest can impact externally, as for example, a crashing 
aircraft or aircraft debris, or internally, such as those resulting from a 
steam strum or pressure vessel rupture, or the projection of a large pump 
casing following an adjacent pipe rupture. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Aircraft Imuact 
US and German desisn codes require the containment structure to withstand the 
effects of a specified aircraft impact. A similar requireiJent has now bern 
proposed by the C~GB. A review of existing data has ,indicated that a research 
programme is neces8ary to determine how a number of structural parameters 
modified: ' 
i the static stret:t;th characteristics under concentrated loading 
ii the variation of load with time during loading 
~ii the variation of deflections with time during the following loading 
iv the development and propagation of cracking and yielding 
2.2 Impact of _Other Missiles 
In the consideration of aircraft impact, penetration of the structure is; not 
expected to be important as the impact pressures are probably less than the 
compressive strength of the concrete. However, for the type of missiles 
resultinr, from steam drum or pressure vessel failure, local penetration must 
be considered as well as the gross effect of the applied load. 
contd ••••• 
--~---. ---------------------------------------------~C~l-n-,-0-l~f~i-o-n~t~i-o_n ________________ __ 
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SPON::IOR 
OHGAN IZA'riON 
Title 2 Project Leader 
lnitiatcci Completed : Scientioto: 
StatuG : L;'\Gt upd<tting 
f-· ---· .. 
Descrintion: 
3. Experimental Facility and Programme 
The test facility will consist of a missile launcher (which is already avail-
able in the UK), to project model missiles at various speeds aeainst various 
concrete targets. 
The basic target size at l/25th scale will be 1.8 m dia. and 60 mm thick 
corresponding to 45 m dia. and 1.5 m thick full size. Targets will be con-
structed from unreinforccd, reinforced and pre-stressed concrete. Variations 
in te1:sile and shear reinforcement, target thiclr.ness and diameter will be made. 
A 'standard' rnisr.ile of 1.6 kg at 215 m/s would be used as well as a crushable 
missile to simulate on the model scale the calculated load-time variation for 
an HRCA aircraft impacting at 215 m/s. Larger irregular missiles would be used 
for the penetration studies. 
4. Project Status 
I 
Details of the number of tests, the rate of ca~Jing out the test and the 
parameters to be varied have not been finally confirmed although proposals 
have been made. It is possible that priority would be given to internal 
missiles. 
5. Relations vrith Other Projects 
Studies concerned with assessing the velocity of a misGile produced by f~ilure 
of a component containing pressurised water or a pressurised steam/wate~ 
mixture have been made. Experiments are in progress to validate these assess-
ments. 
--- ·----··p-··-·--.-·-··· ----- ---·-· --- ---·-· ------
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Title 1 
INTERNAL MISSILE ~FFBCTS 
Title 2 
lnitiutcd 1974 Gompletcd : 
COUN'l'HY 
UNIT't:D :-:INGl)Ci1 
SPON!::;OR UKA.EA 
OHGAN IZA'riON 
SRD CU LCHE T'.cl 
Pro.)cct Leader 
D L h'"UNT 
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Description: 
1. General Aim 
To enable the possible missile effect to be predicted following an assumed 
circuit or vessel rupture, and thus to design containment. 
2. Particular Objectives 
For the assumed case of a ruptured pressure vessel, to predict the velocity 
which may be attained by a large fragment. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Pro~amme 
A tube (circa 20 cm diameter) is pressurised to L\iR conditions, then the end 
is removed by bursting a diaphragm. The acceleration of the tube is observed. 
Project Status 
The "steam rocket" experiment has been built to test SRD calculational methods. 
The flight of the pipe is measured over 15 ft mainly by fast photography' 
(2000 frames/sec) against a grid, but acceleration over the first 6" is by a 
photo-electric method. Pressure variation in flight will be measured using 
transducers with flying leads. 
The experimental programme of four tests has been completed usine three tubes 
of masses 84 kg, 51 kg and 33 kg. Maximum velocities between 38.5 and 5 .2 m/s 
were measured. 
A report comparing the experimental work with theoretical predictions is: in 
preparation. ' 

Classification: 7.2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Versuche zum WarmeUbergang bei Eiskondensation SPONSOR: 
( RS 67 - I. 1. 4, Jahresbericht A 79) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION; 
Technische Univert-
, .. 
sitat MUnchen 
'ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Experiments for Heat Transfer of Ice-Condensation Prof. Dr. -lng. 
U. Grigull 
Initiated (Date) : Com,eleted (Date) : 
( ' '\ 1. 03. 1 973 28.02.1977 Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing 31.12.1976 
1. General aim 
A leak in the primary loop of a reactor results in a pressure increase in the 
reactor containment due to outflow of water-steam mixture. If the steam can 
be condensed e.g. on an ice surface the pressure increase is nearly avoided 
I 
and therefore the danger of contamination minimized. 
2. Particulat objectives 
This research program wi 11 investigate the heat- and mass transfer at the 
condensation of steam on a verti cat ice-surface. 
3. Research Program 
Experiments wi 11 be made with steam flowing upwards and downwards with 
varying velocities to establish analytic means for calculating ice-condensors. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
See Annual Report IRS - F - 24. General computer codes are not used. 
5. Progress to Date 
The experiments with steam flowing upwards have been completed. Tests with 
steam flowing slowly downwards are currently under way. 
6. Results 
If the steam flows slowly upwards (20 m/s) a slug of water drops swings up 
and down. The melting rate is 1 to 2 mm/s. 
If the steam flows very slowly upwards ( < 1 0 m/s) the water fi I m flows down-
'; 
wards nearly undisturbed by the steam. The melting rate decreases to O, 3 mm/s. 
The same melting rate was measured if the steam flows slowly downwards (20 
m/s), the water film is accelerated by the steam. The melting rate inceases 
to 1.3 mm/s. 
Currently test-runs are made with steam flowing downwards with moderate 
velocity. 
7. Next Steps 
Experiments with steam flowing downwards at a high velocity. 
8. Relation with Other Projec.12.. 
See Annual Report JRS - F - 24. 
9. References 
Quarterly Reports (German) in the series 11 JRS - Forschungsberichte" 
Oct. 1975 - Sept. 1976: JRS - F - 30, 31, 33. 
Annual Report (English) in the series "IRS - Forschungsberichte" 
Jan. 1975 - Dec. 1975: JRS - F - 29. 
]0. Degree of availability of the Reports 
The reports in the series "JRS - Forschungsberichte" are obtainable from 
the Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit, Koln. 
Classification: 7.2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Theoretische Arbeiten zum Druckabbausystem SPONSOR: (Kondensation IV, Teil 1) B.MFT 
(RS 78 B- 1.1.4, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Theoretical Investigations of the Pressure 
Suppression System (Condensation IV, Part 1) Dr. Sobottka 
Initiated (Date): Corn12leted (Date) : 
' \15. 10. 74 31. 3- 76 Status: Last Updatin~ (Date) : 
Completed 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim and 2. Particular Objectives 
Development and Evaluation of theoretical models to describe 
special events in the pressure suppression system (symmetric 
and unsymmetric pool swell and pressure oocillations) during 
a loss of coolant accident. Special data evaluation for the 
problems mentioned by using existing experiments. 
3. Research Program 
') 3.1 Investigation of water pool swell 
3.2 Pressure oscillations 
4. Experimental Facilities 
No experimental facilities necessary. 
5. Progress to Date 
Pool Swell: 
The existing model was improved by the effect of the air/vapour 
mixture in dry well before clearing the vent pipes and a more 
realistic pressure transient in wet well (air compression 
during pool swell). 
Pressure Oscillations: 
~---------------------
The model KSWING IV was impro~ed by a model, which describes 
the collapse of a vapour bubble at the vent pipe outlet, 
the entering of the water into the vent pipe and the forming 
of a new bubble. The whole process is called chugging. 
6. Results 
Pool Swell 
The calculated pool swell height and dynamic air bubble 
oscillation are in good agreement with experimental 
results. Furthermore ar. amplification factor for the average 
pool swell which describes the maximum local water height 
was evaluated from experiments data. 
P 0 . . \ ressure sc~llat~ons 
Calculations for the Marviken-I-test No. 4 with chugging 
effects gave a frequency of 3,7 Hz which agreed with the 
measured value. The calculated pressure amplitude was 
± 0,2 bar, the measurend value at the bottom of the wet 
well was ± 0,08 bar (must be lower because of the geome-
trical distance!). The water height in the vent pipe was 
theoretically expected to be 0,1 m; the experiment showed 
that the thermocouple 0,3 m above vent pipe outlet was 
not reached by pool water. This result shows, that the 
theoretical model describes the condensation process 
sufficient well. 
:B'urthermore the dynamic pressure of l"'arviken 13 test which 
is supposed to be a blow down with pure steam condensation 
was calculated in good agreement with the experiment. 
7. Next Steps 
The work has been completed. 
r--.. 
\.) 
0 
8. 
9. 
10. 
·Relation with Other Projects 
RS 78 D Kondens1ation V Part 1 
RS 78 E Kondensation V Part 2 
References 
Dres. Sobottka, Antony-Spies 
"Kondensations- und Freiblaseversuche (Kond. IV, Teil 1) 11 
AbschluBbericht Forderungsvorhaben RS 78 B 
Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft, Erlangen (Nov. 1976) 
Degree of Availability 
The report is classified Company Confidential. 
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Titl.£.__J_ (Ori~Jn.:tl L~n9u.:1S{e) : COUNTRY: 
Dynamisc.he Beanspruchung von LWR~Druckabbausystemen BRD 
(PNS 4211 
- I.1.4., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
BMF"l' 
ORGANIZATION: "' 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (cm9:lish) ~ P.roject Leader: 
' 
Dynamic Load of LWR Pressure Suppression Systems R.A. MUlle'r' 
' 
Initiated (Date) : Coml)leted (Date) : 
Jahuary 1972 December 1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
' . . 
continuing December 1975 
~ 
General Aim 
'Ihe pressure suppression systems used in boiling water reactor facilities are expos~ 
to dynamic loads during specific conditions of operation and in a loss-of-coolant 
accident, the characteristics and intensity of which is not yet sufficiently known in 
all cases. The aim consists in enlarging knowledge of the extended steady-state 
condensation process so that the dynamic loads applied to the components can be 
determined. The implementation of this task is governed by the availability of 
suitable test facilities. 
Particular Objectives 
Evaluation of the intensity and characteristics of pressure pulsations taking place 
during condensation in the water pool (essential parameters: mass flow density, pipe 
diameter, number of pipes, water temperature, pressure level and air content of the 
steam). 
Influence of the drywell on the condensation process. 
Stresses and dynamic behavior of containment structures under the influence of 
condensation loads. 
Project Status 
Progress to Dlte 
In the containment experiments performed in the Marviken Nuclear Power Station in 
1912 and 1973 higher pres~ure oscillations were observed to occur in the pressure 
. 
'. 
I• 
supprcod on system, above all in tests Nos. io and 13, which seemed to indicate 
possibJ e :>y:-:tem rc:;onances. To exp'lore thenc problem~;, the natural frequenci~-~ of 
. the Marvikcn plant were calculated. A ~el was used for the calculations, which 
takes into account coupling of the three most important single systems,namely blow-
down channel, header_and ven~pipe. The results are strongly dependet on the velo-
city of soun::l which in turn is determined mainly by the steam moisture. 
For realistic values of the velocity of sound the first three natural frequencies 
calculated by this rnodel come close to the measured values to be derived from the 
test data. S~nce also the excitating frequency from the'water pool, which is caused 
by condensation, lies within the range of the first and second natural frequencies, 
conditions could· actually have been passed during blowdown under which the steam 
and water volume fraction, respectively, in the drywell has generated such a sound 
velocity and hence natural frequency close to the frequency range of excitation 
that resonance took place. This would explain the greater pressure amplitudes 
observed. 
The development work in the laboratory scale of the infrared measurement technique 
was terminated and an offer submitted to the Marviken II Project. After the order 
for one measuring position had been received, the measuring equipment was conceived, 
designed and manufactured. 'Ihe supporting frames and the supply lines were installed 
in Ma.rviken vlhile the optical source and receiver components as well as the electric 
and electronic supply units were pressembled and tested in the workshop. This deve-
lopment work.was carried out together with Institut fUr Thermische StrBmungp-
maschinenen (ITS) of Karlsruhe University. 
As a supplement to the tests with the pressure relief nozzles perfonned in the 
Brunsbuttel Nuclear Power Station in October 197~ further tests were made in 
June 1975 with a vent pipe of 600 rrm 0. The measured :values recorded by IRE in the 
two test series were evaluated. In all tests standing pressure waves having low 
amplitudes were generated in the annular water pool in addition to the local events 
taking place. 
A transient calculation was performed in the studies of the dynamic behavior of the 
containment strUcture. For this purpose, a pressure field in terms of time and 
space was interpolated from one test of the first Brunsbtlttel test series applied 
as a load to the model of calculation. The displacement with respect to time of 
interestinG points of the containment was determined. The actual displacements were 
~ 
assayed by double integr>ation of the measured accelel"ations and thus comparable 
with the calculated results. The agreement is not yet satisfactory. 
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Within o. new. series of condensation tenta involving sinr,le and mult.tpipe 
. . ' ·. 
·arrangements ani carrieci .. out by KWU . in Karlstein (previou."Sl.y Groa;lelzheim) . . 
measurements were performed·· in a total of 11 tests. These measurenents ·related t ). 
l ! ; · . · to the pressure development ·with respeet to time at 15 points or measurement . . 
· . arranged on ttree coordinate$ at right angles to each other. '!be .origin ot 
': ~ the coordinates was the e~ted bubble center. 'Ihe·. evaluation first preferably 
. . concemed the tests having a· nass. flow density of 16 kglm2 sec ·since this 
.· _> : ·. ···.v-alue had~ used ·to investigate all the c~igurations .Cpipe diameter, 
· number·or pipes). · · ·y. ·. 
·'· 
·o· .·. · Moreover, rirst Parameter calculations were started within the period. or 
. . : · reporting, using a caJp.tter program which describes the thennohydra.ulic · events 
_·.· · or .the .. condeliSa.tion prooess;, In this propm. vent pipes operating. in ·parallel are 
. . . . . . . 
i 
.~ 
' 
. · · · . : treated and si@lliricant coupling· mechanisms on t~ steam and water ·sides are taken f 
' . .. . 
''. 
.. . irito account. 
··Essential Results 
' ' 
· · 'lbe cC:mputations are ·well as the observations nade during the Ma.rviken I tests 
· ··support ·the assumption ~hat events resembling · resonances might taken place 
._in pressure suppression sy~tems under specific condition$ or geanetry ani operation, 
· :. · · . wtdch · _mi&tit lead ·to presS'l.ll'e pulsation· anplitication • 
.. :·,.· .. 
.. · .. 
·.: . . ·.: According to the results or l.S.boratory 'tests us.e or the infrared absorption 
_.,:·. . -()· mea.sut'ement techiUqUe is promissOry tar ~etermination ot the moisture content 
· or a two-phaSe now in blO\down tests aili ·tor ,determiilation ot the ve~ocity or 
·. the liquid phase. · 
. . · In toroidal· watexo pools or pressUre suppression systems staming pressure waves 
. . '.haVing low amplitudes are generated in. additiort to :the local events ' caused by 
. . . ~he in::lividual vent pipes. 
'!he high press~e peaks generated during co~ensation or air-tree· steam and ·super-
i · · ~ed to the usual pressure· pUlSations -~th smller amplitUdes h&ve a very short I 
. '1 • • . . baP width ot &bout 0,15 lllll(le, ~tore, the~ iligilitiiliii'ICe With respEtct to current 
, . · . : ·etructural components is generall.llow.· · · ··; ··· · ·· 
'.i · .. . :. 
... I·. ·.···J:~:>· .~. 
' 
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Next Steps 
e 
Final assembly work, conmissioning arxi use in future tests of the infrared 
measurement equipment delivered to Marviken • 
. 'lhe calculations will be continued relative to the dynamic behavior of th~ 
, contail'llront structure. Analysis of further test results is to yield the reasons 
( of the as yet unsatisfactory agreement between ·the calculated and experimental 
displacements so t~t an improvement of the calculation model can possible by 
j 
, achieved. 
The parameter calculations concerning the condensation at one and several parallel 
1 pipes are being continued, partly by use of inproved programs. 
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1. General Aim 
The pressure suppression systems used in boiling water reactor facil-
ities are exposed to dynamic loads during specific conditions of 
operation and in a loss-of-coolant accident, the characteristics and 
intensity c>f which are not yet sufficiently known in all cases. The 
aim consists in enlarging knowledge of the extended steady-state con-
densation process so that the dynamic loads applied to the components 
can be detE~rmined. The implementation of this task is governed by the 
availabili1~y of suitable teat facilities and by the requirements pf 
the licens!ng procedures unqer way for boiling water reactors. 
2. Pnr• .;l_ar Objectives 
Experimental evaluation as well as analytical and numerical modeling 
of the intensity and characteristics of pressure pulsations taking 
place during condensation in the water pool (essential parameters: 
mass flow density, water temperature, pressure level, air content of 
the steam, pipe diameter, number of pipes, drywell volume and sh~pe). 
Dynamic bcnavior and stresses of containment shell structures under 
the influence of condensation loads • 
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3. Research Program 
The program includes 
- gathering of experimental data on the pressure pulsations occurring 
during the process of condensation and on dynamic system responses 
of the vessel structure; 
- interpretation and verification by calculations of data measured, 
using available computer programs or computer programs to be devel-
oped; 
- computation of real pressure suppression systems and development of 
the required computer programs. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Measurements have been performed in the following experimental facil-
ities: 
- Marviken Nuclear Power Station (Sweden) , 
- Brunsblittel Nuclear Power Station, 
- Philippsburg Nuclear Power Station, 
- Karlstein Large Tank Test Facility, 
- GKM Test Facility of Mannheim. 
The following computer codes are used: 
a) the KONDAS program for the calculation of the process of condensa-
tion; 
b) the EIGVAL (Time Data Analyzer) program for the calculation of the 
acoustic resonances of the drywell; 
c) some special codes for the calculation of the dynamical shell 
behavior. 
5. Progress to Date 
The infrared measurement equipment for the Marviken II Project was 
~ installed in the plant and started operation. The instrument was suc-
cessfully used in all nine blowdown tests. It served to measure the 
composition of the mixture and the flow rate of the liquid phase in 
one of the four blowdown channels. The data measured were evaluated 
and documented in the Marviken reports. 
By contrast with Marviken I, the recording of measured data in the 
Marviken II tests allows to establish a correlation between the 
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values me~sured in the water pool of the wetwell and in the vent 
system. A~ evaluation was made for test no. 19. 
Within the framework of a new test series carried out in the conven-
tional power station "GroBkraftwerk Mannheim" control measurements 
were performed on behalf of TUV Baden (Technical Inspectorate). 
The test rig used in these tests was so designed that it maps in a 
representative way a selected section of the real facility (a so-
called "single cell"). Besides the temperature, these supplementing 
measurements related to the pressure prevailing at the walls of the 
wetwell and in the drywell with a high time resolution. The data 
measured were evaluated and the results transmitted to TUV Baden. 
No noticeable deviations were found between the values measured by 
(' the two participating groups. 
'·- ,.," 
1\1 HO 011 IH•hal f and for the account of TUV Baden, Nannheim, further 
control m~asurements were performed in the Philippsburg Nuclear 
Power Station during the non-nuclear hot tests with the pressure re-
lief nozzles. The wall loads and the wall reactions of the reac-
tor safety containment and the wetwell, respectively, were measured 
at selected points in 86 tests in total. The data measured and proc-
essed were directly transmitted to TUV Baden. 
1\s a whole. quite comprehensive experimental data sets are now avail• 
!, able on the intensity and characteristic of pressure pulsations j I 
;; generated in pressure suppression systems (MARVIKEN I and II multi-
\' () pipe experiments; single and multipipe experiments in the Karlstein 
Large Tank Facility; GroBkraftwerk Mannheim axperiments1 tests with 
the relief nozzles in the BrunsbUttel and Philippsburg Nuclear Power 
Station, test with one vent pipe, 600 mm ~ , in the BrunsbUttel 
Nuclear Pow,er Station). 
The parameter calculations of the condensation process were continued. 
This work was performed on behalf and for the account of TUV Baden 
using the KONDAS computer program developed for this purpose. This 
code considers the thermohydraulic effects of the condensation proc-
ess (including buoyancy, inertia, surface roughness and the detach-
ment of steam bubbles). Furthermore, vent pipes operating in parallel 
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are treated and significant coupling mechanisms on the steam and 
water side are taken into account. 
The computation on the dynamic behavior of the containment structure 
performed last year using the STRUDL-DYNAL finite element program did 
not yield a satisfactory agreement with the deflections measured in 
Brunsbtittel. Therefore~ some analytical studies were first made. 
For the inner cylinder of the Brunsbtittel wetwell the dynamic behc;1vior 
was derived from the Donnel's theory of shells. The Fltigge's theory of 
shells was used to calculate the spherical shell. For the cylinder the 
mass forces in the radial direction were taken into account whilst 
the mass forces in the radial as well as in the tangential directions 
were considered for the spherical shell. The deflection was deterrnint 
for the spherical shell, using modular superposition, for the case 
of a distributed pressure load. 
6. Results 
The velocity measurements of the liquid phase using the correlation 
technique, which were performed in Marviken with the help of the in-
fra-red absorption technique yielded but little differences with 
respect to the vapor velocity me~sured by the radiotracer technique 
for the flow zone covered by the measurement equipment (150 and 300 
mm ~' respectively). Consequently, there is only little slip between 
the liquid and the vapor phases at the location of measurement. Also 
the measured moisture content can be considered to be very reliable. 
By contrast, the total liquid mass flow determined by conversion to 
the full channel cross section (1.2 m~) deviates heavily from the 
integral mass flow determined by other methods, with the highest de-
viation found for the small measurement cross section of 150 mm ~. 
A moisture content differing in the radial directions as well as the 
liquid film on the channel walls not recorded by the infra-red meas-
urement technique can be considered as the reasons. 
The previous evaluation of the Marviken test 19 showed that the pres-
sure variations measured in two of the four parallel blowdown chan-
nels are equal in phase; the same holds for the two instrumented vent 
pipes connected in parallel. Also the comparison of pressure signals 
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measured i~ the water pool with that measured in the vent system 
revealed t~e strong correlation of these values. 
The tests performed with the pressure relief nozzles at the Philipps• 
burg Nuclear Power Stations essentially confirmed the data measured 
in similar tests performed at the BrunsbUttel Nuclear Power Station 
in 1974. 
Using the KONDAS computer program it was possible to compute in a 
reliable manner both the low frequency events of pulsating condensa-
tion, i.e. the formation of vapor bubbles, and bubble collapsing and 
to mak~ t>rcdictions about the wall loads occurring in a multiple-tube 
assembly. Comparison with the experimental data, on the whole, yielded 
() satiRfactory agreements. It also appeared from the computations that 
for the multiple tube assembly coupling on the vapor side via the 
common drywell of all vent pipes leads· to a global synchronization and 
general similarity of the condensation processes taking place on the 
individual tubes. By contrast, coupling on the water side prevents 
the collapsing processes to take place at the same time at the indi-
vidual nozzles. Therefore, th'e pressure phenomena loading the wall 
structure o£ the pressure suppression system occur in the fa.cility in 
the form of "time windows" of some hundred milliseconds duration, 
whilst the period of repetition of the globally synchronous bubble 
formation event lasts about 1 to 2 seconds. 
() The analytical investigations of the dynamic behavior of the contain-
ment structure showed that a variety of vibrational modes (some hun-
dreds) up to high orders have to be taken into account to determine 
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a dynamic r~esponse, since the eigenfrequencies are very close to each 
other. The J~equirement of considering such high orc:iers must be known 
also for thEe load which in e:xperimental load evaluation, would call 
for a corres1pondingly high n~er of measurement positions located 
closely to ~ach other. 
In case of the spherical shell it appeared that noticeable radial 
deflections occur only in the loaded rangea however, thia·ia not in 
line with former finite element computations although it is supported by 
the experimental findings • 
4 ...... 
7. Next Steps 
The parameter calculations concerning the condensation at one and 
several parallel pipes are being continued. The behavior of the 
spherical shell at transient pressure load and the stresses in the 
shell will be calculated in detail. Also attempts will be made to 
couple the water moved along with the structure. 
8. Relation_with Other Projects 
A cooperation and an exchange of experience has been established with 
the research projec·ts supported by the government and pursued simul-
taneously on the same topic by the manufacturer of the German boiling 
water reactor facilities. 
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1. General Aim and 2. Particular Objectives 
The pressure peaks and the loads on the structures in the water 
of the condensation chamber ot the BWR-pressure suppression 
system were investigated on the basic ot test results. Particu-
larly work was concentrated on harmonic pressure oazillations 
and the forces in the struts ot the condensation chamber walla. 
3.1 
S.2 
4. 
Research Program 
I 
Evaluation of the model tank testa 
Evaluati~)n ot large tank teats 
Experimental Facilities 
I 
lJ:>•' , , r· ( 'r,,mpany proprietary faci 1 i ties (model tank·, large tank) . 
5. Progress to Date 
The model tank tests with vents ot 80 and 160 mm were evaluated. 
The eval4ation of the results ot the large tank teats with vents 
ot 600 a~d 300 mm diameter were continued. 
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6. Results 
•' 
Model Tank Tests 
--------------~-With multi-vent arrangements a reduction of the amplitudes of 
the pressure peaks was reached. The harmonic amplitudes remain 
constant when the vent/pool area ratio is held constant. 
Several mitigation devices were tested. With these devices 
the condensation was more homogeneous and the pressure peaks 
were reduced. The best results showed geometries which 
distributed the vent cross section on several smaller cross 
sections. Three types had good chances: 
the slit vent with closed bottom 
the perforated vent with closed bottom 
the step vent bundle. 
Large Tank Tests 
The evaluation of the strut loads of the vent tests with 300 mm 
diameter was completed. Maximum values were 75 kN (tor tempera-
tures ot the water > 60 °C). The maximum strut load was in-
dependent from the number of vents. 
The statistical mean value of the strut load was 11,1 kN. The 
maximum of the forces on the struts was in the direction of 
half the angle between two adjacent struts. 
The statistic evaluation was completed tor the pressure os-
zillations. The maximum amplitudes were in the mass flow 
range between 15 aud 20 kg/m2s. The amplitud~s were lower at 
higher or lower mass flow rates tor both vent diameters 
(300 and 600 mm diameter). 
7. Next Steps 
The work has been completed. 
a. 
9. 
c 
10. 
, .. 
Relation with Other Projects 
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1. General Aim 
The condensation loads were investigated with back pressure, 
with a well defined reservoir volume, at different containment 
stiffnesses and 600 ~ vent diameter, which correspond to the 
reality of the pressure suppression system. 
2. Particular Objectives 
In a single cell (scale 1:1) which corresponds to the most im-
portant parameters (pipe diameter and length, partial volumina 
() of pressure chamber, air and water room) of the condensation 
chamber, blowdown tests have baen carried out with representative 
vapour mass flow rates. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Condensation forces measurement at realistic back pressures 
3.2 Influence of the containment stiffness simulated by a wall, 
wich represents the condensation·chamber stiffness 
3.3 Visuell observations of the phenomena 
3.4 Investigations with changed end geometry on a vent of 
600 mm·diameter. 
4. Test Facilities 
The tests were carried out in the present test stand of the GKM. · 
The test parameters were: 
Back pressure: 
Vapour flow density; 
Temperature range: 
Containment stiffness: 
5. Progress to Date 
2 - 2,8 bar 
Transient (simulated from a 100 m3 
store) 
30 - 65 °c 
9 and 14 Hz. 
The first 20 tests were run with a transient vapour mass flow rate 
which was adepted to the different simulated accidents. The init 1 
temperature was 30, 45 and 60 °C. The chamber wall was preheated, 
the input length of the pipes into the water was 2,0 and 2,8 m. 
When the wall stiffness had been changed, the tests Nr. 21 - 34 
were run. Some tests were varied by the exchange of the air in 
the pressure chamber volume with vapour. The pressure in the 
testchamber was lower for these cases. 
The test results were evaluated. 
6. Results 
The test 1 - 20 showed that the submergence of the vent into the 
water had an influence on the loads. The maximum wall pressure was 
1,1 ·bar, the mean value 0,1 bar. The mean strut forces were 
lower than 10 kN. 
The variation of the back pressure had no significant influence on 
the results. 
With the first wall the stiffness of KKB was verified (test 1 - 20)., 
the second wall corresponded to KKP (test 21 - 34). The frequen-
cy analysis of the pressure data showed resonances at 8 and 12 Hz. 
7. Next Steps 
Analyses shall be continued. Further tests shall implement 
conditions which are not in confo~ity with real possible 
blow-down-conditions. 
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1. Gencrnl Aim 
Attest of the single cell theory ~d determination of the conden-
sation load at different water rooms. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The earlier model tank experiments (Condensation IV) were continued, 
the evaluation of the results was carried out with statistical 
viewpoints. 
Q Rcscnrch Program 
3.1 Build-up ot the test stand 
3.2 Tests with two troughs (single cells) 
3.3 Main test ~ith other troughs up to 8 vent-couples 
;.4 Evaluntion of the resul,ts. 
I 
4. Tnnt Pncilities 
'Pwo mod,~l troughs with different size and defined wall stiffness 
were built~ including two vents and reservoir. The existing test stand 
was modified for the new troughs and geometries. The instrumentation 
was completed. 
• 
IICICF f $ 
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5. Progress to Date 
The test stand was completed. The trough with two vents of 
80 mm diameter was variable in the reservoir volume and pipe 
length. The bottom and three sides were made of concrete. The 
fourth side was movable and made of steel in order to vary 
the stiffness. 
6. Results 
The tests proved that the stiffness has a noticeable influence 
on the condensation behaviour. Extension oscillations on the 
movable wall and pressure course in the water were synchronized, 
the frequency of the harmonic oscillations was 9 Hz. 
The tests confirmed the previous results. Remarkable were the 
needle-like pressure peaks of the pressure-gauges on the concrete 
walls, whereas no high·frequent pressure pulses were observed on 
the steel walls. 
7. Next Steps 
The results will be analysed. Troughs with more than two up to 
8 vents will be built and tested. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 78 C 
RS 78 D 
9. References 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classific~.i:ion 
Heat transfer in pressure suppression 7.2 
Title 2 (English) Countr;}:: ITALY 
SEonsor ! CNEN . Organisation 
Date initiated 1975 Project Leader 
Date comEleted 1977 
Last UEdating_ . April 1977 G. E. Farello 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
General aim 
Heat transfer coefficient (vapour to liquid) measurements. 
Particular objectives 
. 
Experimental determination of heat transfer coefficient 
(vapour to water) related to steam relief in subcooled 
pool water. 
Experimental facility 
Visualized test section in an optical bench (small experi-
mental loop); 0,2 rn3/h, 10 kW. 
Project status 
A final report collects the experimental data and provides 
a heat transfer correlation for direct condensation of steam. 
~ 1 I. 
I 
I 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
SOPRE 1 - Ricerca sul comportamento del sistema 
di contenimento a soppressione di pressione in 7.2 
, 
caso di LOCA. . ~ 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
. 
SOPRE 1 - Research on the behaviour of pressure Sponsor OlR - CNEN 
suppression containment system after LOCA. Organisation University of 
Pisa -
Date initiated 1974 Project Leader 
Date completed 1977 (first phase) 
M. MAZZINI 
Last updating January 1977 . 
1) General aim 
To acquire specific knowledge on basic phenomena in pressure suppression 
containment system after LOCA. 
Assess the effectiveness of computer codes, like CONTEMPT series, for 
the prevision of pressure and temperature transients in a pressure sup-
pression containment system during LOCA. 
2) Particular objectives · 
:d The pr6gram is intended to investigate the pressure and temper•ture . 
·transients within a model of ~~RK II containment system, by varying blow-
~down flow rate and energy, number and submergence of vent pipes and pool 
temperature. 
3) Experimental facilities 
SOPRE 1 apparatus, which is a 1: 13 scale model of a MARK II system. In · 
') the containment model there are located 17 points for measurements of 
pressure and 14 for measurements of temperature during the transient. 
4) Project status 
The first series of tests with blow-down nozzle diameter of 15 mm(S runs) 
or 50 mm (8 runs) was carried out, varying pressure (from 20 to 85Kspfcm2) 
and mass (from 45 to 70 Kg) of the water in PIPER vessel.· 
The experimental results were compared with data from CON~EMPT-PS and 
CONTEMPT-LT codes. 
5) Next steps 
Next program includes 10 runs with blow-down nozzle of SO mm diameter, 
SS Kg of water inside the PIPER vessel and a starting pressure of 70 r 
Kgp/cm2; further 3 runs with a starting pressure in PIPER vessel of 30. 
Kgp/cm2 are scheduled for safety rea~ons. In this second series of tests 
the pool temperature, the submergence and the number of ~he vent pipes 
shall be varied. 
( 
r: 
;.r 
I 
i 
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6) 
7) 
Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
SOPHE 1 - Ricerca sul comportarnento del sistema 
di contenimento a soppressione di pressione in 7.2 
caso di LOCA. 
Relation to other projects 
Blow~down tests by PIPER Apparatus (the facility and instrumentation are 
the same) - Project Leader P. VIGNI. 
CNEN - Heat Transfer in Vapour Suppression Systems, etc. 
Reference documents 
·1. B. GUERRINI, M. MAZZINI 
L'apparecchiatura sperimentale SOPRE 1 per ricerche sui sistemi di 
contenimento a soppressione di pressione. 
~ngegneria Nucleare N. 3 • Nuova Serie, Luglio-Dicembre 1976. 
2. M. MARINELLI, M. MAZZINI 
•SOPRE 1: Reasearch on the Pressure Suppression Containm~nt System. 
First Experiments. 
Energia Nucleare N. 11, Vol. 23, Nov. :1976. 
3. N. CERULLO et alii 
Experimental Investigation of ~he Behaviour of Pressure Suppression 
Containme-nt Systems by the SOPRE 1 Facility. 
··· Paper presented at the 4th S. M. I. R. T. Conference, S. Francisco (USA),. 
August 1977. 1 
4. M. MAZZINI et alii 
SOPRE 1: Ricerca sul sistema di contenirnento a soppressione di pres-
sione.· Relazione sulla prima serie di prove. 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari de1l'UniversitA di Pisa, RL 254(76). 
8) Degr.ee of availability 
.... ~, The first references are free; the last one may be available with the ~· authorization of the CNEN. 
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: •.' SOPRE 1 -~ Research on ·t\e behaviour of 
i. pressure· -s~press_ion <:oiitainmeht syst~m · · 7.Z I 
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. : 
i after· LOCA .<. · : :·. · · · . . , . · 
. I J . . .· I !: : 
. J SPONSOBil~G · OOUir.I!aY : . 
. I . ORGAliiSA.TION 
., 
, I 
I ITAL)" U~l\'ERSITY OF PISA ' 
.1 r 
·J ·, .;----~--------------------------~------~--------------------~, ::·_· .I·D~?~. INITI.kTED t 1974 (actual phase) PROJECT LEA::::R .. l · 
· 1 DA~E ·coi~ETED 1976 (actual phase)· ~1. · MAZZINI -I 
. i 
. o·:· .. ·. _· :-
.· · . · :·. · -· Description 
. :1 . . . . 
· Research pr~sram: 1 
1 '. I 
· ·. · Experimental in\"estigation of pressure and temperature transients 
. . ·~ .. 
.· .. : 
... ·' 
. ' .·.· 
:· ·' · ... · wi t)?.in a model of ~Lo\RK I I pressure_ suppression con~ainment system. The 
r . . . . 
:· ·:~_ ·. · · .·. :effects of l?low-down flow rate.,· inlet area and flow rate distribution 
· , .. ·-_-: .: among the vent pipes, are. exanined. · 
·· · .-.. Assess· of capability o.f cooputer codes, like .CO~TEMPT•PS,. to fit 
·.··:· . 
.. ·.··· . 
•. . 
·~ . ~·. 
· · · experimental dat'a. 
In .·the next future it ·is possible th.at ·MARK· Ill type system.s will 
.. ·:~be stud:ied. 
atiliti.es:' 
SOPRE 1 ai>paratus, ·""hieh is ··a. 1!13 scale _model of ~lARK 11 system. · 
.. ~- Steam is supplied· by a pressure'· \·essel'; its main fe·iitures ·are: design 
·pressur-e· 100 Kg/cc2, design tem~eratur~ 3io. ~c. capacitY. ·1oo· litres, 
... b1o.w•d0\\1\ ·are~· variable up· tO 6; tm Of 'equiVell.ent· diameter' : 
··Reference -doc:ur.lents: , 
:. ~- ,. ·1:~ B •.. GUERRI~I • ~~. !o~~:t:a 
• :.I L' apparecc·hiatura sper'imenta1.e SOPRE ·1 per -ricerche sui sistemi di .. 
.. .. 
· ~;~-~ .to be issued • 
. : ; _:,:~x:·;- .:. _: ..... ; · .. · . . ._-·: 
'l' ,> .... . .. ~. . _, .... .•. 
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' ! . : . ~ ·: 
.. · ~-
. ~-
; ... , 
-1 O.o"l.. 
,, ... 
Related projects: 
· 1.1.1 .· ... f, 'Z.( ONEN) 
Remark: 
The. research is perfo;rmed on C.N,.R. contract. Financial support 
by C.N.E.N. and ENEL is hoped for the future. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification : 
Analisi dei transitori tcrmo-fluido-dinamici a 
s~guito di LOCA nei'~istemi di contenimento dei 7.2 
reattori ad acqua leggera. ~ 
Title 2 (English) Countr~ ITALY 
Analysis of thermofluidynamic transients in Sponsor CNEN and CNR 
LWR containment systems following a LOCA. Organisation University of 
Pi sa 
Date initiated 1975 Project Leader 
Date complete~ 1977 N. CERULLO 
Last u2dating May 1977 
DESCRIPTION 
Research Program 
The program has the aim of investigating, using analytical tools, thermo-
fluidynamic transients in Light Water Reactors Containment Systems following 
LOCAs.·The main purpose of the work is to verify the capability of the comp~ 
ter codes used.in this study, checking their calculations with experimental 
d~ta obtained at the safety facilities of Scalbatraio Research Center, Univ~!. 
si ty of Pis a. • 
Facilities 
IBM, 370/168 and 370/158 Computer belonging to CNUCE of Pisa. 
SOPRE 1: an experimental small scale facility representing a Mark II pressu-
re suppression system which is at the Scalbatr~io Laboratory of Nuclear Plant 
Institute, University of Pisa. 
Reference documents 
J • R.J. WAGNER, L.L. WHEAT 
~ CONTEMPT-LT USERS ~~NUAL - Interim Report I~214-74-12.1 
Aeroj et Nuclear Company- USA - August 1973. 
2. M. MARINELLI, M. MAZZINI 
SOPRE 1: Ricerca sul sistema di contenimento a soppressione di pressione. 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, Universita di Pisa, RP 210(75); 1975. 
3. M. HARINELLI, l•L HAZZINI, A. MAZZONI, P. TODISCO 
Evoluzione e state attuale delle conoscenze sui fenomeni termo-fluido-di· 
namici nei sistemi di contenimento a soppressione ~i pressione degli Im-
pianti Nucleari tipo BWR. 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, Universita di Pisa, ~L 242(76). 
4. M. MAZZINI, A. MAZZONI, P. TODISCO , 
SOPRE 1: Ricerca sul sistema di contenimento 
Relazione sulla prima serie di prove. 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, UniversitA di 
·-·."- ....... -·-···--··-·-. 
----~-·- ~ ~--·---·' 
~- ... ---- ... - .. - .... _.,.. .. --··· 
. ·-~ -- _.., --·-- ... - .......... ..- ·--·~ ·- - . ' 
} 
a soppressione di pressione. 
Pisa, RL 254(76). 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
.Analisi dei transitori termo-fluido-dinamici a 
seguito di LOCA nei sistemi di contenimento dei 7.2 
reattori ad acqua le~~gera. 
5. N. CERULLO, A. DELL! GATT!, M. MARINELLI, M. MAZZINI, A. MAZZONI, A. 
·-....... 
SBRA~A, P. TODISCO 
Experimental Investigation on the Behaviour of Pressure Suppression 
Containment Systems by the ··SOPRE 1 Facility.· 
Paper presented at the SMIRT 4 Conference, S. Francisco, California, 
(USA), 15-19 August 1977. 
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Title 1 {Ori~inal language) Classification 
Instabilita conneRse con il rilascio del 
va.pore attraverso le va.lvole di sicurez- 7.2 
ZB 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Instnbili t;y phenomena rela.ted to steam Spo.!l§.2!_ C.N.E.N. 
relief through S.R.V. Organisation C.N.E.N. 
Date initiated 3 - 1976 Project Leader 
Date com2leted 6 - 1978 
April .. , 1977 D. Pitimada Last u2dating 
1. General Aim 
·Experimental study of air, water e.nd steam discha.rge through a 
single safety relief valye. 
2. Particular objectives, 
~Determination of in~tabilities connected to. air-Nater clearing, 
bubble dynamics and to sterun flow puls13tions . 
Implement;ntion of a. computer code for the determina1iion of chief 
pa.rameters interesting the discharg~. 
3. 'Experimental facilittes and proig'nmme 
Facility consisting of:2m3 boiler (70 kfcm2), 2" relief valve, 
70 m long, 1.5" SS. disch&rge pipe, 7 m suppression pool. 
4. Project status 
The facility is ready, preliminary results concerning steam flow pu! 
sations are available. 
A preliminary computer code, concerning transient phenomena. of 
discharge, is implemented. 
5. Next steps 
Experimental determination of pressure, temperature and flow rate 
as functions of steam and water conditions. 
Implementation of computer codes. 
Comp~rison of experimental data with comp~ter codes. 
·. 
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TITLI:; 1 (original languac.;e) Classification 
Instubilith connesse con il rila..sc io del . Li~!_·_iJ ~ 7.2 
v~nore attraverso le valvole di sicurez2 a 
TITLB 2 (enclish) Countr)': I J:'fALY 
Instability phenomena related to steam Sponsor: CNE!f 
relief through· S.R.V. Ort~anisa ti'on: CNEI'i 
. 
.. 
Uat.e initiated 3-1976 l,ro~ect Leauer 
Uato completed 6-1978 
D. Pitimada 
Last upuating June 1976 
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Classification DJ, 7. l, 7. 2 
Title 
Calculations of the consequences of pipe 
breaks in reactor systems 
Status proqressinq Last updating 1975 
-- ·--- -·-···-- ···-- ------
... 
• 
\ 
Country 
The Netherlands 
2..!:E.. .::m i 7. a t i 0 n 
KEM 
Project leader 
R.M. van Ku~jk 
Scientists 
Kloeg 
Oppentocht 
Talens 
• 
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140-21-71/4111-ol Classification 
- ··"'"' ---7-3 ))oAA 
Titl"e Pay1 I 
FRANCE 
Inhibition de la radiolyse des solutions d 1arrosage 
en cas de LOCA. Organisme directeur 
CEA 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
Date 
Etat 
LC 
0 
CEA/DRA 
Inhibition of spray· solutions radio lysis in a LOCA 
accident. :. Responsable • • 
M.ROni (DRA) 
• 
• Scientifiques de demarrage : Ol/Ol/73 Date prewe d' achevement :31/12/77 
actuel : en cours Derniet:.e mise l jour : 15/11/76 M.ROZENBERG 
Objectif general : 
Protection des centrales nucleaires 1 eau legere contre le risque 
d 1 explosion dans l'enceinte de confinement apres un accident de 
base par perte de caloporteur. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Suppression ou diminution de 1 1hydrogene forme apres LOCA, par 
reaction metal-eau, corrosion et surtout radiolyse. Les solutions l 
d'arrosage destinees a retenir principalement les iodes de fission 
1
. 
accelerant la formation d 1hydrogene radiolytique, rendant rapidement 
l 1 atmosphere de confinement inflammable~ L'utilisation d 1additifs ~ 
chimiques peut ralentir suffisamment la decomposition radiolytique 1 
au point d 1 ecarter tout danger d 1 inflammabilite dans l'enceinte de 
confinement. L 1 etude est consacree 1 la recherche de l 1 additif le plus 
efficace. 
Installations eXPerimentales et programme 
On dispose d 1un irradiateur GAHMA de 10 000 Ci de CS 137, Divers 
/ 
additifs potentiellement efficaces sont testes au point de vue de 
leur influence : 
Sur le rendement radiolytique en phase liquide, 
Sur la vitesse de formation en phase gazeuse d 1hydrogene dans un 
milieu diphasique statique, 
Sur la vitesse de formation en phase gazeuse d 1hydrogene dans un 
milieu diphasique a recirculation. 
. .. / ... 
'\ 
1 o14L 
----------- ------------...,----·-----· 
Etat de l'~tude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
L'~tude de l'influence des additifs sur le rendement radiolytique en 
phase liquide et sur le d4gagement gazeux en milieu diphasique 
statique est termin4e. 
2) R4sultats essentials : 
Certains additifs peuvent diminuer jusqu'a 60 1. le rendement net 
radiolytique de formation d'hydrogene en phase liquide. Cette 
efficacit4 n'est pas toujours confirmee par les experiences de 
d4gagement gazeux dans un milieu diphasique statique. D'autres 
additifs ont ete trouv4s qui retardent ou limitent le d4gagement 
d'hydrogene. 
Prochaines ~tapes : 
Il s'agit de confirmer l'effet limitatif ou retardateur des additifs~ 
potentiellement efficaces dans des experiences avec degagement~. 
dans un circuit avec recirculation d'eau. 
Documents de ref~rence : 
"~neration d'hydrogene par decomposition radiolytique des solutions 
d'arrosage capables d'absorber l'iode de fission - influence de 
certains additifs", O.PAOLit J.ROZENBERG- Rapport DRA/SAEQU-75-387. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Controllo del~a concentrazione di idro- t 7.3 
' geno nel contenitore dopo LOCA -
-
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
of Hydrogen Concentration in S2onsor CNEN and CNR Control 
' 
Containment Following a LOCA Organisation University of 
Pis a - CA MEN 
Date initiated 1975 Project Leader 
Date com2leted 1978 s. LANZA (University) 
Last UEdating April 1977 s. MANFREDINI (CAMEN) 
! .. General Aim 
To study hydrogen tTansfer inside a containment with the goal of e-
valuating the capability of proposed devices to keep hydrogen conce~ 
tration in reactor containments below the flammability limit in post-
-LOCA conditions 
2. Particular Objectives 
a) Molecular diffusion coefficient evaluation for air-water vapour 
mixtures in post-LOCA conditions 
b) Solution of the diffusion equation for PSIC0-10 geometry 
c) Influence of the turb·wence due to thermal gradients on hydrogen 
mixing 
3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
3.1 - Facilities: 
PSIC0-10 facility 
- hydrogen detection assembly 
- hydrogen injection system 
3.2- Program: 
a) a set of runs to study hydrogen diffusion at room tempera-
ture by injecting hydrogen-nitrogen mixtures. 
b) a set of runs to study how ~rmal gradients affect hydrogen 
diffusion 
4. Project Status 
Item 2a was done. 
Item Zb was executed for one-dimensional problems. 
A first arrangement of the experimental equipment was carried and 
a part of the item 3a was done. 
'• 
... 
Title 1 (Original language) 
Controllo della concentrazione di idro-
geno nel contenitore dopo LOCA 
5. Next Steps 
Classification 
7.3 
Improvement of the detection performance, i.e. type and number of de 
t~cting devices. 
,To end the R.T. eiperiments and carry out runs with thermal gra-
dients. 
6. Reference Documents 
1. FINESCHI F., LANZA S. 
Una proposta per la valutazione del coefficiente di diffusione 
lecolare dell~idrogeno in aria satura di vapor d'acqua 
Istituto Impianti Nucleari - Pisa RP 286(77) 
2. ISTITUTO IMPIANTI NUCLEAR! 
Ricerche sui problemi relativi al rilascio di effluenti gassosi 
negli impianti nucleari - Parte IV 
Pis a , RL 2 52 ( 7 6) 
3. ISTITtJTO DI IMPIANTI NUCLEAR! 
Riccrche sui problemi relativi al rilascio di effluenti gassosi 
negli impianti nucelari -·Parte IV . 
Pisa, RL 281(77) 
·NETHERLANDS ENERGY RESEARCH FOUNDATION (ECN) 
TITLE: 
Advies inzake periodieke kontrole van insluitvaten 
op lekkages 
TITLE: ( ENGLISH LANGUAGE ) : 
Advice on periodic supervision on leakage tightness 
of containments 
CLASSIFICATION: 7.4 
COUNTRY: NET HE RLANOS. 
SPONSOR: 
~inistry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
!ECN 
PROJECT LEADER: 
H.J. van Grol 
SCIENTISTS: 
: 
INITIATED: June 1974 LAST UPDATING: end 1977 J.W.H. van den Bergh 
t-----------------~------~~------------------------~ H. Pruimboom 
STATUS: progressing COMPLETED: March 1977 
I. General aim 
To assemble data on the measurements of the leak rates on containment vessels in 
order to advise the authorities on periodic supervision of leakage performances 
as compared to design leak rates. 
2. Particular objectives 
The program consists of: 
- making an inventory of generally used methods of leakage rate measurements in-
clusing an evaluation resulting into a general purpose method, 
-specification of main and secondary variables when measuring leakage rates, 
- performing an analysis on extrapolation modes in order to establish the safe 
lower limit of test overpressure in relation to design pressure, and 
- evaluation of experiences obtained elsewhere with measuring containment leakage 
rates. 
3. Experimental facilities: Not applicable 
4. Project status 
~ The activities done so far yielded the next results: 
_j • "Preliminary Regulation on the Leak-tightness of Reactor Containments" (Draft 
in Dutch). Report ECN 0.544.01 - GR 1: January 1977. 
• "Leak Rates and Leak-tightness Predictions on Basis of Measurements Performed 
on Reactor Containments" (Draft in Dutch), 
• "Theory and Practice on the Measuring of the Leak Rate of Reactor Containments" 
(Draft in Dutch), December 9, 1976, 
• "Summary of Answers to the Questionnaire on Reactor Containment Leak-tightness" 
February 24, 1977 
5. Next steps 
Discussion with authorities and others on basis of the draft reports in order to 
finish the work. 
6. Relation with other projects: -
7. Reference documents: See under 4 
8. Degree of availability 
The reports will be translated in the English language. They will be submitted 
to the Ministry of Social Affairs, Postbus 69, Voorburg. 
9. Budget: -
10. Personnel: 0.6 manyear 
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! Classification: 8. 
I 'l'i tle 1 (Original Language) : . COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untcrsuchungen tiber die Zuverlassigkeit von Druck- SPONSOR: 
und Dii'ferenzdruck-MeBumformern unt·er GaU-Dedingungen BHFT 
ORGANIZATION: (RS 110 
- !.1.4, Jahresbericht A 75) 
KWU, Erlangen 
'l'i tle 2 (en9:lish): Project Le~: 
Investigation of the Behaviour of Pressure and K. Riemann Differm.1.tial Pressure Transducers under the Influence 
of an ~1G~A 
Initiated (Date) : Coml)leted (Date) : 
Oct. 1973 Dec. 1975 
Status: ' Last UEdatins (Date): 
!Applied for prolongation ;1. 12. 1975 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
Testing of pressure and differential pressure transducers suitable 
for operation at temperatures up to 150 °0 and pressures of 5 bar. 
f 
~erimental Facilities and Program 
In order to increase reliability under operation and MCA the 
primary pressure and differential pressure transducers shall be 
.. ,.. arranged within the safety shell. 
~ )Until now data of the reliability of suitable temperature and 
pressure transducers are only available from the producers. Before 
they are installed in the reactor, it is indispensable to test "wet" 
transducers being on the market under simulated MCA-conditions 
:· ( ,ff a 150 °0' p D 5 bar). If the transducers do not satisfy this 
conditions it is intended to weld in automatic tube rupture fuses 
in the pulse pipes. Several types are to be tested and eventually 
improved. 
Project Status/Progress to Date 
Tests with pressure and differential pressure transducers of 
various producers were conducted. Ranges on test were·O- 210·bar 
an4 .. 0,- 10 bar. 
" 
' j 
I 
I 
I 
i ; 
Proj_cct St:1tus/Ensential Re nul ts 
Transducers of one producer have not satisfied the simulated MCA 
conditions. The instruments were destroyed by moisture or showed 
rather big measuring errors (up to 11 %) • The tests shm.ied that 
casting of the electric components does not secure operation.under 
MOA conditions. 
Transducers of another producer worked however quite well under 
simulated I10A conditions (N2-H20 vapour-atmosphere, of 150 °0 
and 5,8 bar overpressure). ·After cooling and adjusting the trans-
ducers reached the specified measuring accuracy. No destruction 
was found on the instrumentation and electronic components.after 
inspection. Another MOA test was conducted at 180 °0-for half an 
hour; the transducers operated without difficulties. 
The transducers had an error of+ 0,2% to+ 1,1 %, the differential 
transducers of + 0,7 % to + 2,5 %. 
~ext Steps 
The equipment of the transducers, which have failed, will be 
improved (pressure tight boxes). After this, the MCA tests will 
be repeated. 
Another producer has offered transducers for a test under MCA 
conditions. 
Relation with Other Projects 
see RS 110 - A 74 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
j. 
' 
Classification: 8 
Title ' l?,riginal Language) : COUNTRY: 
--· 
Einsatz von ProzeBrechnern in Leistungsreaktoren zur BRD 
Verbesserung der Betriebssicherheit SPONSOR: (ATT 085 A - II.4.4., Jahresbericht A 76) BMI 
ORGANIZATION: 
LRA, Garching 
'£itle 2 (Eng:lish) : Project Leader: 
The Use of Process Computers in Power Reactors for or. H. Hoermann Improvement of Operation Safety Dr. w. Ehren-
berger 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
Status: Last UEdating (Date) : 
continuing December 1976 
1 • General J',im 
(a) 
Improvement of the operational safety through the use of computerized 
inspection and plant supervision techniques. 
(b) 
Development of methods and guidelines for the construction of safe 
process computer systems and for the verification of desired safety or 
reliability margins. 
2. Particular Objectives 
(a) 
Development of a general concept for computerized inspection of engi-
neered safety systems, in order to improve failure detection and local-
ization with respect to time conditions and overall performance. In-
vestigation of the capability of new methods for on-line analysis of 
-..,..._•••r•, _,_....-,. ~ ·-.. --·-~·..,,-~.-..- -.,..-,..._..,._,.,. __ ~------ • 
plant disturbances. Development of methods to implement new concepts for 
incipient failure detection using process computers. 
(b) 
Investigation of hardware and software structures for safety related com-
puter applications in nuclear power plants. Reliability and availability 
evaluation of such systems in cpmparison with hardwired solutions. Devel-
opment of guidelines for the design, construction and implementation of 
computer systems with safety related applications; providing methods for 
the verification of their reliability or their correct performance. 
3. Experimental Facili'ties and Program 
(b) 
For the tests performed on a computerized reactor protection system for 
BWRs an AEG 60-10 computer has been installed at the Laboratory. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
(a) 
Further work has been deferred in favour of more time-critical subjects. 
(b) 
A contribution was made to the VDI/VDE guidelines.nwnber 3553 on "Fail-
ure Detection and Localization in Process Computer Systems". The public 
interest in recommendations for the construction of safety related user 
programs /1, 2/ proved to be quite high. 
Concerning t~e computerized\protection system for the BrunsbUttel power 
plant (KKB) more than 105 additional test runs had been performed. It 
turned out that with regard to some points an obsolete version of the 
------. ------.. ~· --
i , 
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..Aot3 
specification had been used and that the employed reaction mode for 
reactor pressure changes worked differently to a normal two out of three 
selection. The computer self supervision programs were improved, now 
providing a better computer availability. Other investigations helped to 
clarify the causes of faults which occurred intermittently in the com-
puters installed at the plant. ADCs of that system were remeasured, 
faults in the VVT (process interface) and concerning the IBM type writer 
must be corrected. 
Theoretical investigations dealt with the treatment of several hardware 
failure modes differing in the associated failure detection times. Addi-
tionally data depending failure detection methods were considered with 
respect to their effectiveness. In the software field redundant and di-
·(":,erse programming methods were investigated and the effects of common 
data areas on possibly distant program parts in operating systems were 
looked at. Statistical software verification dealt with the accuracy of 
fixing of boundaries, the use of supervising a program's test procedure 
and the results obtainable by test during plant operation. 
The comparison of a hardwired and a computerized protection system was 
completed as far as purely safety related actions are concerned. The 
comparison.proceeded with not entirely safety related actions. Some 
preliminary calculations have been made, but no significant results were 
obtained so far. 
)4. 2 Essential Results •:.... 
(a) 
(b) 
The comparison of the two protection systems showed,that present state 
hardwired systems are in view of safety advantageous compared with com-
puterized ones, but it seems to be feasible to bring computerized systems 
to an equally high safety level. 
It is in general not sufficient to evaluate a program's reliability only 
out of the results gained by a supervision of the conventional testing 
procedure or some operating experience in the plant. 
·-
Some formulae for taking into account different failure detection times 
for some hardware failures were derived. Data depending failure detection 
at least in some cases seems to be a valuable detection tool for dealing 
with component faults. 
5. Next Steps 
(a) 
(1;>) 
The comparison of computerized and hardwired protection systems will 
continue. Protection measures which are not purely safety related and 
common mode failures will be considered. 
It will be investigated, how far the methods used to verify self super-
vision programs for the 3rd computer generation's hardware can be em-
ployed for micro processors. 
Some aspects of statistical verification of program correctness will be 
summarized, taking into account corresponding results of program ana-
lysis. 
The safety-oriented work concerning protection limiting computer systems 
in development for PWRs will be intensified. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
The project is related to the following activities: 
Project Nuclear Safety (GfK) 
Project Fast Breeder Reactor (GfK, IA) 
- Project ·Process Control with DP-Systems (GfK) · 
Halden Reactor Project (OECD) 
CNEN (Italy) • 
., ' 
. ·-· ... , ........• , ··- .. _ -~---- . - ... ·-·-,,..... -----------
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 
w. Ehrenberger, J.R. Taylor 
Software for Safety Related Systems 
Paper presented at the Meeting of Purdue Europe, ZUrich, April 1976 
/2/ 
w. Ehrenberger, U. Voges 
Prograrnrnierernpfehlungen fUr sicherheitsrelevante Anwenderprograrnrne 
vortrag auf der Tagung des SIEMENS Anwenderkreises fUr ProzeBrechner 
Ulm, April 1976 
' 
: \.) /3/ 
K.P. Volkmann, H. Hoermann, W. Ehrenberger 
Statistical Test Data Selection for Reliability Evaluation of Process 
Computer Software 
Paper presented at IAEA/NPPCI Specialists' Meeting on the Use of Computers 
for Protection Systems and Automatic Control, Neuherberg/MUnchen, 
May 1976 
/4/ 
w. Ehrenberger, K. Okroy 
·j A Basis for an Automatic Analysis of Sequential Process Computer Programs 
\ Paper presented at the 6th European Workshop on Real Time Programming, 
( ~ Roquenfort, France, June 1976 
/5/ 
W.E. BUttner 
Sicherheitstechnischer Vergleich eines festverdrahteten dynarnischen Reak-
torschutzsystems. Teil I 
MRR 161, Juli 1976 
/6/ 
W. Ehrenberger, G. Rauch, K. Okroy 
Program Analysis - A Method for the Verification of Software for the 
Control of a Nuclear Reactor 
Paper presented at the 2nd International Conference on Software Engineer-
ing, San Francisco, California, 13. - 15. October 1976, IEEE Catalog 
No. 76CH1125-4c 
-.. ------...... ____ ... _ .. -. --· ..,....... ___ - ---· . .. 
8. Degree of Availability 
Documents are available through 
Gesellschaft fUr Reaktors'!cherheit mbH 
D-8046 Garching, Forschungsgel~nde 
Federal Republic of Germany 
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Classification: 8 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untersuchungen zur FunktionstUchtigkeit der Druck- SPONSOR: haltersicherheitsventile und des Abblasetanks beim 
"AM FT 
Abblasen von heiBem Druckwasser ORGANIZATION; 
(RS 240 - 1.1.8, Jahresbericht A 76) KWU, Erlangen 
·ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Investigations on the functioning of the pressurizer H. Landgraf 
safety valves and the relief tank during blowdown of 
hot pressurized water 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
1 • 12. 76 28. 2. 78 Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing 31. 12. 76 
... 
1. General Aim 
2. 
Verification of ability to function of PWR pressurizer safety 
valves and relief tank during blow down of hot pressurized 
water in order to be able to control ATWS-malfunctions without 
additional second shut down system. 
Particular Objectives 
The aim of the experiments is primarily the evaluation of the 
performance and in particular the control of safety valves, 
having constructio~ and arrangement features currently used 
with PWRs. The results are expected to show structural 
changes to the main safety valves, the control valves and 
arrangements necessary in order to retain the response characte-
ristics in the event of a rapid change of· phase (steam-hot 
pressurized water) of the blowdown medium. 
In parallel to the above tests, the pressure build-up in the 
surge line and the relief tank will be determined analytically. 
In addition, the condition of the relief tank after failure of 
the rupture discs will be noted. 
3. 1.: Research Program 
3.1 Safety valve tests 
Pilot valve tests 
Main and pilot valve tests 
Analytical examination of the blowdown system 
Compilation of conditions of loading of blowdown 
4. Experimental Facilities 
system 
Computer models have already been provided for the analytical 
work; these, however, have still to be modified for the new 
boundary conditions. 
The major components plus test samples which are necessary for 
conducting the test are available and will be modified to meet 
the specific test requirements. The necessary quantities of 
steam and pressurized water are also available. 
5. Progress to Date 
Detailed planning of the test sequence for test of pilot valves 
at the Erlangen va~ve test facility has been initiated. Hydrau-
, 
lie design calculations covering the planned test circuit are 
being performed. Discussions of technical details pertaining.to 
the functional behaviour of the safety valves have been held 
with the manufacturer of the test valves, Messrs. Sempell. Pre-
paratory work covering selection and ordering of the test 
components continues. 
Results of the blowdown tests with regard to pressure build-up 
in the relief tank dome and the relief tank itself have been 
verified by the computer codes "DOMFREI" and "ABTAN".The compu-
ter program "ABTAN" is based on a calculational model which is 
identical to that used for the computer program "ABTAN" which 
is used for the relief tank design. 
:. 
. J 
l 1 
l 
.l 
·i 
i 
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6. Results 
7. 
a • 
Comparison of measured and calculated data show that the design 
pressure of the blowdown dome determined by the computer code 
"DOMFREI", is in relatively good agreement with the measured 
data. 
Next Steps 
Completion of the schedule of the test arrangement. Construc-
tion and manufacture of loop components, modification of suppor-
ting structure to valve test facility requirements. Ordering 
material and components from suppliers (tubing, flange connec-
tions, valves, insulation, compressor). Assembly of test 
arrange~ent. 
A computer program of the pressure build-up in the relief tank 
which provides an improved analysis of the conditions present 
in the relief tank, will be developed. 
Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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133-41-10/4114-10 Classification t · 8 1 0 3 ~ 
ti.t:l'l Pay1 I 
FRANCE 
Qualification de la 
grande·dyuamique. 
chaine de mesure neutronique A 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglaia) : Organiame ex,cuteur 
Date 
Etat 
Qualification of wide range nuclear instrumentation. CEA/SES (Saclay) 
Responsable : 
M.LE MEUR (DSN-SETSSR 
Sc:ientifiques • • 
de demarrage :ol/Ol/76 Date pr,vue d1 ach~vement :31/12/77 
actuel : Etude en cours Derni~re mise l jour : 19/11/76 . Y.PLAIGE (SES) 
Oblectif g~neral : 
Influence de l'activite du detecteur sur son fonctionnement l bas 
niveau. 
Linearite l haut niveau. 
Recoupement des mesures impulsion-fluctuation. 
Influence du rayonnement GAMMA dans la zone de recoupement. 
C~mportement de la chaine en regime d1accident. 
Objectifs particuliers 
Influence de la longueur du cable sur la mesure. Possibilite 
d1adaption l des detecteurs lents. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Qualification de ces chaines pour leur utilisation dans le 
systeme de protection. 
Documents de reference : 
"Ensemble de·mesure neutronique A grande dynamique - combinaison 
impulsion fluctuation", Y.PLAIGE, VO MAJ-VUONG - Bulletin 
d'Informations Scientifiques et Techniques N° 195• septembre 1974. 
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133-41-20/4114-10 
'n.tl'• 
• 
Essais des compteurs de d&larrage des centrales PWR. 
. 
Titre ( anglais) 
Test of p-rO,O.rti.OUal counters-ua.ad in PWR reactors.~ 
Date de d&a.arrage : Ol/06/76 Date pr,vue d 1 ach~vement :31/12/7~ 
Etat actuel : Etude en cours Derni~re mise l jour : 22/11/76 
·craasification z. 8 
....f~s~ 
Pa;y1 I 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Organisme ex6cuteur 
CEA/SES (Saclay) 
Responsable : 
. 
M. LE MEUR (DSN-SETSSI : 
Scientifiques : 
J. Du CHEN.E ( SES) . 
0 
u 
Obiecti£ general :· 
Essais de fiabilite des compteurs equipant les chaines de 
d&larrage des PWR, dans les conditions sp,cifiques d'utilisation. 
Obiectifs particuliers : 
Comparaison des compteurs BF3 et des compteurs l dep8t de bore. 
Avancement a ce jour : 
Approvisionnement des compteurs en cours de r'alisation. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Essais de qualification d•tme annee sur T.RITON. 
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133-41-30/4114-10 
T:I.CI"a 
Etude du comportement des cables auto-extinguibles aux 
silicones lors d'un A.D.R. 
Clauification z .8 
..Ao35" 
ray• a 
FRANCE 
Organisme direc:teur 
CEA 
Titre (anglaia) Organisme ex4cuteur ! 
CEA/DCA-SCAPR 
Study of method for aging qualification of silicone non 
flamme propagating cable. Responsable • • 
M. LE MEUR 
Date pr4vue d 1~c:h~vement :01/0l/79 Sc:ientifiques : Date de demarrage :ol/06/76 M. I,AIZIER Etat actual : Etude en cours Derni~re mise l jour : 22/11/76 
. 
(.) 
Oblectif g~n~~al : ~ 
. . ' 
.Determination des cin4tiques de vieillissement des cables aux 
silicones sous irradiation • 
Obiectifs particuliers : 
Tenue des cables auto-extinguibles aux silicones au feu et a l'A.D.R. 
dans un r4acteur PWR et dans un reacteur l neutrons rapides. 
Etat de 1 1 ~tude : 
Avancemen t a ce jour : 
Etude bibliographique en cours. 
Prochaines ~tapes : 
Qualification des cables auto~extinguibles aux silicones pour 
systeme de protection. 
Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
Etude mission 4 : ~mportement des materiaux aux ambiances 
nucUaires. 
Documents de reference 
'~ltiplexage bas niveau - principes et application l la mesure des 
temperatures", Note SES/SAI-76'"!06, janvier 1976. 
"Systeme de multiplexage pour mesure de temperature", Note 
SES/SAI 76-87, avril 1976. 
. . .. / ... 

133-41-41/4112-04 
tiel"• 
-
Test en 1igne des capteurs. 
. 
Classification & · .8 
~()3 j. 
Pa)'l I 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA 
-
Titre (anglaia) Organisme ex4cuteur : 
J 
i 
On-line method for testing of instrumentation. CEA/SES-SAI 
Responsab1e • • 
M.DEISS (SAI) 
Scientifiques • • 1 l 
l 
.~ 
Date de d~age : Ol/01/77 
Etat actuel : 
Date pr4vue d1 ach•vement :01/12/78 
Demi~re mise l jour : 15/02/77 
I -\..) 
I 
i 
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.; 
l lancer 
Objecti£ g~n~ral 
Assurer, durant la p4riode d'uti1isation et in situ, le contrale 
du bon fonctionnem.ent des capteurs de natures diverses utilis~·s 
dans les dispositifs de protection des reacteurs l eau pressuris4e. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Accrottre la disponibi1it4 et la s4curite de fonctionnement des 
dispositifs de protection et assurer par cons4quent une meilleure 
utilisation de 1'insta1lation g1obale • 
Etat de 1'~tude 
Avancement l ce jour : 
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: Classification : . 8 
133-41-42/4130-01 
-10 ~Cf 
'l'ic~e . Paya : 
. 
M~thodes et appareillages d1essais pour le contr8le FRANCE 
de l'instrumentation. 
. 
Organisme directeur 
CEA .. 
• 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur : 
Method and test device for instrumentation control. CEA/SES (Sac1ay) 
Responsab1e : 
J .BUISSON (SES) 
Scientifiques : 
Date· de demarrage YJl/Ol/74 
Etat·actue1 : en cours . 
Date pr~vue d 1 ach~vement =ot/12/78 
Derni~re mise l jour : 15/02/77 
., 
- c 
0 
Objectif general : 
Contr6le de la susceptibi1it~ aux perturbations ~1ectriques des 
installations de contr8le neutronique et de d~tection de rupture 
de gaine. M~thode de mesure de microphonie et microclaquage. 
Ob3ectifs particuliers : 
Etablissement de normes sur les niveaux de perturbations ~lectriques 
acceptables pour l'instrumentation (capteur,· cAble) entrant dans le 
syst~e de protection. 
Etat de 1 1etude : 
1) Avancement l ce jour : 
Fin de l'~tude d1un apparei11age prototype. Mise au point d1un 
appareillage plus sensible pour la detection des parasites. 
2) ~sultats essentiels : 
Contr8le de la validite de la m'thode de d~tection et mise en 
evidence de defauts sur des chatnes de mesure. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Etablissement de normes pour la sensibilit~ aux parasites des 
chatnes de mesura entrant dana le aystame de protection. 
... / ... 
' 
Documents de r~f~rence : 
'~ethode de mesure de l'tmmunite aux parasites d1un ensemble de 
mesure neutronique", J.BUISSON- Note SES/interne/SAI - 76/152. 
'~ethode d'essais et de mesure de la sensi&ilite aux perturbations 
des cha1nes de contr6le neutronique et de detection de rupture de 
gaine", J.BUISsoN- Note SES/interne/SAI - 76/263. 
"Contr6le de la susceptibUiU aux perturbation& des ensembles de 
demarrage de Fessenhetm", J.BfJISSON -Notes SES/interne/SAI - 76/99 
et 76/211. 
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133-41-43/4114-03 
Classification 
. Titre . Pays : 
FRANCE 
D4finition des essais de vieillissement sous 
irradiation. Organisme directeur 
CEA 
Titre ( anglais) Organisme executeur : 
Date 
tat 
~Q 
, I CEA/SES-Saclay 
Defi~ition of aging qualification tests. 
Responsable : · 
J. BUISSON ( SES) 
Scientifiques : 
de demarrage :ol/04/77 Date prevue d 1achevement :Ol/Ol/81 
actual : A lancer Derniere mise l jour : 23/03/77 
-
Obiectif general 
Le bon fonctionnement des ensembles de securite et de contr8le 
neutronique des reacteurs implique que certaines caracteristiques 
particulieres des composants entrant dans la composition de ces 
ensembles de mesure soient respectees. Il s 1 agit par exemp·le du 
potential de microclaquage, de la porosite des isolants, etc. 
En general, les essais apres que les composants aient ete soumis 
aux contraintes ne comportent pas de mesures de la modification de 
ces caracteristiques. Il importe done de developper les methodes 
permettant de combler cette lacuna. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Avant !'application aux c0mposants des conditions d 1 environnement 
~· 1 1 accident de reference, il faut faire subir a ces derniers un 
vieillissement accelere simulant le vieillissement normal en 
ambiance de centrale pendant 30 A 40 ans. La methode de vieillis-
sement accelere.pour @tre valable devra correspondre a une alteration, 
des caracteristiques specifiques determinees par rapport a la 
fonction que le composant doit assurer. Suivant !'utilisation qui 
en est fait, le ou les criteres de vieillissement d 1un element peuvent 
I ~tre tres varies : Par example, le critere determinant la duree de ! 
vie d 1un cable d1 alimentation ne peut pas @tre le m~e que celui d'un 
cable vehiculant les impulsions issues d'un detecteur. 
Dans cette action,on se propose de travailler en collaboration avec 
les equipes chargees des etudes de vieillissement accelere et des 
irradiations pour examiner si les methodes proposees seront valables 
pour les materials entrant dans le contr8le neutronique et la 
securite des reacteurs. On etablira des methodes d 1essais apres 
vieillissement accelere. En dehors des mesures classiques (tenue 
mecanique, rigidite dielectrique, etc.) effectues sur certains 
composants soumis a l'ADR, tl importe, en particulier.pour les 
cables, de faire des mesures particulieres pour ceux entrant dans 
la composition des ensembles de s4curite. Ces mesures font appel 
• 
···'··· 
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133-41-44/4114-o2 
Claaaification t 8 1 oLt 3 
. TLcr• layl I 
. 
FRANCE 
j 
C:iteres de s6ret4 pou: !'utilisation des systemea Organisme directeur 
sequentiels dans le syst~e de protection. CEA 
Titre (anglaia) Organisme executeur i 
.. 
Date 
Etat 
LO 
v 
Safety criteria for using microprocessor in the CEA/SES-(Saclay) protection system • 
Responsable : 
G.ZWINGELSTEIN (SES) 
Scientifiques 
de demarrage : 01/0l/77 Date pr6we d1achevement fJl/02179 
Derniere mise l jour : 15/02/77 actuel : l lancer 
. 
Objectif gen~ral : 
Mise au point d1une proc6dure permettant de s'assurer de la 
fiabilite des logiciels utilis4s dans les systemes de protec-
tion par calculateurs num4riques. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Mise au point de proc4dures de test pour la qualification du 
logiciel au cours de son elaboration. ~ase au point de systemes 
de detection de pannes sur le produit final de fa~on a obtenir 
un fonctionnement "FAIL SAFE". 
Etat de l'etude : 
Avancement l ce jour : 
L'etude d4bute actuellement. 
Prochaines etapes : 
: 
Application d'une procedure de qualification a un exemple concret. 

l 
I 
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133-41-51/4115-06 
C1ilsf£iiation '· 8 
-1<> ~ .s 
'n.CZ'e Pays : 
.. 
FRANCE 
. 
Appareillages de mesure utilis6a dans lea r6acteurs Organisme directeur 
nucl6aires. CEA 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur . 
Date 
Etat 
Measure instrumentation in nuclear reactors. CEA/DRIS-LCRI 
Responsable : 
M. BOUTEILLER (LCRI) 
. 
Scientifiques : 
: 01/0l/75 Date pr6vue d1achevement :31/12/78 de demarrage 
Derniere mise l jour :15/02/77 actual • en cours • 
Objecdf dn4ral 
Evaluer les materials utilises dans lea reacteurs PWR sous 
ambiance de rayonnement g81111la et neutrons, et en ambiance 
d1accident (LOCA - ECCS) 
Obiectifs particuliers : 
Les essais porteront sur des capteurs de pression et de temp,rature, 
des cibles, des vannes et des moteurs. 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
TRI'l'ON (sources). 
Enceintes pour realiser des ambiances d'accidents. 
Etat de l'etude : ,, 
I 
1) Avancement l ce jour : 
Definition des caracteristiques des ambiances (gmuma - neutrons). 
Mesures effectuees l TRITON, l blanc, sans material. 
2) R4sultats essentials : 
Les m4thodes sont definies. 
Prochaines 4tapes : 
Determination d1ambiances de reference en accord avec les normes 
''Westinghouse". 
Definir les conditions d1essais equivalentes l una duree de vie 
du material de 40 ana. 
. . • I . •. 
'· 
Etudier et executer les enceintes pour la realisation d'ambiances 
d'accidents. 
Effectuer les essais de mat,riels. 
Documents de reference : 
·~~termination du spectre neutronique dans la fosse NAIADE aupres du 
reacteur NEREIDE", A. CAPGRAS et c. CLEMENT - Note LMRI, decembre 1976. 
"Absorbees photoniques elevees. Utilisation du fi:lm plastique •TAC" 
pour la mesure de doses", JP. SIMOEN - Note LMRI, janvier 1977. 
''Etude, realisation et etalonnage d'un dispositif de flux de neutrons", 
c. RON'l'EIX - Note LMRI, fevrier 1977. 
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TITLE 1 (original langua~e) Classification 
Diagnostica e Sicurezza tramite AnSl.isi 8 -· 14 di Rumore 
TITLE 2 (enGlish) Country: ITALY 
React' or Safety Studies Sponsor: CNEN 
Via Noise ~alysis Organisation: CNEN 
. 
))ate initiated· 1/1/1975 l>ro~ect Leader 
Date completed in progress F. Norelli 
Last updating June 1976 
.. ~ -- - .. -~ . ' 
1. General aim. Correct performance of in-core and ex-core in-
strumentation to safety monitoring and early-detection of ab-
normal operating condi ti.ons and/or malfunctions. 
2. Particular objectives : 
. 
2.1 Set-up of a general theory for multi-detector reactor noise 
analysis in ergodic conditions, non equilibrium conditions and 
during pulsed ~xperiments. 
2.2 Experimental determination of nuclear reactor kinetic 
parameters·and control of multiplying assemblies that must be 
kept ~bcritical. 
' 
2.3 Design and realization of special instrumentation: Stochastic 
Indicator Meters. 
2.4 Set-up of calculational codes for analyzing data from various 
types of sensors. 
3. Experimental facilities : four light-water reactors (.RANA, R£ 
SPO, RITMO, TRIGA) and a copper-reflected highly~enriched-uranium 
fast reactor (TAPIRO). 
4• Project status : · 
4.1 A unified theo.ry of reactor neutron noise analysis techniques 
has been developed. It is shown .t·o generate all the· neutron noise· 
analysis t'echniques (ea 20) developed in 30 ·years of. nuclear 
reactor physics. · 
4.2 A Stochastic Indicator Meter for digital oignals has been 
developed and will be operated within the end of 1976. 
.. . 
. • .; . 
..... 
1t oll8 
.t•) 1 ..tPt'M',__... ....,.._~.--.c,._._...-~-- ---·--------
) 
TITLE 1 (original language) Classification 
Diagnostic a e Sicurezza trami te .An~,isi 8 - 14 
.di Rumore 
5. Next steps : 
5 .• 1 The general theory will soon be expanded to include problems 
related to heat transfer and to ·a preliminary. ·analysis of multi-
..f 
I 
• 
zone model reactor • 
I 
5.2 A Stochastic Indicator Meter for analog signals will be 
I 
realized· within the first semester of 1977. 
Relation to other projects : 
Terms of cooperation are going to be·defined with AB Atom-
energy (Sweden), Halden Project (Norway), CEA (~ance). 
. . 
. 7. Reference documents : 
N. PACILIO, V.M.· JORIO, F.NORELLI, R.MOSIELLO, A.COLOMBINO 
Toward a unified theory of reactor neutron noise analysis 
techniques - Annals of Nuclear Energy (in print). 
R.MOSIELLO - Due algoritmi per il calcolo della derivata· 
n-esima di una funzione composta - CNEN Report RT/FI (75) 12. 
R.MOSIELLO- DERN : un programma peril calcolo.della derivata 
n-esima di una funzione composta - CNEN Report RT/FI (75) 13 •. 
F.NORELLI, R.MOSIELI,Q - NORMOS : un progr~ per il metodo di . 
massima somiglianza ~ CBEN Report RT/FI (76). 
8. Degree of availability : 
Documents are not classified material, they.can be.requested 
from one of. the authors by the following address: 
LTCR, CSN CASACCIA, CP 2400 ROME,· ITALY. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Diagnostica e Sicurezza tramite Analisi di Ru-
iil-more (Parte A) 14 
Title 2 (English) Countrx: ITALY 
. 
Safety and Diagnostics Via Noise Analysis SEonsor CNEN (Part .A) 
... Organisation CNEN 
" 
Date 'initiated 1/1/1975 Project Leader 
Date completed in progress N. Pacilio 
Last updating June 1977 
1. General aim . 
Correct performance of in-core and ex-core instrumentation for safety 
monitoring and early detection of abnormal operating conditions and/ or 
malfunctions. 
2. Particular objectives 
2. 1. Set-up of a feneral theory for multi-detector reactor noise analy'sis 
in ergodic conditions, non-~quilibrium conditions and during pulsed 
experiments • 
2. 2. Set-up of calculational codes for analyzing data from various types 
of sensors. 
3. Experimental facilities 
• Light-water reactors (RANA, RITMO, TRIGA) and a copper-reflected 
highly- enriched-uranium fast reactor (T APIRO). 
4. Project status 
A unified theory of reactor neutron noise analysis techniques has been 
developed. It is shown to generate all the neutron noise analysis techni-
ques (ea 20) developed in 30 years of nuclear reactor physics. 
5. Next steps 
The general theory will soon be expanded to include problems related to 
heat transfer and to a preliminary analysis of multizone model reactor •. 
6. Relation to other projects 
Terms of cooperation are going to be defined with Caorso (AMN •ENEL),. 
Halden Project (Norway), CEA (France). 
·AOZJO 
.----
' 
: .. 
I 
' Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Diagnostica e Sicurez~a tramite Analisi 
di Rumore (Parte A) 
7. Reference documents 
8- 14 
N. PACILIO, V.M~ JOR10, F. NORELLI, R. MOSIELLO, A. COLOMB1NO. 
Toward a unified theory of reactor neutron noise analysis techniques -
Annals of Nuclear Energy, ~, 239 (1976). 
8. Degree of availability 
Documents are not classified material, they can be requested from one 
of the authors by the following address: RIT, CSN ~Cas~ccia, C. P. 2400, 
Rome, Italy •. · ( ·' 
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Title 1 (Original language) Chissification 
Diagnostica e Sicurezza tramite Analisi di 
Rumore (Parte B) [j- .14 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Safety and Diagnostics Via Noise Analysis SEonsor CNEN 
·(Part B) Organisation CNEN 
., 
.Date initiated 1/1/1976 Project Leader 
Date comEleted in progress 
Last UEdating June 1977 A. Serra 
1. General aim 
Correct performance of in-core and ex-core instrumentation for safety 
m:mitoring and early detection of abnormal operating conditions and/ or 
malfunctions. 
2. Particular objectives 
I 
! 
2.1. Experimental determination of nuclear reactor kinetic parameters anq 
control of multiplying asse~blies that must be. kept subcritical. 1 
2. 2. Design and realization of special instrumentation: Stochastic Indi-
cator Meters. 
3. F.xperimental facilities 
Light-water reactors (RANA, RITMO, TRIGA) and a copper-reflected 
, hi ghly-enriched-uranium fast reactor (T APIRO). 
4. Project status 
Stochastic Indicator Meters for digital signals have be~n developed an.d 
will be operated within the end of 1977 • 
5. Next ste12s 
5.1. Instrumentation for (1) measuring ti~e constants and dynamic characte-
ristics of reactor systems; (2) assessing correct operation and diaenosing · 
expected or unexpected malfunctions in measuring apparati. · 
5. 2. Self-checking instrumentation for· nuclear particle detection apparati. 
5. 3. A Stochastic Indicator Meter for analog signals will be realized 
within 1977. · 
,•' .............. __, __ ,_, ___ __, ____________ ..._,._-;·· "----:-·- -- - . -. 
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. Title 1 (Original language) 
Diagnostica e Sicurezza tramite Analisi di 
Rumore (Parte B) 
6. Relation to other projects 
Classification 
8- 14 
Terms of cooperation are going to be defined with Caorso {AMN-BHEL), 
Halden Project (Norway), CEA (France). · 
7. Degree of availability 
Documents are not classified material, they can be requested from one of 
the authors by the following address: RIT, CSN -Casaccia, C. P. 2400, 
. Rome, Italy. . /-:-
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Sisterria di controllo di reattori Cion barre 
-
bifac:;i ..a 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Reactor control i system by two-phase rcx1s Sponsor mEN 
Organisation CISE 
·'' 
'• 
Date initiated 1965 Project Leader 
Date completed 1976 U'lM (CISE) 
Last updating April 1977 
1. General aim: developrent of a new control system for pressure tube reactors. 
Reactivity contr~l is obtained by density variation of a ~phase mixture 
(borated water aixl oxygen) fl01r1ing in vertical U-tubes through the reactor 
core. 
3. Exper.irrental facill.ties ~ prograrrma 
3.1. Experimental facilitie~ 
BB2:out of pile facility simulating one control rod. 
- BB.1: facility having tw;) control rods operating in RB 3 reactor (Montecuc-
ooljno - Bologna, CNEN) 
3.2. ErQ9f~ 
Tests for detennining steady state features of tw;)-phase rod sY"stem. 
Dynamic be..'1aviour of the two-phase control system in open loop operation. 
... Overall tests of the oontrol system in an actual reactor (at zero power) • 
• 
- Codes developtent for predicting purpiOSes. 
4. Project status 
The overall prograrme has been carpleted. The feasibility of the new oontrol. 
system has been shown and the design features have been enhanced • 
6. Reference docurrents 
1) M. Luminari, G. Masini, F.A. Tacooni " SViluppo del sistema a flui.do 
bifase per la regolazione rapida della potenza neutronica del reattore 
prototipo CIRENE: in'pianto fuori pila BB-2" CISE R-300, 1970. ~ 
2) C.A. Marchiorrlelli, G. Masini, M. Perego, F .A. Tacooni''Sistema delle 
Barre Bifasi: inpianto prototipo BB-3 per le prove di controllo di un 
reattore a potenza zero" CISE R-337, 1973. 
3) F.A. Tacconi "Il prograrma. BUANA '74 per la simllazione del sistema 
Barre Bifasi" CISE R-350, 1974 
4) R. Granzini, G. Masini, A. Vanossi, A. Venturi;·~~; Zappellini "Prove 
di regolazione del reattore RB 3 col sistema delle barre Bifasi. Analisi 
dei risultati della secorxia canpagna sperirrentale" CISE R-385, Die. 1976 • 
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Title 1 {Original language) 
Sistema di controllo di reattori con barre 
bifasi 
7. Pegree of availability: to a limited extent 
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Title 1 (Original language) 
I 
Dynarpic $tudies for safety 
Title 2 (English) 
Date initiated I962 
. 
Date com,eleted in progress 
Last uedating 
I April 1977 
\ 
., 
•' . 
. Classification 
ana1ysis ill- 8 
Countrl ITALY 
. SEonsor l Organisation CNEN 
Project Leader 
M. Di Dartolomeo 
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Titl~ 1 (Original langua~_!) Classificalion 
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Classification: 9 
Title 1 (Orig~nal Language): COUNTRY: 
Untersuchungsprogramm zur Erprobung einer Beret- BRD 
sicherung fUr Reaktorkomponenten SPONSOR: lil1F_T 
(RS ·104 - I .1. 7, Jahresbericht A ?6) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (Lngli,sh): Project Leader: 
Investigation Program for the Testing of a Fracture Dr. Xopp 
Safety Device Protection System for Reactor Component1 
Initiated 
--
(Da~e): Completed (Date) : 
'· 2. 73 31. 12. 76 'n~atu_~ Last U~datini (Date) : 
f ) Gompl•:1tNI 31. 12. 76 
1 • G cneral A~m 
Under thi$ project, burst tests were to be carried out on burst-
protected pipe cross-sections of various dimensions in order to 
prove the effectiveness and functional worthiness of a burst 
protection structure. The break behaviour of shielded main coolant 
pipes, phenomena subsequent to a fracture and the loading of the 
burst protection device system were to be dete~ined. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The projeat was being used simultaneously for the technical 
~ estimation of phenomena and loading within the scope of the 
rt~search project "Fracture Safety Device for Reactor Pressure 
v~ssels". 
3. Research Program 
The investigation program encompassed the following works: 
a) Preliminary Tests on Burst-Protection Structure Components 
b) Preliminary Tests on Pipe Elements 
c) Preliminary Tests on Pipe Elements being Protected by a 
Burst Protection Strucutre 
d) Primary Experiments tor Testing the Burst Protection Structure 
4. Experime~tal Facilities 
The tests were performed in a separa·t;e building in the For-
schungszentrum Erlangen. 
5. Progress to ~ate 
The fractt~e tests were carried out with burst protected tubes 
of 354 mm diameter .. One test was carried out with a non protected 
tube with a slit penetrating through the wall .. 
Two tests were performed with a tube which had a longitudinal 
slit of 1600 mm length. The mean resiuual wall thickness was 
· 4,77 mm. Both tubes refused under well defined conditions. 
The tubes were· instrumented with a various number of transducers 
for pressure, temperature, strain and acceleration. -.) 
6. Results 
The fracture protected tube ruptured at a temperature of 300 °c 
and a pressure of about 160 bar. The instrumentation worked well, 
but after a few milliseconds it was destroyed by the shock forces. 
The cracks had grown 2,5 - 3 mm on the surface of the tube. 
The non protected tube ruptured at a temperature of 300 °c and 
a pressure of about 250 bar. The whole crack length was about 
400 mm after fracture. 
The last tube ruptured at a temperature of 300 °C and a pressur~ --., 
' of about 150 bar. This last test is not evaluated. 
7. Next Ste,Es 
The work has been completed. 
8. Relation with Otherfrojects 
RS 108 Fracture Safety Device for the Primary Circuit 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Classification: 9 
•ri tlc 1 ____ (_~J_r:_ig.l.nal Language) : COUNTRY: 
Berstsicherheit fUr Prim~rkreislaut DRD 
( RS 1 08 - I • 1 • 7; Jahresbericht A 76) SPONSOR: BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
·r i tle 2 ( ~l!_s_!_~sh) : Project Leader: 
Fracture Safety tor the Primary Circuit Dr. Dorne:r 
Initiated ( Da t,e) : Completed (Date) : 
----· 
1 • a. 73 30. 6. 78 
yS;tatus: Last UEdatin2 (Date): 
' .I 
Continuing 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim and 2. Particular Objectives 
0 
A concept of a fracture safety device for the primary circuit had 
to be developed, which .offered chanches for a better protection 
after vess~l failure. This was relieved by components with simple 
geometry and small surfaces, Under this project investigations were 
carried out to change the present design in order to protect the 
containment after a pressur• vessel rupture without reducing access 
from the outside tor inserv1ce inspection and without reducing 
reliability. 
' 3. Research Program '\ 
The investigation program encompassed the following work: 
1 • Design of a fracture safety device system for the pressure vessel 
2. Des.ip;n of a fracture safety device system for steam generator 
3. Deatp;n of a fracture safety device tor the pressurizer 
'• 4. Design of a fracture safety device for the main coolant pumps· 
s. Desing ot a fracture safety device tor the primary circUit 
(piping) 
.. 11 '"'"-· """'' __ ,,..,.. .......... - .......... ---...... -~...,.--.....,. ...... - ..... ~-~--~""-""""--"'"""!',-..~--.... -----
4. 'Experimental Facilities. 
No experimentaJ. facilities were necessary. 
5. Progress to Date 
'I The fixing of the RPV in the fracture safety device was 
designed and calculated. 
The missile shield construction of the steam generator was 
designed, the material will be the fine grain s·teel 17MnCrMo33. 
The wall-thickness for the missile shield of the pressurizer . 
was calculated. A preliminary fracture protection device for 
the pressurizer was designed. 
For the support of the steam generators heat resistent 
elastomeric bearings, and an adhesive for the steel armor 
were chosen. 
The concept for the reactor building was redesigned in order 
to get more room for the .fracture protection cylinders. 
6. Results 
The RPV is fixed in the fracture protection system by 32 ~ ) 
necked-down bolts (1100 mm long, 300 mm broad, 250 mm high),-
which swing into their position by pneumatic zylinders. The 
top faces are cylindrical, the adjacent bearings have the 
surface of a hollow cylinder with a radius of 1100 mm. The 
cladding must be hardened steel. 
The fracture protection cylinders of the steam generator are 
designed for a tolerable stress of 0,7 • ~Bin the case of 
fracture. 
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The fracture protection for the pressurizer can be construc-
ted analogous to the steam generator. A problem is the change 
. of the heater-eiements. 
The experimental tests with the heat resistant elastomeric 
bearings showed that VITON was not suited for the steam 
.generator set-up. Pressure tests at a temperature of 150°C 
sho~ed that the elastomere layers are destroyed in a rather 
short time. Silicone and EPDM caouchuc were much better, the 
lonJ time behaviour is expected to be auttic~ent. 
Next Steps 
" 
'The next steps are in preparation. 
8. Relgtion with Other Projects· 
RS 104 
9. References 
10tt Degree of ,, 
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Investigation Program for the Testing of a 
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Classification: 9 
'l'i tle 1 (Original ~an~ua~e): COUNTRY: 
I BRD 
Berstsicherheit fUr Primarkreisiauf SPONSOR: 
(RS 108- I.1.7, Jahresbericht A 75) Et.·! FT 
ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (enslish) : Pxoject Le~: 
Fracture Safety Device for the Primary Circuit Dr. Dorner 
Initiated ~Date) : Com~1leted (Date) : 
~ug. 1973 April 1976 
StaE:us: I Last UEdatin5l ~Date): 
Continuing December 1975 . 
•" 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
The concept of a fracture safety device for the primary circuit 
has to be developed, which offers changes for a better protection 
after MCA. This is relieved by components with simple geometry and 
small surfaces. Under this project investigations are carried out 
to change the present design in order to protect the containment 
after a pressure vessel rupture without reducing access from the 
t 
1 
~')outside for inservice inspection and without reducing reliability. 
I 
' 
l, 
Experimental Facilities and Research Program 
The investigation program enco~passes the following work: 
1. Design of a fracture safety device system for the pressure 
vessel 
2. Design of a fracture safety device system for steam generator 
, .. Design ot a .. fracture safety device for the pressur.izer 
j' 4. Design of fracture safety device for the main coolant j a pumps 
5. Design of a fracture safety device for the primary circuit 
(piping) 
l 
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Project Statu:3LJ[~?5tess to __ Q.a"ts~ 
Hodel tests on semi-axial pumps were completed. Analytical tests 
on the vibration performance of steam generator primary chamber 
components were made, Stress analysis of the steam generator 
primary components as well as determination of the ei.gen-~frequencies 
are being conducted using the computer pro~ram STARDYN. Geometries 
of the semi-axial and axial pump components were reproduced for 
use .in the program. 
Burst protection work on the tubing \'lhich consists of single inter- ' 
locking rings has been finalized for the time being. 
An order to Messrs. Krupp was being prepared covering the develop-
ment of a missile shield cylinder for steam generator burst protec-
tion. The cylinder will preferably be fabricated as multilayer 
construction. A change was made in the missile shield so that the 
multilayer rings were welded to one cylinder. Thus the cylinder 
can also absorb axial loads. Consequently, the axial rods can be 
neglected. Further advantage of this design is a simplified closure 
head of the missile shield achieved by means of shear wedges. 
Major part of the work concerning construction and calculation of 
the hydraulic cylinder for tightening the steam generator to the 
' RPV burst protection has been completed. Detailed calculations 
on the lower bottom plate of the steam generator missile shield 
resulted in stress values which were too high. It is assumed 
that this will require an increase of the height of the bottom 
plate from 1.20 m to 1.40 m. Centering of the steam generator with 
the bottom plate was prepared,\rllich positions the steam generator 
by three legs welded to the bottom of the primary chamber,absor-
bing the forces and moments which might occur. 
Calculations have been performed on the upper locking device of . 
the RPV burst protection. The dimensions• oi the supporting flange 
have been optimized. Calculations showed that slight relative 
movements might occur between the two construction units due to 
the temperature differences in the supporting flange and RPV top 
during start-up and shut down. The RPV support construction vri th 
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round sprinGs, i. e. nPckcd-down bolts han been optimized. 
Since elastomcr bearings seem to.be extremely useful for the 
~team generator assembly, the following tests have been performed 
on full size bearings: 
pressure tesi:s 
shear test 
shear oreak test 
... 
pressure test with eccentric vertical stress 
temperature test· 
accompanying tests (e. g. Shore-hardness) 
In anticipation of the test results it can be said that the tests 
proved the suitability of the elastomer bearings • 
Project Status/Essential Results 
Use of the round spring rods for RPV support construction results 
in suf~icient design safety factors. Like the turbine vane 
anchorage, the U-shaped springs, having a rectangular cross-
section (100 x 30 mm), will be tightened to the spring legs by a 
lugged support. A lateral lift-up of the springs will be eliminated 
. 
-j 
by a cross-piece attached laterally to the lugger. This construction, 
however, requires an immense amount of work and a·very costly and 
" exact manufacturing process. 
The primary chamber of the steam generator will be.provided with 
a. thicker forged ring and attached nozzles (as have been used be-
fore). The main steam nozzle.was moved up to the upper center and 
the steam generator cut do~m for the length of the inside steam 
guide tube, which is no longer needed. 
The results of the tests performed on the elastomer bearings prove 
the suitability of the type bearing for steam generator assembly; 
they also indicate, however, that influence of temperature has to be 
examined in more detai.l. Construction and calculation of the hydrau-
lic cylinder for tight~ning the steam generator to the RPV burst 
. protection has been finalized. 
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Stress calculation of the lower bottom (heieht: '1.40 m) of steam 
generator missile shield construction. Armored elastomer bearings 
are preferred with bridge con~.truction and temperatures of about 
-20 to +30 °C. Since in the discussed construction temperatures are 
involved '\'Thich will be about 100° higher, the influence of tempera-
ture has to be investigated in more detail. First of all one has to 
find out whether or not Chloropren-caouchuc, which is usually used 
· for bearings for bridge co.nstructions, will be the optimum elastomer 
for our purposes. It can be seen from the literature that different ;· 
types of elastomer e. g. Silicone-caouchuc or caouchuc fluoride 
should used with increased temperatures. 
The components of the steam generator primary chambers will be 
calculated with the STARDYN program. 
Detailed tests on the reactor components and burst protections will 
be continued. 
Relation with Other Projects 
see RS 104 
Reference Docwnents I Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
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Classification: 9 
Title 1 (Original •Lan~uage): Uutt::rsuchung des Verhal- COUNTRY: 
tens des Warmedamm-Kuhl-Systems (WKS) der Berstsiche- BRD 
rung (OS) fUr RDB bei dynamischer Belastung SPONSOR: {RS 157 - 1.1.7.,· Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Dyckerhoff & Wid-
. mann AG,MHnchen 
Title 2 (english): Investigation of the Heat-Insulting Project L(.!~: 
Coollng-System under Dynamic Load Conditions with a 
View to Fracture Safety Device Protection for Re~ctor 0. Seidl 
Pressure Vessels Dr. Bittner 
Initiated (Date) : ComEleted (Date) : 
)15.3.1975 31.12.1975 
Sta.tus: I Last Updating (Date): 
• 
continuing December 1975 
~ 
1. General aim 
In order to establish absolutely reliable characteristic data for . 
the behavior of reactor pressure vessels during the fracturing pro- I 
cess, a series of dynamic loading experiments was carried out. ] 
2. Particular objectives I I 
I 
! 
0 
The experiments involve the heat-insulating cooling system. For 
this purpose a test set-up using liehtweicht insulation concrete 
(Bn 550) both with and without a special filling material (spheri-
cal steatit, 0 20 mm) was constructed in model form on a scale of 
1:1 and subsequently subjected to various dynamic loadings. The 
test Specimens were 500 and 260 mm in dia.meter, the test length 
700 and 400 mm. Gaps of 20, 12, 6'and 0 mm were fixed in order to 
allow free acceleration paths. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
It was possible to o~tain time-defor~ation functions on the basis 
of this test project. 
3.2 Research proeram 
' I 'i! \ f 
The load wa.s applied dynam:i.cally by means of a system of spring-
coupled masses, consisting of steel pletes and 58 m-long DYWIDAG-
prestres,sinc b.ars. (quality 110/~35). 
} I J. t' ~~ 
! 
1 
Since no exper'imental values for the dynamic behavior of concrete 
with this type bf filline material w~re available, it was first 
necessary to establish limit values. These limit values were ob-
tained by varyinc the specific unit pressures between the rneterial 
cauninc the jmp~ct (steel Pt~tcs) and the material sustaininG the 
impact (lightweight insulat1on concrete). The specific unit press-
ures provided for iri the ~est proeram were approximately 175 bar 
nt thf" lor>d ;:~pplication pojnt, i.e. hetwccn the steel e~.nd the con-
crete~ 2nd lW •and 175 bar at th~ load rci.'OVF' 1 point, i.e. fron: the 
·filli~s material to the oupport structure. The loads ~pplied ranged 
from 100 to 500 Mp. 
The loedR were applied dynamically by means of the prestressin~ 
bars and a hinred nut. 
The test values were recorded with the aid of electronic measurin~ 
equipment. 
The strains in the prestressed bars were determined by means of 
strain gages. 
Carrier frequency and direct-current bridges were used for the 
measurements. 
The dynamic test values were stored with a magnetic tape recorder 
(frequency r2nge 0 - 15 kHz) and subaequently recorded via an 
ultra-violet printer (frequency range 0 - 13 kHz): 
The load application time was 1 - 2 rns. The times required for 
a maximum of elastic and plastic deformations to occur range from 
5 to 10 ms. 
For each dynami~ loading process with the associated accelerations 
there are at least three test recordings suitable for evaluation 
purposes. 
4. Project status 
The tests were carri~d out according to plan. The course of the 
impact through the test material was determined integrally be-
tween the load application point and the transmission of the load 
to the support structure with th.e aid of time and deformation 
measurements. 
The recordings, in the form of ultra-violet diagrams, (time-
deformation diagrams), provide exact information on the ·ctynamic 
loading and unloading processes as a function of time. 
The acceleration rates or the impact plate can he read off these 
diagrams at each point in the recordings by examining the vari-
ation in the~ngent curve. 
The paths of the prestressing bar ends - and consequently the 
movements of the impact plate as a function of time - can be 
determined by step-by-step integration of the measured values 
along the prestressinr, bar. The time-deformation function at the 
load application point is thus obtained. The measured values at 
. thameasuring.cylinder indicate the load-time function. 
The load-deformation function· for the complete test is obtained 
by combining these two functions. ' 
The final report contai.l,1s ·a. summary of the test values, including 
a serie~ of detailed die~ra~s. 
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5. Next steps 
It is our intention to extend the ran(je CJf experiments to include 
the acceler~~ion and deformation processes within the test speci-
mens. To this end the test program is to be extended by incorpora-
·tinc a number of exper~ments which will he of ~onsiderable im-
portance for calculation purposes. N~w .improved electronic instru-.: 
mentation will be used. Whereas previous experiments were invari- 1 
ably one-dimensional, plans have been made to expand the test set-
up to include two-dimensional loading. Further proposals are beine 
investir,ated and adopted at the present time. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Th~ tests described in this report proved characteristic data for 
the fracture calculation~ on reactor pressure vessels which are 
currently being carried out by the Kraftwerk Union, Erlangen. 
7. Refer.ence dopuments 
Forschungsprogramm Reaktorsich~rheit Abschlu~bericht F6rderungs~ 
vorhaben BMFT RS 53, Voruntersuchungen zum Programm Berstsicher-
hei t fUr Reaktordruckbeh§.l ter K\'IU, Reaktorte chnJk Erlangen 
Fehruar 1974. 
Berstfolgeschutz aus Spannbeton fUr Reaktor-Druck-Deh!lter von 
Druckwasserreaktoren 600 MWe, Forschungs- und Entwicklungseuftrag 
BHFT RS 108 - K\·JU BS 006D, Bericht 1975, von Fa. Dyckerhoff & 
Widmenn AG, MUnchen. 
Dynamische Belastungsversuche und Bestimmung des Sto~faktors fUr 
die Spannglieder des Kernkraftwerkes der BASF, Dyckerhoff & Wid-
mann AG, MUnchen 1974. 
AbschluBbericht Nr. 1 "Spezielle Materialmodelle fUr PISCES-
Berechnungen, K\VU, Jan. 1975. 
I C)/ 8. Degree of availabilit¥ 
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Some of the tests are being recalculated by KWU Erlangen usi~g 
the PISCES program 'in order to compare the accuracy of the PISCES 
calculation for the fracturing of reactors. 
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Classification: 9 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Funktionsversuch zum Schwungradabfall, 2. Versuch SPONSOR: (RS 168- II.1.6., Jahresbericht· A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english) : Project Le~: 
Functional Test of an Automatic Fly-\'heel Detach at H. Scha.fer 
High Pump notation Speed 
Initiated (Date): COmJ2leted (Date) : ' 
( -~0. 6. 75 ,1. 10. 75 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
. 
Completed· ,1. 12. 75 
General Aim/Particular Objectives 
In a .functional test the detach process of a fly-wheel of a primary 
coolant pump was investigated in order to verify the precalculated 
rotation velocity where the fly-'trheel should detach and to get 
informations of the detach-procedure and the slow down behaviour 
of the .fly-wheel. 
(JExperimental/Facilities/Research Program 
, A test equipment was built up by KWU, which imitates the original 
in all essential parts. As drive, a motor or a !ly~wheel bunker 
was used. 
Project Status/Progress to Date 
The test equipment was built in a fly-wheel-bunker. The T.V. and 
measuring lines were installe4. A test run was carried out and the 
measuring va~ues as well as the T.V. pictures were recorded till 
the standsti~l of the fly-wheel. The results were evaluated and 
reportet to the IRS. 
Project Status/Essential Results 
The fly-wheel was detatched at the precalculated rotation velocity 
and was slow~d down safety in the hold up equipment. 
The analysis of the experiment~ data showed good agreement with 
the theoretical investigations. 
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Next S~ 
Work on this pro'jcct has been completed. 
Relation with Other Projects 
No relations with other projects. 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
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Classification 9.1, 9.2, 9.3 
Title 1 
Rekenmodel voor de simulatie van . 
transienten in kokendwaterreactoren 
Title 2 
. Computercode for the simulation of 
transients in boiling water reactors 
Initiated Completed 1977 
Status Progressing 
1. General aim 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Projectleader 
R.M. van Kuijk 
Scientist 
P. Kloeg 
Calculations of the dynamic response of BWR's in the case of 
transients and small accidents. 
2. Particular objectives 
Study of the control systems, capacity of safety yalves, influenc · 
influence of setpoints, heat transfer in the core, fuel 
temperatures, scram action. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
Computer code REBOR. 
4. Project status 
Operational for Dodewaard BWR. 
5. Next steps 
Other types of BWR • s. 
' Cornparisans with experiments irl Dodewaard • 
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6. Relation with other projects 
Not applicable. 
., 
· "ference documents 
Internal KEMA reports. 
8. Degree of,availability 
Free on basis of exchange with other programmes. 
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Classification j9. 11, 9. 2, 9. 3 
Title 1. 
Rekenmodel voor de simulatie van 
transienten in kokendwaterreactoren 
Title 2 
Ccmputercode for the simulation of 
transients in boiling water reactors 
Initiated Completed 1977 
Status Progressing ; 
•• 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Projectleader 
R.M. van Kuijk 
Scientist 
P. Kloeg 
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Classification [9. 1 f, 9. 2, 9. 3 
Title l 
Rekenmodel voor de simulatie van 
transienten in kokendwaterreactoren 
Title 2· 
Ccmputercode for the simulation of 
transients in boiling watQr reactors 
Initiated 
St~tus Proqressinq 
Completed 1977 
I 
country 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
, Projectleader 
R.M. van Kuijk 
Scientist 
P. Kloeq 
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10. CORE AND PRIMARY CIRCUIT IN STEADY 
STATE CONDITIONS 
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Descri:.rtion : Concern the deve~opment ~f methods for acquisition 
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Classification: 10. 1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Anwendung statistischer Analysenverfah~en in Leistungs- BRD 
reaktoren mit dem sicherheitstechnischen Ziel der SPONSOR: 
Frliherkennung von 'schMden BMFT 
{RS 68 A- rr.4.1, Jahresbericht li. 7~) ORGANIZATION: 
TU Hannover 
•ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Application of Statistical Analysis Methods in Power 
Reactors under the Safety Oriented Aspects of Prof.Dr.-Ing. 
Early Fault Detection o.stegemann 
Institut fUr 
Initiated (Date): Com:eleted (Date) : Kerntechnik 
4_.3.1975 28.2.1977 
.ltatus: Last Updating (Date) : 
~ontinuing December 1976 
1. General aim 
The aim of these investigations is the development of an early fault 
detection system for power reactors, based on the analysis of the 
stochastic neutron flux fluctuations during operation and correlation 
with other available signals of relevant reactor parameters. 
2. Partiqular Objectives 
Noise measurements in both Boiling- and Pressurized Water Reactors in 
order to gain extensive experience about space-dependent reactivity 
....-:\.ffects caused by pressure-, vibration- or coolant density feedback. 
·Development of a new and reliable in-core measuring system, using 
"self-powered detectors", since in most cases a suitable instrumentation 
is not available. 
·Application of these improved devices for neutron flux distribution 
measurements with high spatial resolution and for reactor power noise 
measurements without disturbance of the normal plant operation. 
3. Research Program 
Continuous measurements at the PWR Obrigheim (KWO), concerning axial 
j neutron flux distribution and local neutron noise, by means of a large 
; number of self-powered neutron detectors. 
Instrumentation of three new in-core assemblies for the 8th.fuel cycle 
at KWO. 
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Development of improved self-powered-detectors and investigation of 
their signal components due to neutron and gamma fluxes. 
Systematic investigation~ of the space dependent neutron flux fluctua-
tions in the boiling water reactor Lingen (KWL), using different types 
of SPN-detectors, which could be inserted in a tube of the TIP-system 
and moved at any axial position in the core. 
Computer analy.sis of the recorded stochastic signals and evaluation 
with respect to the identification of noise sources which might be 
relevant for safe reactor operation. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The data acquisition system consists of several axially and/or radially 
distributed in-core self-powered-detectors, connected to differential 
wide band amplifiers, analog frequency filters and an analog magnetic 
tape station. 
In the KWO-PWR several instrumentation tubes, each with six Co-SPN-
Detectors, are available. 
For measurements in the KWL-BWR a three SPN-detector assembly was 
manufactured and inserted into a dry thimble of the TIP-System. This 
assembly could be vertically positioned in the core as desired. 
Flux distribution measurements have been performed by using the De-
component of the detector signals while suppression of the stationary 
value and further amplification yields the fluctuating part which had 
been recorded on magnetic tape. 
The collected data were processed later on to a digital computer via 
special frequency filters and analog-to-digital converter (ADC). 
A sophisticated program system was developed for computer analysis of 
the stored signals in time and frequency domain. 
5. Progress to Date 
Four in-core probes for the KWO Pressurized Water Reactor have been 
installed in Juli 1976. Each probe contains 6 Cobalt-SPN-Detectors. 
Manufacture of 18 detectors and instrumentation of three assemblies 
was performed by the Institut fUr Kerntechnik during the first months 
of 1976. The 4th probe was instrumented with commercial detector types. 
The detector signals have been recorded and analysed with respect to 
flux distributions and local and global reactivity feedback effects. 
Systematic measurements of neutron flux distribution and space dependent 
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noise phenomena were carried out at the boiling water reactor Lingen 
(RWL), using a three-detector arrangement with Hafnium and Gadolinium 
detectors. 
The data were stored on magnetic tape and prepared for an extensive 
computer analysis program. 
6. Results 
A large amount of data was obtained from the RWO-mueasurements in 4 
different radial core positions and 6 vertical planes. The results of 
the computer analysis show remarkable structures in the neutron noise 
spectra, depending upon ~dial and vertical position of the detector, 
power distribution and thermohydraulic parameters. Up to 14 resonances 
~could be found in the·frequency range from o to 120Hz. 
--' For in-core measurements in the boiling water reactor Lingen a new 
detector type with Gadolinium emitter and two Hafnium dete~tors were 
applied. Because of the special design of the Hf-detectors extremly 
high neutron signals could be measured with an excellent spatial 
resolution of only 2,2 %. Also the Gd-SPN had the expected high signal 
level of similar magnitude. Neutron flux distribution and reactor noise 
measurements were performed in 30 vertical core positions. 
7. Next Steps 
Analysis and evaluation of the last experiments as well as comparison 
with earlier measurements at both Boi~ing Water and Pressurized Water 
.~Reactors will be completed in the next months. Experimental results and 
~corresponding theoretical investigations are to be published in the 
final project report. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
See IRS-F-24 
9. References 
Quarterly reports V 76/1, ••••• v 76/4 (german) 
Zwischenbericht zum FBrderunqsvorhaben RS 68A, Jan 1976 (german) 
Bestimmung der Dampfblasengeschwindigkeit und des Dampfgehalts in 
SWR-Brennelementen mit statistischen Analysenverfahren 
Atomkernenergie Vol. 27, No. 4, 1976 
----............ ,.. ···~--------··-_, ... ___ ..... 
, .. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Reports are available through 
Institut fUr Kerntechnik 
Elbestr. 38 A 
D-3000 Hannover 21 
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Classification: 10. 1 
Title 1 (Original Lan2:uage) : COUNTRY: 
Frtiherkennung von Fehlern und Schade~ BRD 
(ATT 085 A - II.4.1., Jahresbericht A 76) SPONSOR: 
BMI 
ORGANIZATION: 
LRA, Garching 
•ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Incipient Failure Detection Dr. D. Wach 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
' Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
The general aim of this research work is the development of measuring 
methods which permit the on-line monitoring of the mechanical status of 
main components in the primary system of a power reactor plant. Special 
attention is paid to the fact that already existent signals can be used 
for this purpose and that the need of .additional sensors is kept to a 
... ;,.ninimum. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The following objectives are envisaged: 
On-line moni·toring of the vibrational behaviour of reactor vessel 
internals and of the primary circuit 
Detection and identification of malfunctions inside the reactor vessel 
Detection and location of loose parts in the primary system. 
-----···-. -·----~-----------~-
3. ~Experimental Facilities and Program 
Not relevant. . .. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
Basic investigations in the last years on several nuclear power plants 
verified the original concept that indirect measuring methods can be or 
have to be, respectively, used for reactor on-line monitoring systems 
surveying the vibrational behaviour of reactor internals and diagnosing 
anomalies or malfunctions within the primary system (loose parts, cavi-
tation, leackage, blockage). Safety reasons and the inaccessibility of 
the inside of the pressuri~ed system for additional detectors require 
~ efforts to gain the relevant information from sensors outside the vessel 
and pipes or via secondary effects in other physical parameters being· 
already measured (e.g. internal vibrations in neutron or pressure noise 
signals). To solve the main problems of indirect measuring methods, that 
means identification and separation of the signal components (sources) 
being representative for the individual internal vibrations or reactor 
malfunctions, correlation techniques are applicated. 
Vibration and accelerometer signals of sensors attached from outside to 
the surface of the pressurized system, dynamic pre~sure signals in the 
pipes and neutron noise of incore and out-of-core ionisation chambers 
have been already proved as appropriate information carriers for moni-
toring systems. 
As far as reactor vibrations are concerned the development of suited 
theoretical models describing the coupled multi-mass system of the mech-
anical structures and their exciting forces is the most important task. 
Identification methods and modern filter algorithms are applicated for 
optimal estimations of model parameters. The verification of the struc-
:ture vibration models is gained by extensive vibration measurements dur-
ing hot functional tests without and with the core performed in close 
collaboration with the industry. During these preoperational measure-
ments also the correlations of component vibrations inside and outside 
l 
l 
• j 
l 
the pressure vessel are determined empirically. The measured data are 
used as a reference state of the reactor for the on-line monitoring. 
A proto-type vibration monitoring system and a loose parts monitoring 
system have been installed in the NECKARWESTHEIM PWR (GKN). Extensive 
reference measurements were performed during hot functional tests and 
during power operation • 
Control of reactor vibrations and detection of loose parts is the aim 
of a monitoring 
the BRUNSBUTTEL 
system which has been realized using accelerometers at 
BWR (KKB). A number of calibration, reference and oper-
.. 
ational measurements has been performed in this year. 
~Special attention was.paid to the improvement of the theoretical models 
l developed so far and the detailed interpretation of the experimental 
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data, the PSDs and coherences of the available noise and vibration sig-
nals mentioned above. 
Similar investigations, i.e. data interpretation and model development 
have been performed for the sodium cooled test reactor KNK-I. In pre-
paring the KNK-II test program the vibration behaviour of instrumen-
tation tubes has been precalculated using the finite element progra~ 
SAP IV. 
\ 
With the aim of improved signal interpretation the program STAMPO has 
~been developed. It determines the complex transfer matrix of a stru9-
ture model from the given mass-, stiffness- and damping matrices of the 
mechanical system and calculates the PSDs und CPSDs of the vibration 
signals from this transfer matrix and the PSD matrix of the exciting 
functions. In contrary to deterministic programs one is able now to vary 
the degrees of the coherence of the exciting functions at the different 
structure components. Further on as an important point in the principle 
of the control, (i.e. for the interpretation of deviations of the actual 
pattern from the reference pattern) in an advanced version of STAMPO 
sensitivity studies of model parameters can be performed. 
--~-.......... ------ ---------
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The interpretation and identification of relevant signal sources in the 
available information carriers could be essentially improved. As a con-
sequence of the experimental results in GKN the vibration behaviour of 
the loops including the pendular eigenfrequencies of the steam genera-
tors and main coolant pumps has to be considered when interpreting the 
PSDs of the lid screw absolute displacements. Peak-"triples" 
belong to differences in the stiffnes (lengths) of the three loops. In 
the same frequency coherence peaks of the GKN neutron noise which are 
additional to the well-known core barrel attenuation noise could be re-
laterl to bending modes of the fuel elements. Investigations of in-core 
neutron noise of the STADE reactor confirmed these results. 
Typical pattern of continous and burst-type sound signals of a BWR at 
various operational conditions have been studied and evaluated at KKB. 
; Sound propagation phenomena were investigated from artificial and 
operational impacts. A paper about operational experiences with the 
loose parts monitoring system has been prepared for the Reaktortagung 
1977. At the same meeting also a paper about the state of the develop-
ments concerning vibration monitoring systems fvr PWRs will be presen-
ted. Publications about the systems and the experimental results are 
listed in refs. /1-6: 8/. The application of the identification program 
SYSIFA to the pendulum model and the tape-stored measuring signals of 
tJ,~ PWR BIBLIS A which resulted in a verification of the model and a 
opt in=~ l estimation of the system parameters is documented in /7 I. 
'\ 
5. Next Steps 
With the proto-type vibration monitoring system at GKN long time behav-
iour, normal operational influences and signal variations during the 
first fuel cycle will be investigated systematically (e.g. increasing 
of ~h~ neutron noise PSDs corresponding to the increasing operation 
time). Studies are planned for the processing of the data and deriving 
of alarm criteria indicating an abnormal reactor state or malfunctions 
inside the primary system. It will be investigated whether methods of 
pattern recognition and learning codes for the reference functions can 
be involved to solve these problems. The experience in internal vibra-
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tion monitoring as gained at PWRs will be applicated also to'BWRs. In 
this sense the installed external accelerometers at the BRUNSBUTTEL BWR 
will be used for loose parts detection as well as for longtime vibration 
control in the low frequency range. -Accompanying model development will 
be done using finite element codes. 
The work performed on the KNK facility will be continued with the aim 
to develop diagnostic systems for the SNR fast breeder reactor. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
See annual report 1974. ) 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 
on-line-Uberwachung zur Frtiherkennung von Fehlern und Schaden in Leicht-
wasserreaktoren 
MRR 153, November 1975 
/2/ 
B. Raible, J. Moravek, D. Wach 
Ein Korperschall-Uberwachungssystem zurn Melden und Orten loser Teile 
~ompacts of Reaktortagung, Dtisseldorf, Marz/April 1976 
,.1 
/3/ 
D. Wach 
Korrelationsanalyse in der MeBtechnik von Kernkraftwerken 
Lecture at Technische Akademie Esslingen, March 1976, published in: 
Korrelationstechnik - ein neuer Zweig der industriellen BetriebsmeB-
technik, Lexika-Verlag, Grafenau, 1976 
/4/ 
D. Wach 
Ein neues MeBmodell der NeutronenfluBkreuzleistungsdichte zur Identifi-
zierung von Rauschquellen in Leistungsreaktoren 
Thesis, Technische Universitat Mtinchen, Juli 1976 
... 
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/5/ 
P. Panagopoulos 
Korrelationsuntersuchungen der Rauschsignale von NeutronenfluB-Incore-
detektoren in einem Druckwasserreaktor. Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-72, August 1976 
/6/ 
D. Wach 
On-line-Schwingungsmessung am Reaktordruckbehalter des KKW Brunsblittel, 
Referenzmessung wahrend des Vollast-Probebetriebs am 22. Oktober 1976. 
Vertraulicher Bericht 
MRR-V-18, Oktober 1976 
/7/ 
E. Sadtler 
Identifikation des Schwingungsverhaltens und Systemparameter-Estimation 
;von Druck- und Kernbehalter des-KKW Biblis A 
MRR 165, Oktober 1976 
/8/ 
R. Sunder, B. osterle 
Modellentwicklung zum Schwingungsverhalten des Reaktordruckbehalters 
und seiner Einbauten am Kernkraftwerk Biblis A. Teil I: Analyse von 
Kennwertmessungen. Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-61, Januar 1976 
8. Degree of Availability 
Documents are available through 
Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit mbH 
D-8046 Garching, Forschungsgelande 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Reports MRR-I and MRR-V are confidential and therefore normally not 
available. 
· ~ef. /4/ is available through 
Technische Universitat Mlinchen, D-8000 MUnchen 2, ArcisstraBe 21 
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Classification: 10. 1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
In-Kern MeBdatenerfassung und -verarbeitung mit dem SPONSOR: 
sicherheitstechnischen Ziel der FrUherkennung von BMFT 
Schaden in Leichtwasserreaktoren ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 232 - II.4.1, Jahresba,richt A 76) TU Hannover 
Title 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
In-Core-Data Acquisition and Processing with the Aim 
of Early Fault Detection in Light Water Reactors Prof.Dr.-Ing. 
D.Stegemann 
(Date) : (Date) : Institut fUr Initiated ComEleted Kerntechnik 
'"',1.12.1976 31.12.1979 
· 'status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing December 1976 
1. General aim 
Development of a complex system for acquisition, processing and presen-
tation of measured in-core data with the safety oriented aim of early 
fault detection in light water reactors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Basing upon the experience in applica~ion of statistical analysis 
methods in power reactors (RS 68A), an on-line system is to be developed, 
that allows an early detection of certain faults during reactor opera-
-;tion and may support the operators to avoid dangerous operating con-
ditions. 
Performance of this project and construction of the system is planned in 
a way, that at a later point of time a combined acquisition and evalua-
tion of neutron vibration and body-sound measurements should be 
possible. 
3. Research Program 
Development of a data acquisition system, using an analog magnetic tape 
station, which has to store the'signals of in-core sensors in case of 
significant chanqes in the behaviour of nuclear and thermohydraulic 
para\\\~t:.~~d in the roactor core. 
Development of a data processing unit for the on-line analysis of 
-.--........... --,.,. .. ~---· ---------- -- ----
---.....---------,..----·-----
stochastic signals, for evaluation of the characteristic functions and 
driving the tape recorder. Off-line analysis of the recorded signals 
and computation of relevant nuclear and thermohydraulic data like power 
distribution, local steam bubble velocity and local steam void content. 
Theoretical and experimental investigations of the propagation of neutron 
flux fluctuations. 
Improvement of self-powered detectors with defined nautron and gamma 
sensitivities in order to support the experimental and theoretical 
analysis concerning space dependant effects. 
4. Experimental Facilitie§, Computer Codes 
Data acquisition system, consiJtinq of in-core ~ensors (fission chambers, 
self-powered detectors), self-compensating low-noise amplifiers 
(developed at the Institut fUr Kerntechnik), signal distribution and 
multlplexing unit and analog magnet tape recorder with 14 tracks. 
Analyzer which computes characteristic functions and values from the 
digitized input signals and decides about the storage on magnetic tape. 
Computer analysis of in-core data by Fourier transform, usinq partly 
the existing analysis methods and developing further program modules for 
special evaluation problems. 
5. Progress to Date 
Development of a differential, self-compensating low-noise amplifier 
prototype. 
Procuring of the following units: 
l/0-Extender for connection of the peripheric devices to the data 
acquisition system 
Analog-to-Digital-Converter and Multiplexer 
Digital plotter for qraphical presentation of results 
Analog magnetic tape recorder with 14 tracks. 
Combination of all devices to a complex data collection and processing 
system. 
Adjustment of the electronics and first tests with respect to the 
special requirements. 
Development of a driver for t.he ADC. 
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6. Results 
Construction of a prototype amplifier and test in laboratory,completion 
of the data acquisition hardware, completion of the driver for the ADC 
and adaption to the computer. 
7. Next Steps 
Test of the prototype amplifier under realistic conditions at KWL. 
Development of a micro-program for Fourier analysis and of display 
programs for plotter and coloured video display. Completion of a driver-
program for the video display system and the tape recorder. 
Check of the applicability of the existing computer analysis programs. 
Records of in-core signals on magnetic tape; using them as input data 
for development and check of computer programs. 
Application of special self-powered detectors and investigations of the 
gamma sensitivity. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
9. References 
10.Degree of Availability of the Reports 
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Classification: 10.2 
Title 1 (Or121nal Lan~ua~e): COUNTRY: 
Dynamik groBer leichtwassergekUhlter Reaktoren BRD 
(ATT 085 A- II.1.2 ,, Jahresbericht A 76) SPONSOR: 
BMI 
ORGANIZATION: 
'\ LRA, Garching 
·ritle 2 (Enslish~: . Project Leader: 
Dynamics of Large Water Reactors Prof. Dr. Bi·rk-
hofer 
Dr. Frisch 
Dr. Warner 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date): 
L.Status: Last Uf2datin~ (Date) : ( 
rcontinuing December 1976 
1. General A!m 
The general a~m of this project is the.development of reactor and plant 
dynamic model, and computer programs, and reactor and plant transient 
analysis with respect to safety problems in large water reactors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
c 
One main objective of this research project is the development of th~ee-
dimensional models of large reactor cores in order to analyze local 
effects durin9 power transients. This requires the development of new 
computational methods in order to solve the problems with sufficient 
accuracy within the limits of computer memory space and computation time. 
Another objective is the analysis of reactor plant transients (system 
analysis, analysis of anticipated .transients with and without scram), 
requiring com~lex models of the entire plant as well as core models and 
safety system•· 
.. 
r 
._ 
3. Experimental Facilities and P,rogram 
The performance of experiments is not part of the project~ however, the 
results of experiments and especially of light water reactor start-up 
tests are used for model verification purposes. 
4. · Project Status 
The code development was concentrated on four groups of codes: 
QUABOX/ A series of programs for space-time-kinetics simulation using 
CUB BOX a new coarse mesh method for space discretisation and an im-
plicit matrix decomposition time integration method. -' 
QUABOX/ Space dependent\fluid dynamics model using coarse mesh methods. 
CUBBOX-
Fluid-
dynamics 
ALMOS 
ALMOD 
A series of plant models for BWRs with one-dimensional solution 
of the hydrodynamic equations and optional a point-kinetics 
model or a space-dependent solution of the neutron kinetics 
equations. The model includes all important plant components 
and the safety system. 
A plant model for PWRs similar to the BWR model ALMOS. 
4.1 Progress to Date 
QUABOX/CUBBOX /1/: Several high order approximations, which also take 
into account mixed partial derivatives, have been incorporated as user 
options into the code. 
QUABOX/CUBBOX-Fluiddynamics: The method used in QUABOX/CUBBOX is also ap-
plied to multidimensional fluiddynamics equations. A one-dimensional 
test version has been implemented. and tested, 
I 
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An improved version of ALMOS was completed, tested and transferreq to 
the IRS for application in lic~nsing. Further development of ALMOS is 
concentrated on the simulation of small leaks /2/. ALMOS application 
\ included a very detailed ATWS study /3, 4, 11/ and the analysis of space 
dependent feedback effects in LWRs during fast pressure transients /9/. 
For code verification experimental results (start-up test at the wur-
gassen plant) have been post-calculated /5/. 
· The basic version of the PWR plant model ALMOD has been completed and 
tested. Further code development is the extension of the model to two-
phase flow si~ulation in the primary coolant system. In addition pro-
gramming of a two-loop model of ALMOD has been started /6, 12/. ALMOD 
Application ipcluded ATWS calculations for a detailed analysis report 
d3/. 
4.2 Essential Results 
QUABOX/CUBBOX: The most accurate CUBBOX version permits to calculate 
power distribl)tions in PWRs and BWRs with errors of fuel assembly powers 
below 2 ~, employ~ng a computational mesh corresponding to the fuel as-
sembly struct1~re. Computing time (CDC 7600 equivalent) for the most 
accurate version is 0.85 ms per mesh and time step (or iteration step) 
/7, 8, 10; ANS Topical Meeting M&C Division, Tuscon, March 1977/. Th• 
method is int~rnationally recognized as being substantially superior to 
other coarse mesh methods, e.g. Finite Element Methods. 
c 
QUABOX/CURBOX-Fluiddynamics: One-dimensional test calculations of arti-
ficial wave propagation problems, employing the basic quadratic (QUABOX) 
method show the same gain of efficiency relative to Finite Difference 
methods, that has been found in neutron kinetics applications /ANS To-
pical Meeting,, see above/. 
With respect t~o the SWR code ALMOS the most important result is the good 
agreement of transients compared to start-up test measurements and to 
the measured results of a loss-of-heat sink incident at the WUrgassen 
plant /5/. Re$ults of an ATWS study are documented in detail in /3/. 
The analysis has shown, that ALMOS ia a proper tool for ATWS analysis. 
-------·· ·-------...------__ -.... _-__ -__ .... _-:-__ -."'!".-.-..... "".~---~.-~.--.. "'!"':_• _ ...... _____ ....,. ____ _ 
} 
I 
Within the PWR plant model development the completion of ALMOD is the 
most important result. First applications have shown that severe tran-
sients can be simulated with reasonable computation time. 
5. Next Steps 
.Implementation of a two- and three-dimensional version of QUABOX/CUBBOX-
Fluiddynamics. 
Development of ALMOS-L for the analysis of small leaks in BWRs. 
Programming and testing of an extended ALMOD version (two-phase flow, 
. . 
two parallel coolant systems), and detailed model verification of ALMOD~, 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
Investigations with similar objectives with respect to core simulation 
are carried out at KWU ~RS 26, RS 178). 
Results of experimental projects are ·used for code development and· 
verifications (RS 64, RB 455). 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 
s. Langenbuch, W. Maurer, w. Werner 
QUABOX/CUBBOX - Ein Grobgitterverfahren zur L8sung der Neutronendiffu-
sionsgleichungen. Programmbeschreibung 
MRR-P-22, September 1976 
/2/ 
.i P. Peternell 
I 
Erweiterung des Anlagenmodells ALMOS zur Simulation von kleinen Leeks. 
Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-83, Dezember 1976 
. 
~ . 
! 
. I 
l 
/3/ 
w. Ullrich, w. Frisch u.a. 
Untersuchunge~ von Betriebsst6rungen be1 Versagen der Reaktorschnell-
abschaltung (~TWS) und anderer ausgewKhlter S1cherhe1tse1nrichtungen 
MRR 163, IRS-~-22, September 1976 
/4/ 
P. Peternell 
Einsatz des SWR-Transientenmodells ALMOS am Beispiel einer ATWS-Analyse 
MRR 157, Mai 1976 
./5/ 
s. Langenbuch, P. Peternell 
~achrechnungen von gemessenen Tranaienten mit dem Anlagenmodell ALMOS. 
Interner Bcricht 
I MRR-I-82, November 1976 
I l /6/ 
j W. Heider 
J Hydrodynamisches Modell fUr die Simulation paralleler PrimirkUhlkreis-
1 laufe in einem DW~. Interne~ Bericht I MRR-I-75, Dezember 1975 
l 
'l /7/ 
1 M.R. Wagncr, H. Pinnemann, R.R. Lee, D.A. Meneley, 8. Michelaen, 
l I. Misfcldt, D.R. Vondy, w. We~ner 
j 
l 
' l 
' ~-1ul tidimt~nsional L\'lR Benchmark Problems 
Trans. run. Nucl. Soc., 23, 221 (1976) 
/8/ 
W. Werner, H. Finnemann, s. Langenbuch 
Two- and Three-Dimensional BWR Kinetics Benchmark Problem 
Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., 23, 215 (1976) 
~ 
! /9/ 
' '~ 
, w. Frisch, s. Langenbuch, P. Peternell 
Untersuchungen von thermohydraulischen RUckwirkungseffekten in einem 
SWR 
Atomkernenergie, September/Oktober 1976 
,I , . , .. 
/10/ 
H. Finnemann, w. Frisch, J. Lockau, W. Werner 
The Application of Advanced Physics. Models in LWR Safety Analysis 
ANS Meeting, Washington, 1976 
/11/ 
S. Beliczey, w. Frisch, P. Peternell 
vergleichsrechnungen mit den SWR-Transientenmodellen ALMOS und COSTAX-
LOOP. Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-64, IRS-AB-271, April 1976 
/12/ 
R. MeiBner 
Druckhal termodell zur Simulation von BetriebsstBrungen in Druckwasser- --~, 
reaktoranlagen 
MRR 154, Januar 1976 
8. Degree of Availability 
Documents are available through 
Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit mbH 
D-8046, Garching, Forschungsgelande 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Reports MRR-I are confidential and therefore normally not available. 
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Classificat~on 10.2 
Title 1 
Statisk Reaktorfysik 
Title 2 
Development of calculation methods for static 
and quasistatic reactor physics in light 
water reactors 
Initiated 
Status 
progressing 
1968 
1. General aim 
Completed 
Last updating 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader 
Hans Neltrup 
Scientists 
C.F .. H0jerup 
G.K. Kristiansen 
L. Mortensen 
H. Neltrup 
T. Petersen 
Provision of static and quasistatic reactor physics informa-
tion relevant for safety assesment of light water reactors. 
2. Particular objective 
Reliable methods for calculatjng -
Power. shape as well w1th1n fuel boxes as overall for the 
reactor as function of burn up. 
Reactivity as function of burn up, 
Reactivity control and reactivity budgets. 
Reactivity coefficients . 
Stability . 
'\ 
3. Experimental facilities and programmes 
4. Project status 
.. , .. 
1. Progress to date I _____ _.,_____________ ~·1 
, a) Multi-group cross sec~ion generation from UKNDL co~pleted 
b) Multi-group G~76, collision probability methods for fuel 
rods completed and coupled to multi-group diffusion theory 
calculationo com~leted. 
' 
0 
0 
' \ 
t. 
c) Few group 2D and 3D diffusion theory calculation codes, 
using finite difference techniques, flux synthesis and 
nodal theory for the reactor·core completed. 
d) 3D flux synthesis coupled to hydraulic channel calculation 
for BWR including burn up completed. 
2. Essentiel Results 
Reactor physics code system .verified in calculation on 
Yankee Rowe, Connecticut Yankee and Dresden. 
s. Next Steps 
1. Complete 3D flux synthesis with multichannel hydraulics 
for PWR (in progress) 
2. Test the system further ~gainst BWR measurements - to 
the extent they become available. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Provision of cross:sections and parameters for dynamics 
projects. 
· 7. Reference Documents 
1. A.M. Hvidtfeldt Larsen, H. Larsen and T. Petersen. Cal-
culation on a Boiling Water Reactor as a Te~t of the 
:Llis0 Reactor Code Complex. Ris0 Report No. 268, 1972. 
2. Torben Petersen. Aspects of Prediction of the Perform-
ance of a Boiling Water Reactor. Ris0 Report No. 289, 
1973. 
3. H. Neltrup and Per B. Suhr. Survey Calculation on the 
Hadam Neck (Connecticut Yankee) Power Plant as a Test 
of the Ris0 Reactor Physics Code System. Ris0 Report No. 
298' 1973. 
7• Degree of availability 
Partly available, partly av·ailable on exchange basis. 
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Classification: 10.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : 
Mischungseffekte bei parallel durchstrtsmten IanKlen 
(RS 81 
- II.1.3 , Jahresbericht A 76) 
·r 1 tle 2 (Enslish~ : ' 
Mixing Effects in Parallel Channels wi. th Water 
Two-Phase Flow 
Initiated (Date): ··· Com12leted (Date~: 
1.1.1975 31.12.1977 
~tatus: (Date): 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
SPONSOR: BMPT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Euratom, Ispra 
Project Leader& 
H. Herkenrath 
w. Hufschmidt 
1 
l • ' 
j 
Last Updating 
·rcon t irtu i nq December 1976 
l· 
1 
l 
I 
I 
l 
l 
i 
I . 
l 
t 
i l ·: 
I 
! 
l· 
I j 
I 
l 
l 
' 
1. General ai.m 
"" 
The investigation of the interaction and m1x1ng effects between 
adjacent subchannels of a fuel rod bundle cooled by boiling water 
is aim0d at providing experimental data on the local distribution 
of mas~-flow, ~nthalpy and void-fraction so as to achieve a better 
thermnhvdraulic description and more precise ONB margin for a BWR 
core. Furthermore, studies in steady-state conditions are a neces-
sary preliminary to studies of the mixing process in transient con-
ditions such as those occurring during power transients or blow-
down. Therefore, the first phase of the programme will be devoted 
to steady-state and the transient conditions will be studied later. 
~. Particular objectives 
The mixing programme was started in the frame of collaboration 
contracts between CNEN (Rome) and BMFT (Bonn) on the one side and 
Euratom on the other. These contracts involved the studies of the 
boiling mi~ing phenomena using two d~fferent test sections: 
A two-chan.nel test section for fundamental studies (pressure up to 
150 bars; nigh-pressure water loop P~IL) and a 16-rod cluster test 
section with BWR geometry (pressure 70 bars; high-pressure water 
loop BOWAL). Later, the BOWAL studies will be extended to a pressure 
of 160 barsusing PWR geometries. After first operational tests 
with the two-channel test section in the PRIL loop at the beginning 
of 1974, this part of the·programme was interrupted and effort was 
concentrated on various preparations £or the 16-rod bundle tests 
in BOWAL. 
.· 
'\ 
-----..... -----........... -------~~-.......... ,.., ... :-~;··,......~·~ '""· --~~---------
3 •. Research programme 
Experimental investigation of subchannel interactions in two-phase 
flow conditions (mixing). 
The original programme provided the following studies: 
Steady state measurements of the subchannel interaction in two-
phase flow conditions with a two-channel test section of diffe-
rent geometries for fundamental studies and with a 16-rod bundle 
test-section in BWR-geometry 
- Investigation of the mixing phenomena in transient conditions 
for partial depressurization with the above mentioned test-
sections. 
Due to personnel reasons in the JRC Ispra the fundamental studies 
with the two-channel test-section have to be postponed and a new 
programme has been set up concentrating on the investigations with 
16-rod clusters. The fundamental studies will be resumed only in 
case of necessity for the interpretation of the test results with 
the bundle experiments. 
The actual programme covers: 
steady state measurement of mixing effect with a 16-rod cluster 
in BWR-geometries (70 bar) 
- mixing studies in transient conditions with 16-rod clusters in 
BWR- (70 bar) and PWR- geometries (160 bar). 
4. Experimental facilities 
The high-pressure water loop BOWAL (3.6 MW power input) to be used 
for the boiling mixing experiments with the 16-rod cluster test-
sections in BWR- and PWR-geometry and the high-pressure water loop 
PRIL (0.6 MW power input) to be used for the fundamental mixing 
studies and for calibration tests with void-meters have been. 
described in detail in ;-1 7 and ;-2 7 and are schematically shown 
in figures 1 and 2. - - ~ -
5. Progress to date and results 
The activity in 1976 has been concentrated on the completion of the'-' 
modifications for BOWAL and PRIL and the operational tests for the 
mixing experiments with "the 16-rod cluster test-section in BWR-geo-
metry (70 bars). These operational tests have shown that different 
modifications, especially for the measurement device, ~re necessary: 
The heat-exchanger for the secondary water flow of the condensers 
(see Fig. 1, supplementary heat-exchanger) showed a higher cooling ·! 
performance than expected and hence a bypass with a regulation 
valve has been installed. 
The freliminary tests with the isokinetic measurement technique 
;-3 I at the outlet of the test-section yielded a sufficient sen-
sitiveness of the BARTON-cells to be used for the "zero-measurement" 
of the static pressures in the outlet cross-section (± 1 mm W.G. 
are reached by supplementary calibration in confront to the guaran-
teed values of the furnisher of ± 5 mm W.G.). The profile indicators 
0 
J j. 
l 
0 
I 
l 
·I 
l j 
! . 
i 
I ' 
' ' I 
\ 
foreseen for the signals from the pressure transducers, however, 
have to be replaced by more precise digital instruments. Further-
more, the motor regulation valves in the sampling pipes from the 
subchannels.of the test-section were less sensitive than expected 
and the regulation spindles had to be replaced after different ca-
libration tests (Fig. 3). 
The mean outlet temperatures at the primary and secondary side of 
the condensers for the heat-balance measurements (for outlet-
enthalpy determination.in the sampled subchannels) showed remarkable 
deviations (about~ 5%). By means of the installation of appropria-
tely developed flow mixing devices (Fig. 4) the deviations could 
be decreased to a value of about % 1% corresponding to the tole-
rances of the thermocouples used. These thermocouples are embedded 
in silver crosses as described in ~2_7 and ~3_7 to equilibrate 
temperature variations and fluctuations in the connection tubes of 
the condensers. As these silver crosses are manufactured by a cast-
process small cavities (Fig. 5) caused tightness-troubles and had 
to be eliminated. 
During 1976 the installation of the calibration device in PRIL 
loop (Fig. 2) has been completed and now an installation is avail-
able for the necessary continuous control and calibration of the 
X-ray void meters under real pressure and temperature conditions 
(up to 160 bars and 347°C). By means of two preheater tubes 
(300 kW power-input, each) and with an appropriate mixing chamber 
diffcr·tmt qualities and flow-patterns of the steam-water mixture 
are adjustable. In a pressure housing after this mixing chamber the 
annular probe voidmeter ;-4 7 for the qualitative determination of 
the flow pattern will be-tested. In this probe at the outlet a 
mixing device is incorporated providing an homogeneously distribut-
ed two-phase mixture over the tube cross-section (i.d. 16mm). 
After this device the X-ray voidmet.ers ["5 7 are controlled and 
calibrated with the same arrangement used In the sampling pipes of 
BOWAL ;-3 7. Due to administrative difficulties the originally 
foreseen X-ray tubes of TUBIX, Paris (30 kV 600 W) can not be used 
for the boiling mixing studies and new typ~s (Siemens, Karlsruhe 
with an energy up to 60 kV and a power o£ 3000 W) have been 
ordered and have to be tested and calibrated. 
7. Next steES 
- StPady state measurements with a 16-rod cluster te~t section in 
BWR geometry (70 bar) 
- Dcv.-loprnent and construction of the 16-rod bundle in PWR geome-
trv (160 bars) together with CISE, Milan 
-Calibration of the new x-ray void meters on the optical bank as 
well as under real operational conditions in a calibration loop 
(PRIL). 
......, __ """""......,....., .. I··~---------_,.,..---,~~·~~:,·.:-~.~~:~::~.~~~··--.. -.. --"'!'~""---..... _-~ .. ..,.., ------
8. Relation with other projects 
- RS 109 Experimental investigation of the influence of PWR loops 
on blowdown 
RS 163 Theoretical and experimental investigations on thermo- and 
fluiddynamic behaviour of the reactor core during the first 
blowdown phase. 
9. References 
c-1_7 
,2_7 
~3_7 
,4_7 
Herkenrath, H., Mork-Morkenstein, P. 
The pressurized and boiling water loop of the Technology 
Division at Ispra 
EUR 4683 e (1971) 
Herkenrath, H., Hufschmidt, w. 
The pressurized and boiling water loops BOWAL and PRIL for 
boiling mixing studies of the Heat Transfer and Fluid 
Mechanics Division of JRC, Ispra 
EUR ( to be published in 1977) 
1975 Safety Programme Progress Report of the Ispra Esta-
blishment, Sheet 2.4., pp 73-83, ACS- 66 e 
Herzberger, P., Hufschmidt, w. 
Bestimmung des Dampfgehaltes und der Stromungsform eines 
Zweiphasengemisches in konzentrischen Ringspalten 
EUR 5077 d (1974) 
~5_7 Herzberger, P., Hufschmidt, w., Wind, F. 
Die Verwendung von Gamma- oder R~ntgenstrahlen zur Messung 
des Dampfgehaltes in zweiphasenstromungen 
EUR 5415 d (1975) 
10. Degree of availability of the reports 
Reports mentioned in 9, except ref. 3, are not classified and are 
on sale at the office for official publications of the European 
Communities, 37, rue Glesener, Luxembourg, 
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•Classification 10.3 
Title 1 
Title 2 
SDS, a thermohydraulic subchannel programme 
for steady-state analysis of water-reactors 
Initiated: May 1970 Completed: 
t 
Autumn 1971~ 
. 
Status: r .. ast updating: 
Code made, verification Autumn 1974 
continues. 
1. General aim 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader 
A. Olsen 
Scientists: 
F. Cortzen· 
V.S. Pejtersen 
To provide a general subchannel code, for the analysis of 
thermal-hydraulic, steady-state conditions in water-reactors. 
2. Particular objectives 
The objective is to make a calculation model (code) which can 
predict, based on sound physical models, local void, mass flow, 
enthulpy and burn-out margin for safety evaiuation and design. 
3. Experimental facilitieE and proeramme 
The experimental programme has been executed concurrently with 
the code-development to supply data on local phenomenas in fuel-el-
ements with respect to thermo-hydraulics. 
Experiments were made on a 7-rod and a 9-rod BWR geometry, as 
well as on (concentric and excentric) annulus geometries. 
4. Project status 
1. Pro~ress to data 
-------------------A FORTRAN 4 code, existn, capable of solving, on a aubchnnnel 
basis, steady-state thermal hydraulic problemt>, for BWR' s and PWR' s • 
Specifically predictini void~ and maRs-flow-distributions on a 
-· -------------------
c 
: 
I 
I 
I 
. ' 
. ' 
'I 
.I 
fuel•box or core-basis. (No limit on number of subchannels,so far 
up to 400 has been tested). 
2. Essential Results 
--------------------On the modelling side a substantial improvement have been made 
with respect to the formulation of the subchannel equations, physically, 
mathematically and codewise. This in turn has made it possible to 
simulate, on a sound basis, hitherto not approachable experiments, 
such as flow-blockages. 
5. Next step 
Physical models and correlations must be verified in respect to 
new and further experimental data. 
6. ~elation with other projects 
The basic subchannel project was a joint venture of three 
Scandinavian organizations: Danish AEC, AB Atomenergi, ·Sweden, and 
Institutt for Atomenergi, Norway. The nordic co-op~rative project was 
completed 1973, and the present Danish project is an extension of the 
work. 
?. Reference documents 
z. Rouhani: Review of Momentum balance in Subchannel Geometry 
Eur. Two-phase flow meeting (ETPFM), Brussels 19?3 
J. Bosio, 0. Imset: Two-Phase flow ~nvestigations in a ?-rod bundle. 
ANS European Meeting,Karlsruhe, October 1973• 
8. Degree of availability 
Not available. 
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. Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Esperienze di frazione di vuoto in se- 10.3 
zioni di prova 8x8 tipo BWR/6 
Title 2 (English) Countrl ITALY 
Void fraction experiments in 8x8 BWR/6 Sponsor NUCLITAL 
test sections Organisation NUCLITAL/CISE 
~. 
Date initiated January 1977 Project Leader 
Date com2leted June 1979 F. LUCCHINI (NUCLITAL) 
Last u2dating May 1977 
: 
I>--
• 1. General aim 
Verification and development of design void fraction correla 
tions· applicable to steady state and transient analysis. 
2. Particular objectives 
' ,. 
Obtaining ' : experimental data by a test section simula -
ting as close as possible the actual 8x8 fuel element as far as 1 
geoinetry, spacers, local and axial peaking pattern are concerned~ 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
The experiments will be carried out in the CISE IETI-4 loop 
using the quick-closing valve technique. 
The following test conditions will be investigated: 
pressure 40 - 100 bar, specific mass flowrate 50 - 2000 
Kg/m2s, outlet quality from 5% up to critical quality. Two lo -
cal peaking patterns will be tested. 
4. Project status 
. At present the 8x8 test section is under construction. 
5. Next steps 
The experiments are planned in the 1978 second half. The 
analysis completion is scheduled in June 1979. 
.. 
. ·.: ~ 
,Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Esperienze di frazione di vuoto in sezio 
ni di prova 8x8 tipo BWR/6 
10.3 
6~ Relation with other projects 
• 7. 
8. 
These experiments follow a previous void fraction programme 
carried out by a 4x4 rod bundle • 
Results will be strictly related to a following programme 
concerning operational and LOCA transient conditions which is 
now under definition. 
Dryout experiments will be carried out in th~ same test sec 
tion. 
Reference documents 
None 
Degree of availabilit~ 
Proprietary 1: 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Comportarrento tenroidraulioo di un canale di 
· potenza del reattore CIRENE nella fase di . . 
avviarrento . 10.3 
Title 2 (English) Countrl . ITALY . . 
Thenrohydraulic behaviour of a CIRENE pJWer S2onsor . CNrn 
channel during reactor start-up . 
· Organisation : CISE 
... 
Date initiated June 1975 Project Leader 
Date completed Decemoer 1976 
Last updating 1977 
UlM (CISE) 
• 1. General aim: Thenrohydraulic behaviour of a boiling power channel at positi.Je 
inlet quality in the low total flCMrate range both in steady state and tran-
sient corrli tions. . 
3. ~ri.Irental facilities and programne 
3.1. ~~D~~!_!~£!1ityl 
- CIRCE: large scale facility s.i.nulating in a closed circuit 2 full-scale 
power channels; water flowrate: 22 kg/s, steam flowrate 3 kg/s; test 
section maxi.num power 12,5-MW (d.c.). 
3. 2. Programne 
3.2.1. Steady state tests with positive quality at inlet to detenni.ne two-phase 
flaw patterns and to ~reasure critical r-ower. 
3. 2. 2. Transient tests bY ,reducing_ inlet steqm flowr~t.e t:t:.:Qll\.· !fte~ s~ady_ .state valile 
to zero: Ireasurerrents of flCMrate, pressure, pressure drops, mass transients 
in the circuit •. 
4. Project status 
4.1. Er29!:~2-~~ate: the exper.imantal programne has been carpleted. 
4.2. Essential results: Defined infonnation has been obtained as far as the 
in:i.niiTtliffi£Iooateis allowed for a stable operation and the procedure to 
be followed during s:tearn reduction phase. 
1. Pegree of availability: to a limited extent. 
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Title 1 (Original language) . Classification 
Esperienze di dryout con sezioni di pr_2 10.3 
va 8x8 tipo BWR/6 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Dryout (CHF) experiments in 8x8 BWR/6 SEonsor NUCLITAL 
test sections Organisation. NUCLITAL/CISE 
-· '• 
Date initiated January 1977 Project Leader 
Date comEleted June 1979 G.P. Gas pari (NUCLITAL) 
Last UEdating May 1977 
I 
.• 1. General aim 
Verification and development of project dryout (CHF)correla-
tions applicable to steady state and transient analysis. 
2. Particular objectives 
. 
Obtaining CHF experimental data by a test section simula -
ting as close as possible the actual 8x8 fuel element as far as;l 
geometry, spacers, local and axial peaking pattern are concerned • 
3. Experimental facilities;and programme 
The experiments will be .. ·carried out on the CISE IETI-4 loop 
in the following ranges of conditions2 pressure 40 - 100 bar., 
specific mass flowrate 50 - 2000 Kg/m s. 
Two local peaking patterns will be tested. 
4. Project status 
A~ ·present the 8x8 test section is under canst~uction. 
5. Next steps 
The experiments are planned in the 1978 second half. The 
analysis completion is scheduled in June 1979. 
'\ 
l ' 
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--·--·- - ·~~~ --.~.,.~ ............ , ..... -· ·-·--------
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Title 1 {Original language) 
Esperienze di dryout con sezioni di pr2 
va 8x8 tipo BWR/6 
6. Relation with other projects 
Classification 
10.3 
These experiments ~ollow a previous dryout programme car -
ried out by a 4x4 rod bundle. 
Results will be strictly related to a following programme, 
concerning operational and LOCA transient conditions, which 
is now under definition. 
Void fraction measurements will be carried out in the same 
test section. 
7. Reference documents 
None 
8. Degree of availability 
Proprietary 
.I 
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Classii"ication 
10.J 
--------------------------------------------------r----------------
Title 1 
---Burnout .. experiments in--BW'R round tubes 
Title 2 
Country 
Italy 
Sponsor 
CNEN 
Ort~anis a tion 
CNE.N-CISE 
:. t· C Initin~ 1.1.75 Completed J0/9/7.5 ProJect leaders 
V .J.larinelli 
~ ·, 
.. 
' . Status planning 
1,. 
Last updating Dec. 7~ 
1. General aim 
In order to optimize the burnout correlation ~or a rod bundle 
it is necessary to have accurate re~erence t~ rounde tubo data. 
A~terwords the rod bundle and mixing e£i"ccts can be take~ into 
.. account. 
2. Partir.ular obJectives 
Accurate round tube miF correlation. 
J. Experimental i"acility nnd procram 
A set of JOO point data 
on two tubular sections 
an~ 1.7 cm at pressures 
rate between 12 and 200 
4. Project status 
. .. .. 
will be obtained in the CISE Ieti-I plant 
600 cm long and havin~ diameters of 1.26 
or 70~50,30 bars and speci~ic moss £low 
t;r/cm SOCo 
1) Progress to date The installation o~ the tost sections has 
been initiated and test duta 111otrix bus been 
decided. 
2) Essential results none 
.5• Next·steps 
First preliminary experiments. 
6. R!lption with othe~ proJects 
..,, 
, .. 
...... . ·. The. experimental results and tho correlation will. se~v.~ as basis , 
~or th• burnout ex~oriments in DWR ~uel elements. 
,· 
•.' 
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Title 1 (Original language) 
Esperienze di burnout su elenenti di c:arbusti-
bile per BWR 
Title 2 (English) 
Burn-out experi.nents in BWR fuel elem:mts · 
\ 
Date initiated 1972 
Date completed August 1977 
Last updating April 1977 
Classification 
10.3 
Country . ITALY 
. 
Sponsor . CNEN . 
Organisation: CNEN-ciSE 
'• 
Project Leader 
G. Basso (OJEN) 
F. Lucchini t G. P. Gaspari 
(CISE) 
· • 1. General aim 
I 
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. d •.. =---- --·-. ---·- -
Developn.:mt of burnout oorrelations ba.selc 01 the critical quality-boiling 
length concept, utilizing both the bundle paraneters and the subchannel 
paraneters. 
2. Particular objectives . 
MeasUrerents of CHF data on BWR 16 rod test sections, 12 ft long, having 
different heat flux distributions. 
3. Experi.rrental facilities and progiall'lre 
The experi.rrents have been dcne in the CISE Im'I-3 and rerr-4 loops of 
8 MW, in the following range of paraneters: pressure 70 ata, specific 
flowrate G = 12-200 g/~ sec • 
4. Project status 
· 4.1; E!:2SJEeg~_to_da~ 
The Ireasurements have been ocmpleted for radial J;XJWer distribution: data 
for 6 different test sections were obtained. Measure~rents on a bun1le 
having a cosine flux distribution are in progress and will be oc:rcpleted 
in mid 1977. 
4.2. ~~~~ntia,!_;:~~~ts 
Critical quality-boiling length parameter oorrelates well the data on a 
burrlle pararreters basis and a f'ell calculation procedure, narred AOJAB 
·· Irethod, has been developed to predict the CHF margin in tenns of fOWei" 
ratio. 
The method, based on rod centered subchannel analysis predictsquite 
satisfactorily the influence of radial power distribution. 
5. Next steps 
It has been recognized the necessity of obtaining new round CHF data in 
order to optimize the rod-bundle CHF correlation. These CHF tests on round 
tubes, having the sarre heated diameters as the rod bundle subchanne1s, 
are rot~ urrler way on the CISE IEI'I-1 facility. -· : . 
•,,. 
,· .... , 
I ' 
\ ' 
.Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Espe.rienze di burnout su elerrenti di c:x:lnbusti-
bile per BWR 10. 3 
6. Relation with other projects 
CHF rourrl tube exr:krinents will provide data to be used in the theoretical 
developrents of this programre. 
· 7. Reference documents 
l) G. P. Gaspari et al. " Experiments on the influence of Radial Heat Flux 
Distribution on Critical Heat Flux in BWR Bundle Gearetry" Reactor Heat 
Transfer Meeting of Karlsruhe - October 9-11, 1973. · 
2) ·B. Marinelli et al. 11 Dryout Experiments in a 16 rod BWR Ge<::aretry with 
Six Different Radial Test Flux Distribution", 1975 Heat Transfer COnferenc'> , 
S. Francisoo, Cal. August 11-13, 1975. 
· 8. Qegree of avai1abi1i ty 
Open. 
·, 
,, 
. 
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·. 
. ?8O.'EC[ TTTLE :
Basic Etu<lles o-F ttÏlc,plrase milxlnE tnÉue1 clt-ster 9êoirtêtrlês r
-a
I
Ll,rR 1O.3
§P0I{SORI}IG .cOU}i[RY I
Conunissioix of tlre 'Eurôpean Communities
ORGAITI§AEIOI{ :
JRC :- I'sPra.
DATE J]'I-IîIATED
DÀIE OO}TËT,ETED
1973
1977
' PRO,IEO$ IrEÂDER :
.:
H. Herkenrath
.f
I1..l ,
1ii.
.ït"
trlÿ
t@
'..:
D!És:Lptlqs- :
General aim
Basi.c studies of therpo§draulic mixing betveen the subchannels
"s-â-b6i ii''à- r"àr 
- éiubt ei'.
2." Particular obiectives
To examine boiling mixing (steady st_ate and transient condition
, in .a 16 rod clustér (gptlÀr'roop). Validation of cluster thermo-: frÿaiuùiicé-"ààà". càriUratiori- ôf ^dif.Êerr':nt void melers'Jor;iàâàt-siàtà-à"â-transient eonditions (rr:r' loop).
:3r ExPeiineittal fac.ilities- and Plograryne
: ' 3..'l EBI!-]ege
' .: ; This loop consists o.e t!. controllable forced circulation
,,,,','. ,,,f .,partial bl.ond.osrn (,*,2O 'l) facility' for the'transievrt tests
:.. 
- Pressrrrizer, condengor, subcooler
' 
.' . rfhe clraracterîstics of, 'FRfLr are
J'l,iaXirmxn po\i/er 3
'1. r i:.Iaximum te:lpêrature :
'3.2 BOI'IAL looP ..1
This loop consists of i .
- 
contro'llable forced circulation . ,
. + partial blo:ydovrr (20 %) âacif ity .for,'the:transient tests
t 
.' 
I I ,,.,t' j.," :
i
- é .t-1,i",..,*-" ...:, :, .::-- - 
.--; ---
' 
', 
. +..., '*J
,600 KTjI
2OO i:ar
3650Ç
different void metêrs.
..t
ô.
lprelreater (:oo tw1
.:
r .\
- 
piessurizer, condeït§oll, eubcooler and
The sharacteristics o§ BOWAL aTe t
t.
:' -'I'larimum PoIlJe.r i
l'.. ,. .- Maximum pressufe
' 
- 
§iaxinum temperatutre.'
4- Pno.iect status \
t , 316 l'IÎ.'i
! 25O bar
l 365oC
i. I
(
4-1. P:ro«ress to date
Thà caLibration tests shoured the necessiÿ of seve1al
modi.§ieations, mainly in the regUlation and measuringdevice. The e:<PerimentaL studies gnder steady sta'te-Àànàitions with the BttrR-test section (7O bars) have been
started in January 1977.
1.. Next-stePl
:. ''tor*tetion of the steady state measurements §rith the BltR test
. section.ôàiib;âiion and mounting of 6 x-z:âÿ void'meters foz" gtudies
under transient cond.itions.dniiniêli"" o.Ê a Pl{R test àection (teo bars).
6.' Refc;êrlcr-- ùr.rcurrehts 'i
I 
. ,-'JnC Su.eety prggramme Progpess report 1975 and 1976.
,. '- Herkenrath, H. and 1ÿ, Hufschmidt
:, 'rTtle preÀiüriàeA 
-anO-bglling 
valer--looPs: BAI'I{L and: PRIL'
" sài-uàiiiàd-miiing studies ôf tne Heat-Trans.Êer Dirrlsionof JRC, Isprarrr
. 
- Itrerzberger, P., I{. Hufschm:i,dt and F. tr'Iind,rrDie Veivendun! von Gamma - oder-Rôatgenstrahlen ?ur
:', HSi iâTr:.â ',?i'§fgihartes tn rtrciphasensffomls*1'
distribution' of temPeratu:ce and
Do§/er along a nurnber of the roêiressrre distrfbution along theteSt section. Outlet enlh11Phy.distribution among the 5 bastc
subchazurels of the cluster.. ;
I
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' ENERGIEONDERZOEK CENTRUM NEDERLAND ... 
TITLE: 
Ontwikkeling rekenprogramma VITESSE 
Stationaire temperatuur en snelheidsverdelingen 
in onsamendrukbare fluida 
TITLE: I ENGLISH LANGUAGE ) : 
Development computer code VITESSE 
Sationary temperature and velocity distribution 
in incompressible fluids 
INITIATED: February 197 5 LAST UPDATING: April 1977 
STATUS: progressing COMPLETED: 1977 
\ 
General aim 
CLASSIFICATION: 10.3 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR : ECN 
ORGANIZATION: ECN 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Slagter, W. 
SCIENTISTS: 
Roodbergen, H. 
Vonka, V. 
Spreeuw, E. 
The development of a computer program that enables the calculation of local 
temperatures and velocities in a bundle geometry. 
Particular objectives 
The computer code is a three-dimensional program and makes use of the finite 
element method. 
Experimental facilities and program 
Experiments based on the Laser Doppler method will be considered. 
Project status 
The computer code has been verified on basis of experiments performed by others 
and accepted calculations with regard to well defined configuration, known from 
the literature. The physical model for fully developed two-dimensional turbulent 
flows in a bundle geometry has been completed. 
Next steps 
Three-dimensional turbulent flows will be incorporated. 
Relation with other projects: -
Reference documents 
Hoekstra, E.K. (Compiler) Fast Reactor program Fourth Quart.er 1975. 
Progress report. RCN-244; Petten, March 1976. 
Slagter, W., Roodbergen, H.A., TRIP: A finite element computer program for the 
solution of convective heat transfer problems. RCN-243; Petten. January 1976. 
Degree of availability 
Upon mutual agreement at ECN-Petten 
Budget: -
Personnel: -
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RCN - project D ~ cfASSIFICATION: l 0. 3 
~--------------------------------------------------~----------------·--------~ 
TITLE: 
Expc.rimentccl Clnderzoek naar mixi.~g en de 
invloed van rooster op mixing in een 
36-staafs bundel. 
TITLE. (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
COU~HRY; Nf:THEHLl\NO S 
SPONSOR: R.C.N. 
ORGANIZATION: R.C.N. 
PROJ ECTLEADER: 
Mixing experiments in 36-rods bundle and the 
influence of supporting gdds on mixin~. van de~ Molen, S.B. 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIEHTISTS: 
1973 December 1977 .Heil, J .A. 
Ilo.ogland, R. 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: Warmenhoven, A. 
in px:ogrE>fiS \ July 1976 
. 
' 
J. General aim 
Experimental i~vestigation of the mixing phenomena in a bundle geomet~y. 
2. !articular objective 
Experimental study of the heat and mass exchange between the subchanncls 
in a bundle in which a nonhomogeneous heat distribution is .. generated. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Testloop for low-pressure experiments. 
4. Project States 
A 6x6 bundle is provided l-Tith the. length of 6 heating rodi.illspecial 
positions. At thio moment· at two axial positions in the·b'undle the 
temperature of the flowing liquid is measured by n number .of thermo-
couples over the cross-sect:i.on of tbe bundle in order to investigate 
the heat exchange between the subchannels in case of the non-homo-
geneous heatflux distribution due to the heatproduction by only 6 
rods of the total of 36, 
5. Next steps 
The results of the temperature measurements correlation 
. techniques will be used to study the heat -exch~nge between the subchannels ba-
sed.onvalues of the cross-correlation functions between diffe~ent thermo-
couple signals. 
. ..... 
. .. 
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RcN - l>rojec.t D·~ 
r----------------·-----------------------------------~-----------·-------------
TITLE: COUNTRY: NElt.IERt.MmS 
Burnout onderzoek aan 9-staafs bundels. 
TITLE .. (ENGLISH LAl~GUAGE ): 
Burnout experiments on 9-rod bundles. 
INITIATED: 
1972 
STATUS: 
nearly finished 
1. General aim 
COMPU.;TED: 
Spring 1977 
LAST UPDATING: 
, .. 
July 1976 
.... 
Study ~f the burnout phenomena in bundles. 
2. Particular objcctiveo 
SPONSOR: R.C~·N. 
ORGANIZATION: R.C.N. 
f'110JECTLf:ADER: 
van der VDlen, S.B. 
SCIENTISTS: 
Hoogland, H. 
Middleton, D.W. 
Werner, D. 
ExperimentA.l study of the influence of the position of the supporting 
grids on the value of the burnout-flux and the place where the burnout 
occurs. 
3. Experimental facilities 
A testloop for pressures up to 100 bar is available and the power suppi"y 
of 700 kw gives the opportunity of the high heat fluxes needed for the 
burnout investigations.\ As burnout detection method, the. WheatMt.Qne 
bridge priciple is used. · 
4. Project Status 
,., . 
. . 
The burr.ot~t flux of the cent1~al rod of a 9-rod bundle is determi.ned at a 
pressure of 70 2ar as a function of the massflow rate, in the range of 
700 - WOO kg/m sec, the heatflux fromthe outer rods and as function 
of the position of (58 126 and 240 mm) of the suppording grids ~lith 
respect to the outlet side of the bundle. The project concerns experi-
ments performed in a bundle with an axial unifolim.heat flux distribution, 
where-as the radiC".al. heat flux distribution can be varied. 
5. Next steps 
Void distribution calculations with COBRA-IIIC 
6. Refercmce documents 
R.C.N.: Technical memo 1063-020 ·(in I!utch) . 
·.·· 
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RCN .. project 0 1 
TITLE: 
Belsnelheden en dampfracties in bundels. 
TITLE .. (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Slip measure~ent and bubble size distribution 
in bundles. 
INITIATED: 
1973 
STATUS: 
nearly finished 
1. General a1m 
Cm-1P.LETEO: 
Spring l9Ti 
LAST UPDATING: 
July 1976. 
cl5!.SSIFICA1'10N: 10.3 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: ·R. C. N. 
ORGANIZATION: RCN 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Heil; .J .• A; 
SCIENTISTS: 
Winters, . L. 
Study of the influence of slip between the two-phases of the cooling 
medium in nuclear reactors. 
2. Particular objective 
Investigation of the velocity of bubbles as a function of size. the 
bubble size distribution and the bubble concentration over the cross-
section of the bundle. 
<:) 3. Experimental facilities 
Tes tloop . for low pressure experiments·. 
4. Project States ~ .. 
. . . 
Experiments determining the velocity of the bubbles and void fraction 
have been carried out with a high speed film camera. From the-experi-
ments the bubble size distribution and the bubble velocity as a·function 
of size were determined. 
5. Next St~ 
Comparing the results with existing slip correlations. 
6. Reference documents 
a) R.C.N. Technical memo J063 - 013 } b) R.C.N. Technical memo 1063 - 016 in Dutch c) R.C.N. 'l'echn i cal memo 1063 - 017 
'.\ 
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10.3 
'l'iLlc 1 COUN'l'HY 
UNITED KINGDOM 
DRYOUT IN BOILING CLUSTERS 
Title 2 
lnitiatcd 1966 <Jompletcd : 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
OHGANI7..ATION 
AEE WINFRITH 
Project Leader 
J OBrJRTELLI 
Scientiotu: 
Status : Ln.st uptlating 
-· ... - ... ·---- --- .. -· .... ------' ·-·--· •· ·- .. 
1. 
Description: 
General Aim 
To control the conditions for a boiling-type reactor so that dryout is 
sufficiently unlikely to occur; this implies a knowledge of the con-
sequences of dryout. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To observe dryout in an out-of-pile rig under conditions representative 
of the reactor. 
;. Experimental Facilities 
The 9 MW electrically heated rig capable of taking a full-sized bundle. 
4. Project Status ... 
Dryout has been studied as a function of the bundle geometry, flow, etc. 
5· Next Steps 
Further measurements to study the effect of power distribution and bundle 
geometry, and the effect of a continuously-running spray. . 
geference Documents 
Internal documents. 
Obertelli and Owen AEEW-M935 (Unclassified). 
.--._ ... ~,, .. _,_.,..., .. -----.... -..... ,' -- -
...... - ---·- ·-------. 
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Classification: 10.4 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Korperschallmessungen an Reaktordruckbehaltern und am BRD 
Primarkreislauf von Kernkraftwerken SPONSOR: BMFT 
(RS 97 A - II.3.5, Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION: 
Allianz, Isma-
ninq 
'ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Solid-Borne Sound Measuring on Reactor Pressure Vessels 
and on the Primary Circuit of the Cooling System Raible 
Initiated (Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
-1 5. 4. 19 7 5 14.4.1977 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
continuing Dec. 1976 
1. General aim 
The object of this project is the detection of impending damage to the 
core components and in the primary circuit of the cooling system at an 
early stage. An essential feature of this measuring system is that the 
transducers are located outside of the reactor pressure vessel and the 
remaining cooling system, and that information can thus be obtained on 
the behaviour of the core components and the primary circuit during ope-
rating, with simultaneous monitoring t~ereof. 
0 
2. Particular objectives 
The particular objectives and~main emphasis of the work are: 
a) 
b) 
Study of parameters on an experimental loop for ~ Leak 
Detection and Monitoring System based on acoustic emission. 
Development of an enlarged Loose Parts Monitoring System 
(LMPS), with which loose and loosened parts can be detected 
and located. 
3. Research 12rogram 
The research program for the study of parameters for the leak monitoring 
·---- --·- . ----·----·----
~ystem embraces a total of eighty experiments: 
Variation of the following parameters was carried out: 
Four types of leaks 
Two leakage rates: 
Three enthalpies: 
Unterground noise: 
leaking flange, leaking valve, crack, 
nozzle troat 
24o 1/h, 24 1/h 
steam, water/steam, water 
yes/no 
Investigations were carried out to determine in which manner different 
types of leaks are discerniLle in solid-borne sound (noise analysis, 
correlation, power spectra, delay-time measuring). 
4.1 Experimental facilities 
For the study of parameters, the Kraftwerk Union Erlangen has made 
available an experimental loop, which made it possible to simulate leaks 
under specific reactor conditions. 
4.2 Computer codeg 
The Loose Parts Monitoring System was enlarged by a computer code, which 
~omputs the range~ of the sources of the burst-signals after input of 
the delay times between the different measuring points. 
For analysing the no is of leakages, the power ·spectra arc calculated, 
which are issued via display or X-Y recorder and are also stored on 
discs for subsequent recall. 
5. Progress to date 
In cooperation with the Kraftwerk Union Erlangen and the Battelle-Insti-
tut Frankfurt, the research program on leaks was implemented. The noises 
of differen.t types of leakages were recorded on magnetic tapes an were 
then analysed in off-line procedure. During the course of the testA, 
television recordings were also made on magnetic video tapes for opti-
cal documentation of the water or steam jet. 
,... ... ~., ·-..---..-.... . - -·~.... -·--
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6. Results 
_The ana~yses have not yet been completed. 
7. Next stP.ps 
In the coming weeks, ~he still pending analyses will be carried out. 
Above all, the practicability of the triangulation of leakages using 
correlation analysis will be investigated. 
8. Relation with other projects 
Battelle-Institut Frankfurt: 
() "Pre-Experiments for Leak Monitoring_by means of Acoustic Emission 
Analysis". 
0 
9. References_ 
"Korperschallmessungen an Reaktordruckbeh~ltern und am Prim~rkreislauf 
von Kernkraftwerken" in publication series. 
Quarterly research reports: · · 
IRS-F-27 
IRS-F-28 
IRS-F-3o 
IRS F-31 
IRS-F-33 
Annual report 1975: IRS-F-29 
1o. Degree of availability of the reports 
c { All reports specified under 9 are available at the "Institut fUr Reak-
l torsicherheit", Glockengasse 2, 5000 <?ologne 1 • 
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Classification: 10.4 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Modellmiil3ige Behandlung der Schwingungen von Kern- SPONSOR: 
einbauten in Leichtwasserreaktoren (RS 0066A - II.4.1, BMFT 
Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
University Erlangen 
•ritle 2 (~nglish): Project Leader: 
Model calculation of vibrating core components in Prof.Dr.-Ing. 
light water reactors E. Klapp 
Lehrstuhl fUr Awa-
ratetcchnik und An-
Initiat~_~ __ __(Date): ComEleted (Date~: lagenbau 
March 1972 Dec. 1977 D-8520 Erlangen 
(~tatus: Last U2dat1n2 (Date) : Ex'win-Parrnel-Str. 1 
] Continuing December 1976 
I. General aim. 
Apparatus and plants using large quantities of fluids are often dama~ 
ged by flow-incluced vibrations. It is not possible by theory to gain 
information concerning the best way of laying out a mechanical structure 
to reouce or eliminate vibrations. Under real conditions the flow pat-
tern itself and the geometry defined by the mechanical structure are 
very complicated. It therefore remains for the experimental engineer to 
explain the relationship between the movement of the mechanical 
structure and the excitation caused by the flow. For a systematic 
investigation in the planning stage experiments making use of models 
()n also be ca~ried out complementary to measurements taken at the 
plant itself. Model technology is justified theoreticallf in mechanics 
of similarity. 
II. Particular objectives 
Under investigation are the flow-induced vibrations of the core compo-
nents in the reactor pressure vessel of PWR .caused by the flow of the 
main coolant. The measurements are taken of pressure vessel models 
(acalo ~1:10) of normal construction (4-loop-plant). 
'l'ho main ~J0.:\1 J.s to obtaln criteria for a safe design of core compo-
nents and to tE1st if model experiments in the project stage of new 
plants are suited to predict damages coused by flow-induced vibrations. 
To solve this problem it is necessary to know the response of the 
........ -----------------~-,.- .. ~~,· v:r'·~·"":'",..._,.,...._~~-------------
structure according to the dynamical load caused by t.he main coolant 
flow. For a safe design of a mechanical structure it is important to be 
sure that there is no dominant feedback-mechanism (fluid-resonant, 
fluid-dynamic, fluid-elastic) in the "flow field; the effect of feedback 
ist always a selective amplification of the load energy about. dominant 
frequency bands associated with an ·increase of spatial correlation. 
Without feedback-mechanism the load energy in a turbulent flow, which 
causes the mechanical structure to vibrate, has a statistical distri-
bution being unable to excite the structure syst.ernatically. 
III. Research Program 
Figure 1 gives a diagrammatic representation c ·· the ,investigation pro-
gram: Using only the hydrodyna~ic analogy of the flow, the structure of 
the model should be rigid, because it does not correspond in its 
elastic pr~rties to the actual installation. There are dimensionsless 
numbers enabling a transfer of measurement values taken at the model 
to th~ actual reactor-pressure-vessel. In this model it is possible 
to investigate fluid-dynamic and fluid-resonant feedback - whenever 
they exist in the hydrodynamic system. 
If one takes into account not only the hydrodynamics but also the 
kinetics of the core components one obtains a hydroelastic similar 
model. This model allows the investigation of fluid-elastic feedback 
between structure and fluid. The difficulty of this model ist that six 
dimensionsless nmnbers and the boundary conditions of the flow and the 
structure must be fulfilled. 
It is provided that the measurements taken at the model will be 
compared with those of the original reactor. 
IV. Experimental facilities; computer codes 
A.) ~~E~E!~~~~~-~2~9~~~~9-2~-~~~-bY9E29Y~~~!£~11Y-~!~!!~E-~29~! 
' \ 
A geometric scale-model of the pressure vessel with core components 
is constructed. The experiments are conducted in open circuit with 
air as flow medium. The points at which measurements are taken are 
where the flow medium enters and leaves the model, in the ring gap 
· between the pressure vessel and the core barrel, on the lower core 
support and on the control rod guide assemblies. Dependent on 
various parameters the pressure fluctuations on the core components 
are measured by means of pressure transducers. 
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a.> ~~E~r!~~~~~-22n9~£~~2-en_Eh~-h~9!e~!2~E!92!!~-~!~!!e!_~Q9~! 
This model corresponds not just in its hydrodynamic similarity but 
even in its elastic features to the actual installation. The expe-
riments conducted in this model are carried out in closed circula-
tion with water as the flow medium. Three main groups of variables 
will be measured: 
1) vibrations, i.e. displacement& and accelerations, of core compo• 
nents 
2) strains of the structure due to vibrations and 
3) pulsations of the hydrodynamic pressure, which induce core compo-
nent vibrations. 
£2IDE~~~!:-~29~~ 
1) Comput•~rprogram for the analysis of stochastic signals (FORTRAN 
IV) 
2) Cumputt~rprograrn based on the "lumped-mass" technique for 
simulation of the dynamic behaviour of reactor internals 
of beam structures. (FORTRAN IV) 
3) Finite element program (SAP IV, FORTRAN IV) 
V. Progrs~s to date 
the 
by means 
a) ~xperimental setup of the hydro-elastic model to investigate the 
coupling between structure and fluid. The flow medium being water. 
b) Completion of the core assembly and experiments with the hydrodynamic 
l ~) 
1 
I 
l 
model. The flow medium being air. 
Analysis ot original data from a nuclear power station. 
! 
I 
l 
I 
~ 
! 
I 
1 
j 
a) Theoretical work in the field of flow-induced structural vibrations. 
VI. Results 
~sscntial results of the experiments with the hydrodynamic model will be 
published comprehensively in 1977. Figure 2, for example, shows typical 
power spectra of dimensionslesa pressure pulsations (y), which were 
measured in d~fferent positions in the ring gap between core barrel and 
pressure vessc~l. 
All spectra thus measured show a more or less pronounced concentration 
of the energy around the some dominant frequencies. Since the frequency 
content varies only slightly when changing the volume flow, the geo-
metry and the flow medium obviously are the essential parameters.as 
___ ............ ,_.~ ... ~-- ..... .., .. - ... ~,....- .. ;·- ....... ~ ....... 1'1 .......... .,..~:""" • ....----~ ••--:----------
'I 
I 
shown in fig~~' which shows a spectrum where the geometry of the gap' 
between core barrel and pressure vessel ha~ been changed by a ram ledge 
(Staulei.stc), It is obvious that this variation has a great influence 
on the frequency content of the pressure signals. 
During 1976 the core barrel and the pressure vessel with which the 
hydro-elastic model is to be carried out has been completed. In manu• 
facturing the core assembly of the model very detailed designung of 
the components was necessary. The instrumentation has been initiated. 
VII. Next StCJ?S 
a) Preliminar¥ conclusion of the experiments with air as the flow medium 
b) Bxperimental determination of the mechanical properties of the hydro-
elastic model, i.e. eigenfrequencies, damping etc. 
c) Measurements with the hydro-elastic model. 
d) Development of a semi-empirical model to calculate the flow induced 
vibrations of the core components of PWR. 
VIII. Relation with other projects 
See this repo~t for 1974 
IX. Referencet~ 
... 
Annual report$ for the IRS/BMFT (German) 
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Classification: 10.4 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD Experimentelle Untersuchungen zur Absicherung von 
SPONSOR: Druckbehaltereinbauten gegen atromungsinduzierte BMFT 
Schwineungen beim Siedewasserreaktor ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 21B 
- II.~.1, Jahresbericht A 76) KW, Karlstein 
'fitlc 2 (I::ngl.l.sh)_! Project Leader: 
Experimental Investigation of Protection of Pressure Dr. Simon 
Vessel Internals Against Flow-Induced Vibrations in 
rn.m..-
Initiated (Date): .. com,Eleted (Date~ : 
1. 9. 76 31. 5. 77 
r--tatus: Last UEdatin2 (Date): 
Continuirw. 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim 
..--
The project consists of investigations of the effect of higher 
fluid velocities at the pump outlet on the vibration behaviour 
of RPV internals in the BWR core inlet plenum, in which the 
advanced internal BWR coolant recirculation pump has been 
installed. 
2. 
0 
3. 
3.1 
3.2 
3-3 
3.4 
3-5 
;.6 
Particular Objectives 
Protection by experimental means of the currently constructe4 
control rod guide tubes and in-core instrumentatio~ tubes 
considering their vibrational be~aviour. 
Resenrch Program 
I 
Overall Program 
Prc-tPsts on a 1 : 5 scale model 
Preparation for tests 
Vibration measurements at the Karstein test stand 
Evaluation of tests 
Measurements in a 1300 MW standard plant 
- ..... __ .,..,,_,._. -'!OIIIt~l'"".....,....... ___ ...... ______ .,......~-:-r--":"' ....... --..----~~~-------
4. 
5· 
E;perimental Facilities 
Pre-tests on a BWR flow model (1 : 5 scale) will be performed 
in order to make sure that representative flow fields are 
presen.t in the Karlstein test stand. It is planned to 
investigate in Karlstein 11 original control rod guide tubes 
including their supports and with dummy control rods, and 
4 in-core instrumentation tubes, in the most adverse position 
with respect to vibrational effects, which are the 1st and 
2nd control rod guide tube rows. 
Progres·s to Date 
The BWR flow model test facility 1 : 5 scale was modified 
and furnished with a complete set of measurement points and 
the additionally prepared control rod guide tubes. Due to 
the delayed delivery of the pressure taps necessary for 
the fluctuation measurements, the model could not yet be 
placed in operation. Presently the pressure taps are being 
. installed and calibrated in the control rod guide tubes. In 
addition, the outlet pressure-regulating valves of the 
control rod guide tubes are being adjusted to the distributions 
in the reactor. 
6. Results 
No results on velocity distribution and pressure fluctuation 
in the final model version have been obtained up to date 
due to the preparatory work. Measurements are scheduled for 
early Januar 1977. 
7• Next Steps 
The following measurements are planned according to the test 
program: 
1. The velocity distributions at 22 measurement points will be 
determined on a 360 ° model with parallel operation of all 
pumps. The two additionally prepared control rod guide 
tubes which can be rotated allow for an overall pressure-
fluctuation measurement around the control rod guide tubes. 
These measurements will be recorded on a magnetic tape, 
and the frequencies occurring will then be analysed. 
,. 
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2. After measurement on th~ '60 ° model has been completed, 
the !low model will then be modified by simulating a 36 ° 
pump section, using pump No. 7. The necessary bottom parts 
and side walls have been partially complet.ed and/or will be 
installed during model modification. Then the same test 
will, be performed as with the '60 ° model in order to find 
any possible deviations. In this case, one of the by-pass. 
lines can be modified in order to adjust the flow 
diotributions to those ot the tull-scale model. 
!le ln t ion with Other Projects 
---
References 
Degree of Availability 
4 
--

r 
·' 
' .. 
\ 
'i 
Title l 
BEAMDYN - Program til line~r 3-dimensionel 
statisk oq dynamisk analyse at bj2lkestrukturer. 
Title 2 
BEAMDYN - Program for the linear )-dimensional 
static and dynamic analysis of beam type structures. 
Initiat.~d (date) 
November 1975 
Status: progressing 
Completed: (date) 
1976 
Last updating 
(date) 
February 1976 
• . 
.J 
Classification 
~10.4/11.2/11.4 
COUNTRY Deruna.rk 
SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Ris~ 
Project leader 
Per Lundsaqer 
Scientists: 
Per Lundsag-er 
.. 
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. •. Classification s · 10 _ 4 . 
134 - 21 - 21/4113.02 A 1 {1 
t'tt:re I faya I 
- FRANCE 
Vibrations induites dans les circuits par les ecoulements fluides Organisme directeur 
CEA 
I 
..... -_. ... 
executeur Titre (anglais) Ur5anisme 
!'low induced vibrations in pipes CEA DEMT 
Responsable • • 
LIVOLANT 
• . 
Scientifiques • 
• 1/1/73 Date prevue d 1achevement ~1/12/78 • Date de demarrage . 
Etat actuel : en cours Derniere mise a jour : 5/ll/76 GIBERT 
. 0 
v 
Ob1ectif generJ!l : 
Connaissance fondamentale des elements de circuit soumis a un ecoulement 
fluide turbulent, permettant d 1evaluer, des le stade de la conception, 
les phenomenes vibratoires apparaissant au niveau des singularites. 
Ob1ectifs particuliers 
1) Etude des elargissements brusques 
2) Etude des diffuseurs 
3) Etude des fonctions en "T" de deux elements de circuit 
4) Etude des systemes type diaphragme (vannes a opercule) 
5) Etude des obstacles transversaux 
6) Etude d'assemblage simples de structures en ecoulement fluide. 
Installations experimentales et programme 
Boucle a eau (Gascogne) DEMT 
Etat de l'etUde 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
ETUDES DE SINGULARITES D 1 ECOULEMENT -
L'etude d'un certain nombre de singularites courantes est maintenant 
achevee. 
ETUDE DE TUBES EN ECOULEMENT TRANSVERSAL • 
Les premieres difficultes experimentales ont ete surmontees. De nombreuses 
et longues mises au point ont ete necessaires. 
. . . I . .. 
. 
. 
2) ~sultats essentials 
a) Singularit4s : 
Les principaux resultats ont 4t' regroupes et une synthese a pu 
atre realisee. 
b) Ecoulement transversal 
Les essais concernant l'effet d'une vibration forcee sur l!.i!ffort 
exerce par le fluide sur un tube isol4 viennent d'atre eff~ctu4s 
et sent en cours d 1 interpr4tation. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Les exp4riences sur deux barreaux seront effectuees courant 77. 
Documents de reference :· 
.. 
Rapport EM:r/76/40 : "Etude des fluctuations de pression ~ns les 
circuits parcourus par des fluides - sources de fluctuations engendrees 
par les singularites d'ecoulement (Theorie Generale - Formulaire et 
abaques)". 
- "Etude experimentale de deux singularites d'un circuit" (Note C.E.A. 1735) 
- "Sources acoustiques assocUes l la rl!union de deux ecoulements dans 
un circuit" (Rapport EM:r./75/13). 
. ·. 
. . . . ' . . 
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TITLB 1 (oriGinal languat;e) Classification 
Comport amen to vibrazionale di co~ponent 
,' .1'0.4 del nocciolo 
TITLE 2 .( enc;lish) Country: I'fALY 
Vibration Behaviour of Cor·e Components Sponsor: CNR-. CNEN 
' 
' · .. 
.. Organisation: University : .. 
. of Pisa 
lJate initiated 1973 l>ro~ect Leader • 
: 
Date completed 1976 
. . 
' . ,. E • Mal:ifredi 
Last updating June 1976 
I .. 
Description : 
Research Program : · 
To' study, either 'by experiments and through a theoretical approach, 
. 
. the vibration, behaviour of core c9mponents wh.en subjected to fluid 
flow. The fuel element vibration behaviour has bee~ the first 
objective.o~ this ·res~arch. 
Facilities : 
. 
- Water test ioop which is able ~o caiTy out experiment with test 
sections' up to 3 meters lenght and 200 mm outer diameter with 
flow.velocities up to 10. m/sec 
. . . \, 
vibration t.ransduc!3rs and flow measurement instruments 
signal_processing instn.tmentat'ion. 
O - -computers IBl'i. 370 of OHUCE and IBII'I 1130 for the an~lysis of test 
data and for th~ develop~ent of theoretical ·studies~ •.' 
Reference documents : 
1~· c. Carmignani, E. Man~redi, s. Reale · / 
. ' . 
Influence of assembly configurations on the ~low indttced 
vibrations ·of a BWR fuel elemel'ltt. 
. . 
.3rd sinirt Conference • .London 1975.· 
/. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Comportamento vibrazionale della colonna di 10.4. HWR 
combustibile Cirene - Fretting corrosion. 
-
-
Title 2 (English) Countrl ITALY 
Dynamics of fuel strings in axial flow - Frett- SJ20nsor CNEN 
ing corrosion. Organisation CNEN-CISE (HWR - Calandria tubes) 
' 
Date initiated 1974 . Project Leader 
Date comJ2leted In progress 
··' 
G. LELLI 
Last updating March 1977 
1 • Gene ra1 aim 
Optimization of fuel bundles for HWRs in order to minimize fretting corrosion 
damages. 
2. farti.cular objectives 
Reduction of the vibrational amplitude of fuel strings under coolant flow. 
I . 
;3. Experimental facilities and :e_rogramme 
I , 
The experimental facility consi~ts of a full scale adiabatic loop. The experi-
mental programme consists in the analysis of the vibrational behaviour of 
fuel strings and of the fretting corrosion marks both on the bundles and on 
the. pressure tu~s. The experimental results will be useful also to qualify . 
mathematical models developc.!d in order to simulate the fuel strings 'behaviour. 
· 4. Project status 
A few preliminary results showa good vibrational behaviour of the fuel string 
and few minor fretting-corrosion marks. The above mentioned encouraging 
goal is expecially due to the improvements obtained in the assembling of the 
fuel bundles. · 
5. Next ste:es 
One more test in the adiabatic loop will be carried out. 
In pile experiments are planned. 
6. Relation to other projects 
Optimization of mechanical design of "fuel bundles for HWR. 
7. Reference documents 
- G. Lelli ''Computer modelling.of the dynamics of a string of fuel bundles 
in axial flow. Part B: response to a generalized forcing function and 
further developments". July 1975. CRNL-1339. 
\166-
,-...., 
' ; 
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Title 1 (Original language) 
Comportam.ento vibrazionale della colonna di 
combustibile Cirene - Fretting corrosion 
Classification 
10.4. HWR 
-G. Lelli "A comparison ol' experimental data, on the natural frequencies and mo-
de shapes for Split-S pacer and LS:-3 bundles, with the calculated data from an 
analytical model". Jan. 1975. Internal. report. 
-J. Fedoruk, G. Lelli "A comparison of Experimental Mobility data for Split Spacer 
and LS -3 Fuel bundles with calculated values from an analytical model". 
August 1975. Internal report. 
·- z. Arcangeli, G. Colombo, G. Lelli, M. Vignolini "Misure comparate di defor-
/mazione a parallelogramma di fasci di combustibile Cirene". Aprile 1976. 
:Internal report. 
--~ 
-,Z. Arcangeli, G. Lelli "Studio del regime vibrazionale della colonna di combu-
stibile Cirene. Frequenze proprie. Effetto della rigidezza". Giugno 1976. 
Internal report. 
-G. Lelli, M. Vignolini "Verifica di un valore massimo della spinta esercitata 
dalla molla di compressione della colonna di combustibile Cirene. Considera-
zioni relative alla fretting corro'sion ed allo stato di sollecitazione delle pia-
stre di estremita dei fasci". Fe'bbraio 1977. 1nternal report. 
•) 
8 -·Degree_ of availability 
To a limited extent. 
r· ,. 
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Classification 10.4 
Title 1 
Ruisanalyse van de reactor en het 
primaire circuit 
Tittle 2 
Reactor and primary circuit noise 
analysis 
1. General aim 
On load surveillance of vital systems. 
2. Particular objectives 
Dynamic behaviour of a BWR. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Dodewaard nuclear power plant. 
4. Project status 
Still in progress. 
5. Next steps 
Not applicable. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Scientists 
J. Hoekstra 
J. v.d. Veer 
E. TUr.k~an 
Same investigation at Borssele nuclear power plant by E. TUrk~an. 
7. Reference documents 
None. 
8. Degree of availability 
Through the organizations KEMA and RCN. 
' 
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11. MATERIALS AND MECHANICAL PROBLEMS IN NORMAL 
AND ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 
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Classification 11.1 
~--------------------------------------------~--------------·----------------
Title 1 
Title 2 
Mixed oxide fuel element behaviour 
under irradiation 
Initiated : 1972 Completed : -
Status : in progress Last updating : June 1977 
Country : Belgium 
Sponsor : 
BELGONUCLEAIRE 
Organisation : 
BELGONUCLEAIRE-CEN/SCK 
Project leader : 
Mr. H. Bairiot. I 
1. 
.___ ____._ ______ --i 
General Aim I 
(/ 
Study of mixed oxide fuel element behaviour under irradiation. • 
Post-irradiation examination. I 
Particular Objectives 
a) Fuel densification study and evaluation of the qualitative and quantitative 
effects (e.g. neutronic point-of-view, physical mechanisms, attempt to deduce 
empirical correlations for predetermination calculations) ; 
b) Fuel behaviour under accidental conditions ; 
c) Power ramp capabilities ; 
d) Surv~illance of statistical behaviour of Pu fuel in BWR and PWR power plantP. 
\ 
3. Experimental faci~ities and programme 
J : 
~ 
- In-pile (BR-2 reactor) and out-of-pile tests for mixed oxide fuels. 
Neutron radiography. 
- VENUS critical facility for study of local power peaking effects with 
simulated axial gaps. 
"Fuel assemblies irradiated in BR•3, SENA, DODEWAARD, GARIGLIANO, etc ••• 
4. Project status 
Progress to date : VENUS tests, irradiations in BR-2, BR-3 and SENA. 
Essential results : Power peaking effects, burnable poison effects, fuel-clad 
interaction, fission products. 
5. Next steps : -
6. Relation with other projects : -
7. Reference documents : -
8, Degree of availability : Proprietary. 

( 
Classification: 11.1 
Title 1 (Original Language}: COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untersuchungen zum EinfluB des Oxidbrennstoffes und von Spalt- SPONSOR: produkten auf die mechanischen Eigenschaften von Zry-HUll-
rohren bei Storfalltransienten 
(PNS 4235.3- 1.1.3, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; GfK Karlsruhe 
Projekt Uukleare 
'ritle 2 (Eng:lish} : S1ch~rhe1t ProJect Leader: 
Investigations of the Influence of Oxide Fuel and Fission 
Products on the Mechanical Properties of Zry-Cladding Tubes P.Hofmann/ IMF I 
under Accident Conditions 
, .. 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
1974 .. 1978/79 
'\ Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing 31.12.1976 
1. General Aim 
Determination of the extent of inner corrosion and of the influence of chemical 
interactions between the oxide fuel and fission products, on the one hand, and the 
Zry-cladding material, on the other hand, on the mechanical properties of Zry-4 at 
elevated temperatures. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Influence exerted by the oxyge~ potential (0/U-ratio) of uo2 on the strain and 
rupture behavior of short Zry-4-cladding tubes under LOCA-conditions. 
:;uo2/Zry-reaction experiments under PCM-(power cooling mismatch) conditions. Study· 
of the chemical interactions between fission products and Zry. 
3. Experimental Facilitie~ 
The burst tests with Zry-cladding tubes were performed in a tube·furnace under 
cover gas. 
The uo2/Zry-reaction experiments were carried out in a high pressure autoclave 
system. 
4. Project Status 
4.J ~!28!~~~-E2_Q~!~ 
The tubular specimens were introduced in a furnace kept at a steady-state temperature 
of 1100 and 1200°C, respectively. The inner.prepressure at room temperature varied 
between I and 60 bar. The temperature rise and pressure build up in the specimens 
was measured continuously. Partly, the strain rate of the Zry cladding tubes was also 
measured by an optical method. 
0 The uo2/Zry-reaction experiments are performed at temperatures up to 1400 C. The 
uo2/Zry-contact pressures varied between 0 and 70 bar. 
The studies have been carried on relating to the chemical interaction between the 
fission products and Zry. 
Whereas at low internal pressures hyperstoichiometric uo2 causes a Zry cladding 
strengthening due to the oxygen uptake, at high internal pressures (> 15 bar) the 
influence of the oxygen potential of the uo2 (0/U-ratio) on the strain and rupture 
behavior of the Zry cladding tubes is clearly reduced. At large differential pressures 
' the heating rate and the pressure plot have practically no influence on the burst 
temperature of the cladding tubes. In accordance with data from the literature the 
burst strains of the tubular specimens vary in argon atmosphere between 20 and 130% 
and show a minimum in the two-phase region of Zry at about 930°C. 
Initial uo2/Zry-reaction experiments performed under PCM-conditions show that the 
chemical interactions depend on the contac.t pressure at the UO/Zry-phase boundary. 
Under good contact conditions uo2 is reduced above 1000°C by Zry with the simultaneous 
formation of a-Zr(O), uranium and a (U,Zr)-ali~y. 
Compatibility investigations of fission products and Zry up to 1200°C showed that only_ 
tellurium, iodine and cesium carbonate react with Zry.· 
5. Next Steps 
Continuation of the experiments with short LWR fuel rod simulators under LOCA-typical 
temperature and pressure conditions. Continuous determination of·the strain rate of 
the cladding tubes. 
Influence of fission products and thin oxide layers on the chemical interactions of 
U02 and Zry under PCM-conditions. 
Isothermal and transient studies relating to stress corrosion cracking of Zry-cladding 
tubes due to iodine and other v~latile fission products. 
Determination of reaction products occuring as a result of the chemical interactions 
of the fission products and Zry. 
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6. Relation with other Projects 
PNS 4235.1 and 4235.2 
7. Reference documents 
/1/ 1st PNS Semi-Annual Report 1976, KFK 2375 (German with English abstract) 
/2/ 2nd PNS Semi-Annual Report 1976; KFK (German with English abstract) 
8. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution 
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,1i.' Gpneral Aln
Power ramp tests ln HFR Petten are belng. carrled out wlth Pt{R and
' : BIrIR standard fueL rods of dlfferent productlon parameters, tn
order to lnvestlgate the reason of, f,uel rod defeotô, eapeolelly
the fueL-claddlng tubE lnteractlon.
2. Partlcular Obleettves
tn
the mechanlem causlng fueL rod defeots 
.by alternattng power loadg
and posltlve power ramps le not yet well known. In practlce fuel
rod defects have been dlscoversd after local power varlattons la
' power reactors and tn pouor renp' tests at Halden, Studsvllc and
Rlsl.
fn order to study thls problen, the lrradlatlon and load change
., .t, behavlour of PlttR an! fln fuel nods wtth oxlde fue.l (UOa ana' 
, : , Uo2ltuO, respectlvely) ls belng tnvestlgated ln HFR peften. Ifrefuel rods assembled to segnented rode bave been or.are stlU,
. 
belng prelradlated ln the Obrtghetn end Hlrgaaser powor stqttoaa
up to 5.000 - 24.OOO DIlfd/t(U) burn-utl.
. .,- a
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Kmr, Erlangen
fit,Iç 2 (ugslish) s,
Kf'A/Kl,tU-Powen Ramps part A
FueL Rod Irradlatlon Teeta 1976
Project Leaderl
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I n!.!1,1t-.e;d (-PaÈeJ_: Comolered (pare) :
.{lj*4,' 76 r.asr'JËdl3in;7(pare) 3
Contlnulng V1. 12. 76
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3. Program 
3.1 Extraction and sectioning of segmented PWR and BWR fuel rods, 
intermediate inspection of the fuel rod segments/test fuel rods. 
3.2 Neutronradiografic investigations on the test fuel rods. 
3.3 Installation of the test fuel rods into the irradiation capsules 
and performance of power ramp experiments in HFR Petten. 
3.4 Post-irradiation examination of the test fuel rods. 
3.5 Intermediate evaluation of the power ramp experiments and report--..., 
to the results. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The test fuel rods have been or are still being preirradiated 
in the Obrigheim and WUrgassen power stations for 1 - 3 cycles. 
In the pool-side-facility of the HFR Petten power ramps will be 
carried out up to linear heat rates q' ~ 620 W/cm with ramp rates 
q' ~ 100 W/cm min, and heat rate increases Aq' ~ 350 W/cm. The 
test capsules will be instrumented with inductive elongation de-
tectors in order to measure changes of the fuel rod length. The 
tests will be performed as a joint project of KFA JUlich and 
Kraftwerk Union. 
The following parameters will be varied: 
fuel: 
cladding tube: 
fuel rod: 
uo2, uo2/Puo2 
density, pellet geometry 
,production parameters (e.g. 
graphite on inner surfaces) 
pressurization, burn-up 
I 
5. Project Status/ Progress to Date 
The segmented fuel rods No. 1902, 1201, 1202, 1203 and 1204 were 
sectioned and inspected in the hot cells at Karlstein. The segments 
were transported to Petten. 
6 preirradiated segmented fuel rods with uo2 and U02/Pu02 pell~ts 
were unloaded from Obrigheim. 
Several test fuel rods were ramped in in-situ and start-up ramp 
tests; the linear heat rates were increased !rom 300 W/cm to 
460 - 608 W/cm with different ramp rates. 
() Finally the fuel rods were investigated by neutronradiography, 
t -scanning and eddy current tests. The diameter was measured. 
2 not irradiated fuel rods were transported to Petten, 49 segments 
preirradiated in KWO were transported from Obrigheim to the hot 
cells in Karlstein. The transport o! 10 ramped fuel rods !ro= 
Petten to Karlstein was prepared. 
The evaluation of the first results was started. 
6. Project Status/ Essential Results 
0 No fuel rod defects were detected (no fission products were found in the coolant of the irradiation capsule) during the slow or fast 
start-up ramps. The eddy current inspection howev~r analysed some 
influences of the ramps. The signals indicated circumferential · 
ridges of the cladding tubes. No signals were found, which were 
due to cladding defects. 
Only during the in-situ ramp IS 5 water has penetrated through the 
cladding and has filled half the bottom plenum. 
The neutrcnradiography showed that at high heat rates the dishing& 
of the uo2-pellets have nearly been closed and that some craaka 
existed in the pellets. 
.,.. ...... ,, ...... ,.,..,.... I ...... 
.. -----·---- - . ··-. -·. ---.-------~~-------
I L 
The l-scanning (La-140) indicated that during the ramp tests more 
than 60 % of the active rod length have been in the ramp of 90 % 
100 % maximum load. 
The length of the fuel rods was about 0,2 - 0,3 o/oo higher after 
the ramp test than before ramping. 
The visuell inspection showed no failures, but on some fuel rods 
deposits caused by surface boiling were found. The diameter of the 
test fuel rods was not essentially changed, but circumferential 
ridges up to 4/um height were found, which were concentrated on the 
pellet-pellet interfaces. Some ridges were placed near pellet 
cracks. 
The start-up ramps up to 530 W/cm caused large'r ridges than the 
in-situ ramps up to 460 W/cm. 
7. Next Steps 
Continuation of the specified irradiation program and post-irradi-
ation-examination of the ramped test fuel rods. 
Retransfer of 10 irradiated·test fuel rods from Petten to Karlstein 
for post-irradiation examination. 
Intermediate inspection of 28 preirradiated test fuel rods in hot -, 
cells at Karlstein. ) 
Transport of 28 preirradiated test fuel rods to Petten. 
Continuation of the evaluation of results. 
Preparation of a publication of the first results. 
l 
l 
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B. Relation with Other Projects 
The preirradiation of 34 segmented uo2- and uo2/Pu02-tuel rods waa 
sponsored by the BMFT (Att 7384 and 7704}. 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Classification: 11.1 
r------------------.y\-- -------'·--------------
Title 1 Count~x 
Multi - Rod Burst and Flow Blockage 
I )l'i tlil 2 
BRD (U.S.A) 
Sponsor 
Babcock and Wilcox 
Proprietary 
9rganisation 
BBR Mannheim 
- . 
--------· I Initiat~d: June 1974 Completed: Project leaders 
Dr. B. E. Bingham 
r! Status: Last updating:nec.1975 Dr. W. A. Fiveland ~·~-------------------------------------------------~------------------
-- / 
/ 
1. General aim r 
.. 
t ~ I 
J ~ I 
To provide data 6n rod swelling and burst characteristics of B & W 
production Zircaloy- 4 cladding under loss-of-coolant accident 
(LOCA) conditions and to investigate possible channel flow 
blockage conditions. 
1~ 
l 
2. Particular Objectives 
3. Experi.mental Facility and Program 
In 1975, rod burst and flow blockage tests were conducted with 
single-rod and five-rod test sections. These tests were conducte~-­
over a range of pressure differentials from 400 to 1400 psi at a-~ 
heating rate of 50F per second. 
The rods are internally heated by a resistance element. ~he test 
section containment is evacuated to minimize natural convection 
and the shroud is heated at the same rate as the cladding to 
simulate the proper boundary conditions of adjacent rods during 
the postulated LOCA. Test section power, rod pressure and tempe-
rature, and containment pressure and temperature are monitored. 
After the rods have been burst, blockage factors are determined 
over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Finally, the test sections 
are encased in epoxy and sectioned at 1/2" intervals to determine 
the diametral expansion, blocked flow area, and thinned cladding 
'thickness as a function of axial length at both ruptured and 
swell~4 locations. 
- 2 -
-0 
··-
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
The experimental phase has been completed. 
Evaluation of the data is in progress. 
4.2 Essential results 
5. Next Steps 
Publication of topical report. 
6. Relationship With Other Projects 
7. Reference Documents 
8. Degree of Available 
Proprietary 
(It is intended to publicly release the results during 
the fourth quarter of 1976) 
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1 Title 1 Country 
BRD (U.S.A) 
~c:;or 
Fuel Post Irradiation Examination 
Baocc·ck and Wilcox 
Propr:Letary 
Title 2 Organisation 
"' 
--------- ·--
Initiated: Mid 1974 Completed: Project leaders 
M. H. Montgomery 
Status: Progressing Last updating: End 1975 L. J. Ferrell 
1. General Aim 
This program consists of two parts; Part I:, surveillance 
of the Mark B (15 x 15) assembly, and Part II, surveillance 
of the Mark C (17 x 17) assembly, Part I provides verifi-
cation of performance for the 15 x 15 design in the present 
generation of ~W reactors. Part II will provide verifica-
tion of performance for the Mark C (17 x 17) design of fuel. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To obtain performance data on irradiated fuel. 
3. Experimental Facilitica and Program 
The following data will be accumulated with a non-destruc-
tion examination at the reactor site of Oconee I fuel at 
the end of each of three cycles. 
a) fuel assembly length and grid location 
b) fuel assembly grid spring and holddown spring constants 
c) guide tube inside diameter. 
d) fuel rod length, diameter and bow 
e) rod to rod spacing 
f) 
g) 
h) 
surface deposit characterization 
gamma scans 
.. 
visual examination 
The destructive examination .of a fuel assembly at 
the end of each of three cycles of Oconee I will 
be performed at the B&W Lynchburg Research Center. 
This will include the following work. 
· a) visual examination 
b) gross and spectral gamma scan 
c) fuel rpd length 
d) fuel rod diameter and ovality 
e) eddy current examination of clad integrity 
f) ultrasonic clad thickness 
g) internal gas volume pressure and composition 
h) mechanical properties of cladding 
i) pellet density determination 
j) crud analysis 
k) chemical burnup analysis 
1) graphics of tube and clad 
4. Project Status 
A. Progress to Date 
Precharacterization was performed on selected fuel 
assemblies· in Oconee I core 1 • 
The non-destructive examination of Oconee I cycle 1 
has been completed and the second cycle examination 
initiated. 
The destructive examination of a selected fuel 
assembly started September 1975 and will be comple-
ted by mid 1976. 
B. Essential Results 
Mark B (15 X 15) 
The first refueling of a B&W 177-Fuel Assembly NSS 
took place in later 1974. During this refueling, 
six (6) fuel assemb~es that were reinsorted in the 
core, as well as thirty (30) discharged fuel assem-
. ·'· 
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6. 
a. 
blies, were examined. All·fuel assemblies were 
visually and/or dimensionally examined. 
All four sides of each fuel assembly were viewed 
along the entire fuel length. The visual examina-
tion showed the fuel assemblies to be structurally 
sound with no evidence of wear or gross rod bowing. 
One hundred seven (107) fuel rods were gamma scan-
ned for fuel stack length. Measured fuel column 
shortening was conservatively predicted by the B&W 
densification kinetics model. In excess of 7000 
water channel spacings were measured and results 
showed that 95 % of all rod-to rod spacings changes 
less than 14 mils. Fuel rod and fuel assembly. 
growth measurements were well within the design 
envelope. Fuel assembly holddown spring measure-
ments show little or no spring relaxation resulting 
from irradiation after one cycle of operation. 
Mark C (17 x 17) 
The two demonstration fuel assemblies have been 
fabricated for insertion into Oconee II cycle 2 • 
Next Steps 
Program will be continued as indicated in attached 
time schedule diagrams. 
Relation With Other Projects 
Reference Documents 
Degree of Availability 
Proprietary 
1. Budget 
2. Personnel 
3. Additional informations 
~ See attached time schedule 
diagrams. 
FUEL POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION PART I - MARK B (15 x 15} 
Oconee I Q First Cycle 11/74 y 
I 
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2/76 Oconee I 2/77 
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~ Interim 
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Subject to Plant Operating Schedule 
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RADIATION EXAMINATION PART II - MARK C (17 x 171 
5/77 Q Oconee II Third 
Cycle 
5/78 
Q 
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I 
Oconee II Fourth 
Cycle 
5/79 Q 
I 
I 
Visual Exam 
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COUI{TRY: Dennark
SFN§OR: DAECT Rieo
OR0ANIZATION: DAEC' Rido
P. Knudsen
Scientists:
1. General Aim
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Classification: 11.1 
Title 1 COUNTRY: Denmark 
Fuel Modelling 
SPONSOR: DAEC, Ris0 
ORGANIZATION: DAEC, Ris0 
Title 2 Project Leader: 
Fuel Modelling N. Kjrer-Pedersen 
Initiated: 1972 \ Completed: Scientists: 
Status: Progressing Last Updating: 
1. General Aim 
To develop a computer model complex for fuel pin performance 
evaluation under nonaccident operating conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
A new version, WAFER-2, of the WAFER model is under development. 
Differences from WAFER-1 are: a) An improved finite difference treatment 
of the pellet with the aim of obtaining a more realistic fuel stress 
distribution and cracking pattern, an~ b) programmatic changes to mini-
mize accumulation of error. 
A simplified (disc) model, HOTCAKE, covering several fuel pin 
cross-sections is being built for faster analysis and improved fission 
gas release evaluation. 
3· Experimental Facilities and Programme 
Danish ramp testing programme. 
4. Project Status 
4.1. Progress to date: WAFER-1 in normal prod~ction status. 
5· Next Steps 
Completion of WAFER-2 and HOTCAKE. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
Will utilize dat~ from Danish overpower test programme for 
verification. 
7. Reference Documents 
P. Knudsen and N. Kjmr-Pedersen: Performance Analysis of PWR 
Power Ramp Tests. ASME Winter Annual Meeting 1975, Houston, Tx. 
(75-WA/HT-68). 
N. Kjmr-Pedersen: Mathematical Description of WAFER-1, 
A three-Dimensional Code for LWR Fuel Performance Analysis. Nucl. 
Eng. and Des. 35 (1975) 387-398. 
8. Degree of Availability 
Not generally available. 
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Classification :. 11_1 
j.JBS 130-11-11/4112-07 
...,~·-
·-tJ..tF~ .'PiiJ~ ; 
Titre 
Date 
Etat 
-c 
0 
FRANCE 
: 
Mise au point des codes de calcul de sOret,, pour les Or~anisme directeur 
elements combustibles des reacteurs l eau en regimes 
permanents et transitoires. CEA/DSN 
~ 8t1~l4j_q) Orgll.nisme ax~cuteur : 
of PWR fuel elements safety computer codes CEA/DMECN-SECS Development 
under steady state an transient conditions. (Saclay) 
Responsable ; 
M.CHAGROT (DSN-SETSSR1 
G. LESTIBOUDOIS (SECS) I 
Scientifiques 
de demarrage : 01/01/77 Date prevue d
1achevement :31/12/80 
actuel . Derniere mise a jour : Ol/03/77 G.ORSIER . en cours D. HACKER 
Ob1ectif general 
Le but de cette action est de disposer, a terme, d'un code de 
calcul des elements combustibles susceptibles de rendre compte 
de leur comportement m'canique et thermique, tant en .regime 
permanent qu 1 en r'gime accidental. 
Objectif§ particuliers : 
Juger de la representativite des modeles introduits dans les 
codes existants. 
Comparer les codes entre eux. 
Developper un code susceptible de decrire le comportement en 
• • 
en regime permanent (etat de reference) et pendant les transitoires, 
y compris les transitoires accidentels. 
Etat a 1' Hude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Etude commencee. 
2) Resultats essentials 
Neant. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Juger de la representativite des modeles existants. 
... / ... 
- -------- ----
Relation avec d 1autres 'tudes : 
- Evaluation des limites de fonctionnement sur des combustibtes. 
- Depouillement des resultats des essais PHEBUS. Evaluation du 
comportement du combustible au cours des accidents. 
, .. 
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Scientlsts 3
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Lrintégrlté de la gatne des élémcnEs conbusElbles'quL constitue la
prerntèrê barrtêrà aux. produlcs de flsslon dote Acre assurée pêndanr Èoute la vle,
ëela stgnlfte qut1l convlenE drévltar'toute rupture à cara.ctèrc sysEémaÈlque et
grrà le àorporc"rent dtun éIément roFpu ne condulse pss à unp évolution cacastropht'qu
Pendant un accldent, tel g:re la dépressurlsaÈion du clrcül.c prlmaire, 1'élémcnr
cosrbustiblc clotE se corûporter de telle sorË€ que le malnclen dc la fonction sûretê.
de:la cencrale solt assuré.
:
t'à lrobJecttf prlnêipal.
SITI'ATION
.i
Les prtnctpales études sont :
a) comporÊehent dt.éL6rnents roinpus en p{Ie-taux dg rolâcheriEnc des proàuiis de
' flssr.on drélêmenti rompusr .
Test df lradlattôn BOUF!'0N dans Le réacteuË SIIOE à GIËNOBLE
Llrz174 - L2175
' Détermlnatlon de la durée de
une rupÈure prlmalre.
Les premiers résultats font apparalÊre un dégagemene'âcctu des prodults de
flssion svec des élémenÈs combusülbles rompus.
I
2. OBJECTIF PÂiTTICULIEII
Lg progranme des études esE dtrêcÈeiüenc EaEtachê
vle posslblo an plle drun élémens présenüanÈ
t
b) comporteûenË des galnee à
Cette étude constltue uir
PIIEBUS.
I,o buE obu drobuurrlr una
en fonctlon du È,eilpoi LoB
drùn code.
- essat§ €n
_ plannlng.
haute temp6raÈure pcndant la IOCA. Programne EDOAR i
BupporË, lndlspcnsablo das essals 
.en réacteur-appelés,:
.,id
eourbo rüolla dos ddformaElons cltomûcralos cls ln gaLn[
rdsultnEs,odng dl,reêËerneqÈ àppltquêo à Iréioboraclonlr
I
laboratolro cÈ en pllo
lîq.2175 - fln 76.
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c) critere de rupture ~e:> ele:11cnts combustibles des reacteurs bouillants 
pendant des trnnsitoircs accidentels ·: 
\ 
planning 
- boucle en pile 
(-etude de la'boucle 
( realisation de la boucle 
( experiences 
1975 
1975 
78-79 
d) comportement des elements combustibles des reacteurs bouillants 
dans des conditions norrnales. 
Determination d'une courbe limite de puissance admissible avant 
rupture en fonction du taux de combustion : "STRIP" Test 
programme en collaboration avec la Suede 
- reacteur R2 a STUDVICK. ' 
- planning. Juillet 75 - 80 
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130·11-12/4112-01 • 1:1-l 
1'11:1'8 \ Pays : 
FRANCE 
Limitation du fonctionnement des elements combustibles 
dues a 1' existe.nce de ruptures de gaine. Organisme directeur 
CEA 
Titre -(anglais) Organisme executeur 
Date 
Etat 
0 
CEA/DMECN-SECS 
Operational limits of fuel elements due to cladding' (Saclav) 
Responsable : defects. 
G.LESTIBOUDOIS 
Scientifiques : 
de demarrage : 01 ; 01; 72 Date prevue d 1achevement :31/12/77 
actuel . Derniere mise a jour : 01/03/77 G.DE CONTENSON . en cours 
B.ROUDAILLE 
Objectif general : 
Determiner le comportement d1un crayon combustible des PWR 
presentant une rupture de gaine. 
En deduire eventuellement des limitations a ses conditions de 
fonctionnement. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Etudier les problemes d'hydruration des zircaloy en presence de 
vapeur d 1 eau. 
Rassembler des resultats sur le degagement des produits de fission 
a partir de crayons defectueux. 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
Les essais d'irradiation sont effectues a SILOE. 
Les dispositifs experimentaux sont appeles BOUFFON. 
Les diverses irradiations sont effectuees a des niveaux de 
puissance variable et pendant des temps differents. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Av ancemen t a ce jour : 
- De nombreuses difficultes de mise au point du dispositif ont 
retarde les programmes. Des essais ont ete realises dans de 
bonnes conditions, avec des flux thermiques superficiels, sur la 
gaine, etage"s entre 140 et 180 til/an2. 
. •• I •.• 
• I 
' 
- I 
Cl ...,• 
2) ~sultats ess~ntiels : 
Lea essais n'ont pas montre, contrairement l ce que l'on pouvait 
penser, qu'il se produisait une deterioration rapide de la gaine 
par attaque hydrurante lorsque le crayon fonctionnait avec une 
rupture de gaine ouverte. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Verification, par examen en cellule chaude, des conditions dans 
lesquelles se developpent les couches d'oxyde l l'interieur des 
gaines en zircaloy, et la repartition des hydrures aussi bien l 
l'interieur qu'l l'exterieur. 
Relation avec d1 autres etudes : 
Etude des limitations des conditions de fonctionnement des 
centrales de puissance. 
Documents de reference : 
"Examen irradiation de BOUFFON 08", .IlTEai-SECS, Compte-Rendu 
d'examen N° 45. 
"Examen apres irradiation de BOUFFON 09 ", Note Technique SECS/ SEECRE-
704. 
"Emission de produits de fission par un crayon presentant une 
rupture en fabrication - BOUFFON 09J49", Compte-Rendu DMG 35/76. 
.I 
j 
I 
I 
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l30-31-ll/4112-Q2 Classification :· 11-1 
..A~o~ 
T£tra ' Pay1 I I 
. 
FRANCE 
Consequence d'une rupture de gaine sur lea combustibles Organisme directeur : 
CARAMEL. 
CEA 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
Date 
Etat 
0 
0 
CEA/DMECN-SECS 
Effect of a cladding 1\UPture ou CARAMEL fuel element 
behaviour. \ Responsable : 
G.LESnBOUDOIS 
Scientifiques 
de demarrage : Ol/Ol/77 . Date pr~vue d' achevement :31/12/80 G.DECONTENSON 
actuel : en cours Derniere mise a jour : Ol/03/77 B.HOUDAILLE 
Ob1ectif general : 
Etudier les problemes de d~tection des ruptures de gaines d'un 
~lement combustible CARAMEL. 
Etudier l'~volution d'une rupture de gaine sur ce type d'~l~ent. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
(SECS) 
. 
• 
Verifier comment reagissent les dispositifs courants de d~tection de 
rupture de gaine dans le cas des CARAMEL. 
Verifier s 1il y a degradation du combustible ou du gainage. 
Installations exoerimentales et programme : 
Les essais sont envisag~s a SILOE et a OSIRIS. 
Les dispositifs a utiliser seront les suivants· : BOUILLEUR, IRENE, 
BOUFFON. 
Le programme 1977 sera limite a 2 essais dans le dispositif BOUFFON. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a 'ce jour : 
Preparation de~ irradiations en cours. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
Neant. 
. . ~ / ... 
.. 
----···---
Prochaines 4tapes : 
Irradiation du premier crayon en f4vrier 1977. 
Relation avec d'autres ~tudes : 
Etude des limitations de fonctionnement des r'acteurs A eau A 
combustible& CARAMEL. 
'\ 
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.· "' :· .: ·· ... 'OVERPOWER TESTS t. · 
. . 
·· .... 
; .· .~.. .· 
.. ·• •• 0 ~;. .~ • • • 
Country 
.Italy . \ 
." .:J 
·. 
. r ·: : ..· ·. . ... o•· 
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Spo-nsor 
CNEN 
.. • . ' ........ • 
........ ·· 
i 
' . Q. ·.:.!" .  
'•. ' 
' .. "!~~. 
:' ~·,. 
'• ..... 
I 
\.-
Initiated 1~3~1974 
·Status' Prog-.cessing 
. 1: General o.im 
. 
Completed sept: 75 
Last uPdating End 74 
'• 
Orr:anis;).tiol1 
crJE!; 
P· .. o; "Ct. T e"de,...s·· ·;.;::.. "· J. Si .... rk - , .... ~ . 
. ' .• .I c. Lepscky' · 
Fuel claddin3 interaction and mechanical ,roperties of irrauia- G 
i · ted claddin6 after rL'.pturo detenni11ed by power e::cursion. 
2: Pa.rticul::'.r objec~ivoc 
I11vootigo:to modes of rupture· and materi~.l prope::.'"ties. by nautro:o.1-
radiography dimensional cnalysia ate~ of irradinted cladding 
S'l.tbjected to increasil1g power ramps up tc pov1er burst. . 
Invcs".;ica.te the :influence of gap· ( 150, 230, 310 cold zo.p). 
3. . . ~ " ,_ 1 ... il . .I. • d . ' .•. .t!tspcrl.men·vc. :u:-.c l.ul.co an protr:u:.mtc · 
Irradiation(H:.lc1en re:1ctor )anq. poDt irradiation· ex a.t.1inc. t ion a tw 
· OSll Casa~cia Cent er of mnm. .· ..... ·~· 
4~·Pro~oct otatuo 
4•1· Proc;roca to date 
Irradiation completed at Halden (IFA ·131) up to 30~000 r.:-;:n/t~ 
Non dest~''llctive rost-irredi:;);~ion teots of ~6 rods priol .. .:liO 
ovepmver test already c.OT.l!Jleted~ 
Fi:rat ovarp<:>wc·r test on· -1·. rod. already !perfOl"'£:10d . .-includ'in.;;.·no:·1: , 
.. · dcotructive poot-irradia·tion analysis of the Dane rods. 
' . 
E:c:perimentc.~. :procedure and fE~.oili tioo for sttbsque:.lt . over pm·;:;:;1 
tests o.lcre~.dy !'let-up . 
tr) 
ro 
' ' ' 
s: ne~::t steps 
· Overpower tests performnnca will begin in 1975 ·:on 16 rods with 
irradiation up to 30~000 MWD/t 
6: Relation·vrith'other·projects 
NonQ~ ,•l -. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
. 
Prove di sco~pio su ~uaini 11.1 
. 
Title 2 (English) . Countr~ ITALY 
S2onsor Cl'lEr: 
Burst tests Organisation c:·n• ....... , 
... 
Date initiated Januv.r~' 1973 Project Leader 
. Date com12leted 1976 
Last u12dating Dece~ber 1976 G.P .. CA~ I I 
.· 1. General air:1 
liechanical properties of. irrad~ted claddin«J under rupture conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
r1easurer.1ent of 1) UltiMate b~r~t stren!)th 2) Hall thinnin!) at fracture 
3) Total circu~pherential elonaation in irradiated claddina internally 
pressurized up to rupture conditions. · 
·3. Experimental facilities and rrogra~e · 
Riso and Studsvik Laboratories 
4. Project status 
-· ----- .__ .--· 
Bufst.tests have been co~pleted within the followin~ range of conditions: 
. ' 
temperature: 280°C and room temperature.; burn-up: 1.500 to 24.000 ~1\~D/T'; · 
integrated fast neutron dose: 6~30xlo20 n/cn2.; claddin!J .diamet~r and type 
15.06 mr.1 ext.dia. (VD~:),·· 14.26 m _e.xt~dia·· (Uo.lwe_rin). . 
5.' Next steps 
None 
,. 
6. Relation with other ~rojects 
~:one 
· 7. Reference docu~ents 
Internal reports 
8. -Degree of availabil-ity 
Open ..... 
' . . 
.. 
• ·: ·, ,q, • .. 
.. 
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. ~ ~·· 
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TITLD 1 (orlginal language) .:§viluppo elementl di combusttbil,e per
:IT,?R
ClassLfl.ca tion
'11.1 
.'
TITLD 2,.(englieh)
IJTTI? fuel rlevelopmei:t
.: ,
I
§poneoir ., CNm[
Organisati'on: CNEIiI
pate LnLtiated 19'Irt
tlate completod Iu Progress
Last updatlng Jrxre 1'§nî)
Project Leatler' '
G. VAIITI 
.
1. Gêneral airn.
Development of a stresssstraj:rfor Zircalloy fuel clad$ing.
2i E)meri-mental fàcilities ulÈ programe. '
I 
,Iorlt effect heati:rg facitr ity in order to test sa,mpJ-es with diffe- 
.
- rent heating rates in a temperaturo range of 800*110O oC. The .:
inner pressure mal, be charrged in a fange gf 3+20 Ata. lltle' sarirpleis in an jnhert atmosphere,
3. ?rqject status
' 
,.Several oamples aro being measurecl to obtaja'
correlatlon at hiËfl ternperature.
a stress-strain cor-
... 
.. 'relatiot.
: 
. 
: 4. I{ext steps.
a) [he same exçe::imental facil.ity rvill io nod,ified
steam atnosphero.
b) to- stucly 'bhe fuel bohaviotrr a'ü high tenrperature,tal facilit;' rviLl be f,enignecl. ,rvit5 heaters heldl
t0 ùest in
an sxporinen-.:
inside the
. 
Zr q1ad.
5. Deeree of avàiIàbiLitr.
. mie oxperri.ment{r,1 facilit;, ie arrailable.at any ti:ao..
l'

l 
' 
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PROJECT TITIJE 
Clafldtng 1:a IJOC.A condltlons 
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11.1 
.. -
. 
'~--------- -----------------------------~----------------------·--~ I SPONSORD·1G COUNTRY ORGA.a.~ISATION 
.. 
I 
t 
I Itu.ly 
CNEN 
' ----------1--------·-----t Q . I DATE INITIATED January 1975 PROJECT LZJ~DER I 
l D~TE COMPLETED~- D~_c_._1_9_7_6_/_1_9------·--------~---P_. __ c_e __ r_r_et_t_I ____ • __ --~~ 
0·. 
·' 
1. General alm 
Investigating modes of rupture ~nd ballooning of Irradiated and non 
Irradiated zlrcalloy cladding under slmulat ed LOCA conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
Measurem~nt of diameter of ballooned cladding at rupture, temperature. 
Internal pressure and other relevant parameters 1n Zr-cladding, under 
· simulated LOCA condlU'.ons. 
3. Experimental facHitles and programme 
Facllltles: 
a) Elllptlcal irradlat!on oven (Casaccla) 
b) Cladging heatlng by Joule effect (Casaccla) 
c) In-pile loop (ESSOH reactor) (Ispra) 
Programme 
a) Tests on unlrradlated and Irradiated material under Inert atmosphere 
(1975 -76) 
b) Tests on unlrradlatecl material under oxidant atmosphere {1975-76) 
c) In-plle tests on slngle rod and small cluster (1979). 
4. f?r~ject status · · 
4. 1 · Pror:r(!SSJ.? date·: construCtion of experimental facUlties a) and b). 
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Title 1 (Original lang_~~'"lr~e) Classification · 
Studio della conduttanza·dell'intercape-
• dine combustibile/guaina in barre di 11. 1 
combusti bile BWR 
Title 2 (English) ( Country ITALY 
. 
•" Sponsor CNEN Gap conductance in BWR fuel rods 
Organisation CNEN 
.., 
. ' 
Date initiated 1968 Project Leader 
Date complctej in progress 
A. Nobili 
Last updating April 1977 
-
1. General Aim 
The aim of the experimental program is to study the effect of 
the different parameters (linear heath rating, cold gap, power 
cycling, etc.) on the -gap conductance. 
2-. Experimental facilities · 
T.he irraaiation has been performed ut1.lizing instrumented rigs -
capables to measure directly the power generated in the fuel asj 
well as tne fuel and cladding temperatures (1). 
Reactor utilized: Avogadro, Siloe, Essor. 
3. Project status 
A first series of irradiation concerning the thermal behaviour 
of different fuel types has been completed (2). 
4. Next steps 
An experimental program is inprogress·in order to improve the 
knowledge of tne effects of the axial load, power cycling a:p.d 
cold gap on the gap conauctance. 
The irradiation will be performed in Essor and Siloe. 
5. Relation to other projects 
Preliminary studies to the AS COT program. 
6. Reference documents 
The most important documents are: 
6. 1. A. Calza-Bini et al. , "Esperi enze di i.rraggia.mento di 
capsule Cyranum per lo studio del comportamento termico 
della barra combustibile", RT/ING(70)15. 
: .• 
' ' 
'_Title 1 (Original language) Studio della co!! Classification 
duttanza dell'intercapedine combustibi-
le/guaina in barre di combustibile BWR 11.1 
6.2. A. Calza-Bini et al., "In-pile measurement of fuel cladding 
conductance for pelleted and vipac Zr-2 sheathed fuel pins", 
Nuclear Technology, Vol. 25, Jan. '75. 
6.3. A.Calz~-Bini et al~'Esperienze Gioconda: studio speriment! 
le del comportamento termico di una barra combu~tibile ad 
uo2 : integrale di conducibilita e conduttanza dell'interca peaine tra combustibile e guaina", CNEN. 
7. Budget, personnel involved 
8. 
The budget for the second part of the program is 200 ML to 
irradiate 8 different fuel pins. This cost does not include 
the neutrons utilized in ESSOR reactor. 
The personnel involved is 4 men for about 2 years . 
. 
Additional information ... 
The results on gap conductance are utilized to calculate 
the stored energy in the fuel pin at the beginning of the 
LOCA accident. 
. . ..-
-....-------·---------.-------------~-""' 
Titie l_(Original Jgnguage)
Iliisura in pila della velocità d.l creepdi una guaina d.i Zirsa1loy 2 rti tipo
Title 2 (E_nglisil
1p-pile creep rate measuremeuts of
. ZtrcalLoy 2 clad.d.ing of Caorso fu'e1 pin
Datgjnitiated igTT
Dategompleted L977
Last updating April Lg77
ÇlæiI!@ion
11.1
Country
Sponsor
Organisation
ITALY
cï{Et{
CND}T
1. General Àim
Measurement of
Pro.iect LeadeJr'
NobiLi
'i
creep rate bf a ?.,r-2 claclding und,er irradiatiou.
progran in onûer
a fuel pin unrter'
continue d,e
CEA-CTTG,
2. ôcperimental faciliti es
[he eLadding sample wi1]. be placecl ia a CHOUCÂ Device ln which
the temperature is constant (t 1oc): the sanpre elongation i's
measurecl conüj.nuou§Iy'by means of a rêeonant chauber system.
, 
Ihê irracliation will be perfomed at SiIoà Reactor.
'a
3. ProJect status
îhe sampre fabrication iE ia progrese; the irradiation will
take pLace at the beginning of üu1y.
4. [he next step will be to set-up an experd.neutalto iavestigate the beharriour of the oladdling ofirradiation.
E
, JC Relation to the other proJects
Conuection to the progra& pezforned by NUCLIIAL.
Referenee docbnents
lhE nost lmportant feference d.oournentE ater
6.1.1,1. Llasson; P. I,tillies, R. WaLlop rl,Ieeure en
deformation pendant lrirradiatt'on àn piletr,
serlriice des piles pf (ht[) +er-to3/69.
.6.
I
,l'
·.· 
\ . 
Title 1 {Original language) Misura in pi la 
della v.elocita di creep di una .guairia 
di Zircalloy 2 di tipo Caorso 
Classification 
11.1 
. . ~--------------------------------~-------------------~ 
. . 
6.2 R. Warlop "Ensemble de mesure de deformation", CEA-CENG/G, 
Service des Piles, NT/P. 293-05-124/70. 
J. 
6.3 A. Calza-Bini et al. "Misura in pila di velocita di creep 
su tubi di guaina in acciaio inox in geometria veloce", 
CNEN/RT/ING(75)16. 
7. Budget, personnel involved 
The cost of the experiment will be about 50 ML fer 2000h 
of.irradiation. · 
The personnel involved is one man/year. 
8. Additional information 
The results will.be utilized to calculate the permanent 
deformation of the cladding under internal pressure. 
~. 
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Title 1 (Original langua~) Classification 
Comportamento meccanico e chimico di 
guaine di Zr ad alta temperatura 11. 1 
Title 2 (English) Countr;y: ITALY 
High temperature mechanical and chemical S2onsor CNEN 
behaviour of cladding tubes. Organisation CNEN 
Date initiated 1975 Project Leader 
Date com2leted in progress 
Last u2dating April 1977 s. OMARINI 
1. General .aim 
. . 
Development of stress strain and oxide growth rate correlations at high 
temperature for Zircaloy fuel cladding. 
2.. Exp'erimental facilities and programme 
a) Joule effect heating facility for testing of Zr cladding tubes with 
different heating rate or temperature transients up to 11 00°C. Inner 
pressure range 20-60a ta. 
b) Radiant heat facility for the high temperature Zr oxidation, studies. 
3• Project status 
The first tests on CIRENE HWR reactor and on CAORSO LWR geometries 
already tested. Tests completed in 1977. 
4. Next steps 
a) Test of cladding tubes with a variable inner pressure to simulate 
the differential pressure of a LOCA transient. 
b) Development of internal heater for fuel rod simulation and H-Gap 
studies. 
. ' 
5. Reference documents 
Internal reports. 
6. Degree of availability 
To a limited extent, 
7. Budget, Personnel. involved 
8 persons. 
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rROJEC':i:' r;~ITLE . G.z.;J .. . l~!·!V!AI1ITJl't'\' OF Cl.o\OSIC/\L NOT 11.2.3 L\'lR 
11 .1 
• 
s:eonsoanm counTRY . ORGA.triSATIOrJ . . . 
Com;niss:i.un of the European Communities . JRC Ispra 
DATE IHITIATED . 1977 . PROJECT LEADER . . • 
DATE COrlPLETED ·: 1980 S,J. CRUTZEN 
... 
··------... .._.- ....... _ .. _ ...... , 
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Classification 11.1 
Title 1 Country 
Splijtstofverlenging tijdens bedrijf The Netherlands 
Title 2 
Organization 
KEMA 
Fuel elongation during power rating 
Scientists 
W.R. van Engen 
J. Hoekstra 
1. General aim 
Pellet-clad interactions. 
2. Particular objectives 
W. Slegers 
To detect possible pellet-clad interaction situations in the core 
of a power reactor by means of 
a) absolute elongation of the fuel rods or whole assemblies 
b) change in time constant for heat transfer of the fission heat 
to the coolant 
3. Experimental facilities 
Dodewaard nuclear power plant. 
4. Project status 
Still in progress. 
5. Next steps 
To come to an additional method for incore measurements to have 
better knowledge over actual core conditions. 
6. Relations with other projects 
Measuring technique is based on the·Halden incore instrumentation 
experience with differential transformers. 
J -. ! 
7. Reference doctwents 
None. 
8. Degr~e of av~~lability 
Through the organization KEMA. 
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OrcanlsatloL'
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Reactor FueI Laby,
Projeot Leaders
-
Dr. K. M, Roge
\
*d' Project §tatus
-
t{aay euch teste bave_bega ferforme{,
.by lor tealæratnre (8jO"C) Ee{ü€loêEo
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'l'itlc 1 
H lGH TEMPBHA TUllli CREEP OF Z IRCALOY 
Title 2 
lnltiated 1971 Completed : 
Status : LaG t updating 
COUN'l'HY 
UNITI.m KllWDOM 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
OHGANIZATION 
RFL SPRINGiiELDS 
Project Leader 
DR K M ROSE 
Scient'ioto: 
------- , ----·· .... ··-·--~·· , •I• ·-
Descrintion: 
1. General Aim 
To secure acceptable core conditions following a loss of pressure accident 
(Lw"R) and SGmiR. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To define limits of temperature and stress for which the Zircaloy can will 
not creep significantly. 
3. ~xperimental Facilities and Programme 
Short lengths of fuel can are taken through a defined sequence of temperature 
and internal pressure. The deformation of the can is measured throughout 
the transient. 
4. Project Status 
}~ny tests have been performed, originally with inert gas atmosphere, 
'~ currently with a steam atmosphere as this significantly affects the results. 
The test is specific to the reactor temperature transient, so the tests are 
repeated from time to time as changes are made to the reactor design. 
Reference Document 
SNI Report SNI/1/14 Oct 1973. 
----------------

----------··------------·----------------------------------~~--~~~-~-------------------(; lnsc 1 fie at ion 
l J 
.. 
11.1 
'I' i llc 1 
FUEL CLAD DISTORTION UNDER ACCID:i:;NT CONDITIONS 
Title 2 
lnitialcd 1971 l:ornplolcd : 
StatuG : L:>.G l up<ia t ing 
COUNTHY 
1.JNITt:D KING:OOH 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
OHGANIZATION 
EFL SFRINGFI~LDS 
Pro.]cct Leader 
DR K M ROSE 
Scicntiotu: 
1-- .. ---· - ·----- ---··- . --- -··· ··-·---· • • I -· • • 
Descrintion: 
1. General Aim 
To secure acceptable core conditions following a loss-of-pressure accident 
(LvlR) and SGifvlR. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To discover whether internal pressure across Zircaloy clad pins causes 
deformation which obstructs further cooling. 
3. Experimental Facilties and Programme 
Buel bundles up to 2m length are heated in a furnace, through defined 
temperature and pressure sequences. The bundles are dismantled and dis-
tortions measured. 
4. Project Status 
Many such tes·b:J have been performed. Extended blockage can be produced 
particularly by low temperature (85ooc) sequences. 
The case is being considered for a more. representative form of heating. 
Reference Documents 
SNI Report SNI/1/14 Oct 1973. 
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Classification: 11 • 2 
Title 1 (Oriq.i naJ L<lnS[U&:;!t:') : COUNTRY: 
--
. BRD KonstruktiVE' und rechnerische Entwicklungsarbeiten an 
Druckbehaltern in Stahlbauwoise SPONSOR: 
(RS 35 - II.1.7., Jahresbericht A 7 5) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Fried. Krupp 
GmbH 
Title 2 (er:!_9Ush): Project Leader: 
Design and Calculation of Steel Pressure Vessels Jorde 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
··-..May 1 1 1969 December 31 1 1975 
Status: Last Uf2datin9: (Date): 
finished December 1975 . 
1. General aim 
Steel pressure vessels are currently finding an ever increasing 
field of application. Their use in modern technologies, such as 
reactor engineering, requires considerable design and calculation 
procedures as well as intensive theoretical and experimental work, 
because reliability of operation here is a prime consideration 
aside from the ever important aspects of economy. 
This research programme, therefore, aims to analyze, by theoretical 
and experimental work and by development of appropriate designs the 
reliability and manufacturing economy of pressure vessels and to 
develop new approaches. Detail problems are to be solved and pro-
gress is to be made in the two, often opposing, aspects mentioned: 
reliability and economy. 
2. Particular objectives 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the strength 
behaviour, i.e. strain and stress characteristics, of such 
vessel components as closure shells with holes, flanges, seals, 
nozzles and nozzle arrays, supports. 
- Design of a removable vessel seal 
,. 
- Analysis of the plastic behaviour of vessel components for the 
assessment of their burstin~ properties. 
- Experimental fabrication of nozzle bodies while joining them to 
the shell of the vessel 
- Extensive static and cyclic loading tests on vessel models made 
of 22 NiMoCr37 steel with arrays of nozzle. 
- Accoustik emission tests 
3. · Experimental facilities and programme 
. . 
Extensive static and cyclic loading tests on 6 vessel models 
(diameter 2200 mm, wallthickness 30 mm) made of 22NiMoCr37 steel 
with arrays of nozzle. Stress and strain measurements in the 
elastic and plastic range, accoustik emission analysis, bursting 
4 tests. 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date 
2. Essential results 
Methode to calculate flanges weakened by bolt holes and loaded 
by concentrated and distributed moments directed tangentially 
(upturning moments) 
Study of the available literature on stress distributions in 
cylindrical and spherical pressure vessels with nozzle 
connections 
- Approximate strain and stress analysis of perforated shells of 
revolution 
Program to calculate plastic deformations of shells 
Removable vessel seal (patent application P 2118254.7) 
Extensive results of the stress and strain measurements and, 
• 
of the bursting tests 
Results of the accoustik emission analysis 
5. Next steps 
6. Rclu.tion to other projects 
Development of large presnure vessels of multi-layer steel 
construction 
Investigation relating to the manufacture of components with 
large cross-sectional areas by the deposition of Ni-(Cr)-Mo 
steels by machine welding 
Connection of multi-layer wall areas to solid components for 
~ressure vessels. 
7. Reference documents 
(in German language with 1 exception) 
-
Study report r:..0/70 
Design and calculation of steel pressure vessels, 
Report No. 1 
Study Report 79/70 
Design and calculation of steel pressure vessels, , 
Report No. 2 
Study Report 1001/71 
Design and calculation of steel.pressure vessels, 
Report No. 3 
Patent application P 2118254.7, 
Removable vessel seal 
The behaviour of circular rings with bores loaded by equidistant 
upturning moments; F. Baumgart, R. Dietze, J. Jorde. Structural 
mechanics in reactor technology, Berlin September 20- 24, 1971. 
Approximate determination of the strains and stresses of 
perforated shells of revolution; H. Coenen, H.P. Lehrke, J. Jorde. 
Structural mechanics in reactor technology, Berlin September 20 -
24, 1971. 
Quarterly and annual reports in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte, 
report period from January 1971 to December 1975. 
r 
" 
!!.:.__P-.9.9!.S.. c;__£ f a v ~~ i 1 ab i l.i t y 
Addrcns for request: 
BMPT, Bonn 
9. Budqet 
Cost of labor 
Cost of material 
10. Personnel 
14 men/month 
DM 130.000,--
DM 90.000,--
0 
0 
11. Additional informations 
Side view of the vessel models 
. 
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Classification: 11.2 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Statusbericht Reaktordruckbehalter BRD 
(RA 63 
- I I. 2., Jahresbericht A 76) SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
ORGANIZATION; 
IRS, Koln 
'ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Status Report Reactor Pressure Vessel Rohrs 
Rittig 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date} : 
"'Dec. 28' 1971 
.::ltatus: Last Updating (Date) : 
continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
Within the Reactor Safety Research Program the studies relating to the 
reactor pressure vessel technique are one of the key points. This Status 
Report was made to determine really substantive priorities for the use 
of the available funds. 
2. Particular Objectives 
In detail the following targets are aimed: 
c3• To show the latest status of the technical development to the Federal 
Republic of Germany with respect to design, fabrication, test and 
examination of reactor pressure vessels (RPV} for light water reac-
tors fabricated by means of rolling construction or forged steel con-
struction by pointing out the principal aspects for the safety assess-
ment. 
2. To set up a resarch program for the extension of the basis of the RPV 
safety assessment and for an improvement of the techniques of design, 
manufacturing, and test. 
3. Concentrated representation of targets, research programs, and essen-
tial results of the 12 topics of the Heavy-Section-Steel-Technology-
(HSST) Program executed in the USA. 
3. Program 
To provide a broad spectrum of experiences and guaranteed objectivity to 
a large degree it was decided to proceed as follows. 
By order of the Federal Minister for Education and Science (BMBW) the 
Institute of Reactor Safety (IRS) took the lead.Experienced industrial 
firms, associations, and safety consultant institutions elaborated spe-
cial contributions according to specifications and by order of the IRS. 
A group of independent experts analysed these reports with respect to 
principle essentials as to the safety assessment of RPV. An editing 
board consisting of leading experts with special experience in RPV-
technique took the whole leading. 
The Status Report will consist of three volumes. 
Volume I will contain all results in concentric form. Starting from 
the state of RPV-technique at the end of 1973 positive as well as nega-
tive knowledge aspects will be shown. As the status report will essen-
tially serve for setting up substantiated priorities for research acti-
vities the concise form of volume I will concentrate partly strongly on 
the gaps of knowledge. 
Volume II will consist of text and figures of the data- and information 
collection. Here the status of RPV-technique will be layed down as found 
out by the authors of the special reports and as coordinated subsequent-
ly in·detail. 
Volume III will give a summary of the HSST Program presently running in 
the USA. For each of the 12 topics of this program information will be 
given as regards objective, research program, project status and essen-
tial results. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Not relevant. 
s. Progress to Date 
Drafts of Volume II (Collection of data and information) and Volume III 
(HSST-Program) were finished. 
6. Results 
Volume III has been printed. The editinq board has reviewed Volume II. 
7. Next Steps 
Preparing printing of Volume II. 
8. 
RS 46 
Relation with other Projects 
Study on Current and Planned Research 
Projects in the Pressure Vessel Field 
. S'L'AATLICHE MATERIAL PRUFUNGSANSTALT, Stuttgart, Univers.ity 
1969 - 1971 
9. References 
() Reports in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte respectively 
GRS-Fortschrittsberichte: 
1975 IRS-F-29 (in English) 
Jan.-March 1976 IRS-F-30 (in German) 
April - June 76 IRS-F-31 ( 11\ 
July - Sept. 76 IRS-F-33 " 
Oct. - Dec. 76 GRS-F-35 " 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Unrestricted distribution. 
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I. GENERAL AtM
The research program rrstructural lnte§rlty of Componêntstr integrates alt activlties
conceming reactor pressure vessel problems nrnning or planned in the Federal RepubtF
of Gormany' Objectivee of this program are to give basic information for the quantifi-
cation of safety margin in order to reduce further the rematntng rlek through a specifled
further development of the reactor presaure vosael technique.
. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES
fRkJ order to be abte to work on this research program t'structural lntegrity of Componentstl
with largest possible efficiency it has been planned to divide the program lnto eubsequent
phases. For the first phase, which witl last.pprà*. 4 yeare, a rough epecification had to
bâ worked out and in addition to the rirst year a detâlled specificagohr
The first phase of the rEsearch program 
"structural lntegrlty of Componentsn covere the
follolring single projects ;
1) Possibitity of Defect Detection (Defect classtfication)
Classlflcatlon: 11.2
Tirle 1*(orL@
Grob- und Dr:tailspezif ikation des Forschungaprogramme
Komponentensicherheit ( 1. Phase)(RS 192' 11.2, Jahresbericht A 76)
COUNTRY:
BRD
ffi§on:
oRcÀl{IzÀTION:
MPA Stuttgart
Title 2 (rlnqlish) ;
Rough and dotailed Specification Research Program
'rstructural lntegrity of Componentsrt
ProJect Leader:
Dr. -lng. D. Sturm
Dr. -lng. L. leeler
t tti ulg.!,titl* ( par,g ) !
Novcmbor 13, 1975
À\Lûtus!
..J .- "*
completed
CompleÈed (Date):
April 
.30, 1976
Last Updattng iDate);
December 31, 1976
RESEARCH PROGRAM
\ ' ' I 
2) Homogeneity of the Mechanical Properties (Small Scale Specimens -
not irradiated, irradiated) 
3) Integral Test on Large Scale Specimens 
4) Integral Test on Intermediate Size Vessels 
5) Theory 
They had to be classified in regard to basic,proceedings including test setup, test 
performance, test time, temporal operating sequence and costs. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 1 COMPUTER CODES 
not necessary for the specification. 
5. PROGRESS TO DATE 
Working-out of the specification which consists of a rough specification for the complete 
project of the first phase and of a detailed specification for the first test year. Prepara-
tion of the structure of targets, structures of projects, network plans and I i sts of costs. 
6. RESULTS 
Completion of the specification. 
7. NEXT STEPS 
not applicable, as project has been completed. 
8. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
See Annual Report A 75. 
9. REFERENCES 
Quarterly Reports in IRS Research Reports 1 period reported on: January 76 unti 1 
June 76 (German). 
Annual Report A 75 (English) 
, .. 
10. DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY OF THE REPORTS 
Upon request at SMFT. 
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Titlo 1 
BEAMDYN - Program til 1ine~r 3-dimensionel 
statisk oq dynamisk analyse af bjm~kestrukturera 
Title 2 
BEAMD'iN - Program for tht11 linoar 3-dirnensional 
static and dynamic nnaly~is of beam typo structures. 
Initiated (date) 
November 1975 
Status: progressing \ 
Comolcted: (date) 
1976 
~~pdating: 
(dut.c) 
l'ebruary 197 6 
.J 
Classification 
~/10.4/11.2/11.4 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
ORGANIZA'l'IO!'i 
DAEC, Ris~ 
Project lellder 
Per Lundsager 
Scientists: 
Per Lundsager 
"· 
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SURETE DES CHAUOIERES 
-
PROBLEHE DES ACirms. OilGMnZATioi~ Cr:A/DS~~ 
. 
< ; •• 
I 
Title 2 (english) . Project le~Mr 
. 
. C.RINGOT· 
Sci.entists ·: 
Initiated (date) Completed • (date) • B.BARRACHIN 
A.PROT 
. .~ . 
Status . progressing Last updating (date) 
. • . . 
-·~ 
'· 
.. - ·1. OBJECT-IF PRINCIPAL ... ,, 
S'assurer que la conception et le comportement des circuits pri~~ires 
·aea r4J~cteurs 1 eau ordinaire construits en France r4pondent aux crit~res de SQrct4. 
2. OSJF.CTIFS PARTICIJLIERS 
Tenue des aciers de cuve .. 
- contr8le et inspection en service. 
·j· .. 3'. SlTUAl'TON 
. j.. 1/·- Comportement sou's irradhtion de l'ncie~ A 503 d3 utilis~ pour 
;} la construction des reacteurs A eau PWR du prograrn1ne fran~~lis. 
f 0 
l 
~ . 
I 
:r, 
conditions d'irradiation ~dose 1o14 a 6 x w19 . 
n/cm2 (_) 1 Me~ r 
temp~rature - 26o•c a 29o•c 
eprouvettes tirces des cuves en construction 
- traitements thcrmiques repr.Ss·entatif's des diverses 
etapes de fahric~tion. 
- 1>roprietcs mesur6es: traction - resilience 
- plannin~ 72/7,. 
2/ - Comporter.1ent ~ la rupture brutale des aciers utilis~s pour la 
construction des cuvos r.:.o~a. 
., 
11/ He sure l~C sur grosses· cprouvettes -. CT et sur petites 
~prouvcttes (mesure de.J) 
e.ffet de· l'irr~dinr:ion exa.min6. 
.. . I . .. 
, I 
i 
I ( 
I. 
I 
1. 
., 
0 
prcniers rl':;u 1 t<~ ts rub lies clans le 'cadrf! du progr.nrnme coordo:me 
clc l'AIEA . 
. 
b/ Rest.:iurntion des proprietc~;dcs aciers pour cuves PWR degradees par 
l'irradiation. 
Planning 
cl Determination des vitesses'de propagation des fissures sur 1 1 acier 
ASOS d3 irradie. 
essai sur eprouvette CT en cellule chaude 
planning 74/76 
d/ Preciser le comportement en fatigue plastique des materiaux utilises 
dans les reacteurs ~ eau. 
- influence de l'cffet de l'cnvironnement 
en fatigue olygocycle 
e·ssai de fatigue en flexion - en terr.perature et en pression 
en presence d'eau. 
,Planning 7 3/7 5 
t 
' 
j 
e/ Amcliorer la valeur des analyses de tenue a la fatigue des enceintes, 
sous pression de mnnicrc a mieux apprecier la sGrete sous l'action 
des chargements olyzocycliques. 
Les essnis ont pour but de preciser les marges de 
securit6 obtenues clans le cas de !'application des 
recommand.1t ions du code AS:·r.~: pour 1' ana lyse a la fatigue. 
efforts cycliques - de pression 
- de flexion sur les piquages 
en\ cours. 
£/ Evaluer !'imprecision de la mecanique de la rupture en cas de 
grande defor~ation. 
analyse de structures fissurees de geometrie simple 
en cours. 
3/ Controles non destructifs 
Amclior~tion des nethodes de controle non destructif, dans le cadre 
des inspections periodiques des circuits primaires de reacteur, en particulier en 
vue d'une meilleure definition des parametres caracteristiques des defauts decal~s. 
Noyens ';lli5 en oeuvt'e 
a I Ul trasons : 
- mise au point de traducteurs a haute resolution permettant : 
- le controle au travcrs du rev&tement inoxydable des cuves 
- le dirnensionnement ~orrect des defauts 
- le controle tles soudures d'acier inoxydable austeniti~ue 
evah:ati.on de l'holographie acoustiquc : ccmparaison de ses 
possibilites ~vec les mcthodes preccdentes. 
" 
.•. I . .. 
0 
j .. 
0 
b/ Cour;1nts de Fouc11ult : 
Ame liorn tion des ·procedcs ac tuc ls en vue c.lcs inspcc tions pJriodir;ues 
des tubes d'6:::hangcut·s (gener:ltcurs de va;Jeur). 
c/ Traitcm~nt des don~ 
Mise au point de proccd~s perrnettar.t une evaluation rapide des 
resultats d'inspections periodiques. 
Etat d'avancement 
- Ultras~ : 
les traductcurs sont actuellcment au point. Il restc 
l qualifier la methode sur d~fauts reels et l cornparer 
les dimcnsionnements obtenus par ultrasons et p~r micro 
ou macrographie. 
en cours les d~veloppcments pour le contr6le des souduies 
d'acicr inoxydable austcnitique, la detection 9es defauts 
mal oricntes, l'holor,raphie acoustique. 
- Cournnts de FoucAult : 
developpemcnt en cours de sondes spcciales et 
de l'elcctronique modifiee. 
Traitement des donnees : en cours 
d/ Utilisation des techniques de contrdle par emission 
acoustique pour la surveillance en service des cuves. 
- but : developpement d 1 un systeme complet de surveillance 
en service avec localiGation des defauts des cuves 
appnreillage oper~tionnel 
1969/76 
... 
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131-11-10/4111-10 C1assificolion : '1.1-2 
../ ?_ LJ r-
l'Ltu PAy I I 
FRANCE 
Evaluation de la probabilite de rupture d'unc cuve 
de r~acteur a eau Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais} Organisme executeur : 
Date 
Etat 
'--j 0 
V 
Failure probability calculation of a water reactor CEA+EURATOM+FRAMA-
pressure vessel. TOME 
Responsable . . 
J.DUFRESNE (DSN-
SETSSR) 
Scientifiques . . 
de demarrage : Ol/Ol/76 Date prevue d'achevement :31/12/77 Repartis d~ns 
actuel . En cours Derniere mise a jour . 18/11/76 differents labora-. . 
toires. 
Objectif general 
Evaluation de la probabilite de rupture d 1une cuve de reacteur a 
eau. 
Comparer cette probabilite avec la probabilit~ de rupture des 
canalisations du circuit primaire. 
Identifier le poids relatif des differents parametres intervenant 
dans la rupture d 1 une cuve. 
Rechercher 1 1 emplacement des ruptures les plus probables. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Relever des dimensions de defauts clans les cuves de reacteur. 
Rassembler les donnees sur le comportement des materiaux. Definir 
les conditions de fonctionrr~ment programmees et accidentelles. 
Valider les lois de la mecanique des ruptures. Valider les lois de 
propagation des fissures. Valider les criteres de rupture. Etablir 
un code general a partir d'histogrammes. Etudier la propagation des 
fissures dans des conditions particulieres (defauts reels, mode II 
et III, propagation sous eau, a basse frequence). 
Installations experimentales et programme 
' '· '· 
Travaux effectues avec le concours d 1EdF et de Framatome, ainsi que, .. 
par contrats, avec d 1 autres industries et universites. Les calculs 
et mise en oeuvre de codes sont effectues au CCR Ispra • 
. . . / ... 
Etat de 1 1 etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Recensement des formules de calcul des coefficients d'intensite de 
contrainte. Recherche sur les resultats publies de ruptures fragiles 
sur eprouvettes. Recherche bibliographique sur les lois de propa-
gation des fissures. Analyse des donnees statistiques sur les ruptures 
. de recipients conventionnels. Analyse des differentes methodes 
d 1 evaluation probabiliste de ruptures de cuves. Recueil de donnees 
sur la propagation de defauts dans des recipients conventionnels en 
cours d'exploitation. Definition des principales situations auxquelles 
est soumise la cuve. Modification du code COVAL (EURATOM Ispra) pour 
tenir compte du degre ··de correlation de plusieurs variables. 
Resu1tats essentiels 
La formule de calcul du coefficient d 1 intensite de contrainte etablie 
par Shah et Kobayaski est pessimiste de 15 %. La dispersion des · 
resultats est de ± 10 %. 
Prochaines etanes : 
Validation des criteres de rupture. Propagation des defauts reels. 
Recueil de donnees sur les defauts de cuve. Mise en place du code 
de calcul. 
Documents de reference : 
"Programme d'etude concernant !'evaluation de la probabilite de 
rupture d' une cuve ... de reacteur a eau", J. DUFRESNE - Rapport DSN 94. 
"Etude probabiliste de la rupture de cuve de chaudiere nucleaire a 
eau ordinaire, premier rapport d'avancement.,lS-3-76/15-9-76", 
J.DUFRESNE - Rapport DSN 116. 
, .. 
I 
\.) 
Classification : 11-2 131-11-22/4111-02 
--l"l.~ ~ '' 
titre Pay• : 
FRANCE 
Developpement des methodes de calcul pour l'analyse mecanique 
des circuits primaires des reacteurs a eau. Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
Advances in computation methods for the mechanic analysis of CEA/DOIT 
PWR primary systems. 
.-Responsable : 
•' B~BARRACHIN (DSN-
. SETSSR) 
R.ROCHE (DEM'l') 
Scientifiques : 
Date de demarrage : 1/0l/76 
Etat actuel : en cours 
Date prevue d 1achevement j31/12/81 
Derniere mise a jour : 1 1/77 
Objectif general : 
Cette action vise la tenue mecanique du circuit primaire principal 
des reacteurs nucleaires a eau sous pression. 
Objectifs particuliers 
- Amelioration de la definition et de la validation des criteres utilises 
dans les codes de construction. 
- Calculs d'elements de structure 
-Analyse des regles du code.ASME section III 
- Developpement des methodes de calcul des structures mecaniques 
- Application et developpement 4e la mecanique de la rupture. 
' Etat de 1 I etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Mise au point de codes de calcul 2D et 3D (option plasticite) 
- Application des structures de PWR et verification des analyses 
effectuees par le constructeur 
Etude critique du domaine de validite de la LEFM 
2) Resultats essentials 
- Analyse detaillee du comportement des tubulures de sortie d 1une 
cuve P~.J'R 900. 
Validite de la LEFM. Comparaison avec les methodes elasto-plastiques 
(Integrale de RICE) 
Prochaines etapes 
- Analyse detaillee de la fermeture d'une cuve PWR 900 
- Instabilite plastique des composants : verification des coefficients 
de securite. 
- Validite de la LEFM pour des structures et changements complexes. 

0 
u 
131-11-40/4111-10 
Ut I'll Pays : 
FRANCE 
Etudes de sOret~ des composants du circuit primaire des 
reacteurs PWR. Organisme directeur 
\ 
CEA/DSN 
Titre. (anglais) Organisme executeur 
Date 
Etat 
sa;ety analysis of PWR primary circuit components. CEA/DSN - SETSSR 
Responsable : 
B. BARRACHIN (DSN 
-
SETSSR) 
de demarrage : Ol/01/77 Date prevue d 1achevement :31/12/79 
Scientifiques : 
actuel : A lancer Derniere mise a jour : 15/12/76 
Objectif general : 
Ces etudes ont pour but de preciser le comportement des composants 
du circuit primaire des react·eurs PWR en conditions accidentelles. 
Objectifs particuliers 
Comportement de l 1 acier de cuve en milieu pressurise influence 
du beurrage. 
Interpretation des regles ASME en conditions accidentelles. 
Comportement de composants particu1iers en conditions accidente1-
les. 

L-l . .J 
Clnssi~ication ~ 11-2 
131-11-50/4111;10 
Titre Pays . • 
FRANCE 
Recherche des procedures simplifiees pour 1 1cvaluation 
des facteurs d'intensite de contrainte dans les Organisme directcur 
enceintes sous pression. 
CEA 
Titre· (ang1ais) Organisme ex~cutcur 
GAAA 
Research of simplified procedures for the evaluation of 
stress intensity factor in the pressure vessel. Responsable . . 
B. BARRACHIN 
- Scientifiques 
Date de demarrage . Ol/10/76 Date prevue.d
1 achevement =~1 ;09 ; 77 . Etat actuel . en cours Derniere mise a jour : 19/ll/ 76 S. BANDHARI • 
Objectif general : 
Cette etude a pour but d 1 elaborer des procedures simplifiees pour 
!'evaluation des facteurs d'intensite de contraintes pour des 
fissures dans des ouvertures renforcees sous divers chargements. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Application a la cuve d 1un reacteur PWR. 
Etat de l'etude : 
Avancement a ce jour : 
Demarrage. Etude bib1iographique des cas bidimensionnels et 
tridimensionnels. 
• 
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Title 1 (Original lalrFuage)
SuII'inizio di propagazione di una rottg
ra Ln ün reei.piente ln preeelone costru!
tô r:ôn mal-erialrr clrrtf-i'le
Classification
' 11.2
@
On the starting of a crack propagation
in a cyLindrical pressure vessel ofductile materiaL. 
.
Country ITALY
Sponso{ SNEN 
- 
cNR
Organisation University of
Pisa
Date inil iated 1968
_Date çomÉleted lgBO
Last updating Uay 1977
Proiect Leader
CARMIGNANI Costantino
.ArLl Description
The aim of this research program is to evaluate the possibility of
using linear elastic fracture mechanics concept,s to forecast the st,arting
of crack propagation in a ductiLe materiaL.
In the first phase it was developed a theoretical work to evaluate the
'--erasèic stress fierd around the tip of the crack (Ref . r.2). After, sêVê-
. 
'ral cylindrieal pressure vessrits wi*r axial through thickness cracks, wg
re bursted by internal pressure (Ref. 3.4.5). The results of this .*p.r!;
mental work demonstrated the posgibility of using cylindrical pressure ,
vesseLs, Iike those above mentioned, to determine the crit,ical parameters(K^ or COD) of the material.
."Now an experimental work is completed to.evaluate size effect on thedetermination of the critical parameter with t5e meth"à-iU""" inaicatea
Àt present l.re are working on an experimental research with the aim '.to evaluate the. behaviour, by using Iinear and elast,o-plast,ic fracture
mechanics concepts, of, eylindrical vessels with axial or circumferential,throughwall, or part,ial-through, cracks. !
Vessels wilI be loaded vrith internal pressure and,/or bending moment.Facilities' used' are a Pressurization system with an electriàr/manuâIpump for bursting test,s it room tempêrature and a frame for bendingtests .:
Relation to other proiects
-
Research outlined is strictly selected to Joint experimental programs ideveloped by csM (cent,ro §perimentalc. Metallurgico) , palermo universityLaboratory and CNEN. '! .
Reference documents
1. CARMTGNANI c., DEL PUGLTA A. .
Applicazioni di 'metodi di calcolo êlettronico all,analisi del comport'amento elastico di piastre rettangolari contenenti una fessura pas-
-':Eêntê centrare, caricate normarmente ar roro piano medio. ' .,..,, .:.,
',1:,.'Àtti fst" Meec. Appl. 
- Univ. pisa, no lI 
- Anno Àcc. 196g_169. ,
Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
sull' inizio di propagazione di una rott_g, 
ra in un recipiente in pressione costrui 11.2 
to con materiale duttile. 
2. CARMIGNANI C., CELLA A. 
Elastics~nalysis of Cracked Thin Shells by the Finite Element Method. 
Proc. 1 SMIRT, Ber~in, 1971, vol. 5 pp. 57~ 76. 
3. CARMIGNANI C. 
Ricerca teorica e sperimentale sulla propagazione delle rotture nei · 
recipienti in pressione. 
Atti del Convegno Nucleare di Pisa, vol. 1, CNEN, 1971, pp.279~ 319. 
4. CARMIGNANI C., REALE S. 
Elaborazione dei risultati del la ricerca speriment ale sulla propag~. --. 
zione re lle rotture nei recipienti in pressione. 
·A~ti Istituto di Impianti Nucleari- Univ. Pisa. RP 153{73), 1973. 
5. CARMIGNANI c. I CIBECCHINI p. I REALE s. 
Caratterizzazione di un acciaio al Nichel per impieghi a bassa temp~ 
r~tura ERn i criteri della meccanica della frattura. 
Proc. 5 Int. Conf. on Exp. Stress Analysis, Udine, 1974, paper 18 
pp • 2 • 5 1' ~ • 12 • 
6. CARMIGNANI C., REALE S. . . 
Valutazione dell'effetto scala ne1la determinazione del pa~ametro cri 
ticorel materiale, mediante prove di scoppio di modelli cilindrici 
fessurati. 
Atti del IV Convegno Nazionalc AIAS, Roma, Sept. 1976. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Ricerca sperimentale 
sull'accumulo delle deformazioni e sul1e rotture 
per fatica di tubazioni soggette a carichi vari~ 
bili ripetutL 
Title 2 {English) 
• 
Experimental research on incremental collapse 
and plastic fatigue of piping components·. 
. 
Date initiated 1976 
Date completed 1980 
Last updating May 1977 
Classification 
l 
11.2 
Countr~ ITALY ~ 
Sponsor CNEN ·, 
Organisation University of 
Pis a -
' 
Project Leader 
.. 
NERLI. G. 
' 
T.his research is concerning with extending understanding of ( i) in creme.!!_ 
tal collapse phenomena, with progressively increasing- deflections, and (ii) 
·plastic fatigue phenomena in stainless steel piping components subjected to 
variable repeated loads. 
Loads will be determined that produce (i)-~rmanent strains and deforma-
·tions in excess of the design limits and (ii) plastic fatigue ruptures in' 
·T branched pipes fixed ,t their flanged ends a~d loaded in two ·secti~ns by 
-: .. ··variable repeated loads. The refer~nce is to "emergency" and "faulted" lolad 
.conditions as they are defined in ASME Ill Code. [ 
·The models are fabricated by stainless steel pipe and simulate some pri 
mary circuit piping components. The models will be tested using an existi~g 
.experimental rig. 
·. Experimental incremental co~lapse results_ will be compared ·-with calcula-
.ted ones by an existing computer_program based on finite element techniqu~. 
The program takes into account the effects of material strain hardening, ·. 
() .where Section III of the ASME Code is based primarily on a limit analysis 
approach, that is on an elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour of the material. 
One important objective of the research is to determine material and 
·weld (of flanges) qualification parameters to be used for obtaining the 
best results by the calculus~ 
Some researches on plastic behaviour of carbon and stainless steel pipes 
were just performed at "Istituto di Impianti Nucleari" and at "Istituto di. 
:Ingegrteria Meccanica" of Florence University/1,2,3,4,5/. 
The·results of the present researth will be entirely published. 
The research will be 'per-formed under a contract with CNEN: 
· ··Re·ferences 
1. - A. DEL PUGLIA, G. FILIPPELLI, G. NERLI 
."Espctienze sul collasso di tubazioni iperstatiche non piane" 
Disegno di Macchine N. 3 (1973). 
' ~ . !· .'.\" .. 
·~~ :.:.f~~;~·· . 
• ~ • • 0 
j •• . 
Title 1 (Original language) Ricerca sperimentalc Classification 
sull'accumulo delle dcformazioni e sulle rotture 
per fatica di tubazioni soggette a carichi varia 11.2 
•' -bili ripetuti. 
2. - A. DEL PUGLIA, G. NERLI 
''Experimental Research on Elastoplastic Behaviour and Collapse Load of 
Statically Indetermined Space Tubular Beams" 
2nd Int. Conf. on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology, Berlin, 
Sept. 1973. 
3. - P. CITTI, A. DEL PUGLIA, G. NERLI 
''Experimental Study on the Effect of Variable Repeated Loads on Steel 
Piping Components" 
3rd Int. Con£. on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology, London 
Sept. 19 7 5. 
4. ~ P. CITTI, A. DEL PUGLIA, G. NERLI 
"Esperienze su tubazioni soggette a carichi variabili rl.petuti" 
3rd Convegno Nazionale AIAS, Bologna, Oct. 1975. 
5. - P.· CITTI, P. RISSONE 
"Calcolo e verifica sperimen'tale della deformata di una travatura in 
campo elastico-incrudente'' 
~~· IV Convegno Nazionale AlAS, Roma, Set. 1976 . 
. ' .... 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Fatica ad alta temperatura di eleJrenti strut tu- 11.2 
rali -
-
. 
I Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
High Temperature Fatigue on Structural Sponsor CNEN 
Elements Organisation University of 
PISA 
f--------
Date initiated 1976 Project Leader 
Date completed 1980 A. DEL PUGLIA 
Last updating_ May 197.7 
~----------
() Description: 
... 
0 
Res ea r~_<?_gram: to gather experimental information on the High Temper~ 
ture Low Cycle Fatigue behaviour of simple tubular welded structures in 
AISI 304, 316 and other materials. The load conditions are characterized 
by: 
- tempc rat ure (mainly comprised .between 4 30°and 6 50°C) 
- imposed strain (ranging from 0,5 to 2%) 
hold time (from 0 to 30 min an~ over) . 
A particular effort has been performed at properly characterizing thb 
specimens and related manufacturing technology. 
Up to now have been tested butt welded pipe segments with flanged ends, 
__ soo mm long and with 60,3 mm outer diameter. 
Facilities: test apparatus, which is able to house spe~im~~s up to 650m~ 
lenght and to apply a 20 ton. maximum axial load. 
Temperature and load cycle control instrumentation. 
Load, axial and diametral deformation transducers and related instru-
mentation. 
Acoustical emission instrumentation. 
Reference documents 
1. - DEL. PUGLIA A. 
Sul comportamento a fatica ad alta temperatura di elementi struttu-
rali in acciaio inossidabile di tipo austenitico. 
Atti Ist. Meccanica Applicata e Costruzione di Macchine - Universi-· 
ta di Pisa n° 50- Pisa (1974). 
•,. 
Title 1 (Original language) 
Fatica. ad alta temperatura di elementi 
strutturali 
2.- DEL PUGLIA A., BARTOLI G. 
Classification 
11.2 
~rove preliminari ad alta temperatura di elementi tubolari saldati in 
acciaio inossidabile. 
Atti III° Convegno AIAS - Bologna 1975. 
3.- DEL PUGLIA A., MANFREDI E., CABRELE G., ZOLA S. 
Fatica ad alta temperatura di elementi strutturali tubolari saldati 
in acciaio inossidabile: primi risultati. 
Atti IV Convegno AlAS- Roma (1976). · 
4. -DEL PUGLIA A., ~~NFREDI E., TOMMASSETTI G. 
High Temperature-Fatigue Experiments on Welded Stainless Steel St· c 
• tu res. 
4th International SMIRT Conference - San Francisco (1977) 
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Rotterdam Dockyard and others 
TITLE: 
~eukanalyse Onderzoek aan !tompen (BROS) 
TITLE: ( ENGLISH LANGUAGE ) : 
Fracture analysis research on nozzle intersections 
(BROS) 
CLASSIFICATION: 11.2 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR: Ministry of 
Economic Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: Rotterdam 
Dockyard and others 
PROJECT LEADER: 
C.J. Drijver 
SCIENTISTS: 
~------------------------,-------------------------~M.J.G. Broekhoven 
H.J.M. van R~ngen 
~------------------------4-------------------------~ A. de Sterke 
INITIATED: March 1972 LAST UPDATING; Febr. 1976 
. _, .. 
STATUS: in progress COMPLETED: End 1977 M.J.A. Koning 
General aim 
Crack extension behaviour in heavy section nuclear steel pressure vessels in areas 
of complicated geometry. 
Particular objectives 
In particular attention will be paid to cracks occurring in areas of complicated 
geometry and stress distribution, notably nozzle corner regions. The program 
covers the following items: 
- early detections of defects 
- detailed surveillance of the growth of defects 
- establishment of prediction for further growth of defects by fatigue and 
fracture. 
Experimental facilities and program 
The main activities are: . 
- theoretical research directed toward~ the development of efficient computation 
methods to calculate the crack extension behaviour for complicated configura-
tions, such as nozzle corner cracks, using advanced analytical and finite ele-
ment techniques, 
- experimental investigations of crack extension behaviour in uni-axial and 
bi-axial loaded cracked nozzle-on-flat-plate models, manufactured mainly from 
nuclear grade pressure vessel steel (ASTM A508 C1.2), 
- determination of fatigue and fracture (elastic and elastic-plastic) related 
material parameters for A508 material, 
- research on the applicability of Acoustic Emission techniques to detect, locate 
and characterize crack extension in the material of concern, 
- the main test facility to be used is a bi-axial loading bench, suitable for 
plate dimensions 700x700xl5 mm, capacity 200 tonnes static force, 200 tonnes 
dynamic loading, frequency lHz. 
Project status ' 
- A series of nozzle-on-flat-plate models has been uni-axially fatigue loaded and, 
after. ;ricient crack growth, fractured by overload •. 
- Comput~~ ~rograms have1been completed. 
- Acoustic Emission testing has been completed 
- Fatigue and fracture (Jrc-) t.ests on standard specimens are in progress. 
- The bi-axial loading bench. is under construction • 
. ~-. 
Next steps 
The next steps will be the testing of flat plate test pieces using the 
bi-axial loading bench and the publishing of the final technical reports. 
Relation with other projects 
Results of this project will be used within the "EPOSS" project. 
Reference documents 
A series of about 50 technical and progress reports have been prepared. 
Nearly all these reports are written in the Dutch language. 
Degree of availability 
The reports have been submitted to the Ministry of Economical Affairs, 
Laan van Nieuw-Oost Indie 123, The Hague. Requests for obtaining copies 
should be sent to this address. 
Budget 
I 6. 106 
Personnel 
46 manyears 
.. 
~ ... 
0 
0 
TH-Delft 
TITLE: 
Elastisch-plastisch breukmechanica onderzoek aan stem-
pen van nucleaire hoge-drukvaten (EPOSS) 
TITLE: ( ENGLISH LANGUAGE l: 
Elastic-plastic fracture analysis research on cracks 
at nozzle intersections of nuclear high-pressure 
vessels (EPOSS) 
INITIATED: Au,;us t 197 4 LAST UPDATING: May 1977 
CLASSIFICATION: 11.2 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
TH-Delft 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Latzko 
SCIENTISTS: 
V.d. Ruijtenbeck 
Broekhoven 
~--------------------------~----------------------------~ Peet~rs 
STATUS: in progress COMPLETED: 1977 (scheduled) 
General a1m 
Crack extension behaviour in heavy section nuclear steel pressure vessels 1n 
areas of complicated geometry. 
Particular objectives 
Evaluation of the applicability of the J-integral concept (an elastic-plastic 
fracture mechanics concept) for predicting elastic-plastic crack extension for 
complex crack configurations in nuclear pressure vessels, notably cracks in nozzle 
corner reg1ons. 
Experimental facilities and progrannne 
Main activities are : 
a. 
* Computation of J-integral values by the finite element method for 2-dimensio-
nal configurations, ranging from simple test specimens to uniaxially loaded 
plates with cracks emanating from a central hole; 
* Computation of J-integral values by the finite element method for some 3-dimen 
sional configurations, viz. 
- bars with a quarter-circular edge crack 
- uniaxially loaded plates with quarter-circular cracks emanating from a hole 
- flat plates with a central nozzle and a crack at the nozzle corner 
* Evaluation of the applicability of simplified approximation procedures to 
determine J for said configurations. 
b. 
* Jr -tests on standard specimens for the model material, i.e. AI 2024-T3 
* M;del-tests on 2-dimensional configurations, i.e. uniaxially loaded plates 
with cracks emanating from a central hole 
* Model-tests on the 3-dimensional configurations mentioned under a. 
Project status 
* Procedures for efficient computation of J-values by the finite element method 
have been established 
• Computations of J-values for simple 2-dimensional configurations have been 
completed 
~ Computations of J-values for more complicated 2-dimensional configurations are 
in progress 
* Jrc-tests on standard spec1mens are in progress 
* Experimental investigations on uniaxially loaded plates with cracks emanating 
from a central hole are in progress 
Next steps 
Continuation of investigations of 2-dimensional configurations; initiation of 
theoretical and experimental investigations on 3-dimensional configuration 
Relation with other projects 
The study is an extens~on of the BROS-project into the elastic plastic regime 
Reference documents 
Report MMPP-110, Delft Un. of Techn., Lab. for Thermal Power and Nucl.Engineering 
Degree of availability 
Through ~1inistry of Social Affairs, C.R.V., Postbox 69, Voorburg, Netherlands 
Budget 
Approx. Dfl. 7so.ooo 
Personnel 
100 Manmonths. 
I 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
Title 1 (Orig_~n~~ Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Bestimmung bruchmechanischer Sicherheitskriterien 
SPONSOR: 
flir elastisch-plastisches Werkstoffverhalten RMR_T~ 
(RS 90 A-I I. 2, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
KVlU, Erlangen 
AEG HE/IMU Ffm. 
Title 2 (En_.'l.!ish) : Project Leader: 
Determination of Fracture Mechanical Safety Criteria Dr. Klausnitzer 
for Elastic-Plastic Behaviour of Materials Prof. Detert 
Initiated (Date) : Com,eleted (Date) : 
' 1 • 1 • 76 31 • 12. 76 
-'status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Completed 31 • 12. 76 
1. General Aim 
2. 
For the collection of safety criteria with respect to the 
fracture due to elastic-plastic material behaviour the steel 
22 NiMoCr 37 was investigated by the methods of fracture mechanics. 
Particular Objectives 
With the COD-concept, the J-Integral concept and the concept of 
resistance curves the methods of the linear elastic fracture 
mechanics were tried to be extended on the elastic-plastic mate-
rial behaviour. 
3. Research Program and 4. Test Facilities 
In continuation of the research program RS 90 tests were carried 
out with big plates which were loaded until fracture. The experi-
mental data were compared with analytical calculations in order 
to refine the calculation methods. 
Al6~ · 
' , 
5. Progress to Date 
The plates with a hole in the canter got a mechanical crack, 
which was prolonged by oszillation technique. When the plates 
were instrumented the tests began at room temperature. Strain, 
COD, accustic emission and forces were measured. 
The results were evaluated. 
6. Results 
The evaluation of the results is still under work. The determi-
nation of the fracture force by the concept o£ resistance curver 
has shown good agreement with the results of the tests on small 
specimens. 
1. Next Steps 
Work has been completed. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 90 
9. References 
Determination of Fracture Mechanical Safety Criteria 
for Elastic-Plastic Behaviour of Materials 
10. Degree of Availability 
I ('(,+
Classificatlonz tt.2.t
rlEle 1 (orlginEl t,anguage) s
SchweiBversuche zrrm Plattieren von Beaktor-Druck-
.,gefâBen
(RS 91 - II .2, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGAI.IIZÀTION;
Kl,üU, Erlangen
Project Leader:
Drn Klausnitzer
Prof, D!. Dete
Tit,Ie 2 (Enqlish) :
Welding Tests on Cladding of Reactor Pressure
Vessels
Initiated (Date): CompLeted (Date):
,1. 12. 7A V1. 7. 77§tatus: Last l]Pdating (Date) :
Continuing 71. 12. 76
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it is the ai-u of the present work to examinate the influence êx-
erted by different parameters on residuaL sttpesses usirlg a suitable
measurement method-
Particular Obiectives
In order to protect the lnner surface of reactor pressure vessels
against cogosionn band or strip welding procedure is used for
clàAaing the ferritic vesseL with austeaitic stainLess steeL.
During cladding high residual stressee occur in thlck-walled
components. In additioa, the diffêrent thermaL expansiou coeffi-
cients of stainless steeL and ferrltic steel induce further resi-
dual stresses. {lhese stresses cause under-c]-ad-cracks during.
postweld heat treatment. l[hereforen the how].edge of the magni-
tude and cr:- ',r.distribution of residual stresaes after welding
and afte:r postweld beat üreatmeat are of, special intereEt.
1. Research ProEran end 4. E:rperimental tr'acilities
Cladding was made on A ,O8. The di.nension of the plates was about
12, nm thLck, 24O nn wide and 7OO nn Long'. The thickness of the
austenitic cladding uas about ! nm. Tbe fol).owing measureuent
. nethod was ueed; strain gaugês rlexe placed oa the surface of the
,,.,NJtt',
.:-r..:.
ferritic side of the plate and the cladded, opposite side was 
machined in steps. The strain response to the removal of 
the material was measured using strain gauges. These strains are 
used for compensating the stress distribution in cladding direc-
tion of the plate in dependance of the plate thickness. 
5· Progress to Date 
On a specimen with the bore hole method residual stresses were 
measured. The weld material, heat influence zone and basic material 
were studied. The instrumentation was specially arranged in order 
to measure the stress parallel and vertical to the connection 
weld. 
The bore hole method was extended from 5 mm depth to 25 mm. Several 
methods were tested to get a smooth calibration function. 
6. Results 
First attempts were made to approximate the calibration curves 
of the extended bore hole method with analytic functions of 
second or third order. There were inconstancies however from 
one kernel to another. Therefore Fourier-approximations will be 
used. 
7. Next Steps 
The Fourier-method will be tested on austenitic:cladding materials 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 101 Reactor Pressure Vessel Urgent Program 22 NiMoCr 37 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
---
( 
Classification: 11.2.1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
"Forschungsprogramm Reaktordruckbehal ter" SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
- Dringl ichkeitsprogramm 22 N iMoCr 3 7 -
ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 101, RS 101 A - I I. 2, Jahresbericht A 76) MPA Stuttgart 
·ritle 2 (Eng:lish) : Project Leader: 
Reactor Pressure Vessel 
Prof. Dr. -lng. 
- High Priority Program 22 NiMoCr 3 7 -
(AS 101, RS 101A, Annual Report A 76) E. Krageloh 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : Prof. Dr. -lng. 
H. Uetz 
",December 1, 1972 December 31, 1977 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
partly completed December 31, 1976 
1. GENERAL AIM 
Determination of possible critical conditions in welding seams (strength seams) and 
their effect on strength or safety against fracture with the objective of optimizing the 
material choice and the parameters during welding and heat treatment (see also 
Annual Report IRS-F-18). 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
Thorough metallographic as well as electron microscopic investigations have confirmed 
0 that intercrystall ine micro cracks can develop in the coarse grain zone of weldings 
(strength seams) in the material 22 N iMoCr 3 7 (A 508 C I 2) during heat treatment after 
welding - especially during stress-r~l ief heat treatment. While the reason for crack 
formation can be explained by the relaxation embrittlement in the range of the stress-
rei ief heat treatment temperature, the question is, how much such coarse grain zones 
can influence the strength. and toughness of the structural component. The Urgent 
Program 22 N iMoCr 3 7 is supposed to compile the necessary documents for a safety 
analysis for reactor pressure vessels in accordance with the specific material crack 
conditions. 
As a way towards solutions parameter studies have been considered, which can be 
divided in tests with small and large specimens as well as "component tests".ln 
addition to the conventional simulated welding treatments, which can only be carried 
out on small specimens, simulated tests on large specimens have been made. Electron 
beam welding has been used for the creation of geometrically defined HAZs. 
Parallel to the experimental tests it is triad to determine temperature fields and heat 
stresses theoretically. 
3. RESEARCH PROGRAM 
The research program has been classified in the following nine partial projects: 
a) intermediate vessels (ZB 1) 
b) welding of discs into reactor pressure vessel ring (S-UP-Ro) 
c) simulated specimens- tests on the welding simulator (Si-SSi) 
d) simulated specimens - annealing heat treatment and relaxation tests (Si-G/R) 
e) simulation with electron beam (Si-E-beam) 
f) submerged-arc-welding, circumferential seam (S-UP-RN) 
g) submerged-arc-welding, longitudinal seam (S-UP-LN) 
h) deformation and fracture mechanism (VBM) 
i) device for the testing of large specimens (10 000 Mp Project) 
4. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES, COMPUTER· CODES 
See Annual Report IRS-F-24. 
5. PROGRESS TO DATE 
The projects ZB 1, S-UP-Ro, Si-SSi 1 Si-G/R, Si-E beam, S-UP-RN, S-UP-LN 1 
and VBM have been completed by composing the third Technical Report. 
10 000 Mp Project 
Completion of further small parts 1 construction and production of auxi 1 iary devices 
and faci I ities for the machine 1 planning of the installation. Construction works for 
the testing hall (AS 101 A) have been started. 
' : 
6. RESULTS 
See Annual Report A 75. 
7. NEXT STEPS 
10 000 Mp Project: 
Completion of the foundation. Mounting of the clamping device. 
8. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
See Annual Reports IRS-F-18 
0 9. REFERENCES 
0 
Quarterly Reports in IRS Research Reports, period reported on: 
January 76 - December 76 (German) 
Annual Report A 76 (English). 
10. DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY OF THE REPORTS 
Upon request at BMFT. 
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"Beotrahlung von DruckgefâBstâhlen Ln Bahnen deaKoordinierten Programea der IAEAT'
(RS 85 - I1.2, Jahreebericht A76)
COUNTRYT
BRD
SPONSOR:
IAEA
ORGAÀITZATION:
OKSS, Geesthacht
'J:it,le 2 ([:IqIish) :
Coorrlinarr'rl Programme on IrradiaÈion EmbriGGlemenc
of Pressurc Vesse Steel
Project Leader:
-
Dtr.-Ing.
F. J. §chnitt
fnitlated (Date): Cgmoleted (Date):Âpril t973 . tg76
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,l. General ,êim
The purpose of che progra,r,,ne ie Eo promote coordinated rêsearch in Èhe field of irra-
diation enbrittlenent of reactor pressure veasel sÈeele, at an interaational level,
The- results obtained will give a possibility'for I Eore precise iuterpretarion of, in-
dividual surveillance' resulËs.
2. Particular Obiectivee
'Ei*lrt ingtituEes in seven natione are participating in thie programe whoae baalc goal
'ià to eetablish that the basee for deecribing enbrictlemen!, meaaurement of the neui
,"efôt spectrum and fluence on rnechanical properties (on'a typical-etandard reference-\p"l"t" of steel) were suff,ieiencly standardize.d to pernit direct iatercomparison a'ong
'internaÈional Progra@ee and Èo coopare erqbrittleueut seaeitivity of oational eÈeale
wich the standard steeL.
3. Rasearch programe
Somplos of rhe Pre§Bure veEsel eceel ASTt't'A533 B Clase I (Plate O3 of the HSsT-pro-
Sranme).ucre irradiated and {ifferent uateriale üeBEB werô carried out, Èo dÈudy Gho
influence of neutroa dosis and irradiation teupèüaturê on Èhe nechanical properÈieg.
4. Experimental Faciliries
.FurBher Charpy-V-notch and tensile
: ',,.
t-;: ,.i .. .
speciuens trerê neutron irradiaed la aeveral cap-
ærlræ.#,
sules in·the Material Test Reactor FRG-2 in Geesthacht: 
a) Irradiation of Cv- and tensile specimens at a temperature of 290 °C to a dose of 
18 4,0 • 10 nvt, E> IMeV. 
b) Irradiation of Cv- and tensile specimens at temperatures between 40 °C and 75 °C 
18 19 20 to doses of 2,9 . 10 ; 1,6 • 10 and 1,0. 10 nvt. 
c) Irradiation of fracture mechanics specimens WOL-1X at 290 °C and to doses of 
2, 2 • I 01 9 and 8, 5 . I 0 1 9 nvt . 
The mechanical tests were conducted in the Hot Cells of the GKSS. 
5. Progress to Date 
All specimens have been irradiated, some were postirradiation annealed and the follo 
wing mechanical tests were carried out in the Hot Laboratory: 
Impact test at the whole transition region and determination of the transition-tem-
perature, shear fracture, lateral expansion. 
Tensile test (tensile strength, yield strength, elongation, reduction of area.) 
Fracture toughness test. 
6. Results 
0 18 6.1 Irradiations at 290 C and 4,0, 10 nvt 
!~E~£!_!~.2.£.2 
The shift of the NOT-Temperature for transverse specimens is 
~ NDTT 22 °C (41 J - criterium) 
" = 20 °C (SO % filsons fracture) 
0 The lateral expansion of 0,9 mm was reached at 50 C. 
The shift of the NDTT for longitudinal specimens is ~ NDTT a 20 °C (41 J) 
" = 8 °C (50 % fibrous 
fracture). 
The lateral expansion of 0,9 mm was reached at 34 °c. 
Tensile tests 
-------------
Increase of the tensile strength at room temperature from 617 N/mm2 to 632 N/mm2 • 
Increase of the yield strength from 458 N/mm2 to 489 N/mm2 • 
6.2 Irradiations between 40 °C and 75 °C 
a) Dose of 2,9 • Jo 18nvt 
J!.Y5
IssesLgesgs
. ô uprT i 6o oc (Èrsneverse specioen)It 
- 68 oc (rongitudinar ,, ) 4t J'
Â I{DTT - 4O oC (t""r,"verse specinen)
.. 
,, 
- 3r oc llongitudinal ,, ) 50 z fibroue fracture
Iees!!e-gssgg
Increase of og1 fron 6t7 N/m2 to 636 U/m2
. Increasc. of dy frorn 458 '. to 598 .r
b) Dose of t,6 . tOl9nvt
Igrlsg-t!:ll:i
^A NDTT - l13 
('C (transveree epecinen)
Ü rr 
- t4o oc (longitudinal , ) 4l J.'
I Â IIDTT . 82 oc, (trdnsverse speciuen)ft o 106 oC (Longitudinal t, ) 50 Z fibrous fracture
IsBsllg-gsege
Incrcase of og1 from 6t7 tl/run2 co 7G6 N/q2
from 458 U/m2 to 166 U/-2
c) Dose of l,o . to2onvt
Impact test s
NDTI - t 82 oC (transverse specimen)
lr 
- t.lz oc (rongitudinal " ) 4l J'
Â NIDTT o t55 oC lrr"nrverse spec{nen}f! 
- I 32 oC (longitudinal ,' ) 50 Z fibroue fracture
'Isgg!19-gsl!t
Increerse ol' og1 from 617 N/m2 to 9le U/m2
Increasc ol. oy from 45g rt to 912 il
6.3 lrradiation of fracËure mechanics specinene
: .' TYPe: t{OL-lX
Irradiation Èemperatures ZgO oC
. , 
rr doeee : 2rZ . tol9 and gr5..tol9uvt
. r1 
.:',
, l:'l:ri ' 't'. 
" ".
A
ffi
: rlFrF,q+**æ61*,,.-1.
' 1 
0 0 The temperature shift D. FMTT reaches values of 54 C and 70 C for the 
two neutron doses 
The experimental work has been finished and the results will be 
evaluated. 
A final report will be prepared. 
See annual reports 1974 and 1975 
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lhe research progran i-s aimeô at evaLuatiag the gas-sbieIôed. Brc-
weLding process of Narrow-Gap we3.d,ing for joining of heavy sectious
of the fine-grained. Iow-aLLoyeè pressure vesseL steel 22 NiMoCr 7 ?.
The isvestigations are priuarily èeeigneê to obtain iaformation re-
gard.ing the applicability of this newly d.eveloped welêing process for
one-sid,ed weld.irlg of thick secüions up to 7OO rn, anê specifically üo
'd""t"rrine the mechanical- ancl netallurgioal properties of we].èeè Joiats
j,Drod.uced in forged. sections of tho aoniaated..reactor coneünrctioa stee&
2. Parti,:ul er Obiectives
UntiL the conception of tbis research proJect, a welôing nacbiae of
this type and. a weld.ing proeess of tbis nature baô not been inveeti-
gated in J,ilrope. [o begin the fesearch Brogram it was tb,erefore
necessar.y to set up a Laboratory faciliùy and. to i-nstaIl tbe eguipueat
nocossar.y bo conduct such an investigatloa. FoLlowing tbie pneparatory
work, the weLd.ing tests could. begin.
Using a range of weld.ing consumabLes anô various welêi:og coaêitionst
preli.niaary investigations wero cauied. out oa 1OO rn rolleô sections
..i.. 
'. 
.
ÀLte
to establish the optinün paraneters aad. electrode conpositions for tbe
,tirs,in tests. WeId.E tere tben nad.e tn 2OO aaê 3OO nn fo:rgings, whereby
:
enphasis r.ras not onLy pLaced. on tb,e weldability anô. functionability
of the inachine'but also. on tho conparison of tb,e. uechanical anê ne-. ..
ta).1urgical properties of the welôed Joints in various beat-treateü
. conditions'with tbose propertles established. for tbe base material.
llhe welding tests vrere cond.ucted nainly in the flat posltlon. As a
result of increaEing interest ig tbe site-weLd.ing of beaW sectionq
in the honizontal-vertical positionr I prelininary invpstigatlon wee
also d.gne in the ttrree-o'clock position on 50 un roIled. platê. Other
special investigations iacLuôe tbe measuremeat of the temperatnEe
d.isüribution and, thernal cycles ia tbe beat affected. zoae anê welèia$
wtth non-metaLlic backing etrips ùo p:roèuce a suitable root Sooaetry
for supplernentary clad,ding processês. i.-
,. Research Proqram
Ihe research program was j.nitiaLJ.y d.rawn up to includ,e weld.iag tests
on the 'stee1 20 I{nMoNi 5 9 as well as the steeL 22 NiMoCr , ?. As a
result of difficuLties in proouring the steeL 2O ttrMoNi 5 5 ir suall
quàntities and. ia' sizes required. for tb.ese welôing,teEts, the in-
.vestigationsoathisbasenateria1ciju1d'notbecarr1eôoutaspart
..: of this research program. It was also planned. to produce vield.eê Jointa
using ôther weld.ing processes such ae electro-slag, submerged.-aro anê
:MMA-processes for the purpose of couparing tbe resultg.
,.-'
,However, after consid.eriag the state-of-the-art and, witb ühe wealtb
of knowLedge which alread.y existeê wiüh respecü to tbe conventionally
appl,ied. welding pro"à"""", it was decid.eô to restrict tbie'researsb
. program to welding tests using onLy the Narrow-Gap procose aad to
concentrate on the d.eterroination of tbe influence of tbe welôlag con-
ditione on the nechaaicaL aaè netallrrrgioel propertJ.es of übe Joiata.
Of particular interest was tb,e effecù of pieheatJ.ng anê poEt-welô heat
Itreatuent on the welê netb,l anô EAZ prope:rties.
.,
4. Scpenimental . FgôiLities
the 
.Narow-Gap weLôing nachi:re was oristraaLl.y coaceLved,to,pernit
" t.,: ;.
''-:'.
ODO-
-lLn
\
sid.eê woIêing of section thichresses up to ZVQ nm. trol1owing the
successfuL conpletion of the weLd.ing tests on 2OO run tbick forged.
Eectione, nod.lficatl-ohs r{exo mad.e to the weLd.ing torcb assenbLies and.
to.the work hol-d.iug system to peruit the tests on heavier sections to
be d.one: Fig. I shows the weLd.ing heaê amanged. for weld.iag ôf 300 nn
thick forginge.
\ *r','.1W'\ffi
T
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3ig. 1: Generâl view of the Namow-Gap weld.ing head. and.
jOO nm thick test pieces prepared. for weld.ing'.
[b'ese tests were d.one usi-ng a preheating temperature of 2OO to 25C oC.
llhé weLd.ed. joints rrrere then non-d.estructively and. mechanical-ly tested.
ia both the as-weld.ed. and. in the stress-relief heat-treated. cond.i.tions.
Itrrtber mod.ification sf the nachine anê the Lold.ing systen enabLeil
orientation weld.ing tests on 5O nn thick plate in the horizoatal-
ÀL30
l
vêrti'ôal positiotr'to be.oarrieè oud. Fig. 2 shohrs tbe arrangement of
th,e test.facility' for these wel'êing investigations..
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Eig"-Z.: Narrow-Gap weLd.iag of 50 nn test pieces of the
steel 22 NiMoCr 7 7 in ühe three-orclock position
.'5. Progress .to Date
lhe ertension of the research program period. by six nonths anô an
i.ncrease la the frrnôs by approxinately 2OO IDM alfowed. the planned.
. research work to be successfully compLeted on V1.12.?6. The e:cüensive
ù testing of weld.ed. joints produceê in 2OO nn forged. sections of the
steel showecl that in ad.d.itloa to the preheating of the weldnents toI 2oO to 25O o.c, a stress-relief heaü-treatnent at 600 oc is necessary
. to acbieve optinun fractrrre toughness in the weld. netaL. llhe fact
.I,L§ I
thaü in the as-weld.ed, cond.ition the Namow-Gap welô moùaL e:ctulbits.
cotrparable nechanical porperties to the base material ia üb.e forge«l
cond,ition meant that this test coaêiüion cou1d. aot be excluèed. fo:r the
weld.ing tosts on 3OO mn sections. j
6. Resul ts
llbe aon-oestructive testing of these joints coulil not be couducted,
successf'uI1y on fuII-thickness speciuens, so that the x-ray exauinat-
ions wele cauied. out on su.qller seguents of the joiuts. llhese tests
revealcrl the usual low leveL of porosity associated, rritb, gas shieldeô
arc weltlin5g. The nechanical, testing aaê aeüaJ.lurgical examiaation of
tho Joint;s oinply d.uplicated the test results establiehed, on 2OO nn
pal,eiut pitrcorr. l,'ig. I chowo & cpoao-Boctlon of a wo1d, soam produceô tn
h*,,
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Ë
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Iig. 7: Section
forgings
tensiLe
of a Namow-Gap weld. seam i.n ,OO
of tbe steel 22 NiMoCt V ? with
specinens in the as-weIôeê (I,ES)
nn thick
tested.'roun,d.
azd. strêss-
relief heat-treated. conêitioas (RES)
1'
,
,:.
tqg?-
'': 
'r :. ; . .
lOô nn thlck sections. As a result of an exceasive allowance for shrink-
age, the weld seam is not unifornLy:parallel but clespite the gap widtb
,of, 1â inn,nâar the toB of tbe wel.ê, a sâtisfactory sâan geometr'y witb.
,aôequate'sidà-walI andl centre-Iiue füsion resuJ-teê. |Ihe testecl tensile";
.p"éir"os from tbe section thiclm,eàs reveal t\aü i-a both tbe as-welÔed.
an6 rhe str";;-";ii"i uà"t-treatea-coaaition,-rh" welèed zoae is'lnot
' .tb" sri.ùical- regioa with respect to tensile streagth. l[ensile testiag.
' of rriui-teasile specimens exü:racteè frou the sualL heat affecte'cl'zone
revealeê teasile sirengths (Or2-proof stresees) ia the EÀZ of appfo:d.-
nately 660 N,/nraz b the as-welcteô coad.ition and, between 4?4 and. 620'
N/*2 ia the heat-treated. concli.tion. [he base nateri aL 22 NiJ{oCr 5 7
has in couBarisou a yieJ-<L streagtb of 478 'to 55O X/^2 at room '
temperature.
In'tr'ig. 4 is a sros§-section of
bori-zoatal-vertical position.
t, .
..\
,j\
. ,. jr§-aia thea Namow-Gap weLê seaü Broclucecl
I
7.
EigJ: §ectj.on of a Narrow-Gap welÔ 1.rr 59 nn tbick plate
proctuced. in tb'e three-otcLock positioa
.Ne:rt Steps
Consiôering the good. results obtaineê'èuring the Namow-Gap welding
tests oa sectfon thiclrnesEes from 50 to '500 nn using a one-eiêed walding
teclpigue it iE to be e:çecteê that tbis work will" be coutlaueô. 'Eow-
,t93
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,\
everr the financing of a continuatioa project nust be net Jo.inq.y bythe industry as well as governuental authorities such as the BI{F!.
tr'oIlowing d.iscuesions with severar representatives of coapanies in-
volved in pressure vessel constructioa, the nain interest see,s to bed'irected' to Ùhe evaruatioa .of 'the Namow-Gap weld.ing process for
weldinil of girth seams ia heavy sectione of the pressure vesseL stee1i2o MnHoNi 5 5 in tue threà-o'clock position. Ilheso iavestigatious
wourd' simurate. the present werd.ing probleu arising as a resurt ofon-site .eonstrttctioa and. assomibly of large prossure vessels for botbpres§urized. wator reaetors and. boiJ.ing water reactors.
B. 4ctation with Other proigcts
AssociaÙed with the Reacto:: §afety Prograu there have been no add.itio-
aatr' projects approved, which relate to Narrow-Gap weLd.iug. Ilowever, ;
severaL d'evglopuents related. to tbis subJect are erorth repo:rting;-
' 8. During a visit to Japan in sepüenber 19?6 it was showathat consid.erable enp[asis is being placed. on thed'evetopnent aad applicatioa of aarroï, gap weld,rng
techniques for thilr s""ti;" ;";ôing.
b' ' rn rtaLy, a major construction firn is d,evelopiag a
narrow gap weld,ing process for Joining of treavy soction
c' tr'orrowing a IhG-seniaar in rrai{ oa 14. 6.?6 seve:ra1 firusin Gernany have showa lnterest l,a supporting a coatiauatioa
' project to fr:rther evaruate the Namow-Gap qerôing tecb-nique.
d. fire corrrnittee of tb,e, DVS-rüorking Group uG ,o-i is preseatryconsid'ering ways anè means of prouoùJ.ng this researcb, work.
ffi
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General Aim
----
The general aim is to study the fracture properties of part-through cracks
in nuclear reactor components wlth experirental methods, based on the concepts
of fracture mechanics.
Particular Objectives
The extension of part-through cracks in thick-wa'lled plates and tubes under
fatigue loading has been investlgated. Growth characteristics have been deter-
mined by analysing the fracture surfaces. The crack extension in the direction
of the semiaxes as well as the crack growth along the whole front has been êvôl-
uated and interpreted in terms of the parameters: inltial crack geometry,bound-
ary conditions and type of toadlng.
Research Prograrn
To show the propagation characteristics, artlflclal markings were lnduced on the
fracture surfaces during a fatigue test by an overload technlque. tn order to
establish the test conàitions' a callbratlon curve daldN versus AK measured on
compact specimens is used.
Fxpgrimental Facilities, Computqr Codes
Ïhe fatigue tests were performed on a 1.6 MN servohydraulic machine. with an
3.-
4.-
:rl '
':-:':.i: ' '
.,"' . .
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',.F'F6'æ:tttu
internal pressure device g1v1ng up to 150 N/mm2 and the calibration tests on 
a 0.25 MN servohydraulic machine. 
5.- Progress to Date 
Growth characteristics have been determined for the extension of part-through 
cracks under fatigue loading. The part-through cracks were located in plates 
and tubes of the reactor steel 22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7 (Fig.l). Markings on the frac-
ture surfaces introduced by an overload technique were used to locate the crack 
front at specified time intervals and hence to evaluate the crack growth. The 
loading was confined to mode-l and was applied by either simple tension or 
internal pressure. 
6.- Results 
A careful evaluation of these fracture surfaces shows the following results 
(Fig. 2): 
1. For small crack depths (a), i.e. (a/d < 0.5) crack growth in thickness (d) 
direction predominates over crack growth in the width direction - as ex-
pected from analytical calculations. 
2. For large crack depths (0.6 < a/d ~ 1) the converse behaviour occurs -
in contradiction to the analysis of the investigated case. 
When the relative growth 6L/ A a - .::ll being the crack growth at the polar 
angle f of a crack front; 6. a the crack growth at <f = 90° - is plotted 
versus the polar angle ~ , it can be demonstrated that the maximum crack 
growth is shifted from the centre of the crack front at r = 90° to smaller 
angles as the crack depth increases (Fig. 3,4). 
In order to explain these results a simple model will be discussed. This takes 
into account the variable crack resistance along the crack front which arises 
due to changes in the stress state. The interaction between stress state and 
material response is again affected by geometry as well as by the degree and 
nature of loading, the loading rate and temperature. 
7.- Next Steps 
The project is completed . Final report is forthcoming. 
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8.j Re'lation with other oro.iects
Ttris proJect is closely related to RS L02-12, RS 102-13 and RS 90.
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Fig.l:
Specimen confi gurations
a) Part-through crack in
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c) Axial crack in a tube
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The generol oim in connectlon with the reoctor sofety progrqn ir to improve the knowledgo of the
froclure behoviour of reoctor cornponents in which crocks or crocklike dcfectr hore io be ocsumod.
2, &r!§ul-gf_o_U:g!yg
The porticülor obiective ig the inveitigotion of crock initiotion ond crqck orrest phenonreno.
Stress oncrlyticol ond moteriolspecific oopects ore considered. The tools of onotysis ore frpnr lineor
elostic frocture mechnies.
E:r":t Jt I'ggrg
Crocks ore initioted ond subsequentty orrested In wedge looded double-contileverbacrn (DCB)
specimens. The reseorch progrom ls corried out ln two atoges:
ln model experiments the principol influence of dynomic effects on the crsck orrest proceor Ir
inveitigotect.
3.2 Exporlmonts with stopl (22 NiMoCr 3 7) speclmeru oro performed to moosuro croct( lnltloiton ond
ospeclolly crock orrest toughness volues.
ln both coses the crock velocities prior to orrest - vorying oc o cons€quenco of tength ord rlroç-
ness of the storter notches - ore meosured.
"
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
A crack arrest testing device (load capacity 700 KN) has been built and is used together with a 
Cranz-Schardin high speed camera (24 photographs at a minimum interval time of 1 ,.us) to measure 
velocities and stress intensity factors for propagating cracks. Computer codes to evaluate the 
experimental data, especially to determine static os well os dynamic stress intensity factors and 
crack arrest toughness values have been developed. 
5. Progress to Date 
5.1 Applying the shadow spot method dynamic stress intensity factors for propagating and subsequently 
arresting cracks in DCB-specimens (made from an epoxy resin - Araldit B) have been measured and 
compared to corresponding static values. From these data fracture toughness values were deter-
mined. Several test series for two specimen sizes (321x127x10 mm3 and 134x53x10 mm3) in which 
the crack velocity prior to arrest was varied from 15 up to 300 m/s were carried out. 
5.2 Following the guide line of the model experiments several series of steel (22 NiMoCr 3 7) experi-
menls were carried out. DCB specimens of the ordinary or Duplex type - with or without side 
grooves - (each 25 mm thick) were tested. The material, differently heat treated, was investigated 
under different crack initiation conditions. The crack surfaces have been investigated metallo-
graphically. 
6. Results 
6.1 The model experiments showed that dynamic effects influence the crack arrest process and have 
to be taken into account in determining crack arrest toughness values and in applying a crack 
arrest safety analysis. In particular it was found: 
-At the beginning of crack propagation the dynamic stress intensity factor K1yn is smaller than 
h d. . I Kstat h d . 11 Kdyn . I h Kstat t e correspon 1 ng stat1c va ue I , at t e en , espec 1a y at arrest, 1 IS arger t an I • 
- Dynamically determined crack arrest toughness values K1:n are lar~er than the corresponding 
statically determined values K~:at. These K1:n -values do not depend on the crack velocity 
prior to arrest and were found to be identical for both specimen sizes. 
According to these results corrections have to be made to crack arrest safety analyses (ASME 
Pressure Vessel and Boiler Code Section XI -A 5300) as shown in Fig. 1. Consequences of such 
dynamic corrections are illustrated in Figs. 2 a and b for two special cases. 
6.2 The wedge loading system has been optimized by a low friction insert and allows for an undisturbed 
symmetric (controlled by means of stress coating techniques) loading of the steel specimens and a 
faultless measurement of the crack opening to calculate stress intensity factors. Crocks could be 
initiated end arrested in plane specimens only by hardening of the whole specimen or by using so 
called Dupl.;x specimens which have an electron beam welded starter region made from on ultra 
high strcnuth ~tcel. Better results were obtained in side grooved specimens. In all cases the crock 
velocity co~dd be influenced (although with poor reproducibility) by variation of length and 
sharpness of the starter notch. Crack arrest was observed after crack jump distances of o few mm up 
to some cm. Difficultie~ were encountered in measuring the crock velocities by high speed photo-
graphy or ladder gauges, velocities now ore obtained according to the Hahn-Shmuely crock jump-
crack velocity relation. This relation could be verified experimentally. Crock arrest toughness 
values K ~:at then were determined for different crock velocities prior to arrest. Metallogrophic 
investigations showed, that the different stages of crack propagation in an arrest experiment (i.e. 
initiCifi.,n ,If on .: .. vorloaJ, occcloration onJ subsoquont deceleration) could bo roloted to charac• 
0 teristic changes in the crock surface appearance (ductile dimple fracture, followed predominantly 
by cleavage fracture and then distinct ductile fracture behaviour again). 
7. 
a. 
9. 
0 
Next Stcos 
----~ 
The model experiments are completed; some supplementary steel experiments ore carried out. The 
fi no I report is in progress. 
R~!_a_!1_o_n with Q_th~r Projects 
This project is closely related toRS 102-11, -13 and -14. 
Kolthoff, J.F.; Winkler, S.; Beinert, J. "Dynamic Stress Intensity Factors for Arresting Cracks 
in DCB Specimens", lnt. Journ. o.f Fracture, _!1 (1976) 317 ff. 
Kolthoff, J.F.; Beinert, J.; Winkler, $. "Auswirkung dynamischer Effekte ouf Rillorrest-Sicher-
heitsonolysen", Reoktortogung 19i'6 des Deutschen Atomfonns e.V., Dusseldorf, 30.3.-
2 .4.1976 
Kolthoff, J .F.; Beinert, J .; Winkler, S. "Einflul3 dynomischer Effekte auf die Bestimmung von 
Ri13orrestz!:lhigkeiten und ouf die .Anwendung von Rillorrestsicherheitsonalysen", 8. Sitzung 
dos Arbcitskreises Bruchvorgtinge im DVM, 6./7.10.1976, K!jln, 
10, Degree of Availabili~ 
The reports can be ordered from Gesellschoft fur Reaktorsicherheit, Glcx:kongosse 2, 5 Ktsln 1, 
• 
----- . ------------------.. -.. 
Fig. 1: Initiation and arrest considerations for 
a crock in the wall of a pressure vessel 
Fig. 2: Consequences of dynamic corrections for 
crock arrest safety analyses 
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Classificatlon: ll.Z.l
RiBaufweitung (cOD) zur Beurteilung der Bruchgefiihrdung
von Bautei len
(RS 102-13 -tI.Z, Jdhresbericht A 76)i
ORGAI.ITZÀTrON:
IFKM Freiburg
_{_i-§_l_e z _(}-'ne}ish) :
The use of c00lc0s Fracture crlterla ln the Assessnnnt
of Component Strength
Project Leader:
Dr. J.G. Blauel
T. Hollstetn
Initiared (Dare):
l4a,y 1973
lita t us s
I eted
Completed (Dat,e)
,lune 30. 1976Last Updattng (Date) s
Decenùer 1976
1. Geheral aim
The general aim is to improve the knowredge on the assessrpnt of safety for
t.:,.
t;... ri -
' 
'1- :li" 
'
component.s of a reactor plqnt, ln which cracks or crackllke defects have tobe assumed. \
The particular objectl've is the assessment of the fracture behavior ôf compo-
' 
nents by measuring the crack opening dlsplacement as a func6on of geometry
and load parameters and comparing it to the materlal specirr.-r.ir.r-àoili*..
l.*g1gl_g1gg"*
'lifeasurement of the crack opening displacement coD along the fulî crack lengthfor corrrpâct (c) and singte -Edge'Notched (sEl{) specimens with different thlck-
. 
'nesscs and crack lengths up to fracture. The load displacement curves are als,' evaluated in terms of the energy lntegral ù, Two nodlflcatlons of the steel
. 22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7 are inyêstigati.
Experimental Faci I ities
servo-hydrzulictesting system, mechano'electrical, photoeîectrical ând photo-graphical equipment for the measurement of GoD, scannlng eîectron mlcroscope fortàe investigation of fracture mechanisnns. '
2, Parti.cular objectives
q.
4.
I
ræâ.r9aÿiler\q
5. Progress_to Date 
The crack tip opening displacement COS and the J-integral have been determined 
experimentally for increasing loads for series of C-specimens and SEN-specimens 
with different crack langths and thicknesses at room temperature. Critical val-
ues of COS, G and J of the material at fracture have been deduced and their 
correlations have been examined. 
6. Results 
6.1 For the material, geometry and loading conditions investigated values of COS 
were determined in an exact and reproducible way by direct optical measurement 
at the specimen surface. At the same time these values could be inferred from 
a single clip gage displacement measurement at the open end of the specimen 
on the basis of a plastic hinge mechanism with a load dependent center of 
rotation. As compared to other existing models a description is achieved which 
is the same and conservative over the wohle load range for all thicknesses 
and crack lengths of one type of specimen. Critical values cos 1 =0.26±0.05 mm c ' 
and 0.39 ± 0.05 mm, respectively, were determined for the two materials at the 
onset of stable crack extension (see next paragraph). 
6.2 J-values were determined from C-specimen tests using the compliance method of 
Begley and Landes (1972) and the single specimen procedure of Rice, Paris and 
Merkle (1973). For these two methods a close correspondence was found only if 
a variable factor of proportionality 2.3~N21.9 for relative cracklengths 
0.47< a/W ~ 0.70 could be assumed (see Sumpter and Turner (1975) and Kuna 
(1976)). The method of interrupted loading with heat tinting and the electrical 
potential method were used to generate crack resistance (J - ~a) curves allow~ 1 
the determination of the onset of stable crack extension as a safe limit prior 
to attainment of maximum load and complete fracture. From extrapolations .c.a~o 
critical values of the J-integral J 1c= 0.20 ± 0.04 MN/m and 0.28 ± 0.06 MN/m, 
respectively, were determined. A possible dependence on the crack length is 
indicated only fm~ the 75 mm specimens but together with a change in fracture 
mechanism. 
6.3 Adetailed scanning electron microscope study of the fracture surfaces showed 
that first stable crack growth was preceded - at still lower J-values - by a 
blunting of the crack tip region through formation of a stretch zone. This lo-
calized tearing process is strongly influenced by microstructural inhomogenities 
(e.g. the flat rolled Mn-sulphides in the less tough of the two materials). 
Taking that into account by a blun~nqline intersecting the resistance curve 
chilng•'d the critical valu~s only within the existing scatter band. 
6.4 A lin0ar relationship is shown to exist between consistantly determined values 
of COS and J for situations even beyond onset of stable crack growth. The term 
of proportionality .is material dependent and includes the yield stress and a 
plastic ·. · -traint factor which amounts to 1.5 ± 0.2 and 1.1 ± 0.2 for the two 
steel modifications. 
7. ~c_xt __ '>_tr_es 
The pr·oj ec t is camp 1 e ted. 
(~· Relation with other projects 
,/ 
This project is closely related to RS 102-11, RS 102-12 and RS 90. 
9. References 
Fi na 1 report (in German) IFKM 4 /76 
Hollstein, T.; Blauel, J.G.; Urich, B.: RiBaufweitung COD/COS zur Beurteilung 
der.Bruchgefahrdung von Bauteilen aus 22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7 
Reaktortagung 1976, 813-816 
10. Oegre·'_ of avai 1 abi 1 i ty 
The reports can be ordered from 
Gescllschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit GRS 
0 5000 Koln - 1, Glockengasse 2 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
Title 1 (Or:iginal Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
StoBwellen als mogliche Schadensursachen in Kernkraftwerks- SPONSOR: 
komponenten - Experimentelle Spannungsanalyse - BMFT 
{RS 102-14 - 11.2, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; 
IFKM Frei burg 
Title 2 (En<Jlish) : Project Leader: 
Damage of Nuclear Reactor Components by Shock Wave Loading 
S. Winkler 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date): 
1.5.1973 30.4.1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Completed December 1976 
1.- General Aim 
In addition to static or quasistatic and thermal loading of reactor pressure 
vessels and components -which are very well investigated - extremely dynamic 
loading conditions {shock waves) may occur, for example by impinging fragments 
or projectiles, by internal explosions or- after certain cases of partial 
failure - by impact of the accelerated reactor pressure vessel against the 
containment. The investigation of damage in these dynamic cases is 
general aim of this work. 
2.- Particular Objectives 
The particular objective is the investigation of (1} the distribution of the 
produced dynamic stress fields (shock waves}, (2} the interaction of these 
shock waves with the material,and {3) the initiation of damage in the material. 
3.- Research Program 
In this program plane shock waves are produced by impinging a target with a flat 
impactor in a gas gun. Reflected shock waves cause tension fields in the target 
by which microcracks are nucleated and subsequently activated to grow further, 
thus leading to internal damage in the material. Crack initiation thresholds 
and crack growing should be a function of material structure, history and tem-
perature. The research program therefore consists of: 
J .' \ ' 
3.1 Investigation of materials with different crack nuclei and of the influence 
of material structure {texture), heat treatment and temperature during loading 
on crack initiation. 
3.2 Measurement of the change in conventional material strength properties for 
such materials, containing damaged regions which are produced by impact. 
3.3 Measurement and/or calculation of stress pulse profiles in order to understand 
their interaction with the material. 
4.- Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Stress pulses are produced by the IFKM gas gun and target temperature ( in-
situ - heating) by a RF heat generator. The loaded specimens are investigated 
by common metallographic methods including scanning electron microscopy. Shock 
wave shapes are measured by a new method using the pressure dependent voltage 
generation in bimetallic junctions. A one dimensional wave propagation code 
(PUFF +) is available for the calculation of stress distributions in an im-
pacted specimen. 
5.- Progress to Date 
Several series.of impact experiments and subsequent metallographic studies have 
been carried out to investigate 
5.1 the nature and the behaviour of crack nuclei, the influences of texture, 
annealing, and temperature on the initiation threshold which indicates the 
sensitivity against shock loading, especially for the commonly used steel 
22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7 . 
5.2 In tensile experiments the strength of shock loaded (i.e. damaged) material 
has been measured in various directionswith respect to the damaged zones. 
5.3 A new method has been applied for measuring the shape of the shock pulses 
at the rear surface in order to get a better knowledge of the stress distri-
bution at the instant of damage. The wave propagation code has been adjusted 
to the local UNIVAC computer. Difficulties were encountered because of the 
lower accuracy of this machine. 
6.- Results 
6.1 For steel, in particular the reactor pressure vessel steel 22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7, 
+ developed by Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California , U.S.A. 
, .. 
the following results on the nucleation and growth of microcracks were found: 
Damage occured by exceeding a shock wave pressure threshold of approximately 
25-26 kbar ( ~ 120 m/s impact velocity at 25°C and about 20-22 kbar at 300°). 
The exact value depends slightly on texture and annealing. 
Two main types of crack nuclei were found: impurities (sulphides and oxides) 
and ferrite precipi tations, latter are less important for the reactor vessel 
steel. Microcracks were nucleated either by brittle cleavage of grains or brittle 
cracking of grain boundaries. Ductile extension and coalescence of microcracks 
lead to macroscopic fracture, by which the integrity of the vessel or component 
may be endangered severely. 
6.2 Tensile specimens were machined from the damaged zone of the targets impacted 
with different velocities. Especially because of cracks nucleated at flat 
() inclusions parallel to the rolling plane the tensile strength perpendicula.r 
to the rolling plane decreases linearly by about 50 %by increasing impact 
load from 30 to 60 kbar. Controversely the tensile strength parallel to the 
rolling or the transverse direction decreases only by less than 10 % of the 
strength of the unloaded material. 
6.3 Shock prof"'·iles arc mcnsurcd successfully by using the method of voltage 
generation at a bimetallic junction during pressure loading. From these 
measurements the stress distribution at the damaged plane inside the specimen 
can be extrapolated with a higher accuracy than before. 
0 
The conclusion which can be made at this status of the investigations is that 
the effective tensile stress at the damage plane in our experiments does not 
reach the value of the impact pressure. The reason is the finite risetime of 
the shockwave (e.g. 0.5 microseconds. for an impact pressure of 45 kbar in a 
22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7 sample of 6 mm thickness. That means that the material es-
pecially at lower impact velocities, where the risetime increases, will be 
damaged at even lower stresses than reported above. 
7.~ Next Steps 
The work has been finished. The final report is available. 
8.- Relation with Other Projects 
This work is related to the investigations 11, 12 and 13 within the project 
RS 102. 
. . 
9.- References 
Results are published in the 
IFKM Report 8/74 (German) 
and 
IFKM Report 3/76 (German), Final Report, 
both entitled 11 Shock Waves as Possible Causes of Damage to Nuclear 
Reactor Components 11 
10.- Degree of Availability 
This reports can be ordered from 
Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit 
Glockengasse 2, · 5 Koln - 1 
,-
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COU~THY: 
BHD 
SPONSOR: 
8~1FT 
ORGA~IZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
schaft, IFKM 
Title 2 (english) : Project Le~: 
Damage of Nuclear Reactor Co~1ponents by Shock Wave Loading S. Winkler 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
30.4.1976 c 1 .• 5.1973 
·~c:atus: 
continuing 
Last Updating (Datet 
December 1975 
1. General Aim 
In addition to static or quasistatic and thermal loading of reactor pressure 
vessels and components- which are very well investigated- extl~emely dy-
namic loading conditions {shock waves) may occur, for example by impinging 
fragments or projectiles, by internal explosions or- after certain cases 
of partial failure - by impact of the accelerated reactor pressure vessel 
against the containment. The investigation of damage in these dynamic cases 
is general aim of this work. 
- •') (., ..;. Particular _Objectives 
The particular objective is the investigation of (1) the distribution of 
the produced dynamic stress fields (shock waves) (2) the interaction of these 
shock waves with the material and (3) the initiation of damage in the material. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
In this programme plane shock waves are produced by impinging a target with 
a flat impactor in a gas gun. Reflected shock waves cause tension fields in 
the target by which microcracks are nucleated and subsequently activated to 
, grow further, thus leading to internal damage in the material. Metallogra-
··· phic methods are used to study the crack initiation process. :rhe influence ... 
of material structure, temperature, and material history, e.g. heat treat-
ment on the crack initiation process are investigated. The decay of the dyna-
mic stress fields with time is of special importance, therefore stress 
pulse profiles are measured. 
.. 
4. Project Stu_t_~~ 
i. •. ,\, 
4.1 Progress todatf>. 
Damage thresholds - especially for the commonly used steel 22 lli!~oCr 3 7 
- have been measured in relation to material structure, annealing 
and specimen temperature during impact. The nature of crack nuclei 
has been investigated. 
The strength of the shock loaded (i.e. damaged) material has been 
investigated in various directions in tensile experiments. 
Effort has been made in applying a new method for measuring the shock 
profile at the reur "Surface in order to get a better knowledge of the 
stress distribution at the instant of damage. 
4.2 Essential Results 
a) For steel. in particular the reactor pressure vess~l steel 
22 Ni:•loCr 3 7 the following results on the nucleation and growth of 
microcracks were found: Damage occured by exceeding a shock wave 
pressure thesho 1 d of approximately 25 - 26 kbar ( ~ 120 m/s impact . 
velocity at 25°C and about 20- 22 kbar at 300°). The exact value 
depends slightly on texture and annealing. 
Two main types of crack nuclei were found: impurities (sulphides 
and oxides) and ferrite precipitatations, latter are less important 
for the reactor pressure vessel steel. Microcracks were nucleated 
either by brittle cleavage of grains or brittle cracking of grain 
boundaries. Ductile extension and coalescence of microcracks lead 
to macroscopic fracture, by which the integrity of the vessel or 
component may be endangered severely. 
b) Tensile specimens were machined from the damaged zone of the targets 
impacted with different velocities. Especially because of cracks 
nucleated at flat inclusions parallel to the rolling plane the · 
tensile strength perpendicular to the rolling plane decreases 
linearly by about 50 % by increasing impact load from 30 to 60 kbar. 
Controversely the tensile strength parallel to the rolling or the 
transverse direction decreases only by less than 10 % of the 
strength of the unloaded material. 
c) Shock profiles are measured successfully by using the method of 
voltage ~eneration at a bimetalli~ junctfon during pr~ssure loading. 
From these measurements the stress distribution at the damaged plane 
·inside the specimen can be extrapolated with a higher accuracy than 
~ 
before. 
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The conclusion which can be made at this status of the investigations is 
that tha cffQctive tensile stress at the damage plane in our·experiments 
does not reach the value of the impact pressure. The reason is the finite 
risetime of the shockwave (e.g. 0.5 microseconds for an impact pressure 
. of 45 kbar in a 22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7 sample of 6 mm thickness. That means that 
the material especially at lower impac~ velocities, where the risetime·in-
creases, will be damaged at even lower stresses than reported above. 
Next Steps 
The work in progress will be continued. This is in particular: Damage 
threshold values for the austenitic steel X 6 Cr Ni Mo 18.11 will be 
measured; shock wave behaviour will be investigated in more detail, to 
correlate the damage within the target with the actual load history in 
the respective plane. 
6. Relation with other Projects 
. 
7. 
o-· a. 
... . .. ~ 
.·' I 
' ' 
',. '~ ' 
This work is related to the investigatio~s 11, 12 and 13 within the 
project RS 102. 
Reference Documents 
Results are published in the IFKM-Report 8/74 "Shock Waves as Possible 
Causes of Damage to Nuclear Reactor Components .. , Dec. 1974 
Annual Reports A 73: IRS-F-18 
A/74: IRS-F-24 (Engl i sch) 
Degree of Availability 
The Reports can be ordered from 
Institut fUr Reaktorsicherheit der TOV 
Glockengasse 2,• 5 Koln- 1. 
The IFKM Report can be ordered from Institut fUr Festkorpermechanik 
Rosas tr. 9, 78 Freiburg 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BestrahlungseinfluB auf Festigkeit und Relaxation BRD 
von hochfesten austenitischen Stahlen und Nickel- SPONSOR: BMFT 
legierungen filr Verbindungselemente der Kernstruktur ORGANIZATION; 
(RS 133 - II.2, Jahresbericht A 76) KWU, Erlangen 
•ritle 2 (English) :_ Project Leader: 
Irradiation Influence on Strength and Relaxation of 
Austenitic Steels and Ni-alloys for Core Structure H. De bray 
Connections 
Initiated (Date) : Com:eleted (Date) : 
• tf 1 • ( 2. 75 30. 9. 76 
., 
;tatus: Last Updating (Date) : 
Completed 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim and 2. Particular Objectives 
The influence of neutron irradiation on the strength and relaxa-
tion of materials for core structure connections of light water 
reactors had to be investigated. 
Research Program 
For three characteristic materials and two heat-treatment condi-
tions of each quantitative experimental results were expected: 
1. Steel Nr. 1.4550, representative for austenitic steel as used 
in LWR' s. 
2. Inconel-X-750, representative for connection material 
(frequently used in USA). 
3. Steel Nr. 1.4980 (USA: A 286) with lower tendency towards 
selective corrosion and lower thermal expansion coefficient 
compared with Inconel-X-750. 
- ........ ----
4. E;perimental Facilities , .. 
Irradiation in special irradiation channels in the Obrigheim 
Power Reactor (KWO). Post irradiation testing in the hot cell 
facility of KWU, Erlangen. Testing of unirradiated samples in 
the materials testing laboratory of KWU, Erlangen. Machines used 
for this program: Tensile testing machine and high-frequency 
pulsator (Fatique tester). 
5. Progress to Date 
The evaluation of the irradiated and unirradiated samples was 
continued. 
The possibility of determining the modulus of elasticity from 
irradiated tension samples was investigated. Theoretically the 
influence of the irradiation on the modulus of elasticity was · 
studied in order to find out, whether for the conversion of 
tension-data to fatique curves (Larger-Manson-Coffin-model) the 
E-module after irradiation was necessary. 
6. Results 
The measured values of the modulus of elasticity (unirradiated) 
were within ± 6 % in the range of the producers data. 
The monitor evaluations showed that a mean neutron fluence of 
3,9 • 1020 cm-2 (E > 1 MeV) had been in the middle of the channel 
and 5,1 or 3,0 • 1020cm-2 for the. samples, directed to the core 
or in the opposite direction. 
7. Next Steps 
The work has been completed. 
--- j - - ' -
8. Relation with'Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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in Leichtwasser-Reaktoren eingesetzten Werkstoffen spg~p~R: 
(RS 159 .,.. II. 2, Jahresbericnt A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangcn 
Title 2 (~nglish) : Project Leader: 
Literature Study on Selective Corrosion of LWR-
Materials Stieding 
Initiated (Date): 
---
" Completed (Date) : 
1 • 4. 75 30. 6. 76 
:; t •l I U :i: Laul U1)uatin<;,~ ( Oll to) : 
Completed 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim 
Some materials (austenitic, ferritic and martensitic steels and ·· 
Ni-alloys)·which are used in the nuclear steam generating system 
were to be investigated, whether they could be attacked by 
selective corrosion under certain conditions. As a first step 
a literature study has been conducted on the behaviour of some 
selected materials. 
() 2. Particular Objectives 
In order to raise the safety of operating reactors and to get 
more information about the risks of longtime effects the know-
ledge of the behaviour of primary materials had to be extended 
over the limits of the usual operation lifetime data. 
3. Research Program 
In the first step the following details will be studied from the 
literature: 
'\ 
'I 
- corrosion under RPV-cladding, caused by material failures 
- influence of the corrosion on the failure behaviour and 
the crack growth 
- hydrogen induced corrosion 
- determination of the corrosion limits of materials 
containing Ni 
- influence of gaps and different material combinations 
- electrochemical investigations on the corrosion mechanism. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
No experimental facilities necessary. 
5. Progress to Date 
The literature study was continued, regarding Ni-Cr-Fe alloys 
in the PWR primary circuit and in the BWR. 
The intercristalline corrosion was studied 
- under imperfection of the RPV cladding 
- for different material combinations in pure hot water 
- on the influence of special mechanisms, investigated 
by electrochemical methods. 
6. Results 
The published data on the behaviour of austenitic Ni-Cr-Fe 
alloys with respect to intercristalline corrosion, caused by 
Cr-pauperisation of the grain boundaries, allow a theoreti-
cal calculation of tne attack on Ni-base-alloys after diffe-
rent heat conditions. 
The contact of Inconel 600 with C- and low alloyed steel 
. ' 
or stainless steel does not increase the intercristalline 
corrosion in pure hot water. Austenitic Cr-Ni-steel however 
increases the perforation-corrosion of RPV-steel in BWR-water. 
0 
0 
RPV steel will be perforated in pure hot water. The velocity 
however was not defined quantitatively.Some publications show 
that the deepest holes have an asymtotic statistic and with 
the aid of the Gumbel-statistic the perforation prohabilitiea 
and perforation times can be determined. 
7. Next Steps 
The work has been compl~ted. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
, .. 
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Reduktion der Aktivierung und Kontamination von SPONSOR: 
Reaktorkreislaufen 
(PNS 41 23 - II.2, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; 
PNS/GfK 
•ritle 2 (En9lish) : Project Leader: 
Reduction of Activation and Contamination of I. Michael, IRB 
Reactor Loops 
Initiated (Date) : Com,eleted (Date) : 
Jan. 1974 Dec. 1977 
"Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
~·Continuing Dec. 1976 
1. General Aim 
The aim of this investigation is reduction of radiation dose to mainte-
nance and repair personnel in nuclear power reactors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Laboratory scale investigation of the metal los rate to the water 
and deposition of corrosions products under conditions of the modern 
pressurized water reactors,i.e.:INCOLOY 800 and other stainless steel 
()materials, temperature 342 °C, pressure 150 bar, water chemistry 
(boron acid, LiOH). 
3. Research Program 
The influence of the water chemistry was examined in several steps 
started with pure water. The program will be finalized in 1977 with 
all additional components in the water. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The protective gold plating applied on the inner side of the autoclave 
system I had to be renewed after investigation of the metal loss rate 
of INCOLOY 800 specimens by several test series. 
The autoclave system II (same dimensions as the autoclave system I) 
also provided with an inner gold plating was nearly completed. 
A small sized autoclave system III was completed which allows to 
study the metal loss rate to pressurized water of standard chrome-
nickel steel, the material making up 15 % of the inner surface of 
primary circuits in PWRs. 
5. Progress of Date 
Investigations were performed of the metal loss rate of the INCOLOY 800 
steam generator material at 342 °C and 150 bar with oxygen contents in 
the pressurized waters of 0,05 mg/kg, extending over twice the 
,. running period of 1000 hours and, also, with additional alcalization 
using lithium hydroxide (pH-value 9,7). 
The older version of the atomic absorption spectrometer used for the 
determination of the metal content in water was automated for labora-
tory purposes. 
6. Results 
Reduction of the oxygen content in deionate through noble gas sweeping 
which is much more effective than chemical reduction by hydrazine was 
improved in combination with the autoclave system I. It appeared that 
the minimum oxygen content of 0,05 mg/kg required for primary loop 
water of pressurized water reactors can still be underrun by the factor 
of 20. 
In the two metal loss rate runs an abrupt, discontinuously enhanced metal 
.concentration was found in the pressurized water after about 400 hours. 
It suggests the growth of the surface layer on the INCOLOY specimens 
until an instable thickness is reached at which the metal oxide begins 
to detach. 
0 
0 
Automation on the laboratory scale of the atomic absorption spectroscopy 
essentially resulted in making shorter the handling and evaluation 
period and in a higher accuracy of analytics. 
7. Next Steps 
Three autoclave systems will be available to continue the investigations. 
The discontinuous metal loss rate observed calls for further investi-
gations. They will relate to the chemico-physical partial processes 
of transport of the metal and metal oxide content released in the 
pressurized water and of the determination of the solid content, 
classified by size. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
The physico-chemical analysis of the corrosion layers is performed 
by Dornier System, Friedrichshafen. 
9. References 
I. Michael, C. Plog, 
Dtinnschichtanalyse von Druckwasserkorrosions-Schichten auf INCOLOY 800-
Proben. (to be published in "METALL") 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
--
Fremdstoffe in LeichtwasserreaktorkUhl~itteln BRD 
~(PNS 4123 - II. 2. I Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
BME.T_ 
ORGANIZATION: 
- GfK, Karlsruhe 
'ri tle 2 (enszlish} : P.roject Leader: 
Corrosion Substances in Light Water Reactor Coolants J. Michael 
. 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date} : 
( "-97 4 1977 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
,continuing December 1975 . 
1. General Aim 
' 
., The metal loss of primary loop materials to pressurized water is 
~ examined with a view to reducing the primary loop contamination 
of pressurized water reactors. This examination mainly relates , 
to the INCOLOY Boo steam generator material. 
c.-)2. Particular Objectives 
{ 
.. 
" ; 
. 
r 
A lo~1er primary loop contamination is expected from the reduction 
of metal loss mainly by means of water chemistry measures. 
Experimental Facilities 
A high pressure autoclave system with a volume of 4 liters is . 
available. The inner surface of that autoclave is coated with 
a thin. layer of gold. 
Atomic .absorption spectrometry is used far the water chemical 
analysis. ·The surfaces of test samples are examined according 
to the solid-state analytic methods of the secondary ion and . 
Auger electron spectroscopy • 
3. 2 Re~~cnrch Procram 
· The main components of the alloy - iron, chromium and nickel -
released from INCOLOY 800 to pressurized water - are determined 
by 500 h tests at 342°C and 150 bar. The wate~ chemistry 
conditions are varied during this process. 
~. Project Status 
In several test runs the oxygen content of the pressurized water 
was lowered by means of thermal degasing, flushing with noble gas, 
and addition of hydrazine. 
4.1 Progress to Date 
The measures described above brought about a reduction by one 
power of ten of the deionate oxygen content by one power of ten. 
4.2 Essential Results 
In the process of lowering the oxygen content the metal content 
in the pressurized water was reduced by 33% of iron after 500 
hours at 342°C and 150 bar. The metal content of nickel 
decreased by 40% while the chromium content could not be well 
defined due to the very low intitial values which were within 
the range of the detection limit of· the atomic absorption 
spectroscopy. 
The surface layers formed on the INCOLOY samples after 500 h 
under operating condition~ exhibited oxide, hydroxide and 
hydride fractions of the main components of the alloy. As 
compared to the fractions of the other main alloy components, 
there is a noticeable enrichment in the chromium content in 
the surface layer so that such surface can be assumed to behave 
chemically as a protective layer. 
5. Next Steps 
The investigations of the metal loss to pressurized water are 
supplemented by va~iation of the pH-value of the pressurized water. 
Also, the solid content in the pressurized water will be especially 
analyzed. -
0 
To speed up the program, a second autoclave system is presently inte-
grated. 
6. Helations with Other Pro,jects 
Work is performed in contact with reactor operators and reactor 
manufacturers. 
1. Refer~nce Documents 
G. Bechtold, I. Michael, R. PrUmmer 
Zur Gold-Innenbeschichtung von Autoklaven durch Explosivplattieren 
(in German) 
Metall 29 (1975) H. 1, pp. 685- 687 
8. Degree of Availabilitl 
Preprint available at GfK, Karlsruhe 
·, 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
Erweiterung des Einsatzbereiches kobaltfreier Werk- BRD 
stoffe fi.ir Reib- und VerschleiBbeanspruchung im NDES SPONSOR: BMFT 
von Leichtwasserreaktoren ORGANIZATION; 
( RS 207 - II.2, Jahresbericht A76) KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (Enslish): Project Leader: 
Extension of the Use of Cobalt-Free Materials for H. StiedJ.na 
Resistance of Friction, Wear(and ~orrosion in the 
Nuclear Steam Supply Sxstem NSSS of LWRs 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
-----
1 • 5. 76 30. 9. 79 
~;I,, LUll: Lilut UedatinS (Date) & 
I ( 
'I 'Continuing 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim 
Reduction of contamination of the NSSS by products of corrosion 
and wear, which together with the coolant pass through the 
reactor core and thereby become activated. 
2. Particular Objectives 
0 
a) Selection and (eventoally in cooperation with the manufactu-
rers) development of eo-free plating materials, which can 
also be exposed to impact stress conditions and which can be 
worked more easily than Everit 55. Investigations of the be-
haviour of these materials und conditions of sliding, impact 
and corrosion. 
b) Selection and evaluation of plasma-sprayed materials with 
satisfactory corrosion and wear properties under PWR and BWR 
conditions. 
c) Selection and evaluation of stainless steels which are ex-
pected to show better friction and wear behaviour than 
material No. 1.4550. 
' ~'.. ·-· .. ·· -.-.. ' 
. ' . . ' ____ . ____ ,..,.._,_ _____ _ 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Selection of test materials: 
pre-selection, acquisition, fabrication of samples, adhesion 
0 tests, friction and wear tests at 20 C. 
3.2 Corrosion tests: 
fabrication of samples, corrosion tests at 320°C,' tests for 
resistance to intergranular corrosion. 
3.3 Friction and wear tests: 
fabrication.of samples, tests at 20°C and 300°C. 
3.4 Mechanical tests: 
fabrication of samples, adhesion tests, brittleness test 
3.5 Evaluation of test results 
4. Test Facilities 
The required test facilities have either been used in previous 
tests or have recently been developed (hydraulic apparatus for 
RT tests; stand for high-temperature wear tests at 300°C with 
simultaneous influence of corrosion; static and refreshing 
autoclaves for long term corrosion tests) and are available 
for the above described tests. 
5. Progress to Date 
A literature search has been made to select suitable, commercial 
FeCrC alloys. Well-known manufacturers have also been contacted 
in order to discuss "'the possibilities of fabricating sui table 
plating materials and their willingness to do so. 
6. Results 
Literature searches gave the following resultss 
a) There are very few suitable FeCrC alloys available on the 
mo.rket. 
b) "Pantanax 25/0 Mo", a TEW-made FeCrC alloy, presently not 
a·Jailable for commercial use·, is expected to be a suitable 
mnterial for the planned tests. 
c) Tn addition to the FeCrC alloys (high-crome cast-iron), overlay 
0 w,~ lding materials ( "Ni tronic"; Ni-based alloys) should also be 
tested. 
0 
Discussion with the manufacturers led to the following results: 
IL) FeCrC alloys 
eo-free plating materials showing the required combination of 
characteristics have not yet been studied. The major problem 
here is the temperature requirement (approx. 320 - 350°C) during 
long term operation (40 years), which requires extensive work 
in order to investigate the suitability of just one FeCrC alloy. 
Therefore ist was agreed to proceed step by step. A TTT diagram 
will be made of Pantanax 25/0 Mo-G to provide a basis for speci-
fic development. 
b) Nitronic steels 
Comparative tests, performed by the manufacturers, showed that 
tho friction and wear behaviour of these steels at RT is 
fairly good. Additional tests are required on: corrosion be-
haviour, friction and wear behaviour under defined conditions 
at RT and 300°C and the temperature stability of platings of 
these materials. 
·-----------.. ----
c) Tribaloy 
According to the manufacturer~, the discussed alloy T 700 can 
be applied by shielded arc welding. Unfortunately, the material . 
shows low ductility. While temperature stability seems to be 
guaranteed, friction wear and corrosion behaviour have still 
to be evaluated. As a first step, samples of cast material will 
be carefully pre-tested. 
·7. Next Steps 
According to the current task matrix, the next steps will be as 
follows: 
- establishment of a material list 
- acquisition of test material 
At the same time a literature survey will be made on "Plasma 
sprayed layers". 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
Preparatory work has been done under the scope.of R & D task 
RB 72 I/S 11. 
9. References 
P. Hofmann 
Wear resistance of materials and protective layers with respect 
to their behaviour in water-cooled nuclear power plants 
final report R & D task RB 72 I/S 11, KWU, Aug. 1973. 
10. Degree of Availability 
The report is classified Company Confidential 
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Classification: 11.2 .1. 
Title: Country: 
Dynamisk brudmekanik DEN111\RK 
Sponsor: 
Res. Establ. Ris0 
Title: Organization: 
Dynamic Fracture Mechanics 
Crack propagation in inhomogenous steel Res. Establ. Ris0 
r-----------------------------------------------------------------------~scientists: 
Initiated ~te: 1g73 Completed date: A. Nielsen 
Status: Some basic investigations finished C. Debel 
1. General aim: To develop fracture mechanics approaches to evaluate 
crack propagation in inhomogenous steel in which the fracture toughness varies 
along the path of the crack. 
2. Particular objectives: Welded connections in steel structures con-
stitute areas within which the fracture toughness varies 'considerably. Welded 
connections are furthermore the most likely sites for defects able to cause 
failure of the steel structure. A particular aim of this project is to evaluate 
the critical size of a brittle volume as related to the general fracture toughness 
of the base metal. 
3. Experimental facilitfnq and programme: Tensile testing, fast bending 
and instrumented impact testing machines are available. A mathematical analysis 
has been made and an experimental investigation has been finished using duplex 
DCB test pieces of a type comparable to those used by G. Hahn, et.al., Battelle, 
Columbus, USA. 
4. Project status: Danish reports on the above mentioned activities have 
been worked out and English versions are under way. More experiments are needed 
before significant conclusions can be drawn. 
5. Next steps: Experiments to be continued. 
6. Relation with other projects: Experiments will be designed to be 
carried out in the facility resulting from the project Pressure Testing Facility. 
7. Reference documents: RIS0-M-1842. Carsten Engel: "Energetiske og 
kinetiske overvejelser vedr0rende revners bevregelse over fasegr~nser". 
RISO-M-1897. C.P. Debel: "Dynamisk Brudmekanik. Licentiat-rapport". 
B. Degree of availability: No limitations. 
-----------·-----· ---------. -~~- ·---------
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131-11-23/4111.03 
Titre 
Dommages cons~cutifs aux defauts des structures et/ou 
evolutions de chargement. 
Titre (anglais) 
Damages subsequent to structure defects and/or load changes 
Date de demarrage : 1/ol/76 Date prevue d 1achevement :31/12/80 
Etat actual : en cours Derniere mise a jour : Ol/01/77 
·····----- ~ ~-i1~-
C1aasification t 11-2-l 
Pays : 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Organisme executeur 
CEA/DEMr 
Responsab1e : 
B. BARRACHIN (DSN 
-
SETSSR) 
R.ROCHE (DEMr) 
Scientifiques : 
lt). 
-
u 
Objectif general : 
Cette etude a pour but de verifier les lois de comportement en fatigue 
et fissuration des materiaux utilises dans les circuits primaires des 
reacteurs a eau PWR. 
Ob1ectifs particuliers : 
- Influence du milieu 
Influence de la biaxialite 
Comportement sous chocs thermiques 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour 
Les essais effectues ont permis de preciser le comportement en 
fatigue des aciers pour cuve (acier Creusot-Loire type A 508 classe 3) 
et des alliages austenitiques en milieu PWR. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
-Pour l'acier type A 508 classe 3, la courbe de fatigue du Code ASME 
section III est acceptable. 
- Pour les aciers austenitiques, la courbe de fatigue du Code ASME 
section III est trop optimiste et devrait atre reajustee • 
. . . I . .. 
•• 
~--- .. 
~ _; 
Prochaines 4tapes 
- Fatigue sous sol~icitation biaxiale (fin 77) 
- Essais sur r4cipients :corr4lation avec les essais sur 'prouvettes (1980) 
Documents de r4ference : 
"Low Cycle Fatigue of Austenitic Alloys in Hot Water" 
C.GARNIER, R.ROCHE, B.BARRACBIN. 
Smirt L 6/7 Londres 1975 
''Low Cycle Fatigue of Steels for Nuclear Pressure Vessels in Hot Water" 
C. GA.RNIER, G. KOWALCZUK, R. ROCHE, B. BARRACHIN. 
Smirt L 8/h San Francisco 15 - 19 aoQt 1977. 
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1'itr• ' l'aya a 
FRANCE 
Comportement des organes d'isolement 
reacteurs 1 eau. 
du circuit prtmaire des Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre {anglais) Organisme exticuteur 
. 
Behaviour of isolation valves of PWR primary. .. system CEA.DEMT 
R~sab&e(b B. CHI SN-
SETSSR) 
R. ROCHE (DEMT) 
Seientifiques 
.1/01./77 Date pr~vue d1achevement :31/12/Sl Dat& de demarrage 
Etat actuel : Demarrage DemUre mise a jour : Ol/01/77 
' 
Ob1ecti£ general : 
Cette etude ~ pour but de preciser le comportement des organes 
d 1 isolement du circuit primaire des reacteurs a eau. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
L1 etude devra essentiellement permettre d'apprecier la validite des 
arguments presentes quant au bon fonctionnement de ces organes en 
condition normale et en condition accidentelle. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Essais preliminaires d'un couple siege-corps (fin 77) 
Calcul 9ynamique-plastique du comportement (fin 78) 
Essais complementaires (1980) 
Etablissement de reg1es g~n~rales (1981) · 
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131-11-30/4111-10 Classification ill-2-1 
Titre P.ays 1 
FRANCE 
Comportement des aciers pour cuves - tenue A 
!'irradiation Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
... 
Titre (anglais) Organisme ex~cuteur , 
Date 
Etat 
CEA/DTEcH 
Research programme on irradiation embrittlement of 
pressure vessel steels. Responsable • • 
B.BARRACHIN (DSN-
SETSSR) 
de demarrage : Ol/Ol/76 Date prevue d 1achevement 01/12/79 
Scientifiques : 
P.PETREQUIN (DTECH -
actuel : en cours Derniere mise A jour :30/11!76 SRHA) 
Objecti£ general : 
Le programme a pour but de determiner le comportement sous 
irradiation neutronique de 1 1acier Creusot-Loire (type A 508 
classe 3) utilise pou; la fabrication des cuves PWR du 
programme nucleaire fran~ais. 
Objectifs particuliers 
Le programme comporte essentiellement : 
1) Les mesures de KCV et NDT, 
2) Les mesures de KIC sur grosses eprouvettes, 
3) L'etude de la restauration, 
4) Les mesures de KID et JIC sur petites eprouvettes, 
5) La participation au programme AIEA. 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
Reacteur experimental TRITON {CEN-Fontenay-aux-Roses). 
Etat de 1 1etude : 
1) Avancement ~ ce jour : 
Le point 1 est termine. Les points 2,3,4 sont en cours. Le point 5 
est prevu pour 1977. 
2) Resultats essentiels 
1) Evolution des caracteristiques de fragilite sous irradiation. 
Les essais ont porte sur des echantillons preleves dans les 
viroles de coeur des 5 premi~res cuves du programme fran~ais. 
Les irradiatjon~ Dnt ete menees a 290 degres C et flux integre 
de 4 X lo19 NVT. Le deplacement de la temperature de transition 
est faible pour le metal de base et plus important pour les 
soudures. 
. .. / ... 
I 
I 
2) Les mesures de KIC ont ~t~ effectu~es sur mat~riaux non 
irradies. Un dispositif pour l'irradiation de grosses 
'prouvettes est en cours de r~alisation. 
3) Les premiers essais ont permis de pr~ciser la cin~tique 
de restauration et d 1 examiner les ~quivalences temps-
temperature. 
Prochaines etapes : 
1) Mesure de KIC sur grosses eprouvettes irradiees. 
2) Verification des equivalence& temps - temperature. 
3) Determination des courbes de transition de KID. Definition 
de la methode et mesures de JIC. 
4) Definition du programme AIEA. 
\ 
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Classification : 11-2-1 · 
131-ll-31/4111-66 ..-~~ ~?>-
Titre Pays . 
• 
: FRANCE 
de fatigue sur lea materiaux de Propagation de fissures Organisme directeur 
structure irradi~s. CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme ex~euteur 
CEA/DTECH 
Fatigue crack propagation on irradiated materials-
Re frlf~·· B.BA~0dU SN-SETSSR 
P .PETREQUIN (DTE"CR-SBHA 
Sc:ientifiques 
.1/0l/76 Date prevue d1ac:hevement fl/12/79 Date de demarrage . 
Etat ac:tue1 : en c. ours Derniere mise ~ jour : 1/1/77 
) 
Objectif g~n~ral : 
Le programme a pour but de determiner les lois de propagation 
des fissures de fatigue sur les materiaux de structure irradies. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Les essais sont plus specia1ement orientes sur 1es aciers pour cuves 
de reacteurs a eau sous pression PWR. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a c.e jour : 
La machine de fatigue a ete montee en cellule chaude et est actuellement 
operationnelle. Par ailleurs les essais d'irradiation sont en cours. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Essais sur materiau~ de cuve : 
-a l 1 ambiante (fin 7?) 
- en temperature elevee (fin ~8) 
I 
I 
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140-.21- : /411,1:164 -. ' 
Titre 
. 
Comportement des lignes de tuyauteries lors d'un 
accident • 
Titre (anglais) 
Behaviour of pipings in the event of an accident 
Date de demarrage : 1/03/77 Date prevue d 1achevement :31/12/81 
Etat actuel : Demarrage Derniere mise ~jour :1/4/77 
Classification :11.2.1 
A~s-~-
Pays : 
FRANCE 
. 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Organisme executeur i 
CEA/DEMT 
Responsable . • 
B.BARRACHIN (DSN-
SETSSR > 
R. ROCHE (DEMl') 
Scientifiques . • 
B.VRILLON 
LO . 
Objectif general : 
Le programme a pour but d 1etudier le comportement des tuyauteries 
en cas de rupture (eau pressurisee). Il concerne essentiellement 
les tuyauteries de petit diametre appartenant aux circuits 
auxiliaires : RCV, RIS, ANG, ASG. Les essais sont realises dans 
des conditions proches de l'echelle reelle. 
Objectifs particuliers 
Le programme comporte essentiellemen;, outre la mise au point 
du dispositif experimental : 
- La determination des criteres de fouettement. 
- La mesure des efforts de reaction. 
- La prise en compte des interactions possibles. 
- Le dimensionnement des supportages et autres limiteurs de 
debattement. 
- La tenue des organes d'isolement. 
Installations experimentales et programme 
Boucle HUREPOIX ( CEN-SACLAY). 
Prochaines etapes 
Mise au point de la boucle et premiers essais (fin 77) 
Determination des criteres (fin 78) 
Dimensionnement des supportages et comportement des organes 
d'isolement (fin 79). 
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I I SPONSORING COUNTRY : 
I 
I 
I 
I I DATE INITIATED 
~TE COI1PLETED 
0 
ITALY 
I 
1968 
1977 
pescription : 
.. 
. 
ORGANISATION 
PISA - UNIVERSITY 
PROJECT LEADER 
C. CARMIGNANI 
l 
The aim of this research program.is to evaluate the possibility of 
using linear elastic fracture mechanics concepts to forecast the star 
·ting of crack propagation in a ductile material. 
In the first phase it was developed a·theoretical work to evaluate 
the clastic stress field around the tip of the crack (Ref. 1.2). After, 
several cylinsirical pressure vessels of diameter 100 + 200 mm, thickness 
5 + 6 Jllm, l'li th on axial through the thickness cracks of length 60 + 100 
mm, were bursted by internal pressure (Ref. 3.4.5). The results of this 
~experimental work demonstrated the possibility of using cylindrical 
pressure vessels, li~e those above mentioned, to determine the critical 
parameters (K or COD) of the m~terial. 
c 
NO\t j s. unde1· execution an experimental work devoted to evaluate 
size. effect on the determination of the critical parameter with the 
method above indicated. 
Facilities used are a pressurization system with a manual pump for 
bursting test at room temperature, using oil, and an electric pump for 
bu~sting test at low temperature (-170 °C), using liquid nitrogen. 
The re se arch program t-:a!:; initiated \·ti th a re search contract 1d th 
the Cl\!JN and nOI•l it is presented ldth ~'n analogy contruct with the Cl\R• 
. --- ... 
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REFEnENCES 
1. C. CARMIGNANI, A. DEL PUGLIA 
Applicazioni di metodi di calcolo elettronico all'analisi del com-
portamento elastico di piastre rettango1ari contenenti una fessura 
passante centrale',\ caricate normalmente al loro piano medio. 
Atti Ist. Mecc. Appl. - Univ. PISA, n° 11 - Anno Ace. 1968-'69. 
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·TNO- Metaalinstituut 
\ 
TITLE: Literatuurstudie: 
(I) Invloed van omgevingscondities op vermoeiings-
scheurgroei. 
(2) Invloed vat• veroudering op de mechanische materi-
aaleigenschappen. 
TITLE: ( ENGLISH LANGUAGE ) : Literature study: 
( 1) Influence of Environment on Fatigue crackgrowth. 
(2) Influence of aging on fracture related material 
properties. 
INITIATED: June 1974 LAST UPDATING: April 1977 
STATUS: near completion COMPLETED: mid 1977 
General a1m 
CLASSIFICATION: 11. 2. I • 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANOS. 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
TNQ-Metaalinstituut 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Van Rongen 
SCIENTISTS: 
\_..) To improve the understanding of material behaviour during lifetime of nuclear 
vessels and other pressurized components as influenced by aquous environment 
and aging effects. A "state of the art" report will be submitted. 
Particular objectives 
To review the knowledge in the areas 
• influence of reactor coolant on fatigue crackgrowth in LWR pressure vessels, 
with particular attention to chemical composition of the coolant, type of 
pressure vessel steel, frequency, amplitude and theshold phenomena. 
Interpretation will be in fracture mechanics terminology • 
• phenomena which deteriorate the fatigue and fracture related material para-
meters of nuclear grade pressure vessel steels, such as thermal aging and high 
strain aging. 
Experimental facilities and program: Not applicable 
l?roject status 
1. Progress to date: literature survey completed 
2. Essential results: to be reported mid 1977 
Next steps: ready for the press 
Relation with other projects: -
Reference documents: -
Degree of availability: 
Trhough the Ministry of Social Affairs, C.R.V., Postbus 69, Voorburg, The 
Netherlands 
Budget: Hfl. 50.000,--
Personnel: 2 scientists 

.NTT P. MT - TNO ,. 
TITLE: 
Literatuurstudie van materiaalparameters die nodig 
zijn bij de interpretatie van defect-localisatie met 
AE-apparatuur 
CLASSIFICATION: 11· 2 • \{ /Z. 3 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: and others 
NIL, MI - TNO 
TITLE: ( ENGLISH LANGUAGE ) : PROJECT LEADER: 
Literature survey of material parameters which are Kloots 
necessary for the diagnosis of defects localized with 
AE techniques. 
:. SCIENTISTS: 
~ 
\.) 
INITIATED: September 1974 
STATUS: in progress 
General a1m 
LAST UPDATING: ~ril 1977 
COMPL.I~TEO: May 1977 
Boerstoel 
V.d. Brink 
This particular survey is a preliminary study of effects to be included in an 
extensive study which will be initiated in the future and which can be character-
ized as follows: 
"Evaluation of the practical application of Acoustical Emission (AE) techniques 
during construction, testing and operation of welded constructions, in particular 
pressurized components to be used in the energy and process industry in order to 
improve safety, reliability and economic construction of components". 
Optimum utilization of AE-apparatus for defect localization and diagnosis is only 
possible if sufficient data on the AE behaviour of constructural material are 
available (AE material parameters). This study comprises the use of AE material 
parameters for nuclear vessels and their application to the diagnosis of defects 
localized in experiments. 
Particular objectives 
Study and inventarization of AE research in literature. 
Visits to industry and institutes in the Netherlands. 
Experimental facilities and program: -
Project status: to be completed soon 
Next steps: final report 
Relation with other projects: see under 1 
Reference documents: NIL-lastechniek, 40e jaargang, no. 5, mei 1974 
Degree of availability: Through Nederlauds Instituut voor Lastechniek 
Budget: Approx. Hfl. 30.000,--
Additional information: 
Survey will be executed by Metaal Instituut (TNO) and will be completed 
May 1977, approximately. 
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Title 1 COUN'l'HY UNIT~D KINGDOM 
METAL FRACTURE (CRACK GROW'm) 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
OHGANIZATION 
RFL SP~INGFIELDS 
Title 2 PrOJeCt Leader 
DR B TONKINS 
Initiated 1971 !Jompletcd : Scientioto: 
StatuG : Last updating 
----- - - ---··- - ---- .. ---- -· ---·-·· ·-· -··--·-------
1. 
2. 
Desc.ription: 
General Alm 
To recognise and assess modes of failure of nuclear reactor pressure vessels 
and other circuit components. 
Particular Objectives 
To examine the possibility of component defects growing to a critical size 
as a result of reactor transients. , 
' 
Experimenta1 Facilities and Procramme 
A nuober of special purpose machines have been assembled, which permit 1 
specimens of about l,in. section to be stress cycled and thermally cycled 
under •:ell-controlled conditions. 
Project Stn tus 
a) Cr<J.ck f;ro•..:th under thennal shock loading. Cr3ck :pro:paea tion from s~ort 
initial surface defects has been monitored in specimens which undergo r~peated 
surface cooling sr:ocks of between loooc and 2500C. The crack r:rowth rates and 
·varying decrees of crack penetration into the material have been analysed 
using the basic elastic and elastic-plastic crack erm.,rth data derived under 
.sinplc push-pull conditions .tn an earlier part of the programme. The tests 
,are being carried out on types 304 and 316 stainless steel. The information 
from ti1cse tests is being used to assess tl1e grm·rth of under-clad cracks as a 
result of service transients and the behaviour of defects in reactor ci~cuits. 
Further tests will examine the growth of cracks in combined thermal andl 
mechanical looding situations and a new rig will impose heating shocks ~n to 
cracked spcciQens. 1 
i 
.b) F<dicue crack p,rov1th in pressure vessel steel. This work programme~ has 
now been extended to examine the growth of fatigue cracks at low frequency 
in A533-B steel in a simulated reactor water environment. Current test's are 
at ambient ter.1p:;reture and :pressure. In particular the effects of mean stress 
·and V3ry~g frequency are be~g examined. The results of these tests are 
con td •••••• 
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Title 1 COUN'l'RY 
SPON::JOR 
. 
OHGANIZATION 
Title 2 Project Leader 
lnitiated Completed : Scicntistu: 
Stntua : Lnst updating 
...__ _____ ----···· - ---- -· 
---- - --·-·· ··- -··---------
Descriution: 
enabling corrosion and fatibUe mechanics effects to be correlated with crack 
opening modes. Furt~er work will attempt to define bounds on the accelerations 
in growth rate produced. . 
. 
Reference Documen·~s 
Internal documents. 
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"- .. ) 
'fit le 1 COUNTRY 
UliiTE:.9 KUTGDOH 
METAL FRACTURE (STABILITY) SPONSOR UKA.EA 
OHGANIZATION 
?.FL Sl'Rll'Wl"ELDS 
'ritle 2 Project Leader 
DR B T011KINS 
ln1tiated 1971 Gompletcd : 1976 Scientiots: 
Status : . ~Last updating 
------ ----···· - ----- .. ----· -· -·-·· ···- ---··-·-------
1. 
2. 
Descrir. tion: 
General Aim 
To recor,nise and assess modes of failure of nuclear reactor,pressure vessels. 
Particular Objectives 
To develop a \·my of producing a sharp crack in a component, to enable the 
critical crack length to be measured. 
Exuerimental Facilities and Programme 
A hish pressure technology exists at Springfields; steady pressures of 1 
100,000 psi (6000 bar) may be employed and cycles of about half that mag-
nitude. This has been applied to locally fatigue crack the base of a notch 
and thus produce well-defined crack starter conditions. 
Reference Documents 
;Internal documents. 
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'fi tlc 1 COUNTRY 
UNITt:D KINGL'OM 
l1ECHAt\ICS OF PLANE STRAIN FRACTURE 
Title 2 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
. 
OHGANIZATION 
RFL SP.iUNGFIELDS 
Project Leader 
DR B TOMKINS 
ln1tiated 1972 Gompletcd : Scientioto: 
StutuG : Last updating 
..__ _____ - ----··· - -- -· .. 
----- -· -·-·· ···-· --··---------
1. 
2. 
Description: 
General Aim 
To recognise and assess modes of failure of nuclear reactor·pressure vessels. 
Particular Objectives 
To measure the deformation in a thick cracked plate up to the point"of 
fracture. 
3. Exnerimental Facilities and ~rogramme 
A rig has been constructed in which a high pressure (circa 3000 bar) mat be 
applied within a crack in the plate. 
The use of internal pressurisation means that fracture criteria in thick 
section material can be studied under well defined boundary conditions.·Direct 
surface strain measurement around the crack tip will be done and fractography 
employed to stress fracture development prior to fast fracture propagat~on. 
Reference Documents 
Internal documents. 
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'l'i tlc 1 
VEGSEL FAILURE TESTS 
Title 2 
lnitiated 1969 
StatuG : 
Gomplctcd : 
LnGt up1lating 
COUN'L'HY 
UNITED KINGDOM 
SPONSOR U"iAEA 
OHGANIZATION 
P..ENL RISLbY 
Project Leader 
DR A CO\'I'AN 
Scicntiotu: 
---·-· , •• '··--- -- •·-~-....... I•• ·-
Description 
1. General Aim 
To quantify critical crack length for use in decisions arising in inspection. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To compare Kic and COD correlations for failure of intermediate-size pressure 
vessels above valid Krc critical temperatures. 
3. Exuerimental FacilXies and Programme 
The test vessels are 5' dia and 12' long. Thicknesses to date, 1" and 3". 
Currently-defects (partial and full thickness) are placed in the membrane 
regions. 
4. Project Status 
Investigation of the factors governing cyclic crack growth and fracture in 
pressure vessel steels is continuing. Three tests have been completed in a 
series on a 3" thick x 5' dia vessel to investigate the effect of plate 
thickness. The tests were made at temperatures of 84 and 10°C corresuonding 
to the w'·ole of the ductile/brittle transition range~ Relationships between 
small scale fracture toughness test pieces cut from the vessels and vessel 
failure conditions are being investigated. 
Reference Documents 
Internal documents. 
. .. 
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11.2.1 
Title 1 COUN'l'HY 
UNI'l'.ill KINGDOM 
FRACTURE BEHAVIOUR OF STRUCTURAL STE~LS SPONSOR UKAEA 
' 
ORGANIZATION 
REML RISLL"'Y 
Title 2 Pro.)cct Leader 
DR A COWAN 
lni tiated Gompleted : Scientisto: 
Statue : .. Last updating 
/ 
/ 
~---- ----··· - --- -· ----- - --·· ···- __ ..... ________ _ 
Description 
1. General Aim 
2. 
' 3· 
4. 
To apply fracture mechanics concepts for assessing structural integrity 
of pressure retaining components. 
Particular Objectives 
i to investigate relationships between small scale fracture toughness 
tests and full scale experimental pressure vessel tests, 
ii to assess the applicability of COD and J data at temperatures where 
LEFM methods are invalid. I 
iii to determine the effect on fatigue crack growth rate of mixed mode 
(I/II) loading. 
iv to develop a laboratory test to examine factors influencing crack 
initiation (and arrest) under thermally induced shock loading. 
Experimental Facilities 
Equipment for failure tests on 1.5m dia x 36.5m long x 75mm thick pressure 
vessels. Laboratory test equipment of up to 1000 KN (static)/500 KN 
(dynamic) capacity. 
Project Status 
I i tests on 1.5m dia pressure vessels containing partial thickness! and 
full thickness defects have been completed. Fracture toughness datl:i from 
small scale fracture mechanics test pieces are being compared with ~essel 
failure data. 
I 
ii the influence of test piece geometry (bend VS tension) on COD and J 
has been assessed using HY130 steel. The programme is being repeated using 
A533B steel. Particular attention is focussed on measurement of initiation 
toughness and its relevance to plant operation in the upper shelf regime. 
' 
contd ••••••• 
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Title 1 COUNTHY 
SPONSOR 
. 
OHGAN IZA TlOtl 
Title 2 Project Leader 
1nitiated Gompleted : Scientista: 
Status : Last updating 
,/ 
-----·- ----···· - ----- ·- ---- - -----· ,_ --·--------
Description 
iii tests are in progress using angle notched centre cracked plates 
and modified compact tension test pieces to establish the influence of 
shear loading on fatigue crack growth rates. Test specimens are 12.5 and 
25mm thick low alloy pressure vessel steel. 
iv the essential features of thermal shock induced crack initiation and 
arrest are being studied by applying a known thermal shock to statically 
loaded three point bend test pieces. Preliminary calculati~ns·have'been 
made and a series of test pieces are being prepared. 
Reference Documents 
Internal documents. 
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Classification 
11.2.2/11.2.3 
Title 1 
s~ndingsanalyse af pri~re trykberende stalkomponenter: 
Sammenligning mellem beregnede og malte t~jninger og 
s~ndinger i en BWR pumpestuts. 
Title 2 
Stress analysis of primary steelcomponents: 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC,Ris~ 
P.roject leader 
s. I. Andersen 
A comparison between calculated and measured stress 
and strain in a BWR main circulation pump nozzle. ' Scientists: 
Initiated (date) 
74.04.01 
Status: concluded 
Completed: 1977 
Last updating(date) 
April 1977 
S. I. Andersen 
1. General aim. The purpose of the project is to establish the accuracy, which 
can be obtained by stress analysis of a complicated pressure vessel component 
and to determine the degree of sophistication, required in such calculations. 
2. Particular objectives. The pump nozzle in a BWR-steel pressure vessel has been 
chosen as object for this investigation. The nozzle is located in the transition 
zone between the spherical bottom head and the cylindrical vessel part. The noz-
zle axis is parallel to the centerline of the vessel. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme. During the manufacturers hydrotest 
of the vessel, strain measurements has been performed on the pump nozzle. 
4. Project status 
~!~!-~!~2!~~~-~~-9~~~ A 3-dimensional finite element model of the nozzle has 
been generated, and 3 load cases run: hydrotest, stresses due to stationary 
temperatures, and stresses during normal operation condi~ions. Besides, the 
experimental program, i.e. strain measurements, has been performed. 
4.2. Essential results The stresses and strains due to the internal pressure 
----------------------has been obtained, and both calculated and measured values are shown to be in 
good accordance with each other. Besides, the results from simplified calcula-
··. 
tions (2 D) has been compared to the 3D- and experimental results. 
5. Next steps 
None 
6. Relations with other projects The·work is related to 
1) Ris~ investigations of the validation of structural computer codes 
2) Ris~ work on the safety of primary pressure system. 
7. Reference documents 
[1] S.I. Andersen, J. Reynen, P, Engb~: 
"Stress Analysis of a Main circulation Pump Nozzle". 
Ris~-TPM-76/1, Jan. 1976. 
[2] S.I. Andersen, T. Henriksson, J. Reynen: 
"Stress Analysis of a MCP Pressure Vessel Nozzle". 
Paper G 8/d to be published at the 4th Int. Conf. 
on Structural Mech. in Reactor Tech., San Francisco 1977. 
8. Degree of availability A limited amount of the results may be freely avail-
able. 
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TITLE 1 (original langua~e} 
Vibrazioni di si sterni di tubazioni 
.. 
1'ITLB 2 .( enclish) 
. 
Structural and acoustic. vibrations 
piping syst~ms ". .. 
. . 
. 
Date initiated 1973 
'lJate completed 1976 •. 
. •' 
•. ., 
Last updating June 1976 
~--~. ---~R.·e:s.Je.aDrecs11cription , ! • . fc f!rograrn: · ·· · · .· . . 
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::'··· .. · ... 
Cl a ssifi ea tion 
. 11. 2. 2 
'· 
Countr)': J:'fALY 
of Sponsor: CNEN-CNR-Italimpia±lti 
.. Organisation: University 
.. of Pi sa 
-Pro~cct Leauer . 
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A • De Pauiis 
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Classification: 11.2.3 
Title ! . __ ( u r_~ g-~-na l Language): COUNTRY: 
Zerstorunf,sfreie WiederholungsprUfung an Reaktor- BRD 
SPON~OR: druckbehultern mittels Wirbelstromverfahren 
_BM FT 
(RS 89 - II.3.2; Jahresbericht A 76) ORGAIHZATION: 
KWU Erlangen 
Title 2 (Lnglish) : Project Leader: 
Non-Destructive In-Service Inspection for Reactor Gr1lbener 
Pressure Vessels with Eddy Current Methods 
lnitialL'd (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
-. 
1 • 12. 7? 30. 6. 76 
~;tatuu: (1 Last Updating (Date): -- --
rcompleted 31. 12. 76 
1.' General Aim and 2. Particular Objectives 
The eddy current method was to be qualified for the examination 
of cracks on the surface of cladded reactor pressure vessels. 
Appropriate conditions, detectors and procedures of registration 
for this method were developed. The limits for detecting !lawa 
·on sections under water have been investigated. . 
(J. Research Program and 4. Experimental Facilities 
The program was devided into two main parts: 
In a pre-program first tests were carried out with existing 
detectors and evaluation equipment concerning the detection ot 
flaws depth, considering thereby possible interference effects 
(detectorsurface distance, material inhomogenities). The pre-
program showed which detectors and equipment were the most 
appropriate. In the main program appropriate detectors and 
evaluation equipment were developed according to the know-how 
obtained in the pre-program. With this prototype experiments 
were carried out ·under defined conditions. Data registration 
.... ~--~-.-.........-.- ...... , - -.... -
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and processing were equally developed, as well as a system !or 
carrying the detectors. 
5. Progress to Date and 6. Results 
The documentation of the results has been completed. The 
measuring technique was improved, visual inspection device 
and simple recording were not sufficient for rational in-
spections. Automation will be necessary. 
7. Next Steps 
The work has been completed. 
B. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 27 "Development of Non-Destructive Inspection Techniques for 
In-Service Inspection Tests of Reactor Pressure Vessels" 
9. References 
Devrient, et.al. 
"Zerstorungsfreie WiederholungsprUfungen am RDB mittels Wirbel-
stromverfahren (Teilvorhaben 1 - 4) 11 • 
AbschluBbericht Forderungsvorhaben RS 89 
Kraftwerk Union·Aktiengesellschaft, Erlangen (Okt. 1976) 
10. Degree of Availability 
The report is company confidential. 
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Classification: 11.2.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
--
Akustische Holographie - Labor- und anwendungstech- BRD 
nische Versuche mit dem Holscan 200 SPONSOR:BMFT 
(RS 102-20/2 
- II.3.2, Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Ges. 
'\ T_:z_fp ~,.,..,..h.,..ill"'k.r:> j\ 
:r-~-~~-( ~r-~~~sh) : Project Leader: 
Acoustical holography - laboratory and application 
tests with the Holscan 200 Dr. v. Schmitz 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
----------
1.8.197S 28 • ..!.1977 O l.tl_~us: Last Updating (Date) : 
j"continuinq December 1976 
1. Gencr~ll Aim 
In the non-destructive testing they have not yet succeeded in reaching 
an identical, three-dimensional picture of flaws, respectively of 
greater areas with defects by conventional ultrasonic methods. An exact 
knowledge of these flaws is necessary to determine the influence of 
such areas on the stability or safety of reactor pressure vessels. The 
acoustical holography links the conventional method of pulse-echo with 
the cLttiludcs of optical holography and allows a non-destructive testing. 
end a geometrically identical projection of flaws concerning either the 
basical testing or the repetitional testing. In the near future, testing 
procedures wi.th the aid of aco\lstieal holography should belong to the 
technical standard. 
2. Parllcul~r Objectives 
'l'hc acoustical holography can help to determine the exact size and 
locus of fluws in thick-walled vessels. \fe are working at two kinds 
of application: 
- testing of the basic material, the cladding and the interface bet-
ween austenitic and ferritic junctions of reactor pressure vessels; 
- testing of thick-walled components both in laborato~y tests and 
in situ. 
·- . ..., .... _________ ~ ................ - ' 
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3. Research Program 
The experiments can be devided into the following points: 
3.1. Installation of an acoustical holographic equipment, 
3.2. Experiments on specimens with artificial flaws, 
3.3. Experiments on specimens with natural flaws. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Co~es 
From the methodological point of view ultrasonic holography is better 
suited to the examination of thick-walled materials instead of using 
focal probes as it works with,the far-field length of a focal probe. 
The focal point in this case does not lie at the level of tl1e flaw but 
can be set at the surface independently of whether the depth of the 
flaws is known in advance or not. All flaws reflected in the area of 
the ultrasonic beam will be picked up regardlessly of their distance 
from the surface and shown in the reconstruction phase. 
Fig. 1 shows the principe. A point source in the surface is emitting 
-·-.. 
a spherical wave and detects the reflected ultrasound, too. To conserv-
ate the information of the phase, there is a second wave, the reference 
wave with an inclination angle. This method has been realized in the 
holographic equipment holscan 200 of Holosonics, Inc., shown in fig. 2. 
On the left the tank filled with water containing the material to be 
examined. Above the mechanical scanner which moves a focal probe in a 
grid pattern. The ultrasonic signals converted into electronic signals 
are processed in the electronic processor. To enable the retention not 
only of the amplitude but also of phase a coherent phase-shifted refe: 
ence signal is superimposed on the flaw signal. Thus a diffraction, th~_ 
hologram, is formed which can be made visible on a viewing screen. In 
the optical processor on the right of the picture the negative produced 
by the screen is illuminated by a laser beam. The image of the flaws 
appears in the monitor where it can be measured. 
5. Progress to Date 
The following examples may serve to give some ideas of the potential 
of ultrasonic holography. 
The test specimen shown on the right in fig. 3 is made of steel and has 
at four different levels in each case three flat bottom holes with a 
diameter of 3 mm and at distances from each other of 2, 3 and 4 mm. A 
4 MHz transducer was used with a nearfield length in water of 18 inches. 
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The reconstructed flaws are shown on the left. Even the 3 nun flaws at a 
depth of 180 mm from the surface can be clearly distinguished and re-
~onstructcd. One advantage of holography is that it can employ the 
single probe technique as well as that the flaw lies within the widely 
spread beam. So shown in fig. 4, the holes with 30° and 45° slope could 
Le recognized with the correct diameter. 
In the next example the dependence of the flaw inclination with trans-
verse wave beams was investigated. The flaws diverge from the acoustic 
axis {45° to the normal) by up. to~ 15°. Nevertheless, all the flaws 
were unambiguously shown up (fig'. 5). 
In the following example we used a double clad specimen. The claddings 
were 2.4 inch wide and 1.2 inch offset against each other. The testing 
frequency was 1.25 MHz. As anticipated a markedly inferior reproduct-
Oion of the reflector was the result. There remained however, a note-
worthy and promising resolving power and sensitivity (fig. 6). 
We 'have investigated systematically a test piece with a weld. The weld 
was insonified with longitudinal waves from both sides, that means.in 
5 inch depth, resp. in 10 inch depth. The length of the weld is about 
20 incht·!~, the height about 1 inch and the width more than 10 inches. 
In addition to the manual testing we have investigated the test pie~e 
with a focal probe 4 MHz, longitudinal wave and a diameter of 60 nun, 
Fig. 7 represents a c-scan image of the whole weld, the ultrasonic 
hologram and the re cons t.t;_uction of the flaws. The testing frequency 
was 2. 4 MHz. 'l'he holographic reconstruction gives a more detailed image 
of the flaw and allows to mea51ure inunediately the size of the flaws .• 
0 
b. Results 
Ultrasonic holography has shown itself to be the most promising a~ea 
of testing thick walls. In all cases of experimental results the ~e~o­
lution capability of holography has been demonstrated. 
7. Next Steps 
A potential development lies in the replacement of the optical.pro-
cessing by a numerical processing scheme (fig. 8). With a numerical 
reconstruction the inspection data is not presented as a negative b~t 
fed into the core store of a computer ·via an analog-digital converter. 
The reconstruction then takes place numerically using a fast Fourier 
transformation and presented on a monitor or a print out. First 
-----. ·---- ---
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experiments on a specimen shown in fig. 9 demonstrate that we can get 
reasonable good results - fig. 10 - in performing the numerical recon• 
struction. The advantages of numerical reconstruction are that it 
permits interferences and distortions to be removed and a free choiQe 
in the manner of representations. 
8. Relations with Other Projects: none. 
9. References 
V. Schmitz: 
Studie zur Anwendung der akustischen Holographie bei der zera~runga• 
· frcien PrUfung von Reaktorkomponenten und Reaktoranlagen. 
'l'()il I 1 l.tt·praturrecherche 
lziP-Bnl-Lcht 740106-'l'W, SaarbrUcken 1974 
C. Schmitz: 
' Eignung des Holscan 200 der Firma Holosonics zur Fertig~gs- und 
Wiederholungsprilfung an Reaktorkomponenten und Reaktoranlagen. 
Teil II: Prilfsystemanalyse. · 
IzfP-Bericht 750207-TW, SaarbrUcken 1975 
'\ 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
On rt.'<JUCSt by GRS, I<tlln. 
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Classification: 11.2.3 
Title 1 (~rig~nal Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
DurchfUhru:1g von Untersuchungen zur RiBerkennung an 
druckfilhrenden Reaktorbauteilen mit Hilfe der opti- SPONSOR: 
schen l!ologruphie BMFT (R'l 132-II.3.2, Jahresbericht A76) ORGANIZATION: 
·r i tle 2 (English): Project Leader: 
Crack detection in pressurized vessels and reactor Professor 
components by optical holography Dr.-Ing. 
F. Mayinger 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
July 1!)74 June 1978 
•;tHlU!.l! Last Updating (Date) z 
--- -·- ---·-
'l Continuing December 1976 
() 
1. Generul aim 
The aim of the activities is to develop a quick and reliable optical 
method in order to detect cracks in reactor· vessels during fabrication 
and later in repeating tests. 
2. Particular objectives 
In the last few years a new nondestructive technique - holographic inter-
ferometry - was developed by which one can detect material defects. Up 
to now it was1 however, only used for nonmetallic components. 
C:Our aim is to apply this technique also for the testing of steel. The 
special objective of this investigation is to detect cracks in or near 
the surfac0 of reactor vessel steels using surface waves which are re-
corded by double-pulse holography. 
3. Resc>i~.r c_~ program 
At first, basic experiments with testpieces of simple geometric shape 
are made. The aim of these preliminary experiments is to find out the 
smallest crack that can be measured with holographic interferometry in 
connexion with the impact excitation of the testpieces. The indication 
of cracks is influenced by various parameters: 
1. crack-p.1rarneters (shape, size, orientation and position of the crack) 
·-------------·-·· ··---·· 
j 
1 I 
i 
. ' 
2. testpiece-parameters (geometric shape, thickness and material) 
.3. test-method-parameters (impact•parameters sensitivity of the method) 
· Further experiments shall be carried but with testpieces of any geome-
tric shape. After these preliminary investigations experiments will be 
made with real reactor components like pipelines, elbows, T-pieces, etc. 
to proof the reliability of this new nondestructive test-method. For 
these measurements in a nuclear power plant during a repeating test the 
holographic set-up must be reconstructed to a compact and versatile 
device. 
4. Experimental facilities 
The principle of this holographic technique is to visualize the defor-
mation of surface and bending waves due to small irregularities in the 
material. This waves cause surface deformations which can be measured 
with holographic interferometry. 
To produce the waves it is usually necessary to strike the testsection 
in a suitable manner. This impact excitation may be generated e.g. by 
a free falling steel ball, by the bullet of an air-gun, or any other 
stress wave generator. The local impact is only a short-time excitation 
after which the waves will travel in all directions. In order to record 
this very fast event holographically a Q-switched ruby laser is used 
which·produces two short light pulses. The first giant pulse illuminates 
the testpiece shortly before the ~mpact and thus the testpiece in its 
unstrained condition is recorded. The second laser pulse appears at a 
certain time after the impact to make visible the propagation of the 
wave. The whole experimental set-up was already discussed in the annual 
report A 74. 
5. Progress to Date 
The experiments with testpieces of simple geometric shape (plates) in 
connexion with the described technique (particular with the steel ball 
impact-generator) are finished. It is therefore possible to describe the 
detectable cracks as a function of different parameters. Furthermore, 
measurements were made with testpieces of more complex geometric shape 
like tubes and· elbows. In addition, basic investigations were made to 
use a thin liquid layer above the surface of the testpiece· as a signal 
amplifier. 
i 
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. This li<tuid layer levitates the amplitude, of the generated surface 
waves. In fact due to the very small disturbance of waves at small 
cracks it .is necessary to amplify this disturbance up to a range th4t 
can'be measured optically. 
Sim~ltaneously, the holographic set-up was rebuilt into a more compac;:t 
. dev:ice. · ,:; i. t-.!1 tha ·aid of a naw e.~ec.t:anic: tJ::.ig_qex:-~'f.stmlt. ~ ~. na.w..: ~ .· 
~.ibl.e 'L'.;.. s":ftch on the two laserpulses exactly in comparison to the 
wave generating impact (fig. 1)· 
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6. Results 
Theoretical and experimental investigations have shown, that the 
detection of very small cracks in connexion with the described hologra-
phic method is limited due to"the fact that the wave disturbance is 
extremly small for crack geometries of interest. Without an adequate 
magnification of the surface motion or an increased sensitivity of the 
measuring equipment cracks down to a length of few millimeters and a 
depth greater than the half of the material thickness are always detec-
table (fig. 2). 
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In addition it is difficult to obtain a reasonable surface deformation 
with testpieces thicker than 40 mm (see A 1975). The results with re-
spect to the limited crack geometry and to the limited material thick-
ness could be improved by the aid of a liquid or plastic layer placed 
upon the testpiece surfa~e. This layer served in amplifing the extremly 
small wave distortion near small cracks up to a range that could be 
measured optically. It can be shown theoretically, that the levitation 
h of the liquid-air interface is 
h = 4,1 f2a2 
g 0 
f: Frequency of the generated wave 
a0 : Amplitude of the generated wave 
t 
I 
I 
I 
' 
' 
I~ f _r; 
With the uid of such a liquid-layer it is possible to detect disturban-
ces of the waves resulting from very small material-voids. 
The influence of the liquid layer can be seen in fig. 3 and fig. 4. The 
testpiccc was a steelplate with a thickness of 40 mm. The surface-cracks 
were simulated by rows of 6 holes with a depth variing from 1 mm to 
10 mm. One can see in fig. 3 that without the aid of a liquid-layer no 
distortion of the interference pattern·are visible. But if the surface 
of the testpiece was covered with a thin water film, all cracks are 
clearly detectable (fig. 4). Similar·results were obtained with a much 
more thicker steelplate, as it is shown in fig. 5 were a 85 mm plate 
with a liquid layer of water was tested. To examine another liquid-layer 
th~n water, experiments were made with gelatine on the surface of the 
Qi!j mm thick oteelplate. The result is shown in fig. 6, were all cracks 
are surrounded by two or more interference-fringes. After these positive 
results experiments were made with even smaller cracks and as fig. 7 
and 8 show, surface-cracks down to a length of 5 mm, a depth of only 
0,5 mm and a width of 0,1 mm are clearly visible. 
rri addition, experiments were carried out with material voids which are 
located below the·surface of the testpiece. As can be seen in fig. 9, 
these voids are also detectable with holographic interferometry. Because 
the disturbance of the wave at these cracks are big enough to be mea~ 
sured·optically, it was not necessary to use a liquid-layer on the test-
piece surface. 
C·urther experiments with testpieces of more complicated geometric shape 
were made. The crack is located near the welding seam of the flange of 
an elbow. The interference pattern (fig. 10) show that the crack detec-
tion will be not influenced by the complicated geometric shape of thia 
testpiece. 
7. Next steps 
To improve the detection of even smaller cracks, some investigations 
will be made with a ultrasonic wave generator, which produces waves in 
the range of a few MHz. More elaborated measurements with testpieces of 
any geometric shape in connexion with a new holographic difference-
method will be tested to suppress the reqular interference pattern and 
to make v1sible only the disturbance due to the crack. 
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Dimension of cracks shown in fig. 3 - 6 length 10 mm (6 holes 
1 mm 9) in each 
row) 
Fig. 3: 
depth 1 - 10 mm 
Interference pattern of a 40 mm thick steelplate without 
any liquid layer 
Fig. 4: Interference pattern of the same steelplate as in fig. 3, but 
with the aid of a thin water-layer. All cracks, even the smal-
lest with a depth of 1 mm are clearly visible ·. 
Fig. 5: Interference pattern of a 85 mm thick steelplate. Liquid-layer: 
waterfilm 2 mm high 
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fig. 
Fig. 
{5 f 7-
6: Interference pattern of a 85 mm thick steelplate 
I.iquid-layer:. gelatine 2 mm high 
crack 
\ 
dimension: width : 0.2 mm 
depth : 0.5 mm 
length: 10 mm 
7: Interference pattern of a 10.mm thick steelplate 
Liquid-layer: gelatine 
crack dimension: width : 0.1 mm 
depth z o.s mm 
lengtha 5 mm 
Fig. 8: Interference pattern of a 10 mm thick steelplate 
Liquid-layer: gelatine 
'·-··.,--------~----- ''' 
void dimension: depth: 
Diameter: 
6mm 
6mm 
Fig. 9: Interference pattern of a 40 mm thick steelplate with ~~~~ a void below the surface 
welding seam· crack 
Fig. 10: Interference pattern at an elbow 
dimension: width: 
depth: 
length: 
0.3 mm 
2 mm 
10 mm 
8. Relatjons with other Projects 
See Annual Reports A74, A75. 
9. Refcr0ncc documents 
Annual report A74 
'\ 
Quarterly reports in the series GRS-Forschungsberichte 
Report-period Jan. 1976 - ·March 1976 IRS-F- 30 
Report-period April 1976 - June 1976 IRS-F- 31 
Report-pcl· iod July 1976 - Sept. 1976 IRS-F- 33 
Report-period Oct. 1976 Dec, 1976 GRS-F-35 
10. Dcur0r• of nvailabil it¥ 
' ()'he quarterly reports are avail.able by Gesellschaft fUr Reaktor• 
sicherheit (GRS). 
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Classification 
11.2.3. 
_...,..._..__, . ...........,___. 
COUNTRY. 
_ ..........,. .. 
Title 1 Denmark 
DAEC 
. 
• SPONSOR et . al. . 
Anvendelse af Akustisk Emission ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris~ \ Danish Wel. Inst. 
--r;~~--;----- --·--- Project leader 
lindustrial application of Acoustic Emission [Arved Nielsen 
Initiated Completed Scientists: 
l97o w. Swindlehurst 
Status . progressing Last updating S.E. Iversen . N . Thorp 
. 
1. General aim 
Increase of the effeciency of· non-destructive control and· 
surveillance by application of AE methods. 
2. Particular objectives 
Development of a system to store on magnetic tape informa-
tion from a large number of AE t~ansducers in order to do a careful 
location analysis after testing or surveillance. 
Development or testing of commercially available discrimi-
nators to operate with the above mentioned storing system or to opera--
p--~· te in connection with other applications of AE than location. .~ 
3. Experime.ntal facilities and programme 
Suitable tape recorders and suitable electronic equipment is 
available. Large steel structures in which the need for advanced 
surveillance is severe are present particularly within the conven-
tional power production. 
Laboratory experiments are planned in order to provide in-
formation on materials properties with respect to acoustic activety. 
This is to form basis for further development of discriminators. 
4. Project status 
The storing system has been finished and'is ready for field 
use when a set of discriminators have been build. 
A more simple syctem for curvcilluncc of 3mullcr pressure 
vessels during periodic inspection is operating under field conditions: 
' 
5. Next steps 
. .. ' 
Developmen't of more advanced discriminators and development 
of sof t" ware to handle the information stored on tap~. 
6~ .. 
. _, 
7.· Reference documents 
A~ Nielsen: Acoustic Emis~ion.Surveillance Methods. 
Ris~ Report No. 277~ 
A. Nielsen: European Progress Report on Acoustic Emission. 
j~ly 6, 1974.· IIW:X::-752-74. 
8. Degree of availability 
!.,d. _:·For· commercia·l ·reasons the'.· availability' of information of 
the storing system might be:p.astr!ct~d~·") :l~)fj£<':·J(:•'1~· ··lr1 ·-·~-:,-L., __ r; . ., .. ;·· 
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Classification: 11.2.3. 
Title: Country: 
Akustisk Emission fra stalkonstruktioner DENMARK 
Sponscr: 
ECSC 
Title: Organization: 
Acoustic Emission from steel structures Res. Establ. Ris~ 
1'-------------------------lscientists: 
Initiated date: 1977 Completed date: A. Nielsen 
Status: w. Swindlehurst 
In progress C. Debel 
1. General aim: To provide a basis for the evaluation of AE signals 
obtained during surveillance of steel structures. 
2. Particular objectives: Weld metals and heat affected zones will be 
given particular attention. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme: Testing machines and electronic 
analysis apparatus are available. A facility for pressure testing of vessels is 
being designed. Laboratory investigations on particular test pieces are planned 
to compare amount and particular.features of the AE produced by different mate-
rials (Base metals, weld metals, HAZ) at different conditions (Heat treatment 
residual stress) under different testing conditions (Temperature, load confi-
guration) . Experiments on in~ermediate size vessels are then planned to investi-
gate to what ext9nt the r~sults gained from the small test pieces are applicable 
to steel structures. 
4. Project status: The testing facilities are ready for laboratory 
experiments to start. 
5. Next steps: The observations from the laboratory experiments will 
form basis for a pro?ramme for vessel testing. 
6. Relation with other projects: This project is related to industrial 
projects on application of the AE technique. 
7. Reference documents: 
RIS0-M-1896. Arved Nielsen "AE surveillance Methods •. AE as a 
supplementary tool for inspection of reactor pressure components". 
8. Degree of availability: As decided by'the sponsors (European Coal 
and Steel Community, Danish Teknologiradet). 
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Classification 
11.2.2/11.2.3 
Title l 
S~ndingsanalyse af pri~re tryk~rende atAlkomponentera 
s~~enligning mellem beregnede og mllte ~jninger og 
s~ndinger i en BWR pumpestuts. 
Title 2 
Stress analysis of primary steelcomponents: 
A cc~parison between calculated and measured stress 
an~ 3~rain in a BWR main circulation pump nozzle. 
Initiated (date) 
74.04.01 
'.\ Completed: 1977 
. I COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
I ORGANIZATION 
t 
I 
I DAEC,Ris~ 
Project leader 
S. I. Andersen 
I Scientists: 
S.l. Andersen 
Stat.us: concluded Last updating(date) 
.Apti1 1977 
·r 
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I 
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Title l 
Sp~dinqsanalyse af primzre try~b2rende st!lkom-
ponenterz Sammenliqninq mellem t;>ereqnede 09 mllte 
te6jnin9er 09 apandinger 1 en Bmt-pumpestuta. 
Title 2. 
Stress analysis of primary steelcomponents: 
A comparison between calculated and measured stress 
and strain in a BWR main circul•tion pump nozzle. 
~t iatcd (date) 
1974.04.01 
Status: proqressinq 
Completeda (date) 
1976 
t.as t updatinc,z 
(date) 
J'ebruary 1976 
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Classification 
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COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR D.AEC, JUs, 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Rise6 
Project lead'!5., 
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S.I. Andersen 
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Title 1 (Original language) Controllo del- Classification 
la integrita dei recipienti in ·.pressione ne- 11.2.3. 
diant.e rroni toraggio dell' emissione acustica. 
Title 2 (English) Assessrrent of nuclear pres- Country ITALY 
sure vessel integrity through aooustic emis- · S:eonsor ENEL 
sion rroni toring. Organisation CISE 
., 
Date initiated October 1971 Project Leader 
Date completed 1978 G. POSSA - F. T()N)LINI 
'\ 
Last updating_ f.larch 1977 
1. General Aim 
To develop non-destructive tedmiques based on acoustic emission nonito-
ring for the assessm?nt of nuclear pressure vessel integrity. 
2. Partic;ular Objectives 
To develq:> acoustic emission nonitoring systems and nethcx:ls to be utili-. 
zed 1) during pressure vessel_hydrotests in cold unirradiated conditions, 
. . . 
2) during pressure vessel hydrotests in hot and possibly irradiated condi-
tions, 3) during power operations as a oontinoous autanatic pressure ves-
sel surveillance. 
3. Experimental facility and pr~ 
41.1. ~~!:~ntal f~£!t.i.li~l nqne 
3. 2. Pr29E~~ 
3.2.1. Developrent of an acoustic emission instrurrentation system cap-
able of detection and precise location of emi. tting defects during' 
pressure vessel cold hydrotests in unirradiated condit-ions. 
3.2.2. Develop-rent of an acoustic emission inst:rurrentation system for the 
autanatic continoous rroni toring of a nuclear pressure vessel during 
power operation. 
3. 2. 3. Installation of a prototype of the instrurcentation system developed 
in 3.2.2. on a power reactor pressure vessel~ with the main objec-
tive of detennining the actual sensitivity in the presence of ope-
rational noises. 
. ! .~ 
.. 
:. ·13 qo 
"n• • 
Title 1 (Original language) Controllo della in- Classification 
tegritii dei recipien¥ in pressione :rrediante 11. 2•3• 
nonitoraggio dell' E>.Jiti.ssione acustica. 
4. Project status 
· 4.1. EE29!:~-to date 
- (3.2.1.): 12 channel system for on-line acoustic emission source location 
designed, manufactured and tested; activity in progress on a 24 
charmel system. 
- (3.2.2.): Prototype of the inst.rurtentation system designed; cooponents 
purchased or manufactured. 
- (3. 2. 3. ) : Installation of a two channel instrurrentation system prototype 
on the BWR Caorso pressure vessel to be carpleted within next 
1-lay 1977. 
4. 2. Es~~!}gel r~~~~-obta!ned 
I<ncM--hCM and Jm:1...1.-•llhy regarding the teclmique based on acoustic emission · 
. . 
noni toring for defect locati~ in pressure vessels during hydrotests. 
5. Next steps 
Additional extensive tests of acoustic emission instrunentation in various 
steel pressure vessel hydrotest.S (3.2.1.). 
. . 
M:!asurerrents of acoustic emission of the CAORSO BWR pressure vessel during 
the preoperational tests (3.2.2. & 3.2.3.). 
6. Relation to other projects 
·None 
7. Reference dOC\lllBnts (Main titles) 
1) E. Fontana, G. Grugni, B. Pirovarx:>, G. Possa, F. Tonolini: "Controllo non 
distrutti vo di recipienti a pressione rnediante analisi dell' emissione acu-
stica_ nel corso della prova a pressione idrostatica", Energia Nucleare,·. 
Vol. 21 n. 10, ottobre 1974. 
2) E. Fontana, G. Grugni, C. Panzani, B. Pirovano, G. Possa, F. Tonolini: 
"Acoustic Emission M:::mitoring During Hydrotests of a Thin Wall Pressure 
Vessel", Energia Nucleare, Vol. 22 n. 5, maggio 1975. 
3) E. Fontana et alii: "Acoustic Einission ~urerrents during the first · . 
pressure vessel hydrotest at ENEL - CAOROO BWR", Paper presented to the · 
Conference "Periodic Inspection of Pressure Vessels" - Iondol), Sept. 20/22, 
1976. 
8. Degree of availability 
Various neans of cooperation may be envisaged: for·~le, Italian participa-
tion in research progratm carried out by partner countries, cost sharing, etc. 
9. Budget 
The estimate oost of this R&D program is about 200 rnillioos lire per year. 
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Classification 11.2.3. 
Title 1 
Automatisch ultrasoon onderzoek van 
PWR-componenten 
Title 2 
Automatic ultrasonic examination of 
PWR-systems 
Initiated 
Status 
1975 
Tests are being performed 
during shut-down February 1976 
1. General aim 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Sponsor 
PZEM 
Organization 
KEMA, MatEVal NOT Co 
Project-leader 
R. Huizing 
Scientists 
H. Jackson 
V.d. Berg) 
De Jong ) 
Boer ) 
Vroman ) 
(MatEval) 
KEMA 
Performing inservice ultrasonic inspection on PWR-systems in 
I v':) accordance with the APME-Code and Dutch authorities. 
2. Particular objectives 
Development of automatic positioning and scanning devices used to 
carry inspection equipment, such as ultrasonic wheels, to remote 
areas where manual acces is restricted for reliable inspection 
operations. 
The data acquisition equipment is a special purpose mini-computer 
to provide optimwn data: easy command of the data· and mechanical 
systems; and convenient, easily interpreted, real-time display 
of all essential information. j 
• ! 
j. •. > 
3. Experimental facilities and proqramm~ 
Pre-tests have been performed in KEMA- and MatEval (Warrington) 
laboratories. 
The programme consists of: 
- ultrasonic inspection of circumferential welds and nozzle 
welds in a pressurizer: 
- ultrasonic inspection of circumferential welds and nozzle 
welds of a steamqenerator; 
- ultrasonic inspection of circumferential and longitudinal 
welds in mainloops. 
4. Project status 
Tests are being performed during shut-down February.l976. 
5. Next steps 
The main devices to carry the inspection equipment will not be 
removed and will be used for the next inspection period. 
6. Relations with other projects 
Not applicable. 
7. Reference documents 
Not applicable. 
8. Degree of availability 
Through the organization KEMA. 
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tiU.M6.- ~11 - TNO 
TITLE: 
Litcratuurstudie van materiaalparametera die nodig 
zijn bij d~ interpretatie van defeet-loealiaatie met 
AE-npparat~ur 
'\ 
TITLE: ( I~NGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Literature survey of material parametfr& which are 
necessary for the diagnosis of defecti localized with 
AE techniques. 
INITIATED: September 1974 . LAST UPDATING: April 1977 
STATUS: in progress COMPLETED: May 1977 
CLASSIFICATIONUJ. 2 ·~{ 12•3 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: and others 
NIL, MI - TNO 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Kloots 
SCIENTISTS: 
Boerstoel 
V.d. Brink 
- . . " .. 

---------~·----------------_.------------------------------~----~--~--------------------Glot;Slfication 
~ 
' u 
,· 
, .. 
Title 1 COUNTRY 
UNITED KINGDCM 
DEVELO~ENT OF ACOUSTIC EtliSSION MEASUREMENT SPONSOR UKAEA , 
OHGANIZATION 
REML RISLEY 
Title 2 Project Leader 
P B.8NTLEY 
. 
lnitiuted 1969 Gompletcd : Scicntiata: 
Status : Last updating 
~-----·- ... _. -··---------
1. 
2. 
Description: 
General Aim 
To determine from measurements made during a non-destructive pressure test, 
whether a vessel has a significant crack. 
Particular Objective 
To characterise emissions from cracks in many practical test conditions. 
Experimental Facilities 
The mobile laboratory is being used locate signal sources during tests on 
vessels and small test pieces. Further development is necessary to pe~it 
identification of the types of acoustic signals due to the differing types of 
defect eg, cracks, inclusions - slag or porosity, crack growth, localised 
yielding, brittle cracking and ductile tearing. : 
I 
To permit the signals produced in different tests to be compared in·a more 
,quantitative manner, calibration devices are under development. : ~ 
Reference Documents 
Internal documents. 
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'fitle 1 
DEVELOPNENT OF HOLOGRAPHY AND LASER SPECKLE 
PHOTOGRAPHY SPONSOR ' UKAEA 
ORGANIZATION 
SRD CULCHETH 
Title 2 Project Leader 
D J V MARTIN 
lni tiated 1973 Gompleted : Scientisto: 
Status : Last updating -__ ....... 
~------- ---· - - ---· ... - ----· .. ----------------
1. 
2. 
Descrintion: 
General Aim 
To determine from measurements made during a non-destructive pressure test 
whether a vessel has a significant crack, 
' To evaluate strain by laser speckle photography. 
Particular Objectives 
To characterise holograms of ty~ical vessel regions - membr~ne, junction, 
nozzle, etc - with and without cracks. 
To holographically inspect regions of a reactor pressure vessel. 
3. Experimental Faci~iea 
The photographic equipment - including a pulsed laser - is being assembled, 
Tests are in hand on: a 5' vessel at Culcheth; a 3" test plate in a 4000 T 
machine at Risley; a 2" test plate in a machine at Windscale; any thick:J;less 
of test plate (currently 3") in the hydraulic pressuriser at Spring,fields. 
Part through defects in a series of small cylinders are being hologrammed. 
Proposals for the inspection of a reactor pressure vessel have been issued. 
4 
Reference Reports 
AEA internal reports. 
I 
Martin D J V Holographic method giving stress levels and visualisation 
of defects in thick cylinders. To be published. I 
Martin D J V Holographic interferometry and laser speckle photography) 
as aids to assessment of pressurised components. Paper i 
No, G3.10 at 3rd Int Conf on Structural Mechanisms: in ! 
Reactor Technology, September 1975. 
' 
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Classification: 11.2.4. 
Title: Country: 
Trykpr~vningsfacilitet DENMI\PY-
Sponsor: 
Res. Establ. Ris~ 
Title: Organization: 
Pressure Testing Facility Res. Establ. Ris~ 
Scientists: 
Initiated date: 1977 Completed date: 1978 
Status: A. Nielsen In progress C. Debel 
1. General aim: To provide a facility for testing to failure of inter-
mediate size vessels under controlled conditions. 
2. Particular objectives: Testing of experimental vessels particularly 
under gas pressure in order to facilitate the testing at different temperatures. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme: The aim is to provide a 
facility for fracture mechanics and acoustic emission experiments on vessels. 
4. Project status: Designing is in progress. 
5. Next steps: Construction. 
6. Relation to other projects: The facility should be available for the 
projects Dynamic Fracture Mechanics and Acoustic Emission • 
7. Reference documents: None so far. 
8. Degree of availability: In principle no limitations. 
. 
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Classification 11.2.4 
Title 1 
Onderzoek naar het scheuruitbreidingsge-
drag van onderplateringsscheurtjes in 
PWR's 
Title 2 
Evaluation of the behaviour of under-
cladding cracks in a PWR 
Initiated 1971 
Status Completed 1975 
1. General aim 
\ 
Countty 
The Netherlands 
Sponsors 
PZEM, GKN, TNO, KEMA 
Organizations 
KEMA, TNO 
Projectleader 
R.M. van Kuijk 
Scientists 
A. P.A. M. Beyers 
L.B. Dufour 
H.C. van Elst 
Crack extension behaviour of undercladding cracks in heavy 
section nuclear steel pressure vessel during service. 
2. Particular objectives 
Investigation of the crack extension· in ASOS-02 under cyclic 
load conditions, load and temperature simultaneously. 
Reasurements of crack depths were performed by sampling and 
statistical approaches. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
The tests have been performed in TNO and KEMA laboratories·. 
The programme consisted of: 
- making a testpiece of A508-2 containing undercladding cracks; 
- development of apparentus for realizing simultaneously 
cycling load and temperature; 
·' 
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-
testing two testpieces with undercladding cracks under cyclic 
loading ( 1000 times) and constant temperature: 
- testing two testpieces with undercladding cracks under cyclic 
loading ( 1000 times) and cyclic temperature from 70° 
-
300°C 
simultaneously: 
- sampling the testpieces after the tests, measurements of 
cracky ?epths, statistical approaches. 
4. Project status 
Completed end 1975. It was shown that undercladding cracks grow 
very little in the base material and no indications were found 
that the cracks will grow through the cladding. 
's. Next steps 
None. 
6. Relations with other projects \ 
Through TNO with similar projects (TNO ,. Breda 
7. Reference documents 
A serie of about 30 technical and progress reports have been 
prepared. All these reports are written in Dutch. 
8. Degree of availabilit~ 
Through the organization KEK\. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classifica!ion 
Programma di ricerca sul comportamento 11. 3. 1 
del calcestruzzo per contenitori ell realtori .. 
nuC'leari, . 
Title 3 (English) Country ITALY 
Research Program on Concrete for Nuclear Sponsor ENEL 
Reactor Vessels 
Organisation ENEL 
Date initiated 1970 Project Leader 
Date completed 
- P. Bertacchi 
. 
Last u:eaating April 1977 i 
Description: 
1. General Aim 
Determination of concrete properties to provide data for prediction of vessel 
behaviour. 
2. Particular Objectives 
: 
• 
Systematic investigation on the behaviour of concrete subjected to multi- • 
axial stresses. 
Determinati:n of concrete strength after wet and dry thermal treatments 
Study of concrete creep. 
3. Experimental Facilities ad .. Programme 
All the tests are carried out both at ENEL - . Niguarda Laboratory (Milan) 
and at ISMES Laboratory (Bergamo) • 
. These investigations are carried out in the framework of a joint research 
program with CEGB- CERL • 
. 4. Project Status 
Systematic tests have been carried out on concrete specimens (cubical . 
and cylindrical) subjected to bi-and triaxial stressa;with an aim at determi 
ning the 11 rupture surface". --
Investigations have been carried out on the mechanics of onset and propag~ · 
ion of micro-cracks to gather information on the possibility of defining 
the limit of concrete elastic behaviour under multiaxial stress conditions. 
, .. 
·Title 1 (Original language) Programma di 
ricerca sul cornportamento del calce• 
struzio per contenitori di reattori · 
nucleari 
,t •• 
Classification 
Sonic methods have mainly been used with equipment for measuring 
propagation velocity of costant-frequency signals. 
A large number of specimens have been subjected to thermal treatment 
.at temperatures of 90° and 120° C, both in dry and in moist ambients; 
moreover, they_ hp.ve been subjected to thermal cycling and to .continuous 
treatment. 
The effects of thermal treatment on the bending and compression sh·ength 
and on Young's modulus (static and dynamic) have been determined.· 
s·. Next steps . 
. a.. Study of concrete creep. 
1 The installation of automatic load control equipment at the Niguarda 
· Laboratory, with the possibility of subjecting concrete prismatic and 
cylindrical specimens up to a m~x load of 100 tons, makes it possible to 
start s'ystemr:.tic·~ research in order to determine the specific surface of 
creep and to study the influence .exerted on concrete creep by various· 
factors, such as the shape and size of the specimens subjected to loads 
which are kept constant with time. 
b: Development of novel techniques (optical holography) for determining 
the state of strain and early stage of fissuring in concret~!. 
6 • .!_<elation to other Projects 
Development of advance solutions for pre-stressed concrete pressure vessels 
(thin-wall solutions) ( !'1. 3. 2 - 11. 3. 4) 
'1. Reference Documents 
R. Bellotti, "Joint Research Programme of ENEL-DSR/CEGB-CERL on 
concrete for Nuclear Reactor Vessels- Enel Contribution. State of the 
research as at December 1973. 11 CRIS n. 2425. 
R. Bellotti , P. Rossi, "New Prospects for Evaluating the Degree of 
Safety in Concrete Structures Subjected to Multiaxial Stresses". 
Ill - 5; Seminar on: Concrete Structures Subjected to Triaxial Stresses -
1'7 th - 19 th May, 197 4 - ISMES - Bergamo. 
'• 
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Title 1 
Brudunders~gelse af Betontank-lagmodeller. 
Title 2 
Overload behaviour and ultimate load capacity of 
PCRV-closures for BWR-plants. 
Classification 
11..3. 2/.11. 3. 4. 
COUNTRY Denmark 
.SPONSOR DAEC, lUs\6 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Ris<l) 
Project leader 
S.I. Andersen 
Scientists: 
Initiated (date) Comoleted: (date) N.s. Ottosen 
July 1971 
Status: progressing 
1. General aim 
1976 
Last updating 
(date) 
:February 1976 
S.I. Andersen 
)lfo~ 
To study the overload behaviour, failure mode and ultimate load capacity 
of PCRV-closures for a Nordic BWR/PCRV reference design. 
2. Particular objectives 
To investigate the influence from different design parameters, such as 
depth-to-span ratio, reinforcement and supporting flange geometry, etc. 
3. F~perimental facilities and programme 
The test facility, situated at Ris~, includes a steel pressure vessel, in 
which model specimens in scale 1:11 of the reference vessel closure can be 
press~rized 'to a max. hydraulic pressure of 450 bars. 
The programme includes testing of 9 different closure models and a series 
of comparative calculations by means of a finite element computer programme. 
P-479, which has been developed by Ris\6 for the analysis of axisymmetric 
PCHV-structures, taking into account the effects of concrete creep, plasti-
city and cracking together wit~ the plastic behaviour of the steel parts. 
4. Project status 
9 closure models have been tested during the period between February 
1972 and January 1976. Extensive calculations on the unreinforced spe-
cimens show good agreement with the experimental observations. 
In general the computer programme has been verified thoroughly by the 
l 
comprehensive test results. 
5. Next steps 
Final reports are under preparation • 
. 
6. Relations with other projects. 
The programme is part of a joint Nordic development work on a PCRV for 
BWR application. 
7 • Ref·erence documents 
[1] Ultimate load behaviour of PCRV top closures. 
' 
S.I. Andersen, N.S. Ottosen 
Paper H 4/3,2. Int. Conf. on Struct. Mech. in Reactor Technology 
Berlin (1973) 
(•J Theoretical and experimental studies for optimization of PCRV 
, top closures •. 
N.S. Ottosen. S.I. Andersen. 
; Paper H 3/6. Trans. of the 3rd Int. Conf. on Struct. Mech. in 
Reactor Technology, London Sept. 1975. 
8. Degree of availability 
Pr~ject information restricted. 
• 
1.. ~- • 
Classification 
11.3.2/11.3.4 
Title 1 
Brudunders~gelse af Betontank-lagmodeller 
Title 2 
Overload behaviour and ultimate load capacity of 
PCRV-closures for BWR-plants. 
Initiated (date) 
Status: concluded 
Completed: 1976 
Last updating (date) 
April 1977 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Ris~ 
Project leader 
S.I. Andersen 
Scientists: 
N.S. Ottosen 
S. I. Andersen 
1. General aim. To study the overload behaviour, failure model and ultimate 
load capacity of PCRV-closures for a Nordic BWR-PCRV reference design. 
2. Particular objectives. Tb investigate the influence from different de-
sign parameters, such as depth-to-span ratio, reinforcement and supporting 
flange geometry, etc., and to propose an optimized closure design. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme. The test facility, situated at 
Ris~, includes a steel pressure vessel, in which model specimens ~n scale 
1:11 of ~~e reference vessel closure can be pressurized to .a max. hydraulic 
pressure of 450 bars. 
The programme included tests on 9 different closure models and a series of 
comparative calculations by means of a finite element computer programme 
P-479, which has been developed by Ris~ for the analysis for PCRV-struc-
tures, taking into account the effects of concrete creep, plasticity and 
cracking together with steel plasticity. A high degree of experimental veri-
fication of the programme has been achieved from these tests. 
4. Project status. 9 closure models have been tested, and good agreement 
between calculations and experimental data has been ~btained, provided the 
plasticity and cracking of the concrete and plasticity of the steel parts 
are taken into account. A new failure criteria and a proposal for a consti-
tutive model for concrete are used by the finite element program. 
5. Next steps. None. 
6. Relations with other projects. The programme is part of a joint Nordic 
development work on a PCRV for BWR application. 
7. Reference documents. 
Ultimate load behaviour of PCRV top closures. 
S.I. Andersen, N.S. Ottosen. 
Paper H 4/3, 2. Int. Conf. on Struct. Mech. in Reactor Technology 
Berlin (1973). 
Theoretical and Experimental Studies for Optimization of PCRV Top Clo-
sures. 
N.S. Ottosen, S.I. Andersen. 
Paper H 3/6, 3. Int. Conf. on Struct. Mech. in Reactor Technology 
London (1975). 
A Failure Criterion for Concrete 
N.S. Ottosen 
To be published in 1977 in Journal of the Engineering Mechanics Divi-
sion, Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers. 
Structural Failure of Thick-Walled Concrete Elements. 
N.S. Ottosen, S.I. Andersen. 
Paper H 3/d, 4. Int. Conf. on Structural Mech. in Reactor Technology. 
San Francisco (1977). 
8. Degree of availability Project information restricted. 
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Classification 
ll. 3.2/ll. 3. 4 
Title l 
Brudunders~else at Betontank•l6gmo4eller 
.. 
Ti~lc 2 
Overload behaviour and ultimate load capacity of 
PCRV-closures for BWR-plants. 
Initiated (date) 
.-
St4tUS: concluded 
Completed: 1976 
Last updating (date) 
April 1977 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
ORQ\NIZATION 
DAEC, Ris~ 
Project leader 
s. I. Andersen 
Scientists: 
N.S. Ottosen 
s.x. Anderaon 
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Title 1 (Original language) Sviluppo di solu- Classification 
zioni avanzate per i recipienti in pres £11.2.2] in calcestruzzo preco'mpresso -si one (so-
luzioni a narct i !=:ot. t. i 1 i). 1L3.4 
Title 2 (English) Development of advanced Country ITALY 
solutions for Pre-stressed Concrete Sponsor ENEL Pressure Vessels (Thin-wall solutions). 
\ Organisation ENEL, 
.CISE 
Date initiated 1970 Project Leader 
Date completed 
--
Last updating April 1977 F. Scotto 
.· 
General Aim 
To develop ndvnnccd economical and safe solutions for PCPVa by be_tter 
exploiting the resistance of triaxially stressed concrete. · 
Particulnr•Obj~ctives 
Reduction of the wu.ll thickneE;s of C'urrcnt PCPVs by applying novel de-
sign philosoi1hies o.nd tendon luycuts . 
Development of o. pre-atl·essed concrete top lid and of a cloauro-o.nd-
sealing system similar to those adopted .for steel pressure vesselo. 
Expcri;rncntnl Facilities and Programme 
The p1·opoaed solutions ar€' investig<1ted by means of suitnble design tools, 
such as physical and rnnthernatic£ll models of the structure and rheologi-
cal modcl.B of the material (concrete). 
Most of the tests are carried out at the ISMES Lnborntory at Borgamo. 
. Sophisticated small- scale physical models (scale 1:10, 1 :20) have been 
deve1oped, built and tested to cove1· the entire range oi stl·ucturol beha· · 
viour up to collapse. . 
In orde1· to obtain additional infot·mation on the deformation states of 
the physical models a new approach,·. based on holographic techniques 
will be tried. · 
. ' 
. ' 
. i 4, Project Status 
I .l 
' 
: 'l 
a. Progress to date 
The following mode1s have been built and tested up to collapse: 
··One thick-and th.ree thira~wall models (scale 1:20). for a 300-MWe HTR. 
·One thin-wnll "continuous" model (acale 1:10) for a 1.000-MWe BWR. 
-Two thin nnd one "super-thin" models or the top lid (scale 1:10) for 
• a 1000 TvfWc BWR. . 
- One intep·al l.nude) (main &tructure plus removabl~ lid) 8cale 1 :lOfor 
a 1000 MWe BWR. . 
Uau lH~s been made of mathcmuticnl modelo for the eelection of the 
optimttl eeometrical solutions b)' means of an intet·active type of 
man-mfi.chine analysis. 
A computer program was developed to take into s.cc"ount also the r't·ic-
tional interaction between the lid and the main cvlindricgl Btructute 
w • 
ISMES, 
' 
\ 
Title 1 (Odginal language) Sviluppo di solu 
zioni avanzate per i recipienti in pre~ 
sione· in calcestruzzo precompresso (so-
luzioni a pareti sottili). 
b. Essential Hcsults 
Classification 
11.3. 2 
11.3. 4 
'l'he proposed thin-waJl solution. can lead to a reduction in the PCPV 
weight f1·on1 about 37, (JtJO tom; to 14, 000 tono for tt J00- MWe HTH1 
and from 8000 to· 4000 tons fo1· a 1000 MWc BWR. 
5.. Next StcEs . 
a. Experimental and theoretical verification of the designs. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Recycling of the results of the physical model testa to the ma~hema­
tical model. 
Testing_ of the finoJ solution of the thin-walled PCPV by means of one 
or more physical rnodels {scale 1 :1 0). 
Application of thin walled concept to Gas Cooled Fast Breeder Reactors. 
6. Relation to Other Projects . , .. 
. a. 
11 Research Program on concrete for nuclear reactor ve~oels" (11. 3. 1) 
b. ENEL-A. B. ·Atomenergy Agreement concerning ''Collaboration for the 
Development of p(:pv Cor LWHs". . - ··· 
7. Reference Documents 
.. F. Scotto, 11 T1 iaxial State of Stress of Thin- Walled PCPVo for HTGRs; 
Comparison with a Conventional Thick Solution". lABSE Seminar on Con-
. -.. . -
crete Structures Subjected to Trhxial Stresses, Bergamo, 17·19 May, 
197 4. 
• M. Fanelli et al., "Finite- Element Analysis of Prestressed • Concrete 
Pressure Vessels". IAHSE Seminar, 17-19 May, 1974. 
• E. Furnagalli and G. Verdelli, "Small-Scale Models of PCPVs for High-
·) Temperature Gas ReactOL'IL Modelling Criteria and Typical Results". 
IABSE Seminar. 17-19 May 197 4. 
- },. Scott~, "Thin Walled'' Concept and a new top lid applied to the Scan-
dinavian PCRV for a boiling reactor. Paper (H~/ 4) presented at Ill 
SMIRT"'- London, September 1 - 5, .1975. 
• R. Riccioni, G.· Rouutti and F. ScoUo, "Finite Element Structural Ana-
lysis <>f a P.C. P. V. for a BWR. Paper (H2/7) presented at Ill SivllRT,.-
London - September 1 • 5, 1975. · 
- E. Fumngo.lli, G. Ve1·delli, "P.\,;·"'e-arch on PCPV for BWR''- Phycdccl 
model as deGign tool - !VIain Hesdt3. Paper (H:I/5) p1•eaenteJat Ill s;\liHT .. 
London - September 1 - 5, 1975 • 
... SI1IRT Conference on structural mechanics in reactor technology. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Sviluppo di solu 
zioni avanzate per i recipienti in pre! 
sione in calcestruzzo precompresso (so_ 
luzioni a pareti sottili) • 
;, 1 8. !?~gree of availability 
j Exchange of information can be· arranged. 
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( Title 1 (Original language) Sviluppo di solu- Classification 
zioni avanzatc per i recipicnti in pres 
. -
sione in calccstruzzo precompresso (so-
) u~d onj a na~cti _s_o.t_ti11\. 
TiHe 2 (English) Development of advanced Country 
~tlutions for Pre-stressqd Concrete 
Pressure Vessels (Thin-wall solutions). Sponsor 
Organisation 
1970 Project Leader 
"'L<1,_, ·I 
·I 
! 
ITALY 
ENEL 
. 
I 
ENEL, ISME~, 
.CISE 
Qgtc initiated 
Dntc completed 
Last updating April 1977 F. Scotto - .. , 
----·-----------------------------------~----------------------~ 
'\ ) l 
I ., 
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Title l 
BEAMDYN - Program til line~r 3-dimensionel 
statisk 09 dynamisk analyse at bjalkeatrukturer. 
Title 2 
BEAMDYN - Program for the linear 3-dimensional 
static and dynamic analysis of beam type structures. 
Initiated (date) 
November 1975 
Status: progressing 
Completedz (date) 
1976 
Last updating 
(date) 
February 1976 
·. 
) 
Classification 
~10.4/11.2/11.4 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Ris~ 
Project leader 
Per Lundsac;er 
Scientists: 
Per Lundsager 
.. 
.. 

() 
---------- -
Title 1 
Flyatyrt pl containment-bygning 
Title 2 
Aircraft impact on containment building. 
Initc;iated (date) 
March 1975 
Status: progressing 
Completed: (date) 
1976 
Last \;;:dating 
(date) 
February 1976 
Classification 
§11.4. 
. .. 
COUNTRY Denmark 
.SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Ris~ 
Project lc"'der 
Per Lundsager 
Scientists: 
Per Lundsaqer 
S. K.renk 
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C.LASSIFlC,\1 ION 
11.4.1 
___ ....._ ........... ___ ........ ________ ·----... --.. 
KNC!nHT!~- Dl~ COi•ii•'Jl.!E!!t-:NT ·rou~ P~r.t. DOUl\I;E RNCf!IN!£ f;J\JiS·. 
P~AU . D 'l~TAUCHE IT~. 
cou~·my 
~'RM·:c;~ !-----------
·SPONSOR 
i~ .!) • ~·. 
0!\GA.'UZA 1'ION 
[~ TI'l'LE 2 . ?'l~·;A~"l C~t!TAU-!';£!rf roR Pw.'. W!'.::U~UT ~~~TAT~LIC . · 'l'I~l~~ESS. . . . 
_;J .. · ~ ..... c·~d 1970 
: ""7:.:.-... r-
SKUT FC.':'. Projoct Lcac.lcr 
Scientists 
: 0 • 
' 
Status 
~-
. .. ~ 
. ' ·. -.. . c 
' .. ,. '::::> 
~1 -~ 
l 
1 
'.1 ~ 
· .. r . 
.f · .. 
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·J 
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i. 
··~ 
Co:nplatcd 1975 
1~. COSTA?. 
,· .. 
. 
~~~!!!&= 20.01.75 
I:- GEl!~;'.AL AD~ nefinition d'mt nouveau ty,e d'er.c:cinte de' confinement. ~lu~ 
· ic:onomi~uet sans ~eau d'etaoc:h~ite, Enceinte double en beton • 
'' 
• · La CO!lCc\:tion et la rialiGation des ttenux d'c'hanchl3-it~ t"titall·i.'=til"3 
d 'cncE!intes en b5t~n arm:l ou ,r6co1ttt'R;.nt '?rcsentcnt d~ nombr&mscs 
difficult~s ?rovrnant de la n~ces3it~ de J!~iter l'~~aisscur de~ talcs b 
des valcurs !:ai.blcs (~ ou 9 !I'M) ·.,our. des ":a5.snri3 uc:o~'oniqucr.. 
Un nouvcAU S}'Stcmo de con.r:~.nement a 4t6 mis ;t 1 'l!tude, i1 e3t 
compostl de deux 9arties : / 
une- enceinte interne en buton ~r6c:ontra!nt, sanG peAu d 'ctnnc:hcHte mctnll!':!u 
•· unc enceinte extcrne en baton armi. 
En cas.d'accident; leG fu!tes trnvenant l'enceinttt interne, sont 
recupcrecs dans 1 'cs9.aee annulaire P.t filtrees a"nnt rejet. 
.. 
· .. 
••• 
;, 
. 
'I 
! 
I ' 
''*' 
Lcs Ctudes et moyens d • essais associes sont ·: 
-etude de la structure sous l'angle du 'Genic Civil, 
- cssais d''tanch6it~ du bcton, 
- es~ais d'itanch6iti des pcintures, 
- essais de controle d'ctancheitc du beton en cours de construction. 
IV - PROJECT STATUS 
.. 
4.1- Progress to date 
etude d'un avant projct dctailli d'cn~einte (1973) 
- CSS31S d 1 ctanchcitc du bcton arme OU precontraint (1973), 
4.2- Essential Results 
Faisnhilitf d6rnon~rce. 
Choix par E.D.F., en accord avec les Autoritcs ~e SGretf Fran~aise,, 
de ce typ·e d'cnccinte pour cquiper lcs tranchcs nucH!aires a vcnir W 1350. 
V - NEXT STEPS 
-~etudes d'avant projet ditnillces de l'~nccinte W 1350, 
- essais d'ctanch€ite de revatements elastomircs sur bcton, 
- essais conccrnant le contra le de· 1' etanchtHtc du be ton en cours de 
construction. 
VI - RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
Neant. 
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I 
.;J(.. ,.:t ,..;· ...... __ ,_ . __ ... ..• 
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0 
,. 
VII .. REFERENCE DOCm~ENTS ___ ;.......;_;., 
Note E.D.F. SEPTEN GC 72-30. Double enceinte sans pcau. 
Sp~cification technique • 
-note E.D.F. SP.PTEN GC 73-0J. Double enceinte sans pcau. Synthcsc cl<>S 
etudes et essais r&nlis~s en 1972, 
- note E.D.F. SEPTEN GC 73-09. Presentation et analyse des essais 
realises. 
VIp ogGJtEE OF AVAILASILITY 
Interncs E.D.F. 
. ... 
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Classification: 11.5 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untersuchungen zum EinfluB der GreBe und Form von Kuhl 
kanalblockaden auf die Kernnotkuhlung in der Flutphase SPONSOR: 
eines Kuhlmittelstorfalles ORGANIZATION: (PNS 4239 - I.1.3, Jahresbericht A 76) GfK Karlsruhe 
Proj ekt Nukleare 
•ritle 2 (English) : ~1ch\':rhe1t roJect Leader: 
Influence of the Size and Shape of Coolant Channel s. Malang/IRB 
Blockages upon Core Cooling in the Flooding Phase of 
a LOCA 
Initiated (Date) : ·· Com12leted (Date) : 
·-197 2 1979 
Status: Last Uedatin9: (Date) : 
Continuing December 31st, 1976 
1. General Aim 
The influence of coolant channel blockages upon the cooling effect during 
the reflood phase of a loss of coolant accidents is investigated. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The objective of the program is to investigate the influence of size and shape·or 
coolant channel blockages on the flow and theheat transfer conditions in 
the vicinity of the blockages. Not considered is the interaction between 
C)eforrnation and cooling conditions. 
3. Research Program 
The investigations will be done with a single rod, a row of 5 rods, and 
a bundle of 5 x 5 rods. The used indirect electrically heated rods have 
the same geometry like the fuel rods and a stepwise cosine shaped axial 
power profile. 
The experiments are performed in three major steps concerning· the shape 
of blockages: 
a) without blockages (reference tests), 
b) grid plate, 
The free cross section for the coolant is varied by different diameters 
'\ 
of the boreholes in the center of the coolant subchannels. 
~c). exchangeable balloons attached to the outer rod surface, 
The outer diameter, the length,and the axial profile of the balloons 
are varied. 
~The mass flow of the flooding water and the back pressure at the outlet 
~of the test section are kept constant for each test. The rod power is 
.following the ANS-Standard for decay heat, where the level is a para-
~ 
meter. Test parameters are: 
1
a) initial rod temperature, 
b) mass flow· of the flooding water, 
c) temperature of the flooding water, 
d) back pressure at the outlet of the test section, 
e) level of the decay heat. 
The cladding temperatures and the pressure drops are measured. At' three 
~xial levels high speed movies are taken which serve as an important 
'\ 
tool for the inpretation of the two phase flow. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The main components of the test rig are: 
- water tank, 
- pump, 
throttle valve, 
- lower plenum, 
~ test section with electrically heated rods, 
- upper plenum with pressure-regulating valve, 
- thyristor controlled power supply, 
- digital data acquisition system, 
- high speed film camera with a flash light equipment. 
An available computer code was improved and adjusted fo~ the calculation 
of the heat transfer coefficient using the measured clad temperatures. 
5. Progress to Date 
After the shake-down period of the test loop and the data acquisition 
system the experiments with a row of 5 heater rods were started. 
T,he first test series without blockages has been completed. It serves 
as baseline experiments. 
r 
• ,.j 
0 
0 
Tests with a grid plate to simulate coolant channel blockages have been 
started. In the first step which has been completed the reduction in the 
coolant channel cross section area was 62 %. 
6. Results 
The analysis of the experiments was started. A comparison between the 
tests with free coolant subchannels an~ those with subchannels partially 
blocked by a grid plate show that at the same mass flow rate the heat 
transfer was always better behind the blockages. However, in front of the 
grid plate the heat transfer was nearly uninfluenced. That result is not 
relevant for rod bundles in ~~ich only a part of the subchannels is 
blocked. For other types of subchannel blockages the result is not ap-
plicable without modifications. 
7. Next Steps 
The tests with a row of 5 heater rods and a grid plate simulating coolant 
channel blockages are continued. In the next step the influence of bal-
loons attached to the outer surface of the rods is investigated. Tests 
with a 5 x 5 rod array are prepared. 
8. Relation with other Proje'cts 
FLECHT-Tests, performed by Westinghouse 
Low pressure tests, performed by KWU. 
9. References 
~emiannual Reports of the Nuclear Safety Project. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Unrestricted Distribution. 
'\ 

i 
'~ 
Classification: 11.5 
Title 1 (Original Language): 
Blockierte Klihlkanale 
(nG 194 - 1.1.3, Jahresbericht A 76) 
T~tlc ~--(~nglish): 
Blocked Cooling Channels 
Initiated (Date): 
1. 1. '?.-·, 
:~ lc1 tu s: 
Completed (Date): 
31. 12. 77 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
Project Leader: 
H. Hein 
Last Updating (Date): 
31. 12. 76 . f. Contir.n; nr; 
1. General Aim 
Investigation on the effect of ballooned fuel claddings during a 
LOCA on the emergency cooling of a BWR. 
2. particular Objectives • 
0 
Bo.ncd on the measured heat transfer rates in the blocked region, 
the influence of the flow distribution on the heat transfer will 
be cvnluated upsteam and down~tream of t~e blocked region as a 
function of the geometry of the blockage. 
3. ne~cnrch Program 
3.1 Plnnninr, and preparation of blockage tests 
3.2 Modification of the test facility for BWR geometry blockage tests 
3. 3 Anacmb l y of the bundle in the rod bundle o;ontainer 
3.Lt. Pre-tests of mass distribution measurement techniques in the core 
3.5 Performance tests 
3.6 Evaluation of tests 
'.\ 
.. ·· _____ ...,.....,__ _____ _ 
4. Test Facilities 
The BWR tests will be performed in a double-bundle test facility 
which was installed within the scope of Task RS 36. During test 
performance, the cooling channels of one bundle will partly be 
blocked by sheets. The second, parallel bundle remains unblocked. 
The following parameters will be investigated: initial temperature, 
pressure, power, coolant mass-flow and degree of blockage. 
5. Progress to Date 
The tests will be performed on the 2nd BWR double bundle under the ~. 
scope of R & D Task RS 36 C. The double bundle was prepared for \ 
the installation of blockage sheets and the type of blockage to be 
used was determined. The blockage provides for local blockages of 
75 % and 39 % respectively. The blockage plates were fabricated. 
The next step was the assembly of the blockage sheets in the 2nd 
BWR double bundle. The t-value of the blockage was determined for 
Reynold's numbers between 104 and 105, followed by the assembly of 
the double bundle in the supporting structure (cage) and rod bundle 
container. The instrumentation lines were led from the container 
and sealed. 
The flooding and spray systems were connected to the feed lines. 
Partial start-up of the plant and check-out of the measurement 
technique was initiated. 
The construction of the test rig for developing and evaluating 
special measuring techniques is completed. The main components 
such as pump·and power supply have been ordered. 
6. Results 
Measurement of the resistance coefficient of the blockage in the 
bundle resulted in a t-value of 5 .± 0.1 within the Reynold.ts 
number range of 104 to 105. 
-t4 s 3 · r I 
0 
The plant has nearly been completed so that start-up could be 
initiated. 
? • Next ~~teps 
- start-up of plant 
- performance of 10 tests using the first blockage type 
- evnlun.tion of tests 
- decision on 2nd blockage type 
- tests using the 2nd blockage type 
- erection of the model test rig 
- pnrformnnce of meo.su;remont technique tests. 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
Preparatory work has been performed within the scope of R & D ~asks 
RS 36, RS 36 A, RS 36 B, RS 36 C. 
Experiments pertaining to fuel rod perf~r.mance are being conducted 
by both the project "Nukleare Sicherheit" at G!K as well as within 
R & D Task RS 107 and RS 185. 
9. References 
10. DeBree of Availability 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Effetti dello scoppio di tubo a pres- 11.5 
si one CIRENE. 
Title 2 (English) Countr~ ITALY 
CIRENE power channel pressure tube burs S2onsor : CNEN 
tests. 
Organisation : CISE 
.; 
Date initiated October 1970 Project Leader 
Date com2leted 1978 
G. Possa 
Last u2dating May 1977 
1. General aim: to investigate the consequences of the hypotheti-
cal explosion of a power channel pressure tube for the CIRENE 
reactor. 
~. Particular objective: to measure the pressure waves produced 
by explosion in the n2o tank and to determine the associated str~sses on major mechanic~l structural components. 
3. Experimental facility and programme 
3.1. ~~E~~i~~~!~~-f~£!~!!~ · 
- BETULLA: facility located in CCR Euratom at Ispra including a 
pressure vessel (with nearly CIRENE dimensions) for 
explosion containment. 
3.2. ~~~g!:~~~~ 
3.2.1. Preliminary burst tests to individuate most relevant plant 
parameters . 
' 3.2.2. Burst tests in full height scale with a dummy explosion 
tube (full length rupture). 
3.2.3. Burst tests as in 3.2.2. with explosion tube and adjacent 
target channel simulating in full scale (dimensions and. 
atruc~ural materials) the CIRENE power channel. 
3.2.4. Numerical simulation with existing computer codes of the 
transient triggered by explosion. ' 
Remark Burst tests for determination of the consequences of a 
hypothetical pressure tube rupture due to hot spot have 
been canceled. 
4. Project status 
4.1. ~~~g~~~~-!~-~~~~ 
{3.2.1.): completed 
(3.2.2.): crm~leted 
- (3.2.3.): completed 
- (3.2.4.): in the initial stage 
.. 
.. 
...... 
Title 1 (Original language) 
Effetti' dello scoppio di tubo a pres-
sione CIRENE. 
4.2. Essential results 
-----------------
Classification 
11.5 
Basic understanding of the dynamics of underwater explosions 
in a confined volume. 
- Understanding of the rupture process of a pressurized Zircaloy 
tube artificially defected, under typical conditions of a pres-
sure tube reactor. 
- Gathering information on explosion stresses in reactor structural 
components. 
5. Next steps 
Programme item 3.2.4 . 
. 6. Refe~ence documents 
1). M. Famiglietti, A. Parmeggiani, G. Possa, L. Galbiati: "Pres-
sure Burst Due to Power Channel Explosion in a Pressul'e Tube 
React9r", presented at the 3rd SMIRT Conference, London 
1-5 s~pt. 1975. 
1. Degree of availability: to a limited extent • 
., 
' 
'\·,J 
12. QUALITY ASSURANCE 
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Classification: 12.1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Statusbericht Qualitatssicherungssystem .. SPONSOR: 
-
Darstellung des Istzustandes - BMFT 
(RS 124- II.3.1, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU Erlangen 
•ritle 2 (En9:lish) : Project Leader: 
Status Report of the Qu~lity Assurance System Dr. Kaden 
Initiated tDate): Com;eleted (Date) : 
1 • 8. 75 31. 1 • 77 
Status: Last U2dating (Date) : 
Completed 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim 
In a study the present state of the quality assurance system for 
design, manufacturing and examination, procurement, shaping 
erection and commissioning of the components (NDES) including 
nuclear auxiliary and ancillary components and the containment 
will be described. 
2. Particular Obj~ctives 
All components were considered, which are used in the nuclear 
steam generating system. 
3. Research Program 
a) Listing of various steps of the work for the representation 
of the present state. 
b) Detailed description of the activities, the boundary 
conditions and the quality assurance securing. 
; ____ _ 
4. E!Perimental Facilities 
No experimental facilities necessary • 
. · 5.16. Progress to Date and Results 
f 
The progress report was revised and discussed with members 
of the IRS. The revised version was completed. 
7. Next Step 
The work has been completed. 
I a. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
/. 
·. 
I 
I 
0 
0 
TITLC: 1 (original l.anguage} Classification 
.. 
. . 
... 
·Programma di garanzia del la quaiita 12.1 
TITLB ') (enclish) Countrr: ITALY ... .. 
Quality assurance program Sponsor: Franco To si 
Ort~anisa tion: 
' Franco To si 
-
lJa te initiated January 1 , 1972 Pro~cct Leader . 
I 
Date completed June 6, 1975 Attanasio G. 
Last updating 
. -
. 
a· a c la . General 1m nd part1 u r, obJeCt1ves 
. . 
The purpose of this project is to formulate a Quality Assuran-
ce System and to suit it to the organization and the procedures 
of the Spons6r, were possible; .otherwise to l"(lOdif'icate orga.niza-
tion and procedures. 
The outcome of this work is contained in a Quality Assurance 
·Manual which contains a detailed description of the Quality Assu-
rance System, 
The Quality Assurance· System is becoming working with the im-
pl~mentation of_ the orders for Enel V and VII nuclear power units. 
I 
Project status : completed 
Degree of availability: for customers only 
, 
I 
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:1 PHCJJ EG·l' TITLE 
l 
------1----C-US __ S_I_F_IC_A_T_I_~-f---------~ 
12.1 !RELIABILITY STUDIES 
ORGANISATION 
,i 
t .. _ ..... __ ··--------·------------1--------------... 
J SPONSORING COUNTRY 
ITALY CNE!l 
I 
I 
,,-~w _________________ ....;... __ -t----·--·-·------t I DATE INITIATED October 1974 PROJECT l·EADER 1 
l_ DAT~OI"II'LE'rED In _P_· r_o_f!_~.r_c_-s_s ________ -'-_G_._T_o_~_11_ .. s_3_:.._,'·J._··.·.L_-_I _ ___ l 
,Q· / 
0.1 
J?essrJ_ptioP.: : A research has been initiated in thd field of 
rcliabilitj studies focused on components (electronic ::md 
mech:micn...1 L of wa. tor react on·. 
Farticulnr nttantion will be given to fnil6re ~od~ 
ano.lysiz of r:tcchanic~~ components of -expcrimcntn.l loops :md to 
the methods for collecting failu1~ ~it"n. with the nim to cvnlu:ltc 
th~ possibilit,/ of using,in the most suitable way, dn.ta bunks • 
,. • • ~ ' • ' t ., 
. .., 
', ' f' ·~., ~ • 
. 
• 
.. 
,:/ ':,,, ' . :. ... 
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PROI".t:C:C TITLE : 
RELIABILITY OF CLASSICAL NDT 12.3 11 .2.3 L\'lR 
11 .1 
.f?l'ONSO:rtiNG COUHTRY . ORGANISATION . . . 
' Conununities 
. 
Cpmrnission of the European JRC Ispra 
DATE IHITIATED 1977 PROJECT LEADER . : . i DATE COMPLETED -: 1980 S.J. CRUTZEN 
n·cscri ntio"i:l : 
1 • GENERAL AIM 
Among the actual non-destructive testing tec~~iques on nuclear reac~ors 
components, ultrasounds and radiography are principally used. The eX?e-
_.,.! ence however teaches that often du'cbus results are obtained when :::>T 
:hniques are applied. Development and assesment of ultrasonic i~?e~-
• 
c tion methods require more precision, resolution and reproductibility • .'Besides global detection and localization methods, sizing techniques are 
required. Classical ultrasonic testing could give bett2r reliabilit:."' if 
~kno\vn correctly in its parameters. Therefore, characterisation stud~es le~­
ding to simple methods to be used or on the spot or in maintenance labo=a-
tories or in research laboratory are proposed. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
! 1. 
t 
I 
I 
'! 
i 2. 
f 
l 
13. j 
.i 
I 
0 
Critical analysis of the transfer function of standard ultrasonic tes-
ting chain in order to assess the influence of the· various components 
and of the operational conditions, on ~he overall reliability. 
Study of the correlations between u.s. signals and reference arti£icial 
defects. This study will involve the use of the NDT Techniques, destru=-
tive techniques and the fabrication of well defined reproducible arti-
ficial defects. 
Practica~ applicatio~s . 
a) characterisation 'of ultrasonic apparatus (in particular transducers) 
to be used for quality control or in service inspection, Up to now, 
requests were received from : ENEL (Lab.Centrale,.Piacenza) CNE!r,CEA-
Cadarache, IRSID, NERATOM, BREDA,. DOEL Reactor, NUKEM •. Colla~oraticz: 
is foreseen with : AERE-Harwell, CEA(Saclay and Fontenay-aux-~oses) 
NUKEM, DANISH \vELDING INSTITUTE, ASSOCIATION VINCOTTE and transducer 
manufacturers (up to now: AERIDTECH, BALTEAU, NUKEM, CEA, ISTI7u~O 
CORBINO) 
b) HSSTP (PISC).Ispra will receive the test pieces in Summer 1977 an1 ~~1: 
try to answer the specifications but also take the opportunity to ce-
monstrate the necessity of characterisation techniques for ultrasc~~~ 
transducers, for reproducibility in defects detection and.localisati~n 
A.coll~boratlon will be set-up between ENEL(Lab.Centrale di Piacenza) 
and EURATOM (NDT Section) as the final report has to be unique for 
Italy. Ispra will take care mainly of what concerns characterisation 
and calibration as well as original methods other than the one's 
I 31.719 
specified by the ASME XI (focal probes). 
c) Identification of the faile4 fuel pins in an· irradiated 
BHR fuel bundle using ultrasonic without any dismantling 
of the bundle. This activity was initiated in the frame 
0 
of the Technical Support to Power Stations Programme and 
will be performed in collabDration with CNEN-ENEL on the 
practical case of the GARIGLIANO-GAORSO fuel bundles (with 
the already received agreement from the ACPM). 
d) In the frame of a collaboration contract (EUR-GEA-GNEN-
203/75/PIHOIF) included in the Safety Programme, some ,;.rork 
will be persued for the quantitative direction of cracks 
(in quantity and in depth), in sodium ducts submitted to 
·thermal shocks. The feasibility study demonstrated the re-
liability of the x-ray techniques combined with the use of 
well defined reference defects and of a detsitometer. 
3. PROJECT STATUS 
This study is in fact the partial continuation of a study 
initiated under the name "Quality Control" in the frame of 
the "Technical Support to Po"W'Er Statinns" Programme of the CEC. 
Laboratories are well equiped for: 
- rather fundamental sudies and results are available for 
what concern characterisation of transducers and materials 
systematic characterisation of ultrasonic equipment 
- Scrlieren bench (high resolution) 
point by point precise examination 
correction of transducers 
liquid crystal characterisation bench 
f3.b:"icatiol'l oF -\~'-::!1 1 sh?.-r-cCI. a~"'~ rep~oducible reference 
defects using 
- punch method 
- electric discharge method. 
4. NEXT STEPS 
4.1. Rather fundamental studies concerning the characterisation 
of the transducer : intrinseque characteristics; 
4.2. Characterisation of some materials using 
4.3. 
- echo phase shift analyses # 
- spectrum analyses 
Adaotation of the knowhow of the punch and electric 
discharge techniques for the fabrication of reference 
defects in the frame of Inservice Inspection of reactor 
pressure Vessels. 
Utilisation of forming and brazing techniques for fabri-
cation of reference defects in reference blocks. 
·t:"" __ _ 
0 
4.4. Characterisation oE the·-: Ultrasonic equipments of ENE"f.. 
(Laboratorio Centrale di Piacenza) 
Characterisation of some probes for NERATOOM. 
4.5. Participation at the HSST(Pisc)programme (Sptember-october 77 
4.6. Definition and fabrication of the prototype apparatus 
for identification of the failed fuel pins in the 
GARIGLIANO B\'lR irradiated fuel bundles (CNEN-ENEL-ALCI) 
4.7. Definition of the resolution of theaX-rays~densitometry~ 
method for the quanti ta_ti ve (depth) detection o.P cracks 
in sodium tubing submitted to thermal shocks. 
5. ·REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
(1) Proceedings of "Information Heeting on Characterisation 
of Ultrasonic Equipment" s.crutzen and all, 
(2) 
(3) 
Ispra, Novembre 25th and 26th, 1976 
Eu::r-atom J.R.C.-Ispra NDT Section (to be issued) 
E.E.BORLOO, P. JEHENSON 
Caracterisation des transducteurs ultrasonores. 
st.Erienne (France) 30 Novembre et 1er Decembre, 1976 
Soci~e f~an~aise de Metallurgie. Colloque sur les progres 
dans les methodes d'investigations des mtaux. 
R. DENIS 
Character~sation of ultrasonic transducers using Choleste-
ric Liquid Crystals. · .J.R.C.-Ispra, Materials Division 
NDT Section EUR 5710.e, 1976 
(4) S.CRUTZEN, R.DEBEIR,B.JEHENSON, and F. LUCHTMANS 
JI-~0-Isp.ca, lta.J.y 
A. BAROSI, L. ROSAI, T.A. GIORGI, Saes-Getters,Hilan,Italy 
Use of neutron Radiography for quantitative measurement 
of sorbed Hydrogen in Getters and quality control of 
nuclear fuel.. pins. - IAEA/SR-7-21 ,.O.slo., May 1976 •. 
(5) J.R.c. -ISPRA , Biannual Report 1974-1975 EUR 5550.e 
6. BUDGET 
6.1. Total investments on the past programme ~ctions to be 
continued (Technical Support to Nuclear Power Stations") 
nearly 100.000 u.a. 
6.2. Total investment for 1977-1980 / ~ 200.000 u.a. 
7. PERSONNEL 
1977-1980 : 6 men/year 

I Classification: 12.3 
Title 1 (Origh1al L<mguage): COUT'J'rRY: 
Un ters uchunger1 uber die AmJendbarkei t 
BRD 
dcr· Ultraschall-
Impulsspcktromctrie zur Verbesserung der Aussagesicher .SPONSOR: 
heit bei der Materialprufung mit Ultraschall J3jVil·"r 
.......----(RS 54 - II.j.2., Jahresber1cht A 75) ORGlJHZATION: 
Bundesanstalt f. 
Mc:"tteriaJ pi. ... ufung 
Title 2 (en9:lish): Project Leader: 
Ultrasonic Pulse-Echo Spectroscopy in Ultrasonic NDT Prof. Dr. ~1undry 
!Initiated (Date): Com12leted (Date): 
c;.B'cbruary 10, 1972 Pebruary 10, 1975 
Status: Last uedating (Date): 
finished December 1975 
1. General aim 
The project aims at the complete evaluation of the information 
·furnished by ultrasonic echoes • 
. 2. Particular objectives 
, By means of frequency analysis type, size and orientation of a defect-
in materials of larger thicknesses (reactor pressure vessels) shall 
be determined. 
-. 
0 . ....... 
. 2· Experimental facilities and program 
·Spectrum analysis can be performed \'li th two different devices. The 
first device is a swept frequency RF-receiver, which is plugged into 
an oscilloscope mainframe. The other device is a digita~ Fourier 
·Analyser, which calculates real and imaginary part (or amplitude and 
' . 
phase) of a spectrum of a given pulse. Additionally a set of proad 
f: band (~hocl{ wave) probes, ultrasonic transmitter/receivers, a set of 
steel specimen, an immersion tank and an electronic switch for time 
windowing are available~ 
During the experiments the echoes of artificial defects of different 
type, size and orientation are to be analysed, to study the influence 
I' 
of the~e parameters on the frequency spectra. 
. . ~ 
.. 
4. Project status 
4.1. Progrer.~s !lo._Ea tc 
The project has been finished. During the last t\·Io months of its 
duration invest.igations on the influence of the angle of incidence 
on amplitude and phase spectra took place. The experiments ~ere 
. 
carried out in immersion technique so, that. the test reflectors were 
tu~ed to vary the angle of incidence from normal incidence in steps 
of 0.2°. The distance between transducer and reflector was held 
constant. 
4.2. Essential results 
~ result of the measurements is shown in the picture. The angle of 
incidence for a 20 mm circular flat reflector was varied in the range 
of 0° to 10° in steps of 0.2 degrees. The upper part of the picture 
shows the time function of six of the recorded echoes in the range of 
0° to 5° in steps of 1°. 
The second line of drawings shows real and imaginary part of the 
spectra of the above pulses after Fourier transform. 
Next the mountains of spectra are cut through along the drawn plane, 
0 which is normal to the frequency axis. In these two planes one can .. ..., 
find the curves of the third line of.drawings. The left curve gives ~ 
the real part and the right curve gives the imaginary part of an 
amplitude distribution versus the angle of incidence. In a rough 
analogy to holography a reconstruction of the reflector may be 
• # 
obtained from that distribution by inverse Fourier transform. The 
width of the peak of the last curve is strictly proportional to the 
width of the reflector. 
•' 
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1: . Classification: 12.3 
• I '• 
'!'i tlc 1 (Ori9inal Lan9ua9.e) : GLudie ilbcr den d~rzeitgcu Stand COUNTHY: 
dcr Hchallcmissionsanalyse (SEA), ihrc Prenzen und Moglichkeiten BRD 
auf dem Gehiet der Reaktorsicherheit SPONSOR: {ns 0031 D - 11.3.2., Jahresbericht A ·r5) Bl,lF'l' 
ORGANIZATION: 
Battclle-Institut 
Frankfurt/Hain 
Title 2 (en<;Ilish) : Literature Survey of the State of the Art Project Leader: 
of Acoustic .E!niss ion, its Potentiality and its Limits in the Dr. Eisenblatter 
Field of Reactor Safety Dr. Jax 
·, 
. 
' 
Initiated (Date): ComEleted (Date),: 
( -··"·{}y 1 ' 1975 November 30, 1975 
Status: Last uedating (Date): 
finished December 1975 
1. General Aim 
.The aim of these evaluations is to present critically the status of' 
. ~knowledge and technology of acoustic emission for testing of thick-
' iwalled components. especially those of nuclear reactor vessels. 
2. Particular Objectives 
~ .---. 
~ ..... -fhis literature survey shall be of use 
I ~ 
, ~- to present completely the results of the work done so far at 
I ' 
Battelle Frankfurt during the past six years 
to compare this knowledge with the status of research in the 
~ ~ Federal Republic of Germany and other countries 
) 
I • 
-·to mark out the problems still existing. 
). Research Program 
The results .of o.ur own experimental work which are represented in 
more' ;than: .20 .technic.~l ·:reports· {r.efe~enc~· RS 00)1 to RS 00.31 D) have 
. ~ ·- . . 
been taken into consideration as well as t~e relevant literature 
published lately. 
/1 • Pro i cc t !H n tu s 
The investigations are terminated. The corresponding report will be . 
completed in February 1976. 
4.2. Essential Results 
First in li ter.ature the knol~ledge in seismology concerning the 
source mechanisms of earth-quakes and the propagation of enrth-
quake waves have been applicated on ncoustic emission. Thus it was 
possible t.o understand the· most important fundamentals of acoustic 
emission originated by different processes (crack formation, crack 
propagation, plastic deformation, friction) and to present them in 
a consistent form. Besides presenting these fundamentals, the scope 
of this su~vey was to show the still existing.problems, especially 
in inspection of thick-walled vessels. Nowadays these are mainly 
concentrated in the classification of located defects. Related 
investigations conducted until today mostly do not furnish valuable 
information about this problem because of the following reasons: 
structures with unknown defects did not contain critical defects; 
those defects which have been found are not large enough to be 
identified unambigiously by other NDT methods; destructing 
methods are not possible, 
- in the case of specimens with intentionally built-in defects 
mostly the natural defects occuring.in structures have not been 
simulated correctly so far. 
Therefore for the future special attention should be drawn on funda-
mental evaluations of thick-walled vessels with built-in natural 
defects •' 
5. Next Steps 
./. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
This li t~ratur.e survey repre'f!en"t::s the completion of the following 
projects: RS 0031, RS 003{ A, RS 0031 B, RS 0031 c. 
7. Reference Documents 
. I. 
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II.3.2., Jahresbericht A 76) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION; 
Fraunhofer-Ges. 
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'fitlc 2 _ _c1:n9: li sh) : Project Leader: 
Non-destructive structure evaluation by means Dr. G. Deuster 
of scattered ultrasound Dr • x. Goebbels 
.. 
Initiated (Date): ComJ2leted (Date~: 
01.05.1973 'J 1 • 12 • 1 9 7 7 
: 
:; lll tUB: Last Updating (Date): 
-- ·-· 
J:Continuing December 1976 
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' l 
, 1. General Aim I 
I 
·~Among other things the· materi~l constants of steels are structure-
' . ;dependent. Therefore the determination of the.structure of steels 
I 
is an essential task and has to cover the whole volume, especially 
tfor big components like reactor pressure vessels. Under this category 
-lthe structure of welds is to regard., too, and the evaluation has to 
Jte done in a ndt way. Ndt methods for these requirements are not yet 
~echnical standard, but in an andvanced stage of development. 
·rnother important point ~f interest is the detection of defects 
~- ~oth real and latent - as flaws in the presence of a h~gh coherent 
~oise level, the accumulation of impurities in certain material 
lareas and the proof of inner tensions. · 
! 
~. Particular Objective , 
.. 
*easurements of scattered ultrasound can be used for qualitative ~ 
I . 
~uantitative determination of metal structures (grain size, imp~ity 
distribution). Compared to attenuation measurements, they present 
e.g1 · the following advantages: 
\·· .· 
..... .-:.·· .. 
. ~ . . . 
- no need of plane-parall~l, polished test specimens, 
- evaluation of the structure inside the material, 
- quantitative separation of absorption and scattering ·coefficient 
from attenuation coefficient, 
- qpantitative grain-size determination, independent of other 
~~thods. 
·' r' 
The included impurities, generally differing in size from the grains, 
becqme detectable when measuring scattered ultrasound at appropriate 
frequencies .• 
Inner tensions cause changes of the elastic constants of the material, 
< 
which lead to changes of the velocity of elastic waves. For that ; 
reason, velocity measurements are done using the pulse echo overlap 
method. 
The reduction of the coherent noise level e.g. at the US examination 
of coarse-grained materials and cladded reactor pressure vessels, is 
possible when using signal averaging methods. In this respect several 
averaging methods (variation of probe position, excitation frequency 
of beam angle) are under consideration. 
3. Research Program 
In 1976, there were the ·following points of special interest: 
a) test of the new device for scattering measurements in an 
application test with about 2oo steel specimens; 
b) determination of the impurities in several reactor pressure 
vessel specimens; 
c) measurements on austenitic materials and welds for better 
understanding of the steel structures and for obtaining a better 
signal-to-noise level in ultrasound examinations; 
. d) measurements with several averaging methods applying the basic 
laws of the .us scattering and the results of the measurements 
mentioned under c). 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
- For very accurate measurements of ultrasound velocities and 
attenuation an experimental device (MATEC) is used. 
- Scattering measurements are made with two apparatus: 
-at first a device built by Koppelmann 1>, recording the analog 
scattering signal on a XY recorder. 
- A second apparatus was built in the institute, marked especially 
by an analog-digital converter (100 MHz sample rate) and the 
on-line evaluation of the scattering measurement in a computer. 
01 
For the averaging measurements the US pulse generating system 
differs from that one of the second apparatus (see above)7 
the signal processing system is the same. 
5. Progress to Date 
'~ 
~·. 
l"t, ' 
The applicjtion test has ~een performed completely in 1976; the 
qualitative evaluation of the scattering curves allows to determine 
whether the structure is homogeneous or inhomogeneous; from measure-
ments on austenitic materials there could be developed several 
averaging methods to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. 
6. Results 
- In the application test about 200 steel specimens are examined. 
()The scattering curves were evclluated and the ~cattering coefficient 
and the grain si~e were deter~ined from the attenuation coeffi-
cient. The error bonds are plus minus half an ASTM grain size class, 
~ 
- The determination of impurity areas within the specimen was done 
by evaluating the scattering curves only in a qualitative manner. 
If there are any inclusions the sound reflexions outside this area 
are superposed to the scattering curve. 
- To improve the signal-to~noise ratio when testing coarse-grained 
materials, especially austenites and its welded joints several 
averaging methods were applied. By varying the probe position, 
the excitation frequency or the beam angle, the interference 
pattern with respect to its maximum-minimum distribution over the 
I 
I 
time axis is varied, too. If there is any signal from a defect it 
will stay with nearly the same amplitude at the same place in the 
pattern. By the superposition of several interference structures, the 
useful signal grows more than the noise whereby the signal-to-noise 
~atio is improved. 
When applying the basic laws of the US scattering theory, the 
averaging curves can be interpreted in a quantitative manner; the 
flaw size of the defects can be determined by using the DGS method 
after Krautkramer. 
7. Next Steps 
Beside a further examination of the several averaging methods there 
will be a main effort in improving the local resolving power when 
examining welded joints by means of focusing probes. In 1977 the 
project will be finished. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
No essential relations with other projects are present, only the 
work concerning austenitic steels in RS 102-16/1 and RS 143 are 
tuned together. 
9. References 
K. Goebbels: MaterialprUfung 18 (1976) 3, ti6-88 
s. Kraus, K. Goebbels: 
Signalmittelungsverfahren zur UnterdrUckung des koharenten Unter-
grundes bei der UltraschallfehlerprUfung grobkorniger Werkstoffe. 
IzfP-Bericht 760717-TW 
Classification: 12.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: ' ' 
An pas sung und Weiterentwicklung von elektrischen, BRD 
~lektromagnetischen und magnetischen Prufverfahren SPONSOR: BMFT fi.ir den Einsatz Reaktoren an 
102-18 -(RS II.3.2, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Ges., 
'• Izfp 
' ' 
' ' T i L 1 ~-?_O:n~]_l_sh) : Project Lead~;: 
continuation of the development of AJuplion and Dipl.-Phys. l!lectrical, electromagnetic and magnetic test methods R. .deck er for the at reactors use 
Dr. w. Mohr 
Initiat~d (Date): Completed (Date} : Dipl. -Phys •· . -----·------· ---·-- 30.9.1976, Part 2,3,4: 1.8.1973 G. Oobmann ()l .:.1 t_us: t~st·6~a1tin2 (Date>: 
fJ'.:lrt 1 finished, 31.12.1976 
parts 2,3,4 continuing 
General ai:n 
In the field of the electrical, magnetic and electromagnetic test 
methods the ?reject has the general aim 
.. 
·.· 
'' ~-
'-
'~ 
"' 
-~. 
- to transfer the status of knowledge into the concepts of techniques 
and devices, 
- to expand the foundations in mathematics and physics as much as 
neccssury, 
- to establish rules and models for interpretation of measurement 
Oresults, 
- to adjust the techniques to the specific problems in reactor testing. 
Based on the research results, special developments orientated towards 
applicatiun are to follow as individual projects. 
1. Eddy Current Test Method 
1.1. Particular Objectives and Research Program 
We are working ·at two kinds of application: 
a) testing of installed heat exchanger tubes, 
b) testing of the eladdig, the basic material, the weld and austeniti'c/ 
ferritic junctions of the reactor pressure vessel for location of 
cracks near the surface. 
In both cases a great number of parameters give measuring effects. The 
signals of defects which generally are the relevant parameters can be 
superimposed by signals of other parameters, so that the presence of the 
defects cannot be recognized or the indication of the defect depth can 
be falsified. Therefore the signals from the disturbing parameters must 
be suppressed and only the signals from the defects must be given out 
with the indication of the defect depth. 
To solve this task the multifrequency method is to apply where is 
worked with several frequencies simultaneously. This method is to 
, develop further with'regard to the practical application and to test 
in several test situations which are simulated by models. 
1.2. Experimental Facilities and Computer Codes 
a) Evaluation and application of computer programs to determine the 
impedance of the test coil as a function of the electrical, n~gnetic 
. and geometrical properties of the specimen, as well as a function of 
the dimensions of the coil; the specimen can be a tube, a rod or a 
slab consisting of several layers. 
b) Construction of a laboratory test device which works simultaneously 
with up to 4 frequencies in the range of 10 - 500 kHz. 
.. 
c) Application of this device for the above mentioned test situations' 
and optimization of the evaluation method to obtain the read-out 
value. 
1.3. Progress Today 
a) Improvement of the test device (in 1.2.b) concerning stability and 
handling. 
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ID) contirruêtlotl of the experlmenÈe wlËh Èt{oee, c1aêêlnge and welêeê
Jolnts.
c) CompL.rt,lon of the computer program ln 1.2.a)t 
,
1 . 4. ilesults
The project, has been flnished. In laboratory tests lt, could be denon-
strated tltat the multlfrequency method Ls adequate to golve the dlffl-
cult problems ln testlng heat exchangers and other components of
nuclear plants." A test devLce exl.sts, whlch Ls ttre sÈartlng;»oJ.nt f,or
the construcdlon of a prototype euLted for the trln-sltu, appllcatlonc
U{tttrL Éto tltr-'ru ls a computor code whtch cên be u6ed to opÈlmlze th€ testvüqulpmcnL (frequency, deslgn of ttre colls, etc.) for eeveral tegË
situatlons.
1.5. Relations lÿl'th Other proiÊcts
Concernlng the testlng of claddlngs and weldeê Jolnts Ètrere lE a
relatlon to project RS 89.
1 .6. References
Flnal report, J.n preparatlon.
ffi
2 . Electrlcal Resistance probe Method
2,2. Particular Obiectlve
The method Is used for crack-depth meaaurements of surface brackg ln
metalric materlarg. By contactlng ttre body wltlr potentlal probea an
electrlcal flaw fleld le lmpresseô. The assoclated potentlàI fletdl
measured on the surface i.s a furrctLon
- of the electrLcal conductlvltÿr
- of .the distance. of the potentX.al probes and
- of the surface geometryr
Every surface crack dlsturbes thls geometry and, ttreref,ore tfre potentfaldt's.ttlbutlon' The normallzed voltage U./Uo measurêd above ttre crack lgt:..t.: '
t lt 6o 
'\ 
only a function of the depth of the crack while U0 is the voltage ih the 
undisturbed case. The theoretical formulation of the problem leads to a 
Neumann boundary value problem. 
2.3. Research Program 
2.3.1. Numerical solution of two-dimensional electrical potential field 
problems. 
2.3.2. Experimental tests of the numerically computed crack-depth 
functions for real reactor components. 
2.4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
~.4.1. Implementation of a finite-element FORTRAN IV program for 
numerical solution of Neumann boundary value problems. 
~.~. Progress Today 
The finite element program was improved, it allows the solution of 
-
potential problems for two-dimensional geometries with arbitrary boundar-
ies and variable sources of the field. 
2.6. Results 
Application of the program on surface crack geometry in screw bolts of ,~~ 
reactor pressure vessel' yields to good agreements with model measure-
ments. For eT-standard test specimens of fracture mechanics the form 
and manner of the electrical sources could be optimized for studying 
crack growth measurements. 
2.7. Next Steps 
The treatment of surface cracks in claddings and welded joints at a 
nozzel in reactor pressure vessel. 
uevelopment of a finite element program for three-dimensional geometries. 
2.8. Relation with Other Projects: none 
2.9. References 
Dobma nn , l; . : 
Potentialsondenverfahren. tlerechnung und Messung zweidimensionaler 
Potentialvcrteilung bei homogener Anregung. 
IzfP-tlericht 750102-TW 
Zwischenbcricht Potentialsondenverfahren. Numerische und experimentelle 
Untcrsuchungen zum Teildurchstromungsverfahren. 
IzfP-ilcrichl 760214-TW 
2.10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
0 Materialprlifung 18 (1976) 9, pp. 342-344 
3. Magnetic Leakage Flux Method 
3.1. ~articular Objektive 
For ferromat;netic materials which are flowed through by means of direct 
magnetic field produced by a yoke or by means of a magnetic field of a 
direct cur 1·ent, the magnetic leakage flux measured with Hall elements 
over and near a surface crack is a function of the permeability and of 
the geometry of the crack. The magnetography method allows documentation 
()nd signal processing of the leakage flux signals. 
3.~. Rcs0nrch Program 
3.2.1. The development of a magnetography signal measure and interpretat-
ion unit. 
3.2.2. Theoretical examinations about the influence of surface crack 
parameters as crack-length, -depth and width and of the permea-
bility by solving numerically a Fredholm • s in'tegral equation. 
3.3. Experimental Facilities, Cc)mputer Codes 
3.3.1. Fundamental experiments with magnetography are made. 
------- ------
3.3.2. A FORTRAN IV program for iterative solution of integral equatiqn 
\ 
is implemented. -; 
3.4. Progress Today 
First numerical results. 
3.5. Results 
The first iterative solution shows the influence of crack width in the 
distance of th-e local extremas in the vertical magnetic flux component. 
3.6. Next Steps 
The plan is the·non-destructive testing of welded joints in reactor 
containments with magnetography-leakage-flux method. For this applicat~ 
ion a signal processor must be built. 
3.7. Relations With Other Projects: none 
3.8. References 
Holler, P.: 
Elektrische und magnetische Verfahren zur zerstorungsfreien Werkstoff-
prlifung. 
In "Neuzeitliche Verfahren der Werkstoffprlifung", Verlag Stahleisen mbH.----
Dlisseldorf 1973, Seite 13~ 
4. Guided Ultrasonic Waves Electrodynamically Excited 
4.1. Particular Objectives and Research Program 
A technique will be elaborated which allows to inspect heat exchanger 
tubes for longitudinal and transverse cracks by guided waves. The guid~d 
·waves will be excited and received contactlessly by electrodynamic 
transducers. 
The contactless electrodynamic excitation shall also be used for free 
ultrasonic waves in order to develop an angle probe for austenitic 
specimens. 
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4.2. Experimental Facilities 
'l'he equipment for tube testing has been in essential the same as in 
1975 with the difference that the transducer coils are shortened to 
improve the local resolution of flaw echoes. For the excitation of free 
ultrasonic waves a pulse magnetization technique was developed which 
allows the generation of.a high short-time magnetization power in 
electromagnets of small size. 
4.3. Project Status 
4.3.1~ Progress Today 
~ince the dispersion of guided waves generated in thin-walled tubes is 
very small in the frequency range of interest, short transducer coils 
with. large spatial bandwidth could be developed in order to improve ~e. 
axial local resolution of flaw echoes. 
For the contactless electrodynamic generation of free ultrasonic waves 
meander-transducers with their fitting electromagnets were developed to 
be used as angle probes for ~erritic specimens, the angle of incid~nce 
of the ultrusonic waves being adjustable by electronic frequency change. 
'.L'o suppress the side lobes in the radiation patterns some tapering 
techniques were tested. 
o· 3. 2. Essential Results 
Concerning tube waves the axial resolution of flaw echoes could be 
trebled. Concerning the contactless electrodynamic generation of free 
ultrasonic waves a dynamic range of 60 dB could be reached at an angle 
of incidence of 45°. By frequency change it was possible to vary the 
angle of incidence from about 25° to 50°. A Dolph-Chebychev-tapering 
involved a suppression o~ the side lobes of about 15 to 25 dB in the 
radiation patterns. 
4.4. Next Steps 
The·~eveloprnent of a method for tube testing by guided waves is carried 
~-. 
on in another project. The dynamic range of free ultrasonic waves 
generated by contactless electrodynamic transducers shall be improved 
in order to be available for austenitic specimens, too. 
----------
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1. General Aim 
During the production of reactor pressure vessels both, the basic materi• 
als and· the single components undergo a nondestructive and fully volu-
metric test. After the completion of the reactor a basic test is made, 
and then, at certain intervals, fully automatic in-service inspections 
take place under more complicated conditions. -This is to locate and eva-
luate defects. Evaluation is effected in a computer after the reconstruc-
·1 l tion of a threedimensional flaw picture dependent upon the different 
testing methods. These flaw pictures are compared with the specifications 
and standards. 
0 
~- Particular Objectives 
The aim of the investigations is the reconstruction of flaw pictures 
true as to locus and geometry. Only such reconstructions allow the 
application of fracture ~echanical criteria or empirica~ rules for the 
evaluation of nondestructively detected flaws. 
3. Research Program 
The following steps have to be carried out: 
- utilization of information included in echo-dynamics 
. (local curve of transit time, local curve of amplitudes), 
,, 
.. 
' 
- utilization of information included in phase and amplitude of the 
signal, 
- adjustment of reconstruction models to natural defects must be better 
than the former one (for example finite cylinder, infinite cylinder, 
sphere, ellipse, circle), 
consideration of subliminal connexions of defects by means of neigh-
bouring relations, 
- considerations, respectively suppression of transfer fluctuations, 
coupling failures, form echoes, and redisturbances; 
- the results are to be made available in a compressed manner and for 
all testing techniques simultaneously, i.e.as threedimensional flaw 
picture, which allows sections in any direction. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
For the realization of this concept it is necessary to work with probes, 
which have a high sensibility and dynamic range. Moreover, the test 
systems have to work with different ultrasonic test methods as, i.e., 
tandem, pulse-echo, V-transmission, focus-tandem, focus-pulse-echo, etc. 
An ultrasonic hardware has to be available, which allows the transfer of 
the necessary signals (for example, echo-amplitude + echo transit time, 
resp. the envelope of an echo-signal and, if necessary, the complete 
high-frequency signal) to the computer. This work is done by Izfp as we.~ 
as the experimental data recording at artificial and natural defects. 
The software, necessary for data processing has to be developed by the 
associated institute IPW in Freiburg. 
5./6. Progress to Date and Results 
For the reconstruction of flaws in the far-field of piston diaphragms 
mathematical models have been developed which use the signal locus curves 
for evaluation. The~models are able to consider simultaneously the in-
dications of different ultrasonic test methods, as for example tandem 
and pulse-echo. By that means the distinction between plane and volumi-
nous defects is possible. For plane defects the mathematical model has 
been expanded already so much that defect size and inclination can be 
rcconstru,·tcd from the amplitude locus curves. 
The IPW 1.n Freiburg has started the development of the software for 
the mentioned evaluation and reconstruction. The following program parts 
are completed already: 
- determination of the local curves of amplitudes and transit time, 
- compcns~tion of the amplitudE~ locus curves by parabolas, 
- reconstruction of defect locus in B-picture. 
(' mccrning the ultrasonic testtng electronic (hardware), the logarithmic 
amplifier, the multiplexer, the filters and the transmitter are comple-
ted and tested both, with bursts and with original ultrasonic signals. 
Moreover, the time synthesizer and the peak detector are finished and 
tested with bursts. 
7. Next Steps 
The ultrasonic hardware components will be completed and built up. Hard-
ware and software will be tested with real and natural signals and -
if necessary - improved. 
8. Rcl~tions with Other.Projects 
~ris programme is partly based on the results of the reactor safety 
(_~search RS 27/1 and RS 27/2 and will be carried through in coordination 
with the still running projects RS 2703 and RS 169. 
9. References 
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1. General Aim 
Using holografic interferometry, the field of deformations of workpiece surfaces is registered by inter-
ferometric comparison of two states stored in a hologram. The appearing interference fringe system 
yields quantitative informations about the deformation in three axes. To produce the two stages the 
unloaded object has to be hologrophed, consequently it is subjected to the normal load and holo-
graphed again. 
The field of deformation, obtained in this manner, can be used for calculation of the states of stress 
~even of geometrically complicated workpieces. Furthermore by qualitative and quantitative evalua:-
tion weak points become evident. In fracture mechanical tests informations about the stress intensity 
could be obtained from experimentally determined plastic zones, and thus about the influence of 
crack displacement. 
2. Particular Objective 
lt appears reasonable to apply the above mentioned advantages of hologrofic interferometry for safety 
controls of reactor components. However, before this method can be employed for components with 
possible interieur cracks or other damages, on the basis of this research project the following problems 
have to be solved: 
a) Can defects be detected in components with thick walls? 
b) Which ore the conditions for critical stresses to be determined from the hologrofic fringe system? 
I 1 
c) Is it possible to recognize critical deformations in the region of weld seams? 
d) Which equipment is suitable for measurements whithout vibration protection? 
The~e points shall be investigated in this project. 
3. Research Program 
3. 1 Investigations to produce holograms without vibration isolation 
3. 1_. 1 Holografic equipment with an output coupled loser 
3.1 ,2 One-beam holografic equipment 
·' 3.1 ~3 Holog!afic equipment with a phase reference mirror 
t. 
.. 
3.2 ~; Deformation measurements of a specimen with internal cracks 
3.2~ 1 Construction of a tensile testing machine for holografic applications 
3.2~2 Experimental evaluation of the deformation field. 
, 4. Experimental Facilities 
4.1 Holografic equipment 
including an Ar-lon Laser with on ocousto-opticol 
output coupler 
4.2 Holografic equipment 
Calculator Tektronix Scientist 909 
Tensile testing machine 120 ton 
5. Progress to date 
5.1 Investigations to produce holograms without vibration isolation 
An important condition during the taking of a hologram is that for the period of the exposure of 
the hologram, the relation of the two lightways with respect to the object and to the reference 
beam is only allowed to change by less than one tenth of the I ight wove length; that means less 
-4 
than approximately 10 mm: 
sob sref o, 1 
Sob : Change of object beam path 
S f : Change of reference beam path 
re 
This condition may be satisfied in different ways, depending on the case and whether vibration 
isolation of the object is possible: 
a) The hologram can be taken using a powerful laser, so that the object movement is small 
enough during the exposure I 1 I. 
b) The laser output can be controlled by the object movement. This leads to a stroboscope-like 
exposure, but without a well-defined frequency. 
c) The phase difference can be held constant while taking the hologram by a strong coupling of 
the two light waves. This means that the reference-wave will be modulated by the object 
I 2, 3, 4, 5 I. 
Based on a theoretical evaluation the following methods were investigated experimentally. 
5. 1 • 1 S troboscope,-1 ike exposure 
The condition to use this method requires that the mean dislocation of the object from a reference 
position (not necessarily the rest position) decays with time. A hologram can be taken by expo-
sing the photografic plate only while the object is in the reference position. To do this the posi-
tion of the object must be exactly determined and when in the reference position, the laser 
I ight should be switched on. 
This type of exposure is in effect "stroboscope-like". For the experiments a cw-Ar-laser with an· 
acousto-optic output coupler inside the resonator was used. The laser is equipped with highly 
reflecting mirrors, so that without a signal the energy is stored in the resonator. A standing 
acoustical wave in the modulator deflects the beam according to a control signal and in this 
way the stored energy of the resonator is discharged in a pulse. 
For determining the reference position of the object an acceleration gauge with low mass was 
\...) fixed to the object and the signal processed by a special newly developed electronic equipment. 
'Nhen the acceleration signal (or respectively the derived path signal) reaches a limit which is 
variable depending on the application of the system, the modulation signal and subsequently the 
laser is switched off. By the aid of this device the holografic plate is only exposured while the 
object is in a region of 0.1 around the reference position. This technique wcs demonstrated by 
taking a hologram from a ship propeller without using vibration isolation. 
5.1.2 Coupling of the light wave fiels by a stiff connection between the object and the holografic plate. 
lt is easier to get a constant phase difference between the reference and the wave at the location 
of the holografic plate, when the object and the hologram are rigidly connected together. Addi-
tionally of the object is illuminated through the photo-plate, the illumination wave isboth the 
reference beam and the object beam after the reflection on the object. 
By this method the object-plate system is decoupled frOm movements of the light source. 
First experiments were made with simple models. In this case, the object with the holografic; 
' 
plate, was put on a nonnal tripod standing directly on the floor. The system was disturbed by 
the nonnal vibrations. A steel sheet which was vibrating in natural modes was then holographed. 
5.1.3 Coupling of the object and the reference beam by a phase mirror. 
In another method one can use a reference mirror fixed to the object in order to diminish the 
phase difference between the object wave and reference wave coused by the movement of a non-
vibration isolated object during the time of exposure I 6 I. 
If the light source impinging on the object and the reference beam are the same, the phase dif-
. 
ferences related to vibration movements will theoretically disappear. 
This was proved with two interesting examples; firstly, the deviation of the working table of an 
electron beam welding machine under tensile load was investigated. To do this, the mirror of 
the reference beam was put onto the table. Then the table was moved and the interference fringe 
system was regarded in real-time. 
Furthermore, the defonnation of o welded sample was measured in a Testatron tensile test machine. 
Although it was necessary to expose the holograms for about 10 s, the good quality of the holo-
grams proved the efficiency of the method. 
5.2 The defonnation measurements .were made with fracture mechanics specimen of the steel 
22 NiMoCr 3 7. The sample was chosen in such a way os to allow o comparison of the experi-
mental values with thoseoftheoreticol predictions from fracture mechanics. The dimensions of 
the specimen were 30 x 120 x 520 mm2, a~d the dimension B = 30 mm corresponds to the thick-
ness of the H DR. 
The experiments should show, whether defects could be detected by hologrofic interferometry, 
and whether the danger of the defects could be quantified with the aid of fracture mechanics. 
' # 
The measurements were made in specially adopted holografic. equipment with o newly developed 
100 to-tensi I e-testi ng machine. 
5.2. 1 Construction of a tensile-test system for hologrofic investigations. 
The forces needed to simulate conditions prevailing in practice ore in the order of 1 MN. Testing 
machines with such high loading were not available in lfoM at the time of the planning of these 
experiments. 
Therefore o hydroul ic testing system was designed and built in lfoM. lt consists of three major 
components: '\ 
o) Four hydraulic cylinders with a maximum pressure force of 0.3 MN per cylinder. 
b) Two support crosses for the loading transfer from the cylinders to the sample. 
c) The hydraulic aggregate. 
The whole system was tested up to a load of 0. 9 MN, which corresponds to the fracture loading 
of the notched sample, with very good results. 
5.2.2 Experimental evaluation of the deformation field. 
For these measurements, the specimen (30 x 120 x 520 mm3) was prepared with internal cracks of 
variable length from 8 to 80 mm. With each crack length the specimens were loaded in steps of 
0.05 MN {= 14 N/mm2 related to the undamaged cross section) up to a load of 0.5 MN = 
r'l ~40 N/mm2 • This load approximates to that on the material in the HDR at a test pressure of 
............. { 
100 bar. The holografic-interferometric measurements were made using the double exposure 
method. 
6. Results 
6.1 Investigations in taking holograms without vibration isolation. 
In order to conduct measurements directly at the reactor, it was necessary to investigate and 
refine the methods of taking holograms without the need for vibration isolation. 
The following methods gave good results with respect to the taking of holograms and the making 
of interferometrical measurements: 
6.1. 1 Stroboscope-! ike exposure 
, Q 1.2 One-beam holography 
6. 1.3 Phase reference mirror method 
If the objekt is moving around a test position, it seems to be possible with these methods to 
compensate nearly all vibrations. But in all cases the techniques require more refinement before 
practical application is possible. 
Furthermore, the investigations as part of this research work have shown, that it should be pos-
sible to measure deformations on reactor components by the means of holografic interferometry. 
During measurements on the pressure vessel, the holografic equipment is stiffly connected to the 
object. In this case the relative movements between the pressure vessel and the measuring equip-
ment are small. 
6.2 Deformation measurements with a flawed tensile test specimen. 
The evaluation of the double-exposured holograms showed that when the crack in the middel of 
the specimen reaches 10 mm (= 17% of the cross section). In this case the deformqtion reaches 
0.5 ;urn· With the largest experimentally investigated crack length of 80 mm, the measured 
results were compared to those from theoretical calculations. The measured deformation was 
approximately 30% smaller than the calculated one. This result can be considered to be good 
in the light of the approximation necessary for the calculation. 
6.3 Evaluation of the results. 
The described investigations in the region of deformation measurements postulate a new appli-
cation for holografic interferometry. Metallic materials were not previously investigated in this 
manner. The measurements of.the internally flawed specimens have shown the physical influence 
at the unbroken surface as a result of the defects. The results lead to the conclusion that it 
should be possible, with improved methods of evaluating, to detect small cracks using this 
method. Apart from this positive aspect, it must be stated, that with the present state-of-the-
art of holografic interferometry, it is not yet practical to detect critical defects by this means. 
However other applications may be possible. The investigations have also shown, that is should 
be possible to quantify the stress intensity in the region of a crack when the methods of holo-
grafic interferometry are promoted in this direction. Since the stress intensity in front of the 
defect is a value to describe the static and dynamic strength of the material, the potential 
danger of a defect can be quantified without other expedients. The future research should be 
directed to an investigation of this field of application. 
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1. General aim 
The only method known today of determining the absolute value of residual 
stresses in metallic materials by non-destructive means is the x-ray 
diffraction stress measuring procedure. The aim of the work in progress 
is to clarify to what extent.it is possible to incorporate the measurable 
residual stresses in the surface or in the surface-adjacent zones of wel-
ded joints into theoretical reflections on strength factors, and to per-
fect measuring methods and apparatus in such manner as to facilitate 
~1their ambulant application in respect of reactor components. 
-
2. Particular objectives 
The work is divided into two sections: 
a) Investigations into the evolution of surface stresse~ and stress 
gradients in and in the vicinity of submerged arc welded joints. 
b) Reconstruction of the x-ray diffraction measuring equipment for 
ambulant use. 
3. ExEerimental facilities 
For the x-ray diffraction measuring on specimen welds, two centre-point 
*!'Lab
"1i
I
l*.
'ftree x-ray gonlomçters of Messrs. Slemens were availabLe. For the ambulant
f,[easuromsnts on maJor êomPonents, e newly êevelopeê gonLonretêr wag uged.
,t :
1
A, Progress to date
:t.
petepmlnatlon of thp dlstributLon of weldlng resldual stresses lateralJ.yï.
§e tfre welded, jolntlipnd the' stress gradienüs dependent on the depth in).Bqlmerged arc speclmbn welds has'been gompleted. On the basis of modeL
èonceptlons, endeavours vrere'made to discuss the formation of weldlng
resldual stresges ln the weld materlaL and the heat-affected zone. .;
new deslgn and cônstructlon of a mobLl,e gonlometer has been comple-
and the flrst test measurements carrLed out (ffg. 1).
-*";-,. .*,i{,ü u., ^,.§/'.
5. Results
_--
ihe fundamental'.questlon of the work' ln hand, .namely to what extent i.t
fS rylefble to employ x-ray dLffractLon measurlng Ln detemLnlng resldual
srtrg§ses ln weLê §eams, ean be answEred ln the affhmative. In untreated
'i
I
I!
1:
)
T
I(
a
,l'{l
I
Eig.
weld seams, the maximum stress peaks occur in the weld seam surfaces, the 
stress gradient being dependent on the depth whilst in surface-adjace~t 
zones it is almost nil or very low. Thus, in spite of the shallow pene-
tration depth of the x-rays, material zones are reached, whose residual 
stress state ist characteristic for the weld seam to be measured. In 
mechanically treated weld seams, electrolytical removal of a maximum of 
o,3 mm suffices to also penetrate into zones, which are unaffected by 
the treatment and reveal the characteristic residual stress state of the 
original weld seam. 
The newly ~eveloped x-ray goniometer for mobile use shown in Fig. 1 
permits easy application of the x-ray welding residual stress measuring 
()procedure on components of any geometry down to a curvature radius of 
15o mm. By virtue of the rigid connection between component and measuring 
equipment, it is possible for the first time to quantitatively employ the 
x-ray measuring method on major objects. 
The test measurements conducted also yielded new data and information on 
the formation of welding residual stresses in weld material and heat-
affected zones. 
For the newly developed goniometer, patent (No. 2633144.6) and registered 
design (No. 762344.5) have been applied for at the German Office of Pa-
tents in Munich. 
()The work is completed and concluded. 
6. References 
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1. General aim 
The aim of the investigations is to establish whether and how the 
holographic interferometry can be applied to material testing in the 
field of nuclear safety. 
2. Particular objective! 
Theoretical and experimental investigations to cla~ify the possi-
bility of finding faults in pressure vessels with thick walls. 
c·; 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
I • 
Holographic test facility with a 4 t'l-argon-laser 
3.2 Research pro~ram 
Theoretical investigations: 
calculation of the deformation of pressure vessels under load and 
of the influence of local irregularities of different shape and 
position on the deformations 
calculation of interferograms of pressure vessels with 
irregularities under pressura load. 
Experimental inveEtigations: 
qualitativeand quantitative holographic deformation 
measurements of steel tubes with faults under pressure load 
(tuLc~ of SO, 100, 203 1 419 mm diameter and a wall thickness 
' 
-
c 
\.. 
of 1.6, 2.2, 6.3 ~nd 10.6 mm; the extension of the faults 
amou~ts from 6 % to 30 % of the wall thickness) , flange-lids 
and welded steelpieces u~der thermal load, and plastic 
deformation measurements around the t.op of a crack under stress. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
. 
· The investigations listed under 3. 2 have been. carried out. Within 
these investigations different modes of load have been proved and 
the sensitivity of the system has been increased by means of varying 
the optical arrangement and testing procedure. 
4.2 Essential results 
As one essential result it can be stated that cracks dn steel tubes 
with a diameter-to-wall-thickness relation of about 40 can be detec-
ted even when the size of the crack amounts to 6 %·of the wall 
thickness and the crack is located at the inner side of the wall 
while during testing the outer side of the wall is inspected. 
'The sensitivity was obtained in an advanced testing mode. By optical 
means the normal interference pattern was suppressed and the high 
sensitivity for the detection of the irre0ularities was obtained. · 
' The test pieces with cracks under a stress load led to interfere-
grams with an irregular fringe-shape in the range of plastic 
deformation nea~ the cracks. The calculation of deformations and 
strains from the interferograms are not yet completed. 
S. Next steps 
Evaluation and discussion of the-~~s~lts 
. .... .... ... .... .... .... ... .., 
6. Relation with other projects .~ 
The investigations were carried out in connection to the projects 
RS 132, executed by the TU Hannover, and RS 102-22, performed by 
the Fraunhofcr-Gc~ellschaft,' IF,nL"1 B 
. .. , remen. 
I" 
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l. General aim 
0 
The general aim of this task is the development of inspection 
equipment with the aid of which in-service inspection tests can 
be carried out on pressurized components of nuclear reactors in 
the scope considered necessary by the authorities., such inspec-
tion tests to yield qualified test results without subjecting the 
inspection personnel to excessive irradiation. The inspection 
tests under this research programme are limited to ultrasonic 
techniques. In addition to the Federal Institute for Materials 
Testing (BAM) the task is being handled by the firms of Kraft-
werk Union AG (K\VU)., Krautkramer GmbH (KK) and Maschinenfabrik 
Augsburg-NUrnberg AG (MAN). 
2. Particular objectives 
The task is divided into the following objectives: 
l. Basic investigation into means ·or inspection by ultrasonic 
techniques and the influence of boundary conditions; in-
spection studies on primary circuit systems. 
2. Development of inspection systems for the v~rious ins~cction 
areas. 
r 
3. D·:Jve:lopmcnt, manufacture ... and testing of manipulating equir)mc>nt 
for internal and externcl testG. 
J 
4. Onward dzvelopment of componr.'nts of electronic systems and 
data logging systems for ultrasonic inspecti~n work. 
5. Testing of inspection sy::tems. 
3. Experimental facilities and programmes 
0 ' ' , 
~ ~ ~xpcriment.a;,l fac il.i ties Ne re set up to simulate internal and 
external test conditions for the purpose of testing the in-
spect~on s.ystem cmbr'aci.ng the probes, the manipulator, the ul-
trasorlic electronic gear and the data logging system. To this 
end, a large pressure vessel wall specimen with artificial 
flaws was devised and subjected to a·voluminous inspection 
.programme to establish the influence of various parameters 
on the ~.g.etectabili ty of fla\'IS. In addition, there are ex-
perimental programmes to examine the influence·of the clad-
ding, the inclination of separations, the crack structure and 
the crack position in the material on flaw datectability. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
----------------
A larg~ number of tests were made to establish the in-
fl~ence of the cladding on the probability of fault 
detection and on fault indication behaviour. In addition, 
the influence of other parameters was exam~ned, such as the 
angle and surface structure of planar reflectors and the 
influence of surface conditions of the test specimen. These 
investigations were made theoretically and were supplemented 
by experiments. 
Ultrasonic probe systems were improved for better inter-
pretation of the inspection results and higher probability 
of fault detection. 
Ultr~son.ic electronics were matched to the increased demands 
·. 
on the probe systems. Appropriate computer programmes were 
set up to evaluate the data stored ~n tape. 
r1c-.nipulatot•s for internal and external inspection and for 
inspection of the spherical closure and closure head of the 
reactor pressure vessel were advanced to a level where most 
of the prcss1~e vessel can be tested by remote control. 
The whole system was tested by employing the equipment set 
forth in 3) and improved on the basis of experience gained. 
4.2 Essential results 
All equipment and processes have been improved to a stage 
where almost all essential areas of the reactor pressure 
vessel cn.n be examined with a high probability of fault . 
det~ction. Limitat~ons ne~d only be imposed in certain 
areas regarding the interpretation of inspection results. 
Next steps 
\alork under this programme will terminate on 31st December· 1975. 
As individual problems have not yet been solved completely, 'all 
parties are making efforts to obtain a continuation order 
covering an extension of the inspection zones of the reactor 
pressure vessel as well as an improvement in the interpretation 
of the inspection results. In addition, the parties want to set 
up a working programme for inspection or the~primary circuit. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Reference is made to what has been said in Report A 74. 
0 
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spherical closure of a 
reactor pressure vess~l 
• 
Date 
·March 1975 
April 1975 
'j ~---- •• 
. \ 
C· 
c 
fl.uthCtr 
KK 
' BAM 
M.,A.N. 
. BAM 
KK 
' r 
Title 
Ultrasonic inspection of 
perforn.te'cl spherical bottom 
closure of light \•mter 
reactor pressure vessels 
Manual ultrasonic single-probe 
echo dynamics on artificial 
reflectors in spherical closure 
of a reactor pressure vessel 
. . 
Study .of a telescopic mast for 
the central mast manipulator 
Tandem echo dynamics 
Date 
April' 1975 
May 1975 
~1ay 1975 
October 1975 
Study of reflection behaviour October 1975 
of various inclin ed notches in · 
connection with the inspection 
of the spherical closure of 
light water reactor pressure 
vessels. 
8. Degree of availability 
A relatively small number of reports were issued. A limited 
number are still obtainable from the issuer or IRS. 
I' 
' ]. 
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' Classification: 12.3 
Title 1 (U_r ~9inal Language): COUNTRY: 
~---· 
Entwicklung und Bau einer Ultraschall-PrUf- BRD 
und Auswcrteelektronik einschlieBlich Vor- SPONSOR: 
verstarkcrkasten BMFT 
76 ORGANIZATION: ~ RS 169 - I I. 3. 2, Jahresbericht A Krautkrl:imer 
GmbH 
:rJ:.tle ~- _(~nglish): Project Leader: 
Development and construction of an electronic Ing.grad. test and evaluation system with ultrasound a. Gutmann including pre-amplifier box 
Initiated <.~~te): Completed ·(Date) : 
.. ---- - - --- .. 
.111 l .V 1 ' I ( 1'( I' Dec0mbcr 1'J77 1.: Latus: Last Uedatin9: (Date) : 
·--------
I ' • 11 1 j Ill i j I :r· December 1976 
1. General Aim 
Development of ultrasonic evaluation electronics meeting today's 
technical safeguarding requirements, universally applicable with 
all types of reactors. 
Due to the experiences ·made so far and to the technical development 
as it is foreseeable in the future, the following demands were made 
on this electronic evaluation system: 
2. Pnrticulnr Objectives 
Mnximum number of channels: 60 
1'-tnximum speed of the manipulating system to be reached: 100 mm/s 
Scanning rate: 1 test per mm 
And, the installation is to be controlled continuously for function 
ond stability. 
3. Research Program 
• Drawine up of the detailed operating program with arrow diagram. 
- Development of some new evaluation modules 
a) min/max-value-memory 
b) noise investigations 
novelopln!'Tlt and construction of the electronic evaluation system 
corror.pondlng the demands made. 
Testing the interplay between the modules developped. 
" 
-
- Projection works with regard to the construction of the prototype. ~ 
-.Construction of the prototype. 
- Investigations- for noise suppression at the prototype of multiple 
wire systems. 
' 
4. Progre~E to Date 
The works of the development program listed under 3. have all been 
accomplished but the last two points 
- Construction of the prototype 
- Investigations for noise suppression at the prototype of multiple 
wire systems. 
The works on these two points had to be deferred because of details 
demanding clarification before starting on the definite construction 
of the electronic system, such'as number of channels and possibly 
integration of module~ and/or drafts of the research plan RS 102-17. 
5. Results 
All electronical modules, especially needed for this electronic 
evaluation system have bee developped and tested as function sample. 
The demands to be met on function, exactitude, and stability of the 
modules have been fulfilled. 
While carrying on construction and development of the 
the following principal requirements were satisfied: 
Maximum number of channels: 60 
general aim 
il Maximum speed the manipulating system can realize: 100 mm/s Scanning rate: 1 test per mm All-automatic and permanently effe·ctive control of function and 
stability. 
e) Maximum stability tolerance permissible of± 1.5 dB. 
The aims set in respect of function and stability have been reached. 
Production can be started following clarification of the definite 
extension steps on the prototype. 
6. Next Steps 
- Synchronisation with research plan RS 102-17 and start of the layo, 
works for the construction of the prototype. 
- Construction of the prototype 
- Investigations for noise suppression at the prototype of multiple 
wire systems. 
c ' 
Classification: 12.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Schallemissionsmessungen an bruch- BRD 
mechanischen Pro ben (Ermtidungsrissen) SPONSOR: 
(RS 191-11.3.2, Jahresbericht A 76) BMFT 
ORGAIHZ:[;TION: Battel e-
Institut e. V. 
•ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Acoustic Emission Measurements on Dr. J. Eisen-Fracture Toughness Specimens (Fatigue Cracks) blatter, 
H. Jost 
Initiated (Date): ComEleted (Date) : 
January 1 ' 1976 March 31, 1977 
Status: Last uedating (Date) : 
Continuing becember 1976 
1. General Aim 
Correlations are to be established between the measured values of AE 
and the type and size of and stresses on various defects with a view 
to using acoustic emission (AE) measurements for the inspection of 
pressure vessels. 
2. Particular Objectives 
~ 
At first all the investigations are conducted on one type of defect 
()(fatigue crack). The examinations include the materials of the pres-
sure vessel of light-water reactors, i.e. the ferritic steel 22NiMoCr37 
and the cladding material austenite X10CrNiNb1A9 as well as materials 
of the sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor, i.e. the austenites 
X6CrNi1811 and X6CrNiMo1713, the ferritic steels 8CrMoNiNb910 and 
~ 
X12CrMo91, and "Incoloy BOO" (X10NiCrA1Ti)220). 
To be able to determine the types of acoustic waves which are excited. 
at the surface of thick-walled structural parts when the AE source is 
located at the surface opposite the transducer or within the wall, 
the propagation of AE signals is measured. 
). Research Program 
).1 Preparation of specimens and construction of the experimental 
setup 
').2 Design of the data recording system 
).) Investigations on fracture toughness specimens 
;.4 Reduction of data and determination and optimization 
of the required correlations between measured and desired values 
).5 Investigation of the acoustic wave propagation in thick-wal,led 
structural parts 
4. Experimehtal Facilities 
Ad ).2: Construction of a measuring facility for calibrating narrow-
and broad-band AE transducers by means of the reciprocity 
method with two transducers, which permits absolute cali-
bration (voltage/sound pressure). 
Assembly of the measuring system for AE data such as count 
rate, total count and amplitude and energy distribution. 
Assembly or construction of experimental facilities for detec-
ting and monitoring crack propagation during fracture tough-
ness testing by optical measurement of the crack growth, 
measurement of the crack opening displacement (COD) and 
examination of the fracture surfaces. 
Ad ).): A servo-hydraulically controlled test unit (load capacity 
220 Mp) which has been made suitable for AE measurements by 
special interference noise eliminating measures is available 
i 
for the experiments. 
Ad ).5: Assembly of a measuring facility for determining wave propaga-
tion by means of conventional instruments such as pulse gene-
rator, amplifier, oscillograph and multi-channel source loca-
tion unit. A steel plate with polished surface and with the 
dimensions 1800 x 900 x 80 mm has been prepared; in addition, 
a large vessel is available for the experiments. 
··- -----
5. Progress to Date 
Ad ).1: Preparation of modified compact tension specimens from 
22NiMoCrJ7 and heat treatment of these specimens in order to 
obtain the required microstructures: 100 percent low tempera-
ture bainite; 40 percent bainite, balance ferrite and pearlite 
(grain size ASTM 7-8), 40 percent bainite, balance ferrite 
Ad ).2: 
and pearlite (ASTM 2-J). 
The hardness values determined and first investigations on the 
heat-treated specimens showed that the materials did not meet 
the usual requirements with respect to mechanical parameters. 
For this reason some specimens with the structure of 100 per-
cent low temperature bainite were subsequently subjected to 
an additional heat treatment in order to achieve higher tough-
ness values. 
Design and construction of a special chucking device without 
pin joints (Fig. 1) to avoid the friction noise caused by the 
pins of usual chucking devices for compact tension (CT) speci-
mens. 
Evaluation of methods for the exact calibration of AE trans-
ducers, using two different procedures. A broad-band trans-
ducer made of lithium sulfate hydrate was calibrated in an 
under-water sound-field which was measured by a calibrated 
hydrophone and by the reciprocity method (cf. 4.). Routine 
calibration of a large number of narrow- and broad-band 
transducers consisted in comparing these transducers with 
the above-mentioned broad-band one. 
During the fracture toughness experiments the AE signals were 
measured by narrow-and broad-band transducers and partly 
stored on magnetic tape. The AE count rate was directly 
recorded with coarse amplitude distribution analysis, while 
the magnetic tapes were evaluated subsequently. Some experi-
ments also included source location measurements, measure-
ments of the amplitude distribution and frequency spectra, 
both under cyclic and tensile loading. 
During each experiment the crack length was determined with 
the methods outlined in Section 4. 
Ad ).): The load and the load frequency were varied during the experi-
ments in order to be able to study th~ resulting effects on AE. 
A total of 17 fracture toughness specimens (modified 2 11 CT 
specimens) made from steel 22NiMoCr)7 of different micro-
structure were investigated during cyclic and tensile loading, 
using two temperatures (RT and 60°C) • 
Ad ).5: . Transmission of confined transversal and longitudinal wave 
pulses of the frequency of 1, 2 and 4 MHz from an oblique end 
surface of the test plate (cf. drawing below). 
receiver 
transmitter 
Recording of body and surface waves on the surface. 
Investigation of the following special cases: 
- near field of ultrasonic probes (distance-dependent 
phase velocity) 
transversal waves from ultrasonic probe with angles of 
incidence in the region of the cri~ical angle of total 
reflection of )).2° (strong angle-dependence of the phase 
shift and of the shift of the reflected wave beam) 
- transversal waves .from normal point sources in the angular 
range between )4° and )7° (strong angle-dependence of the 
phase of the incident wave) 
6. Results 
Ad ).2: When the elastic properties of the transmission medium (steel) 
are known, the reciprocity method enables absolute calibra-
tion of the transducer sensitivity(in dB reap. 1 Vfubar). 
!o· 
0 
,,~ 
. ,, 
,I, /·' 
"' 
Figs. 2 and J show the sensitivity values of various commer-
cial broad-band transducers (Fig. 2) and of several Battelle-
developed and commercial narrow-band transducers (Fig. J). 
Comparing the results achieved by calibrating broad-band and 
narrow-band transducers of various manufacturers shows that 
- all these transducers are considerably less sensitive than 
stated by the manufacturers, 
- the sensitivity decreases with increasing frequencies also 
in the case of broad-band transducers 
- the resonant t~ansducers designed by Battelle-Frankfurt, 
~hith have a natural frequency of 70 and 140 kHz, are by 
' far the most sensitive ones • 
It should be noted, however, that this calibration relates 
only to longitudinal waves. 
Ad J.J: Fig. 4 shows the fracture surfaces of the materials at diffe-
rent quenched and tempered conditions; the differences in 
toughness are clearly obvious. The fracture surfaces in 
Figs. 4a and 4b (40 % low-temperature bainite, balance ferrite 
and pearlite, ASTM 2-J or 7-8) and Fig. 4c (100 % low-tempera-
ture bainite) are characteristic of brittle material behavior, 
while Fig. 4d shows the fracture surface of a tough material 
(additional heat treatment). The great difference in tough-
ness values is also evident from the diagram in Fig. 5 which 
shows the load versus the crack opening displacement (COD). 
Figs. 6 and 7 depict the AE count rate recorded at four 
respectively two different discriminator thresholds and the 
COD during rupture of a brittle specimen (corresponding to 
~ 
Fig. 5, curve a) and a tough specimen (corresponding to Fig. 5, 
curve b). Two regions in which AE occurs can be clearly 
distinguished. These two regions are separated at the upper 
load P during cyciic loading. AE in the lower load region, 
0 
which has its maximum at about the medium load P , is defi-
m 
nitely caused by friction between the crack surfaces. The 
increase in AE above P , which increases until fracture 
0 
occurs, is attributed to micro-cracking processes at the crack 
tip. The amplitudes o~ these AE signals are considerably 
higher than those o~ AE originating ~rom ~riction processes. 
Fig. 8 shows a distinct increase in the AE count rate with 
decreasing load ~requency during cyclic loading, which clearly 
demonstrates that the AE below P results mainly ~rom ~riction 
0 
(slip-stick e~~ect). The load ~requency was varied between 
0.0016 and 1.66 Hz in the experiment. 
Ad ).5: The amplitude o~ the sur~ace waves is about 50 dB lower than 
tha~ o~ the incident body waves. Also in the special cases 
mentioned in section 5 intensive sur~ace waves were not 
observed. 
l· Next Steps 
Ad ).1: Procurement o~ the materials used ~or the sodium-cooled ~ast 
breeder reactor and preparation o~ specimens; construction o~ 
chucking devices 
'>, 
Ad j. 2: Calibration o~ tra·nsducers with shear and sur~ace wave 
Ad j.j: Per~ormance o~ the remainder o~ the planned experiments 
Ad ).4: Evaluation o~ the results with a view to establishing corre-
lations between measured AE values and characteristic crack 
parameters 
~d ).5: Additional investigations on the test plate, the waves being 
transmitted ~rom a point source (as a ~unction o~ the distance 
~ 
between transmitter and receiver), location o~ AE sources; 
investigations on a vessel 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
Continuation o~ the ~ork under projects RS 00)1 to RS 00)1 D; cooperati-
on with Iz~P, Saarbrucken, and I~aM, Bremen (RS 196) 
9· Re~erences 
10. Degree o~ Availability o~ the Reports 
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Classification: 12.3 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
Vorversuche zur Leckagetiberwachung mit Hilf'e BRD 
der Schallemissionsanalyse SPONSOR: 
(RS 19 3 -:-II. 3. 2, Jahresbericht A 76) BMFT 
ORGtNIZtTION: Ba tel e-
Institut e. V. 
•ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Preliminary Investigations On On-Line Leak Detection 
By Acoustic Emission Dr. P. Jax 
Initiated '(Date): ComEleted (Date) : 
January 1' 1976 January 31, 1977 
Status: Last Updatin2 {Date): 
finished December 1976 
1. General Aim 
The general aim of' the program is the development of' a continuously 
operating surveillance system for leaks in the primary system of' a 
nuclear power plant with the aid of acoustic emission. The system 
should be capable of' constantly inspecting all components of' the 
primary system of' the plant during operation and locating the position 
of the leak with sufficient accuracy. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Under this research program it was to be investigated on a test loop 
whether acoustic emission is suited to detect leaks in the presence of' 
background noise similar to that occuring under actual operating con-
ditions. In particular, it was to be investigated what factors of 
influence on acoustic emission have to be taken into account (e.g. 
pressure, temperature, position), whether there is a relationship 
• between leak size and leak type, and what possibilities of locating 
leaks exist in principle. 
J. Research Program 
Various defined leak8 were to be produced on a test loop of' KWU, 
Erlangen, and the acoustic emission involved was to be analyzed. 
L 
The research program covered the following investigations: 
- 4 different leak types (crack-type leak, flange-type leak, valve 
leak, and borehole-type leak); pressure about 150 bar, 
0 temperature JOO C 
- 2 leak sizes for the crack-type leak and the valve leak (about 
J5 and 180 kg/h) and systematic variation of the leak size for the 
flange-type and borehole-type leak; pressure about 150 bar, 
temperature J00°C 
- Variation of several parameters affecting the background noise, 
such as the flow rate in the measuring section and the delivery of 
the circulating pump 
- Systematic variation of temperature (J20 to 90°C) or pressure 
(160 to 86 bar) for two leak types (borehole-type leak and flange-
type leak) or one leak type (borehole-type leak) 
On the basis of AE signals stored on magnetic t~pe, detailed analyses 
were to be made wlth respect to 
- acoustic emission intensity and amplitude distribution, 
- frequency spectrum, 
- correlation between the various parameters. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The test loop used was that of the experimental refuelling-machine 
~ 
facility made available. by Kraftwerk Union AG (KWU), Erlangen. In 
this facility pressure and temperature can be controlled separately. 
The loop was connected with an austenitic tube (length about 10 m, 
outside diameter 267 mm) which constituted the actual measuring section. 
The devices for simulating the different leak types were mounted to 
this tube by means of nozzles and Clanged connections. 
j 
j 
1 j 
j 
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5. Progress to Date 
For the leakage experiments, transducers were mounted either directly 
or via flexible waveguides at five measuring points differently spaced 
from the leak. The signal level, represented by the rms value, was 
cpntinuously record,ed. For detailed analysis, the AE signals from all 
; ' 
~easuring points were stored on magnetic tape in analog form. 
·' 
1pe research program outlined in Section ) was carried out, and the 
'" P,~anned analyses of the signals stored on magnetic tape have been 
,, 
~orgely completed. 
',' '1 
~·rallel to the leakage experiments, the attenuation of acoustic 
':;! 
~~lgnals in the measuring section was determined at different frequen-
cies. These measurements were made both with continuous noise sources 
(compressed air-stream, sinus signal fed into a transmitter) and with 
pulsive signals (square pulse fed into a transmitter). 
6. Results 
Acoustic emission was found to be a sensitive method for the detection 
of leaks. All leaks with leakage rates from about 20 kg/h to 250 kg/h 
were indicated in spite of the background noise of the experimental 
facility. As can be extrapolated from the results, the detection limit 
of AE, N~2 to 6 kg/h, is markedly below the leakage rates examined. 
For borehole-type leak. and flange-type leak a simple relationship was 
found to exist between the low-frequency (60 to 150 kHz) AE intensity R 
~and the leakage rate L determined by means of an orifice-plate circuit 
b (R "'L , b = 1. 5 or 1). Within a specific scattering range, it is thus 
possible already at the present state of research to make inferences 
as to the size of a leak. 
Amplitude Distribution of the AE Signals 
----------------------------------------In all cases a continuous acoustic signal level is emitted, which 
differs basically from the burst signals observed in the case of 
crack growth and friction processes. At a given frequency, the sound 
pressure amplitude A varies around an rms value U according to a 
uniform statistical distribution function g. Thus, we have 
A A 2 j = 2/U. (0 ) . exp (.('ij) ) (1) 
The physically reasonable measurement parameter is the rms value oC 
amplitude U that can be measured by means oC a voltmeter and Crom 
which, at a given frequency, all other parameters oC acoustic emission 
intensity can be derived by means oC equation (1). In general, it isi 
sufficient Cor characterizing the leakage noise to measure U as a 
function oC frequency and time. 
~~~9~!~~I-~E!~!~~~ 
Analyses oC the frequency spectra oC acoustic emission confirmed that 
marked changes in the ratio oC the rms values oC the investigated 
frequency rang~s )00 to 900 kHz and 60 to 150 kHz may occur, depending 
on leak type·, leak size and temperature. In a first approximation it 
·was found Cor the borehole-type leak that at constant pressure and tem- .~­
perature conditions the higher frequency components become more inten-
sive with decreasing diameter of the borehole (decreasing leakage 
rate). A similar relationship of the frequency spectrum with the 
leakage rate was not detected for the flange-type leak. There is 
evidence that the frequency spectrum depends in particular on the 
temperature of the medium circulated in the test loop. In addition, 
it was found that a minor variation oC the frequency spectrum at the 
beginning oC a le'akage experiment correlates with a small. increase in 
temperature at the site oC leakage (heating by the medium). 
In summary it may be stated that, apart Crom the results obtained Cor 
the borehole-type leak, it is not possible as yet to give more details 
about the relationships between frequency spectrum and the experimen-
tal parameters. 
A comparison oC the frequency spectra recorded at various measuring 
points showed a systematic relationship to the distance oC the trans-
~ ducer from the site oC leakage. With increasing distance the higher-
frequency components (400 to 900 kHz) oC acoustic emission are more 
strongly attenuated, i.e. there is a marked shift oC the measured 
frequency spectrum in Cavor oC the lower-frequency components. It 
'appears feasible to achieve a more exact location oC leaks with the 
aid o£ this eCCect, which is due to the attenuation oC the signals 
during their propagation. 
_, 
......... 
\,.J 
The physically reasonable measurement parameter is the rms value of 
amplitude U that can be measured by means of a voltmet~r and from 
which, at a given frequency, all other parameters of acoustic emission 
intensity can be derived by means of equation (1). In general, it is 
sufficient for characterizing the leakage noise to measure U as a 
function of frequency and time. 
~~~9~~~~I-~E~~!~~~ 
Analyses of the frequency spectra of acoustic emission confirmed that 
marked changes in the ratio of the rms values of the investigated 
frequency ranges 300 to 900 kHz and 60 to 150 kHz may occur, depending 
on leak type, leak size and temperature. In a first approximation it 
was found for the borehole-type leak that atconstant pressure and tem-
perature conditions the higher frequency components become more inten• 
sive with decreasing diameter of the borehole (decreasing leakage 
rate). A similar relationship of the frequency spectrum with the 
leakage rate was not detected for the flange-type leak. There is 
evidence that the frequency spectrum depends in particular on the 
temperature of the medium circulated in the test loop. In addition, 
it was found that a minor variation of the frequency spectrum at the 
beginning of a leakage experiment correlates _with a small increase in 
temperature at the site of leakage (heating by the medium). 
In summary it may be stated that, apart from the results obtained for 
the borehole-type leak, it is not possible as_yet to give more details 
~ about the relationships between frequency spectrum and the experimen-
tal parameters. 
A comparison of the frequency spectra recorded at various measuring 
points showed a systematic relationship to the distance of the trans-
. . ~ 
ducer from the site of leakage. With increasing distance the higher-
frequency components (400 to 900. kHz) of acoustic emission are more 
strongly attenuated, i.e. there is a marked shift of the measured 
frequency spectrum in favor of the lower-frequency components. It 
appears feasible to achieve a· more exact location of leaks with the 
aid of this effect, which ia due to the attenuation of the signals 
during their propagation. 
! 
1 
! 
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7. Next Steps 
Prepar.ation of' the final report. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
Parallel to the AE measurements in the ultrasonic frequency range 
(50 to Boo kHz) described in the present report, the Allianz-Zentrum 
~Ur Technik, MUnchen, measured the frequency components of' leakage 
noise below JO kHz (research project RS 97). 
It was to be clarified in this way whether the audible frequency 
r1nge or the ultrasonic frequency range is better suited f'or leak 
d~tection' 
' I 
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emissionssignalen und ihre Analyse auf eine bessere SPONSOR: BMFT 
Fehlerbewertung. 
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IzfP,IfaM,IFKM 
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1. General Aim 
The general aim of this project is 
- the determination of the correlations between acoustic emission (AE) 
parameters and defects (stress intensity factor) and optimization 
of mathematical models for the description of these correlations, 
characterization of AE sources (cracks) in base metals and welded 
joints, 
- determination of the wave modes which are responsible for the 
propagation of AE signals in thick-walled components, 
~ 
- correction of AE parameters for signal disturbances on their path 
in a specimen or component and the transducer, 
- better analysis of AE signals including determination of energy, 
amplitude, spectra and the statistical distributions of these 
parameters. 
2. Particular Objectives and Res~arch Program 
l' . . 
This work is done especially for applications on the reactor pressure 
vessels. The herein used materials are 22 NiMoCr 3.7, 20 MnMoNi 55 and 
austenitic steels, mainly X6 CrNi 18.11. Base metals as well as welded 
joints are to be investigated. 
The work shall be done in three steps: 
- laboratory tests on modified CT and SEN specimens, 
- laboratory tests on specimens with production defects, 
- application of the developed methods and models to large scale tests. 
The research program is including the simulation of AE signals and 
the characterization of acoustic emission transducers by their spectra 
and directivity pattern. 
3. Experimental Facilities 
- hydraulic testing machines modified for low noise, 
- special grips for SEN and CT specimens without frictioning parts, 
- analog and digital devices for signal analysis in the frequency range 
from 0.1 to 2 MHz, 
- computer for signal analysis (especially frequency analysis) and 
determination of statistical distributions. 
4. Progress todate 
4.1. Modification of testing machines for low noise. Construction 
of special grips for CT specimens. 
4.2. Frabrication of specimens (including welding) and metallurgical 
analysis. 
4.3. Measurement of the dlrectivity pattern of AE transducers. 
4.4. AE measurements on CT specimens (50 mm) 
~. 
' \. j 
4.5. Optimization of fracture mechanic models to the geometries and 
materials used in these experiments. 
'I 
4.6. Measurements for determining the propagation of ultrasonic pulses 
in 100 mm thick plates and smaller specimens including welds. 
1· 7. Simulation of AE pulses with a lase.r. 
5. Essential Results 
I 3/2 5.1. In fatigue of CT specimens with large AK ~ 1500 N/mm (K = 
~ stress intensity) we have mainly acoustic emission from friction 
of the crack flanks. For smaller values of AK "=' 700 N/mm3/ 2 there 
is no more AE of friction. 
5.2. The micro-structure of the ES-welded joints was mainly hetero-
geneous due to the high heat input involved during ES-welding 
(fig. 1). The base material is well tempered martensite. In the 
outer regions, the heat affected zone contains pearlite and 
ferrite in a lamellar constellation. Closer to the weld seam, the 
propagation of pearlite and upper bainite increases. The region 
of the HAZ next to the seam has coarse grain. It consists ex-
clusively of upper bainite with rather large stripes of cementite 
inside the ferrite grains. Also the weld zone itself is purely 
upper bainite, but this has a crystallized dendritic structure. 
From measurements of hardness it can be expected that the region 
next to the base material is the weakest. The coarse grain region 
next to the weld is sensitive to cleavage fracture. 
~ 
5.3. In a tension test on a CT specimen we have generally two maxima 
of AE energy rate: 
- a first peak is due to friction of crack flanks and depending 
on their roughness (fig. 2 for a welded· joint with friction and 
fig. 3 without friction); the AE signals can be characterized by . 
. the distribution of energy per event given in pieture 4a 
(specimen of base material). 
_. I 
- a second peak is due to pl'astic deformation, micro-crack format-. 
ion and macroscopic crack growth. These AE signals can be 
characterized by the distribution of energy per event given 
in picture 4b (specimen of base material) • 
By means of frequency and pulse area analysis, different groups of 
signals were detected. According to the time of their appearance 
they were correlated to plastic deformation, microvoid formation, 
macroscopic crack growth and friction (fig. 5). 
Samples having the fatigue crack in different regions of the weld 
seam and .. in the HAZ all showed cleavage fracture at room temperat ... 
ure. At 60 °c, shear lips with a thickness of a few mm appeared. 
5.4. The volume of the plastical zone in front of the crack tip is 
given by an expression 
4 6 
vpl = a 4K + a 6K 
This expression is calculated by taking account of the plane strain 
and plane stress conditions in the materials. The coefficients a 4 
and a6 are dependent on the thickness of the CT specimen and the 
yield point of the material. For a specimen of thickness SO mm we 
shall always .see a dependence of Vpl on K with 4th power but for 
smaller specimens (e.g •. thickness = 7 mm) and lower yield point 
there should be an influence of both parts of. the above expression. 
5.5. For the pressure vessel we have to assume that the major AE sources 
are near to the inner surface of the vessel wall because the 
stresses are highest at the inner side. Ih general the acoustic 
emission signals are ,detected at the outer surface of the vessel 
wall. For this geometry we have done experiments which are 
described in picture 6. The results are to be seen in picture 7. 
,·~ 
\ ' 
' ' 
-.· 
We see that the amplitude of the surface wave is dep~ndent on the 
roughness of the outer surface o~ the vessel wall. Large-scale 
experiments are mainly done in the frequency range of 100 - 300 kHz, 
i.e. with wavelengths of cm. So we cannot assume for reactor 
pressure vessels that the surface wave is important for the pro-
pagation of acoustic emission signals. 
5.6. we have simulated an acoustic emission source with a laser heating 
up the surface of a steel or aluminium plate. The generated acoustic 
~~-- ---------
pulse has a short duration (( 500 ns) and the directivity pattern given' 
in picture 8. 
6. Next Steps 
- ~ontinuing AE measurements on CT and SEN specimens with signal 
~"'<· 
analysis, 
'. 
, I 
') 
- determination of the correlations between AE parameters and stress 
·~' ~~ensity factor and development of models, 
- measurement of the directivity pattern of natural AE sources 
V (cracks). 
7. Relation With Other Projects 
These works are done on the base of the results of the projects RS ·31 
to RS 31/3 and in cooperation with Battelle-Institut at Frankfurt 
(RS 191). 
8. References 
E. Waschkies: 
Schallausbreitung bei der SchallernissionprUfung. 
0(1977) 
I 
9. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
The report cited above is available from IzfP, SaarbrUcken. 
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Fig. 1: photo-micrograph and hardness of a welded joint. 
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Fig. 2: Ring-down-count and load against crack-opening for 
CT specimen (welded joint); rough surface of the crack. 
Fig. 3: Ring-down-count and load against crack-opening for 
CT specimen (welded joint); smooth surface of the crack 
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Fig. 4: Number H of AE events with energies equal to or greater 
than E (on arbitrary scale) in a tension test on a eT-
specimen (base material 22 NiMoCr 3.7) 
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c) 
a) friction of the crack-surface 
b) micro-cracking and macroscopic crack-growth. 
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Fig. 5: typical AE signals 
and spectra: 
a) friction of the 
crac~ surface 
b) micro-cracking 
c) macroscopic crack 
growth 
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1. gener.tl_Afun
Basing on the work carrLed otrrt under
' Programme RS 22, RS Z7U and RS 2702
the Federal Research
the target of the present
2,
projecÈ1stoachl.evefurtherpro9re§sinthedeve1opmentof
inspection technLgues and equLpment for ln-servLee Lnspectlon
of pressure vessers and, on completlon of the work descrlbedhereinr to establlsh a means of remote-operated volumetrlc
lnspcctlon of the entrre reactor presaure vessel accordlng topresent,-day technologlcar gtandards. Thls developmenÈ project
relates to ultrasonLc Lnspect,lon technlquea onry. volumetrlc 
,1inspection of the entlre pressure vessel Lg a target whLch cal1e,,for all parÈiclpant firms to make further progreaE ln the devêlop-
nent of LnspectLon systems and lnspectlon 
.technlgues, nanLpulatop
and electronLc eguLpnrcnt. partlclpants ln thts programns arethe Federar rnstltute for uatàrtats restlng and the flrms ofKraftwork unlon ÀG, Rrauthrârnsr GmbB and uasohLnenfabrlk Àugeburg-
Nürnberg AG (!t.A.N.).
Partlcular Ob{eetlves
rhe program€ ls sub-dtvlded lnto ttre followtng arersr
1. Basic studies of ultrasonic inspection methods and 
optimization of detection and analysing techniques. 
2. Conceptual design of inspection systems to improve the 
probability of fault detection in different inspection 
areas: 
3. Development, fabrication and trials of internal and 
.• external inspection manipulators with a view to achieving 
the goal of complete volumetric inspection of the reactor 
pressure vessel by automated equipment. () 
4. Onward development of components and methods to improve 
data logging, data processing and display/printout systems. 
3. Research Programme 
The research programme embraces the following work: 
The general aim or the research programme is to make further 
progress in the development of ultrasonic inspection techniques 
with a view to increasing the probability of fault detection and 
improving the interpretation of the inspection results. This ., 
I 
·-~· includes research into 
e.g., focus technology 
practical application. 
techniques for the analysis of indications, 
or line holography, and preparations for 
The tasks call for extensive theoretical 
and.experimental research. 
3.2 !U2E~E~!Qn_2Y2~~m2_ 
Special inspection systems must be developed for the inspection 
of close-to-surface zones and of lugs and supports welded to 
the inside and outside of the reactor pressure vessel. The 
.. 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
! 
i 
t 
3.3 
0 
task involves testing a method of monitoring the stability of 
the probes during the course of inspection work. The task 
also includes the development of a probe with adjustable sound 
beam parameters for special inspection applications, e.g., fQr 
inspecting theligaments in areas of penetration holes ~or 
cont;rol rods. 
Nrw manipulators are being developed and current manipulator• 
art' being improved for remote-controlled inspection of the 
following areas of reactor pressure vessels: 
- Ligaments in areas of control rod penetration holes in 
the bottom closure and closure head 
- External inspec~ion of transition weld between cylindrical 
area of vessel and spherical bottom (BWR) 
- Inspection of inner radii of small nozzles 
- External inspection of flange at bottom of vessel and 
·at closure head 
() - Extended external inspection of cylindrical area of vessel 
with automatic transfer of inspection car from one 
longitudinal rail to another. Motions under computer control. 
For processing the.data of automatic ultrasonic inspection 
the capacity of data logging equipment must be increased to 
accommodate the increased flow of data. Existing programmes 
are being increased to improve software and the interpretation 
quality of display and printouts. 
j--
. 
. , 
4. Experimental'Facilities, Computer Codes 
.. 
The research programme envisages laboratory tests to establish 
~he capability of inspection equipment for individual in-
spection techniques as well as the provision of working models 
of manipulator components. Various computer codes are used to 
establish the best parameters of·inspection systems. The task 
includes the provision of further computer codes for 
evaluation and display/printouts of the data obtained during 
inspection. 
5. Progress to Date 
Actual test results from a large vessel wall specimen are 
available for a closer examination of perhaps signietcant 
indications w:U h the aid of special methods of analysis. The 
following four methods of analysis were tested: 
Single-probe dual-frequency echo dynamics 
Tandem echo·dynamfcs 
Tandem echo dynamics with focus head 
Line holography 
Conceptual data and designs are available on the inspection 
systems to be developed for the individual areas. Prototypes 
are being built to test the capabilities of these systems. 
n ,_. 
For the probe with adjustable sound parameters there are () 
certain dimensional limitations because the probe is also 
proposed to be used in areas of restricted space. 
Conceptual designs have been prepared for the various 
manipulators~ Detailed designWDrk has been started. 
For data logging and data display/printouts, work has com-
menced on the further development of software for on-line 
I 
l 
I 
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,_...,,... -· - ---\~·~~~- _,_---
data processing and on increasing the data flow to all 
measuring channels. 
-- ----·--·· -.--
6. Results 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Most of the work is still in progress and no detailed results 
are as yet available. 
The tests on the methods of analysis have shown that ac-
cording to present knowledge focus technology and line holo• 
' 
,,r·.1phy appear to be particularly suitable methods for the 
itll.tlysis of indications. Computer codes are available for 
calculating the three-dimensional tandem echo dynamics. 
Next Steps 
Work under this programme will be continued in all areas with 
special emphasis on: 
- Testing of new inspection systems on test specimens 
- Study of various parameters as to the quality of indications 
for focus technology 
- Testing of working models of new manipulator elements 
- Onward development and testing of improved data display/ 
printout methods. 
Relation with Other Projects 
Reference is made to what has been said in Report A 74 
with regard to RS 2702. 
;13~_ferences 
uuring the period under !'eview the following summarized 
reports have been issued in the German language& 
Author 
------
BAM 
BAM 
-------- - --- --------- --· -----
,-·~·.-..,...-....-:;o'~~ 
L -~---~_____..:_ 
Three-dimensional Echo Dynamics 
for Tandem Technology 
Fault Analysis on a Large Vessel 
Wall Specimen 
!25!!:! 
September 76 
October 76 
10.: '· Degree of Availability of the Reports 
. ~ : 
' . ! 
A relatively small number of reports have been issued. 
A limited number are still obtainable from the author or 
from • GRS, K8ln. 
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1. Gcrw ral Aim 
The pro.ject is aimed at inveatigating whether it la possible in 
ultrasonic testing to improve the signal-to-noise ratio by applica-
tion of the signal averaging technique. 
2. Pnr·t i cular Objectives 
It is to be investigated whether signal averaging can improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio or the echoes trom flaws close to claddina• · 
_, 
(e.g. in a·eactor pressure vessels and primary pipe aystema). ·· 
0 3. Rr.Rnnrch Program 
Tho invn~tt.igatiohs were carried out on a clad specimen with a bore 
(diamfltnr· 5 mm) near the cladding and on a larae veaael wall teat 
specimen with two cracks originating directly below the oladdins 
(crack depth· 7.2 mm and 14.7 mm). 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
A commercial materiala'testing instrument and an averasins oomp~ter­
were used ro~ the investigations. The eXponential a:ver!il• •alu'e i• 
computed by the following algorithmt .. i\ · 
: ~ 
.... ·. . ' 
·;.· 
r· ~. 
·.:..-;,,': .. 
,· v1@1:ta IIBiht • il( ..., ·•· 
5 
n 
G 
n-th input signal 
weighting factor 
5. Progress to Date 
\,~ ... , ... ~ .... 'llj~"''.,_.,.~..,., ... ' • .., 
·-· ~-.... --.... ,. ..... .w. .... • . ._ .. _ 
--------.-----
stored result after n sweeps 
stored result after n•1 sweeps 
The echo amplitude and the signal-to-noise ratio were measured. The 
velocity of the probes, the direction of the probe velocity relative 
to the defect (parallel 11 and perpendicular .L), and the weighting 
factor were varied in these measurements. 
6. Resu.l!ts 
For the perpendicular direction of the probe velocity, the amplitude 
of the echo from the qefect first remains constant and then drops () 
rapidly as the weighting factor increase (Fig. 1). For the parallel 
velocity direction almost no drop occurs up to G = 2 10 • 
The signal-to-noise ratio first rises and then, after a maximum, 
declines as the weighting factor increases (Fig. 2). With growing 
probe velocity the maximum is shifted toward smaller values of 
the weighting factor and thus is reduced. 
In the vessel wall test specimen the echo amplitudes for probe 
velocities of 2.0 mm/s anq 4.0 mm/s are almbst identical. 
The signal-to-noise ratio passes through a maximum as a function 
of the weighting factor (Fig. J). The maximum increases with () 
rising probe velocity, but is not shifted. The signal-to-noise 
ratio can be improved by up to 10 dB. 
7. Next Steps 
The probe velocity is to be increased to about 50 mm/a by modi-
fication of the averaging computer. Defects close to claddinga 
will be analyzed by single and tandem probes from the clad aide 
and from the reverse side. 
B. Relation with Other Projects 
-~--- ·- ... ~ ........ , ~·-------~ 
0 
0 
c • ----- -~ -......--- ... ._ 
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9 • ll .... f .... r· en c e s 
u. von Klot, A. Sahm: Erhohung der Auffindwahrscheinlichkeit von 
Fchlern durch V~rbesserung des Signal-Rauach-Verhiiltnisses bei 
der Ultraschallprtifung, RS 190, Report of August 1976 by Battelle• 
Insti tut e. V., Frankfurt am Main, to the Federal Ministry ot ~. 
Hcsearch and Technology (in German). 
10. Dcgt·r~ of Availability of the Reports 
The ohovr•-ci t~d report is available upon request from 
lhmdC.Puniu L s.terium fUr Forachung und Teehnologie, Reterat 313 1 
11oMtftu•ll t~O 370• D•5.lOO .Donn 12. 
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3. Research Program 
3.1. Compiling of informations 
3.2. Working of statements about possibilities of application of the 
method 
3.3. Estimations of further developments 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Program for numerical calculation of distributions of magnetic fields 
and eddy currents. 
5. Progress to Date 
, Ad 3.1. Evaluation of present and procured literature. 
Visit to KWU with discussions about test problems in question. 
Ad 3~2. Numerical calculation of temporal ·and local distribution of the() 
magnetic field and the eddy current density in a half-sp~ce· 
with electrical conductivity of austenitic steel. Excitation 
by a plane magnetic field of variable duration. 
6. Results 
Program for calculation of field and eddy current distributions. 
The project is in an initial phase in this time. 
7. Next steps 
Ad 3.1. Continuation of the evaluation of reports and of the procurement 
of informations about test.,prQplems. 
''· J 
Ad 3.2. Further. calculations of field and eddy current distributions. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
RS 89 - II.3.2 
RS 102- 18 - II.3.2 
g. References 
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. Classification: 12.3 
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(O_!:.iginal Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
·' 
I 
Mehrfrequenz-WirbelstromprUfung 
SPONSOR: Phase 1 : Aufbau eines Mehrfrequenz-Gerlteprototyps BMFT 
(ns 231 - 1!.3.2, Jahresb~richt A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Ges•, 
IzfP, Saarbr. 
·r i tle 2 (I::nglish) : Project Leader& 
Hultifrequency - eddy current testing 
Phase 1 : const~uction of a multifrequency prototype Dipl.-Phya. 
R. Beck er 
Jnitiatf'll ( Da~_e) 1 ComEleted (DatttlJ. 
29 • ..!.1977 I 1.9.1976 
?.tatus: Last U~datini (Date) a 
Continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
The project has the aim of building up a prototype for the inspection 
by means of the multifrequency eddy current method. Starting from the • 
results of RS 102-18, section "eddy current", the equipment shall be 
applicable to the inspection in production lines as well as to the 
recurrent inspection of reactor components of the type BWR, PWR and 
FSR. The concept of the equipment shall harmonize with the conditions 
of the l.:1rgc application field. Over all, great il'llpor.tance must be 
" spended upon safety against disturbances and upon easy handling. 
(j2. Particular Objectives 
The equipment consists of 2 parts: 
- the transmitter-receiver-unit• 
~ 
The frequencies are given after multiplexing each after the other 
into the coil. The switching is so fast, that an inspection velocity 
of 3 m/s with a local resolution of 1 mm is achieved. The advantage 
of this proceeding compared with the simultaneous method is the 
small electronic expense and the flexibility goncerning the quantity 
of frequencies and the frequency range. 
Respectively, in one of 3 ranges the frequen::tiea can be tuned aon• 
tinuously and in any combinationa 
i 
,, 
r ----·---,.-·~ 
I 
range 1 : 10 kHz - bOO kHz 
range 2: 1 kHz - 60 kHz 
range 3: o. 1 kHz - 6 kHz 
Besides the oscillators the transmitter-receiver unit consists of 
the coil driver, the amplitude-phase-meter, the compensation network 
and the display to figure the test information (impedance of the coil). 
The coil is driven over a cable, which has· a length of up to 30 m -.f 
and can be an absolute or a differential type. In both cases the 
compensation is made in an automatical manner. 
- the evaruation unit: 
This performs the separation of the parameters and produces the read-
out value, which is settled of the disturbing signals and is only a () 
function of one parameter to be chosen. The evaluation is realized by 
means of digital computer circuits and allows the simultaneous deter-
mination of several read-out values coordinated to different param-. 
meters. 
3. Research Program 
The electronic circuits and components.are to develop and to integrate 
within the prototype described in 2. 
4. Progress to Date and Results 
The block diagram of the equipment is worked out upon the experiences 
with the laboratory test device, which is arisen in the preceeding 
project RS 102-18. 0 
The building up of the transmitter-receiver unit is short of conclusion. 
''I 
!>. Next Steps 
' l f 
) ,J 
Construction, of the evaluation.unit will be atarted·and·connection of 
the both unite will be realized. . ,, .n 
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Classification: 12.3 
T~tle J_lOriginal Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD Untersuchungen zur LeistungsfKhigkeit der akustischen 
Hologrnphie, vor allem im Vergleich zu t'okussierenden SPONSOR: BMFT 
PrUfktlpfen bei der ZfP ORGANIZATION: , ' 
'(RS 0230 - II.3.2, Jahresbericht A 76) BAM 
'!i tle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Investigations ot the efficiency ot acoustical holo- Dr. J.Kutzner 
p;raphy especially in comparison to focus sed beamsin wr Dr. H.WUstenberg 
. Completed (Date) : Initialcu (Date) a 
'•- ----- -' ~ --
~ I. 10. 1976 31. uf. 1979 (Date): ~ tatus: Last Edat:in2 
December 1976 ontinuing 
0 
. 
1. General Aim 
Development of simplified methods of 
- acoustical holography with numerical reconstruction 
- flaw sizing by soanni~ with focussed beams. 
Application of the develoJXni methods .to the analysis 
of ultrasonic indications under practical oiroumatanoes. 
2. Particular Objectives 
3. Research Program 
,.1 Construction of probe systems 
Determination of the decis.ive criterions (aperturft length, 
resolution etc.) to construct optimal probe systems. 
Application of the developed probe systems on test-blocks • 
- 3.2 Software-Development 
Elaboration of theoretical foundations (normal incidence, 
oblique incidence, tandem-technique, distance or scanning 
points), development or the reconstruction- and 1ntertaoe• 
software (AD-converter, plotter) tor aoannins in one- and 
two-dimensions. 
. 
-; -~ -·--------------- -__,..........._- ----
1 ;11)~4 
,-· --·.-
-- --·- _____ .....,. 
. i ' .... 
3.3 . , ~ Holography in ~andem-technique1 
- Investigations of the efficiency of this method, 
experiments on test-blocks. 
3.4 ' Construction and testing of focussing probes 
Checking or the available construction method, manipulator 
for focus sing ·pr'obes ,adapt:i.on or the focussing probes 
on the curvature or the surface. 
3.5 . :n Experiments with the probe-systems developed ,ror holography-
and focussing systems. 
Testing or the developed systems on the test~blocks, which 
' were produced in other research programs or ~actor security, 
estimation of the efficiency or the developed techniques. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
To 3.1 Manipulator system, electronic equipment for acoustical 
' holography 
To 3.2 .Reconstruction software (FORTRAN), driver-software tor 
AD-converter, CRT-terminal and plotter (Asse~bler) 
To 3.3 Tandem-manipulator, electronic-equipment 
To 3.4 Device to the prod~ction or acoustical lenses, digital 
( 
equipment ror·positionning 
To 3.5 Whole equipment 
s. Progress to Date 
To 3.1 Some theoretical investigations to the resolution, 
construction or a two transducer-probe, first experiments. 
j 
To 3.2 Testing or the developed reconstruction- and interr•ce-
sortware tor linear scanning in normal-, oblique- and 
tandem-incidence. 
To 3.3 Software tor linear scanning. 
To 3.4 
To 3.5· -
6. Results 
l 
To ,.1 The resolution is determined mainly bJ the divergency or 
the probes .. 
/!"\ 
\i.l 
0 
~-~--------~ 
To 3.2 The software-development for.linear scanning is completed. 
To 3.3 The software-development for linear aoanntns 1n tandem-
technique is also completed. 
To }.4 
To 3.5 
1· 
To 3.1 
To 3.2 
To 3.3 
Next Steps 
Continuation of the theoretical investigations, testing 
and further development of the constructed probe. 
Theoretical and experimental investigations to get 
' 
.Informations about the distance of the scanning points, 
Writing a technical report to the equipment for linear 
acoustical holography (hardware and software). 
To 3.4 Checking of the available construction method b.J reference 
tests. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
Real-time ultrasonic holography (IZfP-SaarbrUoken), 
reactor security research program RS 2703. 
g. References 
0 10. Degree or Availabilitl or the Reports 
IRS, K8ln 
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131-31-103/4111~10 
. 
Titre 
D4tec~•bi1tt4 per ultrasons des d4fauts en 
compression. 
Classification • 
.12-3 
..t5"3+-
Pays : 
• 
FRANCE 
Organisme dir,cteur 
CEA/DSN ~ 
Titre (anglais) Organisme ex6cuteur 
Ultrasonic detectabi1ity of flaws under compression. CEA/DTECH-STA 
Responsable : 
A.C.PROT (DSN-S&TSSR) 
. 
Scientifiques • • 
Date de d6Darrage : Ol/07/77 Date pr6vue d' achlvement 01/12/78 R. SAGLIO ( STA) Etat actuel t' A lancer Derni~re m~ se l jour :· 23/11/76 
~ 
.. 
Objectif g6n6ral : 
Etude de !'influence du champ de contraintes sur la d6tectabilit4 
des d4£auts lors d1un contr6le par ultrasons. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Il s'agit d14tudier, sur 6prouvettes de traction repr6sentatives 
(forte 4paisseur), 11influence du champ de compression sur la 
d4tectabilite eta d4£auts connus (d6cel4s par ultrasons en 1' absence 
de contrainte) et d' appr4cier coament varie le dimensionnement 
de ces d4£auts en fonction de la contrainte appliqu4e. 
Prochaines .!tapes : 
• D4tection de d4fauts r6els introduits vo1ontairement daDs des 
4prouvettes de traction. 
- Etude de 11 4volution de ces d6fauts au cours d'essais de fatigue 
par traction-compression. 
- Dim.ensionnement pendant lea phases de traction puis compression. 
Relation avec d' autres 'tudes : 

··l····---· ·. -·--·-----_--~-~ ~- ------~~-.---.-:-:~-- .. --------------....,---
Classification 
. . 
. 15~~ 
.12-, l 131-31-lOb/4111-10 
' 
' }~~~--------------------------------------------------~~------------~~ ,. • Titre Pays : 
FRANCE 
· D6tection des fissures dana lea rebords internee 
de tubulurea. Organisme direct~r 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme ex6cuteur 
CEA/DTECH-STA 
Crack detection of the nozzle inner edges./. : 
Responsable : 
A.C.PROT (DSN-SETSSR) 
Scientifiques : 
Date de demarrage : Ol/Ol/77 
:tat actual : A ·lancer 
c 
Date prl!vue d 1 ach~vement ~1/12/78 
Derni~~e mise l jour :23/11/76 R. SAGLIO ( STA) 
Objectif g6n6ral : 
Le rebord interne des turbulures est une zone particuli~rement 
sollicit6e dans une cuve de r6acteur. L16tude consiste l recher-
cher la m6thode optimale pour d6tecter et 6ventuellement 
dimensionner les d'fauts qui peuvent prendre naissance pendant 
le fonctionnement. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
- Evaluer de mani~re critique les m6thodes actuellement envisag6es 
en particulier ultrasons et courants de roucault. 
- Etudier la faisabilit' d1un contr8le en ultrasons focalis6s. · 
- Etudier la posaibilitl! d 1 application aux inspections p6riodiques. 
de cuves de rl!acteurs nuc11!aires. · 
Installations expertmenta1es et programme : 
Utilisation des moyens actuels de la STA et en particulier de la 
maquette de piquage SENA. 
Prochaines ~!tapes ·: 
D4monstration de· la poasibilit4 de contr81e par traducteurs 
ultraaonorea focalia4a ou/et .couranta de FOUCAULT (fin 1977) 

' 
' 
~ 
' 
I 
' 
' 
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• Titre 
131-31-lOc/4111-10 
Etude de 1' influence des divers revltements sur le 
contr&le ultrasonore par 11ext4rieur des circuits 
primaires de r4acteurs. 
11541 Classification : 12_3 
Pays : 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme ex4cuteur • 
CEA/DTECH-STA 
Study on the effect of coatings on the ultrasonic 
testing of primary circuits of nuclear reactors 
from the outside. Responsable : 
A. C.PROT (DSN-SETSSR) 
Scientifiques : 
Date de demarrage : 01/0l/77 
~tat actual : · A lancer 
Date pr4we d 1 ach~vement :31/12/78 
Der,ni~re mise l jour : 23/11/76 F .WBOIS ( STA) 
-
Objectif g4n4ral : 
Il s 1agit d14valuer 11influence des peintures actuellement 
utllis4es pour la protection des cuves de r4acteur, sur lea 
possibilit4s de contr&le par ultrasons. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
- Il est n4cessaire d14valuer les modifications introduites par 
1 'environnement (temp4rature, irradiation) sur les qualit4s 
d'adh4rence et de r4sistance l 11abrasion de peintures afin d~ 
connattre 11influence possible sur le couplage des traducteurs 
ultrasonores. 
- Eventuellement cette 4tude peut d4boucher sur un 1'meilleur choiX". 
Prochaines 4tapes : 
- R4alisation d14prouvettes m4talliques repr4sentatives. 
• Essais ultrasonores avant influence de 11envircmnement. 
• Essais en temp.Srature et sous irradiation. 
- Essaia ultrasonoras comparatifs. 
(Mise en route du progr811118 fin 1977) 

· Titre 
131·31·10d/4111-10 
Programme europ4en de contr81e de t&les fortes par 
ultrasons. 
Classification 
Pays : 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme ex6cuteur ! 
European program of ultrasonic testing of heavy 
section steel-plates. 
CEA/DTECH-STA 
Responsable : 
A. C.PRO'r (DSN-SE'rSSR) 
Scientifiques : 
Date de demarrase : Ol/03/77 
•. a t actuel : 
'1) A lancer 
Date pr4vue d1 achevement ~1/07/78 
Demiere mise l jour : 23111176 R. SAGLIO ( STA) 
' 
ObJectif gen6ral 
Participation l un programme europ4en de contr&le de t&les de 
forte 4paisseur du programme HSST,~ mises l disposition par les USA. 
Ob1ectifs particuliers : 
D4tection des d4£auts vo1ontairement introduits dans les t&les 
en utilisant la technique des traducteurs focalis4s et 4ventuel-
lement 1 'holographie acoustique. 
Un tel essai devrait constituer une base pour la qualification de la 
m4thode mise au point au CEA, puisqu' i1 sera sui vi de la d4coupe . 
des t&les et d1une corr4lation entre examen ultrasonore et ~~~&cro-
ou micrographies. 
Installations exp6rimentales et programme : 
Les installations sont celles actuellemmt clisponibles l la 
section des techniques lanc4es (STA). 
- Cuve de contr&le par immersion (locale ou noq). 
- Pantographe 
- Appare£ls et traducteurs l ultrasons. 
!tat de 114tude : 
Avancement l ce jour : 
Lea types de contr&les aont ddfinis. Les t&lea doivent Atre mises 
l disposition clu 28 ffn'ier au 30 Juin 1977. 
···'··· 
--------- - -----------
.... 
' CODtr&le des 3 t&lea BSST (2._. aemestre 1977). 
" 
J 
c 
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131/31/20/4111-10 Classification 12-3 
• Titre Pays : . 
! 
FBANC! 
. Etude de• filtraaes opt£quea de films radiosra-
phiques Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais} Organisme ex~cuteur • 
CETIM 
Study of optical filtering of radiographic films. 
Responsable • • 
A.C.PROT (DSN-SETSSR) 
-
Scientifiques • • 
Date de demarrage : 19/S/76 
.at actuel : en cours . 
Date pr~vue d 1 ach~vement :19/11/77 l.LAMBARD 
' 
Derniere mise l jour : 23/11/76 p IJW)r::EV AS 
Ob1ectif general : 
Recherche d1un procdd~ de filtrage optique permettant d1augmenter 
le cent~ d1informations ddlivr~es par lea films radiograp~quea. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Am~lioration du c:Ontraste dans la cYtection soit de fissures mal 1-
orient~es soit de pr4sence d1un bruit de fond (pilce radioactive 
et/ou en ambiance radioactive). 
!tat de 1 1 ~tude : 
Avancement ~ ce jour z 
' 1 
L' ~tape est en cours de finition. Un document sera diffuse qui l 
permettra apr~s analyse (~tape 2) de lancer 11 'tude proprement ditp. 
Prochaines etapes : 
1) Etablissement d1un document faisant le point cles 
la mati~re (fin 76) 
2) Choix des orientation& (fin 77) 
3) Lancement des 4tucles corresponclantea. 
4) Choix du proc4d4 l cl4velopper 
S) Etude cle ce proc4cl4. 
l 
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131-31-30/4111-10 Classification 
1~41-
12-3 
' 
• Titre Pays : ~ 
. 
Determination fine de la dimension de defauts par FRANCE 
mesure de temps de parcour1 ultratcmores. 
Organisme directefr 
< 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
Date 
'lt 
~ 
Accurate flow size determtnation by meaturement of Ecole Centrale 
~ltrasonic delay time. 
Responsable : 
A. C.PROT (DSN-SETSSR) 
.. Scientifiques • ~ 
de d~n:age . Ol/01/77 Date pr4vue d 1 ach~vement ~1/12/77 . P.AZOU Derni~re mise l jour : 23/11/76 actuel : A lancer D. de VADDER 
Ob1ectif general : 
Il s'agit d'une etude analytique associee l des essais de labora-
toire, destines l d~ontrer la faisabilite d'une methode de 
dimensionnement fine des defauts deceles par ultrasons. 
Ob1ectiJs particuliers : 
Montrer analytiquement et verifier exper:lmentalem.ent que les 
dimensions d'un defaut peuvent ltre atteintes par mesure des 
temps de parcours de 11onde ultrasonore au cours du balayage 
du defaut p.u le traducteur ultrasonore. 
.I 

• 
. 
131-31-40 
~'J-4 !J 
Claaeification : 12_3 
Titre Pays : 
MOyen d1inspection de circuit primaire de 
FRANCE 
r4acteur• • Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglaisJ Organisme ex4cuteur 
Nuclear reactor primary circuit inspection means. CEA - DPR -STEPPA 
Responsable : 
A. C.PROT (DSN - SETSSR) 
" Scientifiquea : 
Date de Date pr6vue d 1 ach~vement .31/12/78 demarrage : 1/1/77 
!tat actu.el : A lancer Derni~re mise l jour : 22/11/76 J .P • VER'l'OT (DPB.) 
.> 
pbjectif seneral : 
Les dispositifs mis au point pour le contr81e de cuves ne 
constituent qu 1une partie de la solution des probleaes 
d' inspection. . 
Il reste A d4finir des moyens propres l atteindre de mani~re 
autonome des endroits contamines et peu accessibles. 
Cette etude vient en appui de cella cammencee en 1976 par la 
section EMH. 
Ob1ectifs particuliers : 
I 
Il s'agit essentiellement d1etudier un dispositif autonome 
susceptible de se rendre dans des endroits inaccessibles ou 
difficilement accessibles. (soudure de tuyauteries, boite 
A eau de G. V., cuve de r6acteur rapide) pour effectuer des 
inspections de divers types : ultrasons, courants de Foucault, 
visual par t416vision etc ••• ) et d'en d6Dontrer la faisabilit4. 
Etat de l'etude : 
Avancement l ce jour : 
Des sch6Das de principe ont 4t4 6tudies par le STEPPA au coura de 
l'annee 1976 et serviront de base l l'etude envisag6e. 
Prochaines etapes. : 
• Etude d1un dispositif autonome (6t' n) 
- Maquette de faisabilit•. (fin 77) 

131-31-51/4111~612 
Titre 
D4veloppement de m4thodes de contr8le par ultrasona 
par 11ext4rieur des circuits primairea PWR. 
Classification s '1 .;5 ·1. 
12-3 
Pays : 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
C!A 
Titre (anglais) Organisme ex4cuteur • 
CEA/D'mCH 
Development of ultrasonic testing methods from the 
-~tdde of PWR primary circuits. Responsable • . . 
M. CONT.RE (Dt!ai-ST.A) 
Scientifiquea I 
1.. Date. de demarrage • 
··· Ol/76 Date pr6vue d' ach~vement t 10/80 • M.SAGLIO Etat actuel • : en cours Demi~re mise l jour : 1/4/77 
_ .. i 
-
Objectif general : 
Permettre le contr8le par 1' exterieur du circuit primaire des 
reacteurs PWR et plus particuli~rement des cuves. 
Obiectifs particuliers : 
Etudier les methodes de contr8le par ultrasons propres l permet-
tre un sui vi precis des d4fauts eventuellement d4tect4s par 1 'inta-
rieur, sans n4cessiter le d~ontage des internes. 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
- Examen des modifications des plans de Gfnie Civil permettant cette 
inspection par 1 1 ext4rieur. 
-~Etude des m4thodes de contr8le 
.. Eventuellement .Stude d1un avant projet de machine d11nspection. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement l ce jour : 
- Etude des probl~es d1tmmersion locale • realisation de joints 
d1etancheite. 
- Diminution des encombrements des traducteurs par utilisation de 
miroirs. 
2) ~sultats essentials : 
. . 
Mise au point d1un prototype exp.Srtmental de faiaabilit' de 
contr&le par 1 'extuieur en :bmeraion locale. 
···'··· 
-
.,. 
0 
-·--·---· ---- -·-----.,----------------------
IIPs\111111 . ·~·~· . I 
If 
J 
. 
M1Diaturiaat1oa de la cuve d'~eraioa locale 
Etude de traducteurs adapt4s aux g40D4triea et p~ettant de 
satiafaire auz exigences ct'enccmbraaent. 
Avmt proj et cle machiDea cl' inapectioa. 
' 
o_ 
"' 
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131 - 31-52/4111·62 
Classification : 12_3 
1553 
Titre Pays : 
Surveillance en continu par emission acoustique FRANCE 
du circuit primaire des reacteurs A eau. Organisme dirccteur 
CEA 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur : 
Date 
Et at 
~ 
CEA/DTEQI 
Continous surveillance of water reactors 
.primary circuits using acoustic emission Responsable • • 
CONTRE (DTECH-STA) 
Scientifiques • 
Ol/76 Date prevue d'achevement j 12/80 • de demarrage. . R.SAGLIO . 
actuel : En cours Derniere mise a jour : 1 4/77 ASTY 
Objectif general : 
Definir et construire un materiel d 1 ~ission acoustique specifique 
adapte a la surveillance en continu du circuit primaire des 
reacteurs a eau. c 1est-a-dire susceptible de fonctionner dans 
11ambiance d1un r4acteur en fonctionnement. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Pennettre en 1977 la surveillance du d8me du pressuriseur de 
FESSENHEIM 1. 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
Equipements 4lec:tronique .t 
- Mic:roprocesseur 
- Echelle de c:omptage 
• Electronique d1acquisition. 

.I 131-33-60/4112-60' 
Classification • J'f rs- C 
.12-3 i) J 
1 ~~------------------------------------T-~--------~ , Titre Pays : · 
l 
FRANCE 
Utilisation de la neutronographie pour 111nspection 
en service des r~acteurs nucl6aires et le contr81e 
non destructif des composants du coeur. 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (ang1ais) Organisme ex6cuteur 
CEA/DSN.:.SEESNC 
Use of neutron radiography in in-service inspection 
nuclear reactor and non destructive testing of Responsable : 
core composants. 
Date de demarrage.: 01/0l/73 
Etat actuel : ,Etude en cours 
Ob1ectif general : 
Date pr6vue d1achevement :31/12/71 
Derniere mise l jour : 08/11/76 
M.HOUELLE 
Scientifiques : 
Le but de ce programme est d1 effectuer des essais de contrOle 
par neutronographie de composants de reacteurs. Le mini-reacteur 
pour neutronographie MIRENE• mis en service en 1976, permettra 
de mener a bien cette action. L'installation est 'quip4e de 2 .. ·~ 
faisceaux collimat6s de neutrons qui serviront l effectuer lea 
essais d1examens de pieces. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Valeur du proc6de pour : 
1) L1examen de pieces 6paisses en acier. 
2) L'examen d16lements combustibles de r6acteurs l eau. 
3) L'examen de materials divers (ensembles colles), 
Installations exp'rimentales et programme : 
: _ Reacteur pour neutronographie MIRENE. 
Etat de 1 1etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Le reacteur MIRENE a diverge en novembre 1976 et sera disponible 
pour des examens de pieces a partir de decembre 1976. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
Les essais d'examens effectues ant~rieurement sur une installation 
semblable a MIRENE ont donne les resultats essentials suivants : 
Ce type de reacteur installe pres de deux r6acteurs de puissance> 
·.PHENIX et RAPSODIEJ permet un contr8le neutronographique satisfai-
sant du combustible nucleaire. Des essais effectu6s avec cette 
m~e installation ont montr' qu 1il 'tait possible de contr&ler des 
pieces en acier de S cm d16paisaeur. 
···'··· 
-I •, 
' I 
0 
P;ochainea 'tapes : 
Essais d'examen de pilces test en acie; et de pilces dive;ses 
de ~'acteu; 'lectrog~ne1 susceptiblea d11tre d6moat,es et 
transport,ea pour le contrele dans une installation clu type MIRERE. 
Relation avec d1autres 'tudes : 
Camparaison avec lea autres m'thodes de contrele non destructif, en 
ce qui concerne 11examen de composants de r•acteur et 11examen 
d1objets et de mat,riels divers. 
DoSU!!lents de r~f,rence : 
"Sou~ce utilisant Ia bouff'e de neutrons procluite par un saut de 
reactivit~ dans un r~acteur", M.HOUELLE - supplement au Bulletin 
d1Information de 11AtEN N° 90 (juillet - aoOt 1971). 
I 
"Radiography with Neutrons", M.HOUELLE, C.MERCIER, H.REVOL - British 
Nuclear Energy Society - Conference at the University of Birmingham -
10/11 september 1973. 
'~eutronograpbies de pi~ces 'paisses en acier", M.HOUELLE - Rapport 
SEESNC N° 123 - f'vrier 74. 
••Rapport proviso:Lre de s4ret' clu minir4acteu; pou; neutronograpbie 
MIRENE", • Rapport SEESNC N° 1221 1974. 
o. 
---------- ------··-· 
Titre 
Titre 
133-46-61/4114-01 . 
Utilisation de calculateura dans lea syst~es de 
protection. 
Computer protection system 
15"51 
Classification : 12.3 
ays : 
FRANCE 
CEA 
CEA/LEn 
(Grenoble) 
• 
• 
Mre TOURNIER 
• • 
Date de demarrage 1/1/75 
:tat actue1 : Etude en cours 
Date pr6vue d 1 ach~vement : 1/1/79 
Demi~re mise l jour : 21/12/76 
0 
Obiectif general·: 
Mise au point d1un systene de surveillance des parametres 
tmportants pour la s6rete l base de micro-processeurs. 
Obieetif particulier 
Les calculateurs classiques n'etant pas fiables pour un 
syst~me de protection, on est done conduit · l appliquer la 
technique de redondance en utilisant une configuration l 
plusieurs calculateurs qui conserve un fonctionnement correct 
m@me en cas de panne d'un ou plusieurs elements. 
La configuration retenue utilise 3 calculateurs associes l 
un organe de decision en 2/3. 
Les calculateurs poss~dent un systeme de contr6le en marche de 
son bon fonctionnement, lorsqu 1il detectera une defaillance 
susceptible de mettre en cause l'accomplissement d'une fonction 
de protections, ce systeme met le calculateur hors service, en 
panne s6re, et transmet les informations relatives l la defaillance 
et aux actions entreprises pour en limiter les consequences. 
Prochaines etapes : 
a) Elaboration des re~les pour la programmation d1un tel systeme. 
Elles doivent contenir et la modularisation stricte des progr~ea 
l utiliser et une'liste des elements de programmation l ne pas 
utiliser l cause de la fiabilite des progr~es. 
b) Programmation des autotests des calculateurs • 
Elle doit ltre effectuee en etudiant et optimisant l'efficacite 
de la detection des defaillances. Pouvoir.verifier si toutes les 
defaillances simples peuvent ltre detectees avec ce programme de 
test, elles doivent ltre simulees ou provoquees eu niveau du 
material. • 
c) Etudes sur la fiabilit' des modules et composants l utiliser et 
surtout sur la s•curit' et disponibilit' du syst~me entier choisi. 
Ces 'tudes montreront sans doute encore des points faibles dans 
le systmne qui doivent @tre 'limin's par la suite et ils devront 
fournir la preuve de la capacit' du syst~e l remplir les exigences 
demand,es. 
d) Un prototype du systeme entier informatique doit @tre r'alis6 
et enti~rement test' l 11 aide d'un dispositif de test, par example 
un calculateur hybride (3) qui permettrait d'effectuer, en prin-
cipe toutes lea combinaisons des valeurs d1entr,e, mais en fait, 
l cause du grand nombre des combinaisons ( 1064) seulement 
una petite partie de ces possibilit,s. 
e) Statistique des d'faillances d'jl apparues qui permettrait ensemble 
avec une 'tude des d'faillances (arbres de d'faillance, ambigutt 
des d'faillances, probabilit' d'occurence des d'faillances parti-·) 
culUres, etc ••• ) d1encore am'liorer le syst~me entier. !,._; 
Documents de r4f,rence : 
'~repositions d'un· syst~e de protection utilisant des calculateurs. 
Applications au contr&le des r•acteurs nucl,aires~,.- Note 
Technique LEU/MCTI tf0 12061 BD.MAIEI., P.DAlllD. . 
0 -. 
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13. SYSTEMS OPTIMISATION, STANDARDISATION, 
NEW CONCEPTS 

li' 
Classification: 13 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Verminderung der Primarkreiskontamination durch Ein- BRD 
satz eines Elektromagnetfilters. Versuche zur prin- SPONSOR: BMFT 
zipiellen DurchfUhrbarkeit ORGANIZATION; 
(RS 171 
- 11.1.6 
' 
Jahresbericht A 76) KW, Erlangen 
•ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Reduction of the contamination of primary system Dr. Neeb 
component~ by electromagnetic filters 
I Initiated (Date): COIDJ2leted (Date) : 
. ~-· 7. 75 30. 9. 76 tatus: Last Updating (D"ate) : 
Completed 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim and 2. Particular Objectives 
The possibilities for reduction of corrosion product activity and 
contamination by means of electromagnetic filters, which have been 
used in fossile hated plants have been studied. Some tests were 
conducted in order to find out, whether electromagnetic filters 
could be used in the primary system of a PWR. 
3. Research Program 
a) Tests on the effeciency of electroma~etic filters were 
conducted, using low concentrations of ~orrosion products in 
highly cleaned water at temperatures· up to 300 °C 
b) Investigation of the influence of boric acid and LiOH with 
concentrations as used in the coolant system of a PWR 
~ 
c) Metal release rates of the balls of the electromagnetic filter 
in boric acid and LiOH-solutions, as far as possible in this 
experimental facility 
d) The possibility of b.ackflushing has been tested with respect to 
the corrosion product oxides, $eperated on the balls of the 
electromagnetic filter 
-----~----
4. Experimental Facilities 
The experimental studies have been carried out in the 
Pressurized Water Chemistry Loop (DCK} of KWU-Erlangen. A 
high-pressure electromagnetic filter has been fabricated and 
was used in connection with the DCK. Measurements by normal 
and radio-tracer analytical techniques were done by the KWU 
laboratories. 
5. Progress to Date 
The radio-tracer tests of radioactive corrosion products were~, 
continued, using added corrosion products from KWO and KWB-A. 
Samples were taken at the entrance and the outlet of the 
electromagnetic filter, the Fe content and the distribution 
of radio-tracers were investigated. 
...._., 
The backwashing of the corro~ion products, which were deposited 
at high temperatures, was tested several times. 
The influence of boric acid on the deposition of particles was 
tested at a boron content of 2000 ppm. 
The activity distribution was measured on the electromagnetic 
balls and the pipe walla When the electromagnetic filter was () 
switched off. 
6. Results 
~ 
The radio-tracer tests needed a long time, because the activity 
was rather low. The result was that only a rather low deposi-
tion rate was recognized. 
The presence of boric acid has no influence on the deposition 
of particles on the eleotroaasnetio filter. 
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1. Next Steps 
The work has been completed. 
a. Relation with Other Projects ' . ' 
9. References 
~ 10. Degree of AyailabilitY 
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trtfe t (grighal Language) 8
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Inl tla.trrtl (D*g].1
Septoaber I r 1976
;Èatus 3
Cont inui ng
Completed (Datel 
.:
Junc 3Or 197?Last Updatlng (Date) a
Decenber 31 r 1976
2
@
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1. General ÀLn
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
5. Progress to Date 
The following work was performed in the report period: 
Drawing up of a detailed plan of the report 
Completion of about one fourth of the volume of the research 
program outlined in Section ).1 
Performance of the first investigations of Section ).2 
It is planned to include the following concepts in the research 
program: 
Thick-walled steel pressure vessel 
Multi-layer pressure vessel 
Pressure vessel produced by build-up welding 
Prestressed concrete pressure vessel 
Prestressed cast-iron pressure vessel 
Prestressed cast-steel pressure vessel 
6. Results 
The comparative criteria used in the study require detailed 'technical 
data.·Because of the very low level of development, however, these 
are not available for all the concepts listed above. This applies 
to the concepts of the pressure vessel produced by build-up welding 
and the prestressed cast-steel pressure vessel. 
1. Next Steps 
l 
Continuation of the work according to the research progr .. outlined 
in Section ). 
. . ; ~ . . . ) : 
,I 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
io. Degree of Availability ot the Reports 
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14. PRObABILISTIC METHODS OF SAFETY ANAL VSIS 

I 
'r. 
Classification: 14 
Title 1 (Original Language): 
Die Berechnung der Zuverlftssigkeit groler kofuplexer· 
Systeme nach der Methode der relevantcn Pfade 
(RS 106 - I.d.B., Jahresbericht A 15) 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
SPONSOR: 
Bf.1F1' 
ORGANIZATION:· 
·· TU Berlin 
Title 2 (english}: 
' 
Calculation of Reliability Data for Complex Systems 
Using the Success Paths M~thod 
P.roject Leader: 
Prof. Dr. 
Memmert 
Initiated (Date}: 
c.. .,._. 4.1973 
Status: 
Completed (Date) : 
30.9.1975 
Last Updating (Date~ . 
f!nished December 1975 
i 
' I 
c( 
I 
• 
1. General aim 
A computer program is to be written to determine reliability data for 
complex systems with components which 
1. are unrepairable, 
2. can be repaired immediately if failure otcured, 
3. can be maintained. in periodical intervals, 
4. or whose 'occurrence probability of failure is given by a time 
independent value. 
The results to be obtained are 
a) the occurrence probability of the first.systemfailure Q(t), 
b) the unavailability. U(t) and its mean value U, 
c) the mean time of systemfailure as a function of time, 
d) the steady state values, mean time to repair MTTn, and mean 
time between faifures MTBF, if the system is in steady state. 
2. Particular obje~tives 
The program should employ analytical methods to find the cut-sets of 
i .. the. system and to. compute the .r-eliability data of these sets, which 
- 'T ··r:;cons'ti1tu~e' :f~·rst· o;de'ri riplf.r~xim.~~i..~~:· t_? .~h~ ·~~~~; o~·:.~~e .sy.stem. It . 
l
i sho~ld: be p~s sip le ~o us.e_~ 1 ~a.~l ~~~.·~ree:s ·.~~~ · :log~eal b~dck. diagr.ams and 
to use a cu:t-off method. £br ·.lat.g~ stst$ms· ·(mor·e· .than 3.000 cut-sets). 
I I ' ·, I 'l . ,· ' : I • 
3. 
' I .! 
' ~ Experjrnental·facilit,es 
Not relevant. 
' / I ' 
_.... ·-
·-
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
.. , 
A report on the theoretical background of ARP II was given last 
year /1/2/3/4/', so that now the application o.f this analytical 
reliability program to an example is of interest. 
The largely simplified version of a nuclear power plant energy 
supply is shown in fig. 1 and the corresponding fault-tree in fig.2. 
1 ,I o short circuit in the main circuit connection (self-• 
indicating) 
2 and 6 transformer failure (maintenanced) 
3 and 4 switch opens unintentional (self-indicating) 
s generator or reactor failure (s•lf-indicating) 
7 short circuit in the 6 kV supply (self-indicating) 
8 and 9 switch does not open on demand. 
As the top-event (Gate 16) the break-down of the 6 kV supply i~ 
defined. 
To compute this example with ARP II the following card-deck is 
required (real values fn the format E 10.0 and integer values in 
the format I 3). 
1 • card: 9,16,7 max. number of components 
max. number of components and 
max. number of gate-entrances 
2. card: 10,1,1,8 and-gate 10(1) with entrances 
1 and 8 ~ 
3. card: 11,1,5,9 and-gate 11 (1) with entrances. 
S and 9 
4. card: 12,0,1,2 or-.v,ate 12(0) with entrances 
' . 
1 and 2 
• 
. 1.7·:·~-~·r.d.:._ 16,0,10,·1·1,15,6,·7 · ···or-gate 16(o) with entrances 
~ ~-- :--- ..... ~ , .. :. r '! 
1
- .... ,:,- · ·1·--... . 
· · · · · , ·· · < • • · ~~ I 10, 11 , 1 S, 6 :and 7. . .. · .: . 
100 .; . . , . : ·: .. :· ·: ':· t,.~i.1te·:.·co~ptitation 'is: c~rtied. out 
I ! • y I 
18. card: 
gates 
+ 2 
...___ 
,. .. , ; using a hundred time steps 
C:':l ,_.. 
... 
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1 9 • card: 100.0 time·step length is a hundred hours 
20. card: 1 . 0 • 10.5 mean time to failure of component 1 
I ' 
29. card: 1.0 • 104 mean time to failure of component 9 
30. card: 100.0 (first column) mean time to repair of component 
39, card: (second column) 500.0 maintenance period of component 9 
4.2 Essential results 
~ ·The results are presented in fig. 3. 2,5 sec of computing time 
were required on the CDC 6Soo· of the TU•Berlin. 
S. Next steps 
Work was finished at Sept. 1975. 
·6. ·Relation with other projects 
1 
At present no other work is being done on .reliability problems in 
.connection with the reactor safety program of the BMFT~ The author's 
present report is related to the following analytical computer pro-
.. grams: 
ARMM-69 and GAMM (both progr~ms use the theorem of Bayes as a basic 0 m·ethod), 
SICHERHEIT (utilizing the Truth-Table-Method), and 
SAP (semi analytical with repair and inspect~on). 
7. 
1 
2 
Reference documents ~ 
Quarterly re~orts in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
Ri~hter, G. and Memmert, G.~ Berechnungen von Zuverl~ssigkeits­
daten komplexer Systeme mit analytischen Methoden. TUBIK 28, 
Report of the Institut fUr Kerntechnik, TU-Berlin (Oct. 1973) 
. . 
.. 
------' . ·, .....,. __ 
.• 
. ,• 
4 Kamarinopoulos, L. and Richter, G.: Vergleichcnde Unter• 
I 
suchungen verschiedener Meth~den zur Berechnung der Ausfall-
. . ' 
.wahrscheinlichkei t komplexer Systcme (Atomkernenergi'c 26/2) .;· t ! } 
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Classification: 14 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Sicherheits- und Zuverlassigkeitsanalysen kerntech- BRD 
nischer Anlagen (Teil 2) ' SPONSOR: (RS 134 - I. 1. 8, Jahresbericht A 76) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
IngenieurbUro 
Buck 
'fi tle 2 
-
(Lnglish) : Project Leader: 
Safety and Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Plants Dr.· w. Buck (Part 2) 
. 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date): 
-~- ~· ---- ------
1 Octobt~r 1975 Jo September 1976 
:. t •1 t ll s: Last UEdatin2 (Date): 
pomp· l-e tcd January. 1977 
. 
1. General Aim 
This resc3rch program concerns the safety and reliability of nuclear 
plants. Ai.ms include the development and application of a new method to 
calculate' the influence of physical and chemical events, during an 
accident. nr off-normal condition, on the reliability parameters of 
systems. 
2. Particular Objectives 
(Je ne~ method comprises a technique to analy'ze and calculate: 
- events lc·ading to an accident or off-normal condition, 
- events during and following the accident or off-normal condition. 
The resulting reliability parameters for the short-term range 
investigated should be much more accurate than those calculated by the 
ordinary method. 
In the LWR field the method should be particularly applicable toa 
Loss-of-coolant. accidents, 
- Anticipated transients without scram, 
--~--- __ ......_ ___ , 
- Reactivity-initiated accidents. 
The first application was: Reactivity-initiated accidents in a BWR/6 in 
the hot standby condition. 
3. Research Program 
The research program comprised: 
- Investigation of critical events, 
- Development of a method (including a computer program) to perform a 
probabillstic analysis. In this analysis the components of systems 
may not only fail completely but also partially, 
- Development of a dynamic model (including a computer program). The () 
results of the probabilistic analysis are the input to this model~ 
4. Progress to Dat~ 
The development of the general method was completed. As a first 
application, reactivity accidents in a BWR/6 in the hot standby 
condition were investigated. 
The critical event leading to these accidents is characterized by the 
following assumptions: 
A control rod is not coupled to the control rod drive, 
- This rod is stuck in position, 
- The operator intends to withdraw it. 
Applying a sensitivity analysis, it was found that the following 
parameters had to be taken into account for the dynamic model: 
Reactivity worth of the control rod, 
Mean burn-up of the reactor, 
- Rod-drop velocity. 
5. Results 
The resulting failure probabilities are: 
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Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
ProzeBmodelle und Reaktorregelung BRD (ATT 085 A- I.1.8, Jahresbericht A 76) SPONSOR: 
BMI 
ORGANIZATION: 
LRA, Garching 
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Process Models and Reactor Control i. V. Dr. D. Wach 
Dr. A. H8ld 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
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continuing December 1976 
' 
1 . General Aim 
Development of theoretical process models in order to describe the dy-
namic behaviour of different types of power reactors (together with 
their conventional parts) • 
Application of modern control theory, as developed in recent years for 
complex multiple input/output systems, to on-line control of large nu-
clear power plants by process computers. 
0 
2. Particular Objectives 
Since several years the institute is occupied with the d~velopment of 
theoretical process models (and corresponding digital codes) which are 
able to describe either the frequency response and stability or the 
transient behaviour of different types of nuclear power reactors (BWRs, 
PWRs, sodium cooled reaqtors) and their conventional parts (heat ex-
changers, steam generators). 
In addition, efforts have been made to apply·the optimal control theory 
to nuclear power plants. The work covered two main objectives, the simu-
lation of an optimal core power distribution control loop and_the de-
velopment of an optimal control for a BWR nuclear power plant. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
Not relevant. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progre~s to Date 
a) Frequency response models: 
No further development work has been done on this subject. 
b) Nonlinear transient model for U-tube steam generators: 
Within the scope of establishing a nonlinear transient model for the 
description of the dynamic behaviour of a PWR nuclear power plant after 
large excursions (see also project "Dynamics of Large Water Reactors") 
the derivation of an extensive transient model for U-tube steam genera-
tors at natural circulation conditions has been one of the main tasks 
during the period before and also during this period. 
Starting from the corresponding mass, energy, momentum and/or volume 
balance equations the theoretical model has been derived under the fol-
!owing assumptions: The ·heat exchanging zone of the steam generator has 
been taken to be represented by a number of identical U-tubes. The pri-
mary coolant flows on the inner (having a eo-current and ~ counter-cur-
rent branch), the secondary on the outer side of the tube. The coolant 
channels can axially be divided into max. 7, the tube wall radially in-
to max. 3 nodes. The steam dome has been characterized by its parame- ··. 
ters: system pressure, water volume and water level. The steam removal 
system takes into account a steam mass flow perturbation which can be 
caused by isolation-, safety-, bypass~, turbine-trip and/or turbine-
control valves, but also by feedbacks from the steam turbine. It has 
been considered that a temperature perturbation at the entrance of the 
[' 
1 ----------- - -
I 
downcomer (being either caused by a change in system pressure and ~gus 1 
,.r \ 
saturation temperature and in feed water temperature or mass flow) P•~~ 
' pagates through the downcomer thus entering the heat exchanging tubes ' 
only after a certain delay time. The resulting mass flow from natural 
circulation has been calculated by solving the momentum balance equa-
tions along the whole recirculation line. 
Based on this theoretical model (in general consisting of a system o~ 
~ 
maximal 91 ordinary nonlinear differential equations and a number of''. 
state equations) the digital code UTSG (g-~ube ~team ~enerator) cou~e· 
be established. The required thermodynamic properties of water and 1 
steam wil1 be obtained by using appropriate approximation equations. Wo 
,. 
calculate heat transfer coefficients an own generally applicable digital 
"code TUMHTC for nuclear steam generators has been developed and inserted 
into the code UTSG. The slip behaviour will be determined from a for-
mula approximating the Marchaterre-Hoglund correlation, the one-phase 
flow friction by using in a similar way the Moody correlation, the two-
phase flow multiplication friction factor by the corresponding Martinelli-
Nelson correlation. The resulting system of ordinary differential equa-
tions had been solved by means of the subroutine DIFSYS, an integration 
procedure based on the Bulirsch-Stoer method. 
c) Core power distribution control: 
The program CORECON controlling the power distribution in the core, 
C) coupled to the core simulator OUABOX, has been used to assess the safe-
ty of the control system under disturbed conditions. The disturbance 
considered was a stuck rod indicent. This specific distrubance was 
chosen since such an incident occured in the HALDEN reactor, when the 
power distribution control was in operation. 
The simulation runs with stuck rods show that an unstable control be-
haviour may arise. Thus, additional means are necessary to detect such 
a failure and to provide the control system with the relevant informa-
tion, leading to a reduced but safe operational mode of the control. 
Other disturbances have not been investigated; since an improved con-
trol method has been announced at the Halden Reactor Project, which 
will be available in spring 1977. 
. . 
., 
'I d) BWR nuclear· power plant simulator (digital code LIMBO): 
To test modern plant control methods the real power plant has to be 
simulated by a corresponding theoretical model which is small enough t.o 
I" 
cause not a too heavy computational effort but still sufficiently accu-
rate. Thus, for simulating a BWR nuclear power plant, a lumped parame-
ter nonlinear transient model and its computer code LIMBO ("Jumped 
parameter s!mulation ~ode! for BWRs") has been developed and - by ad-
ding artificial noise - enlarged to the code NIMBO. 
On account of computational reasons the optimal control algorithm has 
to be baseq on a very much simpler plant model, containing 5 ordinary 
differential equations. Thus linearizing and simplifying the above dis~" 
< . .J cussed BWR plant simulation model yields the code SIMBO, small enough · 
to be applicable within the modern control methods. 
e) Model building and parameter identification of a BWR nuclear power 
plant for use in optimal control: 
A comprehensive study of two off-line identification procedures is given 
in /2/. 
A model suitable for control purposes was derived by simplification of 
the equations used for the plant simulation (see 4.1 d). 
For purposes of load following in a large operating range (30 % - 100 %~) 
of the nominal power), such a simple.linear model is no longer useful, 
since its validity is restricted to small deviations around the opera-
ting point. To adjust the model to the actual operating point during 
load following, on-line parameter identification of the model will be 
adopted. One specific identification algorithm for multiv~riable sys-
tems has been tested and has given satisfactory results. It will be 
included into the optimal control of a BWR power plant. 
f) Optimal control of a BWR nuclear power plant: 
The programs developed for optimal filtering and control have been coup-
led to the plant simulation LIMBO,. resulting in a code named OMAR. For 
steady-state control as well as for load demands up to ± 15 %, the con-
• 
. 
l 
., 
l 
trol provides smooth and fast operation of the plant /3; Compact for 
VDI/VDE-GMR-Fachtagung "ProzeBmodelle", April 1977/. The possibility of 
weighting state and input velocities provides easy means of achieving 
a desired control behaviour, e.g. slow variations of average fuel tem-
perature and thermal power, without disturbing the desired new steady-
state. Furthermore, hard constraints may be posed on states and inputs, 
thus contributing to keep the plant in its safe operating region. 
4.2 Essential Results 
a) 
The combination of the codes ADYPMO and FRETI has been applied to cal-~culate the frequency response and transient behaviour of the PWR nuclear 
power plant GKN, the codes ADYMSOR and FRETI to calculate the frequency 
response behaviour (and to compare it with measurements) and the tran-
sient behaviour of the compact, sodium cooled reactor power plant KNK-I. 
b) 
The digital code UTSG has been widely tested. A series of calculations 
(simulating perturbations on the primary and secondary side of the 
steam generator) has been undertaken and showed good results (see e.g. 
/1 /). 
c) 
~· The simulation of a control system disturbance (stuck rod) has shown 
the necessity of investigating possible system failures and developing 
counteracting measures to ensure safe operation. 
d) 
Measurements within the start-up test period at the BWR~nuclear power 
plant WURGASSEN (a test with a turbine trip without opening the bypass 
valve, and a test simulating a main coolant pump failure) have been re-
calculated with the code LIMBO and showed very good agreement. 
e) 
An on-line parameter identification procedure has been tested and found 
suitable for control purposes. 
IS tgo · 
f) 
The optimal control was shown to give very satisfactory results when 
operating on a simulation of a BWR nuclear power plant. Control features 
include the weighting of state and input velocities, as well as hard 
constraints on states and inputs. 
5. Next Steps 
a) 
No further work on frequency response models has been done. 
b) 0 
The development work on the nonlinear nodal natural-c~rculation U-tube · 
steam generator model anq on the corresponding digital code UTSG is · 
finished. A publication of the theoretical model and the program de-
scription of UTSG is in preparation. 
c) 
An improved control method will be taken over from the Halden Reactor 
Project. After coupling this new control to the core simulator QUABOX, 
three types of problems will be investigated: operation under undis~ 
turbed conditions, failures of control system components and reactions 
of the control system to external disturbances. 
d) 
The main development work on LIMBO,' NIMBO and SIMBO has been done. If 
necessary, smaller improvements on the codes have to be undertaken. A 
description of the theoretical background to these models is in prepa-
ration. 
e) 
Off-line identification will be improved by use of continuous Enlarged 
Kalman Filters. 
f) 
'.) 
. The on-line identification procedure will be irtcluded into the existing 
control to yield an adaptive control loop. 
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6. Relation with Other Projects 
co-operation with KWU Erlangen and the OECD Halden Project on behalf of 
optimal power distribution; ' 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 
A. Hold 
Nichtlineare Simulationsmodelle niederer Ordnung im Rahmen eines digi-
talen Regelungskonzeptes fUr SWR-Kernenergieanlagen 
Compacts of the Reaktortagung, DUsseldorf, M~rz/April 1976 
/2/ 
K. Volf 
Parameter Identification of a BWR Nuclear Power Plant Model for Use in 
Optimal Control 
MRR 155, February 1976 
/3/ 
D. Beraha 
Model Building Identification and Control of a BWR Nuclear Power Plant 
IAEA/NPPCI Specialists' Meeting on Use of Computers for Protection 
Systems and Automatic Control, Neuherberg/MUnchen, May 1976 
MRR 160, July 1976 
/4/ 
Quarterly reports in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte. 
8. Degree of Availability 
Documents are available through 
Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit mbH 
D-8046 Garching, Forschungsgel~nde 
Federal Republic of Germany 
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concept.
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3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
\.' •' 
Not relevant. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
For the nuclear power plants considered, the reliability investigation 
/1/ of the engineered safety features needed to control the design basis 
accident 'Large LOCA" were finished. Very detailed sensitivity studies 
and discussions of the results were done, including common-mode failure! 
The reliability analysis of the reactor control rod scram systems for 0 different transients was also completed by a discussion of common-mode 
failures. A reliability analysis was carried out for the reactor coolant 
system safety and relief valves needed to cope with the ATWS "Loss of 
Normal Power". 
The experiences gained by the investigations of the engineered safety 
features control system were summarized.· 
For different electronic modules investigations were performed in order 
to find out the various failure modes and to evaluate the associated 
failure rates. 
The computer programs to calculate the reliability data for complex () 
systems were further developed and are described in special reports 
/2, 10, 12/. 
A report with critical comments on the Reactor Safety Study WASH-1400 
was finished /6/. 
4.2 Essential Results 
The results of the studies for the engineered safety features were 
discussed in papers /5,7,12,17,2o,21/. From these results it can be 
seen that very detailed analyses of the systems are necessary. Only 
' '---------
i 
. ' by this :neans all the signifiaant contributions to the unavail'abili1:-Y: 
1 
can be dotected, e.g. contributions through common-mode failures \ 
1 
caused by system intermeshings. Examinations of the entire system 
needed to cope with the considered accident are therefore required. 
The results of the reliability investigations for electronic devices 
~'ere described in /4 I a, 1o/. 'These reports con.tained the detailed 
tabulations of the failure mode and effect analyses performed. The 
intermediate and final results for the different failure modes we~e 
shown. 
.I 
r; • . -~~.~ t n.r .~I~ 
O·hc projf'ct on System analysis of the engineered safety features of a 
German PWR plant has been finished. The experiences ga~ned during this 
work will ·now be used for the r·isk study of a Geman· PWR plant (Project 
RS 215 and RS 217). 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
I 
Blowdown and refilling calculations for LOCAs as ·well a.s investiga-
tions concerning the dynamic behaviour of plant in the case of transient 
events are·done within other sections of the LRA. These investigations 
, . lre taken as the basis for the reliability analysis, 
0 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 
11. Ul:Srtncr, E. Dressler, E. Nieckau, H. Spindler 
Kcrnkraftwcrk Biblis, Block A. zuverllssiqkeitsuntersuchung der fUr die 
Beherrschung des Auslegungsst6rfalls "Bruch einer kalten HauptkUhlmittel• 
leitung" erforderlichen Sicherheitssyateme, .Tail I. vertraulioher la• 
richt. 
MRR-V-9, November 1975 
·,_ . 
/2/ 
E. Dressler, H. Lurz 
SAFTL und CRESS. Beschreibung zweier Programmsysteme zur Berechnung 
der zuverlassigkeit von komplexen Systemen. Programmbeschreibung 
MRR-P-21, Dezember 1975 
/3/ 
K. Singh-Wadwa 
{': 
Perspectives on the Risks of Nuclear Power Production - A Literature 
Review. Internal Report 
MRR-I-62, Januar 1976 
/4/ 
S. GoBner, S. Steindl 
Experimentelle Ausfalleffektanalyse an dem Bin~rverteiler ZL 412 {S&F) 
Vertraulicher Bericht 
MRR-V-13, Februar 1976 
/5/ 
H. H6rtner, E. Dressler, E. Nieckau, H. Spindler 
0 
Kernkraftwerk Bi.blis, Block A. Zuverlassigkei tsuntersuchung der fUr die 
Beherrschung des Auslegungsst8rfalls "Bruch einer kalten HauptkUhlmittel-
leitung" erforderlichen Sicherheitssysteme, Teil II. Vertraulicher Be-
richt · 
MRR-V-14, April 1976 
/6/ 
H.P. Balfanz, P. Kafka 
Kritischer Bericht zur Reaktorsicherheitsstudie {WASH 1400). Interner 
Bericht 
MRR-I-65, IRS-I-87, Aprtl 1976 
/7/ 
H. H6rtner, E. Nieckau 
Kernkraftwerk Biblis, Block A. ZuverlAssigkeitsuntersuchung der Systeme 
zur Druckentlastung des ReaktorkUhlkreislaufs fUr den "Notstromfall". 
Vertraulicher Bericht 
MRR-V-15, Mai 1976 
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/8/ 
s. GoBner, s. Steindl 
Expcrimcntclle Ausfalleffektanalyse an dem Rechenqerlt TZA 20 (H&B). 
vertraulichcr Bericht 
MRR-V-16, M~i 1976 
/9/ 
W. Bastl 
CSNI Task Force on Problems of Rare Events in the Reliability Analyais 
of Nuclear Power Plants 
Ispra, June 1976 
,../10/ 
4. GoBncr 
Experimentelle Ausfalleffektanalyse an dem CMR-Me8umformer ETU 120 (H&B) 
Vertraulicher Bericht 
MRR-V-17, Juni 1976 
/11/ 
R. Daughcrty, L. SchlBsser 
CHESSEX - Bcschreibung eines Z\.averlKssiqkeitsrecheriproqramms zur Er-
. 
mittlung wichtiger Kennqr68en von komplexen Systemen. Proqrammbeschrei• 
bung 
~RR-P-23, September 1976 
Q12/ 
W. Ullrich, W. Frisch 
Untcrsuchungen von BetriebsstBrunqen bei Versaqen der Reaktorschnell4b• 
schaltung (ATWS) und anderer ausqewKhlter Sicherneitaeinr~chtunqen 
MRR 163, IRS-W-22, September 1976 
/13/ 
E. Dressler 
Theoretische Grundlaqen zum Proqrammsystem SAFTL und CRESS zur Berech-
nunq der Zuverl~ssiqkeit von Systemen 
MRR 164, September 1976 
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/14/ 
J. v. Linden 
Kernkraftwerk Biblis, Block A. Untersuchung der Ktlhlmittelverluste im 
Nuklearen ZwischenkUhlkreis fUr den Auslegungsst8rfall "Bruch einer 
HauptkUhlmittelleitung". Vertraulicher Bericht 
MRR-V-19, Oktober 1976 
/15/ 
P. Kafka 
Reactor Safety Systems 
Lecture at. IAEA Course, Karlsruhe, 11.11.1976 
/16/ 
E. Nieckau 0 
SchluBfolgerungen aus Zuverlassigkeitsanalysen von Reaktorschutzsystemen 
MRR 166, November 1976 
/17/ 
W. Dietlmeier 
Kernkraftwerk Biblis, Block _A. Fehlerbaumanalyse der Notspeise-Pumpen-
Turbine. Vertraulicher Bericht 
MRR-V-20, November 1976 
/18/ 
H. Hortner 
Stand von Storfall- und Zuverlaaaigkeitsanalysen fUr Kernkraftwerke 
KTG-Fachseminar "Storfallverhalten von Leistungsreaktoren", JUlich, 
23. - 26.11.76. 
MRR-I-77, Interner Bericht, Dezember 1976 
/19/ 
P. Kafka, E. MUnch 
Risikokonzept fUr kerntechnische Anlagen, eine EinfUhrung 
KTG-Fachseminar "Storfallverhalten von Leistungsreaktoren", JUlich, 
23. - 26 .11. 76 
MRR-I-80, Interner Bericht, Dezember 1976 
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11. flortncr, E. Nieckau, H. Spindler 
Kcrnkraftwcrk Biblis, Block A. Ergebnisse der Zuverllssigkeitsunter-
suchung fUr den Auslegungsst6rfall "Bruch einer kalten HauptkUhlmittel-
lcitung" 
MRR 168, Dezember 1976 
/21/ 
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Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
Vergleich von Rechenprogrammen zur Zuverl~ssigkeits- BRD 
analyse von Kernkraftwerken SPONSOR: RS 172 - 1.1.8., Jahresbericht A 76) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION; 
IRS, K<:Hn 
•ritle 2 (Eng:lish) : Project Leader: 
Comparison of Calculation Programs for the Reliability w. Qtto 
of Nuclear Plants 
f Initiated (Date): ComEleted (Date) : 
~~· 8.1975 15.2.1976 
·utatus: Last Uedating: (Date) : 
finished December 1976 
1. General Aim 
The aim of the project is the comparison of the efficiency of existing 
codes which are used to evaluate complicated fault trees. The 
comparison and the assessment of the methodical status reached by the 
programs, shall serve as basis of decision for future research in fault 
tree analysis within the research project "Risk and Reliability" which 
is sponsored by the Federal Ministry of Research and Technology in the 
framework of the Reactor Safety Research Program. 
0 2. Particular Objectives 
Analytical and simulative programs of various institutions are to be 
checked, in calculating several fault trees, which were worked in 
advance by three institutions (1. !nstitut fUr !eaktor~icherheit- IRS, 
2. Laboratorium fUr Reaktorregelung und Anlagensicherung • LRA, 
- - -
3. Qesellschaft fUr !ernforschung - GfK) which themselves took part in 
the calculations. 
3.1 Exper1mental Facilities 
3.2 Research Program 
The fault trees having,been set as the task considered e.g. repair work, 
inspection and switching processes by multiphase calculations.·A short 
description of the fault trees is contained on table 1. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
'Following institutions and project leaders took part in the project in 
calculating the fault trees completely or partially: 
IngenieurbUro Buck, Lemforde 
Gesellschaft fUr Kernforschung, 
Karlsruhe - ~fK -
Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft, 
Ottobrunn - IABG -
Interatom, Bensberg 
Institut fUr Reaktorsicherheit, 
Koln - IRS -
Euratom, Ispra 
Laboratorium fUr Reaktorregelung und 
Anlagensicherung, Garching - LRA 
Messerschmitt, Bolkow u. Blohm, 
MUnchen - MBB -
Technische Universitat Berlin, 
Institut fUr Kerntechnik 
TUV Rheinland, Koln 
(Dr. Buck) 
(Dr. Caldarola) 
(Dr. Keller) 
(Dr. Rosenhauer) 
(Dr. Heuser) 
(J. Amesz) 
, (Dr. Kafka) 
(Fiedler) 
(Prof. Memmert) 
(K.R. Hartung) 
The results received by the various institutions and the programs used 
were judged by IRS /1/, 
1 
0 
4.2 Essential Results 
various computations performed for the given tasks of fault tree 
analysis (Fault Trees 1 - 5) have shown that for the purpose of system 
reliability analysis in the Federal Republic of Germany several 
effective computer programs just were available for application. 
Referring to the present status of system analysis methods (component-
specific system analysis without handling partial failure) further 
promotion of research within this field is not recommended. 
A general research program for further methodological development 
(e.g. description ·of time-dependent interrelationships, physical 
I 
parameters and short-term effects) should only be proposed until first 
C:experience and results, derived from the work on the German risk study, 
are available. Besides this, however, limited promotion of some special 
research projects, related to well-defined subtasks, (e.g. transient 
analysis) is considered worthwile. 
u 
5. Next steps 
The project is finished. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 106 Calculation of reliability data for complex systems using 
the success path method 
RS 134 Safety and reliability analysis of nuclear plants 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ Final Report RS 172 Comparison of Calculation Programs for the 
Reliability of Nuclear Power Plants (German) 
Quarterly reports in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte. 
Report period July - Sept. 1975 IRS - F - 27 (German) 
Oct. - Dec. 1975 IRS - F - 28 (German) 
Jan. - March 1976 IRS - F - 30 (German) 
A 75 IRS - F - 29 (English) 
8. Degree of Availability 
Documents are available through GRS, o~5ooo K6ln 1, Federal Republic 
of Germany. 
-Table 1: Description of Fault Trees 
-
FT General Problem Concrete Example . Asked Values 
1 Calculation of reliability System of components with Reliability and availability 
and availability taking constant failure rates, of syste~ mean elapse of time 
into account inspection regularily inspected, repair until detection of system 
and repair times small as compared to failure 
·duration of time for 
. detection of failures 
2 Testing of simulation Failure behaviour of an System reliability and 
routines (changes between electrical energy supply availabil:i.ty, contributions 
service states) for a nuclear plant of subsystems to the failure 
behaviour of the total system 
3 Differentiation between Emergency power supply Reliability and availability 
standby and operating of the emergency power 
state distribution 
4A Reliability analysis of Emergency energic system 4A: Mean unreliability of the 
4B a safety system safety system 
48: Failure Probability in 
- the after cooling phase 
most important failure 
combinations 
5 Simulation of an . Evaluation of a High- Minimal cut sets, 
investigation fr~m the Pressure Injection System unreliability of the system 
Rasmussen report of a PWR 
---- -------------~ 
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Classification: 14 
Title 1 {Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Risiko- und Zuverl~ssigkeitsanal~se von SPONSOR: Kernkraftwerken BMI?'r (PNS 4530 - !.1.8., Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (enslish) : P.toject Le~: 
Risk and Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Power Plants L. Caldarola 
• 
. 
nitiated (Date) : ComJ2leted (Date) : 
01.1974 
atus: Last Updating (Date~ 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
General aim of the project is the reliability analysis or systems with respect 
to nuclear power plants. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The objective of the program is to develop an analytical conputer program as 
well as a Monte-Carlo-program for fault tree evaluation and to develop nethods 
for the automatic construction of fault trees. 
03. Experimental Facilities and· Research Prouam 
., The project is a nathemtical and analytical one. 'lhererore oo experimental 
facilities are needed. Each program step depends on the results or the step 
before. (See Essential Results and Next Steps). 
4·. Project Status 
4.1/2 Progress to Date and Essential Results 
A computer program has been written and tested. Main features of the program are 
the following 
... \- Four cij.ffe~t types ~·classes) of c6rrponents ·can be ·handled·. ··~ 
' l • _, ' •• f • 
• 1 .• 
a) Irreparable corrponents · · · .. , 
· b) Reparable components, with failures which are irrmediately detected 
. (revealed faults) 
c) Reparable corrpooents, with failutes which are detected upoo. inspection 
. ., 
.. 
l 
·----~ 
d) Components characterized by a col1Btant unavailability 
- · Capability to identifY all nrln'iml cut sets in order of importance 
- Capability to analyse systenscharacterized by two phases on following the other 
in time 
- Compatibility test allows oneto find out if the two fault trees are. logicallY 
con:patible. 
- '!be follol~ing quantities can be calcuiated as functions of titre 
· a) System point unavailability . 
0 ! b) System ?.verage unavailability (unavailability averaged .over the time) 
·c) System failure intensity 
d) System average failure intensity (failure intensity averaged over the tine) 
e) System integral of failure intensity (in the present .r.rOm of the program 
this quantity is used as system unreliability) 
- The system average failure rate ( 1/MITF) can also be calculated with all 
components intact at the initial state /21. 
The conputer program needs 480 K in CPU. This allows to ana.lyse fault trees 
either with a maximum of 256 elements and 200 points on eaCh time axis or with 
a maxiJrum of 20JO elerrents and no calculation on the time axis (average and 
0 
0 rraxirnum values only) • 0 
A new and .nore· sophisticated theory 11-21 to calculate the unreliability of 
con:plex repairable systems has been developed. The method is based on a set or 
integral equations each one refeiTing to a specific minimal cut set* or· the system. 
Each integral equation links the unavailability of a minimal cut set to its 
failure probability density distrib~tion and to the probability that the minimal 
cut set is down at time "t" under the conditions that it was dCMrl at time "t'" 
(t' ! t) • 
... ~·· .. ~e .test. p~obl~~ 'or ·ther "BMFT LeisttmgaprUfung" were solved with the Karlsruhe 1 
canputer program. The results are shown in /3/. 
. ·~ 
5. Next Steps . 
- A fifth class of components will be fricluded in the conputer program. 'Ibis will 
~ncl~de ~ents w})ich., are .,:inspect~ and J;"epaired when they p,.re demand~ to. ~ ll 
. . I 
• ... 
•'· 
l· 
I 
I 
1 
operate (unrevealed faults). 
- The theory under section 4 will be incorporated in the conputer program. 
- The feature to handle systems characterized by many operating s.tates will be 
built in the program. .. 
- The feature to handle correlated faults (amonp: various conponents) will be 
also built in the program. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
No direct relation but cooperation • 
. 
' .. Q. Reference Ibcuments 
/1/ L. Caldarola 
"A method for the calculation of the cumulative failure ·probability 
distribution of conplex repairable systems" 
(being published in "Nuclear Engineering and Design") · 
/2/ L. Caldarola, 
"Calculation of the mean time to failure of a redundant repairable system" 
Bericht Nr. IRE/1/4530/17/75 
'3/ L.Caldarola and A. Wickenh~user, 
O "BMFT-Leistungsprllfung - Vergleich von Rechenprogranrnen zur ZuverlM.ssigkeits-
analyse von Kernkraftwerken, RS 172 - AbschluP.bericht" (in English) 
Bericht Nr. IRE/1/4530/19/75 
PNS 59/75 
8. Degree of Availabilitl 
121, 131, Internal Reports 
. . • • ..11 
- .. ., ... -·· :' ... 
., ••• f .. \ ' ~ ., . ,, .,. ~ . ..~ . ' ~ . . . "' 
• '1 " '' • ~ " I ' ' ., 'f ... ' ' ., • ,.. ~ 1f .............. ~ ""'· -· 
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Classification: 14 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Rechenprogramm fUr Zuverl!ssigkeit und VerfUgbarkeit 
SPONSOR: von Gesamtkernkraftwerken mit Hilf~ der Zustands- BMFT analyse 
(RS 189-I.1.8, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; 
INTERATOM 
'ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Computer Program for Reliability and Availability of Dr. H. Zeibig 
Nuclear Power Plants using the Method of State Analysis 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
01. 01.76 31.12.78 
1Status: Last UEdatin2 (Date) : 
Continuing December 1976 
1 
2 
General Aim 
Development of quantitative methods for the assessment of 
safety, availability and risk of nuclear power plants. 
Particular Objectives 
It is planned to use the method of state analysis as an aid 
in estimating the risk of nuclear power plants. For this 
purpose the relevant states of the plant have to be found. 
Possible transitions between these states have to be identi-
fied. The mathematical methods for calculating the state pro-
babilities have to be developed. The chief objects of the 
project are: 
a computer program for this purpose 
the performance of an exemplary state analysis for a 
specific plant 
documentation in order to permit general use of the 
method 
3 
3 0 1 
3o2 
3o3 
3o4 
3o5 
3o6 
3o7 
4 
(3 0 1) 
(3 0 2) 
(3 0 3) 
(3. 4) 
(3. 5) 
(3 0 6) 
(3. 7) 
r I 
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Research Program 
The project consists of the following tasks: 
Definition of states 
First calculations 
Extension of m~thods 
Revision of computer programs 
Improvement of.details 
Test runs, variation of parameters 
Documentation 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
- --- .,. --
A complete set of relevant exclusive states of the plant has 
to be found. The possible transitions between these states 
have to be identified and transitions rates have to be estima-
ted taking into account failures, inspections, and repair of 
components or subsystems. 
First calculations for the state model can be performed 
using the INTERATOM-program MARKOV which calculates the so-
lution of medium sized Markov processes analytically. 
The problems expected in performing 3.1 and 3.2 have to be 
solved by improving the methods of system analysis and calcu-
lation. 
Results of 3.3 have to be integrated into the code MARKOV 
or other codes that have to be written in addition. 
·A more detailed set of states for a specific plant has to be 
found on the basis of the more general model 3.1! 
Test runs have to be performed. The influence of uncertain-
ties of the input data and the potential of the method to 
cover these uncertainties has to be demonstrated by varia-
tions of input parameters. 
The code to be developed and the method of state analysis is 
planned to be made available for general use. Therefore, 
! 
; , 
l 
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8 
9 
A6o1 
much care has to be devoted to the task of documentation. 
Progress to Date 
After receiving the contract in June 1976 (Date initiated 
01.01.76) work was started in September 1976 because of pri-
ority for other projects. 
The first step was the review of documents and codes concern-
ing the state analysis available at INTERATOM. 
A first model with not more than twelve groups of states was 
constructed in order to have an example at hand for the de-
velopment of codes. This preliminary model includes the case 
which is relevant for technical applications, that states 
exist for which the Markov property is not valid. 
The code MARKOV available at INTERATOM is not appropriate to 
handle state models in which the Markov property is not valid. 
The rough model of 3~1 showed, however, that a realistic 
description of technical systems has to include such Non-
markovian transitions. Principal solutions of the problem are 
well known. Thus the development of a computer code was started 
which is able to handle general state models. By using varia-
ble dimensions it was achieved that the number of states is 
not limited except by the storage capacity of the computer 
used. 
Results 
Next Stees 
The elaboration of the preliminary state model will be con-
tinued by detailed analysis and creation of subJtates. 
The further development and testing of the code for general 
state models will be continued. 
Relation with Other Projects 
References 
Quarterly reports in the series IRS- and GRS-Forschungsberichte 
July- Sept. 76 IRS- F- 33; Okt. - Dez. 76 GRS- F •·SS 
( l .• 
10 Degree of Availability of the Reports 
I 
·' 
Classification: 14 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
~uverlassigkeitsbeurteilung fUr den Sicherheits- BRD 
~inschlu8 (SE) am Beispiel des Druckwasserreaktors SPONSOR: BMFT (RS 201 - I.1.8, Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION: 
Tech.Univ.Munich 
·ritle 2 (Enszlish) : Project·Leader: 
Reliability Assessment of the Secondary Containment Prof.H. Kupfer 
of a PWR 
. 
• Initiated (Date): Com12leted (Date) : 
une 1,.1976 
"'Status: Last 
May 31, 1978 
U~datin~ (Date): 
Continuing Dec. 1976 
1. General Aim 
The general aim of the project is the assessment of the structural 
reliability of a PWR which may be subjected to internal and exter-
nal load conditions, i.e. hazards. The structural reliability, as 
defined here, is the probability of survival of the structure 
within its design life. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Based on the probability of occurrence of various load conditions 
() and the utilization of stochastic processes the reliability for 
each particular external load case i.e. earthquake, airplane crash, 
external pressure wave will be determined on one hand and on the 
other hand the reliability, given an internal load condition, is 
to be sought. 
Particular emphasis will be given the determination of the joint 
probability of occu~rence of the earthquake together with other 
failure events. Stochastic models for the prediction of these joint 
probabilities will be developed. The scale parameter for the combi-
nations of the particular load intensities is the reliability which 
needs not to be higher than that for each separate load case. 
Furthermore the problem of the stochastic treatment of the fracture 
of shell structures, with reference the probabilities of failure of 
l ..... ~ 
those structures, is investigated. Load effects are determined by 
static and dynamic structural analysis. The concept to be developed 
during course of this research project will be applied to the 
containment of the powerplant BIBLIS B. 
3. Research Pro~ 
Essentially the investigation consists of seven problem areas: 
3.1 Determination of the various failure events or failure paths of the 
system which are to be taken into account, considering the origina-
ting events inside and outside of the plant. This, of course, with 
reference to the containment. 
3.2 Determination of the types of loads to be expected acting on the 
containment and their characteristic values based on the statisti- ) 
cally distributed failure events as a result of 3.1. 
3.3 Calculation of the relevant load spectra which result from the 
various types of loads with reference to the reliability assessment. 
3.4 Evaluation of the materials properties under load effects which are 
generated by loads as described above. Consideration of fracture 
mechanical methods for impact loads. 
3.5 Evaluation of the load effects using stochastic theory·of plasticity. 
3.6 Calculation of the structural failure probabilities under single and 
combined loading. 
3.7 Global reliability assessment of the containment. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
(With reference to item 3.: Research Program) 
3.1 Given a LOCA the zoco-Program is used to evaluate the load conditions 
due to the resulting pressure- and temperature increase. 
3.4 Experimental facilities to be developed during the cdurse of the 
research will simulate impact load conditions which may have to be 
expected to act on the full scale structure. Test series are to be 
carried out using plane and reinforced concrete samples. 
3.5 For the calculation of the load effects under static and dynamic 
load action in the linear and non-linear range, the SAP and NONSAP-
program systems are used respectively. 
r 
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Progress to Date 
(With reference to item 3.: Research Program) 
According to the working schedule the evaluation of the internal 
loads resulting from the LOCA "Large Leak" was analysed as the 
first case. For this purpose it was assumed that a leack with a 
cross-sectional area of ) 1ooo cm2 occuring between the main pump 
of the coolant and the pressure vessel is the worst case. According 
to WASH 14oo this failure event has an estimated probability of 
occurrence of 1o-4/a. 
Following this major failure event all systems, the reactor pro-
tection system, etc. are checked during the failure event sequence 
with respect to their functioning or non functioning. It is there-
fore intended to determine for each possible failure sequence the 
resulting survival probability. For calculating the pressure 
values with the Program ZOCO the following input data have been 
evaluated: 
- the internal structures which are located in the containment 
as different numbers of pressure rooms, for determining the 
influence of these partitions on the maximum pressure, the 
occurrence time of the maximum pressure and the computational 
time 
- the flow from the primary system into the containment within a 
short interval during different failure sequences using the 
code BRUCH-D-05. 
The results gained at the conference in Boston (Second Inter-
national Conference on the Mechanical Behaviour of Materials) 
have been classified and evaluated. 
In the course of the computation of the steelhull a sensitivity 
analysis has been performed. This calculation sh~s the influence 
of the different material properties and the influence of some 
internal loading conditions on the probability of failure of the · 
containment on the basis of a simple analysis. Furthermore data 
of acceptance tests of special containment steels have been 
statistically evaluated. 
3.5 For calculating the load effects of the steel hull with the 
finite element program SAP, the whole.containment was divided up 
' 
..... ,,.,, ·:·WUnS#'H ... 'Nt~<I......, .. M*;....,~;t.t."'•· ~i ·•~ • ..$.1.-.. ·.<.r.•,~- ~ o•J.I, 'Tl-· .. ~-~ ~ .~t~;M tfAf 
into 250 thin shell elements. Two of the largest perforations, the 
material- and the staff lock have been taken into account. 
In order to simulate numerically the impact loading process - which 
is to be determined as described above under item 3.4 - shell 
model consisting· axi-symmetric elements has been performed. For 
this purpose the load effects as obtained from the dynamic analy-
sis of the global system are used as boundary conditions. 
Since for the time being no reliable values and information con-
cerning the type of distributions and their parameters for loads 
and strength are available, only estimations of the order of 
magnitude of the failure probability of the steel hull given a 
LOCA has been calculated so far. This was done using normal 
distributions. 
6. Results 
(With reference to item 3.: Research Program) 
3.1 A complete numerical analysis of the failure event sequence as 
described above has not been performed as yet. However for the 
purpose of performing preliminary stress calculations a maximum 
value of 4.7 bar has been estimated. As a first estimate, the 
failure of the emergency cooling system has been determined to be 
S.lo-4/usage. The treatment of the problem in a more differentia-
ted· manner is carried out at the present. 
3.4 The evaluation of the results reported at the conference in Boston 
indicates in the case of high rates of loading on unreinforced -~ ) 
concrete a decrease of the coefficient of variation of the ulti-
mate strength and shows an increase of the meanvalue of the ulti-
mate strength.The sensitivity analysis shows the strong influence 
of the statistic dispersion of the strength of the mat~rial on the 
probability of failure. Under certain circumstances the safety 
interval!, chosen at conventional calculation, has not the only 
decisive importance. 
3.5 For the linear elastic solution a stress concentration factor at 
. . 
the boundaries of the perforations of 1.7 has been determined as 
a p~iminary information. 
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Next Steps 
(With reference to item 3.: Research Program) 
The time dependent pressure- and temperature values are calculated 
using zoco. The frequencies of their occurrence are calculated 
using failure event s~quence analysis. 
3.4 The material data of containmentsteels will be adapted to proba-
bility density functions in a physically justifiable way. Furher-
. 
• 
more material data of fracture mechanics will be recorded as far 
as they influence the probability of failure of the contairtment. 
3.5 Th~ calculation of the load effects for the given internal . I 
pressure- and temperature values will be continued using linear 
elastic and non linear analysis respectively. Parallel to that, 
the pipewhipping problem is modeled by a finite element code. For 
this purpose the force-time relation will be determined using an 
approximate energy calculation. Furthermore,applyinq the time 
history method the dynamic analysis of the steel hull under earth-
quake loading wi.ll be performed. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. ·Degree of Availability of the Reports 
.· 
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Classification: 14 I 
Titlu 1 {(?.E_ig inal Language): COUNTRY: 
--·--·~ ---· ·-· BRO IHsikos tudic zur Sicherheitsbeurteilung von Kernkraft-
wcrh:m rni t Druckwasserreaktoren fUr einen Standort in SPONSOR: 
der Bundcsrepublik Deutschland Bz.tFT 
(RS 215 u. 217 - 1.1.8, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGAt'liZATION: 
GRS 
:rit~~-_i~nglish): Project Leader a 
An Anscssrncnt of Risk for Nuclear Power Plants PWR on Prof. Birkhofer 
German Sitinq Conditions Dr. Heuser 
. 
Initiated ,~pate) : £Q~!.~tcd (Date): . 
-· 
1.6.1!)76 30.9.1978 
~tatus: Last Uedatin2 (Date): 
continuinrr Dece~er 1976 
1. General Aim 
The principal objective of the study is an overall risk analysis for a 
nuclear power plant with refer~nce to German siting conditions. As has 
been done in the American Reactor Safety Study WASH 1400, /1/, a 
quantitative assessment of risks will be made, .which are due to potential 
accidents in nuclear power plants. ·Especially the KWU•typed· PWR Biblis B 
is taken as the reference plant for the study. 
(j· . Particular Objectives 
l'lork on the study id divided into two temporally subseczuent phasesa 
Phase A is closely related to the methOC::ic approach and modelling that 
has been outlined in WASQ 1400. Referring to German systeM design and 
siting conditions it is one of the aims to conclude some results for 
risk assessment comparable with those of WASH 1400. 
Phase B will be concentrated on a refined analysis of special problems, 
mainly on weak points obtained as results during Phase A, or 
respectively on those accident pathes having been found as main 
contributors to overall risk • 
.•. ,: ;· .. 
~-~-~ .. ~-···.-
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3. Research Program 
The study will be perfopmed by the Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit 
(GRS) as the main contractor in cooperation with other coworking 
organizations and institutions, such as the Gesellschaft fUr Kernfor-
schung (GfK), the Gesellschaft fUr Strahlenforschung (GSF) and others. 
The following table gives ·a survey on the research program and its 
main subt.asks: 
3.1 Coordination 
_3_._2 ______ A_. c_c_ident Initiating Events 
3.3 Loss of Coolant Accidents 
. 
3.4 Transients 
3.5 Component Failure Behavior and Failure Data 
~3~._6 _______ 0~p~e_r_a_t_in~ Experience from Nuclear Plants 
3.7 Containment and Fission Product Release 
-'--------
3.8 Core Meltdown 
3.9 Ex~ernal Events 
3.10 Radioactive Sources 
3.11 Dispersion and Consequences 
3. 12 Risk Assessment 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
0 
Reliability analysis calculations required for system analysis will be 
performed with the GRS reliability computer programs CRESSEX /2/ and 
FESIVAR. Calculations that are required for description of meltdown () 
processes and fission product release from core and containment will be · 
performed with the codes BOIL and CORRAL used in WASH 1400. 
Especially with respect to non-comparable siting conditfons and a 
higher population density within the Federal Republic of Germany there 
is a need for developing an own consequence model apart from this one 
applied in WASH 1400. 
t· 
i 
' I 
j 
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5. Progress to Date , 1 
After hav~ng started in June 1976 work has been initiated nearly on all ! 
subtasks of the research program. In the following some comments are 
.·, 
given to various topics. 
To 3.3 Loss of Coolant Accidents 
Pit·st of <tll the spectrum of different sizes of LOCAs and adjoint 
.rcquirf'mcnt r: for emergency. cooling and decay heat removal have been 
npccificd <wcording to the requirements of licensing procedure. The 
corresponding event trees describing various accident sequences have · 
been developed. First calculations of adjoint. fault trees for the 
emergency cooling and decay heat removal systems have been performed • 
.. 
'l'n .l. 4 •rrannients 
<) systematic approach for the analysis of transients potentially leading 
to a core meltdown has been started. Purthermore a detailed event and 
' fault tree analysis starting with the event •Loss of Offsite Electtic 
Power" is underway. 
To 3.7 Containment 
3.8 Core Meltdown 
-------
Referring to the results of the event tree analysis'obtained for the 
'large LOCA calculations for core meltdown have been performed by means 
of the us-program BOIL and for comparison of different modelling using 
~he German program system BILANZ. Subsequently first calculations C) long-termed containment pressure response have been done. 
'l'o 3.11 ninpcrsion and Consequences 
'l'hc consequence model foreseen for the study will be develpped by the 
GfK in cooperation with GSF. After having outlined conception and main 
fcaturon of the model, special work has been done to establish two 
versions of a meteorological dispersion model (short distance and long 
. ' 
distance model) for computing dispersion of radioactivity in terms of 
concentration in the air and on ~he ground as a function of time and 
distance from the reactor. 
·. ·•·< .. 
. : ~ . . 
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6. Results 
7. Next Steps 
In addition to the comments given in section 5, brief remarks on some 
work having been started now or being planned for the next future, will 
be made in what follows. 
TO 3.3 Loss of Coolant Accidents 
' For a more refined development of accident sequence analysis special 
attention is given to an assessment of uncertainties associated with 
calculational techniques for emergency cooling. 
To 3.5 Component Failure Behavior and Failure Data 
A first proof of failure data which are summarized in WASH 1400, 
App. III, and further c9mpletion of this list by data from literature 
and data that have been derived from own field experience in a 
conventional plant, /3/ is taken up in cooperation of the GRS with the 
Technical University of Berlin. 
Furtheron investigations on the failure behavior of pressurized 
components (reactor pressure vessel, steam generator et al.) start 
with an evaluation of failure statistics available· for conventional 
pressure vessels and steam drums. 
TO 3.6 Operating Experience 
~ 
.In order to check accide~t and system analysis of the study an 
evaluation of operating experience of German nuclear plants 
especially with respect to PWRs, is planned. 
To 3j1 Dispersion and Consequences 
In context of the consequence model an evacuation model will be 
developed by the Institut fUr Unfallforschung of the Technischer 
I' 
\ , 
. ...: 
-, ---- ------- -
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Ubcrwachungsvcrein Rheinland. for Phase A of the study influen<?e 
of evacuation will be handled in a similar way as has'been considered 
in Wl\Sll 1400. 
8. Relations with other Projects 
' ~ 
Besides the methods of p~obabilistic analysis that have been outlined 
and applied in WASH 1400 in general, the investigations that are 
rcquir0d for the study are performed on the basis of results which are 
der i Vt.~d f t·um the German Research Program on Reactor Safety which is 
sponsored by the Federal Ministry of Research and Technology. Hereto 
special r,,forence is given to the results "that have been derived so far 
for t.he <In<~ I ysis of core melt accidents. 
0 
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Classification: 14 
Title 1 (Original Language)' : COUNTRY: 
Unsicherheiten der Ausfallraten von Komponenten und der BRD 
Eintrittswahrscheinlichkeit stBrfallauslBsender Ereig- SPONSOR: 
nisse BMFT 
RS 228, Jahresbericht A 1976 
ORGANIZATION: 
IKT TU Berlin 
'ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Uncertainty of the Failure Rates of Components and the Prof. Dr.Memmert Probability of Occurrences of Failure Causing Events 
Initiated ,f (Date) : ComEleted (Date) : 
"" 
.ug. 1, 1976 July 31, 1978 
.. Status: Last Uedatins (Date) : 
continuing Dec. 31, 1976 
1. General Aim 
Determination of the Uncertainty of the Failure Rates of Components and 
the Probability of Occurrences of Failur~ Causing Events. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The reliability data for ~ndividual components necessary for the system 
analysis, particularly failure rates respectively lifetimes as well as 
their probability distrib~tions have hitherto not been available with 
~ufficient exactitude and specification. Therefore it is necessary to 
~ompile the generally accessible references and to compare them with one 
another. In doing this, it is important to give special consideration to 
data from German nuclear power plants. 
Furthermore it seems reasonable to make the final decision on which 
type of distribution function is to be used on the basis of actual 
fault-trees. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Compilation of reliability data for components 
3.2 Investigation of mean values and distributions of the reliability 
data 
3.3 Comparison of the values with those quoted in WASH 1400 /1/ 
3.4 Critical assessment of the data 
3.5 Comparison of different distribution functions for describing the 
data 
ij. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
ad 3.2 Development of a computer code to calculate the necessary sta-
tistic parameters of different distributions for the data which 
are available 
5. Progress to date 
ad 3.1 Compilation and examination of already known literature contain-
ing reliability data. This has essentially been finished. The 
addition of more literature to the collection is p6ssible during 
the whole period of investigation. 
• I 
ad 3·3 Characteristic values of the logarithmic normal distribution of(' 
failure rates quoted in- WASH tltOO /1/ were calculated and corn- ~ .. 
pared with the statements made there. 
6. Results 
ad 3.1 Up to now there is no information availa~ about reliability 
data of components in nuclear power plants from the Federal 
Republic of Germany. The only systematic data collection was 
carried out for a conventional 300 MWe power plant /3/. However, 
these data should be. considered in any case, because they repre~ 
sent at the moment the only relevant German data material. The 
further procedure will be based on the data quoted in WASH 1400 
ad 3.3 
/1/ to which values fnom /2/ and /3/ will be added. 
The calculated mean values and distributions largely agree withC) 
those given in WASH 1400 /1/. Differing results still require 
detailed analysis. 
1· Next Steps 
ad 3.1 Additional data collections should be considered 
ad 3.2 Determination of mean values and distributions~according to cer-
tain aspects for a list of defined components. 
ad 3.3 Analysis of the deviation of the mean values and distributions 
from the data in WASH 1400 /1/. 
-- __________ T ___ _ 
8. Relation with other Projects 
9. References 
/1/ Reactor Safety Study, 
/2/ 
An Assessment of Accidental Risk in US Commercial Nuclear Power 
Plants, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, WASH 1400 (NUREG 75/014), 
October 1975 
Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System, 
1975 Annual Reports of System and Component Reliability, 
' 
e /3/ 
Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas 78 284 
Zusammenstellung von Ausfallraten im Kraftwerk Neurath-RWE, 
Interne Mitteilung des IRS vom 15. Oktober 1976 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
0 
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·Classification 
... 
Title 1 .. .. ~ ' ....... 
' 
14 
Countrv ·Denmark 
.. 
· .
Vurdering af sys.te:mers. 'p!ltdelighed Spo~sor DAEC Ris0 
ORGftJGZA!ION DAEC Rise 
Title 2 
Evaluation of the Reliability of Systems 
Initiated 1970 
Status: In progress 
Completed 
Last updating 
Currently 
Project leader 
Hans Erik Kongse· 
Scientists: 
Hans Erik Kongs0 
.. 
1. General aim To develop methods for evaluation of the reliability of 
systems as an aid in design and safety analysis. 
.. 
: 
. 
.. 
,. 
: 
' 
. 
J 
: . ' 
( . 
2. Particular objectives Development of computer codes, primarily base~·~·~ .. 
·upon the simulation method. 
3. Experimental facilities Not applicable. 
4. Project status 
4. L. Prpgress to date The computer code, RELY 4, has been developed·. 
----------~-~--------The code is written in ALGOL, it is of the Monte Carlo type and both 
direct simulation and simulation with variance reduction can be applied. 
The code calculates reliability and availability of ~ysterns both ~ith ... 
and without repair. 
A cumputer code, MARKOVA, has been developed. The code is written 
~ 
in FORTRAN, it is an analytic program, and it can be used for solving 
Markov equations, both the differential equations and the linear equa-
tions at equilibrium. 
A computer program, REDIS, has been developed. The code is 
written in FORTRAN, and it is of the Mo·nte Carlo type, based upon 
direct simulation (no'variance .. re~uction). The progr~m calculates a 
• • • ~ ' j -• • '" • ,,. 'I ' t- " .,. I 
series of reliabfli t~ oharact~r.ietiC·B for· a given system, and it has 
been desi-gned with part.icular emphasis on fl.exibili ty and for analysis 
of details in component- and sys~em performance. 
The program can be used f~r ·any sy~tem in principle, and it is· 
design~d for analysis of standby systems, taking into account the 
various kinds of errors, that can arise during operation as well as 
. 
. 
.. 
. ' . 
I 
'\ b"J.O J .. 
·"' 
standby conditions; in addition the program can take into considera-
tion,that in standby systems certain groups of components will have 
common operation and standby periods. Dependencies between faults and 
faults with spread on the data can also be considered, and routine 
testing of selected groups of components can be taken into account. 
4.2. Essential results The REDIS and MARKOVA codes have been used' for 
calculation of the unavailability of the feedpump systems in two 
conventional power plants. 
5. Next steps 
Future work will include development of computer codes for very 
large systems and attempts to apply the Monte Carlo technique for 
cause-consequence analysis• 
'I 
6. Relation with other projects The projects has close relations to 
the Ris0-project concerning the cause-consequence method (classifica-
tion 6). 
z. Reference documents RELY 4. A Monte Carlo Computer Program for 
System Reliability Analysis. Ris0-M-1500, H.E. Kongs0. June 6, 1972. 
REDIS, A Computer Program for System Reliability Analysis by 
direct Simulation. IAEA-SM-195/1?. H.E. Kongs0. April 1975· 
REDIS, A Computer Program for System Reliability Analysis by. 
direct Simulation. Program Description and Manual. Ris0-M-1781. 
Hans Erik Kongs0 and Robert Korre Larsen, June 1975• 
8. Availability The project information is freely available apart from 
• 
cases, where commercial interests may be violated. 
i .... «' ••• 
' .. 
--· .. 
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( 
( 
·,, 
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·' 
0 
0 
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7. Reference documents: 
Ris~-M-1650: Application of statistical linear elastic fracture 
mechanics to pressure vessel reliability analysis, Septemper 
1973. P.E. Becher, Arne Pedersen. 
Ris~-M-1918: ANPEP/V2, A computer program for calculation of 
the probability of failure of structures, March 1977, H.E. Kong-
s~, K.E. Petersen. 
Ris~-M-1927: Probabilistic Approach to Reliability predictions 
for LWR fuel rods, March 1977, I. Misfeldt. 
Ris~-M-1928: Performance of the fuel model FFRS, March 1977, 
I. Misfeldt. 
8. Availability The project information is freely available 
apart from cases, where commercial interests may be violated. 
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Classification 14 
Title 1 COUNTRY Denmark 
-
Probabilistisk brudmekanik 
. SPONSOR DAEC Ris0. 
Title 2 
Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics 
Initiated 1970 ComEleted 
' • 
Status: In progress Last uEdatinea 
' Currently 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC RisfiJ 
Project leader 
Per BE>cher 
Scientists 
Per Becher 
1. General aim To develop methods for evaluation of the reliability c 
of-pressure vessels for the purpose of safety analysis. 
2. Particular objectives Development of computer codes, based upon 
probabilistic methods and fracture mechanics, for evaluation of th~ 
. reliability of pressure vessels. 
3. Experimental facilities 
4~ Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
Two computer codes was developed, PFM 690 and PEP 706. Both 
are written in FORTRAN in versions for a Burroughs B 6700 and a 
IBM 370/160. 
PFM 690 is a monte carlo program, which calculates the crack 
distribution as a function of time, on the basis of an initial crack, 
crack growth characteristics and stress transients. PEP 706 uses 
monte carlo with importance sampling and calculates the probability 
of·failure of a pressure vessel, based upon the distribution functions 
1·.1 for ~~a~~~., 1stx;~sseli!:, .~-4eld, streq.gt,h.1 apd ~-~harpy-V... . 1 
•• ''! ~· ,j ' I ' ... 
• • ~ • I "' .,,. t 
··4.2 ·E'seential··resulta·:: ·.· ·· 
i 
'l 
·' 
::, l 
I" ,, 
1 I I 
!· : 
4 '~. • 
' 
. . 
' 
~bt4 • 
'. 
5. Next stees So far the models have been based upon linear elastic 
fracture mechanics, but 'attempts will be made to incorporate 'elautic-
plastic fracture mechanics into the models. 
In coorperation with other·research institutions and power reac-
tor vendors analysis of actual reactor pressure vessels will be carried 
out, based upon more pertinent ~ata from practical experience. The· 
specific objective being assessment of the influence of the neutr9n 
.~m~~-i ttlement and ~:v~~o_p_ment of a new cr:ack gro~-~~. mod~~. 
6. Relation with other projects The project has relations to the 
Rise projepts, dealing with stress analysis of primary steel components 
and with evaluation of the reliability of systems, 
z. Reference documents Rise-M-1650. Application ot statistical 
linear elastic fracture mechanics to pressure vessel reliability 
Analysis, september 1973. P.B. Becher, Arn~ Pedersen. (Presented as 
paper no. M6/4 at~. Smirt Cont., Berlin 10- 14th September 1973). 
8. Availabilitz The project information is freely available apart 
from cases, where commercial interests may be violated. 
" ' 
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123-11-10/4105-30 
Titre 
Banque de donn4es de fiabilit4. 
Classification : . 14 · 
Pays : 
FRANCE 
-:16 9._ 5~-
_!, ·, 
' _, 
Organisme dire4tevr 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur : 
Reliability data bank. 
CEA/DSN-SETSSR 
Responsable : , 
MME.A.CARNINOi 
(DSN:_SET~SR) 
i 
Scientifiques .: 
Date de demarrage : el/Ol/73 
Etat aetue1 : ' en cours 
Date pr6vue d1achevement 31/12/81 
Derniere mise l jour : 27/01/77 R
"'t. 
''':•" ' 
~ ... ':~,, .~~~ 
·. .I 
u· 
.. 
.. 
Ob1ecti£ seneral : 
L'action a comme objecti£ gen4ral de fournir des donnees de fiabilit6 
qui repr6sentent la base indispensable de toutes les analyses de 
sO~et6 par les methodes probabi1istes. Il s'agit en permanence de .. 
collecter des donnees sur les materials des centrales ou cela est 
possible et de rechercher les donn4es jug4es "credib1es" dans la 
litterature ou dans des enquOtes. 
Objectifs particuliers : I 
I 
, 
Une action de collecte de pannes et fichier informatise correspondan, 
marche depuis 1973 sur le reacteur Phenix. Compte tenu du temps . 
cumule de fonetionnement, des donnees interessantes pour la fili~re 
pourront Otre extraites par un travail d14troite collaboration avec i 
EDF-Production Thermique. Il a 4te possible de tirer des donnees 1 
d'exploitation de centrales nucleaires fran~aises (Saint-Laurent 1 + ~>. 
ainsi que d'extraire)de 1 1experience de centrales conventionnelles, 1 
certaines enquOtes sur des materials electriques. • 
I ( 
,. 
' 
;,.l 
./ ~ 
1 
i 
. I 
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123-11-20/4105-30 
Titre 
Donnees de fiabilite tirees de !'experience de 
fonctionnement d'un reacteur nucleaire. 
Titre. (anglais) 
Reliability data from the operating experience of a 
nuclear reactor. 
Date de demarrage :Ol/Ol/73 
Btat actuel : en cours 
terminaison 
Ob1ectif general 
Date prevue d1 achlvement :Ol/03/77 
Dernilre mise A jour : 02/11/76 
~~- ---- -
Claasification I 14 
-"f6fl1-
Pays : 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Organisme executeur 
CBA/DSN - SETSSR 
Responsable : 
MME A. CARNlllO 
(DSN - SETSSR) 
Scientifiques : 
MME.C.VILLEROUX 
A.BLIN 
Determination de donnees operationnelles de fiabilite l partir de 
!'experience de fonctionnement. du reacteur de Saint-Laurent-des-Eaux. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Calculer, par les informations contenues dans le fichier de 
Saint-Laurent, les taux de defaillances et de reparations des materiels. 
Confronter ces resultats avec les resultats internationaux. 
Etat de l'etude : 
l) Avancement l ce jour 
Analyse des informations de Saint-Laurent en 1973 et 1974. 
Calcul de donnees concernant les vannes et pompes de Saint-Laurent 
en 1975 et 1976. 
2) Resultats essentiels 
Rapports sur les taux de defaillance de calculateurs, ~de thermocouples, 
les turbosoufflantes, lea relais, des pompes et des vannes. Erreur 
humaine. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Comparaison des resultats avec des organismes etrangers (NRC,SRS,UKAEA) • 
. . . / ... 
Documents de r~ference : 
.. 
11&1sultats de fiabilite du fichier d'incidents de la centrale de 
Saint-Laurent des Eaux". A.BLIN- Rapport SETS 27, octobre 1973. 
"Donnees de fiabilit4 des vannes de la centrale de Saint-Laur:ent des 
Eaux" , C. VIIJ.EROUX • Rapport SETS 40, novembre 19 7 5. 
I 
0 
-· 
0 
133-ll-10/4105-20 
Classification ~ 14 
16£.'1 
Titre Pays : \, 
' 
' D'veloppement du programme PATREC pour le calcul de FRANCE 
la fiabilite de systemes complexes. 
Organiame directeur 
-
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
CEA/DSN - SETSSR 
Development of the PATREC code for calculation of 
complex systems reliability. ·· Responsable : 
MME A. CARNINO (DSN -
.. . . SETSSR) 
Scientifiques • • 
Date de demarrage : Ol/04/72 Date pr,vue d'ach~vement :31/12/76 
Etat actuel :' en cours 
1:!'1 
Derni~re mise l jour : 02/11/76 A. BLIN 
terminaison A. PAVRET 
Objectif general 
ca.lcul par arbre de dl!faillances de la fiabilite ou de la 
disponibilite d'un systeme complexe. 
Les methodes de base sont : L'algebre booleenne et la 
reconnaissance des formes l!lementaires. 
Objectifs oarticuliers : 
- Ameliorations successives du programme l partir de la lere version 
de 1972. 
- Optimisation de la version PATREC-MC permettant de calculer la 
sensibilite du resultat aux variations des param~tres d'entree. 
- Optimisation de la version PATREC-DE. 
Etat de l'etude 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Ameliorations successives apportees a la lere version de PATREC, 
datant de 1972. 
2) Resultats essentiels : 
Les aml!liorations obtenues portent sur : Le traitement des 
dependances, les lois de probabilites, l'optimisation du 
temps de calcul, !'utilisation des techniques de MONTE-CARLO 
pour le cal~ul de la dispersion du resultat selon les dispersions 
de probabilites elementaires, la recherche des chemins critiques, 
!'introduction de diagnostics d1erreurs. 
• •. I . .. 
Prochaines 'tapes : 
~liorations (avec l'aide du SERMA) de la version PATREC-MC, 
permettant de calculer la sensibilit4 du r4sultat aux variations 
des parametres d'entr4e. 
Optimisation de la version PATREC-DE. 
Documents de r'ference : 
·~thodes nouvelles pour l''valuation de la fiabilit' : reconnaissance 
des formes", B. V. KOEN Rapport CEA R 4368, F4vrier 1972. 
·~rogramme de calcul de la fiabilit' de systemes complexes '~ATREC.DE" 
par la reconnaissance des formes", A. BLIN, A. CARNINO, G.JUBAULT 
Rapport DSN 46, Septembre 1974. 
·~otice de pr4sentation et d'utilisation du programme PATREC-DE", , 
·' A. BLIN, Janvier 1976. 
'~e code PATREC-MC", Rapport SERMA·263, Mars 1976. 
( I 
'4;.)' 
.. 
133-11-11/4112-20 
Claaaification s 14, 
/f G'"S-1 
·. 
Titre Pays : 
FRANCE 
Utilisation des techniques de M:>NTE CARLO pour lea 
calcu1s de fiabilit~. Organisms directeur 
CEA/DSN 
T1 tre . ( anglais) Organisme ex~cuteur 
Date 
!tat 
The use of M>NTE CARLO techniques for reliability CEA/DRE-SERMA 
calculations. 
Responsable : 
MME A.CARNINO (SETSSR) 
MME JM.LANORE (SERMA) 
Scientifiques • • 
de d&aarrage :ol/Ol/77 Date prevue d 1 ac~vement ~1/12/77 
actuel : ' Derni~re mise A jour : Ol/02/77 en cours B. DUaiEMIN 
Oblectif general 
Amelioration du code PATUC par 1es techniques de MONTE CARLO. 
Ob1ectifs particuliers : 
Les objectifs prevus sont la d~termination des bornes de 
l'intervalle de confiance d'un r~sultat de calcul par arbre 
de defaillance compte tenu des intervalles de confiance des 
composants elementaires.Un biaisage sera recherche. Diverses 
applications seront r~alisees. 
Une etude MONTE CARLO sera etendue A la resolution analytique d'un 
graphe de MARKOV A transitions non constantes. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement A ce jour : 
Une version de PATREC a ~te ~crite pour le calcul de 1 1 intervalle 
de confiance du r~sultat final d'un arbre l.partir des intervalles 
affectes aux donnees •. Un biaisage a 4te r~alis4 podr certains cas. 
2) Resultats essentiels : 
Code de calcul PATREC-MC. 
. . . I . •• 
Prochaines etapes : 
Reagencement et reprogrammation de certaines parties de PATREC 
pour y inclure une verification et une evaluation de modes 
communs de defaillances sur un arbre de defaillances. Resolution 
de graphes de MARKOV A transitions non constantes par MONTE CARLO. 
Documents de reference 
·' 
"PATREC-MC - Programme de calcul de 1' incer.titude de la 
probabilite de defaillance d'un systeme complexe par la 
methode de MONTE-CARLO", H.KALLI, JM.LANORE, Rapport SERMA N° 263. 
"Calcul de la disponibilite d'un systeme complexe par la methode 
de MJNTE-CARLO", H. KALLI, JM.LANORE - Rapport SERMA T. 281. 
''Methode de biaisage appliquee au prograume de fiabilite PATREC-MC" 
H. KALLI, JM. LANORE, Rapport SERMA S. 28 5. _,.,-....... , 
l 
I 
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0 
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133-11-20/4105-20 
Titre 
Adaptation de programmes de calcu1 de fiabUiU. 
Titre- (anglais) 
Reliability calculation programs adaptation. 
Clauification 114 
-4.~~3 
Pays : 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Organisme ex~cuteur 
CEA/DSN -SETSSR. 
R.eaponsable : 
• • 
. 
. 
MME.A.CARNINO (SETSSR) 
Scientifiques 
Date de demarrage :01/01/75 Date prevue d'ach~vement :Ol/06/77 
Derni•re mise l jour : 02/11/76 !tat actuel :' en cours D.LACOTTE 
Objectif general 
Adaptation de codes de calcul etrangers pour le calcul de la 
fiabilite et de la disponibilite de systemes complexes par 
arbres de defai1lances : PREP et KITT, code US ; CADI, code 
EURATOM (ISPRA) 
Objectifs particuliers 
Optimisation et ameliorations de ces codes sur ordinateurs de 
Saclay. 
Recherche des limites d'utilisation des codes. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Version originale de PREP et KITT rendue operationnelle a Saclay. 
Version originale de CADI rendue operationnelle a Saclay. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
• 
PREP-TRI et Kin' 7 : Versions am~liodes de PREP, KITT et ~ en 
production a la CISI. 
Prochaines etapes 
: 
Reunion en un seul programme de PREP-TRI et de KITT 7 et 
augmentation des performances de ces codes. Adaptation des codes 
pr'c'dents l un petit ordinateur (WANG) au moyen du FORTRAN de base • 
. . . / ... 
a, CJW Uiib SiiC#J AWiF~"'*HQ'<fW i ~ . · -~ --
Documents de reference : 
·' 
"PREP et KITT :Note d'utilisation", D.LACOTTE- Rapport SETS 35, 
Juillet 1975. 
"tes equations de la Kinetic Tree Theory - methode de calcul par 
ordinateur de la fiabilite des systemes", D.LACOTTE - Rapport SETSSR 46, 
decembre 1975. 
"PREP-TRI : un progratmne de calcul pour la recherche des coupes 
minimales des arbres de defaillance -Notice d'utilisation", 
D.tACOTTE, Rapport SETSSR 49, juin 1976. 
'~TT 7 : un programme de calcul de la fiabilit' de grands 
systemes complexes", D.LACOTTE, Rapport SETSSR 50, aoQt 1976. 
,........_ 
:._; 
.~'""'-., 
Titre 
133-11-30/4105-20 
Codes de calcul de l'indisponibilit' de systlmes STANDBY 
testes. 
Titre (anglais) 
Tested STANDBY systems unavailability calculation 
codes. 
Classification I 14 
Pays : 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Organisme exe!cuteur : 
CEA/DSN -SETSSR 
Responsable : 
MME A.CARNINO (SETSSR) 
Scientifiques : 
Date de demarrage : Ol/12/75 Date pr,vue d 1 ach~vement :01/09/77 
Etat actue1 : en cours Derni~re mise l jour : 02/11/76 JP. SIGNORET 
1\) 
u 
Objecti£ general : 
Calcul de la disponibi1ite! instantane!e et moyenne d'un systlme 
en attente test~ A interval1es re!guliers. 
Recherche de. 1' interval le optimal entre tests. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Elaboration d'une formule d'indisponibilite! utilisable par PATREC. 
Calcul de la disponibilit' d1un systlme A 1 composant. 
Calcul de la disponibilit'· d1un systlme complexe. 
Etat de l'etude : 
l) Avancement A ce jour : 
Formulation the!orique. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
Versions provisoires des codes INDI-1 et INDIGO. ~ 
Prochaines etapes : 
Ge!ne!ralisation de la formulation {Rapport). 
Programmation de codes de calculs. 

. 
...( ~ "Zj 'f. 
133-21-10/4141-10 Classification : 14 
Titre Pays : 
FRANCE 
. Organisme directeur 
Fiabilit.§ des systmnes de dcuriU des P."W. R. 
CEA 
Titre (anglais) Organisme ex.§cuteur ~ 
Date 
t 
0 
Reliability of safeguard systems of P.W.R. CEA/DSN-SETSSR 
Responsable : 
MME A. CARNINO 
Scientifiques 
de demarrage :Ol/04/73 Date pr~vue d1achevement ~1/12/81 A. BLIN 
Derniere mise l jour : 02/11/76 actuel : en cours JP. SIGNORET 
R.QUENEE 
Obiectif g~neral : 
Etudier la fiabilit~/disponibilit~ de tous lea systemes de 
sauvegarde et des systemes vitaux des centrales P.W.R. 
Ob1ectifs particuliers : 
Repondre aux besoins de l'analyse de sGret~ de Fessenhe~ 
et Bugey. 
• 
• 
Etudier le·comportement de certains systemes dans le cas d'accidents. 
Etat de l'etude : 
0 1) Avancement l ce jour : 
Un certain nombre de systemes de sauvegarde et vitaux des 
centrales PWR ont ~te .§tudi~s. (Fessenhetm et Bugey). 
2) Resultats essentials : 
Les resultats sont consign~s dana lea rapports cifes en r~f~rence. 
Prochaines ~tapes : 
Analyse d'autres syst~es des P.W.R. et du comportement l long 
terme apres acc~dent de certains systemes (E.A.s., R.c.v., R.P.R.) 
.. . I .•• 
. , . '· 
Documents de reference : 
"Centrale de Fessenheim - Analyse qualitative partielle de la 
fiabilite du circuit d'alimentation de secours des generateurs de 
vapeur a 1 1aide de la methode des arbres de defaillances", 
JP.SIGNORET, B.GACHOT, P.WILLEMIN - Rapport DSN 48, septembre 1974. 
"Analyse qualitative et quantitative de la fiabilite du circuit 
·_hydraulique d' injection de securite basse pression (ISBP )", 
JP~SIGNORET - Rapport SETSSR 33. 
"Analyse qualitative et quantitative de la fiabilite du circuit 
hydraulique d 1injection de securite haute pression (ISHP)", 
JP.SIGNORET- Rapport SETSSR 32. 
• "Fiabilite du circuit RRl de Fessenheim", A. BLIN - Rapport SETSSR 48, 
juin 1976. 
1\. ) 
142-11-10/4105-20 
Probabilit'• d 1accident : 
Ev~nements initiateurs d 1accidents sur lea PWR et 
s~quences d'accidents. 
Titre (anglais) 
Accident probabilities : 
Accident initiatin$ events on PWR and accidents 
sequences. 
4 6 "%40 
Classification I l4 "' I 
Pays : 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Organisme ex~cuteur 
CEA/DSN -SETSSR 
Responsable : 
MME A.CARNINO(SETSSR) 
Scientifiques : 
Date de demarrase : 01109176 
Etat actuel : d~marrage 
Date pr~vue 'd'ach~vement :3i/l2/Sl JP.SIGNORET Derni~re mi~e l jour :02/u/76 J .DUBAU 
Obiectif g~neral : 
D~termination des 'v~nements initiateurs d 1accidents par perte des 
diff~rentes barri~res dues l des agressions. Construction des arbres 
d'ev.nements l partir de ces initiateurs et d~termination de 
s~quences accidentelles. 
Etat de l'etude : 
Avancement A ce jour : 
Principe de la ~thode. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Determination des initiateurs. 
Documents de reference : 
"Sequences accidentelles importantes pour la sQrett' d1une centrale 
A eau", A.CARNINO, B.GAaiOT, JP.SIGNORET • Rapport DSN 62, . 
Avril 1975. 
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. I PROJECT TITLE • CLASSIFICATIOI< I 
.: Fault analysis of the conventional is- ! 
• land in a L\VR nuclear power· .. plant. 14 • I~NmRDG~N-T_R_Y--------~-~~o-n_G_M_r_~-T-m-~N-T----~; 
., FRANCO TOSI S. p.l... : 
! 
~.--------------------------------------- -------------·1 ( DATE INITIATED April 15, 1975 PROJEC~J.l I.~EA DER 1 
l'DN~-::_~OYJPLETED April 15, 1976 . Vi ttorio BEDOGl;::;: f 
- -----------------------~------·----------------~1 
Description 
.. - ·-
1) Research program 
.. Fault tree pef:i.ni tion of the conventional island of a :".:.'R 
nucleilr power plant · 
. . ~Fault data collection of the system's components. Ana:~sis 
treatment of the fault data. 
-'Reliability and availability evaluation of the ~:rster.-:s:. 
, .... .=. 
c- ... _-
· Parametric. analysis of the systems rel:i.abili ty Vi Ctjil:~ the Ea:. 
lure rate ·of the critical elements and of the compon(::::..s whc.se 
fault data are not available or not su . f'ficiently reli~=le. 
2) Facilities .. 
.. . 
-Computer and computer.codes. 
3) r~efercnce documents 
0 
- R.E. Bar low, F. Proschan "Ha thema ticaJ. theory of reli:::.:;ili t::-': -
John \'liley & Son., Inc., New York 
- A.G. Colombo "CAD!, a computer code fer ~y.stcm av""l.ile:':':J.it::· :::.::::: 
reliability evaluation" - Report E:UR -19'10 e (19?3) 
- J. B. Fuss cl "A formal methodology for fault-tree co:r-E~::-ucti:-:::.'· 
NuclcCJ.~ Science and Engfn~ering, 5Z (1S73), p~. 421~4~~ 
4) nelated projects 
None (F. Toai )' . 
5) 'l'he works is done in relation to· the desi~rn of the EW.!;L '.~ c>~:nd 
nuclear power stations.' 
' -· -· .. - -·-------... ·--·-·-~---
·~-
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r · 1 ----------~------~~--~----------------~ PRO.JECT TITLE : 
' .. 
Reactor Safet~i Studies 
vi'a Noise Anal"rsis ' '· . 
I, 
_cLASSIFICATIO!t. .. · ... ....:. .• ---• :1 
I· 
14 -·· 8 
I' 
I' ,, 
il 
!! 
..----------------------------------------~f------------------------1. 
.: ~ SFONSORIHG COTJN'TRY . . ORGANISATION :t 
' ~ It nl:: C • N. E . N • it 
i' 
t 
• I , 
.. 
j! 
I 
·--------1 
',~-q DATE INITIATED PR01JEC1' LEAj)ER ., 1.1.1975 !, ~ ( ) N. P~cilio, LFCR 
. .l. DAT_E_GOt"lPLET_E_n __ • • • • • • • • . in progress ------.:..--------- 1 
·- -----·------L---·-----·---l 
The research propra~ dP.als with apnlications of ~he theory of stocha-
. stic processes t-o rP.a.ctor safet~r studies. ThEn" B.'X'e ~ir'P.cted to ass~s­
sing the correct ~P,rformance of in-core and ex-core instrumentation,· 
to safety monitorintr and ee.rlv dP.tection of abno:rmal operatinF: condi-
tions and/or malfunctions.(Preliminary research ~or early failure. 
Efforts up to now e.rP. : detection). 
- set-up of a penP.ral theory for multi-d~tector reactor-noise analy-
sis in erp.odic conditions •. non-equi'librium cond.itions and during 
pulsed P.Xperiment s ; · 
()- experimental determination of nuclear reactor kinetic parameters 
and control of multiplyinp. assemblies that rriu~·t be kept subcriti-
cal ; 
The g'Jl1"Jral theer:v will soon be expanded to inclt,..le problems related 
to heat transfer ( fluctuations in temperature. pressure aqd void 
volumes ) and to a preliminar,,. analjsis of sip.nif"icanco of acoustic 
noise anal vrds. 
Faciliti~o 
I 
- four lipht-watP.r rP.actDrJs ( ROSPO. RANA, RITr.~OI. TRIGA' and a 
copp13r-reflected hi{"hlv ... enriched ·fast rePctor ( TAPIRO ' 
· Ref·~r~nce list .· 
~N·~·PACIJJIO, V.M.· tTORI0 1 ·~ Revi~?.~ of Intnmntiona.l.Noi~~ Corlference 
hP.ld in Ro~e ( Octob~r 21-2?, 1974' 
CNEN n~nort. RT/Fif74~47 ' 
I ,. I 'I .: . j. ' .. ,, !.' ...... 
.-· 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
14 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Interactive Synthesis of Fault Trees Sponsor CNR-EURATOM 
for Safety Assessment of Nuclear Organisation Power Plants 
CESNEF-Politecnico Milano 
Date initiated 1976 I Project Leader 
Date com:eleted 1978 
' s. GARRIBBA 
Last u:edating April 1977 
DESCRIPTION 
Each component from the system is the domain of local functions 
which express, for all normal and abnormal operating conditions, 
the flow variables (i.e. the variables characterizing transfers 
of fluid, load, heat, electrical current, etc.) or which express 
the constitutive variables (i.e. the variables describing ruptu-
re, damage, blockage, etc.). The consideration of a number of ad 
ditional virtual domains also allows to make explicit external 
influences (e.g. human operators, maintenance, fires, missiles, 
etc.) in terms of variables. The local functions are interrela-
ted through transfer matrices. Localized transfer matrices are 
pieced together to form the Approximate Descriptive Model (ADM) 
of the system. Then, steps.towards the generation of an isomor-
phic fault tree are : i) Definition of the top event. ii) Numbe-
ring process •. Numbers are assigned to certain points of flow 
sheets in a certain canonical manner. iii) Translation process. 
iv) Free reduction process. These steps will be implemented by 
computer program I-SYNFT (Interactive Synthesis of Fault Tree) • 
. ' 
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Titl~ 1 (Orjginal language) . · ·. · • 
&v1Iup~u una· prooeaura avanzata per l'anali-
si di siourezza di un P.iR se~endo l'approocio 
·p1•obabii ist ico. 
Title 2 (English) 
. 
. 
Development of an advanced procedure for the 
P.iR safety analy~is following the p~obabilist 
approach .. 
. . t 
. . 
Date initiated June 1?76 
. 
Date comEleted 1980 
• 
La~t ltEdating April 1977 
. 
4647-
Q.U§ification 
.. 
14 
Countrr ·ITALY 
SEonsor FIAT':"'T.T.G •. 
Organisation Nuclear 
.-; . 
! .• 
. ,.· ' 
I 
Energy Division .  
Project Leader 
. 
.. 
· a.P. Pozzi . 
. 
. 
I 
. ' 1; Gercral aim 
•. ~· 
.... . 
.... 
.. - .. 
... . • 
:. ~·· 
.. . 
Development of a prooedlre for the design. of· the engineered safety features 
.of a MiR plant using.the reiiability techniques. 
Preparation and linking of digital pr~"Tams to perfom the safety analysis ; 
··of a ~tR·plant t~~ough a s~~thesi~ of. the accident analysis methods with 
. the reliability prob~bilistic methods • 
·: 2. ·particular ·objectives 
·.. . . . . . ' 
. : Application of the above prooedure'and digital prOb"Tams to the design·of 
the experimental loop CLEoPAT!~ to be inse~ted in tho ESSOR reactor • 
.Application of the 'same techniques to the'e.nalysis.o.nd "interiorizo.tion" 
. of the engineered safet;r feo.tures of a IWR tles~inghouoe nuclear plant • 
..., ... 
. . .... . .. 
.. 
.. ~ ; 
. . . 
... . . 
• 0 •• 0 
:. 
I 
r
,·, ... ··. .. 
. ··, .... 
f . 
:' 
I . 
. ... 
. . 
'· ... : 
. . :~ 
' 
.. 
3~ ~perimental facili~ies 
None ... 
. .. 
4• Project status .; 
.· 
For each: a.ccic1ent to be anal,yz ad, a detailed "evdnt ·tree" . has been 
developed in order to cstablish~a) the different po.th the accident 
c~ follo1·r; b) t~e feat~e~ of _the digital progre.ms necess&r7 to . 
analyze the · oomJequerices . of the accidents. 
An analysis of the vP..rio!l_s reliability progrw available hasbo'en performed • 
. _ . With the e.':a.ile.ble progr&ns a probabilistio anal.fsia, of the LOCA in the 
. CLEOPAT!?A loop was mad.o. . . . · . · · 
' 5 •. 1lext 'steps .•. 
~) The digital progra..-:ts necos~a.ey ·for the .. analysis of each accident path 
· will be cct up (deterministic programs) · ~ · . · 
' • ' ' • I • 
... . 
' 
· .. 'i· . . 
. ·;, .. :·~."~ 
; :···· .' . 
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Title 1 (Original language) 
Sviluppo di una procedura avanzata per l'analis 
di sicure~za di un R~R seguendo l'approcoio 
probabilistioo. 
Cl as si fie ation 
14 
b) The. results of the deterministicprograms will be coupledwith the results 
of the probabilistic programs. 
c) The complete procedure will be used for t~e desien of the R1R engineered 
safety features. 
6~-~ion to other projects 
The digital programs for the LOQ~ analysis described in.the other project 
("Development of a ·chain of digital programs for the LOCA analysis of a 
RIR) l-Till be utilized. 
7• Reference docu~cnts 
Not yet prepared 
a.- n;,.gree of a.vc:.ilabilit3!' 
To a limited ~xtent 
9· Budget, personnel imrolved 
8 enBineers for 5 years. 
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Title 1 (Original languag~ Classification 
14 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Fault-Tree Sensitivity Analysis for Sponsor IAEA 
Reliability Calculations in 
Nuclear Power Plants Organisation 
CESNEF-Politecnico 
Date initiated 1975 Project Leader 
Date completed 1977 s. Garribba 
Last u2dating Sept. 1976 
DESCRIPTION 
The research project has the main scope of developing a method 
and a computer code for the sensitivity analysis of a system 
with respect to variations of input parameters for primary 
events. Topics to be covered by the research are as follows 
(i) problem definition with a particular concern for nuclear 
Milano 
safety systems; (ii) sensitivity analysis with respect to pri- ~ 
mary events. The most suitable approximation for system avai-
lability computation and the most significant parameters to be 
perturbed will be investigated. 
The study will imply distributions of failure and restoration of 
the types: exponential, normal, lognormal, gamma, Weibull. 
(iii) sensitivity analysis with respect to the minimal cut sets. 
The main purpose of this part of the work is to weight each mi-
nimal cut set with respect to system availability. 
(iv) overall sensitivity analysis. The behavior of the system 
will be investigated as depending upon perturbations in the whole 
set of primary events. The most significant cut sets will be 
thus extracted referring to the joint perturbative contribution 
of all primary events. This type of ari analysis results parti-. 
cularly useful in the design and operation of nuclear power plants 
and safeguards • 
. (v) development of a computing code as in (ii), (ili) ·, and (iv). 
.. 
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TITLE 1 (original languaee) Classification 
Studi di affidabilita 14 
TITLE 2 (enclish) Country: :ITALY 
Reliability studies Sponsor: CNEN 
Ort~anisa tion: CNEN 
Date initiated October 1974 l'ro~ect Leader • 
Date completed in progress 
G. Tomassetti · 
' Last updating June 1976 
General aim 
Reliability studies of reactor components. 
Particular objectives 
Failure mode effect analysis of mechanical comp?nents of experimentaJ 
loops and data collection techniques. 
Experimental facilities 
Reactors and out of pile loops of Casaccia Nuclear Research Canter. 
Project status 
The formats for recording component events and related codifying 
. 
techniques· have been prepared. ·work is under progress for 3 plants 
(2 experimental reactors, 1 thermohydraulic loop). 
Next steps 
Expand the work to other plants. 
• 
• 
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Title 1 {Original language) Classification 
Raccolta dati di affidabilita 14 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Reliability data collection Sponsor CNEN 
Organisation CNEN 
Date initiated I974 Project Leader 
Date completed In progress 
Last updating April I911 G. Tomassetti 
General aim 
Studies on reliability data banksthrough experimental and metodo 
logical work on data collection field. 
,,., 
Particular objectives 
Analysis of reliability data trans_f.erability from one plant to. 
other ones in different general contexts. 
Experimental facilities / 
CNEN experimental and conventional plants 
Project status; next steps 
Data from a sodium loop were elaborated; data collection from 
Diesel groups and nuclear facilities is under progress. 
Reference documents 
~roblems of experience data collection and use" 
II Reliability Data Bank Seminar, StocWPlm, March 1977. 
Degree of availability 
Open 
. ' ~i 
. '\ 
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'riTLB 1 (original lant;UOGc) 
Fo.ult ano.lyf::is of the conventional 
i r-;1 'ln(l _in :-1 T.'·.'/1? 'nHI" ' 1 n n ~ _nf"l.VJ()_'!"_ _n 1_'1,., + 
1'ITLl:.: ') (enclish) .... 
; . 
j . 
lJat..e initiated April 
I 
Date completed April 
Last updating June 
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.. 
. . 
15, 1975 
15, 1976 
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Classification 
··@- 14 
Coun tr)': l:TJ\LY 
Sponsor: Frnnco To si s.p.I 
Ort~onisa tion: 11 .. 11 
ProJect Leauer 
' : 
. 
v. Bedogni . 
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TITLI:: 1 (original lant.;l.la~e) 
Di:1.r:nor:t ica e Sicurezza tramite 
di numore 
1'ITLL 2 (cnclish) 
Reactor Safety Studies 
Via Noise ~alysis 
Unte initiated· 1/1/1975 
l>ate completed in progress 
Last updating June 1976 
~· ____ .,...,. ~ .. 
- . 
'\. 
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Classification l 
I 
I 
I 
Analisi 1]4- 14 
Country: l.TALY 
Sponsor; CNEN 
Ort~nnisa ti'on: CNEN 
l'ro~cct Leader . 
F. Norelli 
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fPRoJ ECT 'l'ITLE : -~ CLASSIFICATION 
f Statistical analysis of random signals @- 14 -- 8 
·i for safety probl?ms ., ' · . 
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J Italy 
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Title 1 (Original languag!,) Classification ,, 
Sta~istical analysis of randome signals m- 3 - 4 - 8 
IO - I4 
-
Title 2 (English) Countr~ ITALY 
SJ2onsor ! Organisation CNEN 
-DatEt.l!:illiated !966 Project Leader 
_Q&.e C'JmJ2leted in progress 
Lass uJ2dating '\ April 1977 A • Federico 
" . . " . 
(_ ' 
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I 
~ 1 (Original language) . 
Diagpostica e Sicurezza tramite An~lisi di Ru-
more (Parte A) , .. 
Title~ 2 (English) 
-
Safety and Diagnostics Via Noise Analysis 
(Part A) 
. 
·~ 
Date initiated ' 1/1/1975 
Date completed in progress 
~t UJ2dating, June 1977 
( \ 
'\ 
lJ 
Classification 
li/-14 
Countrx. ITALY 
SEonsor CNEN 
Organisation CNEN 
Project Leader 
N. Pacilio 
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Title· 1 (Original language) 
Diagnostica e Sicurezza tramite Analisi di 
Humc,re (Parte B) 
TitlE~ 2 (English) 
-
Safety and Diagnostics Via Noise Analysis 
(Part B) 
DatEr initiated 1/1/197() 
Date~ com2leted in progress 
Las1i uEdating Jun~ 1977 
----~---·" 
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Classification 
.JJJ- 14 
Country ITALY 
S2onsor CNEN 
Organisation CNEN 
Project Leader 
A. Serra 
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PRO,IECI 51IîtE 
'Evaluation s§ the risk of
of a PîrTt reactor pressure thè rupturevesseL L!üR 14 'i
§POIISORIIIG,OOUi'TII{T i
Comrniesion .of the Srropean Connr,mitles
ORGAI{ISAITOI{ t
. J.R.C. IsPra
DÀTE I}TTTI.{TED
DAIE COI,IPËETEO
1g76
1 977
PRO,}ECIII LEADER 3
G. Vottar/A"Lu.cia
\
&dsilptign- :
1. G.eneial aim
, Rupture risk of a P$rTt pressure vessel.
../1\
't 2. Particular ob.iectives'
lqaÿ
DeveLoprnent of a general computation method for evaluating the
, probauirity of faiLr:re of a nuclear vessel, o[_the basis of
.' 
' ., iroUabifistic fracture nechanics and of .input data given.as'' histograns.
3. Proiect status
Tire Coval 2 code allowing to handle dependent variables has been
cornpleted and it has been applied successfully to fi:lst cases
., ProPosed bY cEA.
4. i{eïf stêPs i :
The method.ology tlrat has been set-up rriL1 'be used, for investi-
.iiati6n in ioad conôitiorrr :in initial §aurt dimension and Lo-Ëàiiô", in rnaterial tougltâess, etc. xritrl be.taken ûnto account.(9
*d 5.
v1.719
Iteferenge 
-4gguments .
.i
JRC Ispra Safety Prog:ramme Semiavrnual Progress Report 1 977.
i,{
t
I
I
{

FAO.TTCI [I[LE
§tstus Itspôrt ôn Dâtâ §ystemE' Lr.rR 14 ,.
§PO}ISORI§G .COUI,ITRÏ i
Conrnission o.f the EuroPeal Cornrnrmlties
ORGA}IISATIOI'{ 3
.JRC 
- 
IsPra
DAIE IIffCI.tfED z 1976
DÀIE COI{HLE[']0D : 1977
PROJECT LEADER 3
. G. Volta
.\
t.674
1.
D-e-d-cr.iBüi-e-n :
General aim
Investigation of possibiLities of pooling data.on.L.tI. nuclear
potrer piants in sôme fgznr at a Eïropean scale in the frame
rlrork of the lteactor Safety Pnogramme.
@ a. P?rticular obi.ectilres
31.?19
In the .firbt instance it is necessaly fon Ispra to have a lîe-
viev of all the existing systems anà the existing'source.of
data and holr they are beiag used.
It is pertinent that lhig reviev should in fact begin to shour
the pràbIans that may'exist in commrnication of data-in.formation
betrireen the EuroPean organizations.
There is a need for r.mifonmity in the various cohcepts, such as
- 
î/âÿs anê means in which d.ata' are colLected' . '
- 
how they are analYsed
- 
ho.lr ths.finaL restlts of any data scheme are Pllesented.
trIe intend to put some Limitations ori the total area of .the acti-
vity, to aÿoiê tirat the probl,em becomes too great..It iràs been agreecl to loôk at systems and comPonellts 
_that arqpertinent to LI'IR systems., but to take aLso account o.t- systems 
._ôr cornponents from- other commerciaL pJ.ants vhich may have a rele-
var:.ce to the LI'IR field.
TI:e suggestion has been marle to look at a selectioir of the higher
systenr-ôr sub-§ystem levels r' ât 
_t4e same time as the corponen! ^le-vêtr. It has alêo been recommenêed to consider areas vhere suffi-
cient data are availabLe to make üsefuL coraparisons., but to lool<
also to sorne areas nhere until- no'tr data are raissing, esPeciallyfor mechanical components airdr/or subsysterjtso'
l b¥ Q.., 
3 'C • t •• roJec ~tatus 
The follm·ring systems so far have been analyzed as for input, 
processing, output: IRS (Germany), ENEL (Italy), EDF (France), 
SR.S (England), NPRDS (USA) • 
4. NeAt ste"Js 
'\ 
Investigation on abnormal occurrencies as a supplement to the 
Relia.bili ty Data Status Report. Compatibility study on com-
ponents/systern.s a:'ld failure characteristics. 
5. Reference docu.rtle.'1.ts 
JRC Ispra Safety Programme Annual Progre.ss Reports 1976. 
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VaI idati'rn ExPerimentsReLiabiLity Analysis of
a
i
a)
Ër{R 14
SfOiI§0RMc COüN'IRÏ : rl
Comnission o.E the EroPean Communities
oRGÀiiIS.{8IOId :
JKs rsPra
D.'\'îE II.TTITÀTED
DATE COiiPiJEfED
a 1976
1977a
PRO'JECB LEADEA :
!.' A;eszr/G. llancini I
abnormal Accu1rrences leaêing to Pressure va.:riatLonq.
2. PartietrLar objectives
@ btristlc approach to abnormal ocq.Erence
vith- "histôricalt' data on a PtR.
, 
,3. glg:Iig.-qF th-e analvsls
.à The [hystr)ricaltr data are selected from recorês o.f sqveral )Fars-of 
-.^
.: operation of the reactor K.[ÿ.O. at-Obriglrei*l GeITany'.-The tra.priori'
. aàta areopmputed using the method described in 197+ Safety Arutual
,. : Report (ProbaUilistic Accidental Transients Analysis)..
'fhà ;,naiysis viLl be performed, accordlng to the follotring stePas
Listing of the Pover excursionsof vhatever- origrin.
Ti.i:,e s]pies clf tirese Po{rer exrmsions- can be gi;ea in a.diagram -
^ 
1{ (poruer variaüign) against t (tlne}. I:.put êata caxr be f'le3n
from the annual and monthly rePorts
For each pover exstrrsion the. releÿant. itxitiat'i:lg event (cause)
shouLd be given.
sEatistics-of the initiating events in ozrles to finê the nost§requent one.
Xnput data as for point...1.
. Transforming the pover decrease (A Iÿ) in primary Pressure
: variation (Àp) tai<ing into account also the pressure graêientêg,
, . Deter,:r1*i4g fo:r each pressure variation the state (faited on
. not failed) o§ the relevant safetÿ and control systenso
i 
, . constructing thF experimental tnitfr table
. From the foregoing table the experinental probabil.ttydistribution is found,
Irrput data can. be obtained frcm
rePorting system. tire 
faLlure and s§ritch-
ThtlorêÇical investigation through ryo{e1.1ing the initiating event
on rho b$sts ôe-àieilêntary data-anô .Êairlt-tnee. analysi.s.
Analysis ef
n'T-æzEF'eæ
I b1q
I
)tt'"j ''
4r Project status
: '\
, 4.1 Pnosress to date
4.1 o1 Pressr.re transients records analysis
Ïlr..r'"..*
For this investigation a technical knovLedge about the coïl-
cerirecl initiating event and the intervertting systetns is neêded.
Tiris infornation-could be obtained from funètiônal blockdia-
grams and flov-shêstso
- 
Confrontatiôn of the finqL results o.Ê point 3 (experirnental)
altd point 4 (theoretical)r ' :
Previously the analysis of the pressure transients
caused bv scrams and turbine trips has been perforned
ftJ" burring this perioè a systematic analÿsis o§lrfpressure iransieàts (g 1 atm) has been siarte4 "..1(nnnèx 1 ), ,i
4.1 .2 Theoretièal analysis
Cottsidering the relevant inportauce of the shut-do'ûm
system for tlre .frequency of the transients atrd fon
thei:r consequence a fault-treg analysis of this sys-
tem has beeri startpd (Rnnex 1 ).This analysis vill be supported by a set of computeri-
, zeô tools for vhich a list is given Ln Annex 2.
5. Next steos
5.1 Te§sgre tga4qi%t.q reggl9§jgal,ysis
; Completion of the collection of presslrre va:riations anê
' their initiating events for the pæl,oô'197ÿ1977.
Classification of initiating events and i:rterventing syste:rm
5.2 Theoretieal analysis
certain initiatin§ events chosen fron the data colLection(It is e>çected tô analyze 6,initiating events).
Fault-tree anatysis of the most important intertrenting sa-
: fety.§eatures and regul,ation systems, shut.d,oÿtl systgm,: turbine trip, pressure regfulatio4 system. 
:
)
a, Frobab{list[e Aeeldental
' Ana1.)rsis
TranEi,entg .
\
LÏ..J:R 14
§PO}I§ORI§G 
"COÜI'TTRT :
Commission o.f the EuroPeall Commr.mities
ORGAITI§AIIOI'Ï I
"fRC Ispra
DÀîE IT'I'IfT^TTED
DÀTE COI,TPIETED
1974
1 977
PROJIECT LE.dDEA :
G. VoIta,/J. Amesz
t,67q
1.
!EdsË!.p§isa- :
General aim
, To .assess the probability distribution of loads acting on the
reactor primary circuit.
2. Methodglo$r and, aPPlicatioh
The presented. method consists in a cornbined Pl9!?bilistic-de-térministic approach. I$fs ?PProach is probabilistic in thei sense that .Çoi'- each cornbinatiôn o.8 system stated a probabiLityFig"r" is determined by means of a fâu1t-tree-analysis. It is
de.Ëerministic in the sênse that the coruesponding consequence
, (;;;: *âS"it"dà of overpressure. or overtenperatu{e) for each: èomËination o.t states is computéd by deterministic codes.
The approach has already been aPPlied to P"fR-gyelPressures ia
tàe fi'àme of the coIlabôration ôôntract no' rrr-73-PTPGF cgR
Euratorn-Framatome.
The sar'1e approach $riLl be applied to the temperatu:re transieirts
at a definàâ point of the plrimary circuit of the Sast reactor
PEC in the frâme of the coLlaboration contract no. 144-75
PIPG/PJI 163 CCR Euratom- CNEN.
3. :Troiect stqtus
..3 :1 E3ggle.gg-tg_9alg'
A "Êirst conclusion of the vork performed in the frame o§ aàoltaboration contract with CNmü (n" 164-75 PIPG/RN 1'63)
has been presented at the Iqtegnational lleeting on Fast
Reactor sà-eety at chicago f1J, ,
' The reliabiliiy analysis oÏ tE'e electrical supply systen
lras been complêted assumigg ghe various acciêents às lnu-
tr.raIlrr exclusive events / 2 /.
iràr tÉis the'computer coâe Él,rsa has been pevgLoped. îhe
.'code accepts a fault-tree with NOT'gates l3J.
..i1 .719
. : .j:,
.,t.... .
.... 
3.2 Essential results 
See reference doct~ents. 
4. R~ference dOCI)_;.lents 
J. Amesz, G. Volta, F. Cesari, R. Righini, 
"P!'obabilistic Analysis of Accidental Transients in a 
LNFBR" presented at FRS Meeting at Chicago (USA) 
5-8 Oct. 1976. 
J. Amesz, F. Lo~azzi, 
"Analisi di affidabilita del sistema di alimentazione 
elettrica sul reattore PEC" 
Nota tecnica P.E.R. 126/77• 
H. Astolfi, 
"ELISA, Codice per il calcolo dell'affidabilita di 
sistemi. Descrizione e modo d'uso". 
Nota tecnica P.E.R. 098/76. 
·' 
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rNETHERLANDS ENERGY RESEARCH FOUNDATION (ECN) 
TITLE: 
Faalweg en faalkansvoorspellingen van reaktorsystemen 
TITLE: ( ENGLISH LANGUAGE l: 
Failure mode and failure rate prediction of reactor 
systems 
INITIATED: June 1974 LAST UPDATING: March 1977 
STATUS: Progressing COMPLETED: Summer I 978 
1. General a~m 
CLASSIFICATION: 14 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
ECN 
PROJECT LEADER: 
K. Terpstra 
SCIENTISTS: 
To predict the probability of failure of systems on basis of possible failure 
modes and component reliability, taking into account accidental as well as sys-
tematic failures due to external causes or inherent faults of components. 
2. Particular objectives 
The first stage of the program consists of: 
- making an inventory of the general available methods of reliability analysis 
and "data banks" on failure rates 
- establishing a standard procedure to collect data on failures in nuclear power 
stations in The Netherlands 
- developing procedures to evaluate the reliability of reactor systems for 
specific cases applicable to Dutch power reactors. 
3. Experimental facilities: None 
4. Project status: 
Updating theoretical knowledge and evaluation and updating of existing computer 
codes 
5. Next steps 
The next step ~s to create a balanced code to do the following: 
a. Constructing the logical fault tree 
b. To determine the MCS 
c. To calculate the availability of components and system 
d. To rank components and MCS according to their importance with respect to the 
stop event in a certain measure. 
After creating the code, a test run has to be made of a reactor safety device. 
6. Relations with other projects: -
7. Reference documents: -
8. Degree of availability 
The reports will be written in the English language. They will be submitted to the 
Ministry of Social Affairs, Postbus 69, Voorburg. 
9. Budget: -
10. Personnel: 0.9 manyear 

Classification 14 
Title 1 
: Faalkans-analyse met behulp van gebeurte-
, nissen- en foutenbomen 
Title 2 
Failure analysis by application of event-
and fault trees 
1. General aim 
countrx 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Projectleader 
R.W. van Otterloo 
To analyse new systems or changes in efisting systems. And by 
application of this technique to make decisions concerning these 
new systems or changes in existing systems in the right way. 
2. Particular objectives 
Analysis of the unavailability of reactor safety systems and 
of the unreliability of reactor systems. 
- Analysis of the probability of different groups of radioactive 
releases of a nuclear power reactor. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
4. Project statu~ 
.Hethods and computer codes have been comp.:u:·ed. 
5. N~xt steE,S 
Not applicable. 
6. Relation with other projects 
This project was started to d'o the "r.isx ·analysis of the fuel 
cycle in the Netherlands" (RA~IN-study) which was finished in 
June 1975. 
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7. Reference documents 
See 6. 
Several applications of this method are ~rri tten in the Dutch 
and the English language. 
8. Degree of availability 
Through the organization KEMA • 
. .. 
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15. INTERRELATION BETWEEN REACTOR PLANT AND 
OPERATING PERSONNEL 

• 
------.... -} c;· ~I . 
.Classification 15 
!Title 1 COUNTRY Denmark 
Research Estab-
SPONSOR 1 ishment' Ris~ 
Operat~r studier 
ORGJI.NIZATION Research 
Establishment, Ris~ 
T1tle 2 Project leader: 
Study of the Process Operator r L.P. Good stein 
Initia.ted: ComEleted: Scientists: 
Approx 196.6 - in its pres-
ent form 1973 L.P. Goodstein Status: Last updating: 
J. Rasmussen 
progressing 1976 
1. General aim 
2 . Particular objectives 
To study the process operator - his work situation and procedures 
- together with methods for supporting him, especially in abnormal 
situations. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
- Hybrid computer 
- Interactive CRT graphics terminal 
4. Description and status 
Work to date has been centered on the study of human behaviour 
in process _plants as well as on various trouble-shooting tasks -
in order to establish ways and means of providing support - es-
pecially in critical situations - but also in order to ultimately 
be in a position to include the effects of human actions/errors 
in systematic reliability and safety analyses. 
In this work, we utilize tape recordings from power stations and 
other work situations as an aid in formulating ideas regarding the 
data, procedures and models utilized by the human in the various 
... 
' 
. 
, .. 
... '· .. 
---- ··------------ -------- ·-- --- ' - -- ------------------------
tasks. These can then be used in the design of the man-machine 
interface to provide improved aid to the operator. In addition, 
we expect to continue our studies of human error - either from 
published case stories or from simulator experiments. 
5. Next steps 
A program to continue with the testing and validation of 
these models of the operator is being planned. Improved methods 
for the evaluation of risks which include human error will be 
evaluated. 
6. Relation with other projects 
A cooperative Scandinavian program is planned to the 
1977-1980 period. 
7. Reference Documents 
J. Rasmussen 1969 
Man-Machine Communication in the Light of Accident Records 
July, 1969, S-1-69 
Reprinted from· IEEE-GMS, ERS International Symposium on Man-
Machine Systems, Cambridge, 1969. 
J. Rasmussen 1973 
The Role of the Man-Machine Interface in Systems Reliability 
November 1973, Ris~ Report R-10-73 
Reprinted from NATO Conference on Generic Techniques in Systems 
Reliability Assessment. Liverpool, July 1973 
J. Rasmussm. 1974 
The Human Data Processor as a System Component 
Bits and Pieces of a !-lodel, Juue 1~74, Ris~ Report R-8-74 
J. Rasmussen 1976 
Outlines of a Hybrid Model of the Process Plant Operator 
Ris~ Note N-7-76 
Reprinted from NATO Conference on Monitoring Behaviour & 
Supervisory Control, Berchtesgaden, March 1976. 
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J. Rasmussen & J.R. Taylor 
Notes on Human Factors Problems in Process Plant Reliability 
& Safety Prediction- Ris~-M-1894 1976. 
8. Available from the library at Ris~. 
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124-11-10/4600/50 
Classification. : 15' /6$;5 
TiC7:1 ' Pay• a 
Parametres humains de la sQrete. FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN ' 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur : 
Date 
Etat 
,..,.... 
CEA/DSN - SETSSR 
Human factors in nuclear safety. 
Responsable : 
MME A. CARNINO 
(DSN - SETSSR) 
- Scientifiques : 
de demarrage . Ol/Ol/7.6 Date prevue d1 achevement ~1 ,12 ;81 . 
actue1 : en cours Derniere mise a jour : 23/12/76 
Objectif general : 
Lorsqu 1on etudie la causalite elemeutaire des accidents ou incidents 
nucleaires on constate que les composants d'origine humaine sont 
majoritaires, il etait done capital de s 1efforcer d'etudier 
scientifiquement !'organisation humaine, 3eme composante d'une 
installation nucleaire. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
3 objectifs ont ete determines : 
1) Analyse des organisations humaines autour des installations nucleaires; 
2) Etudes ergonomiques particulieres influant directement sur la 
stlrete nucleaire (interface homme/pupitre de commande, entretien 
en milieu radioacti£) ; 
3) Essai de mesure de fiabilite humaine dans 1 1 industrie nucleaire. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Deux etudes d 1organisation ont ete lancees en 1976.: pres d 1un 
reacteur ; pres d 1une installation de chimie radioactive. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Deux autres installations vont ~tre prochainement'etudiees. 
Relation avec d 1 autres etudes : 
Ces etudes sont en relation 
Avec les etudes entreprises sur la part nucleaire au departement 
de protection; 
Avec les travaux de fiabilite entrepris par le groupe fiabilite 
au DSN ~ 
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~sification: 15.1 
Title 1 (Oriqinal Langua2e) : comrrRY: 
Ermittlung und Analyse menschlicher Funktionen BRD beim 
Betricb von Kernkraftwerken SPONSOR: 
{SR 100 - II.5.2., Jahresbcricht A 75) I3IH 
ORGANIZATION: 
TUV Rheinland, 
Koln 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Le~:/ 
Identification and Analysis of Functions of the Human Prof. or. 
Opera~or in the Operation of Nuclear Power Plants Kuhlmann 
.. 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
'.0ril 1973 1975 
I ( 
· status: Last U;edating (Date): . 
finished December 1975 
1. General aim 
Operation experiences in nuclear power plants indicate that the human 
operator considerably contributes to the system output on normal as 
well as on faulty operating conditions. Thus an effective power plant 
design and development has to take into systematic account the possi-
bilities and limitations of the human element. In view of this the 
study aims at identifying and analyzing the functions of operating 
._r.)nd maintenance personnel. (; 
2. Particular objectives 
The objective of the project is to find out to what extent the above 
requirements are met in existing plants, i.e. to identify what the 
human operators are required to do and how they achieve it. It is 
expected that these analyses will result in basic Human Factors 
recommendations for the design of safe and effective operating and 
maintenance procedures. 
,' :. .. 3 •. P.rogram- ... 
~~1-~~E~E!~~~~~!-f~2!!!~!~e . 
None. 
'.\ 
'\· 
•.., 
(1) Search, compile and annotate the literature of both technical 
and Human Factors origin in 'order to give a survey of the present 
state of the art. 
· (2) Analyze functions of the plant personnel in terms of tasks and 
responsibilities assigned to them by operating procedure manuals, 
work regulations, etc. 
'(3) Analyze incident reports to better take into account random 
events that cannot be observed directly. 
(4) Administer interviews to operating and management-personnel in 
order to obtain informations on the ·functions as well as on 
. their subjective evaluation. 
(5) Observe directly personnel carryin~ out routine and, if possible, 
non-routine work. This is considered a major source of information 
for identifying and analyzing tasks .• 
4. Project status 
~~1-E!Qgf~22-~Q_§~~~ 
Functions of operating and maintenance personnel in three nuclear 
power· plants were investigated by consideration of ·both nonfunctional 
and dynamic factors. The latter were established by observations of 
tasks carried out, by interviews administered to personnel, and by 
analyzing reported operations of all kinds. The former ones included ~ 
recording and evaluating equipment, facilities, job aids, regulations, 
etc., as well as interviews. Besides, pertinent literature references 
and incident reports were compiled and evaluated. The data collection 
activities have been terminated. 
4.2 Essential result~ 
---------------------.. , I • ' 
Results were •obtained on the"' role of static characteristics such as 
. ' 
the design of displays, cont·rols, and 'communication facilities, 
' I 
structural and technical design, job aids, and personnel and work 
' l. 
; 
' 
_, 
; 
l 
l 
~ . . .... 
' 
organization. Further results concerning the performance of tasks 
include the use of information transmission equipment and of 
manuals, the analysis of individual activities and the structure of 
tasks, the impact of characteristics of work and personnel organiza-
tion, and of particular working modalities such as the physical 
environment. 
5. Next steps 
Organize and report the results of the study •. 
6. Relation with other projects 
The study is related to projects RS 70 (completed September, 1973} 
and SR 36 (in progress) • 
7. Reference documents 
Quarterly reports (in German} in the series "IRS-Forschungsberich-
te": 
Report period covering Jan.-Mar. 1975 
Report period.covering Apr.-Jun. 1975 
Report period covering Jul.-Sep. 1975 
8. Degree of availability 
The "IRS-Forschungsberichte" can be obtained from the organization 
issuing these research reports. 
; ...... " . ; ·: * .. ~ . 1 
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1. Ce,neral ltq an_a e. Pa
Informatlon systems have been lnvestlgated which ïrers sultable
for tralnlng the etaff of operatlng reactorg. Crlterla for the
cholce of an opttnal schoolLng progran xrere to Ëe deveroped,
conslderlng several lnforuatlon carrlers and nedla. Âa exarrtple
o l a tralnlng progran had to be produced and tegted,.
ll,':ie,1rch Pfogfam
'',t'ork was concentrated on the f,ollowlng progran:
a) .trrvr:sLt6atlon of the ulrplloablltty of varloug lnforuetton
systems.
b ) Development of a sultable 'èonblnatlon of several meù[a.
c) Productlon criterla for echoollng prograns.
d ) Bulld-up of tratnlng prograns f,or the staff.
a) I'r.oilut>t.tsu of spoolul tratnlng exanples.
f) Docunentatlon.
@''
t::., :
Classif lcat,Lon: 15.2
1l!Ig 
- 
1 *ç_llglnal l:jlnsuaqe) s
Iinttr lckIunl4 und Aufbau elnes Ausblldungssystems ln
Medl*nverbund zur Intenslvlefrrng der Schulung und Er-
tüchrlgung von Betriebspersonal von Kernkraftwerken(ns 152 - II .5.21 Jahresberichr A 76)
COUNTRY:
BRD
SPONSOR:
RME"P
ORGÀI'IIZATION:
K!ÿU, Frankfurt
'riilë 2 
"l§ns_f lsh) : ,
Development of a lralnlng Systen for' the Staff, 
.of
Reactor Plants
llrl I t.rl.,itl (lr.rtc.): Cornpl.et_cï 
_(Datg) I
E1,l!:,,l5 , râJÉ #paI&,,o rout.l ,
(:orlti rilr:j n,r V1 . 12" 76
Project Leader:
H. Marttn
4. . Experimental Facilities 
No experimental :facilities necessary. 
5. Progress to Date 
Comparative tests with diapositive-projectors with higher power 
were performed. Tests were started with super-S and 16 mm films. 
The quality o:f' the pictures was compared. 
Some production examples were created :for group schooling 
purposes. The time sequences were optimized. 
An information program :for the sta:f':f' o:f' power. plants was deve-
loped. 
The special training (detail work on systems and :functions of 
a special power station) was ... considered during the start-up 
phase on the base o:f' one day per week. 
6. Results 
The diapositive projectors were not well suited for special 
purposes. The tests with super-S and 16 mm films showed that 
the super-8-:f'ilm needed higher e:f':f'ort for illumination and had--. 
a lower quality o:f' the pictures compared with the 16 mm film. · __ 
A trick-technique :for the presentation of components by 
successive build-up of single parts has shown good results. 
This methods allowed the arrangement of components in the right 
series. \ 
The time criteria for single szenes and sequences were checked. 
Real-szeneries should not be longer than 5 min. Theoretical 
presentations and trick sequences should follow, but not longer 
than 50 - 60 sec. 
i 6a3
TLr€ tralnlng prognàa w111 qonglst of 4 - 5 phasee. Ihe bastc
course has to procure ftrndamentaL knowled,ge. Itre second phase
gives baslc lnfornatlons of üre epeclal porrer statlon ty?e and
the systems. rhe thlrd, phase glves detatl,s of, speclal systens
and firnctlons. The fourth phase offers slnurator-tralnlng of
dynamlc processes, maLfunctlons and, norrnal operatloa. Tho
ritttr phase ls the so-carred ron ùhe Jobn-tralnlrrg whoa üre
staff gets the needed knowledge dr:rtng actlve work oa üre
statlon.
i 7. tüext Stepsi
Correctlve dlscusslons wlth utllltles about detalls of the
suggested tralnlng progralo w111 be oonpleted,.
8. Relatlon wlth Other ho.lects
10. Derree of Aval1qbll1tÿ
EJ
rn(.)
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Classification 15.2 
·' 
Title 
~:ecificatie van eisen voor b.edienend personeel 
'; 
!. . ( • ) 11. 'kern energJ.e centrales. 
Title 2 
Specificatioh of requirements for op~rating 
personnel at nuclear (powe~)stations. 
Country 
Nederland 
~onsor . 
Ministry of 
Social Affairs 
·Organization 
Reactor Centrum 
Neder.land 
Pro j ec t 1 cad er 
F.M. de Meul~~eester 
Initiated August 1974 
.... atus Progressing 
Completed July 1975 (intended) 
Last updating n.a • 
'\ 
'. ,_,,·· .-: ·.:: .". .. . -. . . ~ . . ... - ~ . . .. 
1. General aim 
To advise the authoritieP on the training requirements for operating 
.·personnel at .nuclear power stations. 
2. Particular objectives 
.The programme will consist of: 
- an inventory and evaluation of requirements imposed on t~e operating 
. . 
personnel bij the Dutch utilities and the requirements prescribed by:.' 
the authorities in other coutries, 
... 
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3. Experimental facilities ) 
4. Project status ) 
5. Next steps ) not applicable 
6. Relation with other projects ) 
7. Reference documents ) 
' 
'• 
8. Degree of availibility 
The reports will be written in the Dutch language. They will be sub-
• 
mitted to the Ministry of Social Affairs, Postbus 69, Vooxburg. 
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16. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

;. 
' 
' 
Classification: 16.2 
Title 1 (Original Langua(_Je) : COUNTRY: 
BRD StereobildUbertragungssystem . 
(RS 113- 1.2.3 .• Jahresbericht A'75) SPONSOR: 
B~1FT 
fQRGANIZATION: 
Forschungslab.Klein-
wachter, Lorrach 
Title 2 (en~lish): Project. Le~: 
Stereo-Television System Prof. Dr. Klein-
wachter 
Initiated (Date): Com12leted (Date) : 
.•" 
.'pri 1 1974 June 1975 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
. 
finished June 1975 
General Aim 
The aim of this investigation was constructing a three dimensional picture trans-
mission system for observation tasks in radioactive contaminated surroundings. 
Television equipment can give spatial view to man, attribute of remotely controll-
ed saving and repairing operations - especially in telemanipulator applications~ 
Particular Objectives 
~The objective of the project-s first step was the conception of an elementary ste-
" reo-tv-system for demonstrating that you can effect a spatial impression of trans-
mitted movable pictures in man's mind; The principle is to transmit the signals of 
two cameras that are arranged in man's eye distance beside each other. These 
Pictures are reproduced in two different colours on a colour monitor. The pictures 
are separated by coloured spectacles. Subsequentely, stage 2 and later on stage 3 
Provided tho progressive improvement of a fadeless colour steroo-tv-system. 
Project Status 
Progress to Date / Essential Results 
Several stereo-tv-systems have been realized. After having completed all works on 
... 'the·· complementary eolour system, the' elements for a chopper system were selected. 
: '. >::- Th·e .. :~o~t s~i t~bi~ ma teri~i: ~S, fer~:~·ie:ct~ical. :~eramic' because cif.'i'ts shbrLrise . 
. ; and fall· times. :These elements ar~ sti.ll in: th'a ~xperimental· status and some pro-
. I 
bes arrived with Klera at the end of tre project time, so that not all works could 
be completed in tims. All electronic~ units were prepared. 
To reach t.he aim explained above - especially in colour- a twoway-syst£~10. ~~with co-
lour--tv-t~quipmtmt was plnnnnd and rnal:i zed. The cnrnorR head conr;i sting of two co-
lour-tv-cameras was optimized, all deurces of freedom are remotely controlled. 
These deg~ees are focus, zoom, convergence - pitch and azimuth-axis of the camera 
head. The aperture is controlled automatically. 
, The complementary system of stage one as well as the colour-tv-system of stage two 
and three give a very good spatial impression to the viewer if the cameras are OP-
timally adjusted. 
Next.steos 
The chopper system should be completed. A prolongation of the project was propos-
ed at the end of stage 3. 
Relation with other Projects 
The development is done for the KTH of the GfK-Karlsruhe and coordinated with 
RS 21 (Synchronous Telemanipulator System). 
Reference Documents 
Quarterly reports in the I85-Forschungsberichte (German). 
Peport period April 19?4 - June 19?4 V ?4/2 
July 1974 - Sept. 1974 V 74/3 
Oct. 
Jan. 
April 
Annual report April 
(Engl.) 
Degree of Availability 
Request necessary. 
1974 -
1975 -
19?5 -
19?4 -
.. I 
',. 
Dec. 19?4 V 74/4 
March 19?5 V 75/1 
June 19?5 V 75/2 
Dec. 1974 Ir::.\5-F-24 
'•''t 
• ! 
j I l 
,, 
. I ; •· . j 
'. 
.. 
... 
'· I• 
) . 
~ . 
Classificati.£!2: 16.2 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTHY: 
Ferngcsteuerte Arbeitsgerli.te und mobile•Systeme 
BRD 
zur Schadenser-
fassung '. SPONSOR: 
(PNS 1~422 .:.. I. 2. 3. , Jahrcsbericht A 75) BM•'·r 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (er.glish): P.roject Leader: 
-
Remotely Controlled \olorking Gear and Mobile Systems for Damage G. \ol. Kohl er 
Assessment 
. 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date): 
'1971 December 1975 
Status: Last U;edating (Date): 
-finished December 1975 
General aim 
For the damage assessment after emergency cases in nuclear facilities it 
can be necessary to dispose remotely controlled mobile systems with 
manipuators. 
The development and improvement of those systems is the aim of this project. 
Progress to date and essential Results 
The chassis of the lightweight MF3 manipulator vehicle for the Nuclear 
Emergency Brigade was'complctely assembled and subjecte~ to works trial 
runs and acceptance tests. 
All funktions of the MF3 chassis with its variahle BCOMotry chassis were 
verified in accordance with specifications. 
Two electric MasterSlave EHSM II manipulators and the action control 
system for the whole NF3 system including command transmission, 
transmission of information and·power supply were subjects of a 
tendering procedure after the end of the project design phase and 
followine co~plction of the design. Fixed price bids have now been 
submitted by· .;industries on the EMSl1 II manipulators and the action· 
~ ' .. .. .. '... .. ... . . . - ..., . . ... ... ' - ' 
.. coritr~l system •. : ' ~ ,t'' • ' 'f': '. ' 
'Th.e. p'os'Gibili tie.a~. ,of. cmployin8 "MF3~' have~ been· _studied in depth and 
covered in an internal report. 
I • 
''I' '!• 
' 
i 
' 
~. 
. 
~ 
' j j 
The Expttrt Committeo on 11 Equipmont·for Em~rgenoios A.nd for Removing the 
Consequence::; of Incidents" of thn FedarRl Ministry of Research and 
Technology has not been able to recommend the application for funding 
. . ' 
the development projects' or' electric MasterSlavo manipulators, "El4SM II" 
"and of tlv~ action control system for "Hl'3".· Thi3 is due to the 
responsibilities·for the Nuclear Emergency Brigade, which presently are 
in need of clarification. 
The additions for teat rigs to the electric EMSM I MasterSlave prototype 
manipulator have been finished. 
The 11EMSH" manipulator has ~een tested in detail. In the light of the 
experience accumul.::ttcd, the load carrying capability and the cooling 
system were improved upon and the elasticity of the system was reduced. 
Next Steps 
Tho "EMSM II" project and the action control system will again be 
submitted to the responsible body of experts as soon as the 
. 
responsibility for the Nuclear Emergency Brigade has bee clarified. 
Reference Documents 
"Manipulator vehicle system MF2 and its possibilities of application",. 
Kerntechnik (1975) No.12 (german and english) 
Report KFK 1859 (1973) P• 215 (german) 
Report KFK 1908 (1973) P• 235 (gcrman) 
Report KFK 2050 (1974) P• 268 (german) 
Report Kt'K 2130 (1974) P• 336 (gcrman) 
Report KFK 2195 ( 1975) P• 446 (gcrman) 
Report KFK 2262 (1975) P• (gcrman) 
Semiannual reports in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
. Report period Jan.-June 
July-Dec. 
Jan.-June 
Degree of Availabili tl 
,. 
'I 
I 
., I 
1974 
1974 
1975 
IRS-F-21 
IRS-F-23 
IRS-F-26 
•r • 1 
. : 
,., 
'' 
(german) 
(german) 
(german) 
I' ., 
,. 
T'l ,... f'. t• .... , ... ' 
' ·l 
, .. 
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17. NUCLEAR ACCIDENT RECOVERY AND DECOMMISSIONING 
( :; 

Classification: 17.1 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Entwicklung von Dekontaminationsverfahren 
SPONSOR: (PNS 4411 - 1.2.4, Jahresbericht A76) ~MFT 
ORGANIZATION; 
GfK,Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Development of Decontamination Methods Dr. Dippel 
Dr. Hentschel 
DI Kunze 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
I : ·---ran 1 9 7 3 Dec 1977 
. Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing December 1976 
l' 
i 1 • General Aim 
Decontamination processes for t~e decontamination of metal surfaces 
are optimized and new processes aimed at high decontamination ef-
ficiency and a minimum production of decontamination wastes. The 
processes are intended to be applied in a facility for conditioning 
nuclear components after incidents and for final disposal. The 
chemical agents used are compatible with the treatment and solidi-
., 
' fication processes for the radioactive liquids. In case selected 
chemicals can undergo special treatment to avoid disturbance in 
-1 ~ the before mentioned processes. 
2. Particular objectives 
Particular objectives are the reduction of waste volumes containing 
big loads of chemicals, compatibility of the decontamination agents 
with waste treatment and solidification processes, and the appli-
cation of the decontam~nation processes, by remote working tech-
niques. 
3. Research Program 
The essential experiments are the preparation of contaminated 
standard samples, variation of decontamination paste composition, 
study of the paste effectiveness in relation to composition and 
1 •; t '; 
------------ --· -------·~----
--- -- ~-- ~~---
of the behavior of their components on waste treatment and soli-
dification and estimation of waste production rates in compari-
son to liquid decontamination chemicals followed by the develop-
ment of a application technique in thin layers for the paste. 
~--.,.....-
Basically the same experiments are carried out with molten salts. 
Optimization experiments are to be started for better cleansing 
effectiveness with a liquid cleanser and decontamination che-
micals. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
No special experimental facilities are necessary. Standard la- :-~ 
boratory equipment is used for the experiments. 
5. Progress to Date 
5.1 Development of cleansing pastes and application of molten salts 
for the decontamination of metal surfaces 
Cleansing pastes have been prepared by mixing combinations of HF, 
HN03 and HCl with a HF resistent, highly dispersed baryte type 
material. The~fectiveness of these pastes has been proved with 
samples taken from power stations. 
KHP04 and sodium peroxide powder have been applied as deconta-
minants by coating metal surfpces to be decontaminated. Both 
melts are very effective, as could been shown by decontaminating 
power station samples. 
The development of technical equipment for the application of 
pastes and molten salt to surfaces in thin layers is finished 
and the components in question are ordered. 
5.2 Optimization of a liquid cleanser 
Base material for a liquid cleanser have been selected by DT 
analysis with respect to their thermal stability. With the most 
stable types cleansers have been mixed with foam regulating 
agents. To this basic mixtures complexing agents have been added 
'\ 
and the decontamination effectiveness was tested. 
5.3 Optimization of the Decontamination of Components 
A selection of chemicals currently used for decontamination and 
applicated in dipping techniques have been tested for their ef-
fectiveness with respect to working temperature and concentration. 
Further experiments are on the way. Out of others HN03 , HN03/HF, 
alcaline KM0 4 solution, citric acid and oxalic acid are tested. 
6. Results 
6.1 Development of cleansing pastes and application of molten salts 
"""' ~ / for decontamination of metal surfaces 
Baryte material based pastes show in all experiments and appli-
cation tests the better effectiveness than pastes on polyethelene-
titanium-oxide-mixtures. Pastes without hydrochloric acid, have a 
similar effectiveness than those containing hydrochloric acid, but 
the decontamination time is longer, about twice as much. Because 
of the absence of the polyethelene powder the thermal stability 
of the paste is higher and difficulties in the transportation of 
the waste waters caused by this powder are eliminated. 
It could be demonstrated, that KHP04 as decontamination agent is 
very efficient in decontaminating primary circuit samples from 
() P\~Hu. t\d. i vi tios of 0. 5 to 1. 5 l1Ci/cm2 prior to decontamination 
are removed up to between 1% and 5% residual activity. 
Regarding the technical equipment for coating contaminated sur-
faces it has been demonstrated that pastes can be applied in th~n 
layers. Only current type technical components are necessary. 
Compatibility problems are solved by selection of special surface 
protection coatings for all those parts which come in contact 
with the chemical agents. 
6.2 Optimization of a Liquid Cleanser 
The above mentioned mixtures show a definitely better thermal 
stability in comparison to currently used liquid decontamination 
cleansers. Up to now the decontamination results compared with those 
of the Papan-Dekopan cleanser are better with respect to Ru-106, 
practically the same with respect to Cs-137, and poorer with re-
spect to Co-60. 
6.3 Optimization of the Decontamination of Components 
Experimental results show that decontamination results are better 
at a working temperature of ao 0 c. With respect to effectiveness 
and amount of waste generated 4 m nitric acid is the best choice. 
HN03/HF 4 concentration can be reduced by a factor of 2, leaving 
the effectiveness unchange~. The same result is found for the 
concentration of alkaline KMno 4 solution; the removal of Ru-106 
with it is excellent. Regarding organic acids, the 1% oxalic acid 
and the 0.2 m citric acid/0.3 m oxalic acid mixture are the most 
effective. 
7. Next Steps 
7.1 Development of cleansing pastes and application of molten salts 
for decontamination of metal surfaces 
After a technical demonstration of the coating equipment these 
developments are finished. 
7.2 Optimization of a Liquid Cleanser 
In case a composition of the cleanser can be found the effective-
ness of which is comparable with ~pat of Papan-Dekopan for the 
isotopes selected, the range of application of the cleanser will 
be extended to glass and plastic surfaces. 
7.3 Optimization of the Decontamination of Components 
The experiments mentioned are continued aimed at optimal concen-
tration with respect to decontamination effectiveness. In this 
the use of other application techniques is included. 
\ 
c· 
0 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
There is a cooperation with KAH company in the development of 
decontamination agent app1ication equipment. 
9. References 
Th. Dippel, D. Hentschel, s. Kunze 
Decontamination and Decontamination Wastes 
Kerntechnik, 12, 256-531, 1976 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
The report is available at the authors. 
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Classlficatlon 3 1?,3
'f I tL t, 
',i_-j_ttll.JlnaI- talguqge
ünt,wlcklung von !,lethoden und Verfahren zur
, :§tillegung und Endbeeeitlgung nuklearâi Anlagen
,, (fii§ lrlilJi - rI.2,lr, Jalresbericht, Â 76 )
COUNTRY:
I}RD
SPONSOR:
ORGÀI{TZÀTION:
'rit_lq 2,([:lCIlish)l
.Devôloprnent, of Methode and Techniquea for the
Decornmlea"ioning and urt,lnate DLspoeal of Nucrear Facllltle
ProJect Leader:
O.U. Kôbler
I tt i t l,r t.ltl ( n.1ta) :
.lrrrr.. I't'llt.
I: LàLus :
tlolrLirr':il:g
Ç"rlpls !gq*Jqegs.)j
|.ÿ(ll
t,ast updating (paid) :
Decerabg.r 31, 1976
1., General Atms
+-
Development of unethode and techniquea for the decoaalseLoalag aad ultl,aate
'!'dfsposal of nuclear facllltlee.
j:
:.' 
.2. fnrllvlrlr:n1 Taeks
2.1,studiee oa the condltionlng of large reactor coaponenta.
ultimate dj.epoeal of.nuclear porror ctatLone by evaluaÈloa of reeulta
obtalned at hoae and abroad.
-1. ft.-.16ryrrn of InveetlgattonJe
Cond.ltlonlns:
.,.
,.1 Heanr of dlerounttng large regctor cônponaatg fron the reactor butldlag.
,.. 1,.2 Supp.lenerttlng ând coûpletlng drawl.nge for oondttlonlng faotllu,ee.
'Pori.si ble ettes for "a condltlonlng faclllty ôn tho reactor preaieee.
.r., rnvestlgatlon of thermal aeparatlon nethods for appltoatioa la aualear:. t'acr1ltles. sefectlon of aechanLcar eeparat!,oa tools.. 
.
General Analysis: 
3.4 Dismounting, crushing - steel/concrete 
Conditioning of large components 
Auxiliary systems 
3.5 Means of reactor component transportation from nuclear power station 
~.6 Waste conditioning 
3.? Setup of time schedule for decommissioning 
3.8 Special arrangement of reactor components 
3.9 New reactor lines 
4. Test Facilities, Computer Programs 
5. Work Performed 
Conditioning: 
The investigations relating to 3.1 through 3.3 were performed and 
terminated within the period of reporting. 
General Analysis: 
The studies relating to 3.4 and 3;~ were performed and terminated. 
Points 3.6 through 3.9 were treated although not terminated within 
the period of reporting. 
6. Results 
Conditioning Facility: 
Ad 3.1 Dismounting large reactor components is feasible technically, even 
after an extended period of operation. 
Except for the pressure vessel of new boiling water reactors, the 
components can be removed as integral units. 
Dismounting unshi~lded components emitting a high dose rate is very 
expensive since it has to be done by remote handling and remote 
inspection. 
·-· 
twl
Ad ].2 A con4itlonlng faclllty can be Lnetallad on thg pouer etatlou elte
of neu 11ght water reactorg. Exlstr,lg eldlng tracks oan geàerally
be rrsed for traneporto froa and to the fasllLty'
Ad ,.'3 Conslrterlng the slzes of coaponenta and the aaterl.al tblckncsat
thernal aeparatlon technlquea should be preferably used I'n
: , ' ,llsmontllng, abovê all plaena .fuelon cuttint anô autogeneous flaac
. ,' cuttlng (aleo combtned).
'
!.or cooponent dlemountlng aud fragueatatlon of eegneuts aecbaafcal
tooLa anô oachlpe tools, reepectLvely, sucb aB aavs aaô hanaer cbcare,
: are eulteble Eê'nB.
Oo rro rn l An.e ! ys 1s :
.rtt
LJna l.tr Di.smountlng of eonponenta ln the reactor bulldlng le feaal'ble
": 
''. ter:trnlcally, buü only reasonable Ln caae of deconnl.eetoning,
tf a corponent has to be roplacad, external dierantllngr o.§. lu
r i:ondttioning factllty, ahould be preferred so that tbe l.natallatloa
of the replaced corponents le not deLayed. t
axiU.arÿ aysteaa aucb ae a protecttve tent, hood, fJ.lterr eto. aro
,receaas.ry la both caaoa ia order to avold propagattoa'of
contaninatlon. 
'
Ad 5.l! Dun to the higb
.(at> - Jo yoars)
tranoport. Thts
siaed conponeate
uni te.
/. Plnn.si for Flture Hork
Cornplctl on ôf polnta J.6 through ,.9.
8. ne)."tlons to Other laeks
@
doee rate to be cr§ected after loagteru opcratl,oa
the prluary conponeuta nust be ahleldcd durlng
lncreegerc the uelght and slzee so tbat oaly aedtua-
(e.G. prLoary punp) caa bo traneported aa lntegral.
'\
9. Literature 
G.W. Kohler, J. Weppner, M. Salaske, W. Hennhofer, StudienentwUrfe fUr 
eine Anlage zur Konditionierung schwerer aktiver Reaktorkomponenten, 
Trenn- und Zerlegemethoden sowie ferngesteuerte Arbeitsgerate. 
July 1976 (not published) 
J. Wepnner, G.W. Kohler, 
Die Konditionierung von Reaktor-GroBkomponenten 
- Ein Uberblick -
December 1976 (not published) 
10. Availability of Reports 
taut.,jr,\
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1. Çeneral Ain
The rad,ioactlve lraste from d,isnaatrias of aucrear power
plants causea several problems. In ord,er to solve tb,ese
problems, iü ls aecessar:r'to aaaryse tb,e raêLoactive waste.îhe results will arlow to sp,eclfy the requlreueaüs for haaê-
I inrg, transport or burrlal of the wagte.
Particular Ob.lectives
i'/ithin ühe f,:ranework of, aa overarl p:roJect La ühe vtew of
r:onditioning hear6r reactor-corponeats from the ôlsnantling
of nuclear polrer plants, thLs study ehourd d,eliver the ae_
ccssarrr data about the Erantlty anct quality of the waete.À rongtoru suEmarrr analysls r.rirr be ca*r.ed out for the BRD.The waste shaLr be classified. coasld.erlng ôl.ffereat poiats
of vLews. llaste quaatttiea aB firactioa of tiae are to bedeternil"U.
t\
@2.
Classj.f icaiion: t7 .,
'ri,9],1_ 1 qIi9lnaf . tênguage) :
Quant.lt;,tive Meagenstreouaaalyse fiir raâioaHiveAbfü11e
(lt.': i:î'r't':' If .6.1, Jahresbericht A 76)
COUNÎRY:
BRD
SPONSOR:
BMFT
ORGÀT{IZATTON;
NIS 
- 
Hanau
lrt!1., 
- 
2 
_ 
( I :lllliehJj
tad.ioactlve ldasüe
Project Leader:
-
A. Gasch
t r1.1 tia'. d:r'l: (Date) :
1. 1A. 19'76
*i LaÈus: .ÿ --:--
' Çont ir,rrinr:'
cqmp!.plg§ 
_ . 
(-o_a re ) :
,o. 6. 1g?7
Last Updatinq (Date):
'31 
.72 , t97 6
taÀ%
,. Research Program
V.1 EstabLishnent of a aysten of classifying crlterias for the
7.2 Deternination of quartity of bul}y activated. waste
' .7.V fnterpretatioa of operatiag experieace Ln nuclear power.
.: I
. 
pLants
.'.'
"' ,.4 DeterninatLoa of Eraatity of bul§ contaminateè waste
.)t,
, 
. 7.6' ,' ' Sécoad.ary waeüe from the êisuantliag of nucleatr porÿer plante
-l-!L 
-ÂÀ-- ?^Âl,.7 Raê wasüe quaatLty after IOCÀ
. 
..4? .' DcperLneataL tr.acillties. Conputer Cod.es
, Coa" AKAI II calculates the actLvation ofI'rs V.2 . [he NIS Cônputer d.e 
. 
reactor components resultiag froa tbertal, eplthemal, anô
fast neutron flux. Racliol.eotopes proèuceô by varLous reactioas
are aôd.eù by the machLne.,..
OnIy the following input èata are necessarTr: the activatable
reactor components with speoiflc aeutron flux, ühe materLafeli
'. of reactor compoaeats wtth tbeir composltLoa anê thelr ex- '
: position time. l[he aucl{ôespeciflc d.aùa of tb.e activatable
materials anê produceô raôloisoùopes are stored, lu a 1lbrar5r(file) o
9. Progress to Date
t.
, 
re V.1 A systen of classtfyla{ criterlas haE beea created.. Seve:lal
.: . , cabllity for classlflcatlon of dlsnantU.ng waste. llhe classL-
ftctatlou of r1$.onantLi,ng raù wssts §ollows the seooumeud.ations
't.''
' 
' 
*1i''':'; Of, ühO IÀEA'
l+t1
v-'2 îhe base for'carculatloa of activities has boea foruod,
1.4 computations of tb,e contamlnateô bullçy waEte guaatltJ.ee
have been started,
, 6. Resuità
''re 5-1 The d.isnaatr.ing waste uusü be haud,Ied, üransportod, and
will be classlfied. corre§,pond.ing to thelr psrslcal conôLtLoae.
ffi vLtles which is opposite to ühe reco'nn.eadatloas of tb,e IÀEÀ.Furtheruore chenl.cal aggression aaô toxity are consiêe:çed,.
re
ro
,
II
tt
b
.l
rl
1.2 Defiaiü results
1..4' Deflnit results
are not
are not
avatlabl,e
avaLlable
Next Steps
I
1.2 ?he work wilL be finlshed. by Apri1
7-1 Tr" interpreüatlon of operating experieacesplsnts is plaaned. for first quarte:r of 1g??
).4 :'J'tro work wilL be fLnisheê by Âpril
7.5. The work wi1l start late:r oa
7.6 the work wlII start 1ater oa
1;? Tho work will start later on
La auclear powett
1.
I
{ i:
'.. .i. 
.
. ----- -~ -- ---~--- -~- - ~- -~ ~~~ 
9. References 
IAEA "Standardization of Radioactive Waste Categories" 
Technical Reports Series No. 101, 1970 
BMI-Entwurf vom 16. 11. 1976 
"Verordnung uber den Schutz von Schaden durch ionisierende 
Strahlen" (Strahlenschutzverordnung) 
Staatsanzeiger fur das Land Hessen 
"Bedingungen uber die Lagerung von schwachaktiven Abfallen 
im Salzbergwerk Asse" 
Nr. 18, Seite 202 
H. Ramdohr, Kerntechnik 11. Jahrgang 1969, Nr. 5 
10. Availability of Reports 
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Classification: 18 
'1'1 tlt: __ l ___ (~E_iginal Language) : COUNTRY: 
. . BRD 
Kr it i k.tll t~.ts-Studien 
(A'l'T OB5 1\. .... I. 4.1 
• 
Jahresbericht A 76) .SPONSOR: BMI 
.. 
ORGANIZATION: 
.. LRA, Garching 
--
'filh· ,;: _ :;:,~glish): Project Leader: 
Crltic:tl: t.y Studies Prof. Dr. Birk-
hofer 
w. Thomas 
i n i l i .:1 t <-d ( D_~tc) : cqmplctcd (Datcl : 
OL.atus: Last Updating (Date) : 
<" -~~ -- .... 
continuinq December 1976 
·rroblcims ·of cri ticali ty safety for fissile material outside reactors are 
·invcst.:l9atc'd and solved. Safety criteria, critical and safe parameters 
· ·wi 11. h·e established for handling of .fissile material in enrichment pro-
GCdurt'•n I flH~ l manufacturing, reprocessing I storage and transportat::ion. 
1~ J.-:tk~' .:JJul · ('on~->cquences of cri ticali ty al:cidents for the environment and 
· pcpsonndl will be evaluated. 
'! 
·I 
1 
I'll\.. ~-
~ ~. Patticular Objective~ 
Special problems of neutron interaction and isolation will be treated. 
The in f llH'ncc of concrete structures of hot cells on neutron reflection 
will h\• (·nn:; idcrcd. Problems of homogeneous and heuerogeneous n·eutron 
poisonlnq ~re investigated especially for reprocessing facilities. As• 
sessments of radiological consequences of. criticality accidents or other 
' 
severe accidents in plutonium an4 uranium fabrication facilities are in-
cluded. 
',\ 
·' . f:~--: •. 
. . . :: .,~·. '• 
.. 
. . 
~ .. ~-~· .. ----·"'·· ·~ 
3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
No experimental work. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
During last year criticality data for homogeneous mixtures of 233u and 
thorium including homogeneous poisons have been computed. Further cal-
cu~ations have been performed for plutoniumtributyl phosphate mixtures 
and plutonium-polyethylene systems. The separation and reflection ef-
fects of various concrete reflectors with and without nuclear absorbers .J 
have been investigated in a series of calculations by Monte-Carlo tech-
nique. For all cases slab geo~etry has been assumed. Similar calcula-
tions for storage assemblies of plutonium nitrate cylinders in concrete 
vaults are under way. A study for use of boron or hafnium plates as nu-
clea~ poison has been done for an extraction column in the first cycle 
o~ an oxide fuel reprocessing plant. Overview calculations have been 
performed for the storage of spent PWR fuel bundles in poisoned casks. 
In the field of risk analysis of the nuclear fuel cycle a theoretical 
analysis to predict the power and time dependence of criticality acci-
dents has been issued. Further implementations in the computer code 
RADCA for calculation of the consequences of criticality accidents have 
been incorporated. 
4.2 Essential Results 
A new supplement has been issued to the Criticality Handbook. 
5. Next Steps 
Completion of our Criticality Handbook. A safety study is under way for 
plutonium recycle in LWR, especially for fuel manufacturing of uranium 
elements and U-Pu-mixed oxide fuel. 
~ 
• i 
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IGuj.<lc di-. Criticitê, CEA,
Cr:itic;rlity Handbook Vol.
ÀRlI 6()0, 1968/72.
CEA-R-3114, 1967
I-III, R.D. Carter et al.,
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6. Itclation with Other pro'iects+' "
Itolat-l.onà'txist wlth deslgn studles for a neh, reprocesslng plant per-
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182-ll-10 Clnssificntion ·, 18 
Titre Pays : 
- 1 FRANCE 
Traitement des effluents reacteurs. 
Organisme direct:.:eur 
... CEA/DSN 
Titre. (anglais) Organisme ex~cut.:eur 
Date 
Etat 
CEA-DSN-SETSSR 
Processing effluents in nuclear reactors. Responsab1e • • 
J.GUIRLET 
Scientifiques . • 
de demarrage . 1/1/76 Date prevue d 1 achevement :31/12/Si • 
actuel • Derniere mise a jour :1/4/77 • en cours J .ROUX 
Obiectif general : 
Etude generale des traitements et installations concernant 
les effluents liq~ides gazeux et le conditionnement des dechets 
solides du point de vue : 
- de la nature des precedes mis en oeuvre 
des modes de fonctionnement 
- des resultats attendus 
Objectifs particuliers 
Etude particuliere du fonctionnement des installations mises en 
place dans le reacteur en service, en cours de mise en exploitation 
ou en projet dans les domaines precites : nature des installations 
et resultats d1exploitation , particulierement du point de vue 
des performances des installations de traitement des effluents 
liquides et du conditionnement des dechets. 
Etat de 1 1etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Actuellement analyse des informations contenues dans les 
documents d'analyse de sOrete des reacteurs en cours de 
demarrage et en projet. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Enseign~ment tire des installations de traitement des reacteurs 
de Tihange et de Fessenheim. 
Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
Application aux analyses de sOrete 
Rejets des installations. 
• •• I ••• 
. 
. 
. 
. 
'· ·I 
• Documents de r~f~rence : 
Rapports de sQret~ 
Notices d'exploitation. 
'\ 
:. 
• 
: 
' L 
'l'lTl.-B 1 (orie:l.nal lanauace) Classification ,. 
Valutazione eH proprj_cta. chimiche e fi- 18-
siche di rifiuti raclioattivi solidifica i 
TITLE ") (enclish) Country: ITALY '-
Evaluation of chemical and physical pro- Sponsor: CNEN 
perti~s of active solidified was·tes. Orgnrd sa ti"on: CNEN 
. 
llc:t te initiated 1975 Pro~ect Leader 
Date completed 1977 ; F. GERA 
' 
, 
Last updating June 1976 
: 
Descri-otion :The pur~ose of the project is to c.·mtrol·,the main chemic.:.· 
and physical properties of active solidified wa.stes to reduce posaibl( 
long-term environmental impac~s. 
Ra.dioactive solid wastes of nuclear reactors are fixed 
in beton or plastic compounds. On the resulting solid wastes many 
· tests will be carried out to evaluate the following characteristics: 
leaching, thennal stability, radiation damage, compression, etc • 
. . 
. . 
' 
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TITLB 1 {original language) Classification 
RicP.rca e sviluppo su con ten i'tiori di' 18 trA.spor-to. per fissili 
TITLB ..., (enclish) Country: ITALY .... 
Research an cl J.evelopment on fuel casks Sponsor: CNEN 
.. Ort~anisa tion: (*) 
Date initiated 1974 (present phase) Pro~e~t Leader 
. 
Date completed In progress CNEN - Divisione Ricerche 
Last updating June 1976 Sicurezza 
(*) CNEN-ENEL-AGIP Nucleare-FIAT Nucleare -Nuovo Pign~e-UniV"ersita 
di Pisa.-
General al.m 
Researches on s:pon·t fuel shipping casks. 
Particular objectives 
Preliminary design, experimental researches, calculations (shieldmg, 
mecharlics, heat tras.nfer), model. elaboration, tes-ts, optimization 
stu.dies on t,Ype of casks and means of transport related to power 
plants and· reprocesning facilities. 
Project statutl 
A first set of ret3earch contracts (CNEN-AGIP Nucleare, CNEN-FIAT 
NuclP-are, CNEN-Pisa University) and additional studies is completed. 
() Next steps 
Researches related to some aspects of casks development and licens-
mg. 
Relation to other project~ 
18 (Pisa University) 

.. . 
:. 
' 
1'72 5 
TITLJ:.: 1 (orieinal l.anc;ua{;e} Classification . . 
Ricerche e sviluppo su un contenitore 18 di trasporto. 
TITLB 2 (enclish) Country: ITALY 
Research and development of a fuel cask. Sponsor: C.A.M.E.N. 
' Orcanisation:C.A.M.E.N. 
-
UNIVERSITY OF PISA 
. 
lJate ini lia ted . 1975 Pro~ect L~aller . . . 
. 
lJate completed . In progress G • SARNO (CAMEN) 
' 
Last updating June 1976 G. FORASASSI (UNIVERSITY) 
Description 
Preliminary design, experimental researchesJcalculations (mecha 
nics, heat trasfer, etc •• ~ •• ),model elaboration, tests and optimi 
zation studies on the necessary modification of an obsolete caskfor 
spent fuel. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Sicurezza del trasporto del materiale 
radioattivo. 18 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Safety Problems in Design of Packaging S2onsor CNEN-CNR 
and Transportation of Radioactive Ma-
terials. Organisation University 
Pis a 
"' 
Date initiated 1968 Project Leader 
Date completed 1980 
FORASASSI Giuseppe Last UEdating May 1977 
~!)·General aim 
·Study of safety problems in design, construction and use of. transport 
casks for radioactive materials~ 
2) Particular objectives 
! 
of 
Present research activity is refened tp determ~nation of energy absorpti.on 
·characterist.ics o{ steel structure·s and to test models and components to 
support the desig~ of spent fuel shipping casks. 
3) .Experimental facilities and prog_r.am 
Facilities in Scalbatr~io Center of University of Pisa can be utilized 
for experimental studies as well as to carry out IAEA standard test serie~ 
on_packagings for radioactive materials. 
The following equipments are operable: 
a) Drop test tower for casks and models up to 2000 Kg of weijht; 
b) ~uided impact hammer (weighting up to 2300 Kg) for dynamic tests; 
c) Thermal test station (open fire);· ~ d) Vessel for hydraulic and tightness tests; 
e) Instrumentation for measures of acceleration, displacements, forces 
I 
·and temperatures during tests. 
4) Project status 
Research and testing series, completed two years ago, have brought to 
finalize the design of a low cost type B, fissile class II container; 
- Studies and te~program have been carried to determine ·mechanical enei 
gy absorption properties of several types of metallic structures rela-
ted to the design of· casks, as: 
-Steel honeycomb 
- Straight and circular fins. 
S) Next steps 
Up to d~1te study and ·test programs jnclude: 
- Sc~cral tests on finned surfaces 
study of containment problems as well as perf~ances of gaskets 
- StuJies and dynamic tests on bolts and tie-downs 
- Study of problems related to the use of models in standard tests. 
.., ' ., ... 
I, 'Title 1 (Original language) Sicurezza del trasporto del materiale 
radioattivo. 
. .... 
------- ---
Classification 
l8 
6) Relation to other projects 
·18 ( Ot}?.er progTams) 
· 7) Reference documents: 
·. 
1. G. ELETTI, R. ZAMBRINI, G. FORASASSI, P. SACCOMANNO . 
Sicurezza del trasporto del materi~le radioattivo. 
Atti del convegno sul1a si~urezza negli 1mpianti Nucleari. 
Pisa 21-26 Settcmbr~ 1970. · 
2 •. p. CITTI, G·. FORASASSI,. B. GUERRINI 
I.Ulievi su prototi.pi .di un contenitore per il trasporto. di mat"erial 
radioattivo . 
. ~tti del 1° Convegno AlAS - Palermo 1972. 
3. G. ELETTI, G. FORASASSI _ 
l~alian tes~ing station following !AEA Regul~tion; tF6 a· fissile 
Class II Type· B ~ackaging. 
4° Intcrnationai Symposium on:packaging and transportation of Radio-
active materials. 
22-27 Sept. 1974~ 
4 .• P. CITTI, .G. FORASASSI, S. REALE 
Problemi di similitudine connessi con due prove·standard per contenito 
· ri per 'trasporto di materiale radioattivo • · ·· 
1st. Imp. Nucl. Universita di Pisa. RL 171(74). 
's. G·. FQRASASSI, B. GUERRINI . 
Comportamerito di una strutturi metallica ~ ~elle esagonali in provE :i 
simulazione di "fuel cask drop". 
·. 1st. Imp. Nu cl'. Uni vers ita di Pis a. RJ. 204,(7 5) ~ 
.. 
. 6 •. G. FORASASS I 
Asso~bimen~o di energia meccanica mediante superfici alettate. 
I st. Imp. Nu cl. Uni versi ta di Pi~a •. RL 209 ( 7 5). · 
·. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Ricerche e svilu~po su un contenitore 
di trasporto. 18 
-
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Research and development of a fuel cask. SEonsor: C.A.MoE.N. 
Organisation C.A.lVI.E.N. 
-
UNIVERSITY OF PISA 
Date initiated . 1975 Project Leader . 
Date comEleted: In progress G. SARNO (CAMEN) 
Last UEdating . April 1977 G • FORASASSI (UNIVERSITY) . 
Description : 
Prelimi:L1ary design, experimental researches, calculations (mech~ 
~nics, heat trasfer, etc ••••• ),model elaboration, tests and optimil 
r: 
· zation studies on the necessa~ modification of an obsolete cask · 
for spent fuel. 
:. 
·i 
·. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Valutazione delle proprieta chimiche e 18 
fisiche di rifiuti radioattivi solidifi-
cati. 
-
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Evaluation of chemical and physical pro- SEnnsor CHEN 
perties of radioactive solidified wastes Organisation CNEN \ 
.... 
· Date initiated 1975 Project Leader 
Date completed 1978 A. DONATO 
Last updating 1977 
-
•. General aim 
The technical and experimental control of the main chemical and 
physical properties of solidified radioactive wastes~ for ob-
taining basic technical data to evaluate possible long-term 
environmental impacts. Liquid radio.active wastes (evaporation 
concentrates~ exhausted ions exchangers etc.) and solids 
are inc0rporated in cement~ concrete, bitumen or plastic. 
·The following characteristics are taken into account: lea-
chability, thermal stability~ radiation damage, compressi-
. ve stre~gth and weathering resistance . 
Particular objectives 
Set-up of methods for testing 
Project status 
Urea-Formaldheyde and Polymer Impregnate Cement have been 
evaluated 
Degree of availability 
Cooperation may be envisaged for standardization of testing 
methods• Exchange of information can be arranged. 
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Title 1 (Original languaee) Classification 
Ricerche su contenitori di trasporto I8 
per materiale fissile 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Researches on shipping casks for fissi S2onsor CNEN le material \ Organisation (~) 
Date initi.ated I974 (present phase) Project Leader I 
Date com2leted In progress 
Last UJ2dating April I977 CNEN - Divisione Ricerche Sicurezza I j 
(:) CNEN-ENEL-AGIP Nucleare-FIAT Nucleare ~ Nuovo Pignone-Universi-
ta di Pisa. 
General aim 
Particular obj~ct~ves 
Project status 
Next steps 
Research and development on shipping casks 
for fissile material. 
Development of spent fuel shipping casks. 
Design, experimental researches, calcul! 
tions (shielding, mechanics, heat tran~for) 
mod~l elaboration, tests, optimization 
studies on type of casks and means of 
transport related to power plants ~nd 
reprocessing facilities. 
A first set of research contracts (CNEN-
AGIP Nucleare, CNEN-FIAT Nucleare, CNEN-
Pisa University) is completed; other addf 
tional studies have been carried out. 
Researches related to some aspects of 
casks development and licensing. 
Relation to other projects !8 (other programs) 
. -
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Classification 18 
Title 1 
Ontwikkeling van een computercode voor het 
schrijven van een eenduidige en optimale 
herladingsprocedure 
Title 2 
Development of a computer code which 
writes an unambiguous and 
optimum reload procedure 
1. General aim 
countrx 
The Netherlands 
.QEganization 
KEMA 
Projectleader 
K.l?. 'r'ermaat 
The progranune "Reload" will provide th~ operator of a nuclear 
power plant with a stepwise written optimum reload procedure. 
1"135 
'The programme is based on octant symmetric reload patterns, 
however non symmetric fuel element movements can be included. 
2. Particular objectives 
The programme is developed to be applied in 'the Dodewaard nuclear 
power plant. The objective is to minimize the number of 
refuelling steps and the quantity of time to reload the core. 
The progrrumae will prevent errors which can possibly be made by 
handwriting the elaborous procedure, especially when a large 
number of reload elements, shuffle elements, dummy elements and 
inspection elements are involved in one reload scheme. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
4. Project status 
-.-.The progranune is in the development statu~. 
... 
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5. Next steps 
Complete development and test with previous handwritten reload 
procedures. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Physics reload scheme~ fuel inspection programme, fuel test 
progra:mme • 
7. Reference documents 
To be made. 
8. Degree of availability 
Through the organization KE~~ • 
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20. OTHER TOPICS 
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Classification: 20 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
HDR-Sicherheitsprograrnm SPONSOR: 
(RS 0123 A + B - III, Jahresbericht A 76) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Gfl<, Karlsruhe 
·ritle 2 {Enslish) : Project Leader: 
HDR Safety Program MUller-Dietsche 
Initiated (Date) : Com:eleted (Date): 
"\pril 1, 1974 1981 
/ Status: Last U~dating (Date) : 
continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
The safety program which will be performed on the decommissioned HDR-
plant near Frankfurt/Germany, serves for clarification of important 
problems within the framework of the light water reactor safety 
research program of the Federal Minister of Research and Technology 
(BMFT). 
The unrestricted availability of this reactor for investigations con-
cerning safety technology offers the rare possibility to check. on a 
() complete plant, the validity of engineering theories, applied design 
methods and the results achieved in current research projects up to . 
the actual limits of stress bearing capacity of specific reactor com-
ponents. 
2. Particu~ar Objectives 
The lll'l~ ~"-t"'ty )\('''J""''\ t1:1 ,1\\'\dr~.\ .inll"' f:\V<.' Spt~cific Projects (SP): 
l HDR Safety Program J 
• J I 
Spec. Proj. Spec. Proj. Spec. PrOJ• Spec. Proj. Spec. Proj 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
Non-de.- Pressure Blowdown Earthquake Leak 
structive vessel and Studies Studies rate 
Tests piping Studies 
Studies 
-----------
, .. 
. · , . r 
These five Specific Projects were determined due to the main objectives 
presently pursued under the Reactor Safety Research Program of the 
Ministr~ after harmonization with the involved authorities. 
3. Experimental Facilities and program 
3.1 Experimental Facilities 
The HDR with lOO MWth power was built to demonstrate the possibility 
of nuclear superheating. Typewise, it largely corresponds to the 
German water boiling reactor designed around 1967/1968. The main data 
can be seen from Table 1. Particular importance is attached to a fully 
pressure containment and the reactor pressure vessel. No nuclear ope-
ration is envisaged for the experiments. The experimental conditions 
will be obtained with an electrically heated boiler. 
3.2 Program 
~~~~~-2E~~~~~S-~E~i~£E_!QQQ!-~~~=2~~E!~£E~Y~-!~~E!~g~ 
Non-destructive testings serve for controlling the reactor pressure 
vessel and the piping under pressure tests and blowdown-tests and 
for ton I: inq j n-nnrvicc inspection systems under development. The 
.t:ollowiwJ ol>j(JcLivoo will be invostigated: 
- Assessment of record of the initial conditions 
- Detection of failure generation and failure propagation 
- Testing of inspection methods: proof of the suitability of new test 
methods 
- Comparative evaluation of non-destructive testing systems, such as 
u'ltrasonic impulse testing, magnetic particle testing, penetration 
testing, eddy current method, ultrasonic scattering, acoustic 
emission, acoustic holography, radiography. 
~~~-2E~£!!!£-~E~i~£E-~QQQ!_~!~~~~E~-Y~~~~!-~~2-~!E!~g_§E~2!~~ 
Studies of pressure vessel and piping should be a further step of 
intensifying and securing the basic knowledge of their safe design. 
The most important aspect is a study of the effective safety margin 
above the design ratings of components. The following objectives are 
pursued: 
- Material properties at the beginning of the experiments. 
- Component behavior under special loading conditions, 
e.g., operating conditions, blowdown, thermoshock, earthquake. 
- component behavior under specific weakening - fabricational and 
I operational defects·and crack formations- to determine boundary 
strengths or critical defects. 
) 
Reliability of the employed methods of calculation. 
~~~~~-§E~S!~~S-~E~i~S~--~222!-~!~~~2~-§~~~~~2 
In the blowdown studies it is possible to measure radial stresses of· 
reactor pressure vessel internals, containment structures and full 
scale valves by means of reactor typical impulse and mass-flow excita-
tions in their realistic dimensions. The studies comprise the follow-
ing objectives: 
Stress behavior of the reactor pressure vessel internals and con-
tainment structures 
- Behavior of·full scale valves under mass-flow excitation. 
Testing and further development of the various fluid and structural 
dynamic computer codes. 
~~~~~-§E~S!!~~-~E2i~£~--~222!-~~E~hg~~~~-2~~~!~~ 
Vibration-studies serve to improve and correct the basic knowledge 
about the safe design of building structures and pipe-systems with 
.i respect to the effects of earthquake. This implies the following ob-
jectives: 
- Verification and optimization of a.vailable analytic methods 
Influence of material and soil characteristics and design conditions 
)- Testing of experimental techniques 
- Advancement of analytical procedures for the non-linear range. 
~~~~~-§E~£~E~£-~E2i~£~-~222!-~~~~-~~~~-2~~~!~~ 
These studies serve to determine the previously unsettled parameters 
with the aim to standardize the leak rate procedure an&·.tb.e in-ser-
vice studies of nuclear power stations. 
This involves the following objectives: 
- Leak behavior of a cold plant. 
- Leak behavior of a plant at operating temperature. 
- Verification and optimization of existing analytical procedures. 
. ·· ... ·.· 'i. 
4. Project Status 
~~~-f~2g!~22-~2-E~~~ 
2~~~!~!-~E~E~E~~!~~-~~-~~~-~~-~~E~E!~~~~~ 
The last few highly radXactively contaminated components were removed 
from the plant and most of the work associated with the modification 
. for experimental operation was finished. The te~loop with an electric 
boiler to simulate conditions close to the operating conditions (310°C, 
110 bar) was installed. In addition, a central measured data acquisi-
tion system for 450 fast and 150 slow measuring stations has been 
ordered. 
§E~~!~!~_EE~i~~~-!QQQ!-~~~:9~~~E~~~!Y~-!~~~~ 
To assess the actual state of the components under study in an· accu-
rate way, a first fully volumetric automatic ultrasonic test of the 
RPV was carried out with a special type of manipulator built for this 
purpose. Areas specially selected of the RPV pipe connections, top 
lid, welds, defect areas, transitions and parts of the piping system 
were additionally tested manually (manual ultrasonic test, manual 
tandem test, radiography). 
0 In a pressure test (143 bar,SO C) sound emission measurement was used 
on the RPV and the piping system. It furnished various noise readings 
whose evaluation, however, indicates that leakages and other defect · 
noises had been detected and that there had not been any changes in 
the RPV. 
§E~~!~!~-~E~i~~~-~QQQ!-~EY-~~9-E~~~--§~~9!~~ 
The first materials data and the structural conditions were ·determined 
in material studies and metallographic examinations of drill cores 
taken from the pressure vessel and of specimens of the piping system. 
It turned out that the strength and ductility properties of the mate-
rials in the base material and the welds satisfied the requirements 
as specified and did not show any weakening defects. 
An experimental stress analysis carried out on the pressure vessel in 
0 the "cold" pressure test (143 bar, 50 C) revealed peak stresses and 
stress distributions on the RPV and certain regions of the piping 
system. A first comparison between measurement and calculation of the 
stresses determined on a large RPV-nozzle showed good agreement. 
.,....., 
eE~£!~!£_~~~i~£~-~QQQ!_~!~~~~~-~~E~~!~~~~~ 
Preliminary calculations performed as a basis for the experiments were 
carried out on the RPV with respect to the following criteria: 
- Development of pressure relief waves under various boundary condi-
tions. 
- Load acting upon the internals as a function of the length and dia-
meter of the pipe connections. 
- Influence of the initial pressure and temperature distributions 
upon the load forces. 
For the containment, the factors calculated were 
- the differential pressure loads acting upon the structures, 
the pressure and temperature development to be expected • 
.. .J Fabrication of the test components, especially of the RPV internals 
and the valves, was continued. The extensive measuring gear is being 
purchased. 
§E~£!!!£-~E~1~£~-~929!-~~E~hg~~~~-§~~~!~~ 
The experiments carried out with low excitation and various types of 
excitation, i.e., 
- shaker, snapback, explosion 
were evaluated. A first comparison with vibration calculations showed 
differences between the measurement and calculation, both in the eigen-
frequencies determined and in the amplitudes. 
Extensive calculations of the vibration behavior under the impact of 
) low excitation compared with measurements have been initiated by 
various institutions. 
§E~£!!!£-~!~i~£~-~QQQ!_~~~~-g~~~-§~~~!~~ 
In the period April/May/June 1976 leak rate measurements were carried 
out on the cold plant. Especially the influence of the sequence of 
pressure steps, the action of the air trapped in the concrete and the 
critical swelling pressure were investigated. 
4.2 Main Results 
----------------
The first automatic ultrasonic test of the RPV, the additional manual 
ultrasonic tests and the material studies indicated that the pressure 
vessel and the piping system of the HDR did not show any sizable de-
fects or cracks before the start of the blowdown experiments. A de-
. 
.. 
; I 
tailed stress analysis at 146 bar, 50° C revealed no strains1 in the 
elastic region the measurement and the finite element calculation 
sho\\ed good agreement. 
Here are some of the results of the leak rate studies: 
- Checking the leak rate at 0.5 bar is sufficient for the recurrent 
tests. Extrapolation of the leak rate from the rest pressure to the 
design pressure is possible. This, e.g., does not apply for a 
test pressure of 0.03 bar or 1.5 bar. 
- The leak rate values measured during the pressure surge phase are 
on the conservative side. 
- A period of assessment of 4 - 6 hours is not sufficient to allow 
the in- and outgassing effects in the concrete to be neglected. 
Also after the end of the transient time there may well be in- and 
outgassing effects accompanying major changes in the absolute pressu-
re. 
5. Next Steps 
The test loop will be tried out. Afterwards the whole measuring setup 
will be installed for the first blowdowns, which are planned for mid-
1977. They will include measurements of pressure, temperature, strain, 
displacement, density, mass flow, water entrainment, water separation, 
and heat transfer. 
Important points of further investigations include 
-experimental stress analysis (Spec. Proj. 2000) in the 11 hot" pressure 
test (310° c, 110 bar) for RPV and·pipings. 
- Leak rate measurements on the containment in the "hot 11 state 
(SP 5000). 
- First Blowdown experiments with steam isolation valves of NW 350 dia. 
(SP 3000). 
- Theoretical studies of the vibration behavior of the plant under the 
impact of low excitations compared with measurements. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
1. Investigation of the Phenomena Involved in 
Water CoOled Reactors 
the Depressurization of 
RS 16/2 
2. Investigation of the Phenomena Occurring within a 
Multicompartment Containment after Rupture of the 
Primary Cooling Circuit in Water Cooled Reactors. 
RS 50 
3. Reaction and Impingement Forces on Components 
and Structures Caused by a ~o Phase Jet Qia-
charged at Primary Pipe Breaks. 
4. Joint Reactor Safety Experiments in the Power 
Station of Marviken, Sweden. 
5. Ultrasonic Pulse-Echo Spectroxcopy in 
Ultra s:::mic NDT. 
6. Investigations on a Continuously Operating 
System for Crack Growth Surveillance in Pressure 
Vessels, Part IV: Further Development of Acoustic 
Emission with Regard to the Application at the 
Reactor. 
Nondestructive Inservice Inspection for Reactor 
Pressure Vessel with Eddy Current Methods. 
7. Development of Non-Destructive Testing Methods 
for In-Service Inspections of Reactor Pressure 
Vessels. 
7. Reference Documents 
- Paper for IEA - SLT - ERD - Expert Group on Reactor Safety 
"Safety Investigations in the Decommissioned HDR-Plant, 11 
April 1975 (in English) 
RS 93 
RS 33 
RS 54 
RS 31/3 
RS 89 
RS 27/2 
Paper: HDR Safety Program - General Program - Status as of December 
1975 Gesellschaft fur Kernforschung (in English) 
• - Quarterly reports: in the IRS-Research Report series (in German) 
Reports IRS - F - 21, 23, 25 - 27 
-Annual report: IRS- F- 24 (in English). 
8. Degree of Availability 
Unrestricted distribution. 
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~ 
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Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Auswi rkungen von Klihltlirmen groBer Kernkraftwerke auf ihre 
SPONSOR: 
Umgebung 
(PNS 4152 - III, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
PNS/GfK 
Title 2 (E~gli· Project Leader: 
Environmental Impact of Cooling Towers of Large Nuclear Power K. Nester 
Plants 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date): 
)1.1.1974 31.12.1976 
- !:itatus; Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing December 1976 
I. General Aim 
The aim is pursued under this task to study the impact of emissions from large cooling 
towers on the environment. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The rise and the dispersion of heat, humidity and droplet emission from cooling 
towers as a function of ambient conditions should be calculated. 
) 3. Research Program 
3.1 Development of a three-dimensional computer program for the calculatio~ of the 
distributions of temperature, specific humidity, vertical velocity,cloud and 
rain droplets 1n the plume of cooling towers. 
3.2 Verification of the computer program. 
3.3 Application of the computer program to a case study. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Experiments have been performed by DFVLR (compare 7) 
Computer Codes (compare 3.1) 
5. Progress to Date 
With the help of the WALKURE program allowing to calculate the rise and diffusion 
of plumes from cooling towers a number of computations were performed for complex 
meteorological environmental conditions. The model used in the determination of the 
dispersion coefficient with induced turbulence was improved once more. It is now 
based on the turbul~nt kinetic energy and rate of dissipation. This required two 
further partial differential equations to be solved so that their number has been 
increased to seven. Moreover, the overlapping of two cooling tower plumes was 
calculated for the first time. 
6. Results 
The results of computations performed for complex meteorological conditions have 
shown that the horizontal distributions of. the relevant parameters normal to the 
direction of transport clearly distinguish from each other in the individual layers. 
The influence exerted by inversions gets particularly noticeable. Such structures 
cannot be treated by one-dimentsional models. In some extreme cases the geometry of 
the visible plume completely differs from that which would be obtained with one-
dimensional models. In case of overlapping of two cooling tower plumes the distri-
butions of humidity, temperature and vertical velocity indicate the plumes from the 
individual cooling towers, even at distances of some kilometers from the sources, 
although the visible plumes can combine after 200 m already. Use of the new model 
for the dispersion coefficients also allows a more realistic calculation of their 
distribution. Overlapping of the plumes of several sources is now possible without 
any restrictions. 
7. Next Steps 
The program will be terminated on December 31, 1976 with the completion of the 
WALKURE computer program. Since the results of measurement campaigns relating to 
the cooling tower plumes of the Neurath and Meppen power stations were not available 
before mid-December 1976, detailed "calibration" was not possible. The·verification 
(3.2) as well as the application (3.3) of the WALKURE program used to calculate over-
lappings of cooling tower plumes will be carried out in 1977 within the framework of 
the llpptn• Rh i nt~ Vnllt'Y Projt'l~ t ini tin tl'd by the Federal Office of Environmental 
l'l'l)lr~l~lLHt (lltllldl':llllllWl~ltmnt). 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
The Project will be continued in the Upper Rhine Valley Project (compare 7). 
Report KFK 2262 (1976) p 152 (German) 
Report KFK 2266 (1976) p 115 (German) 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Unrestricted distribution. 
\ 
Classification: 20 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Untersuchung des WKrmeaustauschs FluB/AtmosphKre BRD am 
Beispiel des Rheins unterhalb des Kernkraftwerks Phi- SPONSOR: 
lippsburg als Beitrag zu Abktihlungsmodellen 
(PNS 4151 - III, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
GfK 
•ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Investigation of the Heat Exchange River/Atmosphere at Dr.w.schikarski the Rhine River Downstream of the Philippsburg Nuclear DP.H. Sauter Power Station. A Contribution to Heat Loss Models 
Initiated (Date) : Com.eleted (Date) : 
.,Tanuary 1972 December 1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Finished December 1976 
1. General Aim 
Measurements of heat exchange over the river surface and of meteorologi-
cal and hydrological parameters.' Theoretical modelling. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Direct measurement of evaporation and convection by means of eddy corre-
lation method. Tests of available heat exchange models, calculations on 
total heat exchange, statistics, classification . 
. ~ 
3. Research Program 
See above 
4. Experimental Facilities, Com.euter Codes 
Measuring station in the Rhine River. Evaluation codes. 
5. Progress to Date 
Station has been in the run mode with few interrupts due to repair. Two 
longer periods of breakdown occured in August/September for 6 weeks due 
to lightning damage and in December for 4 weeks due to an unindentified 
top event. First evaluations and special survey calculations were perfor-
med. 
, .. 
I ~ '. 
6. Results 
A final report (KFK-2374) summarizes the activities and results of the 
program during the leadership of PNS. 
7. Next Steps 
In order to meet the original plan of measuring over nearly naturally 
temperatured water and over thermal stressed water resulting from the 
Philippsburg Nuclear Power Station's cooling maintenance, the programm 
will continue for one year under the institute's own control. Further 
evaluations are in progress. 
\ 
8.Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
KFK-2374 "Die MeBstation Rheinhausen zur Untersuchung des Warmetransports 
• 
aus FlieBgewassern", Januar 1977; G. Hoffmann, H. Sauter, w. Schikarski 
10. De51ree of Availabilities of the ·Reports 
Unrestricted distribution. 
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Classification: 20 
Title 1 (Original Languaqe): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Pro~r.~mentwicklung :zur mehrdimensiortalen Kontinuur:ts- SPONSOR: Bt1FT 
mechanik 
• 
{RS 139 - III, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
.. INTERATOH 
Jl e..r.a. ~G la..db a..c..h. .1 
·ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
.Code d<!Velopment in multi-dimensional continuum 
mechanics Banasch 
Ini.tiated (Date): 1. 9. 74 Completed (Date) : open 
' 
··Status: Last Updatin~ (Date) : 
Continuing 31.12.1976 
l. General aim 
The aim of the project is the developmerit 6f meth~ds in the field of· 
.· 
multi·dim~nsional continuum mechanics in order to describe 
.. 1)1\n.~k i1nd· pt•n-t!iiH'O N"'vo propnqntion to~cthcr with one and two-
phase large scale fluid flow in a general ~eometry (compressible 
as well as non-compressfble viscous hydrodynamics in an Eulerian 
coordinate syst~m) 
- and coupled with tha~ the ela~tic-plastic deformation, penetratiori 
and failure bf complex ·structures (in a La~rangian coordinate 
0 system) • 
2. P~rticular ~hj~ctives 
... _; __ ~~. 
\.• .··.· 
..• ·_.·:-... !··-· 
". ·/.: . 
The experimental verification of all important aspects of the methods 
developed is a particular objective of the project: 
. 
- ev~l~ation of a~ailable tests 
- ~articipation in the vessel exp1osion programme being perform~d at 
Euratom/lspra (pre- and post-sh~t theoretica1 analysis) 
.. 
3. Research programme 
- literature survey of· available methods for solving problems 1n 
continuum mechanics 
- development of procedures for the hydrodynamics calculation in 
discrete Eulerian meshes 
-description of the solid structures in a Lagranqian system (finite 
elements, thin-shell theory, multi-axial stress and strain condi-
tions, general materials laws) 
- coupling of the Eulerian and Lagrangian procedures for solving the 
integral hydrodynamic and structural dynamics problem 
- development of a theory describing the hiqh pressure gas buhble 
through an Eulerian coordinate system 
- inclusion of enerqy dissipation due to friction (e.q. flow through 
perforated plates) into the description of hydrodynamics 
- verification of the theoretical methods by analysis of appropriate 
tests. 
4. Experimental Facilities Computer Codes 
Several parts of the main Code KOElSCH (!Qntinuumsmechanik mit fuler• 
Lagrangekoordinaten und SCHalentheorie) have been written and tested 
- - . 
using the records of several vessel explosion experiments. 
The Lagrangian IHTERATOM code ARES is used for the participation in 
the.Code Validation Programme at JRC Ispra. 
5. Progress to Date 
Since the participants on the project durinq the year 1976 have mainly 
been working on other projects, the progress is unsatisfactory. 
An improved method for the calculation of an expanding explosion bubb-
le vas tested usinq the records of an explosion experiment (Belgo-
nucleair Experiment E 114). The results were good. 
The twodimensional compJtational hydrodynamics were extended so that 
problems with free surfaces and water hammer could he treated. 
Shell theory and the one-dimensional version of the Euler-Laqrange-
hydrodynamics were coupled, so that shock waves in tubes with elastic 
and plastic deformation could he calculated. 
The work for the coupling of shell theory and twodimensional Euler 
Lagrange hydrodynamics was started. 
The participation in the Code-Validation (COVA)-Proqramme in JRC 
Ispra ~as initiated. 
S e v e r a 1 ex p 1 o s i o n e x p e r i men t s ( I T 4 - 6 ) w i t h 1 o \1 d e n s i t y c h a r g e s \·t e re 
successfully performed in thick-walled water-filled vessels and the 
results compared with the experiment IT1-3, which used high explosives. 
A new coating of the low-density charge was used for the repetition 
of the experiment ITS. 
The pressure imrulses Here 2S-3o % higher than in the previous shots • 
... 
It is suspected that the charge didnot burn completely in the origi-
nal experiments ITS and IT6 due to Moisture enterinq into the charge. 
The experiMents ITS and IT6 will probably be repeated once more with 
the new coating of the charge • The first experiment with a deforma-
ble shell (IT7) was executed but the charqe probably didnot burn 
correctly • The experiment was therefore repeated on October, 1976. 
Much work has been spent on the calibration of the high pressure 
transducers. A comparison with the transducers from the collaborating 
British establishments showed systematic differences. They are being 
further investigated. An analysis showed that the frequences of the 
~ data recording apparates have an influence on the high pressure peaks. 
These peaks should therefore not be considered when a detailed compa-
rison of calculations a~d experiments is made. 
An improved version of ARES (Interatom version, may 1976) was convert-
ed from CDC-Cyber to I13t1 37o and installed in Ispra. The experim~nts 
IT1-3 and ITS were calculated with this code. 
6. Results 
The main proqram will combine a set of largely independent program 
modules. These modules are being written and tested. 
I '• 
Programs for one- and twodimensional Euler-Lagrangian hydrodynamics 
and three-dimensional Eulcrian hydrodynamics have been written and 
are being tested. 
Further, a program for the description of the expansion of a high 
pressure bubble is under development. Polar coordinates in combina-
tion with the Eulerian grid are used here. Theoretical work for the 
development of a program, that calculates the motion of structures 
under influence of external and internal stresses, has nearly been 
completed. This program wi11 use shell theory in combination with 
finite difference methods. 
The cooperation with the code validation programme in JRC-Ispra 
has worked out well and the work is progressing steadily. 
7. Next Steps 
The work for the coupling of twodimensional Euler-Lagranqe hydrody-
namics with shell theory will be resumed. Work on the complete 
coupling of the subcodes into the main code KOELSCH will be initiated. 
The coon~ration with the COVA-prograrnme in Ispra will be continued. 
The conversion of the Overlay version of the Code ARES will be 
completed. 
• 
Classification: 20 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
Storfallanalyse von 1-.Jatrium-Wasser-Reaktionen im BRD 
nampferzeuger unter Be riicks i eh t i p-un P: cer Bilclung SI]9MOR: 
von Zwei-Phasen - Zwei-Komnonenten-nemischen 
(RS 140-III, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
I""JTF.RAT()}-f 
·ritle 2 (Eng:lish) : Project Leader: 
Accident Analysis of Sodium-Water Reactions in 
Steam Generators and the Associated Generation H. Banasch 
of Two -Phase, Two-Comnonent Mixtures 
Initiated (Date): Com,eleted (Date) : 
11.9.1974 30.9.1977 : 
I 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing 31.12.1976 
1. Genera 1 Aim 
The object of this work is to define improvements in the methods 
of accident analysis of Sodium Water reactions caused by water 
tube failures in steam generators of a sodium cooled fast breeder 
reactor. 
2. Particular Objectives 
A detailed examination of the experiments carried out by 
Interatom on Sodium Water reactionshas shown that the removal 
of sodium results in a hydrogen saturation containing very small 
sodium droplets. 
Furthermore, pressure losses will increase as a result of the 
removal of sodium and these losses will depend to a great extent 
upon the degree of acceleration,(they increase with the acceleration). 
As a consequence, the residual sodium droplets have th~ effect 
of cooling the gas because of the rapid diffusion of hydrogen into 
the sodium droplets resulting in a considerable variation of behaviou1 
when compared with the computer model by Salmon. 
The specific task, therefore, is to develop a computer program which 
will describe the phenomena of an accident which can occur in a 
~•t•';im _..~c'l\c'r:lfl't' :~\'~~tc'm. 
3. Research Program 
Evaluation of existing research material based upon existing programs 
and subroutines currently in development. 
I'' 
4. Experimental Facilities - Computer Codes 
Computer program PARA TIT enables the calculation of certain 
parameters by the comparison ~f experimental and calculated 
results. 
From this it has been demonstrated that calculations carried 
out with the computer code POOL (version GT) were too strongly 
influenced by the ideas formulated by Salmon. 
For example, hydrogen was considered to be isothermal and this-
was the assumption on which Salmon based his proposals and 
conclusions. Iteration problems were experienced in the program 
POOL, version GT when the gas had reached a velocity which was 
close to the critical velocity. It could be that three solutions 
were found instead of one. 
Consultations with INR Karlsruhe provided some useful information. 
Only one code is known - the code KACHINA of Los Alamos - in which 
the Two Component - Two Phase flow can be calculated dynamically. 
In it changes in temperature, resulting from changes in pressure 
and in the kinetic energy of the gas etc. are included in the 
iteration.This may have a considerable effect on the procedure. 
In addition, experiments made relating to small leaks have shown 
that oscillations having very large amplitudes were found in 
the computer program but not in the experiment. 
Further studies have shown that this problem can only be solved 
by using the ~EGONNING hypothesis. According to this hypothes~ 
there is an immediate reaction of the water entering the reactiun 
zone. On the other hand a water-steam mixture would. show a slower 
reaction. 
The kinetic gas theory stipulates that the molecules collide with 
the droplets of sodium. By penetrating into the reaction zone, 
part of the water may evaporate and will be influenced by the 
pressure of the hydrogen to produce a dynamic effect. 
5. Progress of Work to date 
6. Results 
Important improvements have been made in the subroutines of 
PARA TIIduring the period under review and a further subroutine 
has been developed which takes into account the influence of 
acceleration on wall film thickness. 
In addition, another subroutine is being written which calculates 
the physical data if another parameter value should be selected 
for the iteration. 
Experiments have shown that this iteration cannot be carried out 
as formerly (isothermal calculations). Earlier pressure losses 
were changed and then checked against the differences between 
the assumed and the calculated pressure losses to confirm whether 
the losses were small enough. This procedure must be changed to the 
average speed of a zone. 
7. Fnrtber Steps 
~ The respective subroutines have yet to be developed and tested. 
'· ) Then the convergence must be checked. 
8. Relation to other Projects 
Certain subroutines are to be brought into such a form that they 
can be used as subroutines in other computer programs dealing with 
accident analysis. 
9. References 
- Salmon, M.A. McDonald, I.S., Effects of tube leaks in sodium 
heated steam generators, NAA - SR- 8140, Atomic International, 
Canoga Park, 15th April 1963. 
Dumm, K., Dr. Mausbeck, H., Schnitker, W., Status of sodium 
water-reaction test work at INTERATOM, ANL - 7520, part I, 
p. 374 - 383 
~ - Schnitker W., The peculiarities of the reaction of sodium and 
water in vessels, Atomkernenergie, Bd 24, 1974/1975, p. 225 - 232. 
- Amsden, A .. , Harlow. , F., KACHINA : AN EULERIAN COMPUTER PROGRAM 
FOR MULTIFIELD FLUID FLOWS, Los Alamos, LA-5680 
- Tregonning, K., Mathematical modelling techniques for large 
scale sodium-water reactions in heat exchangers, BNES, Liquid 
Alkali Metals Conference, Nottingham, 4 - 6th April 1973, 
Proceedings, p. 115 - 122. 
.. ,......,. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
The reference documents are available at: 
Zentralstelle fur Atomkernenergie-Dokumentation 
(ZAED) 
Kernforschungszentrum 
7514 Eggenstein Leopoldshafen 
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Title 2 (En9_lish) : Project Leader: 
Development of a remote controlled ultrasonic testing 
device for fast breeder reactors H. Banasch 
Initiated (Date) : .. , Com12leted (Date): 
101.09.1974 31.12.1976 
'status: Last Updating (Date) : 
0 
Completed December 1976 
1. General Aim 
The object of this project is to develop methods of ultrasonic 
testing welds in austenitic steels and of the associated remotely 
controlled mechanism for moving the test probes to inspect the 
reactor tank externally. 
This development will be carried out with special reference to the 
environmental conditions which are to be expected during inservice 
inspection of the reactor tank of a sodium cooled Fast Breeder 
Nuclear Power Plant. Thus the test .. system will operate in an 
environment where: 
- the temperature is 250° C at the reactor tank wall and 
surrounding atmosphere, 
- the radiation level is ea. 10 4 rad/h, 
the atmosphere is Nitrogen 
- the reactor is loaded. 
It is required to develop and optimise 
-ultrasonic (US) test probes(transduceres), to detect defects in 
welds up to 60 mm thick, both longitudinally and transversally, 
a remotely controlled manipulator.to carry the US test probes, 
- system for the acquisition of the US signal data and handling 
of the data, 
- a medium for coupling the US transducer to the test object. 
2. Work performed and results attained 
2.1 Development of ultrasonic probes for austenitic stainless 
steel welds 
The fundamentals of the transmitting-detecting techniques for 
inspecting welds in austenitic steel were optimised. In this respect,. 
at the beginning of the year under review, a series of prototype 
transducers was built with various ranges of penetration of the 
reactor tank wall. 
This transducer series was subsequently extensively tested to 
detect artificial and natural defects of welded steel plate. Good 
results were achieved L-1_/. Since the plane of orientation of some 
defects diverges strongly from the side of the weld, it was necessary 
to design and build transducers with small insonation angle. 
This technique also was used for testing transversal defects. Here 
a series of transducers,was built having an increasingly larger 
distance between probe and weld. It was possible with these trans-
ducers to detect transversal defects in the region near to the 
transducer (3 mm dia flatbottom holes). Testing of the surface 
away from the transducer is still not satisfactory. Tests·of curved 
components (for instance pipes) were performed with good results. 
Extensive experiments were also performed under hig~ temperature. A 
I 
test facility with heating furnace and manipulator was set up for 
measurements at temperatures up to 250°C. By means of this 
measurements of the velocity of sound as a function of temperature 
were made with higher accuracy using the correlation method. Coupling 
medium experiments were made before these measurements. A specifi~ 
Polyphenyl Ether and two other coupling media satisfy the requirement 
,) 
... 
for a low evaporation rate. Measurements of sound attenuation as 
a function of temperature for these particular substances showed 
satisfactory results. 
In contrast with the transmitter-receiver transducer technique 
the use of focused beams brings an improvement of signal to noise 
ratio.This could be verified by a comparison between the SEL•3 
transducer and a newly developed focused angle beam transducer for 
longitudinal waves used on the same test plate. However, due to the 
narrow sound beam the probability of detectin~ a defect is 
significantly. lower than with the transmitter-receiver transducers. 
It will therefore be useful to carry on with these experiments with 
the object of optimisation in so far . as ,for instance ,the trans-
mitter-receiver transducers could be used for defect detection and 
the focused transducers for defect measurements. 
Further work program: 
The next steps to be performed within the frame of the following pro-
ject, RS 244, will be as follows: 
- examination of ultrasonic properties of specimen and transducer 
materials, 
- further- and new-development of ultrasonic test methods to in-
crease the defect detection probability, 
- conception and manufacture of ultrasonic transducers for testing 
~ in the laboratory and at the sodium test facility. 
2.2 Development and construction of the transport mechanism for the 
test system 
The transport mechanism has to··perform the following tasks: 
- transfer and positioning of the ultrasonic test system, 
- garantee the necessary pressing force and mechanical support 
of the ultrasonic transducers for the correct coupling, 
-among others, visual control of the test using a TV camera. 
The transport mechanism will be brought to the test position via the 
inspection ducts. The whole test area at the perimeter of the reactor 
tank is divided into 12 sections. In ·this way the transport mechanism 
has to scan a lateral area of approx. 1 m in each direction. An 
important requirement for the ultrasonic inservice test will be 
exactly reproducible positioning of the moving mechanism. The 
development of the control for the manipul'ator will, however, not 
be a part of this ·project. 
Because of the different geometrical conditions in the gap between 
reactor tank and guard vessel at least three carriages are required. 
In the time period under review work was mainly concentrated on 
the carriage which is designed for testing the cylindrical portion 
of the reactor tank. This design covers the horizontal transport 
mechanism and support for the test system. 
Further work program: 
Continuation of this project will be the following project RS 254
1 
necessitating the following tasks: 
continuing with the design of test system for the cylindrical 
portion of the tank followed by the preparation of specifications 
for manufacture, 
- finalisation of the design of the support for the test system 
followed by the preparation of specifications for manufacture, 
design and development of ancillary equipment for testing the 
portion of the tank above the s-shaped curve of the guidrails 
(in the vicinity of flanges), 
- development and construction of a test system to inspect welds 
as joints between pipes and nozzles, 
- development and construction of a curved support for the test 
system to facilitate inspection of welds at nozzle-piping joints, 
- construction and development of ancillary equipment to inspect 
the bowl shaped bottom of the reactor tank, 
- design of a system for feeding and removing the coupling medium, 
including development, construction and preparation of 
specifications for manufacture. 
2.3 Setting up of a sodium test facility for the whole test system 
The remotely controled manipulator will be guided to the test spot 
by means of a chain rail system. The chain rail system allows 
vertical movement. This system which has already been developed 
for another project was set up in a test facility at INTERATOM and 
after modefying the rails the first tests could be started. A sodium 
container with weld defects which will be used on this test facility 
has been ordered. 
Further work ·program: 
The next steps in this project will be performed within the frame of 
the following project RS 254. The assembly of the test container 
and its connection to the sodium circuit of the test facility is 
scheduled for the middle of 1977. Manufacturing of the first compo-
nents for the remotely controled transport mechanism is scheduled for 
the middle of 1977. The start up of the test facility including con-
trol, data acquisition and processing is scheduled for the end of 
1978. 
2.4 Experiments for the selection of the coupling media and for testing 
of a removal system for these coupling media from the wall of the 
reactor tank. 
~ Experiments on coupling media (to perform in the projects RS 244,250, 
2 54) : 
The scope of this task was to test the suitability of potential 
coupling media. As a result of the experiments two coupling media 
looked promising. These substances, which among other things look 
attractive owing to their low evaporation-rate must, however, be 
checked for their sound propagation properties and for their stabili-
ty against radiation. 
Development and test of a removal system for the coupling medium 
from the wall of the reactor tank (to perform in the projects RS 244, 
2 5012 54) : 
The task of this installation is to remove, as completely as possible, 
the coupling medium after terminating the measurements at the wall 
of the reactor and to minimise loss of the coupling medium. A 
prototype support for the test system was manufactured from the 
design developed ~nd was tested under realistic conditions. 
Promising results have been attained through these experiments. 
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1. General Aim 
To understand the effects of overprompt-critical power excursions of fast reactors 
chemical charges are fired in well-instrumental tank models. At the same time 
it is tried to verify these experimental data with computer cod0.s. Thus the 
reliability of the codes used for hypothetical accidents should be augmented. 
This report concerns a participation at this program over ~period of one year. 
~ 2. Particular Objectives 
The topics of this program are the 
- tank models 
- the instrumentation 
- charge 
- analysis of tests by computer codes 
3.1. Experimental Facilities 
The models to be used· are of loop (.SNR) and pool (CFR) reactor' proportions. 
The modeJsystem is sufficient large to enable the components to be well made. 
The models consist of a base pl~te and a to~ plate held together with tie-bars 
J.nd lvith the base firmly fixed to .. thc large mass (-47 tons) of the bottom of 
~ ne\'/ bunker. 
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The general aim of the instr~lmc~ntation to be used in these expcrirM:nts is to 
place it at a standar~ized set of measuring locations that can be used in all 
.experiments performed for validation. Strain gauges as well as pressure 
trarisduccrs are mounted at the walls and the latters in the fluid too. 
To check the accuracy of all transduc~rs, they are calibrated statically and 
dynamically before and after every shot. Permanent elongations can be measured 
additional by putting a rectangular grid over the \IJhole of the outer cylinder 
area. 
The experiments except the fir? t four vnes wi 11 be carried out using a low 
dens1ty high explosive charge (LD HE) in order that the stress levels reacted 
in the various components will be comparable with the stress levels achieved --.. 
by a U02 vapour explosion or U02 - Na interaction. The propertjes of the LD 
charge which is developed in the UK represent a compromise between the demand of 
a start pressure as low as possible (o,S -i,O kbar) and the necessity of repro-
duci.bi 1 i ty and the independence of confinement. 
3.2. Research Program 
... 
The safety assessment of fast reactor design has emphasized the need for validated 
codes. Therefore it is decided to start the series of experiments wit.h very simple 
rigid tanks without internals filled with water. For every test a preshot cal-
culation is made and if necessary a postshot calculation. If all relevant details 
of the experiment are also represented by the calculation the next more compli-
cated test wi 11 be performed. A time step of about six weeks for each experiment 
is planned. At the end of the program a complex model of a reactor tank with 
flexible inner and outer walls, curved bottom, neutron shields, diagrid and dip-
plate shall be fired and calculated. 
To reach this goal a parallel development and improvement of the computer codes 
is necessary. 
4. Project Status 
4.1. Progress to Date 
,.· 
-At-the begin of the reference period t~e first three (of 22) experiments \IJere 
··, already perform:=d. These tests should be identical and \'/ere made to enable 
I ~ ' 
a cross check concerning the instrumentation \ltith t1.,ro other laboratories in 
the UK where similiar experiments are carried out. A further test with a 
" different height of the water level should give informations about the in-
fluence of this purameter on the roof 1mpact. By reason of the big failure 
!' 
:. '1''1 
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rate of pressure transducers (up to 50%) at high pressures, new transducers 
had to be ordered from the UK. Additional an improved type was developed and 
manufactured in Ispra. The new pressure gauges arrived in december, so that 
·no further test could be performed. Analysing the results of the first three 
• f 
tests, they showed an excellent agreement with each other. Im comparision with 
the results of the calculation the agreement was good, except some few points 
where the discrepancies could be explained by the numerical treatment i'n the 
calculation or the insufficient measurement. Nevertheless even this simple 
test showed the necessity of code validation experim~nts. 
~c;tt the present, the following codes are available at the JRC Ispta and provided 
~or validation: REXCO - H Release 2, SURBOUM Version VD 7 and V~ 8, ARES 3 and 
ASTARTE. The CDC-Version of ARES 3 was adapted to the IBM-machine. In early 1975 
it was decided to introduce compressibility into the incompressible eulerian 
SURBOUM-code. This work is almost finishe? i.e. simple experiments with rigid 
walls can be treated. The possibility of the graphical output of the results 
is given at all available programs. 
4.2. Essential Results 
The first experiments with a high explosive high density charge in a rigid tank 
are performed. It is proved that the experimental equipment, the instrumentation 
and the data recording system work satisfactorily. An experimental and a theore-
tical test report is produced. All relevant and available european computer codes 
~are established at the JRC Ispra and are running on the ISM-machine. The limi-
ted code development of a compressible version of SURBOUM is encouraging. The 
LO charge and the according facilities as well as new transducers are arrived 
from the UK so that the next tests are prepared. 
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